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Britain's largest circulation journal devoted
equally to records and hi-fi, with an audited
average net sale of 49,485 copies per issue at
the last count ( January- December 1977).
Technical articles ot full page length or over
appearing in HiFi News 6Record Review are
detailed in the British Technology Index.
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Six integrated amplifiers ( sandwiched between two oscillograph
displays) are the models reviewed by Martin Colloms in this issue, but
the waveforms themselves tell an interesting part of any amplifiertesting story. The upper pattern is asimple sine- wave. At the bottom
is an amplified display of the distortion components in such awaveform after passing through an imperfect Class- B amplifier. Note how
the ' notch' coincides with zero amplitude on the sine- wave above it, as
the signal ' crosses over' from positive to negative polarity.
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CLASSICAL
RECORD INDEX
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell, Peter
Branscombe, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Stephen Daw, Kenneth
Dommett, Colin Evans, lain FenIon,
John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Ivor
Humphreys, Peter le Huray, Arthur
Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes, Andrew Keener,
Victor McAloon, Hugh Ottaway,
Benedict Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle,
Leon Thompson, Peter Turner
J. S. BACH
148 Clavierübung ( Koopman)
BARTOK
148 Microcosmos ( Helffer)
BEETHOVEN
148 Piano Concertos 1-5
(Weissenberg/Karajan)
148 Violin Concerto ( Accardo/Masur)
148 Septet in ( Aureum)
148 Sonata 21 ( Vered)

PUCCINI
157 Madama Butterfly ( Maazel)
159 Turandot ( Lombard)

ELGAR
153 Violin Concerto ( Haendel/Boult)

RACHMANINOV
159 Symphony 2 ( de Waart)

STRAVINSKY
161 Petrushka ( C. Davis)
161 Pulcinella Suite etc ( Boulez)

FALLA
153 Nights/Love ( Rozhdestvensky/
Yansons)

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
159 Orchestral ( Kapp)

SULLIVAN
161 The Zoo/Cox ( Nash)

ROSSINI
159 Messe Solennelle ( Heltay)

TCHAIKOVSKY
161 Symphonies 1-6 ( Mehta)
161 Romeo.Francesca ( Danon)

FAURE
155 Requiem etc ( A. Davis)
FERNEYHOUGH
155 Transit ( Howarth)
de GRIGNY
155 Organ Mass ( Chapuis)
HANDEL
155 Queen Anne Ode etc ( Preston)

LEHAR
157 Merry Widow Highlights ( Rudel)

BRUCKNER
149 Symphonies 4-6 ( Wand)
153 Symphony 6 ( Barenboim)
CHOPIN
153 14 waltzes ( Zimerman)
153 Piano Concerto 2 ( Argerich/
Rostropovich)

SCRIABIN
161 Piano Sonata 2etc ( Ashkenazy)

VIVALDI
163 Gloria Nulla ( Preston)
163 La Cetra ( Stevens)

SHOSTAKOVICH
161 String Quartets 5/6 ( Fitzwilliam)

WEBERN
163 Complete Works ( Boulez)

VOCAL

HAPPY CHRISTMAS
165 CHRISTMAS MUSIC ( Various)
165 MORE CHRISTMAS MUSIC ( Riverside)

MENDELSSOHN
157 Organ Works ( Fisher)

NOT VOCAL

MOZART
157 Don Giovanni ( Bohm)
157 Piano Concertos 21 / 26
(Eschenbach)
157 Oboe Concertos ( de Vries/
Kersjes)

165
165
165
165
165
167
167
167

PARRY
157 Songs of Farewell ( Halsey)

BATTLE IMPERIAL ( Woods)
HARRIET COHEN MEMORIAL RECORD
AN EVENING WITH JOSEPH COOPER
HARMONICA RECITAL ( Reilly)
GOLDEN AGE OF SPANISH KEYBOARD ( Cano)
ORCHESTRAL COLLECTION ( Barenboim)
VIENNESE CHAMPAGNE ( Georgiadises)
WIND MUSIC ( Vienna Wind Soloists)

gentle on
your records.
Use aBib Record Valet
for up-to-the-minute record care.
The new Bib Record Valet is the most
technically advanced manual record
cleaner on the market.
Too much cleaning fluid can actually
damage records, so the Bib Record Valet IS
designed to humidify the liquid for thorough
cleaning without sticky deposits.
A row of soft bristles on the leading edge searches right down into the grooves, and the hu
velvet pad collects and removes the loosened
particles.
Engineered in chromed steel and supplied
complete with dust cover in permanent storage
box, the Bib Record Valet provides professionalstandard record cleaning.

e

Ref. 110 RAP £5.49

de VISEE
163 Suites etc ( North)

163 THE ART OF BENJAMINO GIGLI
165 GREAT BRITISH MEZZOS & CONTRALTOS
165 FREDERICA VON STADE RECITAL

MARTIN
149 Sonata da Chiesa ( Epstein)

Bib helps the

VIEUXTEMPS
161 Violin Concertos 4/5 ( Perlman)
Barenboim)

COLLECTIONS

HINDEMITH
149 Der Schwanendreher ( Epstein)

BERNSTEIN
149 Songfest ( Bernstein)

BOTTESINI
149 Double bass music ( Streicher)

SCHUMAN
153 Piano Concerto ( Argerich/
Rostropovich)

HENZE
155 Voices ( Henze)

HUMPERDINCK
155 Hansel und Gretel ( Solti)

BLOCH
149 Suite hebraique ( Epstein)

SCHUBERT
159 Symphonies 4/8 ( Giulini)
159 Symphonies 4'8 ( Mehta)
148 Wanderer Fantasy ( Vered)

HAYDN
147 The Seasons ( Dorati)
155 Six Quartets ( Juilliard)

BERG
149 Lulu ( Dohnanyi)

BIZET
149 Carmen ( Abbado)

STANFORD
157 Part Songs ( Halsey)

DEBUSSY
153 Preludes 1( Michelangeli)
153 Preludes 1 / 2 ( Jacobs)

inc. VAT

Pat. Pending. Reg. Des. No. 981808

music go round

Bib Hi Fi Accessories Limited,
Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4RQ.

Two NEW
Speakers
from
Monitor
Audio
MA4 SERIES II

The new 100 watt loudspeaker from Monitor
Audio, with a no compromise acoustic
performance and a specification to match.
MA4 SERIES II SPECIFICATION
Frequency response Sine wave ± 2dB, 55 Hz-20 kHz on axis
±3 dB, 10 vertically off axis
±-3 dB, 30° laterally off axis

MA4

Maximum amplifier power 100 watts per channel, peak
programme
Minimum amplifier power 20 watts per channel, 8 ohm rating

SERIES II

Maximum sound output

103 dB Linear at 1 metre

Voltage sensitivity 2.83 volts (
1watt, 8ohms) will produce
typically 86 dB Linear at 1 metre ( 86 dB/W)

i
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Distortion Less than 1% 2nd and 0.4% 3rd harmonic,
80 Hz- 20 kHz, a; 90 dB at 1metre. 0.4% maximum 3rd
harmonic at 50 Hz
Impedance 8 ohms ( not less than 6.4 ohms)
Dispersion See polar curve
Crossover 14 element LC- R network, with high power ferrite
and air core inductors plus low loss selected capacitors
Nominal crossover point 2.2 kHz
Size 694 mm ( high) x316 mm ( wide) x278 mm ( deep)
Weight 15.5 kg
Stand Matching chrome stand recommended, CS1 or CS2
available from Monitor Audio

MA6 BUDGET MODEL
Monitor Audio now introduce their latest
achievement, the new MA6. The MA6 is a budget
model to suit everyone's pocket but, with no
sacrifice of quality. It retains all Monitor Audio's
Axial and off axis responses MA4 SERIES II

well known h•gh standards of manufacture.
MA6 BUDGET MODEL SPECIFICATION
Frequency response 45 Hz to 19 kHz ± 3.5 dB
Sensitivity 10 watts for 96 dB linear at 1metre
Rec amplifier rating 10 watts to 50 watts per channel
Size 580 mm ( high) x300 mm ( wide)

Polar curve MA4 SERIES II

Distortion MA4 SERIES II

Monitor
Audio Ltd the BIGnameinhi•fi .‹
eç‘ 1\‘'ç\

Monitor Audio Limited 347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge England
Telephone 0223 46344 & 42898

Telex 817343 Blue CAM / G
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3Fabulous Renault 5TLs
to be won in the exciting
Hardmans " SPOT THE
DIFFERENCE" Competition!
The superb Renault 5TL-the
world's biggest selling French car.
It's nippy enough to cope easily with the
heaviest town traffic, luxurious enough to take
you on the longest motorway trip in real comfort.
Now here's your chance to own one, complete with distinctive,
special- order black finish.
The competition couldn't be easier to enter- just pick up an entry form at your
nearest Hardmans when you spend £40 or more on anything from our massive
selection of audio, Hi Fi, records, tapes and accessories-all at big discounts!
There'll be one Renault 5TL given away in each month of the promotion- October, November and December - plus consolation
prizes of Goodmans MCD100 Music Centres with RB35 speakers worth £ 420 and Hitachi K5OE miniature TV Cassette
and radios worth £ 199. Below is just asmall sample of the items packed into our displays. See them all soon, and get the
Hi Fi bargains of alifetime PLUS the chance to win one of three brand new Renault 5TLs!There's never been abetter time
to talk to Hardmans, the helpful Hi Fi people.
Hardmans Christmas System 3
AIWA AD 6800 Cassette Deck
Hardmans Christmas System 1
Goodmans Module
90 Receiver.
AM FM Wavebands
2x30 watts RMS.
ThorensTD145cn
Turntable. Belt drive. Auto - stop lift.
Ortofon VMS 20E Magnetic Cartridge,
Mordaunt Short 'Pageant' Loudspeakers.
2- way, reflex cabinet. 5-50 watts RMS.

Yamaha CR200E
Receiver.AM FM
Wavebands.
2x15 watts RMS.
JVCJLA20Turntable
Belt drive.
Including cartridge.
Castle ' Richmond
Mk II'Loudspeakers.
2- way, reflex cabinet.
5-25 watts RMS.

System Price £ 389.00
Hardmans Christmas System 4

System Price £ 220.00
Hardmans Christmas System 2
TechnicsSU 7100 Amplifier
2x35 watts RMS
from 20-20 kHz.

If
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Pioneer PL 514
Turntable.
Belt drive Auto- return
Ortofon VMS 20E. Magnetic Cartridge.
KLH 331 Loudspeakers. 2- way.
8-40 watts RMS

System Price
£249.00

Sugden A4811
Amplifier.
2x45 watts RMS.
* ett t.
Thorens TD145c II
--Turntable. ." •
Belt Drive Auto-stop litt
Ortofon VMS 20E Magnetic Cartridge.
KEF 104 aB Loudspeakers.
2-way
ABR. 15-50 watts RMS.

System Price £ 564.00
Hardmans Super Buys

Thorens TD 14511c Turntable
+Ortofon VMS 20E Cartridge
Precision belt driven
Thorens turntable
featuring end of
n enter
play stop and arm
customers ca
tool
lift. This combined with the
the coMpetition ments and
superb Ortofon VMS 20E
Sinaply li s tyour re quire pa yable t
o
Cartridge for less than the RRP
or
tie
your
enclos e a cheque, P.O.,
•of the turntable alone- that's
Hardinan Radio LiMite d
Mber.
Hardman's
Total RRP £Value.
192.88
Access oroBarclaycard nu

Add aSecuricr delivery charge of £6per
system or £3per single item to your order
and send your order to Department
Hardman Radio Limited. 33 Dale Street,
Liverpool L2 2f-f.
nsion 27. P.O.
PhOne enquiries, exte dspat
P.I1 orders by Access. Barclaycard or
will be gespatched within e hours.
Orders by cheque will be eched
eara
.
immediately on cheque clnce
P. full retund w.\\ be given for
goods not e stock,
Easy terms
available/
instant credit
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HR £ 129.90

Top of the current
.• \
Aiwa range
a
of superb DOLBY
decks. this 3 head
T% , e •
CICIOLAG.rà
j.T 3
machine has been -• - -_ designed to produce 'state-of-the-art'
cassette performance by permitting
fine bias adjustment for any tape type.
Once again Hardmans supply the best
jt the herA
- price RAP £ 415.80.

gtel -

HR £ 299.00
Hardmans
RAP
Price
Yamaha CR200E
AM, FM Receiver
1' 139 86 £89.90
2 x 15w RMS
Pioneer SX 550
AM ,FM Receiver
£174.27 £124.50
2 x20w RMS
Tanoy 'Cheviot'
Loudspeakers
2 x 60w RMS
£ 346.50 £277.00
KLH 331 Loudspeakers
2 x40w RMS
£ 117.00 £89.00
Sony TC118SD
Dolby Cassette Deck £ 120.55 £74.50
JVC OLF4
Direct Driva Turntable
including Ortofon
VMS 20E cartridge
195 50 £159.00
WE ARE STOCKISTS OF ALL MAJOR HI-FI BRANDS
AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES. PLEASE RING YOUR
NEAREST BRANCH FOR MORE INFORMATION.

pier are albums-11k
tIistheklealeletmege

Hours at business Monday 9-6 pm. Tuesday 10 30-6pm lAtchesday 9-6pm,
Thursday 9-8 pm. Friday 4-6 pm Saturday 9-6Prn.
Prices include VAT and correct at the time of going to press.

Liverpool
33 Dale Street Tel 051-236 2828
Manchester
St. Mary's Gate, Market Street. Tel: 061-832 6087
Preston
Guild Hall Arcade Tel: (0772) 59264
Chester
The Forum, Northgate Street. Tel: (0244) 317667
Birmingham
19/21 Corporation Street. Tel: 021-632 6303

and felt:Went,*
mAets finapaii-egocend

For many years, Har dmans have had a particularly happy
relationship with the true en th us i
ast; the perfectionist in sound for
whom that rare stamp o fcra f
tsmanship in performance and
construction is the only st
an dar d.
At Hardmans, yo u 'll fi nd a comprehensive range of equipment from
those manufacturers wh ose names are synonymous with absolute
excellence in sound rep ro duc ti on.
Every item is set u p f
or i
mmediate demonstration and comparison
now at your nearest Hardmans.

J.E. Sugden—
Where quality is foremost
Equipment with an enviable
reputation for uncompromisingly
high standards of sound
reproduction.
Individually hand built for
absolute reliability using
techniques developed for the
production of scientific
instruments, these much soughtafter units are now available for
immediate demonstration.

C51 control unit and P51 amplifier (second
power amp. may be added to double the
output-capability) comprehensive facilities
for the Audiophile who must have everything.
Also Q51 four channel matrix unit and R51
tuner to match.
A48 Integrated amplifier now restyled and
including many extra facilities T48 matching
tuner also available.
P51
E SUGDEN

ecm
C51
P51
R51
A48
T48
877 Tape Deck RRP £646.88

R EVOX

Successor to the world famous A 77 series
professional standard tape deck, the recently
introduced B 77 includes further refinements to
the three- motor drive system and fool- proof
integrated drive logic operated by computer keys

Control Unit
Amplifier
Tuner
Integrated Amplifier
Matching Tuner

C51
£1 19.00
£148.00
£139.00
£209.00
£119.00

8750 Amplifier RRP £433.13
2 x60 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohm
speakers leg BX350) with a unique absence of
any TI M distortion Employing high quality
European components and click- stop
controls throughout

8760 Digital FM Tuner RRP £ 759.37
FM station frequencies tuned in with quartz
precision accuracy which matches that of the
\ station's frequency; the ability to memorise 15
station frequencies selected by touch keys and
protected against erasure due to powerline
failure. FM radio reception at the limits of
electronic sophistication.

8790 Turntable RRP £410.63
Quartz controlled direct drive ( digital speed
display) coupled with a tangentially tracking
pick-up arm, touch key operation to render
both disc and stylus virtually immune from any
possible damage.
BX 350 Loudspeaker System RRP £ 360.00 (PAIR)
Four five inch units are arranged on a concave
pyramidal baffle below a one inch dome
tweeter with push button lift and cut.
A remarkable design with the precise functional
Intention of reconstituting the original sound.
, orrect in both frequency and phase.

Talk to the helpful Hie people
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We examine our
as we examine our
At Toshiba we go to extraordinary lengths to make
excellent products which
will give pleasure for years to
come.
Last year alone we invested £35 million just looking
for better ways and materials.
Countless more millions
were spent on the testing
and re-testing of prototypes.
Then production batches
were put through the most
exhaustive quality control
checks.
Yet we feel that all this
effort could be wasted ifwe
didn't have the right
people dealing with you,
the customer.
Hi-fi and top-end Audio
are complex and becoming
more so, and you shouldn't
just be 'sold' it.
You should be helped
to buy it
For us, the right dealer
has sound demonstration

dealers as carefully
products.
facilities, and he's not shy
about using them.
The right dealer has agood
service department ifs very
rare that anything goes wrong,
but he must be prepared.
The right dealer must be
prepared, too, to put himself
out abit in order to provide
personal service, even in your
home if necessary; he's in
competition with big discount
stores, and personal service
is one area where he can leave
them standing.
The right dealer is willing
to spend time learning about
what he sells, so he can pass it
on; our product training
facilities are designed just for
this.
Put simply, our whole
effort is designed to ensure
that you get afair deal.
So give your local Toshiba
dealer atry He can offer arange
ofToshiba stacked systems,
'separates' and music centres.

Now and again he gets out
ofbed on the wrong side, as
we all do, but if he makes buying hi-fi painful rather than
pleasant, we'd like to hear
from you.
'11 1
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GRIFFIN

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS FOR THE DISCERNING EAR

GRIFFIN STUDIO ELECTRONIC 85'

GRIFFIN APERIODIC 27

GRIFFIN 25 "OMEGA2"'
AND OMEGA 3'

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 85

The ' Studio Electronic 85 is a five speaker system w:th
level controls, variable enclosure damping, three built- rn
power amplifiers — one for treble; one for mid- range, one
for bass— and the special tandem- line bass system.
Just to set you thinking here's an outline specification —
Tandem- line bass system frequency response of 22Hz —
30kHz — 4dB -I- 2dB in a room of 3,000 cubic feet.
Damping factor greater than 100 over the entire renbe.
The tri amplified system is the equivalent of a power
amplifier with more than 500 watts RMS power.
LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 27

The 'Aperiodic 27' loudspeaker incorporates a revolutionary crossover design fea7.uring degrees of inherent
mid- range and treble damping ano coil control previously
only obtainable by tri amplification.
The frequency range extends from below 30Hz to 25kHz
within ± 2dB with exceptional smoothness and the
dispersion characteristics afe very wide at all frequenzies
There is no significant beaming, unlike conventiona:.
speaker systems. The ' AperOdic 27' is suitable for amplifiers from 30 — 100 watts RMS.

LISTEN TO THE PURE SOUND GENIUS OF THE GRIFFIN 25's

The Griffin 25 ' Omega -two' and ' Omega three' high
quality loudspeakers give a choice of two or three way
systems intended for use with high powered amplifier ,,
ranging from 15 — 100 watts per channel. The loud speakers are specifically designed to give an accurately
tailored frequency response and excellent musical clarity.
Please send details of your full range of loudspeakers and list of selected dealers.
NAME
ADDRESS
JUPON TO

ff

PURE SOUND GENIUS
H. K. GRIFFIN Et CO ( Electronics) Siddons Factory Estate. Howard St
West Bromwich. West Midlands 1370 OSU Tel : 021-556 6825/6823

_J
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MkIII
The best sounding universal tone arm
PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY

Silicone Damped Pick-up Arm

/.
New super natural sound
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE
MAYWARE

MC- 2C
with miniature nude diamond conical stylus.
Excellent resolution, tracking and minimal record wear.
Matching T-24 Transformer
Leaflet on request
MAYWARE LTD. ( Dept HFN.12.78)
15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS, England

P.W.B. RECIROSTAIIC HEADPHONE FOR UNDER £45_

INC VAT

P
.11.B.

break the electrostatic headphone price barrier. A
superb electrostatic headphone for under £45 including
matching transformer box. The new P.W.B. electrostatic
headphone capsule is permanently polarised, removing the
necessity for any external polarising voltage.

N
o moving coil

headphone can equal the quality of agood

electrostatic.

If

you are in the £30 plus market for a headphone— insist
upon hearing the P.W.B. electrostatic lightweight headphone. Superb quality, superb comfort.

If

you are in the £20 market, listen to our excellent moving
coil headphone model M.C.X. The high efficiency drive unit
has a rare earth magnet and a 12 micron diaphragm. Its
lightweight, self supporting coil ensures excellent reproduction. Price around £25.
Produced in England by

P.W.B. ELECTRONICS LTD
1 Norfolk Gardens, Leeds LS7 4PP, England
Telephone: Leeds 682550.
II
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The Audio Consultants

190 West End Lane, London \W6 iSQ. Tel, 01-794 7848
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R.R.P. £195.80.
Our Price £149.50.
AD 6350 Save £46.30.

With this saving you could
buy aquality tape every week
for over six months
With asaving of £46.30 you can easiry
buy anew tape every week for over twentysix weeks. Of course you could buy many
more of acheaper variety but we wouldn't
recommend it. Why? Because the Awai AD
6350 stereo cassette deck incorporates an
adjustable bias for optimum recording
results with different brands of L/H normal
tape.

it must be the bargain of all time, especially
when you consider that we will give atwo
year guarantee with every deck.
And unlike the normal discount outlets
our full expert services, advice,
demonstrations, after sales service and
credit facilities are available to all.

It has anumber of other interesting
features, such as: New ` Rec-mute' edit
facility, Dolby noise reduction system, two
peak readings LEDs. oil- damped cassette
ejection, full auto stop, cue/review facility
and fine starter.
In our opinion these make the AD 6350
one of the best stereo cassette decks on the
market today, at its price, and at our price
INCORPORATING NORTHERN IRELAND
Aberdeen

Ayr/Kilmarnock

Holburn Hi-Fi.
Vennal Audio Visual,
445 Holburn St.
115 High St.. Ayr.
Tel: Aberdeen 25713. Tel: Ayr 64124.

Edinburgh

Edinburgh

Falkirk

Glasgow

Northern Ireland

Audio Aids,
52 George St.
Tel: 031-226 3979.

The Gramophone,
Television & Wireless Co.,
Pedestrian Precinct,
Rose St. Tel: 031-225 9535

Russell Hi Fi
44 Cow Wynd.
Tel: Falkirk 29011.

Victor Morris.
Audio
Visual,
3
40 Argyle St.
Tel: 041-221 8958.

The Hi Fi Shop.
21 Railway Rd.,
Coleraine, Co. Londonderry.
Tel: Coleraine 52843.

49 The Foregate,
43 South Clerk St.
Kilmarnock.
Tel: 031-667 2877.
Tel: Kilmarnock 34826.

Corner.
1Haddington Place,
Leith Walk.
Tel: 031-556 7901.

Glasgow
Neil McCormack Ltd..
1050 Pollokshaws Road,
Shawlands. Glasgow.

8-10 Glassford St.
Tel: 041-552 2483. 11 Lisburn Rd.,
Belfast.
Tel: Belfast 40644.
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All of these compact
speakers can sound
'ten feet tall"...

WM.

Monitor Audio MA7

Acoustic Research AR18

Tangent TM3

KEF Chorale

B&O Beovox 522

JR149

Rogers 1_5315A

Wharfedale Linton 3XP

RIMY

Marantz 4G

Leak 3020

Sony SS2030

Celestion Ditton 15

Above we have shown a small selection, but any compact loudspeakers
will benefit by the addition of the JR Super Woofer.

When you add on the
new JR Super Woofer
The speakers shown on the opposite page are
examples of excellent compact speaker design.
However they are all subject to one limitation.
The cubic capacity of their enclosures. The fact
is, it's physically impossible to reproduce very
deep bass down to 30Hz in cabinets of their size.

Bass you've never
believed possible
It is no longer necessary
however to go to the expense
of changing up to huge
speakers to achieve deep,
deep bass. You simply add on
one JR Super Woofer to your
existing stereo system, whatever the impedance or efficiency of the speakers, to get
the bass performance of
Studio Monitors. Even electrostatics will benefit in most
cases from the addition of the
JR Super Woofer.

over to reproduce with the Super Woofer frequencies right down to 30Hz.

Where should the Super Woofer
be positioned?
The answer is practically anywhere in the
room. As low bass carries little
or no directional information
to our ears, all the stereo
sound will appear to emanate
from the two original speakers.
Designed as an attractive
piece of furniture that can
also be used as an occasional
table, the JR Super Woofer
measures only 20 inches ( 51cm)
diameter by 18 1/
2 inches (47cm)
high and is easily moved on its
nylon castors.

Frequency Response
Graph

You can still use your
present amplifier
The JR Super Woofer
L.P.A.® ( Low- Pass Amplifier)
System uses its own 30 watts
amplifier with electronic low pass filter designed .to connect to
the loudspeaker
terminals of all
types of amplifiers.
The bass response
of most compact
speakers falls off at about
70-80Hz. The L.P.A.'s own amplifier then takes

The above graph illustrates the response curve
of the L.P.A. unit as measured on Bruel & Kjaer.

Choice of finishes
The JR Super Woofer is available in nine / 1.
different finishes:— teak, walnut, rose- r,
wood, yew, black, white, as well as, s\q-;,te
red, green or brown leather inlaid
into rosewood.
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and for music lovers ...
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO are dedicated to obtaining the most natural sound and reproduction
of music possible through systems from about £500 to about 4times that price and just for
once, we would like to place an advertisement that does not compete with the usual crowd.

As our naim ( sorry, name) implies, we believe that the only way to judge equipment is to hear
it, not to study specifications. We didn't get where we are today by listening to specifications.
Nor apparently have our customers arrived at their choice by that clinical and unemotional
route.

So, we have not told you how honest we are, how technically competent we are, how uncompetitive our prices are, nor how dedicated we are. Suffice to say that if it's worth owning,
we probably sell it. Those who have visited us, know the truth!

In pursuit of the above however, we feel it only fair to acknowledge the contribution made by the following, for providing
in every case, an excellent product backed by exceptional service, just as we would expect:
Meridian, Orpheus, Lecson, Michaelson/Austin, A & R, Cambridge, Linn Sondek, STD, J. Michell, Lentek, Gale,
Swallow, SKS, Dynavector, Hadcock, Grace, SME, Supex, Entre, Ultimo, Grado, EEI, Decca Gold, MXR, Braithwaite,
QED and of course, Poire Williams, for those that know! You will of course have noticed afew notable and popular
makes absent from this list, perhaps in view of the sentiments expressed above, you may understand why.

********************************************************
We are taking this opportunity to announce our intention to donate 10% of our takings in
December, to the Royal National Institute for the Deaf. In the final analysis, the reason for
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO's success, along with that of every other dealer, manufacturer and
magazine, is that despite what we may cynically think, none of us are deaf! There will be no
increase in price, no reduction in service to pay for this donation—for every £100 ex vat
spent with us, a full £ 10.00 will be donated without any deduction whatsoever. So, if you
continue to support us as you have done in the past 26 months, you will at no additional
expense or inconvenience, help to alleviate this form of suffering. Just think about it—if we
were all deaf, musicality, A/B tests, Paul Messenger et al. would all be totally meaningless
and irrelevant. Perhaps they are, anyway!
********************************************************

Useful helpful blurb.
1. Civilised demonstrations until 9p.m. daily— but STRICTLY by appointment.
2. Personal installation at no additional charge, whenever possible.
3. Speedy and reliable personal and " over the counter" exportation services.
4. No rubbish served here!!

subjective audio
(HI-FI

CONSULTANTS)

01 886 7289

6 WINDSOR ROAD, PALMERS GREEN, LONDON N13, ENGLAND
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Watts ~
the first name
Xstatie £ 6.48
Humid Mop Kit £ 1.39
Parastat Wash Brush ( Replacement Brush
for Manual Parastat) £ 1.41
Packs containing replacement parts are
readily available.

New Formula Parostate"
Antistatic Fluid
/ oz 26p. 1oz 42p
2
1

PARASTAT

I tq-a

Manual Parastat
£5.36

Distilled
Water
Dispenser
32p

Parostatik
Disc Preener® £ 1.07
Hi- Fi Parastat : £ 4.55

Stylus Cleaner 42p

e

OF Wee

e
e.
Dust Bug® £ 1.94
Cecil E. Watts Ltd., Darby House,
Sunbury- on- Thames, Middlesex
Telephone: Sunbury- on- Thames 83252.
Telex: 27750

Please send me the following items -

All prices include 8% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi stores and record
shops or in case of difficulty order direct adding 10% to cover postage
and packing ( minimum P&P 10p) UK only.

Name

HFN 12/78

Address

LII

Illustrated leaflet and full price list

Ienclose cheque/P.O.value £

( please do not send postage stamps)

UP TO £1,154 A PAIR.
AND BEAUTIFUL ON THE EARS.
For forty years, we've been famous in the States
for our speakers. Perfecting sound reproduction to a
fine art. Which is why professional recording studios
and musicians there have made us the No.! choice.
We've progressed far beyond the basics of audio
engineering into the realm of psycho-acoustics, to study
how people perceive what they hear. Resulting in
speakers that make listening easier.
Now, in Great Britain, our range of speakers
is available for your HiFi system at home.
Priced from £128 to £1,154 apair. Beautiful
on the ears and on the eyes, too.
Post the coupon for alist of Altec
Lansing dealers and for our detailed brochure.

I'd like to hear all about Altec Lansing..
Name
Address
HFNL1
To: Highgate Acoustical, 38 Jamestown Road, London NWI 7EI.

We'd like you to meet our fan club.

Not long ago, the Japanese wife of a
Japanese executive of an enormously
large Japanese hi-fi company remarked
that she much preferred the Armstrong
Receiver (then being 'evaluated' in their
home) to the somewhat bulkier, knobencrusted equipment provided by her
husband's firm.
Ask who that lady is and we must, of
course, remain inscrutable.
But she has world-wide support for
her opinion.
And not simply because Armstrong
Series 600 is sleeker, more compact — and
altogether more handsome than most
other equipment.
The terrific news (and here's hope

for England) is that it also sounds better:
Turn for instance to the leading and
largest hi-fi specialist magazine in
America and this is what you read:
"I can only judge by what Ihear—
and what Iheard in the case of the
Armstrong 625 was very good indeed.
Reproduction in phono is absolutely
superb:' Leonard Feldman, Audio,
March 1978.
Series 600 is available in five
models:
The amplifier (or amplifier section)
has an output of more than 40 watts per
channel — both driven. The FM tuner, or
section, has aspecification very close to
the theoretical performance limits of the

FM broadcasting system. And the AM
section covers both medium and
long-wave bands, making it ideally
suitable for the BBC's new wavelength
changes.
Latest addition: the new 602
loudspeakers. "Congratulations to
Armstrong for their entry into the market
with amodel that does them credit:'
Angus McKenzie.
(Please return the coupon for full
information, including afree Series 600
colour brochure.)

Name
Address

12. HFN.78 I

•

621 Stereo Amplifier £ 136.00;
623 AM-FM Stereo Tuner £ 152.00;
624 FM Stereo Tuner £ 118.00;

625 FM Stereo Receiver £215.00;
626 AM-FM Stereo Receiver £248.00;
602 Loudspeaker £ 199.88 per pair

Prices are RRP, include VAT
e121% and are correct at time
of going to press.

Post to: Armstrong Audio Ltd.,
Warlters Rd., London N7 ORZ.
Tel: M-607 3213

I.. Armstrong . J
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THIS ONES BETTER
THAN BRITAIN'S
BEST-SEWNG SPEAKER
AND IT'S CHEAPER.

THE NEW WHARFEDALE SHELTON XP2:
Frequency response
(-3dB) 63Hz-20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10-35 watts r.m.s.

For the past three years, the Wharfedale Linton XP
has been abest-seller.
Now there's anew speaker which costs less, and sounds
even better. It's called the Wharfedale Shelton XP2.
Its brand new dome tweeter, bass/midrange driver and
crossover network were designed with the help of acomputer,
some highly qualified technicians, and agreat deal of patience
Listen,and you'll see what we mean.

Distributed In Ireland by:Kilroy Brothers Ltd.,Shanowen Road,Whitehall, Dublin 9.Tel: 379961.

AND THIS ONE
GOES ONE BETTER.
FOR JUSTA
FEW POUNDS MORE.

THE NEW WHARFEDALE LINTON XP2:
o resp
on se of 10-40 watts r.m.s.
(-3dB) 60Hz-20kHz. Suitable foramplifiers

We are proud to present the new, improved Wharfedale Linton XP2.
It uses our smooth. new dome tweeter,
together with our unique minimal colouration mid-range unit,
apowerful bass driver, and an improved crossover network.
And it leaves you with aproblem.
Whether to buy abetter speaker than Britain's best selling speaker.
Ora speaker that goes one better.

WHARFEDALE. BRITAIN'S MOST FAMOUS SPEAKERS.
For afree XP2 colour brochure, send to:
Name

Rank Hi Fi, Po. Box /0. Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9HR.
Address
HFBI12

THE OPEN REEL RECORDER
THAT'S REAL:TO-REAL
Lend your ears to this Philips HiFi
International recorder. And you could be
excused for thinking you're really at the
recording session.
Mind you, with awow and flutter figure as
low as 0.05% (NAB)* it's hardly surprising.
Much of the credit goes to the tachocontrolled drive, special tape stabilisers that
keep tension even and the use of three separate
motors for winding, re-winding and capstan.
The super-high fidelity is also helped by an
excellent frequency response of 35-26,000 Hz
(NAB)". And aspecial Philips noise reduction
system called DNL can improve signal-to-noise
ratio by 10 decibels.
Run your eyes along the control panels
and you'll notice things you might not expect
to see outside professional recording studios.
Like Post Fading for really sophisticated
editing of unwanted passages. And extensive
Mixing and Multi-play facilities: you can mix the
outputs from either arecord deck, tape recorder,
tuner or line input with two microphones (all
with individually adjustable level controls).
The Multi-play device then lets you doubletrack synchronised recordings several times.
So you could build-up arecording of, say.
half-a-dozen instruments plus vocal, played
and sung entirely by yourself.
There are also illuminated record level
meters supplemented by 2LED overload
indicators. A pressure pad switch to keep
matt tapes running smoothly. And 3longlife heads to cover erase, record
and playback (so you can
monitor while recording).

Also worth noting is the tape transport
mechanism. It's solenoid operated for reliability
and foolproof control.
The facilities and electronic sophistication
of this three-speed recorder can be compared
with models costing twice as much. And it's
even better value when you bear in mind the
built-in pre-amplifier with controls for volume,
balance, bass and treble. This means that in
conjunction with Motional Feed Back speaker/
amps you can use it as the heart of your system
simply by adding atuner, cassette or record
deck.
Drop in on your Philips dealer and ask
about our full range of open reel recorders,
turntables, cassette decks, MFB speaker/amps,
loudspeakers and tuner amps that all offer you
more sound for your pounds.
You'll find with Philips, becoming an
expert on hi-fi doesn't mean you have to
become an expert on high-finance.

The New Philips HiFi International Range.
I've si mply got to know more: send nie the full
facts on Philips Hi Fi International.
NAME
ADDRESS

Please complete and send to: Philips Electrical Ltd
Dept. SP, PO Box 3, Horley, Surrey.

HFN12
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COLLECTOR'S PIECE
Flawless ... peerless ... irreplaceable .
hand-picked . . . accepted synonyms of the
phrase "collector's piece" and all truly
applicable to the superb quality of a
Direct-cut- Disc.
From the moment tape came into general
use in the late forties, facilities for
recording have reached the " Ultimate",
research has developed " things" that even
Buck Rogers could not have envisaged —
and yet the most prized software in this
industry is the " DIRECT-CUT-DISC",
aproduction method identical to the first
ever recorded sounds. Commercial
recording (the way all other recordings
are made) happens on multi-track tape, is
then mixed down to atwo track stereo
tape master and finally used to cut the
master lacquer on adisc-cutting
lathe. The "Direct-cut-Disc" process

eliminates all these tape stages and the
result can be the most faithful
reproduction of sound with all the "live"
excitement of instruments and voice.
The artists must perform each side of the
album completely as they would play in a
live concert. No fixing or changing is
possible, as their performance must
continue for the full side without astop of
more than 4or 5seconds between
selections or movements. The purity of
the audio resulting from this difficult and
exacting recording process is what makes
the time and trouble all worth while.
We, at Quadramail, are happy to
announce acatalogue of albums recorded
an the Direct-cut-Disc process that
maintain that " live" excitement as well as
offering you superb high fidelity sound.
After all, it is the live excitement of the

THE LEADING HIGH-FIDELITY RECORD DISTRIBUTOR IN EUROPE

recording medium ( pre -1947) which
makes some of the original recordings
from amultitude of professional and
amateur artists so valuable.
Artists who have recorded in this medium
include Harry James, Buddy Rich, Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Woody
Herman, F. M.,Rob McConnell and the
Boss Brass, the L.A.4 and our biggest
release The New Brubeck Jazz Quartet.
The album "Big Band Jazz — Rob
McConnell and the Boss Brass" has just
won two 1978 JUNO awards. This is the
first time that ahigh fidelity record has
been awarded such aprize. We will be
quite happy to forward you alist of all our
high fidelity discs if you send us a
postcard with your name and address on it.

uadramad
10 GREEN END ROAD • SAWTRY • HUNTINGDON
CAMBRIDGESHIRE PE17 5UX • ( 0487) 831451

We'll change your way of listening.
,
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Send today lot lull detail!, ued

I

NAME

I

ADDRESS .

Audiomaster Limited

,

Bridle Path

Watford

WD2 4BZ

Now everyone
for apair (four

We have to admit it.
The average-size room is no place for above average
speakers like our famous NS1000's.
Short of hiring aconcert hail, you'd need apretty
spacious living room.
Spacious enough to give full rein to their incredible
handling capacity To allow you to appreciate their
superb professional quality at its best.
So what do you do if you aren't surrounded by
surplus space?
Feel pretty smug.
Yamaha are now making 3more compact speakers
in the same series.

Our NS655's may be alittle smaller, but they're just as
big on giving you everything you expect from one of our
NS series speakers.
They'll handle up to 60 watts comfortably. With a
20 cm woofer cone,6 cm midrange soft dome and a3cm
tweeter soft dome, producing soft natural sound.
With peak efficiency, low distortion and superior
transient response.
If you want to make fine adjustments to suit your
room's particular acoustics, you can. Level controls are
included.
Another sound move from Yamaha.

has the room
NS series speakers.

You need even less room for our NS635's.
But there's no lessening of Yamaha's
high standards.
50 watts capacity will give you the full sound you
want. Our 635's have a35mm soft dome tweeter and a
rather special 20 cm bass unit. It's made from pure white
conifer pulp with exceptional elastic strength and a
better density for conducting sound.
You can hear the results for yourself.
The same efficiency and low distortion that means
more realistic, natural sound.
Something we're always big on.

Our NS615's are made for smaller rooms.
With smaller systems.
But they still carry alarge list of impressive
features.
Handling up to 50 watts of power with ease.
Working on a2-way acoustic suspension with a35 mm
soft dome tweeter and an 18 cm bass unit in the pure
white conifer pulp we told you about.
So you get— superior sound quality with the negligible distortion and clean reproduction that are standard
features on all our new NS speakers.
Why not try apair for size?

Yamaha:Yes.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS, SEND FOR OUR FREE 32 PAGE COLOUR BOOK TO:
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD, 10 BYRON ROAD, WEALDSTONE, HARROW, MIDDX. HA3 711. 01-863 8622.

BASF ANNOLIN
PERFORMANCE I
BASF have rolled back the boundaries of the
compact cassette system.
New BASF Chromdioxid Super finally
enables the cassette owner to achieve aquality of
recording as high as that of reel-to-reel sound.
The irrefutable case for chrome
Needles of Cr02 - minute, polished single
domain crystals- are ideal for optimising magnetic
parameters, like coercitivity and remanence, so
important in sound recording. But to realise its full
potential, the manufacture of Cr02 has to be
carefully controlled. BASF are the only tape
manufacturer licensed to produce chrome dioxide.
They alone control every stage in the creation of
chrome tapes. BASF's ability to optimise the physical
properties of chrome explains why BASF
Chromdioxid, and, more especially,
Chromdioxid Super cassettes
perform better than chrome
substitutes in five important ways.
i) Background noise
Virtually all non-chrome
formulations made for Cr02 bias
suffer from noise. The homogeneous shape and minimal size
of BASF's polished Cr02 particles
reduce background noise to the
lowest point possible today

iv) Balanced MOL
BASF's new Chromdioxid Super is the first
cassette to achieve abreakthrough in the balance
between low frequency MOL and high
frequency MOL.
As you see from the bottom chart, the dynamic
range of Chromdioxid Super at 315 Hz is no better
than cobalt doped substitutes. But the weakness of
the cassette system does not lie in its LF response.
The factor which- until now- has kept the
cassette lagging behind professional or semiprofessional reel-to-reel systems is lack of output
at the HF end, causing intermodulation distortion
when recording music with alot of top. Chromdioxid
Super breaks this particular sound barrier by
greatly improving MOL in the 10KHz to 20 KHz range.
This new cassette
enables you to capture
the many harmonics of
critical instruments without
which your recordings
will lack the reality and
presence of alive
performance. With the
introduction of
Chromdioxid Super, the
recording capability of
cassettes exceeds that of
132 m
9% cms reel-to-reel.
v) Modulation Noise

BASF

chromclioxid super
SM cassette
2.45

Dynamic range
Thanks to its extremely low noise the dynamic
range of BASF Chromdioxid tapes is unsurpassed.
iii) Output in relation to sensitivity
and distortion
BASF Chromdioxid tapes are superior to the
cobalt-doped chrome substitutes in this area
because of the interdependence of MOL, sensitivity
and distortion. Pure measurements of MOL are
meaningless because recorders are universally
adjusted to the pure chrome dioxide reference
tape. So there's no scope for the differential usage
of atape's incidental MOL.
This means that unless any change in MOL is
accompanied by an equal or lesser change in
sensitivity, unacceptable distortion may result.
Unfortunately for cobalt doped cassettes any
increase in pure MOL tends to be accompanied by
arelatively higher increase in sensitivity, thus
causing higher distortion on normal hi-fi stereo decks
adjusted to the pure chrome dioxide reference.

The characteristically clean and clear sound
of BASF Chromdioxid cassettes results from the
ideal and regular shape of their magnetic particles
of Cr02.
No other cassette can surpass the
modulation noise properties of Chromdioxid Super.
The least headwear
Our top graph also tells avery important
story It proves that both BASF Chromdioxid and the
sensational new Chromdioxid Super are
considerably less abrasive than competitive
chrome substitutes. Any abrasion associated with
chrome results from alack of knowledge of
dispersion and coating techniques rather than any
inherent weakness in the material. BASF's
unrivalled expertise with chrome explains why their
chromium dioxide cassettes not only wear less than
chrome substitutes, but also give 3to 5times more
head life than the average cassette.
BASF Chromdioxid Super is available now.
Ws expensive but then the best always is.

CE REEL-TO-REEL
ROM ACASSETTE.
Head Wear of Cassettes
Cr0 and other tapes recommended for Cr0 bias setting and 70 FL sequalisation.
MR Iron Oxide

mg

Chromium Dioxide
Phihps Stereo-head
Part No. 482224910044

The truth about the recording capability of cassettes
CrO, md other tapes recolishended

for CrO,

bias settillyoua LO paequ,iiisation.

1)
Studio Tape
BASF SPR 50 LH at 38 cm, s

(dB)
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Dynamic Range per track in dB 2)

Very critical music
,
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2 9C
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j 15a

with
Dolby I.

with
Dolby B

.

•

14000Hz

315 Hz

i6mdioxid
Super

55

64

32.5

41.5

Chromdioxid

52

61

26

35

53.5

62.5

22.5

31.5

1
o
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73
25
ca

SA

21
BASF
Chromdioxid
Super

24
27

Chromdioxid
30
SA

1) MOL at 3', distortion for all tapes has been set 0dB.
2) Measured according to DIN 45405.
•All figures according to IEC ('A" curve)10 dB better.
Dynamic range at low frequencies relative to the MOL
of each tape individually.
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11DXL II
36
39
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42
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315Hz

1000
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5000

10( .)0

14000

SPOT-ON
SOUND
BASF United Kingdom Limited
•Haddon House, 2-4 Fitzroy Street,
London W1P 5AD. Tel: 01-637 8971.

Amid the confusion . . .
So much is stated, contradicted and re- stated, but
in the end it is not amatter of opinion.
Other things being equal, ' goodness' can be
expressed in simple terms. A pick-up arm should
have the lowest possible effective mass, coupled
with the highest possible rigidity.

A cartridge should have the lowest possible
effective tip mass, coupled with a correctly
related compliance and tare ( cartridge weight).
These are the rules of physics and engineering.
They can be denied for various reasons but the
penalty is then paid each time you play arecord.

Immediately available.
In case of difficulty write to Dept 0350,
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY

r

i

The best pick-up arm in the world
The Series III precision pick-up arm
and Shure V15 Type IV cartridge.
Designed and built by the rules for
faithful, uncoloured musical
reproduction.

"Stereo Sound is Japan's principal hi-fi
magazine. The Summer ' 78 issue carries an
article compiled by seven leading critics.
Of forty-three arms they recommend
the SME Series Ill as the best and the
Series II Improved as good".

Design Council
Award 1978

the best of both worlds for professional and enthusiast alike
The NEAL 302. Incorporating a3-motor
mechanism, controlled bv afull solid state logic
'The Ferrogreph Legge 7. A transportable tape
syst£m actuated by ultra light touch buttons, this is
recorder of unrivalled facilities; taldng all spool sizes
the machine used by top recording studios and
up to 27 cm, and providing three speeds, plus positive
broadcasting stations, for quality cg sette copies and
action push buttons in association with logic circuits
for in-cassette duplication masters.
.. for fast, safe tape handling under all conditions.

KE

£.4:7FERROGRAPIT

Write for complete information.

TOTAL TAPE TECHNOLOGY
SIMONSIDE WORKS • SOUTH SHIELDS • TYNE & WEAR NE34 9NX

Telephone: SOUTH SHIELDS ( 0632) 566321 Telex: 537227

Atip for anyone with £20
to spend on acartridge.
The ADC QLM 36 Mk DI is available from most
So, in theory at least, the
stockists for around £20.
QLM 36 Mk DI starts with abig
Not alot to pay for acartridge these days. But, as
advantage. But theory is all very well.
you'd expect from the people who patented the Induced
The question is: can you hear any
Magnet system, this is no ordinary £20 cartr:dge.
difference?
Its biggest difference lies in its smallest part: the
Judging by the reaction from
QUO Diasa
Stylus
stylus tip. We call it aDiasa stylus.
leading specialist magazine,
The tip is, naturally, adiamond— and it's bonded to
'HiFi Answers', the answer is aresounding 'yes:
asapphire. The two stones are shaped together to aperfect
'Treble detail was excellent without being sharp:
ellipse, just as though they were one pure diamond stone
they said.
(as found on cartridges costing £60 and more). Then the
'rhe QLM 36 tracks well at 1.3 grams' and 'extracts
stylus is bonded directly onto the cantilever.
alot of information from one's records in a
In cumbersome contrast, most styli
most delightful way'
in this price bracket consist of atiny diamond
The reviewer was also at pains to point
tip carried by aheavy aluminium bush—
out that the QLM 36 is ' quite suitable for awide
Audio Dynamics Corporation.
which is connected in turn to the cantilever.
range of turntables with integrated arms,' and
A division of BSR Limited,
This method, though cheap and easy to
Powke Lane, Cradle yHeath. Warley,
he concluded that it 'is most definitely
W Midlands B64 50R
produce, adds extra mass where it's needed
recommended at around £20:
We make e
verything
least, and gives rise to all sorts cf nasty
By the sound of things, this is one tip
resonances.
very corn panble.
you just can't afford to ignore.

AD

For further details, please write for the ADC cartridge and tonearm brochure.

1110. NEW FROM BL
The L110 gives you back all the sound that
was there in the studio. Not just the left and
right hand image like most loudspeakers
but front to back perspective as weft, for
the full rounded sound.
Behind the acoustically and visually
transparent grille are professional quality
components and advanced cross- over
network developed by JBL from their
studio speaker experience.
The new 10 inch low frequency driver joins
its massive 3inch voice coil and 7I/2 lb
magnet assembly in atight vertical array
with ahard hemispherical high frequency
radiator and 5inch mid- range driver, to give
you the power handling and performance
you expect from JBL plus detailed three
dimensional imaging.

JBL's attention to every detail of
engineering and manufacture is there too —
you will hear it in the smooth accurate bass,
the outstanding power handling,
exceptionally low harmonic distortion
characteristics and the excellent transient
response and you will see it reflected in the
superb finish of the cabinet.
L110, new from JBL, gives you back each
sound and all the sound, the same sound
that was heard in the top recording studios
around the world.
For full information on the L110
and other JBL products, write to:
harman u.k.
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8H R
Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5221

One of the 400 leading recording studios using JBL loudspeakers
in recording and mixing. Last year 30 of the 50 best selling albums
in the world were recorded or mixed using JBL loudspeakers.

DBL
GET IT ALL.

oght
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AND WE CA
The Pye HiFi Sound Project is acomprehensive range
of high performance, high fdelity equipment. The range
covers amplifiers, tuners, receivers speakers, turntables,
cassette deck and amusic centre.
Pye has commissioned each separate model in the
range from the best most experienced source the world.
Receivers from Japan, turntables from West Germany. And
in each area Pye has selected amanufacturer of unrivalled
excellence.

The benefits are numerous.
Firstly the equ:pment is designed to the most exacting
of specifications, laid down by Pye, with the aim of bringing
you performance of such adegree that other manufacturers
will not be able to better it at the price. Compare the
specifications and price of the receiver shown above and
you'll see what we mean - 65 Watts per channel at 03%, total
harmonic distortion (0.0596 harmonic distordon at 60 Watts)
makes it aformidable piece of equipment
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N PROVE I.
Independent authorities such as the Swedish HiFi
Institute have confirmed even better performances.
Hand in hand with this has gone asingle-minded
insistence on quality Over the years, Pye has gained an
enviable reputaon for the above average reliability we
build into our products - reliability that stems from
painstaking initial design allied to stringent selection of
materials and components, and strict quality control. And
since this equipment will be sold throughout the world, we
TURNTABLES DV 53 » el £I47 75 CASSETTE MCA £152 50. ALL SUGGESTE0 WAIL MILES
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regard built-in reliability as more important than ever
And finally, since Pye are making the HiFi Sound
Project range available only through selected local retailers
throughout the country you'll get the advice, and the service,
you should be entitled to when purchasing apiece of
equipment of this calibre.
So, the Pye HiFi Sound Project isn't simply anew range
of hi-fi equipment It represents aunique approach to high
fidelity: one in which the outstanding performance, quality
and reliability of the equipment itself is combined with a
highly competitive price and the back up of an integrated,
nationwide dealer and service network
If you need any more proof, there badealer near you
where you can listen to the equipment for yourself.

Ji

NORTHERN IRELAND
L orrain, details of you nearest stockist TEO:
,
SHardware MrkeIinLtd
4..11111Coeetbelfut 7
, 1:Belfast 19586.
SCOTLAND
r ' ,Loin details of yoir reateM stockist Tel:

THE PYE HI-FI SOUND PROJECT
A UNIQUE APPROACH TO HIGH FIDELITY

Youcanrely onPye
IYE LIMITED, 13? DITTON WALK, CAMBRIC C;
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Tandberg's revolutionary Actilinear* system, as in
the new TCD 340A cassette deck and TD 20A reel-toreel system, gives you superior recording quality
comparable with that of any other current
recording technology.
Why the TCD 340A is the finest cassette deck
you can buy.
From AUDIO magazine, July 1978

"With the development of the new recording
system we have left behind and abandoned any form of
compromise solution. The new design philosophy is
based on the optimization of modules, that is, the whole
chain is divided into natural functions, and each
function by itself is realized as amodule. Hence, a
solution is obtained which is optimum on all points at
the same time as asystem is realized which is more
amenable to adjustment to new types of magnetic tape."
Dr. Hermann Lia. Senior Engineer Dept. of Magnetic Research and
Development at Tandberg.

Improvements compared to conventional designs
can be summarized as follows:
More headroom in the recording amplifier (an
. improvement greater than 18dB), resulting in
improved dynamic range.
The recording circuitry operates at alower
Li. voltage level and will, therefore, give less intermodulation because of slew-rate limitations.
o An improved electrical separation between
O. oscillator and recording amplifier which gives•
less interference with the oscillator.
Substantially greater possibilities of adjusting the
recording to new high-coercivity tapes such as
the new metal particle tapes.
The Actilinear system is unique. It belongs solely
to Tandberg, and world-wide patents have been taken
out. Only Tandberg's Actilinear system will give you
the cleaner, more realistic sound you get with asignal
reserve of up to 20dB.

1

4.

NARY NEW
NG D.
to. eee4

cm,"

Actilinear
reel-to-reel
recording
is already
areality,
too. The TD 20A
has the same
improvements
in electmnic
design.

Today's machine for tomorrow's tapes.
Cassette technology is surging ahead. Completely new
high-coercivity tapes have already been announced
(metallic tapes) and should be on the market soon.
Only the new Tandberg Actilinear TCD 340A cassette
deck, of machines already on the market, can be
adapted to use these tapes.

000

nci-on

For more detailed information on the new
Tandberg Actilinear system and the whole hi-fi range,
write to us at:

TANDBERG

Tandberg ( UK) Limited, 81 Kirkstall Road,
Leeds LS3 1HR Tel: (0532) 3511L *
Patents pending.
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Revol

that's
R EM:IX

parallel tracking system
rporating aunique 1.5"
pivot arm, combined with full
ccontrol and quartz referenced direct
ve motor...that's the Revox B790.
Of course there are afew other .
quartz-referenced direct drive turntables on the market.
Some of them rather expensive.
All of them require delicate handling.
The Revox doesn't...it will even withstand an accidental jolt, yet still
be gentle with your records and stylus.
•
GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE;
Wow and flutter
better than 0.05% (weighted)
Tracking error
less than 0.5°
Speed accuracy ± 0.01%
Rumble
better than 68 dB (weighted)
Revox offer acomplete music system
with the following matched components:
turntable, tape recorder, amplifier, tuner,
audio rack and loudspeakers.

U

kase send me details of the complete range of Revox
HiFi equipment, including the B790direct-drive turntable.
(Available from selected dealers only).
Name
Address

F.W.O. BAUCH LIMITED, 49 THEOBALD STREET, BOREHAM WOOD, HERTS. WD6 4RZ

AR HAVE BEEN MAKING
SUPERB LOUDSPEAKERS
1011 ALONG, LONG TIME.
For 25 long years, AR have led the way with innovative
design and development, satisfying agrowing demand
all over the world for the best speakers that current
technology can provide.
Our range extends from the bookshelf AR18
to the mighty AR9
Every step of the way there is an AR speaker offering
truly accurate reproduction and real value for money.
Every single speaker produced is
painstakingly tested to the same stringent
standards— both acoustic and aesthetic.
Every speaker carries afull 5-year
warranty for parts and labour. A warranty
which promises that the speaker
will maintain its published
performance from the day it is
bought for five full years.
Truth In Listening

Al

A Warranty like that is ameasure of our
confidence in AR products— confidence
born out of years of experience,
years of development, years of
investment in supreme quality.
Don't take our word for it . . .
... believe your own ears ...
. . . take time out to listen to AR
LEARN MORE. READ OUR FULL COLOUR BOOKLETS WHICH DESCRIBE
THE AR SPEAKER LINE. PICK THEM UP FROM YOUR AR DEALER OR
WRITE TO US. ALL AR SPEAKERS ARE COVERED BY A 5-YEAR WARRANTY
WHICH YOUR AR DEALER WILL SHOW YOU.

irTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
HIGH STREET. HOUGHTON REGIS. DUNSTABLE, BEDS. LU5 50J
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choosing an amplifier .

1113.1UNIVIVI\

II

7,

Contrary to popular belief, even small loudspeakers benefit
from asophisticated amplifier.
Having chosen speakers as fine as ours, you are
sure to appreciate the difference . . .

compact loudspeakers IMF

ELECTRONICS

Westbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576
42

The ear knows how to deal with gross distortion.
It simply stops listening. But what happens when
the distortion is so subtle that it is barely perceived?
Usually this kind of distortion is accepted by the ear
as part of the musical information. It's not until
you've listened for awhile that you start to sense
something isn't quite right, that there's something
between you and the music. To some, it's like
listening through closed curtains; for others, it's an
uneasy, fatigued feeling. What happens, in effect,
is that your ears and brain try to listen through the
distortion and end up working too hard to hear all
of the music.
Harman Kardon's new generation of stereo
components are designed, built and tested with
new understandings about distortion and what
makes one component sound better than another.
All Harman Kardon receivers, separates and tape
decks are of ultrawideband design for excellent
phase linearity and superb transient response
(transients are crisp, textures remain clear, open and
transparent). The electronics are engineered for low
distortion with minimum feedback. Negative
feedback is in universal use to reduce conventional
forms of distortion. But too much feedback cause
TIM ( transient intermodulation distortion). At
Harman Kardon, we use an 'open loop' design and
engineer conventional forms of distortion down to
the lowest possible levels without the use of
feedback. Then, we add just the slightest bit of
feedback to reduce those levels even further while
keeping TIM at almost a nonexistent level. You hear
all of the music, free from dynamic, as well as static,
forms of distortion.

Harman Kardon engineers also use new dynamic
list procedures for their cassette decks including
critical listening to every sub- component to eliminate
or reduce distortion that can be heard but not as
yet quantified. Tape drives are designed to eliminate
all audible speed variations. Even when they fall
outside the scope of conventional measurements.
Each of the decks feature ultrawideband response,
phase linearity, rugged and precise tape transports,
permalloy heads, low noise electronics, Dolby
and
an array of other outstanding features. Whether
you use a Harman Kardon stereo cassette deck in
combination with Harman Kardon separates or a
Harman Kardon receiver, we think you will agree
the combination is subtly different and immeasurably
better- designed, engineered and tested to let you
hear all the music.
Pictured here:
hk670 Twin Powered 60/60 Watts
DC Coupled Ultrawideband AM/FM Stereo Receiver
hk3500 Front Loading Dual Motor
Three Head Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby
For complete technical information,
write to the following address:

harman/kardon
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HFIO 8HR
Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5221

I fact:
11 the ShureV15 Type IVis acclaimed
by users...our ultimate critics...for
faithful, uncoloured
musical reproduction
eot7

We have often cited the
V15 Type IV as apickup
made for the real world
of reproducing a wide
variety of music in a home
environment. We are pleased to
substantiate this statement with
reports from actual users: Independent
audiophiles from all over the country, using an
exceptionally wide range of associated components —
but with one factor in common — their
unreserved praise for the V15 Type IV.

"I have tried many cartridges, including
moving coil types. The V15 Type IV
sounds as good as any—perhaps
better—but it tracks securely at less than
1.25g, no one of the others do that. Most
need at least 1.58g or more."
H. J. Dix
Ipswich, Suffolk
"Beautiful performance and tracking. Must
be the ultimate in design and
performance."
D. J. A. Morgan
Merrow, Guildford
"Excellent performance— I'm hearing old
records as though they were new because
of detail not heard before. Antistatic device
really works!"
A. R. C. Milsom
Bitton, Bristol
"The finest cartridge Ihave heard. Ifeel
privileged to own such a product."
F. W. Ring
Larkhall, Bath
"Big improvement on V15 Type Ill.
Disappearance of clicks and pops most
marked, well worth the money!"
J. L. Potter
Aberdeen
44

"Definition and tracking ability surpasses
even the V15 Type Ill."
D. S. Forster
Salford, Lancs.
"Far superior to any other cartridge that I
have heard, excellent performer."
B. A. Birch
Southend- On-Sea, Essex

"The utter smoothness throughout the wide
frequency range is incredible. Reproduces
'difficult' records with ease."
L. E. C. King ( Audio Engineer)
London E17
"It's all it is claimed to be. Excellent."
P. A. J. Perno
St. Sampsons, Guernsey

"Used with Sony FS- X7 carbon arm and
shell Shigo II. Ifound more depth: when
you concentrated on one instrument you
could tell what was behind and what was
in front.'
R. Queen
Aberdeenshire, Scotland

"First class as expected."

"String tone is good especially in soft
passages. Balance is very good ( of
sound). The antistatic works very well. Very
pleased!"
W. E. L. H.
Steyning, Sussex

"First class— a very clear, natural sound."
C. Ingram
Trowbridge, Wiltshire

"I am delighted with the performance in all
respects. The V15 Type Ill which I
previously used is surpassed, and that is
praise indeed."
John Freestone
Brighton, Sussex

K. A. Morris
Bridgwater, Somerset
"Best pickup Ihave heard. Reproduction
of the human voice is delightful."
J. W. D.
Ferryhill, Co. Durham

"Tracks even the most drastically warped
records most effectively. Static discharges
completely eliminated. Tone: excellent."
J. P. Davies
Fishponds, Bristol
"More than satisfied. Better separation and
clarity, Iam hearing new sounds."
Michael Wirth
Bromley, Kent

"All propaganda promises
fulfilled—truthful— no listening
fatigue— smooth—adds nothing to the
music—a great success—very pleased."
D. Stanton- Wicks
Plymouth, Devon
"Smooth as silk."
L. J. Edmunds
Edinburgh
"Magnificent!"
J. C. Miller
St. Albans, Herts

"Absolutely fantastic. Ithought the V15
Type Ill was good but this is wonderful."
W. F. Martin
Hove, Sussex
"First class Well worth waiting for."
R. Fletcher
Wakefield, West Yorkshire
"Absolutely stupendous."
Raphael Tuck, M. P.
"Initial impressions superbly neutral and
rock steady."
P. J. Nelson
Kesgrave, Ipswich
"Excellent, especially improved separation
with good strong centre. Superb clean
basses and cello sound. Welcome to
Era IV!"
John G. Deacon
Conifer Records
Greenford, Middlesex

"What can Isay, they don't make better
heads anywhere else. Shure have
surpassed themselves with this head.
Perfect."
D. Bindley
Corby, Northants

"The cartridge tracks superbly, tonal
balance is excellent, it tackles warps with
no difficulty and Ifind that static ' pops' are
alleviated to a great extent!"
R. C. S.
Paisley, Renfrewshire

"Quite superb!"

"Very nice; ( better than all those ' moving
coil types'). P.S. Wagner's brass so much
better after this."
S. J. Simmons
Catford, London SE6

John Noott-Jackson
London SW18
"Superb! Definition and clarity throughout
entire frequency range. Ihave stopped
talking about the Type IV. Now Ilisten!"
A. M.
Hounslow, Middlesex

"As anticipated—excellent."
G. E. Aston
Redditch, Worcestershire
"A very clear, smooth sound. Well worth
the cost. Imust replace my record
collection! Ijust hope record quality can
match the cartridge!"
A. Warren
Ilford, Essex
"Bass tight and well defined, treble sweet
with no harshness, static reducer a
revelation. Well done...."
J. C. Garnet
Barrow- In- Furness, Cumbria

"My wife damaged the stylus on my V15
Type III so Isent away for the V15 Type
IV. Istill can't believe my ears. Bless her."
R. S. Blaber
Newton Abbot, Devon

"Very good. Smooth bass, musicality,
excellent mid range and high frequency. A
step in the ' right' direction."
J. Airey
Tonbridge, Kent
"Leaves nothing to be desired."
M. C. Goddard
Horley, Surrey
"Both operation and performance are
fabulous. The greatest sound and quality I
have ever heard."
B. S. Lawrence
Bournemouth
"Excellent cartridge with super mid and
upper trackability. Most important, it really
sounds musical. A winner. Keep up the
good work...."
J. Morris
Watford, Herts

"Superb"

Please send me your leaflet describing

R. A. G.
Liphook, Hampshire

the Shure V15 Type IV and
other pickups in the Shure range.
Name

H

FR EE

Address

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU, Telephone ( 0622) 59881
45

Rotel won't come between you an

Tchaikovsky.

You judge aHi Fi system by the noise it doesn't make.
The better the system, the less distortion it creates to coite
between you and the music you choose.

«Veal
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THE NEW RA314 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
25 watts - and built to be driven hard - with new Direct
Coupled design output section giving outstandingly
low distortion and extended bass response.1-îgh and
low filters, full tape dubbing and fast acting power
meters.

r ip

îtree

THE NEW RI 426* FM/MW/LW TUNER
NFB Phase Lock Loop MPX to pull in weaker FM signals
and ensure better stereo separation. 1.2 microvolt
sensitivity 78 dB signal to noise ratio. ( AM/FM only
version also available.)

THE NEW RD 15F CASSETTE DECK
Superhard laminated head for optimum performance.
Large, clear level meters and peak indicator, bias and
equalisation switching get the most from today's top
tapes.

Pointing by Guy Peelice-L.,. Peellcrert Amoco.

THE NEW RS 30 RACKING SYSTEM
The ultimate stereo housing
brings together major
components, plus records,
tapes and headphones as an
ergonomic, tidy system.
Equipped with built-in mains,
outlets.

RiZrTEL.
;1'^'

The heart and soul of sound.

Ronk till i, PO. Box 70, Great West Road, Middlesex TWB 9HR. For the nonne of your nearest dealer turn to page XX.

Apart from wrecking your delicate
stylus, dirty records give you scruffy,
scratchy sound reproduction.
ButkeepIng your priceless record
collection free from filth is easier said
than done.

Why your records attract
dust and fluff
Every time you remove arecord from
its sleeve, you charge itw .
rth electrical
eneruz as aresult of friction.
Thus charged, your record acts like a
magnet: dust and fluff are attracted to
its surface and held there by powerful
electrostatic forces.
And the simplest way to short-circuit
the problem is with aScotch Dustguard
Turntable Mat: the electrodynamic dustchaser acciaimed for its effectiveness by
Hi Fi reviewers everywhere.

The electro -dynamic secret
The Scotch Dustguard Mat, is athin
cushion of conductive, polymeric-foam
material specially developed by 3M.
Scotch
7

DUS I
T GUARD
iteTABLE MAT
g
%
“'w-

‘111 11 111/,

-

EC s .`tt YQUi4
OUSTANDFLUfF

Scientifically designed For record protection
Developed at 3M Technical Lalxicatories

The electrodynamic power of the
material is the result of years of 3M
experience in the manufacture of static
control products for industry.
Any contact between record and mat
instantly reduces the dust-attracting
electrostatic field above the record.
The net result? No more grit and
grime to damage your stylus; no more
dust and fluff to muck up your sounds.

What price protection?
The Scotch Dustguard Mat is yours
from record and Hi Fi shopsW.H.Smiths,
Curry's, Rediffusion and Boots for £2.99
(less than the cost of an ordinary LP).
At that price, why pay more for fancy
gimmicks?
The Dustguard Information Centre,
3M United Kingdom Ltd..
PO Boxl, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 I
JU.
Tel: Bracknell (0344) 26726 Ext. 2601.
3M and Scotch are trade marks.

Pickups irt
Cartridges

Which
Goldring
Cartridge?

Tel: 01-366 5015
CARTRIDGES
QLM 30/111
QLM 32/11I
QLM 34/III
QLM 36/III
VLM Ill..
XLM Ill
ZLM

.•
••
••
••
••
••

P8ES/P8E
P7E
P6E/P6R

The heart
and soul of sound.
See below for your nearest dealer.

MOM»

ADC
£8.45
RSQ30
£9.40
RSQ32
£10.35
RSQ34
£16.90
RSQ36
£24.50
RSV ..
£35.90
RSX
£55.90
RSZ
AKG
P.O.A.
X8S/X8E
P.O.A.
X7E
P.O.A.
X6E/ X6R

•.
••
.•
••
••
••
.•

£7.25
£8.75
£10.00
£15• 25
£18 50
£22•50
£32•50
PO. A.
P.O. A.
P.O.A.

AUDIO TECHNICA
ATI IE .. £9.35
ATS I1E
£8-90
ATI3Ea .. £20.35
ATN 13
£ 19.50
AT2OSLa* .. £56 50
ATN20
£43.35
Signet TK5E , TK7E, TK7SU
P.O.A.
DECCA
Deram
£6.75
Blue ..
London Maroon
P.O.A.
Manufacturer exchange
L'don Export GoldP. O.A.
Manufacturer exchange
EMPIRE
2000E111 .. £ 14.90
S2000E III .. £ 13.75
2000T ..
E31.50
S2000T .. £25.50
2000Z
£55.00
S2000Z .. £34.95
GRADO
F3E
£ 17 50
F3 stylus .. £ 11.25
FI
£37-50
FI stylus .. £25 00

Our Cartridge
Compatibility Chart
will tell you exactly
which of our ten
cartridges is designed
to produce the best
sound quality from
your record deck

MICRO ACOUSTICS
[41.50
R282 e
£20.00
E63.00
R2002e .. £ 7.00
ORTOFON
FFI5E11 £ 13.90
NE I5E II
£ 0.00
FI5E 11 .. £ 19 90
NISE II ..
£ 3.15
VMS20E/11* £31.90
D20E11.. ..
03.15
M20E Super ..
£49410
D2OE Super .
£ 5.90
M20FL
£ 6.00
STM 72 Transf.* £21.25
SL20Q
£77.90
MCA76 Pre-amp £98-00
SATI N
117G .. £7540
1I
7NG
£37.00
MI
8E
£ 120.00
I
8NE
£50.00
SHURE
M44-7 ..
£6.85
N44-7 ..
£5.75
M55E
£8-115
N55E
£7.35
M/5.-65 £7.35
N754 ..
£6.15
M75B II
£ 015
N75B 11
cells
M75E.1 II
£ 12-65
N75EJ 11
£9-20
M75E011 £ 14.50
N75ED 11
£13-10
M95E1
£ 3-45
N95E1
cioas
M9SED
£ 19.35
N95ED ..
£ 7.65
VIS III
£45.00
VN35E ..
£ 7.00
£84.50
VN45H E
£ 7.80
VI5 IV
N75-3 ( 78 stylus) £5-60
M642E• Pre-amp £394/0
SFG2 Scales ..
VN78E (78 stylus) £ 6.75
SON US
Blue Label
00-00
Blue .. £ 7.50
STANTON
£3.50
D5 107A
E8-65
500A ..
500EE
08-95
D5100EE £ 13•75
68 1EEE
£42.90
D6800EEE £ 4-35
£9.00
D81
017.50
881S
ULTIMO
10X .. £ 100
Through imp
20A .. £ 5.00
Through importer
20E
09.00
Through importer
20C
£108.00
Through importer
282e
2002e

••
•.
••
.•
••

Send the coupon to us
and we will send
you your copy

Goldring

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 124%
Postage: Cartridges Up; Styli 15p; Eiccept • SOp
N.8.-All items are genuine branded products in
manufacturers packing. E & O.E.

Sound, pure and simple

Pickups & Cartridges
191 Chaseslde, Enfield, Mdx.

Goldring Products Ltd, Anglian Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds, 14,32 65S.

.13

Please send the following items by
(Recorded Delivery). UK only.
Qty.

Make

Type

Tel. 0284 64011

post
um

Cost

3

mam

1mm

mom

Please send me your Cartridge Compatibility Chart
Name

I Address
Ienclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to
Pickups L Cartridges

(
inc. postage)

Access/Barclaycard No.
Name
Address
(N12)

II

L

My decl, rs
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LONDON Cavendish Sales, 279/283 Whitechopel Rd., El.
GEM TV and Radio, 337-339 High Rd., Leytonstone, E13.
Nusound, 252 Hoe St., Walthamstow, E17. Analog Audio, 20
Eldon Si., EC2. Nusound, 242 Pentonville Rd., NI. Mason Rodio,
255 Seven Sisters Rd., N4. Analog Audio, 849 High Rd., N12.
IPA, 359 Green Lanes, N13. M.R.L.S., 10 High Rd., N15.
Photostereo Ltd., 146 Queensway, NW2. Billy Vee Sound
Systems, 68 Lee High Rd., 5E13. Nusound, 36 The High St.,
Lewisham, 5E13. Analog Audio, 127 Wilton Rd., SW1. Atkins
Radio, 210 Brixton Hill, SW2. Ellis Marketing, 5 Harlington
Parade, SW2. Kensington Corneras, 264 Earls Court Rd., SW5.
Lockford Marketing, 10 Fulham Broadway, SW6. Tune-in, 70
Battersea Rise, SW11. Francis Topes, 169 High Rd., SW16.
O'Brien, 95 High St., SW19. Azat, 61 Charlotte St., Wl, Craig
HiFi, 47 Tottenham Court Rd., Wl. Edgware Audio Vision, 73
Edgware Rd., W2. Nandos Radio, 328 Edgware Rd., W2.
Nusound, 376-378 Edgware Rd., W2. Acton Cameras, 86 High
St., W3. Sono Electronics, 34 Pembridge Rd., W11. Mason Radio.
384 Uxbridge Rd., W12. Nusound, 82 High Holborn, WC1.
BANBURY Cherwell Valley, Kings Sutton Rd. BASILDON
Godfrey Photographic, 28-32 East Walk. BASINGSTOKE
Reading Warehouse, 44-46 New Rd., Tadley BEDFORD
Tavistock Hi Fi, 35 Tavistock St. BELFAST Audio Times, 85 Royal
Avenue. BIRMINGHAM Fiveways HiFi, 12 Islington Row
L. Bullock & Son, 880 VVashwood Heath Rd. Hardman Radio,
Coronation St. W. Allen & Son, 718 Alum Rock Rd. 265 Chester
Rd., Castle Bromwich. 237 High St., Erdington. 2242 Coventry
Rd., Sheldon. BISHOPS STORTFORD Stort Photo Sound, 13
Deovils Lane. S. W. Stevens, 13 South St. BOLTON R. N.
Cleartone Ltd., 166 Blackburn Rd. BRACKNELL Seawards, The
Broadway BRADFORD JA. TV., Thornton Rd. Impact Hi Fi, 7983 Westgate. BRIGHTON J. King Films Ltd., 71 East St. BURY ST.
EDMUNDS B & G Rodio Service, 10 Hatter St. CAMBRIDGE C.
Speechley & Co.,1 Hawthorn Way CARDIFF Radiocraft (Sonus)
Ltd., 251:Cowbridge Rd. East. CHELMSFORD Contelec Hi Fi
Centre, 190 Moulsham St. Ray Electronics, 287 High St. Rush
Audio, Beddow Rd. CHELTENHAM Ray Electrical Ltd., 287 High
St. CHESHIRE Swifts, 1-3 Swan St., Wilmslow CHESTER
Newdown, 1-3 Castle St. Hardman Radio, The Forum,
Northgate St. CHORLEY Monitor Sound, 64 Chapel St.
CHRISTCHURCH H.A.TV., 45 Bargotes. COLCHESTER D. T.
Wicks, 49/51 North Station Rd. K. A. Cheesemon Ltd., Shewell
Rd. COLWYN BAY Owens HiFi, 38 Station Rd. Coast
Electronics, West End. COLERAINE J.S. Martin, The Hi Fi Shop,
21 Railway Rd. COVENTRY Coventry HiFi Installations Ltd., 72
Ansty Rd. Heron Radio, 433 Foleshill Rd. DERBY Baskills, Bridge
St., Cloy Cross. DORSET Blockmore Vole Eng. Co., The Square
Gillingham. DUNSTABLE Target Electrical, 45 Katherine Drive.
EASTCOTE Eastcote HiFi, 112 Field End Rd. EDGWARE Planet
HiFi, 88 High St. ENFIELD A. I Labs, 191 Chaseside. ESSEX
Tower Rodio Ltd., 125-127 Furtherwick Rd., Canvey Island.
Nusound 87-100 Pioneer Market, Ilford Lone, Ilford. EXETER
P Scott, 76-87 South St. FLEETWOOD Record Centre, 128
Poulton Rd. GILLINGHAM Audio Hypermarkets, 16
Canterbury St, HARROW Harrow Sound System, 54 St. Annes
Rd. Roytronics, 10 Weald Lane. HITCHIN Spectrum, 106
Bancroft. HORSHAM Vixens, 34 Carian. HUMBERSIDE ( S)
Les Wright, 101 Mary St., Scunthorpe. G. E Menders, 214
Edward St., Grimsby IPSWICH Wokelins Wireless, 66 Norwich
Rd. LINCOLNSHIRE J. H. Wand, 44-48 North St., Bourne.
Sleaford HiFi, St. Margaret's Precinct, Sleaford. LIVERPOOL
Beaver Radio, 22 Whitechapel. Hardman Radio, 31-33 Dole St,
C.B.S. Electronics, 128 St. John's Precinct. LOUGHBOROUGH
Westmoreland, 33 Cattlemorket. 37 St. Peter's St., Derby
3Watergate, Grantham, 9-10 Cheapside, Melton Mowbray
2High St., Ookham. MANCHESTER Hardman Radio, 12/14 St,
Marys Gate, Market St. MELKSHAM PR. Sounds, 5King St,
MIDDLESBROUGH Boro' Electronics, 118 Borough Rd.,
Cleveland. NEWCASTLE Hi Fi Opportunities, Handyside
Arcade. NORFOLK Peter Watts, Dereham Rd., Walton,
Martins Electrical, 2 Brood Row, Great Yarmouth, Martins
Electrical, 5High St., Kings Lynn.NORWICH Martins Electrical,
85-87 Ber St. Martins Electrical, 87 Dereham Rd,
NOTTINGHAM Delta Hi Fi, 3 Glass House St. L. R. Mees, 5
Market St., Bingham. PETERBOROUGH HiFi Consultants,
Whitsed St. PRESTON Hardman Rodio, Guildhall Arcade,
RAYLEIGH V. Collard,113-115 High St. READING Seawards, 49
Wokinghom Rd. Seawards, 130/131 Friar St. Seawards, 103
Crockhamweli Rd., Woodley RHYL CLWYD Roberts Rentals, 6
Wellington Rd. ROMFORD Craig Hi-Fi,13 South St. SHEFFIELD
Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Rd. Quadraphenia, 10 Nursery St.
SHROPSHIRE
Excel,
23
Market
St.,
Wellington.
SOUTHAMPTON Mt G. Godwin Electrical Ltd., 313 Shirley Rd.
R. J. Parker & Son Ltd., 11 West End Rd., Bitterne, STAMFORD
Stamford HiFi Centre, 9Redlion Square. ST. LEONARDS ON
SEA Bryants Rodio & TV., 371 London Rd. STOKE
NEWINGTON Martins,135 High St. STOKE -0N-TRENT Hi Fi
Studio, 22 Lansdale Rd. E. & N. French, 52 Dorton Rd.,
Tomworth. Johns (Stoke-on-Trent) Ltd., 6 Moorland Rd. Tom
Reekie, 10 Bridge St., Stafford. SUFFOLK System Sound, 91
North St., Sudbury SUNDERLAND Totes Radio, High Street
West, SWANSEA Radiocraft (Sonus) Ltd., 231-232 High St.
WALSALL Rey Charles, 83 Upper Bridge St. WARRINGTON
Cobalt Hi Fi, 106 Bridge St. WARWICK J. C. V., 44 Emscote Rd.
WATFORD ED. Baileys, 131 The Parade, High St. Russels HiFi,
318a St. Albans Rd. WEDNESBURY Woods, Radio TV Services
Ltd., 50 Upper St. WEMBLEY Wembley HiFi, High Rd. WHITLEY
BAY tS. Ford, Park View WOKINGHAM Seawards, 5Peach
Rd. WORTHING Wholesale Domestic Appliances, Revenue
Chambers, Chapel Rd. YORKSHIRE Multisound HiFi Ltd., 7
Dovygate Arcade, York. Barnsley Hi Fi, 40-42 Sheffield Rd.,
Barnsley Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Rd., Costleford.
And all bronches of
COMET LASKYS, RAYFORD ELECTRICS LTD., RSC,
SUPREME DISCOUNT STORES LTD., TEMPO, TRIDENT

MODEL 105

The computer-matche'd loudspeakers.
To get the best possible stereo image, you need the best possible match
between the loudspeakers.
At KEF we produce matched sets of high, mid and low frequency units,
using our unique computerised test facilities. Moreover, our total system
approach to the design of the enclosures and the dividing networks,
means that we can deliver Model 105 in pairs that are nearer to the ideal
'match' than any previous loudspeaker. KEF pioneered the use
of computer digital analysis in
loudspeaker design, and you, the
listener, can now hear the results:
the most life-like musical quality
and the most astonishing stereo
perspective.
Write for the full technical story
and the name of your nearest
dealer, who will be glad to give a
demonstration.
KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP
Telephone 0622 672261.
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KEFII
TIIE SPEAKER ENGINEERS

Ohm's Law Rules O.K.
It is fashionable in avant-garde hi-fi circles
to abandon the precepts of science and to
endow equipment with personality.
Fortunately the electrons which whiz through
the circuitry of your equipment are not
conversant with fashion: if they were they'd
probably die laughing and we would have
H.I.D. ( hysteria induced distortion) to add to
T.I.D., T.P.D., B.L.T., and sundry other
initial ailments which supposedly afflict your
equipment. As it is, they behave predictably
whatever others might wish to believe.
At Quad we apply the rules, rigorously,
which largely explains why our products
withstand the test of time.
For further details on the full range of QUAD
products write to
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB
Telephone: ( 0480) 52561

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is a registered Trade Marl,

I (

The truth according
to most people.
L
moiodolimplifileeM
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LIQUID CRYSTAL PEAK PROGRAM METER

The truth according
to Sony.

Sony introduce truth in hi-fi.
date with the input's peak strength at 1.7
The new TC K8B cassette deck.
second intervals.
Gone are the confusing inaccuracies
The beauty of it all, as you'll have
of VU meters that bedevil other decks.
gathered, is that you can get atruly
In their place we present our liquid
accurate recording. To afraction of a
crystal meter
decibel, in fact.
Changes in volume are faithfully
In every respect, the TC K8B squeezes
registered by abar of light: the louder
the maximum performance out of the
the passage, the longer the bar
tape itself.
If the signal is short and sharp, like
Witness our wow and flutter figure
asudden clash of cymbals, it's clearly
of 0.045% wrms.
shown by the bar changing from blue
Credit for this is due to the incredibly
to red.
accurate capstan motor
In contrast, aVU meter's needle
Its accuracy is governed by our
remains unmoved. It just sits there
newly developed, precision engineered,
saying everything's fine, while the peak
servo- control electronics.
indicator frantically flashes away telling
The machine also has an in-built
you otherwise.
protective logic. Even if you inadvertently
Even if you've the trained eyes and
asked the deck to switch from fast
ears of asound engineer, it can all be
forward to fast rewind simultaneously
very confusing.
it could safely handle it.
Another factor that sets our meter
Indeed, everything on the TC K8B is
apart is the fact that you can instantly
designed to protect the interests of both
identify which channel is peaking.
the tape and the quality of the recording.
Furthermore, apeak hold facility
At first glance, our price of £469*
memorises the loudest signal in the
may seem alittle steep.
passage, so you can adjust the record
But not when you consider the
level accordingly.
unfailing honesty of our liquid crystal.
As an alternative, there's an autoSONY:
matic peak hold which keeps you up to
'SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

SONY.

::ASSETTE
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B101P-The Connoisseurs Latest Choice
The BD101 turntable is aprecision engineered product, designed
to provide top quality performance at amodest cost. Performance
and realiability being the main criterion, complex mechanisms
have been avoided, and the emphasis is on simplicity of design.
This turntable is designed for use with any
standard length tone arm, and three
versions of the BD101 are available fitted
with the SAU4 arm, less pick-up
arm fitted with interchangeable pick-up
mounting discs, or fitted
with the SAU2 arm.

PRICES FROM

£52.00

plus V.A.T.

SPECIFICATION
POWER CONSUMPTION Less than 5watts.
OPERATING SPEEDS 331rpm and 45rpm. Positive action
speed change.
PERFORMANCE Considerably exceeds broadcast

DUAL VOLTAGE OPERATION Range 200/250 volts AC or 100/125 volts
AC adjustable by user.
DRIVE MOTOR Synchronous constant speed. Self aligning bronze
bearings. Speed 375rpm at 50Hz or 45Orpm at 60Hz. Drive pulleys for
50Hz or 60Hz operation supplied as specified to order.
TURNTABLE 12" diameter aluminium platter mounted on 6" diameter

HUM LEVEL - 80dB.
WOW AND FLUTTER Less than 0.1%.
PLINTH Simulated Walnut, fitted with sprung and

damped anti-vibration suspension system, adjustable
feet. Totally enclosed base.
COVER Acrylic, tinted hinged with friction lid stays.

specifications for turntables in respect of hum, rumble,
wow and flutter.
RUMBLE -65dB when measured in accordance with DIN
45539 using weighting network, referred to 7cm/sec. at
330Hz

precision turned zinc alloy flywheel casting with precision ground
spindle and bronze bearing.
DRIVE Precision ground round section rubber belt.

DIMENSIONS 18inx 15inx6lin- 45.7cm 38cmx 16.5cm.
Minimum shelf depth required 171-in - 44.5cm.

Write for further details to:
A. R. Sugden & Co. ( Engineers) Ltd.
Manufacturers of Connoisseur Sound Equipment, Connoisseur Works, Atlas Mill Road,
Brighouse, West Yorkshire HD6 1ES
Telephone: Brighouse ( 0484) 712 142, Telex: 517144 Sugden G,
Telegrams & Cables: Connoiseur Brighouse.

Connoissew•

TOP TAPE

MAIL ORDER PRICE PLEDGE
If you can find any cassette shown below IN
STOCK elsewhere at a lower price we will
match it.

EUROPE'S TAPE SPEC/AL/ST
CASSETTES
TDK

Philips
New product— recommended
for most modern machines
particularly Japanese.

SUPER FERRO I
C60
C90

ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC
C60
£0.84
C90
£ 1.08
CI20
£ 1.57

UDXL-Il
C60
(90

fl 37
£1.72

KJ Leisuresound
53 Fleet Street
London EC4
01-3537935

54

£11-29
LI 72
£1 37
£1.72

01-486 8262

LOW NOISE
C60
C90
CI20

LOW NOISE
£0.56
£0-80
fl 12

HIGH FREQUENCY
C60
£0 79
C90
£0 96
CI20
71 20
FERR1CHROME
C60
C90

£ 124
£ 175

Fuji

El 13

UD XL- I
C60
C90

KJ Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street
London W1

£0.53
£0.57
£0.72
£1-04
£2.75

£0 79
£0 99

Mosel!
ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
C90
C120

DYNAMIC
C45
C60
C90
C120
CI 80

SUPER AVILYN
C60
C90

CI 07
CI 46

FX-1
FX- II

THIS MONTH'S
SPECIAL OFFER

Hitachi

.Son

In store
Special
Offers

C60
C90

£0 57
[BSI

ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
CO 94
C90
£ 1 15

ODER ( XL 1)
C60
C90

£ 120
£ 1-50

UDE X ( XL II)
C60
C90

£ 121
fI51

MAIL ORDER POST FREE ( UK) to TOP TAPE, Bridle Path,
Watford, Herts Prices include 8", VAT and correct at 31/10/78.

Radford Hi Fi
52 Gloucester Road
Bristol
Bristol 422709

KJ Leisuresound
101 St. Albans Road
Watford Herts.
Watford 45250

Also wide range of
Reel
to
Reel
and
Video Tapes including AGFA,
MAXELL,
SONY and TDK

Hi- Fi Consultants
42 Covvgate
Peterborough

Eastern Audio
87 Norwich Road
Ipswich

Cambridge 312120

Peterbomugh. 41755

Ipswich 217217

KJ Leisuresound
278 High Street
Uxbridge Middx.

Jeffries HI Fo
4Albert Parade
Green Street
Eastbourne Sussex

Oxford Electrical
Rentals
256 Banbury Road
Oxford

Eastbourne 31336

Oxford 53072

KJ Leisuresound
340 Station Road
Harrow Middx.

S hley Hi Fi
1erx ec
wthorn Way
Chesterton Cambs.

01-863 8690

Runnymede Hi Fi
172 High Street
Egham Surrey
Egham 5036

FUJI FX
C60 £0.76
Memorex Chrome
C90 El.20
Scotch Hi- Energy
C90 £0.95
TDK Dynamic
C90 £072

Uxbridge 33474

Don't gamble with Hi- Fi
• Music Centre complete
high fidelity system

All Goodmans products are
supplied with helpful instructions
to obtain the best performance from
your equipment and where
appropriate, with leads and
connectors.
For sure winners, choose
Goodmans, you can bank on us.

• RB range high fidelity
speaker systems
• Orthodynamic headphones
With such abewildering choice of
brand names available to the Hi Fi
buyer, it must be comforting to
know that Goodmans can take the
risk out of choosing. All their
products are worthy of Goodmans
reputation for the highest quality
and value for money.
The RB range offers high
sensitivity and high power handling;
and if you seek a ' package-deal' the
odds-on favourite is the MCD100
music centre and RB35 complete
system, the OHP 10 orthodynamic
headphones would complement
your choice.

bank on

Goodmans
50 years of
sound
experience

To: Goodmans Loudspeakers I.td.
IkIwn ley Road. Havant,
Hampshire P09 2NL
Please send me details « the
MCD 100, OH PTO and RB Range

Name
Address

Il FN
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When Roger Driscoll handed us the
Super M report, frankly we were worried.
We're the first to admit that Super M isn't yet aname
on every cartridge buyer's lips. Rightly or wrongly, afew
other cartridges have the lion's share of the market.
•However, we've always believed strongly in the technical
merit of Super M.
So we decided to commission comparison tests
against awide range of leading models.
The evaluations were carried out with
complete impartiality in the Acoustics --- - Laboratory of The Polytechnic of North
London under the supervision of
accredited hi-fi consultant Roger Driscoll.Some of the most sophisticated
bequipment in use was employed for these ) •
in-depth studies and limitless outside
technical resources were also made
available. We believe the tests are the most
exacting ever carried out on hi-fi cartridges.
So when we were handed the results,
frankly we were alittle apprehensive.

But then we began turning the pages.
We looked at the tests for higher-priced
cartridges: the Super M GP412 II, Shure V15 III,
ADC XLM II, AKG P8ES, Ortofon M15E, Ultimo
DV38/20A and Microacoustics QDC 1e.
First we studied the graphs for Tracking Margin
in the middle and treble register. Super M did better
than any other cartridge tested.
Quite agood start, everybody agreed. Next we
turned to Relative Interchannel Balance. At 0.4 db.
Super M once again led the field.
Even better, we thought. Then we looked
at sensitivity. Super M scored1.8 mV/Cm/S:
better than all other cartridges tested.
Retaining an outward show of calm, we compared High
Frequency Intermodulation. Super M (0.55%) was not .
quite as good as Shure (0.25%) or ADC (0.19%). However
we did beat Shure and ADC on Square Wave Harmonic
Distortion. But Ortofon (1%) and Microacoustics (1.25%)
were marginally better than Super M (1.5%).
When it came to Hum Induction we were unbeaten at
73 db. Only the Ortofon equalled our figure.

The Super M score for High Frequency Cross-talk,
Frequency Response and Vertical Distortion were
somewhat lower than average (but still quite
satisfactory). Where does it all leave us, we asked?

s
good as any cartridges with
which they were compared. ),
It was clear that in general we hadn't
exactly knocked the competition cold.
"I would say,"replied Roger Driscoll
"that overall Super M are as good as any
cartridges with which they were
compared. In some tests, they were even a
little better".
So for all-round performance not a
great deal of difference was found between
cartridges. And the same general
conclusion held good in the tests of lower/
\--Medium priced cartridges.
If you would like afree synopsis of the Report,
write to: Super M Report, Audio Division,
Consumer Relations Dept., Philips Electrical Ltd.,
City House, 420-430 London Road,
Croydon CR9 3QR.

Price gives Super Mthe edge.
Naturally, the Report didn't cover the
non-technical subject of price.
In this area there is ahighly noticeable difference:
Super M is substantially less expensive than most
other comparable cartridges.
You can check this yourself by running afinger
down retailers' price lists (some of which are
advertised in hi-fi mags).
This, surely, is the deciding factor:
When cartridges are very similar
in overall performance, it makes
sense to buy the least expensive
model.
Frankly, we think other
cartridge makers have reason
to be worried,

e7DE M
Simply years ahead.
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Before you buy abetter tape deck
maybe you should buy abetter tape

eTDK „

The great name in tape cassettes
Probably the most versatile'normal' bias tape around. Employing the rew Sinear ferric oxide particles,TDK AD gives awider dynamic range and extended frequency
response particularly at the top end.The super precision cassette mechanism ensures accurate running characteristics.
For more details write to TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House. Welles:ey Road. Croydon CRO 9XW. Eire: Peat Wholesale Limited, Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublinl.

When atest record is cut, atiny amount
of wow and flutter crccps into it from the
wow and flutter of the cutting machine.
We ought to know.
We make what is probably the world's
most accurate test record.
And we found that it wasn't accurate
enough to measure the extraordinary low
level of wow and flutter on our new series
2000 record decks.
Before we tell how we solved the
problem, let us tell you how we caused it.
What's wrong with quartz.

Most advanced record decks use an
oscillating quartz crystal to help control
the revolutions of the platter.
As quartz oscillates accurately at about
1.3 million vibrations a second it makes
aperfect standard to judge the speed of the
platter.
That's why we use quartz at Denon.
But, and it's abig BUT quartz does
not make adeck accurate. It only measures
accurately the inaccuracies in speed rotation.
To make the deck accurate in the first
place, we had to invent anew type of servomechanism.
We check the speed 500 times asecond.

Most advanced record decks have a
system that checks their speed about 100
times asecond.
That might scorn alot. But, as their

specifications reveal, it allows the level of
wow and flutter that we at Denon find
unacceptable.
So we developed our completely new
magnetic pulse system.
First, each platter is placed on the
shaft of aspecial pulse wheel.
Then amagnetic coating of 1000 pulses
is recorded on the inside of the platter rim.
Each individual magnetic pulse is
placed to within an accuracy of 1in 10,000.
Then, when the platter revolves the
special magnetic head measures the rate
at which the 1,000 pulses are passing.
This data is turned, via integrated
circuits, into an electronic speed signal
and then compared with the electronic
speed signal given off by the quartz signal.
Any deviations lead to an instant
electronic instruction to the motor.
This means that any speed errors
caused by disc warp or excessive tracking
pressure are corrected.
So the wow and flutter of the DP 2500,
for example, at 0.015% WRMS, is aspecification you get in practice. Not just one we get
in our laboratory.
The new tests we developed.

With this specification, its clear that a
conventional wow and flutter testing system
would only be measuring the inaccuracies
inherent in that system.

So we developed a magnetic pulse
system similar to that used in the deck
itself. This gives a degree of accuracy
greater than ever previously reached in
record deck testing.
We also, incidentally, had to develop
anew type of lacquer disc to measure the
signal to noise ratio. The 75 DB level was so
low, a conventional test record actually
creates more noise than our deck itself.
AC makes less nimble than DC.
We come now to another revolution in
our record deck: an AC motor.
The snag with DC motors is that small
amounts of audio contamination are caused
by the pulse surge of direct current. By
definition, these surges are directly linked
to platter speed and it shows up as rumble.
Denon have developed alinear flow
AC motor that overcomes this problem.
And with extra coils and aclean AC voltage
system the conventional problems of an
AC motor are also overcome
Only one of 18 Denon HiFi products.
We could continue explaining why, our
DP 2500 is worth every penny of £318'.'
Like the way we've eliminated even
the vibrations in arecord picked up from
the reverberations of the speakers.
But we wouldn't like to end by giving
you the idea that we only make outstanding record decks.

Our range includes a cartridge that
was used by HiFi for Pleasure as their
reference cartridge in acomparison of 11
top cartridges.
It includes our 850 series amplifier
that has the best in built head amplifier for
moving coil cartridges (We haven't just
added on integrated circuit to boost the
signal).
It includes tone arms, tuners, cartridges,
transformers and the revolutionary Phono
Crosstalk Canceller that virtually eliminates
crosstalk from your hi-fi system.
Send us the coupon and we'll tell you
where you can hear our equipment for
yourself.Bring your favourite records along
by all means, but don't bring atest record.
They're just not good enough.
Please send me more details of Denonn
equipment. And where Ican hear it. Iam most
interested in: Record Decks 0 Amplifiers D
I
Tuners D Cartridges D
Cartridge trans' formers D Tone arms D Head amplifiers DI
I Name

I

IAddress_

HFN/I2

The professional standard in Amplifiers,
Tuners, Tone Arms, Cartridges and Turntables.
Denon Customer Service Division, Eumig
(UK) Ltd.,14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TjN
Tel: 01-450 8070.
*Price without arm. Price with arm is £336.

OFFER OF
THE MONTH

L1S.)

SS

There are now two shops in Tottenham Court Road specialising in
Audio Accessories.
No more searching, ringing or writing to manufacturers wholesalers
etc. Get it all over the counter, whether building your own or merely
finding replacements
B Over 1200 Audio Accessory lines
BI All merchandise fully guaranteed
B All prices include VAT and are correct at time of going to press.
E. & 0.E.
In Shop hours: Mon. to Sat. 9-6; Thurs. 9-7.
11 Access/Barclay. Simply phone order and
number for return delivery.
In Fast mail order service.
• Callers welcome.

from Rush

THIS MONTH-5
SPECIAL_ OFFER

REAL HI-FI AT
A BUDGET PRICE, WITH OUR UNIQUE
3 YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE (except styli)
WHY NOT COMPARE OUR OVERALL PRICE?

quote card

The JVC JAS11G Today's best value
33 watt Stereo Integrated Amplifier
sounds superb when played through
AUDIOMASTER IVILS1 BOOKSHELF
SPEAKERS, acclaimed by reviewers
as a best buy - read the test reports.
BARCLAYCARD
METERS BATTERY PACK
Sinclair DM235
AC Adaptor ..
Carrying case
Rechargeable Battery Pack
Sinclair PDM35
Sinclair Case ..
Sinclair AC Adaptor ..
AVO 8 Meter ..
Sony SPIS Battery Pack
Sony AC 14 Battery Pack
Sony ACI5 Battery Pack
Sony BPS Battery Pack..
Sony BP23 Battery Pack
Sony BP28 Battery Pack
Postage & Packing 70p

• • £53-78
• £3.78
• £9 18
£8-64
•£32.35

£3.24
.. £3.24
.. £ 109 43
.. £ 16.95
.. £ 11.34
.. £ 11.98
.. £20.18
.. £ 14.00
.. £ 14.00

RECORD CLEANERS
£1.94
Watts Dust Bug
£5.36
Watts Manual Parastat..
£4-55
Watts Hi Fi Parastat
Pixall Record Cleaner
£3.30
61p
Pixall Refill ..
Groovac Record Cleaner .. £19.50
Vac-o-Rec Record Cleaner Mk 2 £21-95
£7.99
Earc Record Cleaner ..
£6.98
Zerostat Anti Static ..
£4.25
Zeepa Dust Lifter ..
Zeepa Anti Static Gun.. ..
£7.50
£5.94
Decca Cleaning Arm ..
£6.95
Decca Record Brush ..
£7.50
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers ..
£3.28
Bib 3- way care kit ..
£8.99
Nagoda Roller ..
Postage & Packing 45p
KITS - ARMS
SME 3009 ( Fixed)
SME 3009 ( Detatchable)
SME 3009/11I
SME FD200 .
SME S2 Headshed
8-Track Cassette Adaptor
TV Game ( Black & White)
TV Game ( Colour) ..
Monitor Audio Stylift
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
Connoisseur SAU2 Arm
Connoisseur Base & Cover
HFS75 Test Record ..
Shure TTRII0 Test Record
Scotch Anti- Static Mat..
Glendale Speaker Kit ( Pr)
Denton 2 Speaker Kit ( Pr)
Linton 3 Speaker Kit ( Pr)

£47.00
.. £51.00
.. £ 107-52
£19 50
£4.75
£18 75
£21.95
£29 95
£5.94
£19 28
£18.53
£19.56
£2.81
£473
£2.99
£71.87
E31-05
£48.15

Sony AN55 B2 Aerial ..
Sony Bulk Eraser
Postage & Packing 85p

..

•

*

•I Sil

JVC

To complete this special offer system
the JVC JLA 20 turntable, the best.

£18.88
[18.43

belt drive in the range,

COMPLETE
PACKAGE PRICE

CARTRIDGES & STYLI
GOLDRING-CARTRIDGES
P/P-I-40p
..
£5-50
G800H
.. £5.50
G800
£4 50
G850
.. £7.20
G820
.. £ 10.23
G820E
.. £ 18.56
G320SE
.. £37.00
G900SE
P/P+I5p
GOLDRING-STYLI
..
£3.38
G800H
.. £3.38
G800 ..
.. £3.38
G850 ..
.. £ 338
G820
.. £6.41
G820E
.. £ 13 50
G900SE Mk 11 ..
G820SE.
£45•19
P,P + 40p
AKG-CARTRIDGES
..
£67.20
PBES
.. £30.44
P7E
.. £56.86
PRE
.. £20.48
P6E
.. £ 16.21
P6R
P/P-I-15p
AKG-STYLI
..
£43.31
KIES
.. £ 17 44
P7E
.. £34.89
P8E
.. £ 11.25
P6E
.. £7.88
P6R
AUDIO TECHNICAPP+ 40p
CARTRIDGES
.. £62.72
AT2OSLA
.. £56.10
ATISSA
.. £38.66
ATI4SA
AUDIO TECHNICA-STYLUS
P/P+I5p
ATN20
ATNIS
..
£37.26
ATN 14
£28-17
STANTON-STYLI
P/P -I- 40p
D5I07A
.. £10.95
DS100E
..
£ 14-34
DS100EE
..
£ 17.49
D680EE
..
£21-31
D6800EE
..
£2460
D6800EEE • • .. [27-84
STANTON-CARTRIDGES
500A
•. [16-8I
500E
•
•
£20.19
500EE
•.
£23.54
680EE
•
•
£3477
68IEEE
•
•
£49.95

£234.50

Normal discount
price £ 269.97 incl
leads etc.
PR, .•.,

010't . 1..
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with

EDIC1LM34 cartridge

for quality reproduction.

(s) audiomaster
ANOTHER SPECIAL
OFFER FOR YOUR
CHRISTMAS GIFT JVC VHS 3300
VIDEO RECORDER ONLY £ 675.00
79 () Der
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We make it
easy for you
Rush guarantee nearly all equipment for 3years.
At Rush Hi Fi you've not only got quality, you've got choice.
It's a difficult task choosing the right Hi Fi to suit you but at a
Rush Hi Fi Centre we make it easy. You will, of course, receive the
usual personal and friendly assistance from the experienced staff who
will help you decide and answer the questions you've always wanted
to ask. There's a listening room where you can compare the sounds of
the equipment in stock. The choice is up to you.
Whether you're an enthusiast or just a lover of music Rush have
something for you from the best in the business:

Revox. Quad. Nakamichi. Monitor Audio. KEF. Ram.
Ortofon. Linn Sondek. TEAC. Tannoy. Marantz. B Et W.
Trio. ADC. JVC. Neal. SMC, JBL. Yamaha. Technics.
Audio Master. Dual. Sony. JR. Micro Seiki.
So if you want the ultimate in quality, the best choice, helpful
assistance AND competitive prices come and see Rush Hi Fi today and don't forget the three year guarantee.

....................................
r
1978 HI-FI YEAR BOOK £3.00 + 35p

SPECIAL OFFER PACK 3 EMI x 100 C90 CASSETTES -; FREE PRERECORDED £2.50 • 30p P/P

PRICE

13Th

Add i'ost
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HI-FI CARE ( RETAIL)LTD
7 & 245 Tottenham Court Road. London W.I.
Phone.
5
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delivery.

6, Cornhill, Chelmsford 0245 57593
38 North Street, Romford 0708 26840

Barclaycard, Access, cheques accepted with bank card, instant credit
available on production of major bank or credit cards to callers only.
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e AHMI MARKET-

THE NEW

ULTRA' DYNAMIC
CluSrriRES

Can your system
handle them?
Rubbish tapes can make even the best system sound like... yes, rubbish. Hitachi- the
biggest tape manufacturer in the world- now introduces the Ultra- Dynamic EX and ER
range of tapes, incorporating all the enormous strides we have made in hi-fi tape
technology. The result is a truly amazing improvement in performance for you to enjoy,
whatever system you use.
Check these advantages and see what you could be missing.

SOUNL
LEVEL

• Up to 6 decibels extra at
maximum level; over 2 decibels
extra over the whole frequency
range.
• Improved sensitivity; more
faithful recording of low level
sound.

BETT 16.
SOUND

• Each tape can be wiped and
re-recorded many more times
without loss of quality.

Head- cleaning leader tape for
'GLEANER • clean,
high quality sound every
time.
TAPES
• Greater output uniformity.

LONGEFLIFE

• Each cassette shell is microengineered for trouble- free
long life. No jamming. No
distortion.

The Hitachi Ultra- Dynamic EX and ER cassettes are being introduced now to Hitachi
dealers and other selected outlets. Because they are still in short supply you may have to
shop around, but once you go Ultra- Dynamic, no other tape will be good enough and if
you think it is, we probably made it anyway!

HITACHI
in aword

Hitachi Sales (UK) Limited. Station Road, Hayes. Middlesex. Tel: 01-848 8787

We have combined the expertise and talents of British scientists,
engineers, craftsmen and musicians, to reproduce the most beautiful
sounds in the world.
Listen to your music as though for the first time, and discover all the
detail previously lost.

SEE- 12E1

LOUDSPEAKERS

Technical Specification
Dimensions:

Weight:
Drive units:

Amplifier requirements:
Enclosure type:

Height: 889mm ( 35")
Width: 342.9mm ( 13i")
Depth : 406.4mm ( 16") base
317.5mm ( 121") top
30.84kg ( 681b)
Bass — 12" Bextrene cone
Mid- range — 5" Bextrene cone
High frequency — Melinex 1" cone
Super frequency —
Mylar
Tuned ports — 3 off @ 71- wavelength
25-200 Watts
Acoustic labyrinth

Drive unit arrangement:
Crossover changeover
frequencies:
Crossover network:
Frequency range:
Nominal impedance:
Contour controller:
Finish:

Linear displacement
375Hz-3KHz-10KHz
L- C- R Electrical 22 element
20Hz-45KHz & to beyond audibility
8 Ohms
1.5dB to 9dB in 1.5dB steps
Standard — figured teak or Mahogany
other veneers to order.
Choice of nine different
grill cloth colours on application; standard
grill cloth colour — chocolate brown.

Please write for further information:

S USSEX ELECTRONIC S ERVICES
Audio and Electronic
Designers and Manufacturers

PAXMEAD

HORAM . SUSSEX

Tel, Horam Road 2643

SEE- 120

YOUR HI FI DESERVES THE
SUPREME PERFORMANCE
OF THE E.T. 1000
ELECTROSTATIC
HEADPHONE
*WIDE BAND FREQUENCY
RESPONSE * 10-25000 HZ
*PADDED HEADBAND AND SOFT
EAR CUSHIONS FOR MAXIMUM
COMFORT
*A/C POWER UNIT DESIGNED FOR
CONNECTING TWO HEADPHONES
*BACKED BY 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN HEADPHONE DESIGN

Send now for brochure of complete headphone range
To BEYER DYNAMIC ( GB) LTD, 1 CLAIR ROAD, HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX.
NAME
ADDRESS
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AREVOLUTIONARY
NEW HEARING AID
Tandberg's revolutionary Actilinear* system, as in
the new TCD 340A cassette and TD 20A reel-to-reel
recorders, gives you
superior recording
quality
There's more
headroom in the recording amplifier (an
improvement greater

MISSION 774 PICK-UP ARM
The new Mission 774 pick-up arm is
rapidly becoming the accepted
standard to judge all othe r
arms by.
Zero free play and rigidity of
construction combined with low mass
results in betterstereo image, more
detail and greater attack. Superbly
finished in black it costs £ 120.00.
MISSION 770 LOUDSPEAKER

than 18dB) resulting in improved dynamic range.
The record circuitry operates at alower voltage
level and will therefore give less intermodulation because
of slew-rate limitations.
The electrical separation is improved between
oscillator and recording amplifier which gives less interference with the oscillator.
Actilinear not only gives you improved performance with today's tapes, but also has the capacity (+ 20dB)
to handle the next generation of 'metal' tapes now being
developed.
But don't just take our word for it. Call in and find
out for yourself While you're at it, there's still the TCD 320
(three-head deck), aproven performer with excellent
recording qualities. The four receivers in the superb 2000
range give top-quality performance in the tuneg amplifier
and pre-amplifier sections- comparable only with the
most expensive of separate components. The 2080, 2060L,
2045 and 2030L line gives power output from 30 watts in
the 2030L to 80 watts in the
2080. All have the finest FM
tuner available today and
(excepting the
2045) an
excellent AM
waveband.
So, see you soon.

MERIDAN
AMPLIFIERS
Always on demonstration
the Meridan 103
(35 watts) and 105
(100 watts). The
101 preamplifieris
available separately
and marks agood
reasonably priced
preamplifierfor use
with valve amplifiers.
Additional input modules
available— EMT, DECCA, SUPEX, FR, ULTIMO, ENTRE.
EXPOSURE
AMPLIFIERS
One of the best
sounding amplifiers
on the market
regardless of price.
£506 for the preamplifier and
power amp combination.

MISSION 771/772
AMPLIFIER
A very exciting new
product which puts to
shame many more
expensive esoteric
designs from America
and Japan. Phone us
and we will give you all the details on this design. Costs £ 750 for
the two units.
WEINZ 8EE1 PARABOLIC STYLUS REPLACEMENTS
These very high quality replacements are available for most cartridges
including moving coils and Decca cartridges. Phone us for -prices and
details.

*Patents pending.

Shannons
of Urmston

Shannons Radio Ltd, 25/29 Station Road, Urmston, Manchester.
Tel: 061-748 2339. Near M63 Motorway, exits 3or 5.
64

A new loudspeakerthat combines the clarity and low colouration of asimple
2 — way design with the power handling characteristics and even frequency
response normally associated with larger and more complex designs.
£357 per pair including the cost of special stands. Superb finish in black
orwainut.

ELITE CARTRIDGE
Excellent new moving coil only £99.00.
NEW! EXCLUSIVE•TO KNIGHTSBRIDGE AUDIO STUART BRIGHT
LOUDSPEAKERS
Phone us for more information.
KNIGHTSBRIDGE AUDIO,
33 Beauchamp Place, London SW3 1NV
Tel 01-589 9300
Telex: 916301 Honvvay G
Open between 11am - 7pm including Saturdays

ew Maxell LTDXL o
goes over the heads of so
biggiies in the busines

maxE!II®

When you understand quality you choose Maxell.
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD, 10 BYRON ROAD, WEALDSTONE, HARROW, MIDDX. HA3 7TL. 01-863 8622.

Speakers don't come much louder than Leak 3090s. That's
not to say they're not subtle, though.
They'll handle an awesome150watts, but are efficient
enough for al5watt amp. The giant15 inch sandwich-construction
bass driverworks into its own transmission line cabinet. Midrange
andtreble are handledby three units in aseparate enclosure, with
individual level controls to tailor sound precisely to room acoustics.
Those familiar with the 3090's predecessor (the widely
acclaimed Leak 2075) will spot that we've included our new
Isodynamic tweeter. So now the top is as sweet as the bass is big.

Introduce your neighbours
to the sound of music.

It's asimilar drive unit that makes the Leak 3000 Isodynamic Ear Speakers sospecial too.
Isodynamic drive units replace the ponderous cone and coil arrangement used in conventional
headphones. The voice coil is etched di rectly onto aflat, feather-light aluminium/polyester diaphragm.
Signal current drives the diaphragm across its whole area, producing aremarkably clean, open response,
further optimisedby research into the acoustics of the outer ear.
Anew twist tothe isodynamic principle is the use of high poweredrare earth magnets, so Leak
3000 Ear Speakers are also efficient andlightweight. They've earned (
IL
rave
electrostatic
reviews, designs.
being compared favourably with expensive
Loud Speakers or Ear Speakers, introduce your ears to the
sound of Leak at your local Leak Dealer — and improve the sound of
music in your neighbourhood.

LEAK
SPEAKERS
bring music back to life.

Don't introduce your neighbours
to the sound of music.
P.O. Box 70, Great West Road.
Brentford, Middlesex, TW89HR.
Foryourlocal dealer's naine, turn to page 68

LEAK
SPEAKERS

3020 12 to 25

watts

LEAK
DEALERS
Leak dealers have been selected
carefully because we think Leak speakers are
worth considering careful ly. Your local dealer
will be happy to arrange athorough comparative demonstration of speakers in the Leak
range. Bri ngyour own records an dlisten carefully - you'll like whatyou hear
ABERDEEN: Holliuni 11111,44 5 ' kill

Strata 0224 25715

ASFIKY Vallaost...12 Broadway Mil.- Scunthorpe 0724 2564.
AYR, Vennal 3444,1,,,, II) Iligh Street, Central Made.
BENTLEY: Miller R.. Ltd, lunt 1.89e, KnIley. Dom:agent/3112 20222.
lanlman Radio 1.01.19/21Corporation Street.
BRADFORD: Miller Rn. Ltd. 1(13 Kirkgatc. 0274 307777.
Valiance,. ArndaleHouse, Market Street. 0274 31396.
BURY ST. EDAILINI)Si 8.G.Ratlio Service,10 1latter Sired.
CAMBRIDGE, Renton. 30 Mill Rtenl.
CFIELMSFORI (:antelec I ',hi Centre,190 Mouhliam Street. 0245 84444.

3030 12 to 35

watts

IWIESE
you FEEL
Pece
biSeoNEST
MAied"
ALL ITEMS ORIGINAL
IN MAKERS BOXES
Cartridge ( with
Stylus) P/P+30p
ORTOFON
£46 50
MC20
£58•90
SL20G1 .. £)9.42
STM72 Transformer
£20.90
M20FL .. £54.90
M20E Super .. £
46-27
VMS20E/ II .. £29.90
F15/I I .. £20.90
FFI5E/11 .. £ 13.90
MCA76 .. £98.90
SL20E

.

.

CHESTER: Hardman Radicand:111e Finitin,Norillgatc Street.
COLCHESTER: RaChçeseman.Nlesecll Road Wu.,

STANTON

DONCASTER, V4Ilances 51 I1811 :ate. 0302 23424.
,DLINFERMLINE, Andrew T1_8881,4
°UNSTABLE: Targal

Strect.0383 24541.

45 Katherine Drive, DImstable, Reds.

OrRi? 67750.
GLASGOW: Erie M. I1,_ itc».
3434;438 Queen Nlarpret Drive.041 946 9218.
Dome nit lyalesalalc,103-80. T

£44•32
£28•45
.. £ 16-53
.. £79.22
.. £ 19.26

681 EEE
680EE
500E ..
8815 ..
500E E

n,ne.I'4I 552 04.23.

Styli

P,P+ 20p
ORTOFON
DISE Super .. £24•12
D2OFL .. £30 89
020E Super .. £24.28
020E/II .. £21.83
N 15E41 .. £ 12.35
NFI5E/11 .. £9.47
ARMS/
HEADSHELLS
(Arms-80p P/P)
(Headshells-40p PIP)
SME 3009 Fixed £58.60
SME 3009 Det. £53-43
SME Series III £98-24
SME FD200 £ 17-15
PHILIPS
GP400/II
GP401/11
GP4I 2VE
GP422/II

GRAN( ; ENIOLITI I: Flint.- « 11(1yd...dale, 2-4 York Arc:0,0234 42311

HITCHIN:41itchin Ketli8,109 881.881, I11.188,11erts. 0462 52248.
KIM:111Y: 3/8118.88.55, 37-39 Queensway.

Ime.123.

KETTERING: Tim,TV 27 GokIStrect.Newhorough Centre.

3050 12 to 60

watts

KILMARNOCK: Velma! Audio, 49 The Forepaw.
KINGS LYNN:M:001.11i h Centre, 5Iligh Streei.055 361683.

2000 ..

2000E..
2000E/1
2000E/11
2000E/111
2000Z

.•
••
•.
••
•.

£7.77
£13•50
£12.16
£13-90
£14.75
£48.50

PHILIPS

Hardman Radio 1.01,35 Wk. SM.-,.
LONDON: Shell/MU.: Hi

Monks, 1$0 TollInginn Park,Stroud Green,N.4.

M.R. 84 S. Elecuical,10 Iligh Road,London N15.18-802 5452.

G P400/II
GP40 1 11 ..

L11-08

GP412VE,11

£15 03
£35 85

P8ES
P7 E
P8 E
P6 E
P6 R

£59 00
£28 54
£5I 18
£19 19
£15-26

It Barden,Wigmore Street, I
.
011d011
SOUIld,

370 Edgware Road,London W I01-724 0545.

Seund, 02Ilrll Flolborn,London \18.C.1. 04242 834,
Nu Sound, 25'7 IInc Street,Walthan.tow. I
ontli

r: 17 01- 42111906.

Nu Sound, 34 Lewisham'Eligh Street, London SE13.01-852 2399.
AIANCi JESTER. Hardman Radin,12.14 St. Mary', ( : ate, Market Street.
MANSE IELI

Villanee..10 Four Seasons Centre, Man-dick' Not..1162.3 .

NEWCASTLE-I.INDER-LYNIE: Ili Fi Studio, Market Areatle.07/52 913901
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, Hi Fi Opp...4k,, 3: liantlysttle
0632 27791.
,I.C.Windows,1-7 Central Arearle.0632 2135d.
NORWICH: Martin, Hi Fi Centre, 85-87 Ber Street. 0803 27010.

3080 12 to

90 watts

PAISLEY:John McLachlan TV 5ti Old Sneddon Street. 041 089 34126.
PRESTON, Hardman Radio 1131,1-4 Guildhall Arcade.
READING: Sewards,35 Boulton Road.
SI IEFFIELD: Vallance,,Chapel Walk, Eargate.0742 29225.
St EAFORD: Sleaford Hi °, Unit 3, Southgate Precinct, Sledord,
0529 3270.
STAMFORI), Stamford Flihi,9 Red Lion Square, Stainforalain, 0780 2128.

- • SHURE
M44/7 .
M44E

M55E
M75/6..
M75B
M75E1
M75ED
M95EI
M9SED
M24H
V15/111
V 15/1V

•.
••
•.
••
•.
•.
••
••
••

£6 78
£7•17
£7.90
£7-17
£9.87
£12-39
£14.17
£13.09
£19.01
£27.80
£46-21
£70-18

STOKE-ON-TRENT: Hi la .Studkalonsdale Street. 0782 47125.

ni...47 3208/5428.
WELI.INC: H.C.C.oppir..131-133 Bellegrove Road,Welling,Kent.01-303 3341.
WREXHAM: T.E.RriFicns,li King Strixt,Wrexham,N.Wales.0978 24041
YORK: Multi- Sound Hi Fi Ltd, Daaygate Areade.0904 51712.
andselectedbranehesof LaskysandRS.C.

SHURE
N55E
N75/6..
N75B
N75E1
N75ED
N95E1
N95ED
VN35E
VN 15E
VN78E
N9 IED

£5•88
£7.20
£6.06
£6.77
£9.09
£13-02
£10.14
£17-47
£16-90
£16-60
£16.62
£13-89

RECORD
CLEANERS ETC.
+40p P/P
Michell Sweep Arm
£430
Vac-O-Rec Mk 2 £ 19.70
Bib 3000 ..
rem)
Nagaoka Roller £6.95
Disc Washer .. £6.20
Decca Record Brush
£5-35
Decca Cleaning Arm
£5.25
Zeepa Gold Nibs
£3.60
DSK 22 Anti-static
N
Mat.. .. £ 13-00
Zeepa Demagnetiser
£7-95
Direct Designs AntiStatic Mat ..
£2-35

WALLASEY: Armstrong Smith, ti5 King Street. 051 639 9257
WALLINGTON: Thorne 84 Howd1,15 Woodeote Road, Wallington. Surrey.

£38 91
.. £706
. £ 10 09
.. £ 15 65
.. £ 31.30

P8ES
X6R
X6E
X7E
X8E

N44E

LEEDS, VeralceOlearlrow Hou,The icarlrow. 0932 33213.
LIVERPOOL: Ace AttrIROR; St.lolui. Precinct.

£6.79
£ 13.89
£20.10
£30-37

A KG

EMPIRE

HARR( X ; ATE: V4ance7r. 19-21Catubridge Street.0423 64351.

..
..
..
..

GOLDRING
G800..
G850 ..
G800H
G820 ..
G820E
G820SE
G900SE

.. £495
E4-S0
£4.95
.. £ 10

..

ACCESS

£10-23

£18.56
£37.00

GOLDRING
£3•38
G800 ..
.. £3.38
G850 ..
.. £3-38
G800H
.. £3-38
G820 ..
.. £6.41
G820E
.. £ 11-50
G8205E
.. £ 15.27
G9005E
BARCLAYCARD

Al Cartridges & Styli Discounts Ltd
17 0) 1, 0 Wat IS

3000

lsodynamic
EarSpeakers
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LEAK
SPEAKERS
bring music back to life.

Telephone 01-580 9111 /2
(24-hour Telephone Answer)
Callers Welcome at 12/14 Whitfield Street,
London, W.I ( Lower Ground Floor) between
11.00 a.m.-4.00 p.m. ( Monday-Friday). Near
Goodge Street.

Introducing...

feetnostat

the first ever permanent
anti-static record preservative
Is there static on my records?
Inevitably. Today's PVC gramophone
record pressings are generally highly insulated
and as such, are most susceptible to
electrostatic charging, particularly by
frictional contact.

How does static occur?

Who produces Permostat?
Permostat ha ,.I
wen researched,

developed and produced by the British firm,
Milty Products, aleader in the field of record
care and maintenance, whose Pixall record
cleaner has already won the coveted
Japanese Grand Prix, award.

Where can Ibuy Permostat?
You'll find Permostat in all good hi-fi,
audio, record and department stores.
However, if you have any difficulty in
obtaining Permostat, please fill in the coupon
below.
Milty Products lid.,
173/191 Wellington Road South,
Stockport, Cheshire.

The contact of two dissimilar materials is
liable to cause an exchange of electrical
charge. Thus when an insulating record is
removed from its sleeve, subjected to
cleaning by apad or brush or is in contact
with astylus, the record surface is inevitably
left in ahighly charged state.

What are the effects of static?
Not unlike acommon magnet attracting
iron particles, static scavenges and draws dust
particles onto the record surface where they
can be pushed along the grooves,creating
various degrees of distortion. Ahighly
charged record surface could cause micro
discharging, uneven cartridge attraction and
alteration of the stylus tracking force, resulting
in wow and flutter, distortion and record/
stylus wear.

record preserva ti VC kit

anti-static
record
preservative

Why is Permostat so special?
Permostat is no ordinary anti-static
device, but aunique and specially formulated
fluid, which when applied to arecord totally
and permanently eliminates static.

How permanent is permanent?
It is claimed that playing arecord one
hundred times corresponds to the normally
expected use of agiven record by a
consumer.This is also the number of plays
used by record companies for evaluating
their products.
Tests prove that Permostat eliminates
static for at least one hundred continuous
plays.

Are there any adverse effects?
Laboratory tests confirm no detectable
change in sound quality, surface noise,
frequence response and fidelity.

—o
To: MILTY PRODUCTS LTD.,
New Mansion House,173/191 Wellington Road South,
STOCKPORT, Cheshire Ski 3UA.Tel: 061-480 8142/3.Telex: 667700.
Regd. in England No. r' 84
I'lease supply (state quantity required)
_Permostat Kit(s) ii £4.65 inc. VAT
Name
P6, Padd 300
Address
_Permostat refill fi £3.15 inc. VAT
1' Padd 20o
Postcode
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Pric es only applicable to the U.K.

I
enclose Cheque/PO, value

HNRRI2

(Pleased() not sendix)stagestanips)

-m
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If you like our names you'll love our prices
AIWA • AKG • AKAI • ARMSTRONG • AUDIOMASTER • AUDIO TECHNICA • BANG & OLUFSEN •
BEYER • BOLIVAR • BOSE • CELESTION • CORAL • DUAL • EMPIRE • ENTRE • FERROGRAPH • GRADO
HACKER • HARBETH • HITACHI • IMF • JVC • KEESONIC • KEF • KOSS • LENTEK • MICRO SEIK I •
MORDAUNT-SHORT • MONITOR AUDIO • NATIONAL PANASONIC • NEAL • ORTOFON • PIONEER •
QUAD • RAM • REVOX • ROGERS • SENNHEISSER • SHARP • SHURE • SMC • SME • SONY • SPENDOR
STAX • SUGDEN • TEAC • TECHNICS • THORENS • TOSHIBA • TRIO • ULTIMO • WHARFEDALE •
YAMAHA • VIDEOTONE

This sign lat means asuper discount-phone for our special price!
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong
621 Teak
£ 107.00
621 Rosewood £ 109.00
Hitachi
H A330
£ 116.00
JVC
JASI1G
JAS22
JAS44 with SEA
JAS55
JAS77
Pioneer
SA506
£ 89.00
SA606
£ 119.00
SA706
£ 159.00
Quad
33
303
405
Rayos
B750
Sony
TA3I3
TA515
TAF4A
TAF5A
Technics
SU7100
SU7300
SU7700
SU8080
SU9011
SE9021
Trio
K A3700
£ 82.00
K A5700
£ 136.00
Yamaha
CA510
£ 139.00
CA710
£ 200.00
CA810
£ 239.00
CA1010
£ 339.00
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
AD1250
£ 139.00
AD6350
£ 149.00
AD6400
£ 189.00
AD6550
£ 219.00
AD6800
£ 319.00
A D6900
£ 379.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocords in teak or rosewood
1900 New Model
5000
£314.00
Hitachi
0220
£96.00
0550
£ 122.00
D555
£ 155.00
0900
£ 260.00
JVC
K D720
K DIO
K D25
K D55
KDS201
Pioneer
CT F500
£ 105.00
CTF4040
£ 120.00
CTF700
£204.00
Sony
TCKIA
TCK4A
TCK5
TCK96R

Technics
RS616
RS631
65641
RS673
Trio
K X530

z

111%

£145.00

CASSETTE RECEIVERS
Aiwa
A F3070
£ 329.00
A F3090
£ 379.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres in teak or rosewood
2600 New Model
4000 New Model
Sony
HST89
HEADPHONES
AKG
K40
K80
K141
K240/4
Beyer
DT440
Sennheisser
H D224X
H 0400
HD414X
H D424X

£14.90
£24.00
£32.00
£37.00
f24.00
£34.00
£11.00
£18.00
£26.00

LOUDSPEAKERS
Armstrong
602 Teak
£ 157.00
602 Rosewood £ 175.00
Audiomaster
L53 / 5A
MLSI
Bang & Olufsen
Teak or rosewood
Beovox S25
teak £ 89.00
rosewood £92.00
Beovox S35
teak £ 133.00
rosewood £ 138.00
Beovox S45/2
teak £ 187.00
rosewood £ 195.00
Beovox S75
teak £ 250.00
rosewood £ 262.00
Bolivar
£129.00
125H
Bose
£605.00
901/111
£385.00
601
£163.00
301
Celestion
Ditton I5XR
Dittos 22
Dittos 442
Dutton 551
UL6
UL8
Harbeth
£269.00
HL Pro monitors
Jim Rogers
JR149
Super Woofer
KEF
Corelli
Calinda
104AB
105
Celeste Ill

£139.00
£199.00
£239.00
£645.00
£89.00

Monitor Audio
Mini Monitor
MA7
MA6
MA4 Mk 2
Mordaunt-Short
Carnival tk / walnut
Festival tk/walnut
Pageant tk/walnut
Quad
Electrostatic
RAM
Compact
Mini- Bookshelf teak
Bookshelf Mk 2teak
100
150
200
Rogers
Export Monitors
Compact
LS3 / 5A
Spendor
BCI
Technics
SBX3
Videotone
Minimax
0100
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 teak
Shelton XP2 teak
Linton XP2 teak
Glendale XP2 teak
E50 walnut
E70 walnut
Yamaha
NS6I5
NS635
NS655
NS1000M

£85.00
£109.00
£159.00

£70.00
£94.00
£114.00
£139.00
£175.00
£225.00

£49.00
£39.00
£53.00
£68.00
£83.00
£110.00
£252.00
£311.00
£118.00
£151.00
£251.00
£579.00

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa
AF5300
£ 379.00
AF5600
£469.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres teak or or rosewood
2800
£ 289.00
3300
£ 389.00
4600
£ 459.00
Hitachi
SDT7785
f369.00
SDT400
.
£369.00
Sharp
£275.00
SG400
£354.00
SG450
£599.00
SG 500E
Sony
HMKII
HMK33
HMK55
HMK77
HM K80
Toshiba
£259.00
SM2950
£299.00
SM3350
f419.00
SM3750
PICK-UP ARMS
SME
£45.00
3009 fixed
£52.00
3009/S2
£99.00
3009/S3
£19.00
FD200

Please fill in and post the coupon with your cheque or postal
order. Add carriage: Cartridges 35 pence; Headphones 75
pence- all other items £4.00. Or order by phone using your
credit card number. All prices include VAT. Credit terms
available. Personal callers welcome.

RECEIVERS
Aiwa
AX7600
Armstrong
625 teak
625 rosewood
626 teak
626 rosewood
Bang 8i Olufsen
Beomasters in teak or
rosewood
1500
1900
2200
2400
4400
JVC
JR S20 IL
JRS301
JRS401
JRS501
Pioneer
SX590
SX690
Sony
STR313L
STRV3L
STRV4L
Technics
SA200L
SA300L
SA400
SA600
Yamaha
CR420
CR620
CR820
CR2020

£229.00
£169.00
£172.00
£194.00
£197.00

£189.00
£249.00
£289.00
£309.00
£389.00

£142.00
£179.00

£161.00
£229.00
£299.00
£475.00

REEL TO REEL
Philips
£276.00
N4506
%vox
677 2-track
1377 4- track
Sony
TC399
TC645

Make

TUNERS
Armstrong
623 teak
623 rosewood
624 teak
624 rosewood
Hitachi
FT340
JVC
JTVIIG
JTV22
JTV77
Pioneer
TX606
Quad
FM3
Revox
B760
Sony
ST313L
ST515L
STA3L
Technics
ST7300
ST 8080
ST9031
ST9038
Trio
KT5500

£I19 00
£121.00
£93.00
£95.00
£97.00

£95.00

f92.00

TURNTABLES
Aiwa
A P2200
£ 109.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beograms in teak or rosewood
1500 New Model
2200 New Model
4002
£ 345.00
4004
£ 359.00
Dual
CS604
£ 139.00
Hitachi
HT350
£92.00
JVC
QLA2
QLF4
O L5
CtL7
QL70
Monitor Audio
ET500
£ 129.00
Pioneer
PL514
£ 63.00
PL516
£ 85.00
PL518
£ 114.00
Revox
B790 with VMS20E
13790 with M20E
Sony
PST I
PST20
Technics
SL220
SL230
SL150
SL3200
SL3300
SL150 Mk 2
Thorens
TD105
TO110
£ 113.00
TDI15
£ 129.00
TDI26 Mk 3C
£ 235.00
TD160 Mk 2BC
£79.00

Please supply

Model

Cheque/PO enclosed for C
credit card account

C40 Chew & Osborne
148 & 156 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel: ( 0378) 74242
26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex. Tel ( 0799) 23728

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES
Ortofon
£42.00
M20E Super
£54.00
MC20 Moving coil
£29.90
VMS20E Mk 2
£89.00
M CA76 Pre- amplifier
£18.90
F15E Mk 2
£13.90
FF15E Mk 2
AKG
£60.00
P8ES
£47.00
P8E
£26.00
P7E
Empire
£16.00
2000E/111
£29.00
2000T
Grado
£14.00
FCE + 1
£19.50
F3E +
£42.00
F1 +
£78.00
GI +
Shure
£49.95
V15-3
£69.00
V15 Mk 4
£15.00
M75ED

Chew & Osborne, 148 High Street, Epping, Essex.

Prices and stock shown are correct at the time of going to press.
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£99.00
£96.00
£139.00
£196.00

or charge my
Signature

Name
Address
L.

(Phone)

HFN 12
.1

MC 10
MOVING COIL REALISM
AT A REALISTIC PRICE

There are as many expert opinions on HiFi as
there are experts. With all the variables, an
incredible range of systems can be produced and
all have their different advantages but almost all
experts agree that moving coil is superior to
magnetic construction for cartridges.
Moving coil's detailed reproduction of
spaciousness, three dimensional imagery and
startling transient response surpasses that of
even the best magnetic cartridge.
There is really only one choice if you wish to
take full advantage of the capabilities of your
HiFi system. Until now the high cost of the
hand built moving coil cartridge has kept peak
performance beyond the reach of all but the
most wealthy.
Now Ortofon who have continuously developed
moving coil technology since 1948, are able to
produce amoving coil cartridge at aprice which
compares to the cost of medium quality magnetic
cartridges.
Ortofon's long experience of cartridge design
and manufacture make the finest reproduction
available to all discriminating listeners with the
MC 10 moving coil cartridge.

orrofon

accuracy in sound

NEW ULTRA-LIGHT CANTILEVER
DESIGN FOR LOWER MASS
The MC 10's cantilever has been designed on
new principles, making it easier and faster to
produce. It is as light and as rigid as possible,
utilizing anew aluminium alloy. The new
cantilever design, together with atiny, specially
polished diamond, gives avery low stylus tip
mass, excellent tracking ability, easy handling
of transients and minimal record wear.
Owing to their small output voltage and low
inner resistance, moving coil cartridges cannot
be connected directly to aconventional phono
input and it is therefore necessary to boost the
signal.
MC 10 Cartridges are available separately or in
acost saving pack complete with the specially
developed STM 72 step-up transformer for perfect
matching to your amplifier.
Ask your dealer for ademonstration or write to:-

harman u.k.
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5221
71

Someday all
cassette decks will be
this professional.
Non-magnetic mask

Magnetic mask ,

Shield
\
Playback gap

\ Recording gap

Hitachi announces
adeck with separate recording
and playback head functions.

If you've ever worked in a
professional recording studio, you
know that all studio tape machines
are equipped with separate
recording and playback heads.
This is simply because the physical
and electrical parameters are quite
different for recording and
playback heads.
Take head gap width, for example,
it's awell known fact that in aplayback head, the narrower the head
gap, the better. Because the
playback head has to " read" the
magnetic information from the
tape, and the narrower the gap,
the smaller the " portions" of information it can read. Which translates
directly into extended high range
frequency response.

pb amplifier circuits) permits
professional tape monitoring
where you hear what's just been
put on the tape.
And that's true
and effective
monitoring.

Enter the Hitachi D-900.
All of asudden, " professional
cassette deck" isn't acontradiction
in terms any longer. Because the
D-900 has the Hitachi-developed
three- head system. It took quite
a bit of Hitachi engineering to
squeeze two separate heads into
the small space provided by the
cassette's head window. But that
was the only uncompromising
way of doing it, because that's
where the cassette has its felt pad
which is vital for good tape-tohead contact. Everything else
would have been acompromise.

The D-900 is of course equipped
with Double Dolby NR'; separate
processors being provided for the
recording and playback sides.
Tape transport system by aphase
controlled DC servomotor with
closed loop dual capstan is
accurate to within awow & flutter
rating of less than 0.05% WRMS.
Built-in TTL IC Logic Control
together with feather touch
controls make direct mode change
possible without touching stop
button. Precision meters are
switchable to VU ( average) or peak
reading modes. The tape selector
sets up optimum conditions for
ferric, chrome or fern-chrome tape.
Someday, hopefully all cassette
decks will be this professional.
Until then, the Hitachi D-900
represents the standard in cassette
professionalism.
D-900
Frequency response: 30-18,000Hz
(±3dB, CrOz tape)
S/N ratio: More than 65dB ( Dolby on)
Wow & flutter 0.05% WRMS
Crosstalk: More than 60dB ( between tracks)
Heads: Erase, Built-in 2- in-1 R/P ferrite heads
(41/ gap on Record, 1.21/gap on Playback)
Motor: Phase-controlled DC servomotor

Cassette Tape Cutaway ( Front View)
00
woo
0000
Reco ding Head Gap Width Test Results

Not so for the recording head,
however. It has to " imprint" the
information on the tape, and that
requires acertain gap width. Too
wide is no good, but too narrow
is no good either.
Equally important, only adeck
with separate recording and playback heads ( and separate rec and

Et]
E

.
lJu

II

Conventional 2 Head System

Qc)
Conventional 3 Head System

II

II

o

Hitachi's Built-in R/P
2- in- 1Head System

HITACHI

Hitachi Sales ( L. K.) 1,h1.
Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes,
111(ddesex Uel 41)R.
Telephone 01-848 8787.

Frequency response: 30-15,000Hz
(±3dB. Cr0,, tape)
S/N ratio: More than 63dB ( Dolby on)
Wow & flutter: 0.07% WRMS
Crosstalk: More than 60dB ( between tracks)
Heads: Erase. Built-in 2- in- 1 R/P ferrite heads
1411 gap on Record, 1.2(1 gap on Playback)
Motor: Phase-controlled DC servomotor

*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

ENNHEIZEIR

000

brine you comfort and joy

The HD424X is one of the most comfortable headphones on the market today, and is ajoy to
listen to. Whether you are arock, pop or classical fan, the HD424X will bring your favourite
music to you as you remember it from the Concert Hall. Both the low and high notes will be
there --- not athing is missed!
To learn more about this model or all other Sennheiser headphones, write for our brochure or consult
your local Sennheiser dealer.

Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HAYDEN

HAYDEN HOUSE

CHURCHFIELD ROAD

CHALFONT ST PETER
Telephone Gerrards Cross 88447

BUCKS SL9 9EW

Have Nakamichi created the perfect partner for incurable audiophiles?

Meet System One.
No robot figment of science fiction. But an infinitely enlightened
way to assemble an incomparable high-fidelity system.
The monolithic System One rack is striking to behold and
surprisingly compact. It features an integral digital programme
timer.
Into the rack can go varying combinations of the highly
acclaimed Nakamichi 600 Series Components. The 600
Cassette Console. 630 FM Tuner Preamplifier. 610 Control
Preamplifier and 620 Power Amplifier.
You select the mix that suits you personally.
Then listen to System One.
Youll wonder if. finally, man has created amachine capable of
human emotion.
Write for more information to Natural Sound Systems Ltd,
10 Byron Road. Wealdstone. Harrow, Middlesex HA37TL.

rliNakamichi
Products of unusual creativity and competence
75

If you care for
your records
one clean
investment
saves many
with the

GRAND PRIX
AWARD
WINNING
RECORD
CLEANER à
You're looking at the solution to one of the oldest
problems in audio - how to protect your new records
and rejuvenate all the old favourites.
It's called " Pixall" and its remarkable. This unique
British cleaner so impressed the Jury at ' International
Stereo Compo ' 76' that it was aptly honoured with
the Grand Prix Award in it's product section.
The key to Pixall's success lies in its specially
formulated adhesive tape, designed not merey to
remove surface dust but more specifically to lift- and
dispose of damaging microdust particles, embedded
deep inside the grooves.
Independent tests have shown
that adisc treated with
"Pixall - results visually in
.leaving the record in a
pristine condition, whilst
audibly it makes sound.
sound better. Available at
all quality
Stereo and
Record stores

Sets a New Dimension in visual and Audible Perfection.
• No Dust

• Minimises Distortion

• No Dirt

• Eliminates Crackles and Pops'

• Clean Fidelity • Reduces Stylus Wear
Keeps your good sounds- sounding good

1

MILTY PRODUCTS LTD.,

New Mansion House 1731;91 Wellington Road South.
STOCKPORT. Cheshire SK1 3UA Tel 061 480 8142/3.
Telex 667700 Regd..in England No. 379854
Please supply ( state quarlity requiceo)
Pixa)i Ott-me- Record Cieaner
Ind VAT P & Padd 19p

£330

Geruipe Refill n 65p

,nci VAT P & Padd 9p
Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value £

(please do not send po;tage stamps)

NAME
ADDRESS
)CK CAPITALS PLEASE

HFN 12
POSTCODE
Pna • at3PhCahle to the UKi

MILTY PRODUCTS LTD., 173/191, WELLINGTON ROAD SOUTH, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK1 3UA
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IN all the arguments about subjectivity, little has been said
concerning the underlying philosophic problem—that ancient
mind/matter syndrome which persists beyond the immediate
debate. We are all mental as well as physical beings, and our
whole apprehended universe exists as a vast structure of
concepts, memories, imaginations, feelings and sense- data. The
latter relate in some mysterious fashion to electrical disturbances
in brain cells when messages arrive from the sense organs, but
even the lone sense- datum called ' hearing the note C- sharp' is
accessible only to the introspective consciousness. It is complexes
of sense- data which concern the protagonists in disputes over
correlations between the physically measurable ( objective) and
mentally experienced ( subjective), and before getting too hot
around the collar it would be well to step back and ponder just how
subtle the whole business of perception really is.
The letter from Mr Pearce in this issue ( page 129) offers atimely
warning. He takes the stereo illusion as an example of differing
responses to the same stimulus, but it would be rash to assume
that there aren't parallel variations applying to other aspects of
sound reproduction. The two central points, if we understand
Mr. Pearce aright, are: ( i) that despite every care in the presentation
of measurements there are unavoidable subjective influences at
work; and ( ii) that differences noted by listeners do actually exist
in their minds, whether or not the stimuli have altered.
Our contributor's argument seems to go a little astray on the
second point. While there may well be perceived differences
between two amplifiers in the minds of a tiny minority of ultrasensitive listeners, when similar differences are reported in response
to a ' repeat' ot the same amplifier, what are we supposed to deduce?
If it is not imagination ( or some variant on imagination such as the
telepathic effect postulated by Adrian Hope in last month's
commentary on Martin Colloms' experiments), then we have surely
reached the point where the natural scatter of data in the mental
world exceeds the differences under observation in the physical
world. And if it be argued that temperature, background noise,
humidity, etc, must have changed between successive presentations,
then we are not talking about amplifier differences anyway. As
Mr. Colloms suggested, it may transpire that any audible
differences between high-grade power amplifiers are simply due
to the manner in which source impedance interacts with loudspeaker
impedance to produce a slight change of frequency response—
an effect entirely dependent upon the particular speaker in use and
therefore hardly a characteristic of the amplifier as such.
Mr. Hope remarked that if all the sound and fury is about
differences which are so small that they need minute critical
evaluation to be perceived, we might just as well buy the amplifier
that offers the best ' objective' value for money and direct our
subjective attention to other aspects of hi-fi. The contribution
from Mr. Whitley which follows Mr. Pearce's on our letters page
seems to reflect this more pragmatic philosophy— but in doing so it
exposes another set of problems. Mr. Whitley is uneasy at the use
of the Quad electrostatic loudspeaker as a yardstick when judging
other speakers. Now the Quad ELS may not have perfect directional
properties, adequate power handling, or sufficient deep bass,
and it doesn't suit every listening room; but whenever it is used
in careful comparison with a live source it still gives a less coloured
image than anything else in the crucial mid- band. That is why
it is employed as a reference, and why— if the string- tone is
poor or the orchestra seems artificially analytical—it is almost
certainly the program material which is at fault. Like amplifiers,
loudspeakers should ideally be unbiased, and if recordings
shriek at you, use the tone controls or switch to the BBC!
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small is beautiful
Simon Hedges and Chris Hunt of What Hi Fi? put their
ears together to check out four British loudspeakers
in the £ 100-£150 price bracket. Smallest of the units,
the TANGENT RS2 came out best- they had this to say:‘‘Listening to the RS2s it became
obvious that the designer had
gone all out for spaciousness of
sound — and had achieved it in
no uncertain terms. Imagery in
terms of left-to- right spread,
depth and space around the
instruments was quite stunning.
For the first time in our
listening tests we became
unaware of the existence of two
boxes pumping out sound and
conscious instead of acoherent
and stable sound stage spread
between them. ,,

TANGENT

o Sp1-1.

Guaranteed rive years
with amplifiers rated up
to 50 watts per channel
,nt(, 8ohms. 1791w) x
27,5(h) s197(d).

•

o

TANGENT
REFERENCE
RS4

ranteed five years
.x ith amplifiers rated up
to 80 watts per channel
into 8ohms. 305(w) x
6
x315(d).

o
o
a

TANGENT
REF ERENCE
RS6

five yeas,
%,s ith amplifiers rated up
to 100 watts per
channel into 8ohms.
3054,1 x810(h) x315(d).
l,u ,trarlteed

TANGENT
MONITOR
TM3

é

Guaranteed fiveyears
with amplifiers rated up
to 45 watts per channei
into 8ohms. 255(w) x
370(h) x285(d).

•

TANGENT

o MONITOR
TM1

Guaranteed five year s
with amplifiers rated up
to 50 watts per channel
into 8ohms. 305(w) x
630(h)x 315(d).

Tangent Acoustics Limited, Viking Way Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8E1... Tel: 10954) 81377.
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distortion (0.8% THD quoted). Excellenttransient response is claimStrathearn launched their first full- ed and the frequency response
range speaker system, the ' Twen- extends to 23 kHz ± 5dB. The low
ty-one Thousand', at a press con- impedance of this driver is transference in London in October. A former coupled to provide a
two- unit design, it combines a nominal 8II load for the whole
conventional ported- reflex bass system. This driver is adipole, but
enclosure (8in.treated paper long- as the rear radiation is absorbed
throw driver) operating up to by damping pads it can be used
500 Hz, with the Stratec SLC2 either as a free standing unit as
mid/HF unit seen on display at shown, or separated, even wallCunard in the Spring and which mounted if desired with its bass
has been supplied to the OEM bin conveniently situated nearby.
market for sometime— Infinity use Dimensions are 380x 560 x365 mm
it in their QRS speaker, for ex- for the bass unit, 80 x740x 155 mm
ample. The transducing element mid/HF. Efficiency is 87 dB/W/
of this driver is made from amylar/ metre and the system is suitable
polyester film onto which is for amps of between 25 and 100
bonded an aluminium conductor. watts RMS per channel. The finish
Rows of bar magnets fixed to the is black ash or teak and the price
frame on either side of the dia- £375 per pair inclusive. See conphragm cause it to move in tents page for photograph.
Discussions between Aiwa and
response to the signal current
passed along the conducting strip, Strathearn have recently been takmuch in the manner of an ! so- ing place to look into the possibidynamic headphone driver. The lities of manufacturing certain
single moving element is of ex- Aiwa products at the Kennedy
tremely low mass, essentially non- Way factory. Negotiations have
reactive and phase coherent, and apparently reached an advanced
the active moving area of some stage and agroup of Aiwa officials
500 x40 mm allows
both
high are shortly to effect a feasibility
power levels and a low level of study as a basis for further talks.

Strathearn

(or even felt ... sshhh!) mat, it is
said to provide the essential nonresonant (?) flat and rigid support
'which the record requires'. Being
rigid, of course, it can be used to
convert 10 in. platters ( like the
BD1) to full width and can equally
well cope with the vagaries of
point suspension units ( eg Transcriptors). Improvements in
clarity, depth and solidity of image
are claimed and the Soundisc is
available for £9.95 inc. p & p from
GA Audio, 82 Bromsgrove Road,
Redditch, Worcs. B97 4RN. WonMetrosound have introduced a der where the waste glass goes
new Thorens end- of- side arm lift, though—wouldn't have thought
the ' Q- UP'. The device is ' mech- there was that much demand for
anical', being triggered when the 12 in. extractor fans in smoked
tone arm reaches the run- out glass windows....
groove. Both the tripping and
lifting forces are adjustable as is
the height of the lifting bar, enabling the device to be used with Despite suffering a fire at their
most arm/turntable combinations. temporary UK premises ( tempoCosting £5.62 inclusive, the ' Q- UP' rary indeed!) which completely
is being marketed here under the gutted both the offices and warehouse facilities on October 1st,
Metrosound brandname.
Sansui are confident that their
service to trade and public will
A full width 6mm thick smoked hardly be affected. Replacement
glassturntable mat,the'Soundisc', consignments were quickly on the
has been released from GA way and they hope to move into
Audio. Intended as a direct re- their permanent headquarters in
placement for the usual rubber West London in the near future.

Ariston Turntables

The manufacture and UK distribution of Ariston turntables is now
under new management and the
company renamed Ariston Acoustics Ltd. Marketing will be via a
limited number of retail outlets at
home and abroad. The rrp of the
RD11S is now £185 inc VAT and
the address is 1 Society Street,
Maybole,
Ayrshire,
Scotland.
KA19 7BH

Up in arms

Sansui smouldering on

A Glassed resort
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Pioneer

width. Specially developed ICs
are used in the FM section, one in
the IF strip and one for the stereo
decoder which has an integral
pilot signal filter. The SX-790
(£243.48) is basically a lower
powered version offering 45 wpc/8.
The two other receivers SX690
(£193.88) and 590 (£ 154.86) provide
30 and 20 watts respectively and
use hybrid power output ICs which
contain bias, driver and output

combinations, stages on one chip. The receiver
four receivers and a microproces- cabinets are either black or walnut.
The CT- F900 is the first of anew
sor- controlled cassette deck form
the latest offerings from the generation of Pioneer cassette
Pioneer stable. Top of the turn- decks. It uses a microprocessor
tables is the PL- 630 (.281.10) fully to collate and display record and
automatic, quartz governed, direct replay levels, VU, continuous or
drive unit. Wow and flutter are accumulated peak indication, digidown to 0.025% due to Pioneer's tal tape counting ( and an alarm
exclusive brushless DC Hall- effect when it reaches 999!), memory
motor. Purpose designed ICs are stop, replay and repeat functions
used for tne automatic end- of- side —just in case you need it. A Sen detection and to generate the dust combination three- head
reverse torque ' qu:ck stop' func- machine with adjustable bias
tion.
Meter indication of the (automatic chrome switching, of
adjustable platter speed is pro- course), low wow and flutter ( less
vided. The arm is ' statically bal- than 0.05% WRMS) and fast wind/
anced', with decoupled counter- rewind, it offers frequency ranges
weight. The PL-540 (£ 156.26) is of 20 Hz- 17 kHz for standard LH
basically asemi- automatic version tape and 20 Hz- 19 kHz for FeCr
of the PL- 560 which, like the 630 with S/N of better than 64 dB with
uses a quartz direct drive system Dolby. All this for £342.82. All
and also has a second motor to prices subject to VAT.
cope with the automatic functions.
Top of the receiver range is the
SX-890 (£302-96) providing 60 wpc
8ohms with a frequency range of
20 Hz-20 kHz. Capacitorless feedback circuitry is employed to allow
good transient performance and
low phase shift, and the THD is
quoted as below 0-05%. RIAA
equalisation is claimed to be within 0.2 dB across the stated bandThree

turntable

Pre pre...
A new very high performance
moving- coil head- amp has been
produced by Lynden Audio Ltd.
Designed by the renowned John
Linsley- Hood, it offers user- selectable input impedances of either
19 or 39 ohms and a high gain of
either 50 or 100 (the norm is
around 25) making it suitable for
use with even the most insensitive
cartridges. Frequency response is
10 Hz-50 kHz ± 3dB, THD and IM
figures are the same at 0.005% ( or
—86 dB),
noise-68 dB— all for
10 mV out— with a maximum output of 700 mV at 600 ohms. Built
into the smallest Vero G box
(44x 134 x 123 mm) with phono
connectors, the encapsulated unit
uses two AA- sized batteries and

has an On/Off/Test switch and
LED indicator. Price is £46 inc.
p & p. Special gain versions can
be made to order. Lyndhen Audio
Ltd, 38 The Street, Uley, Glos.

A Nip in the Valleys
Matsushita Electric ( UK) Ltd are
to increase the range of products
actually made in this country.
Having recently negotiated for a
Government- owned factory next
to their television factory at
Pentwyn, Cardiff, Matsushita are
to go into pilot production of their
National Panasonic music centres
and Technics tuners and expect
to be in full production by mid 1979.
One hundred new jobs are anticipated initially, with possibly 300
or more in afew years' time.
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One of the great
pleasures of hi-fi lies in choosing it.
The long hours spent
mulling over magazines and catalogues.
Listening to friends' outfits and
advice and working out the perfect system.
Which invariably bears very little
relation to what you can actually afford.
Unfair, we say. Especially if
you've been led by your ears to Pioneer.
LONDON:
Analog Audio, 819 High Rd,
North Finchley, London N12.
Bartletts Radio, 175/177
Holloway Road, London N7.
Ellis Marketing Supplies,
5Arlington Parade,
Brixton Hill, London S\X'2.
79 High Street, South Nonwxxl,
London Sii25.
Martins Hi- 1'i Centre,
125 Stoke Newington High St,
London NI6.
Nusound, 252 Hoe Street,
Walthamstow, London E17.
376/378 Edgware Rd,
London \X' 2.
242 Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London NI.
36 Lewisham High Street,
London
82 High Holborn, London
WC'.

Planet HiFi, 88 High St,
Edgware, Middlesex.
R.E.W. Audio Visual,
111/116 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
10-12 High Street, Colliers
Wbod, London SW 19.
230 lintenham Court Road,
London W I.
TV. Centre ( Earlsfield) Ltd,
515 Garratt Lane, London
SW18.
Willy for Wireless, 281-283
Whitechapel Rd, London El.
BEDFORDSHIRE:
B&B Hi Fi, 19 Wellington St,
Luton.
BERKSHIRE:
B&B HiFi, 16 Gun Street,
Reading.
Berkshire Hi-fi,
125 Bridge Road, Maidenhead.

8The Medway Precinct,
Honey End Lane, Reading.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE:
B&B Hi Fi,
4Liverpool Victoria House.
Priory Road, High Wycombe.
CHESHIRE:
Hardmans, The Forum,
Northgate Street, Chester.
New Dawn Hi Fi,
13 Castle Street, Chester.
Swifts of Wilmslow,
5Swan Street, Wilmslow.
CLEVELAND:
Gilson Audio, 76a Queenswa);
CUMBRIA:
G.D.8eM. Dunglinson,
Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle.
Kenneth Gardner
(Kelleys), 70 Dalton Road,
Barrow in Furness.

DERBYSHIRE:
Stuart Westmorelands,
67 St. Peters Street, Derby.
DEVON:
Framptons Limited,
90/92 Cornwall Street,
Plymouth.
DURHAM.
Gilson Audio,
76a Skinnergate, Darlington.
ESSEX:
D. T. Wicks, 49/51 North
Station Road, Cokhester.
Nusound,
87-100 Pioneer Market,
Ilford Lane, Ilford.
HAMPSHIRE:
Berkshire HiFi,
179 Victoria Road, Aldershot.
Sextons In-car-entertainment,
37 Bedford Place,Southampton.

LANCASHIRE:
CBS ( Audio Visual Ltd.)
St. John's Precinct, Liverpool.
28 New Street, Lancaster.
Hardmans Radio,
33 Dale Street, Liverpool.
12/11 St. Marys Gate,
Market Street, Manchester.
1/4 Guildhall Arcade, Preston,
Lloyd, Paton McGlynn.
3.i Isloorfield Walk, tirmston,
Manchester.
LEICESTERSHIRE:
Leicester HiFi Markets,
217/219 Melton Road,
Leicester.
Stuart Westmorelands,
33 Cattle Market,
Loughborough.
9/10 Cheapside, Melton
Mowbray.
2High St, Oakham, Leicester.

LINCOLNSHIRE:
Stuart Westmorelands,
3Water Gate, Grantham,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE:
Forum Hi Fi Markets.
238 Chesterfield Road South,
Mansfield.
600 Mansfield Road,
Nottingham.
Nottingham Hi Fi,
116-118 Alfreton Road,
Nottingham.
Superfidelity Limited,
15 Market Street, Nottingham.
NORFOLK:
Martins Electrical,
85/87 Burr Street, Norwich.
5High Street, Kings Lynn.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE:
Audio Craft,
23/25 Derngate, Northampton.

So we've introduced the Pioneer
Privilege Purchase Plan.
An inexpensive credit facility
operated through Citibank Trust.
It's the simplest way of buying
expensive hi-fi short of plonking down
great piles of ready cash.
Minimum purchase is £250.
All we ask is 20% down and afew
days to clear your credit rating.
HiFi Consultants,
13a Whitsed St, Peterborough.
The Music Centre,
42 Cowgate, Peterborough.
STAFFORDSHIRE:
HiFi Opportunities,
Handyside Arcade, Newcastle
upon Tyne.
Newcastle HiFi,
20 Lonsdale Street, Stokeon-Trent.
146 Market Arcade,
Newcastle.
Ray Charles Audio,
83 Bridge Street, Walsall.
SURREY:
Aerco Records,
27 Chobham Road, Woking.

SUSSEX:
Capital Cameras,
24/26 The Boulevard,
Crawley.
Jefferies Hi-Er, 6A Albert
Parade, Victoria Drive,
Eastbourne.
John King Films Ltd,
71 East Street, Brighton.
Guildbourne Centre,
DVorthing.
TYNE AND WEAR:
Gilson Audio.
234 Linthorpe Road,
Middlesbrough.
Lintone Audio,
9-11 Park Lane, Gateshead.

WARWICKSHIRE:
Forum HiFi Markets,
Unit 9, Longfellow Rd, Coventry
78 Lower Precinct, Covenory.
Tivoli Centre, Coenlry Rd,
Birmingham.
Hardmans Radie,
19/21 Corporation Street,
Birmingham B2 4LP.
J.C.V. HiFi Markets,
44 Emscote Road, Warwick.
J.C.V. Music,
8/9 Sheep Street,
Stratford-upon-Avon.
YORKSHIRE:
Audio Centre,
207/215 Glossop Road,
Sheffield.

The scheme applies to individual
components. And more. It's aconvenient
way of owning acomplete and much
vaunted Pioneer Rack System immediately.
After all, once you've decided
on your hi-fi system you want it straight
away, come what may.
And if choosing the best hi-fi
proved difficult, at least the Purchase Plan
makes paying for it easier.
WALES 8c THE WEST:
C.M.C. Audio Visual,
SCOTLAND:
Radford Hi Fi,
160 Station Road, Keighley.
R.S.C. Audio Equipment,
52-54 Gloucester Road,
Eric Wiley,
101 Lothian Road, Edinburgh.
Bristol.
64 8c 85 Beancroft Road,
H
Corner,
Radinerait Sonus,
Castletord.
1Haddington Place, Edinburgh.
Mulrisound HiFi
231 High Street, Swansea.
Holborn Hi-fi,
251-253 Cowbridge Road East,
7Davy Gate.
445 Holborn Street, Aberdeen.
Canton,Cardiff.
Quadraphenia,
NORTHERN IRELAND:
Robbs of Gloucester,
10 Nursery Street, Sheffield.
Electronic Services (Analogue),
13/15 Worcester Street,
Superfidelity Limited,
11a Wellington St, Belfast.
Gloucester.
34/
36Queen Victoria Street,
TE. Roberts, 26 Kings Street,
Leeds.
Wrexhara.

(V) PloN EER

EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.

YOUR LOCAL PIONEER CENTRE IS LISTED ABOVE. OR YOU CAN WRITE TO US AT SHRIRO ( UK) LTD,
SHRIRO HOUSE, THE RIDGEWAY, IVER, BUCKS SLO 9JL. WE'LL POST YOU DETAILS ALONG WITH OUR LATEST PIONEER LITERATURE.

We inspect every single one before you use it.
When you're spending hundreds of pounds on hi-fi,the last
And because our range is so wide we can satisfy all your
thing you want is to have your sound system impaired because of a
requirements.
few faulty leads.
You'll find QAS leads in all the right places.
Which is why it pays to buy the best quality leads available.
On the best equipment.
QAS.
In the best stores. So if you want quality hi-fi,
We sell more leads than any other manufacturer because we
follow our lead.
make every component to the highest standards possible.

e,

"()AS means Quality"
Quality Audio Supplies Wollaton Road Beeston Nottingham NG9 2PB
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Cartridges of higher impedance
will give reduced gain.
The fourth product our Danish
friends are introducing in the New
Year is avery useful direct- cut test
The ' Concorde' version of the
disc. Side one consists of the new low mass pickup— LIFE-SIZE!
usual channel orientation and
phasing test; a crosstalk test at microphones are sensitive down
1kHz; a S/N ratio test with white to DC, a 6dB/octave high-pass
noise recorded without RIAA cor- filter was used with a — 3dB point
rection at levels down to — 60 dB at 15 Hz. A demonstration stanref. 5cm/sec; a silent groove cut dard record to say the least,
with a locked cutterhead; lateral though the music won't really be
and vertical tracking ability tests to the taste of anybody not Danish.
Ortofon will soon have atotally
using a315 Hz tone cut at various
levels; a tone- arm resonance test new cartridge line which will first
which sweeps from 24 Hz down to join and then eventually replace
4Hz ( cut at constant amplitude) the existing Mk II magnetic cartwith asuperimposed complex tone ridges. They use the same VMS
of 2349 Hz and 2960 Hz which (variable magnetic shunt) prinbecomes, in effect, frequency ciple as the present models but
modulated at the main LF reso- the basic ' low- mass' unit weighs a
nance, giving awarble tone; and a mere 1.5 g and has a 4.4 mm
This is
difference tone test. This latter square cross-section!
consists of paired frequencies intended to be integrated into the
(initially 19 and 20 kHz, and then tone- arm, and talks have only just
down to 7 and 8kHz) cut at 5cm/ started with the various manusec which is compared against a facturers of arms with inter1kHz reference tone. If the dif- changeable arm-tubes; but there
ference tone distortion level is will be two more slightly heavier
below 2% you hear the reference versions, one with astandard 4 in.
tone giving the Morse code for mounting bracket and one in the
'A'— standing, we are assured, form of an interchangeable headfor ' All right'; if above 2%, you shell which the Danes have nickhear ' N'—' No good'. Side two of named the ' Concorde'—for obthe record consists of music re- vious reasons ( see photo). Tip
corded in the Tivoli Concert Hall mass has been reduced and the
in Copenhagen. A spaced pair compliance is arranged to bring
(separation 35 cm) of omni-direc- the LF resonance into the correct
tional B & K 4 in. microphones, region, with low mass arms such
Interior construction of the T30 transformer
4.25 m above floor level, were fed as the Infinity ' Black Widow', SME
to give an apparently flat response, formers don't make it musicality- straight into two Ortofon cutting or ADC. Diamond shape has not
a moving- coil transducer more wise, and it is true that they are amplifiers which then fed an yet been decided but it will probclosely approaches being an ideal prone to bandwidth limitations, Ortofon cutting head designed for ably be a nude square diamond
voltage source, independent of phase shift and inadequate tran- CD4 work capable of cutting from with the ' Fine- line' profile used
frequency. Mechanical anomalies sient response. These are due, 10 Hz to 26 kHz ± 4dB. As the on the MC20, MC30 and M20FL.
have therefore that much more of however, to production and realan audible effect and Ortofon have life compromises:intheoryatransconcentrated on improving the former is a perfect device. Ortomechanical system, keeping sys- fon's engineers have decided to
tem resonances out of the audio have a crack at that ' perfect'
band and providing adequate device and their new T30 employs
toroidal transformers with the mudamping at frequency extremes.
The MC30 uses a nude diamond metal core having its crystalline
'Fine- line' stylus on a thin- walled structure aligned with the flux
cantilever tube of hardened alu- direction to give greater bandwidth
minium alloy, giving an effective —phase linearity is ± 15 from 10 to
tip mass of 0.4 mg, ,tths that of the 30,000 Hz. A special winding techMC20, and a HF resonance of nique gives a rise- time of around
around 35 kHz. Lateral and vertical 3¡us and care is taken in dressing
compliance ( measured dynamic- internal leads to give minimum
ally at 10 Hz) is 13 c.u. To get hum pick-up. The transformer is
good tracking ability at frequency joined by a new battery- operated
extremes requires the damping/ head- amp, the MCA- 10. This uses
suspension system to have oppo- an n-p-n/p-n-p push-pull transissite qualities: LF tracking ability tor pair ( per channel) running on
is limited by the suspension corn- two 1.5 V batteries ( lifetime 800
hours) giving a 66 dB S/N ratio,
frequency response ( loaded into
300 pF+47 k) of 7Hz-200 kHz -I-01dB and distortion of 0.1% at
70 cm/sec(!)
at 3ohm
source
impedance. Input impedance is
11 ohms and gain is set to be 33.5
dB with a source impedance of
Congratulations to Paul and Sandra Messenger on the birth of their baby, Daniel,
3ohms (
le, as Ortofon cartridges).
on 16th October

Orto fon

pliance, HF by the cantilever
inertia, while in the mid- band the
Ortofon (from the Greek orthos damping may well predominate.
and phon—'correct sound') made The MC30 suspension consists
their first moving- coil cartridge in of a three- layer sandwich: two
1948 when they realised that there rubber layers, one soft and one
weren't any pickups being made less compliant, separated by a
which could provide a real test of platinum ring. At low frequencies,
their new cutterheads. Various the system works as one with the
models followed, including the soft rubber controlling tracking
SPU-GTE model with its integral ability. As frequency rises, the
transformer, which
still com- platinum disc progressively demands a following amongst fa- couples the soft rubber from the
natics, particularly in Japan, and armature/coil motion so giving the
1979 will see the introduction of a necessary heavy damping at HF.
new state-of-the-art cartridge, the A brief audition showed the MC30
MC30. Housed in a plastic body to have many virtues and no
similar to that of the lower- priced immediate vices, but it will only
MC10 and MC20, its main advance be made in small quantities with
lies in the design of the cantilever a correspondingly high price.
Moving- coil
cartridges,
of
damping. Ortofon feel that whereas in a moving- magnet design, course, need a step-up device,
falling electrical response due to and the MC30 is being partnered
the source inductance is com- with anew very costly transformer,
pensated by the rising mechanical the T30. It is generally thought by
response near tip mass resonance the hi-fi fraternity that trans-
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The new concept ( until now featured
in.muGh more expensive headphones1
that provides performance equal to
Electrostatics and low linear distortion
even at high sound levels. Leather
grain headband and earmuffs. Open
back FR 16-20.000 Hz. Sens
90 dB..SPL at 1mW Imp. 8 Ohms
Weight: 240 pm.
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..jay t0 rnrn thick, but fitted with
advanced technology drive units that
outperform bulk1er. more expensive
headphones Padded. adjustable twin
headband and supra aural earmuffs
provide exceptionally comfortable
listening Open back. FR 18.22,000
Hz Sens. 100 48 SPL at 1mW
Matching Imp 4 to 150 Ohms

Around
£25.00inc

Quality HI- Fl from beginning to end.
32 Rathbone Place London W1P 1AD TEL 01 580 7112/3

Can you stand it?
Harman UK have produced three
new speaker stands which though
not unique or revolutionary are
expected to be readily available
in most local stores. The three
models are HS1 standards ( 9 in.
high), £ 19.90;
HS2 telescopic
(adjustable width), 9 in. high
£27.90 and HS3 tilting, 6 ins, high
with up to 10 in. tilt £26.90. Each
stand is fitted with castors and
finished with a black nylon coating. ( Prices inc. VAT.)

Rusty tape?
Rust is one of those oddities of
life that infuriate us. Take iron
and water and abit of air and it just
appears. Far from being simple to
explain, however, rusting happens
to be one of the mysteries of this
world, at least from the point of
view of the action of water in the
rusting process. But Iam digressing because this note is about
magnetic tape, though if rusting
doesn't seem to have much to do
with tape, then just remember the
recent publicity given to the new
magnetic tape which is coated
with pure iron particles.
Rusting can happen, at least
with the Metafine 4and other pure
iron tapes which will appear soon.
Needless to say, this problem has
occupied the minds of the engineers who developed this tape and
no doubt will be a main source of
attack from other manufacturers
who have nothing similar to offer.
There is very little published
information on these new tapes,
but one rather complex paper Idid
receive recently goes into the
subject quite deeply.
Rusting is actually a very slow
burning process. In other words,
the iron combines with oxygen to
form another chemical with quite
different characteristics. Iron is
like all the other elements which
can be characterised by their
'stored chemical energy'. In other
words, by how keen they are to
combine with other substances. In
its purest state, iron can be considered to be at the top of its own
little ' energy hill' ( fig. 1) and given
a ' push' by an appropriate substance which has some energy to
give away, will fall part of the way
down its hill to a ledge representing a lower state of energy. At
this point it has become another
substance, in this case an oxide
of iron.
From the illustration
given, which shows the nature of
this energy hill, you will see that
although the ball representing
iron needs only a small push to
tilt it over the top of the hill, each
successive ledge down the hill
has a progressively larger lip,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

making it more difficult to roll the
ball down to the next level. In
real terms, this represents the
condition that with each successive reaction it becomes more
difficult to make it react again.
More energy has to be put into the
process, and in turn, the iron
compound is less inclined to be
changed. The iron, it could be
said, moves closer to a state of
rest, or lowest potential energy.
This may help to explain why
ferric oxide tapes show little
inclination to suffer from the
effects of corrosion. One curious
situation that can occur comes
from the sort of shape that the
energy hills of different substances
have. This is where a substance
can be easily oxidised and then
almost as easily be returned to its
former state. The oxide contains
more energy than the original
substance and so the slope of the
hill is actually reversed!
Going back to iron tape, one
might ask why it should rust; after
all, each of the minute particles of
iron is wrapped in acoat of plastic
binder so the air cannot get to it.
But this is not always so, since the
factory process of slitting the wide
web of coated tape, down to the
widths needed for a cassette
recorder,
exposes those iron
particles that are themselves cut in
the same process.
Also, the
normal condition of wear in a
cassette recorder is bound to rub
•

some of the plastic binder off to
reveal a few particles of metal.
The original test made by
the 3M laboratory investigated
the effects of a high humidity
atmosphere on both iron tape
and CrO, tape. When the particles
were examined visually, there
seemed to be no deterioration,
but a closer look with an electron
microscope revealed that the iron
powder which started off having a
very thin outer oxide shell, now
had a much thicker shell of oxide.
No shell had formed on the CrO,
particles. Although the deterioration in the particles was not
particularly marked, it was an
entirely different matter for the
magnetic tape, which had suffered
quite
obvious
changes.
The
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changes had started at the edges
of the tape and at places where
dust particles had settled, and
consisted of blisters covered with
a structure somewhat similar to
the leafing that occurs in an old
rusty iron gate post. Measurements of the performance of the
tape showed a distinct deterioration. Surprisingly, the CrO, tape
also showed signs of a deterioration in performance although
there was no real evidence of any
external change. However, the
electron microscope did reveal
that the
CrO,
particles
had
altered in physical structure.
With the changes in the tapes
becoming observable after only
one day in the test chamber,
naturally it was important to
devise improved methods of protection and for this reason 3M
decided to investigate the reasons
for the corrosion. For us, the
detail of the whys and wherefores
is a little irrelevant, but it is
interesting to note that they
proposed that two modes of
corrosion were taking place. One
was simple (
sic) rusting, the other
was aform of electrolytic corrosion
and this was far more pernicious
and difficult to control. Something in the favour of the engineers
was that once the iron particle had
grown a thin skin of oxide, it
tended to resist further attacks
and become quite stable. Since
the tape to be marketed is claimed
to be extremely stable, this must
be a technique they have now
adopted.
The suppression of
electrolytic corrosion was, however,
a much
more
difficult
problem involving changes to the
formulation of the plastic binder
materials and other chemicals in
the coating.
The situation now appears to be
that iron tape is rather more stable
than CrO, tapes! The latter suffer
since their particles do not grow
any protective skin and so remain
vulnerable.
No doubt, though,
we will soon see a rash of ' no
problem' denials from the manufacturers of CrO z tapes; but in the
meantime I shouldn't worry too
much, since it is hardly likely that
you will be leaving your CrO, tapes
out in the equivalent of a tropical
rainstorm and then trying to
record on them afterwards—or
will you?
Basil Lane

Annual
In addition to the bulk of a year's
equipment reviews, our Annual
this year includes an up-to-date
(we prefer to call it comprhensive)
index of equipment, manufacturers
and importers as well as aguide to
classics on disc. John Crabbe
has supplied a lucid basic guide

to the persistently woolly areas of
decibels, time constants, sound
wavelength and mechanical resonance.
At £ 1.20 it's an ideal
Christmas stocking filler no selfrespecting audiophile would want
to be without, hint, hint.
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From Minor to Major
Dalesford
have announced
a
larger floor- standing version of
their ' D' compact, the ' D Major'.
Similar in design concept, the new
speaker uses an 8in. bass driver
together with their D10 1in. soft
dome tweeter. A 10 in. ABR augments the extreme bass so that
the frequency range is 35 Hz20 kHz.
RRP is £215 per pair
excluding VAT.

B. J. Webb
With utmost regret we report that
Bert Webb has gone from our
midst. He died early in October,
after a sudden heart attack at his
home in Leicester.
Bert had
reached 68 years of happy and
useful living, and to many of us he
seemed indestructible.
Although Bert spent the greater
part of his life as a schoolmaster,
his interest in reproduced sound
began when he was about five
years old, when he played with a
cylinder phonograph stored in a
cupboard in the attic of his home.
His father's interest in the gramophone led to a sequence of
machines coming in and out of his
house— models with metal horns,
wooden
horns,
pleated
diaphragms, re-entrant horns, and a
variety of sound boxes—accompanied by heated discussions on
the merits of steel needles, thorns
and fibres.
All of this talk fascinated the
young Bert, who progressed when
he was 14 to building crystal radio
receivers, with S. G. Brown headphones placed in a basin to serve
as a primitive loudspeaker. Later
he constructed avalve set, with all
the problems of expensive HT batteries and recharging accumulators. After acquiring an Amplion
swan- neck loudspeaker, he experi85

mented by coupling it to a large
HMV gramophone to amplify the
signals from the sound box.
All these practical efforts were
relieved by regular attendance at
Harold Holt's International Celebrity Concerts in Leicester's De
Montfort Hall, where Bert sold
programmes and heard such artists
as Galli-Curci, Paderewski, de
Pachmann, Freda Hempel, Kreisler, the Lener Quartet and the
Cortot- Thibaud- Casals trio.
Listening to these performers
undoubtedly laid the groundwork
for Bert's extensive musical knowledge, which he was to put to good
use in later years. Anyone who
heard one of his record programmes will know that Bert's
impeccable musical tastes made
such recitals not just acollection
of records or a means of showing
off technical developments in recording and hi-fi. Music was the
end product and he was always
seeking the ' closest approach to
the original sound'.
This approach must have led
him to his researches into loudspeaker design, culminating in the
creation of the Cambridge R.50
and other loudspeakers, including
the well known Lentek Monitor.
In this development work Bert
always acknowledged the assistance of his old friend Hugh Brittain
(formerly of GEC).

Bert was connected, through his
father, with the original Leicester
Gramophone Society, and over
the years was Chairman and
latterly
Vice- President of the
present Leicester GS. We must
not forget that Bert was a meticulous writer and contributed many
articles and equipment reviews to
HiFi News, especially in the early
days, while he was a key member
of our ' Crossover' letter- answering team until his dying day. Bert
must have answered more readers'
problems by letter than anyone
else in the hi-fi business.
Under the Miles Henslow imprint, before Link House acquired
HFN, Bert had published an important little book called Stereo for
Beginners. This sold for is. 6d. in
1963 and was a pioneer text in the
hi-fi arena. Bert broadcast in the
BBC's Record Review and Sound
programmes, and was a member
of the HFNIRR record reviewing
team on and off over the years. He
succeeded George Palmer 27
years ago as Hon. Technical
Officer of the National Federation
of Gramophone Societies, and
held that position until his death.
Bert's life-long friend
Peter
Turner has sent us the following
more personal notes: ' In all the
years I knew Bert, I never once
heard him make a rash or uncharitable remark about anybody

—indeed, if he had a fault it was war years he was engaged at the
that he was too charitable! He Admiralty Signals Establishment,
was a man of monumental com- Bath, where his special interest in
mon-sense, and his advice about PA work and microphones began
After the war he
anything was always well-informed to develop.
and totally free from panic o rlack joined the design department of
of balance. Bert was a man totally Vitavox and later became their
free from guile or dissimulation: of Sales Manager, a position he
boundless loyalty and inexhaust- occupied until 1959, during which
ible patience. Few weeks passed period he made useful contriwithout our exchanging letters; butions to the pioneer days of hi-fi
his passing will leave a gap in my exhibitions at the Washington and
life, and in that of so many others other London hotels.
The highly successful Shure
who had come to rely upon a man
to whom they never turned in vain. Electronics' operation in the U.K.
began from a Blackfriars Road
May he rest in peace.'
We are sure that the ' many address in 1961 with J.M. as
others' will echo these thoughts. Managing Director. Growth was
The hi-fi world has lost one of its such that the company's plant
kingpins with the passing of moved to much larger premises at
B.J.W., and we extend our deepest Maidstone in 1972. Anyone who
knew John Maunder will certainly
sympathy to his widow Nora.
D. A. never forget him. He was a positive and dynamic personality who
John Maunder
left his impression on whatever
It is our unhappy duty to report job or interest he tackled. He was
that on the same day early in an ardent follower of cricket ( and
October that our Bert Webb died, a member of both the MCC and
John Maunder also left this world. KCC), had agreat love of classical
J. W. Maunder was 62, and had music. He did sterling work for the
suffered a stroke in 1975. This left old BSRA, before it became the
him much weakened, but he did nucleus of the AES ( UK section),
achieve a remarkable degree of due largelyto his unstinting efforts.
Our sincere sympathies to his
recovery; although of necessity
his work with Shure Electronics widow Hilda from all his many
was curtailed. John Maunder's friends in the audio industry. As
career began with the London his Shure Electronics' colleagues
D. A.
Electricity Board, and during the will miss him, so shall we.

look after your
stylus in style.
Use this new luxury Bib Stylus Cleaning Kit.
As hi-fi technology advances, so do Bib Hi Fi
Accessories. This new luxury stylus cleaning
kit gives you everything you need for up-to-theminute,professional-standard stylus care.
This unique cleaner is engineered
in chromed steel, has agentle velvet tip
with end cover and a built-in magnifying
inspection mirror.
Supplied in permanent storage box
complete with anti-static cleaning fluid.
For all kinds of record and tape care,
Ref. 112
simply look for akit called Bib.
RRP £3.97mc

Bib

helps the music go round

Bib HiFi Accessories Limited,
Kelsey House, Wood Lane End,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4RQ

VAT

Build

lioL ifi ceEx Pe nder
R. A. Penfold gives details of a practical unit
for use with cassette and other signal sources

T

HE idea of volume expansion is by no
means new. Indeed, use of the technique
dates back to the 1930s. But for readers who
are unfamiliar with the concept (also known
as ' dynamic range enhancement' or something
similar) and the reason for its use, a simple
explanation is given below.
All the systems of music reproduction currently in popular use have a comparatively
limited dynamic capacity. For instance, the
dynamic range of some music played by a
full symphony orchestra can be as much as
72 dB, whereas acassette tape has a range of
something in the region of 50 dB— or 60 dB
with the aid of Dolby noise reduction. In
either case there is obviously a shortfall, and
trying to record large-scale orchestral music
using this medium without any tampering
with the dynamic levels will obviously be unsuccessful. Either low-level signals will be
enveloped in background noise or high level
signals will overload and saturate the tape—
or both.
Modern cassette and disc recordings can
at their best handle a dynamic range which
is adequate for most music, but it is only
comparatively rarely that this is achieved; in
practice it is normal for a certain amount of
compression to be used. This involves the
boosting of low-level signals and/or the
attenuation of high-level ones.
Apart from the use of peak limiting at some
point in the disc cutting process or at a radio
transmitter, the compression is not normally
achieved electronically, but is carried out
manually by the balance engineer during the
tape recording or broadcast, or by the cutting
engineer during the disc cutting. The way in
which the compression is applied therefore
depends upon the judgement of the engineer
concerned, so each recording or broadcast
is compressed in its own unique way.
Dynamic contrasts play an important part
in much music, and are especially vital in
concert- hall music from the classical period
onwards. A small loss of dynamic range need
not be of much consequence, but a large
shortfall, however skilful the balance or cutting engineer may be, results in the music
having a lack of impact. At some time or
other most readers will have come across a
programme source where what should have
been a loud climax failed to be so. Turning
up the volume to correct this for subsequent
fortissimos results in the average mezzo- forte
passages being rather loud, making the music
wearing to listen to and probably resulting in
a rather high background noise level as well.
The fact is, if a programme source lacks
the necessary dynamic range there is no
single volume control setting which will give
really satisfying results. It would be possible
to operate the volume control manually during
crescendos, but it is unlikely that this would
provide very convincing results even if one
were prepared to go to such lengths.
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V0 1. UME
EXPANDER

A volume expander is simply a device
which automatically boosts high level signals
in an attempt to recover lost dynamic range.
It responds to changes in dynamic level very
quickly so that the alterations in circuit gain
are not normally noticeable, and the listener

accepts the modified dynamic levels as being
the genuine ones.
As recordings and radio programmes are
not adjusted to match any specific law, it is
obviously not possible to design a volume
expander which will recover the original

FIG. IBASIC STAGES COMPRISING AVOLUME EXPANDER
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dynamic levels with absolute accuracy. The
purpose of an expander is simply to boost
the dynamic range in an attempt to recover
the impact that has been lost by compression.
It must be emphasised that the original subjectively derived compression may not be
successfully counteracted by the objective
law of avolume expander, and rather artificial
sounding results may be obtained in some
cases.
However, a device of this type can often be
very beneficial, and the author has used the
volume expander described in this article to
good effect with a number of pre-recorded
non-Dolbyed cassettes. It can also be effective when used with some Dolbyed cassettes
and it would probably also be of benefit if
used with other programme sources.
If avolume expander is to alter the dynamic
range in some very precise manner, the circuitry and setting up procedure are inevitably
rather complex. Fortunately, in this application acomparatively haphazard form of expansion is all that is required. The expander
should be designed to leave low-level signals
unaltered, with the expansion beginning at a
medium level and not reaching maximum
until there is virtually full input. It is very important that full expansion should not be
reached too abruptly, as the action of the
circuit would then be clearly heard.
In the pre-transistor era one popular form
of volume expansion technique involved simply connecting a small filament lamp across
the amplifier output. The idea was that the
bulb had a low resistance at low volume
levels, when its filament would be cold. This
increased the loading on the output and reduced the volume. At high output levels the
lamp would light up; it then had a comparatively high resistance, with a consequent
smaller reduction in the volume. The system
relied upon a relatively high amplifier source
impedance at the loudspeaker terminals ( no
negative feedback), and according to most
accounts was often not entirely convincing
even on the relatively inferior equipment of
the time. The circuitry of most modern amplifiers is such that this system would not work
anyway, as the output voltage is independent
of load impedance over fairly wide limits.
Fig. 1 outlines in block diagram form the
basic arrangement of a more sophisticated
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attenuation provided by the VCA with zero
control voltage. A figure of 10 dB was selected in the final design, as greater expansion
tended to be rather noticeable and gave the
music an artificial sound, whereas less expansion did not seem to provide avery worthwhile
im provement.
Some of the input signal is rectified to produce a control voltage for the VCA. On lowlevel signals only a small control voltage will
be produced and this will not greatly affect
the VCA, but if the input level is steadily increased this will generate a rising control
voltage which causes aprogressive reduction
in attenuation through the VCA. In this way
the required expansion action is produced.
The control voltage must be fed to the VCA
by way of a circuit which provides suitable
attack and decay times. Instant attack and
decay would obviously be desirable, as the
circuit would then respond immediately to
changes in dynamic level; but this cannot
be used in practice as it would result in gain
variations during each half cycle processed
by the circuit. This would generate severe
distortion. It is therefore usual to use a very
fast attack time and a comparatively long, but
still quite fast ( say a few mS) decay time.
This enables the unit to respond quickly to
changes in dynamic level, but sufficiently
integrates the pulses from the rectifier to
prevent significant distortion.
The circuit diagram of the volume expander
is shown in fig. 2. This is for one channel only
and a separate circuit must be used in each

form of expander. This is designed to operate
in a low-level part of the system, and can be
fitted between a cassette deck and amplifier,
for example.
Most of the input signal is fed to a voltage
controlled attenuator ( VCA), and from here
it is coupled to the output via a buffer amplifier. The buffer amplifier is needed to prevent the level of loading on the output having
a significant effect on the losses through the
VCA. The amount of expansion provided
by the circuit is roughly equal to the level of
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TRY THIS SIMPLE TEST
ON A MACHINE COSTING
TWICE THE PRICE.
Take your favourite cassette into aHiFi
shop and play it on some of our competitors'
cassette decks. Then listen to it on the £115,
Alpha CD-601.
You'll hear for yourself why the Alpha
CD-601 is remarkable in relation to cost.With
sound reproduction of ahigher standard than
many cassette machines costing two or three
times the price.
On the Alpha CD-601, you'll find features
you'd expect from far more expensive decks.
Like the Dolby noise reduction system,

automatic shut-off, revue-cue system, and
independent tape-bias and equalization
switches. Even at twice the price, it would still
stand the test.
[Td like to take the Alpha test. Please send me alist of dealer7s1
and your brochure.
Name
Address

alpha

HFNAI

Post to: Highgate Acoustics,
[8 Jamestown Road, London NW1 7EJ.
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FIG. 4 CIRCUIT OF STABILISED POWER SUPPLY

.1
stereo channel. From the point of view of
maintaining channel balance it would be
advantageous to have one circuit for both
channels, with the gains of the two channels
being kept precisely in step. However, this
would not be easy to achieve and could have
one or two disadvantages of its own. The
method used here has the advantage of
simplicity and it seems to work well in practice.
The VCA uses a sort of opto -isolator arrangement, with LED D1 driving photoresistor PCC1. Note that these are separate
components, as a suitable integrated opto isolator is not available. The latter all contain
a photo- diode or transistor rather than a
photo- resistor. Also, an advantage of my
system over the alternatives is that there is
complete isolation between the control voltage and the attenuator circuit, which greatly
simplifies the design work.
The control voltage ( after rectification) is
applied to the right-hand side of R8, and
should be positive in polarity. With zero control voltage Tr2 will be virtually cut off and
the photocell will receive little light from D1.
The photocell will therefore have afairly high
resistance in comparison with R4 and will
not significantly shunt it.
R4, R5 and the photocell form the attenuator network. The ratio of input to output voltage of an attenuator equals
Ra+Rb

higher the input signal level the higher the
control voltage and the greater the expansion,
upto the point where the full 10 dB is achieved.
R10 controls the voltage gain of Tr3. This
permits considerable lattitude in the level at
which the expansion commences, so that the
unit can be adjusted to cater for awide range
of nominal input levels. R8 may seem to provide no useful function, but without this
resistor a control voltage of only a fraction
of a volt would be needed to bias Tr2 into
saturation. This would result in avery abrupt
transition from zero to full expansion. In
effect R8 converts Tr2 from a current- to a
voltage- operated device, and produces a
much smoother transition.
R7 provides a small forward bias to Tr2
and thus prevents the photocell from being
subjected to total darkness. The limited

range of light levels fed to PCC1 by D1, plus
the response times and built-in hysteresis of
PCC1, then produce just about the optimum
attack and decay times.
Tri is used as the output buffer amplifier,
and this stage has a high input impedance so
that it has no significant shunting effect on
the attenuator circuit. The Tri circuit has a
small voltage gain which gives the entire
unit a loss of about 5dB on low-level signals
and a gain of 5dB on high-level signals.
Fig. 3is a graph which shows the performance of the left-hand channel of the prototype
volume expander. The other channel can be
adjusted to produce almost identical results,
and the circuit has extremely good repeatability. The expansion begins at an input level
of about 80 mV, but this threshold can be adjusted over very wide limits (as shown by the
broken lines) so that the unit can be used
with any normal cassette deck, or any other
equipment having a similar output level and
impedance.
The unit is powered from the simple power
supply circuit shown in fig. 4. The mains is
connected to the primary winding of isolation and step-down transformer Ti by way
of on/off switch Si. The output from Ti is
full- wave rectified and smoothed by D4, 05
and C5. A monolithic regulator IC is used
to provide electronic smoothing and regulation of the supply, and this provides an extremely well smoothed and stabilised output.
An output of about 10 V is required and a
regulator specifically for this voltage is not
available. But this is easily overcome by
using a lower voltage (5V) regulator with a
resistor ( R12) included in series with the

FIG. 5 SUGGESTED I/P AND 0/P SWITCHING
SKI IL HOUT) SR? IN 11 OUI)

LHINPUT ON COMPONENT PANEL

SK3 IL.H IN)

R.N. INPUT ON COMPONENT PANEL

e

Ste

IT OUTPUT FROM COMPONENT PANEL

I

Sld

IR

IN)

0----ee-R HOUTPUT FROM COMPONENT PANEL

FIG. 6MAIN CIRCUIT BOARD

Rb
where Ra is the series resistance (the parallel
resistance of R4 and PCC1 in this case) and
Rb is the shunt resistance ( R5 in this circuit).
With zero input voltage this gives the VCA
an input- to- output ratio of about 3.7 to 1, or
a loss of approximately 11.5 dB.
A strong positive control voltage will
switch Tr2 hard- on, causing D1 to light
brightly. This light is received by the photocell and its resistance falls to about 2k,
giving an input- to- output ratio of about 1.2
to 1, or a loss of about 1.5 dB. Thus the circuit provides the required 10 dB control range.
A suitable control voltage is obtained via
the amplifier stage based on Tr3 and the
diode ' pump' circuit comprising D2 and D3.
Low-level input signals fail to produce any
control voltage as they do not generate the
0.6 V or so swing needed at Tr3's collector
in order to make 02 and D3 start conducting.
But higher level signals do so, and consequently produce a degree of expansion. The
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50 mm MODULES

JORDAN

SYSTEMS
and
DESIGNS

stil
ut nva e
in its class

OUR PHILOSOPHY is simply this: If the output from your amplifier
could be converted directly into sound without any intervening mechanical or electrical components, then the resulting sound would be a
perfect equivalent of the electrical waveform. The introduction of the
JORDAN 50 mm module has now enabled this ideal to be approached
far more closely than ever before.
The JORDAN 50 mm module having a cone only 50 mm in diameter
and weighing less than one gram, responds instantly to the finest
detail in the most complex waveforms. Covering the frequency range
from 100 Hz to above audibility, it will handle power peaks of up to
50 watts with an exceptionally low level of distortion and a transient
performance even better than that of electrostatic systems.
As the heart of a complete system, JORDAN 50 mm modules do
most of the work enabling the performance of the associated bass
drivers to be optimised.
Used singly or in multiples, JORDAN 50 mm modules permit unlimited design versatility to deal with any acoustic or aesthetic requirements, and can provide performance features never before possible.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN:- Loudspeaker systems capable of reproducing the sounds of speech
and music with an accuracy of detail that is totally unprecedented.
— Unique ' LINEAR ARRAY' Systems to provide the full width and
depth of a live stage performance.
— Building loudspeakers of this class from arange of easy to assemble
designs.
OR Loudspeaker systems designed to your own specific requirement
or environment.

A

WRITE DIRECTLY for full information and specifications to:—

tit

Aig

it.ation and Recording (Caniaridge) Limited

E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
'Stoneyway', Bovingdon Green,

CAMBRIDGE

Marlow, Bucks. SL7 2JH.

French's MY French's Read Cornbockje. CF 43NP. Tel 1022 5A5CF

You can afford -to

upgrade your
hie system.
saw/write
If you're buying new, Part Exchanging or selling your
present Hi -Fi equipment, you'll find our quotations
exceptionally attractive.
Competitive prices on the latest Hi- Fi available from our very
large selection, and realistic Part Exchange or Purchase
quotations on your old Hi -Fi ( Providing it's no more than 4
years old).
If you're looking for aused Hi -Fi bargain then you can take
your pick from our wonderful selection of fully guaranteed
second-hand models available.
STOCKISTS OF A.R., Awia, Akai, Armstrong, Amstrad. B & w, Garrard, I.M.F., Harmon
Kardon, JVC. Jrrn Rogers. KEF, Leak, Lecson, Marantz. Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Nakarruchr. Pioneer, Quad. Reference. Revoz, Rotel, S.M.E., Sansui, Spendor, Tannoy,
Tandberg, Teac, Technics, Trio, Wharfedale etc.

HI-FI Exchange
242/244 Pentonville Road London N1. Tel: 01-837 8200
(300 yards from Kings Cross Station ) Mon- Sat 9-6. Thurs 9-1
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PHONE—IN
SERVICE

New equipment prices.
Part Exchange quotations.
Used bargains available.
Tel: 01 - 837 8200

in practice, does not seem to be much affected
by the unit if it is carefully adjusted). Remember that when the top cover of the case is
removed the unit will not function correctly
unless the photocells are shielded from
strong light.
Results with the unit are impressive and it
makes a very worthwhile improvement with
many cassette recordings. It should also
work with old records and similar sources,
but this has not been tried by the author.
The unit also functions quite well as a noise
reduction system with non-Dolbyed cassettes, as turning back the volume control to
provide a lower background noise level will
still result in a high maximum volume level
being obtained.
Avoid the temptation to use the expander
on recordings which already have an adequate
dynamic range. Doing this can provide quite
dramatic results; but it can also result in subtle changes in dynamic level being exaggerated to the point where the music sounds overdone and even ridiculous •

COMPONENTS

common terminal in order to raise the output
voltage to the required level.
It will probably be necessary to include
switching to enable the unit to be by-passed
when not in use. The switching used on the
prototype is shown in fig. 5. This is ganged
with the on/off switch so that the unit is automatically by-passed when it is turned off.
The output of the cassette deck ( or whatever)
is left connected to the input of the expander
in the off' position, but this should not have
any detrimental effects. By using a six- pole
switch the input could be disconnected, but
asuitable switch is relatively difficult to obtain
and is very expensive.
In some cases it may be possible to use a
tape monitor facility ( or something similar)
on the amplifier or receiver to switch the unit
in or out of the circuit. In this event the expander circuitry can be connected direct to
the input and output sockets. This system
has the advantage of enabling the unit to be
used with any of the programme sources
provided by the hi-fi system.
The expander circuitry for both channels
is constructed on a 0.1 in. matrix stripboard
panel having 23 holes by 34 copper strips,
using the layout shown in fig. 6. The power
supply unit is assembled on a stripboard
which has 14 holes by 15 strips, and constructional details of this are given in fig. 7.
The boards are cut to size using a hacksaw
and then the 3.2 mm diameter mounting holes
are drilled. These will accept either 6BA or
M3 mounting bolts. The four breaks in the
copper strips on the main panel are made
next, and the various components soldered
into position. The leadout wires on the
photocells and LEDs are bent at right- angles
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so that these components face one another.
ORP12 photocells are available with two types
of construction: one is encapsulated in clear
plastic and the other is a cheaper open construction type. Either can be used in this
circuit. With the encapsulated type the LED
should be positioned touching the centre of
the front surface of the cell. For the other
type the LED should be about 1to 2 mm short
of the front surface of the photocell.
The general layout of the unit can be seen
from the photographs. Layout is not too
critical, but it is advisable to keep the mains
transformer and mains wiring well clear of
the main component panel. The component
panels must be wired up to the rest of the
unit before they are mounted, and spacers
about 10 mm long are used to hold them a
little way clear of the case. The remaining
wiring is then completed.
A dummy front panel is combined with the
top cover of the specified case, and a hole to
accommodate the s; indle of Si must be
drilled in the panel. Also, the spindle of S1
must be left fairly long so that it penetrates
far enough through the panel to facilitate fitting of a control knob.
To set up the unit, R10 should be adjusted
for the highest resistance setting, which
causes D1 to light quite brightly on volume
peaks from a fairly low output cassette. Virtually full expansion should then be obtained
from any cassette, with the expansion not
commencing at too low alevel on high output
recordings. It is quite in order to experiment
a little to find a setting which provides the
best subjective results. It is probably best to
set up one channel and then adjust the other
for the best overall channel balance ( which,
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Resistors (miniature 1 watt 5 or 10% except where
noted)
*R1
4.7 k
*R2
2.2 k
*R3
1.5 Meg
*R4
27 k, 5% or better
*R5
10 k, 5% or better
*R6
390 ohms
"R7
6.8 Meg
*R8
68 k
*R9
4.7 k
*R10
4.7 k sub- miniature (0.1 watt) horizontal preset
*R11
1.5 Meg
R12
680 ohms
Capacitors
*C1
10 J,F 10 v.w.
*C2
100 nf type C280
*C3
100 nF type C280
*C4
10 i‘F 10 v.w.
C5
470 J
,F 25 v.w. printed circuit mounting
C6
10 ,‘ F 10 v.w.
Cl
100 nF type C280
C8
100 HF 16 v.w.
Semiconductors
*TO
BC109C
*Tr2
BC109C
•Tr3
BC109C
I.C.1
UA78L05WC or equivalent ( 5volt 100 mA)
*D1
TIL209 or similar 0.125 in. red LED
*D2
1N4148
*D3
1N4148
D4
1N4001
D5
1N4001
Switch
Si
2-way 4- pole rotary type (3- way 4- pole with
adjustable end stop can be used)
Transformer
T1
12-0-12 V at 50 mA secondary, standard
mains primary, miniature clamp mounting
Photocell
*PCC1 ORP12
Sockets
Ski to SK4 phono sockets (4off) or any preferred
type
Miscellaneous
Case type B1 ( Maplin Electronic Supplies) or metal
case of similar size ( 152 • 127 • 57 mm)
01 in. matrix stripboard panels
Control knob
Mains lead, connecting wire, etc.
indicates that two components are required for a
stereo unit.
All the components are available from Maplin
Electronic Supplies, P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex
SS6 8LR (the type of phono sockets employed on
the prototype are only available from Doram Electronics Ltd., P.O. Box TR8, Wellington Road Industrial Estate, Wellington Bridge, Leeds LS12 2UF).
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LONDON
Hampstead HiFi
(01) 435 6377
Grahams Electrical
(01) 837 4412
Subjective Audio
(01) 886 7289
KJ Leisuresound
(01) 486 8263
Studio 99 Limited
(01) 624 8855/6
Spaldings Electrical
(01) 654 1231
EDINBURGH
Russ Andrews Hi-R
(031) 5571672
CARLISLE
G Bowman
(0228) 28144/5
TYNE & WEAR
Lintone Audio
(0632) 774167
NORTHWICH
Aston Audio
(0606) 79902
BELFAST
JSMartin's HiFi Centre
(0232) 40644
DUBLIN
Noel Cloney Audio
(0001) 762904
EASTBOURNE
Jeffries HiFi
(0323) 31336
GUILDFORD
Guildford HiFi
(0483) 71534
PETERBOROUGH
HiFi Consultants
(0733) 51007
GLASGOW
James Kerr
(041) 332 0988
SHEFFIELD
Audio Centre
(0742) 730064
CAMBRIDGE
University Audio
(0223) 54237
ASHFORD (KENT)
Photocraft HiFi
(0233) 24441
OXFORD
Westwood and Mason
(0865) 47783
LIVERPOOL
WA Brady & Son
(051) 733 6859
LOUGHBOROUGH
Sound Advice
(0509) 218254
EXETER
Jeffries (SW)
(0626) 863604
FALKIRK
Russell Hi-Fidelity
(0324) 29011

Like the 101 Control unit, the Boothroyd Stuart Meridian Power Amplifier system
103 has been desgned to give the very best possible sound when playing
music through loudspeakers. The circuit makes extensive use of complementary and cascade techniques which, with low feedback, result in extremely
low levels of static, dynamic and transient distortion. The high energy supply
contained in a seperate case will supply high peaks of power into difficult
loudspeaker loads — the load can reduce to 30 without altering subjective
effects — whilst the cleanest clipping characteristic allows very high sound levels
to be achieved. A second supply can be added to the system, making atotal of
four modules, to give the benefits of a higher output of 45W + 45W and improved channel separation. This amplifier will reveal the most delicate musical
detai and is the best in sound and value.

READING
Reading Cassette
(0734) 585463
DUNDEE
Elena Mae
(0382) 27592
WALSALL
Ray Charles Audio
(0922) 612382
CHANDLERS FORD
Hampshire Audio
(04215) 65232
CASTLEFORD
Eric Wiley
(0977) 553066

Boothroyd Stuart Limited
Industrial Estate,
13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon.
Cambs PE1 87EJ, England
Telephone Huntingdon (0480) 57339

Subjective Sounds
Paul Messenger's column of impressions and opinions

C

ONTINUING my cursory examination of
some of the new high-priced speaker
systems that have recently appeared on the
UK market, with usual qualifications regarding limited time and restricted conditions,
this month's selections both originate from
across the Atlantic, in contrast to the
previous models—to ward off accusations
of jingoism. They will naturally tend to cost
a little more than home produced equivalents
because of shipping charges, importer markups and the like; but this is assuming that
there are any equivalents, because it is the
application of different design ideas that
distinguishes these models and makes their
examination all the more interesting.
These two American designs are very much
from the ' East Coast' school, and Roy Allison,
the designer of the Allison:three loudspeakers,
was for many years chief engineer with Acoustic Research. It is natural that there should
be some common ground, yet it is interesting
that there are distinct differences: while the
Allison has taken a particular design philosophy to a logical conclusion, the AR9 seems
much more an attempt to use the advantages
of a similar approach while avoiding its
inherent problems, resulting in a speaker that
has something of a mid- Atlantic flavour.
The Allison: three is a thoroughly unusual
design; flying in the face of UK loudspeaker
orthodoxy, it is designed for use in corners
and without stands of any kind. This is quite
deliberate, as Roy Allison has done considerable research on the behaviour of low frequency loudspeakers in rooms and has come
to the conclusion that the best way to get a
smooth bass response in a room is to mount
the woofer as closely as possible to the
nearest reflecting surfaces. By doing this,
the suckouts which are caused by interference effects between the direct and reflected
wave paths ( and which are generated at a
frequency corresponding to the path difference) are pushed up in frequency to above
the woofer operating range. Certainly this is
confirmed by the steady-state measurements,
and indeed the bass quality is notably smooth
on listening. The traditional UK approach,
pioneered by the BBC ( Harwood et al.) and
KEF amongst others, has been to avoid close
proximity to room boundaries because of
undesirable coloration effects caused in the
midband, and while Ican appreciate the virtues of avoiding interference effects within
the woofer's operating range with the Allison
technique, Icannot see how one can avoid
them altogether by merely increasing the
frequency at which they act. So they must
inevitably interfere with the mid- range instead
—albeit to a reduced extent as the mid- range
unit is well clear of the floor, and only close
to the side walls.
There are in fact a number of other interNEWS & RECORD REVIEW

esting aspects of the Allison design ( see
'News', Oct), but space is limited and it is
time to stop discussing theories and describe
the sound. The bass- loading technique appears to work very well indeed, with smooth
delivery down to a surprisingly low frequency
considering how small these speakers are.
However, the level of mid- range coloration is
significantly higher than with the more usual
free-standing designs, and by the same token
the stereo image is less precise and rather
wide ( which may of course have been partly
due to the unusually great distance between
bass and mid- range units). Sensitivity is
somewhat above average, but this is partly
due to the 4- ohm impedance characteristic
which means that some caution will be necessary with amplifier matching. The frequency
balance seemed to be commendably even,
with no significant audible aberrations, but
there did seem to be a certain lack of ' punch'
that lost a degree of musical detail.
The Allison: three offers a quite unique mix
of strengths and weaknesses which should
of itself ensure their success in afield where
uniformity and conformity have become the
norm. Their biggest strength must be that
they are the least intrusive floor- standing
full- range designs I have ever encountered
(and are most attractively styled and finished
to boot). They also score highly on grounds
of overall smoothness, with a flat extended
frequency response, but at some sacrifice in
terms of imaging, mid- range coloration, and
detailing. The UK price is perhaps a little
on the high side (£580 approx.), although a
lot of care has obviously been taken in construction, and it is refreshing to find aspeaker
design that does offer a truly different set of
options. If the cap fits. . . .
A rather similar approach to the bass end
has been adopted by AR in their new prestige
model the 9. However, this design makes no
concessions to the domestic environment
whatever, and in contrast is one of the largest
and most aggressively styled models Ihave
come across. The 9 uses a conventional
rectangular box that is very tall, fairly narrow,
yet quite deep, with twin woofers mounted
in the sides near the floor, and the other three
drivers on the front baffle. It is clear that a
four-way system has been used partly because
the woofers are not as closely coupled to the
room surfaces as in the Allison design, and
therefore a lower crossover frequency is
necessary, but the problem of mid- range
interference has been neatly sidestepped by
mounting these units a fixed and adequate
distance from the rear wall.
Listening tests showed that the AR9s had
very cleverly combined the low coloration/
good imaging qualities of a typical English
free-standing design with the even bass
delivery of the Allisons, but there were never-
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theless a number of reservations. First, I
found the frequency balance uncomfortably
bass heavy ( this would seem to be confirmed
by AR's brochure measurements, which show
an even but steady drop in level of 5-10 dB
between extreme bass and treble).
The
speaker allows a cut of 3 or 6dB on every
unit except the bass, so there is no possibility
of correcting this. Secondly, Ifelt there was
a degree of discontinuity or ' detachment'
between the bass and the rest, and finally I
was not too taken with a rather thick quality
in the treble region. This is perhaps nitpicking, but then the speaker is advertised as
'perfection', which is a dangerous claim to
make. On the plus side the sound had above
average detailing, enormous bass ' weight'
and prodigious extension, and a precision
of stereo image in the top class— not quite
the sense of depth that one gets with some
phase coherent designs, but I'm still not sure
whether this ' depth effect' is illusion or
reality. Even allowing for the 4- ohm impedance ( again care may be needed in amplifier
matching) the efficiency was well above
average.
Overall, the 9s were at once exciting but
also disappointing, incorporating a number
of very clever design solutions, but marred
a little for me in the small details. They
represent a significant change in design
philosophy for AR, and Isuspect this new
'flagship' will soon be followed by a flotilla
of smaller related designs that will be rather
more suited to the UK market (typical room
size, cost, etc.). When compared with the
Allisons, Ifelt the 9s as a concept had significantly greater potential, particularly in view
of the impressive detail, imaging, and low
coloration, but that the Allisons were a better
integrated design overall, on grounds of frequency balance, compactness and price. But
even though the 9s do not quite reach the
pinnacle of perfection that their propaganda
implies, they are an exciting harbinger of the
latest design thinking from AR and augur
extremely well for the future.
ARE still a couple of examples of
expensive new speakers that Iam expecting
at any moment, so Iwill deal with these next
month and use remaining space to summarise
and re- cap on the findings. While it's obvious
that this group of speakers has not contained
any real ' lemons' so far, it is also obvious
that they all differ quite markedly from one
another in the compromises that have been
adopted, rather more so perhaps than a
typical group of cheaper loudspeakers, so
anyone seriously planning to spend a lot of
money on speakers ought to examine his own
requirements closely. Whether it is really
worthwhile to spend a lot of money on a pair
of speakers is another question!

THERE
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CREDIT FACILITIES

AFTER SALES SERVICE

HIGH 11111.1,1TIvel'•0\t&
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DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD

o HEADPHONES
Koss ..
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki
P.O R.
Pioneer 5E305 .. £ 18.00
Pioneer 5E505 .. £36-00

eTAPE

e PICK-UP

(P & P 90p)
Sansui
P.O.R.
Stax SRS
£85-80
Sennheiser HD4I 4£15.95

Acorn L
..
AfTechnica 1005
Connoisseur
SAU2 ..
SAU4 ..
Hadcock .

RECORDERS ( P & P £ 1.95)0

Aiwa AD6350 .. £145.00
Aiwa ADI250
£139.00
Aiwa AD6550 .. £235.00
Aiwa AD6400 .. £ 199.00
Akai 725D .. £229.00
Akai 1722 .. £272.00
Akai 7090 .. £ 179.00
Akai CS34D
£89.00
Akai 400005 .. £199.00
Akai 4000DB £249.00
Akai C57020 .. £98.00
B &
P.O.R.
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Ferrograph
P.O.R.
Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC KD2
£149-00
JVC 1635/2 .. £19900
Nskamichi 600.. P.O.R.

Pioneer CTF500 £99.00
Pioneer CTF4040 £ 119.00
Revox
P.O.R.
Sansui 5210 .. £223.00
Sansui SC I110 .. £ 149.00
Sony TCI44CS .. £ 149.00
Sony TCK IA .. £87.00
Sony TCK4A .. £ 122.00
Sony TCK5 .. £ 164.00
Sony TC399 .. £237.00
Sony EL5 .. £274.00
Tandberg 10X
P.O.R.
Tandberg 310/2
P.O.R.
Teac
P.O.R.
Technics
Trio ..
P.O.R.
Yamaha TC800GL P.O.R.
Yamaha TC5I I .. £122.00
Yamaha TC800D P.O.R.

• TURNTABLES ( P & P f1-95)
AR 77XB
.. £79 00
Aiwa AP2200 .. £ 108.00
BSR
Connoisseur
£52.00
BD101
£16.50
SDI Kit
802 Chassis .. £36.50
BD101/SAU4
£87.00
8D2 P/C
£48.50
£54 95
BD21A
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Goldring
P.O.R.
G
d
GT20 ( M7SED) £60.00
GT25 ( M7SED) £72-00
GT35 ( M75ED) £84.00
SP25 M75/6 .. £42.00
£74.00
DD75
/VC JLA20
£55-00
Marantz
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL5I4
£67.00
£85.00
Pioneer PL518

Pioneer PL II7D £89.00
Rote! RP1300 . . £79.00
Rotel RP2300 £89 00
Rotel RP5300 .. £94 00
Sansui SR222 .. £59 00
Sansui 513232 .. £ 74 00
Sansui SR333 £ 141 00
Strathearn STD
P.O.R.
Sony PST I
£75•00
Sony PST 20 .. £87.00
Technics
Thorens TOI IS £ 135.00
Thorens TDI 10 £ 119.00
Thorens TD104 £85.00
Thorens TD105
£99-00
Thorens TDI26B/C £199
Thorens TDI60B/C £79
Transcriptors
P.O.R.
Trio K01033
P.O.R.
Trio KD2055
P.O.R.
Trio KD2070
P.O.R.
Yamaha YP511 .. £105-00

IOCLEARANCE BARGAINS
Akai AA 1125 .. £ 119.00
Akai CS34D
£80.00
Beomaster 901 ( new)
£142.00
Beocentre 1600 ( new)
£210.00
Cambridge Audio
PI 10 ( s/h) .. £ 129-00
Kef Calinda (sis) £190.00
Nakamichi 410/420 ( new)
£384-00
Pioneer SA5300 ( new)L60
Quad ELS ( S/H) £290.00
Radford SC22/
STA 15 (S/H)
Offers

Limited Quantities

Rotel RX202
(new) .. [
woo
Rotel RA3I2 (s/s) £59.00
Sony TA73
£49-00
Tandberg TCD3I0
(sis)
£194.00
Toshiba SM2900 ( new)
£170.00
Toshiba SA420 ( new £135
Toshiba SM3600 £299.00
Trio KR2090L .. £ 126.00
Trio KR2090 .. El 15.00
Trio KD2070 £ 105•00
Trio KR3090 .. £ 155.00
Trio KX620 ( new) £125
Yamaha CA4I0 ( new) £89

£ 16.95
£41.00
P.O.R.

Ortofon.. ..
SME 300952 ..
SHE 3009/ND ..
SME Series III ..
SME FD200 ..
Transcriptors 9"

eTUNERS/TUNER
Akai AA1125 .. £ 129-00
Akai AA1135 .. £ 159.00
Akai AA 1150 .. £259.00
Aiwa AX7600 £210.00
Armstrong 625.. £ 160.00
Armstrong 626.. £ 185.00
Armstrong 623.. £ 115.00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
Harman Kurdos
P.O.R.
JVC JTV 11 .. £77.00
JVC JRS 50 .. £79.00
Marantz 2215 .. £95.00
Marante 2226 .. £ 180.00
Marantz 2238 .. £225.00
Pioneer SX450.. £95.00
Pioneer SX590.. £133.00
Pioneer SX690.. £ 168-00
Pioneer TX606 £93.00
Pioneer SX650.. £ 185.00
Pioneer TX5500
as«,
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Ro t
ockists

i • UNIT AUDIO ( P & P L2-75)
£63.00
£52 00
£48 50
£99.00
£20.00
£32.110

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 1.95)

Rote! RX303 .. £99.00
Rotel RX503
£149.0111
Rotel RXS03 .. £ 195.00
Rotel RX403 .. £ 118.00
Rotel RT226 £59.00
Sansui G3000 .. £ 180.00
Sansui TU2I7 £ 117-00
Sony ST5 15L .. £ 129.50
Sony STA3L £95•00
Sony STR2800L £ 112.00
Sony 551 .. £ 119.00
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg 2055 .. P.O.R.
Technics, Toshiba P.O.R.
Trio 2600 .. £104.00
Trio KR4070 £ 179.00
Trio KT5300 £85.00
Yamaha CR200.. £ 110.00
Yamaha CR420.. £ 182.00
Yamaha CR620.. £244.00
Yamaha CT410.. £89-00
Yamaha CT610.. £ 112-00
7.5p) STYLI

AKG PIES
AKG P7E
Audio Technica AT14SA
Audio Technica AT I
5SA
Audio Technica AT66
Audio Technica ATII
ADC XLM Mk.3
ADC VLM Mk.3
ADC Q36 Mk.3
Dacca
Empire 2000E/Ili
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring 6800E
Goidring G900SE/2
1VC XI .
Ortofon M.20E Super
Ortofon FF 15E/2
Ortofon VMS20E/2
Ortofon FF I
5XE
Ortofon FISE/2
Pickering VI 5/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M55E
Shure M75/13/2 ..
Shure M756 ..
Shure M7SED
Shure M95ED
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure V15 Mk 3
Shure V15/IV
Stanton 681/EEE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Ultimo 20A ..
Ultimo 20B ..
Ultimo 10A/10X

M.11111t IF Z1

.. £59-00 £35-00
.. £26.00 £ 14.00
.. £35.00
£47.00 .. £5.00 £400
.. £-45 £5-63
.. £38.00
¿27-00 P.O.R.
.. £ 18.00
P.O.R. P.O.R.
£17.00 P.O.R.
£6.75 £3.95
£4 73 £2.95
£10.50 £7.87
£39.99 £ 11.71
£34.00 P.O.R.
£48 00 £23-00
£13 90 £30.90 £10 00 ¿19-50 £19.00 £ 16-00
£12.00 £4,75
£8.00 3
£ 86
£900 [8.60
[1405 [7-85
E15.85 [9.75
[15-25 ¿ 13-95
£19.95 [ 16 95
£13.75 £10 10
£48-50 £20 95
£68.00 £34 00
£47-00 £27 50
£22.00 £30.00 £20.95
£73 00 P.O.R.
£92-00 P.O.R.
£53.00 P.O.R.
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£333.00

£
£2
30
19
5:0
00
0
.. £345.00
.. £305.00
.•

£3
L
19.i
0
701

£2
£2 0
49
9:::

.. £294.00
.. £409.00
.. £296.00

• SPEAKERSid&P£1•95ea.),
Armstrong 602.. £167-00
Altec .. .. P.O.R.
Acoustic R
hP.O.R.
B & W ..
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Celestion
UL6 ..
£129.90
UL8 ..
£159.90
Ditton 33
£189.90
Dittos 44
£230.00
Dittos I5XR
£99.90
Dicton 25
£250.00
Dutton 11
£69.90
Dicton 22
£139.90
Goodmans
IMF Models
Jordan Watts
P.O R.
Module
£17-50
KEF Corelli
£ 134.00
KEF Calinda
£205.00
KEF 104AB
£249-00
Leak 3020
£90-00

eAMPLIFIERS

Monitor Audio stockists
Rogers BBC
Monitor .. P.O.R.
Peerless.. .. P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 .. £52.00
Twin .. .. £34.00
Triple .. £64.00
5/Triple .. £75.00
Tannoy stockists
10" HPD .. £89.00
12" HPD .. £ 102-00
15" HPD .. £ 120.00
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 £52.00
Linton XP2 .. £84.00
Glendale 3XP [ 105.00
Teesdale .. £ 129 50
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 3XP ( pr) £45.00
Glendale 3XP
£59.00
Denton 2XP .. £32.00

( P á P £ I•95 each)

Akai
P.O.R.
Armstrong 621 £ 105-00
Cambridge P80.. P.O.R.
JVC
II
G
£83-00
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz 1030 .. £65.00
Marantz 1060 .. £89.00
Pioneer SA5500/2 £65.00
Pioneer SA606.. £ 115-00
Pioneer SA706 .. £ 154.00
Pioneer SA506 .. £85•00
Quad ..
P.O.R.
Radford HD250
P.O.R.
Revox A78 .. P.O.R.
Rogers A75/2 .. P.O.R.

Rotel RA4I 4 .. £95.00
Rotel RA214 .. £59-00
Rotel RA3I 4 .. £75.00
Rotel RA714 .. £ 199 00
Sanyo ..
P.O.R.
Sugd•n A48/2
P.O.R.
Sansui 117 .. £90.00
Sansui 217 .. £133.00
Sansui 317 .. £179.00
Technics
Trio KA3700
P.O.R.
Trio KA3500 £95.00
Yamaha CA4I0.. £89.00
Yamaha CA6I0.. £ 139.00
Yamaha CA510 £142 00

PLEASE INCLUDE POST AND PACKING ( send
large S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at in% and are subject to alteration due to Manufacturer's increases.
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED
CREDIT FACILITIES ( SAME DAY POSSIBLE)
QUAD EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE TO CALLERS ONLY
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.19
93 Bus route. Open 9.30a.m. - 6-00p.m.Tuesday/Saturday.

e
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..

Akai AC3800L
Akai AC3500L • •
Aiwa AF3060
Aiwa AF5090 • •
Aiwa AF5050 • •
B& 0
•
•
Garrard GAI50 • •
Garrard GA200
Garrard GAI55
JVC 45 Dolby ..
Toshiba Svstems
Rotel RM5010
Sanyo ..
Sony HMK77
Good mans
National SG3060 Dolby
Tandberg TR220GC/1520

REFERENCE TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

TANDBERG TCD3 I
0 CASSETTE-P.O.R.

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

ARMS (P & P 70p)

Mil
£37.1110

Prices correct at turne of going to press and subject to variation.

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

01 946
1528

The Institute of High Fidelity* defines the standards of measurement to be employed by
US manufacturers when assessing the performance of hi-fi equipment. Its document
setting out arevised standard for audio amplifiers was introduced in May of thisyear and is,
we feel, of sufficient general interest to justify afull exposition in our pages. Theauthorwas
Chairman of the IHF's Amplifier Standards Committee for much of the time which saw
the formulation of Standard Methods of Measurement for Audio Amplifiers, IHF-A-202, 1978.
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gestation period of the whale is 12 to
18 months, its life span approximately 20
to 30 years; an elephant carries her young
for 20 to 22 months, but the child lives for 40
to 60 years. A technical standard can easily
be in committee for three years— longer is
not unknown—and it has a truly useful life
of perhaps three to five years— less is not
unknown. Not that a technical standard will
be replaced every few years—the task of
producing one is too formidable to allow
such luxury— but technology changes so
quickly that within a short period of time new
'distortions' are discovered, new methods
begin to be used, and new specifications
begin to appear. The uniformity of measurement and specification, the raison d'être of a
standard, fades—and with it the clarity of
comparison between products.
The IHF's previous amplifier standard was
promulgated in 1966. The new one is dated
1978. In that twelve-year period the high
fidelity industry has grown from adolescence
to relative maturity. The engineering fraternity drifted from the 1966 standard, and a
plethora of incomparable specifications began
to appear. The IHF's Standards Committee
set up a sub- committee to develop a more
modern document, the FTC's 1974 ' power
ruling' giving added impetus to the work.
Our initial hope that the 1966 document
could be revised and edited to bring it into
step with the present was soon dashed. Too
much water had passed under the bridge
and, after struggling for a while with the
extant standard, we decided that it would be
better to strike out anew.

branch of the electronics industry subscribe
to our definitions, but it is necessary that
common definitions be used within the hi-fi
industry.
Why did we change the definition of THD?
Mainly because the old definition was a misnomer including, as it did, the contribution
of noise. You have seen curves taken on
many amplifiers—curves that indicate greater
'distortion' at lower power levels. In the past
no one could tell whether this increase in
distortion was due to a notch at the crossover ( important) or to residual noise ( not
important insofar as the noise level is specified separately). By eliminating noise from
the THD spec, the ambiguity is removed.
And now that spectrum analysers are available which can distinguish between individual
distortion components, the new definition is
practical as well as correct.
Widespread use of the spectrum analyser
has made it possible to determine other useful distortion parameters. The new standard
provides for the specification of individual
harmonic percentages, and it is generally
agreed that harmonics of higher order are
more disturbing than are those of lower
order. The standard also provides for the
possibility of a ' weighted' total harmonic distortion measurement ( WTHD) to take this
audibility factor into account. However, at
present we don't know enough about the
subjective significance of the various harmonics to standardise a weighting curve, so
the standard allows any algorithm to be used
provided it be made part and parcel of the
specification.

Definitions—THD

Providing for the Future

To ensure that everyone would be talking
the same lingo, an extensive section of definitions was first drafted, and this serves as
the bedrock on which the standard rests. I'll
take this opportunity to encourage anyone
using the standard to study the definitions
carefully. Some of them are surprising. For
example, Total Harmonic Distortion is now
defined in terms of the square root of the
sum of the squares of the individual harmonic
components, and not as the reading of a
conventional distortion analyser. The reading of such a device also includes residual
noise as part of ' distortion', and this is now
defined separately as THD-FN, ie total
harmonic distortion plus noise.
Iuse this as an example of the subtle differences in specifications that a re- definition
can make. It is not necessary that every

The concept of providing for future measurements, even if they cannot be standardised now, permeates the 1978 document. It
is our hope that IHF-A-202 will be a living
document that allows for relatively easy revision. In this way, we hope to keep it current
with new technology and to increase its useful life. Not one of us is anxious to go through
the gruelling three-year total rewrite any
sooner than necessary.
In this vein, a definition of Transient Intermodulation Distortion ( TIM) is included, although no one method of measurement is
specified. Several quasi- standard techniques
for determining TIM have been proposed.
Each puts a handle on the same physical
behaviour ( or misbehaviour) but yields results
that are numerically different. Which of the
methods yields the most useful results? How
does one interpret the figures that are pro-

" IHF, 489 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017, U.S.A.
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duced? At present these are questions that
are not easily answered, much as the proponents of one method or another would
have us believe otherwise. At one point in
its embryonic state the standard did include
a specific method for determining TIM. It
was, Ibelieve wisely, decided not to incarcerate it in cement. We'd merely cut off
future research into this interesting subject.
As the adage goes, a little knowledge is a
dangerous thing. Better not to call in the
jury until they have finished deliberating.
Intermodulation Distortion
Still on the subject of distortion, two
methods are specified for the determination
of intermodulation: the old ' Iow-frequency/
high- frequency' method that the previous
standard endorsed, and a new ' two-tone'
method. To distinguish between them, the
former is called SMPTE-IM after the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
that first used it: the second is called IHF-IM.
The SMPTE-1M method determines the
degree to which a high- frequency tone is
amplitude modulated by a low- frequency signal. The IHF standard specifies that the two
frequencies shall be 60 Hz and 7kHz, the
most commonly used ( but not universal) pair
for this type of measurement. SMPTE-IM is
easily measured with conventional IM analysers. It provides a convenient means of
determining intermodulation as a function of
output level. Its Achilles' Heel is that it does
not investigate behaviour as a function of
frequency. Hence the desirability of an alternative IM measurement that will do so.
The IHF-IM method also uses two frequencies, but they are to be swept across
the audio band at a constant difference in
frequency. That is, f
2— f, will remain the same
as f, and f
2 move together up the spectrum.
The standard specifies adifference- frequency
of 1kHz, and requires that the mean frequency
shall be swept from 2500 Hz ( the practical
lower limit) to the upper rated band- limit of
the amplifier. All IM products ( up to the fifth
order) that lie within the audio band (20 Hz
to 20 kHz) will be measured and combined
to determine the percentage of IHF-IM. Such
a measurement establishes intermodulation
as a function of frequency, and the measurement can be repeated at various power levels
to yield a series of curves of IM vs frequency,
with output level as a parameter.
The IHF-IM method is similar to the CCIRIM method, but takes into account more of the
higher order products. The IHF-IM method
can be extended into the supersonic region
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SIGNIFER...
Amid the wealth of accomplishment
of audio technology throughout the
world, the design of loudspeaker
systems conferring accurate, natural,
truly musical sound reproduction
remains uniquely asphere of
British eminence.
In idyllic rural surroundings in
Southern England, in premises dating
from 1756, the year of the birth of
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the small
private Company of music-lovers and
craftsmen that created the outstanding
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has perfected afurther model of
surpassing excellence, aptly to be
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and yield information related to transient
intermodulation distortion. Either aspectrum
analyser or swept filter can be used to measure IHF-IM.
Rated and Reference Characteristics

One source of confusion that the Definitions section of the new standard seeks to
relieve is the difference between a rated
characteristic and a reference characteristic.
The easiest way to keep them straight is to
associate a rated characteristic with a specification. Ratings are derived from measurements. They are the numbers that the manufacturer claims are representative of the
performance of his product. A rating is a
single value of acharacteristic such as power
output, distortion, etc. The ratings may be
based upon curves (which may also be
shown), but they themselves are the single
values that represent the ' worst- case' conditions.
A reference characteristic specifies the
operating conditions under which the rated
characteristic is specified. For example, the
input- signal level, output- signal level, gain
setting, etc, are reference characteristics that
specify the conditions under which, say, distortion is rated.
The committee had to make two exceptions
to this general rule. The ' rated bandwidth'
means the frequency range over which the
performance of an amplifier is rated in other
respects, eg power output. And the ' rated
load' of a power amplifier denotes the load
impedance into which the amplifier is designed to operate in order to achieve its other
ratings. ' Reference bandwidth' and ' reference
load' would have been better terminology;
but the FTC power- output ruling uses the
term ' rated', and to comply with the letter of
the law we decided to conform to this
unfortunate choice of words.
IHF References
In the past manufacturers have used a
variety of reference points. For example, the
signal-to-noise ratio ( S/N) of some amplifiers is referenced to the amplifier's rated
output level; that is, a S/N of 80 dB meant
that the output- noise power is 80 dB below
the maximum output level. Other amplifiers
carried a rating referenced to a specific input
voltage level. A S/N of 80 dB in this case
means that the equivalent input- noise voltage
is 80 dB below the input reference level, say
10 mV for a PU input. Although both S/N
ratios have the same numerical value, they
are not comparable, and there is no convenient means of translating the one into the
other.
The usefulness of a S/N ratio, referenced
to the amplifier's rated- output capability, is
further jeopardized by the fact that the actual
noise power that a given figure indicates depends upon the power- output rating. For
example, consider two power amps, one
rated at 10 watts, the other at 100 watts.
Assume that each has an 80 dB S/N referred
to its rated output. The 10 W amplifier is
actually 10 dB quieter than the more powerful
amplifier because an output- noise power that
is 80 dB below 10 W is actually 90 dB below
100 W, the difference between 10 W and
100 W being 10 dB.
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It would appear that amplifiers whose noise
level is referenced to a common input level
can have their S/N ratios compared directly
provided that the input reference level for the
two measurements is the same. Unfortunately, even this isn't necessarily true. The
noise level of some amplifiers is measured
with the volume control fully advanced, others
are measured with the volume control at a
different setting. The resulting figures are
incomparable, and there is no way to bring
them into line.
Interdependent ratings that result from
referencing one specification to another, and
ratings based upon non-standard test conditions, result in specifications that cannot be
compared. The consumer is faced with having to juggle numbers and with trying to
translate each figure to a common reference
point. Sometimes this can be achieved,
sometimes it cannot.
One of the most important aspects of IHFA-202 is its specification of standardised
reference levels and standardised control
settings. The underlying philosophy of the
new standard is to rate an amplifier under
conditions that simulate typical use.
Standard Test Conditions
The second section of the standard specifies the test conditions under which the
amplifier is to be operated. Standardised
input and output reference levels have been
established. So have control settings. The
input reference levels are 0.5 V for a line
input ( Aux, Tape, Tuner, etc), 5mV ( at 1kHz)
for moving- magnet or similar type PU cartridges, and 500 µV ( also at 1kHz) for movingcoil cartridge inputs. These levels are typical
of normal listening conditions. In practice,
and on adynamic basis, the input- signal level
may be higher or lower depending upon the
instantaneous level of the music.
The output reference levels are 1W for a
power amplifier and 0.5 V for a preamplifier—
again, roughly the average operating conditions in the home with music signals. For
the majority of the tests, all tone controls,
filters, etc, are defeated ( if possible) or they
are set to their nominally flat positions. Gain
controls are set so that an input of reference
level produces an output of reference level.
These reference levels assure that each
amplifier is tested under identical operating
conditions, regardless of its maximum available gain or its power- output capability. An
exception is made for an independent power
amplifier. Many do not have a gain control,
and it was thought best to test them all under
conditions of maximum gain. Most power
amplifiers have pretty much the same gain
in any event.
Section 2 also standardises a preamplifier
output- load impedance-10 kí 2 in parallel
with 1000 pF. The new preamp output- load
impedance represents the approximate worstcase conditions when in use, and is much
lower in value than that specified in the 1966
standard. A power amplifier is tested with
the manufacturer's ' rated' load, but an IHF
reference- load impedance is specified as 8
ohms nonetheless.
For the first time, standardised input termination impedances are specified—a resistor
of 1000 ohms for each line and moving-
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magnet type PU input, and 100 ohms for
moving- coil PU inputs. No longer will amplifiers be rated under zero source impedance
(ideal) conditions. Finally, Section 2 specifies the characteristics and the accuracy of
the test equipment to be used.
The Meat of the Standard
The third section details the tests that are
to be performed on a single- channel amplifier. It also specifies how a rating is to be
derived from the test results. Each subsection of 3.0 outlines the deviations from
Standard Test Conditions that are required
for the test to be performed properly. By
FTC dictate, the first and foremost spec for
a power amplifier is the Continuous Average
Power Output rating (frequently mislabelled
'RMS Power').
Section 3.1 relates to this rating and is in
compliance with the FTC ruling as currently
interpreted. Enough has been written about
this ruling to eliminate the need for repeating
it here.* The only deviation from the Standard
Test Conditions is in the setting of the gain
control. For practical reasons this is adjusted
for an extra 12 dB of gain.
Two other points should be noted. For the
purposes of the standard, power is defined
in terms of a voltage measurement—as the
square of the voltage divided by the load
impedance. As long as the signal is sinusoidal and the output and load impedance
purely resistive, the figure so calculated is
indeed the power in watts. When the impedances are partially or totally reactive, or
when the signal being measured is not sinusoidal ( for example, residual noise), the calculation from avoltage measurement ( with the
type of voltmeter specified in the standard)
does not yield ' true' power. Nonetheless, we
have defined it as such—the reason being
that this is in fact the way measurements
are made. By acknowledging this point in
the definitions, we make sure that everyone is
talking the same language, even if it is questionable theoretically. Some committee members ( myself included) would have preferred
to rate apower amplifier in terms of its voltage
and current capabilities into a given load and
to avoid the ' power' nomenclature entirely.
However, the consumer is so used to the
concept of power that such a radical change
was felt to be unwise. Besides, the FTC
ruling is based upon a power measurement.
In the definitions section, provision is made
for an alternate logarithmic power scale based
upon the decibel. Here, 0dBW is defined as
the equivalent of one watt and, from that
reference pont, all other power levels can be
calculated in the customary manner. A 10 W
power level is equivalent to 10 dBW, a 20 W
level to 13 dBW, a 100 W level to 20 dBW,
etc. Since our sensation of relative loudness
is approximately logarithmic, dBW-based
ratings correspond more closely to how
'loud' the sound is.
A full exposition of this is beyond the scope
of this article, but some reference needs to
be made in order to explain the next innovation of the standard— Dynamic Headroom.
This is related to the vexed subject of ' music
power' and will open next month's article. •
•See Donald Aldous"Soundings', p.65 April 1978.—Ed.
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The Dalesford D
A significant advance in compact loudspeaker design.
Acoustically transparent foam—chosen
for aesthetic appeal combined nith
minimum interference i;ith treble
performance.

Handsome walnut veneered top.

Special treatment of the treble unit
suspension coupled uith 18 db/octave
fast cut filter reduces all resonance
effects to an insignificant level.

Frequency response:
60 hz-20 khz ± 3db;
45 hz-20 khz + 4db.
Power handling:
65 watts at 1khz for 30 minutes.
Suitable for amplifiers of 20-70
watts per channel.
Nominal Impedance 8ohms.
Size: Height 36cms.Width
26.5 cms.Depth 22cms.
R.R.P. £110 per pair
Plus V.AT.
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Patents
Adrian Hope
I OUDSPEAKER designers must be the
least modest of mortals. For half a century now they have been finally licking all
problems.
The latest in the long line of inventors to
lick loudspeaker problems is Babbco Limited,
of Dallas, who in two patents ( BP1 478 371
and 372) describe in great detail and at great
length a ' broad band' speaker system. This
uses a single driver to handle all the audio
frequencies and thus overcomes the wellknown disadvantages of multi- driver and
crossover systems. Pages of construction
detail and mathematics appear to back up
the claim that at long last it is possible to
design the apparently impossible—a single
cone unit which is large enough to produce
meaty, bass frequencies but light enough to
accelerate at high rate and thus faithfully
reproduce high frequencies as well.
According to Babbco ' the limiting factor
[for a broad band driver] in almost every case
turns out to be the magnetic flux saturation
level of the cylindrical center pole of the
magnetic structure'. The claimed answer is
to flatten the magnetic characteristic of a
moving- coil by splitting into two halves the
field that causes it to move. This can be done
either by separating the static field into two
halves or forming the moving- coil in two
halves; but the theory of the invention is
probably easiest to understand when considering the latter possibility. So consider a
coil wound on a tubular former, which is
movable in a static magnetic field produced
by a permanent magnet. This is the conventional situation for amoving- coil loudspeaker.
If the coil is to be of reasonably small size
and mass, there inevitably comes atime when
its movement takes it out of range of the

Tape Matters
Douglas Brown
THERE MUST BE agreat many

people who
I have felt an urge to do some creative tape
recording, though needing the encouragement of an experienced enthusiast to hand, but
who hesitate to jump into any sort of intense
club activity. For such people the residential
'tape-recording weekend' may be the ideal
answer and we now seem to have in this
country an established event of this kind.
The ANGLOsonic Recording Contest is
organised by a small group of West London
enthusiasts who have been outstandingly
successful in winning prizes in both British
and international contests. They have the
support of a dozen leading tape and hi-fi
companies and they are hoping to attract
entrants from several European countries for
the Recording Contest which they have arranged for the weekend Friday, April 20 to
Tuesday, April 23, 1979.
The basic idea of the weekend is that those
taking part will take their own recording equipHI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

static magnetic field. As this happens the
magnetic characteristic of the speaker becomes non-linear and audible nasties result.
If the coil is in two halves, connected together but spaced apart along the former, at
a rest position with no audio input signal
each half of the coil is half in and half out of
the central magnetic field. As an audio
signal is fed into the speaker and the coil
moves, one half is moving out of the central
field while the other half is moving in. So
the total number of coil turns in the field
remains the same, and the magnetic relationship between the coil and static field remains
linear for a longer movement of the coil.
Graphs in the patent show how there is a
flat characteristic for a longer than ordinary
coil excursion. One claim is that the flat
region of the curve is three times as long as
the flat region for an ordinary coil.
As mentioned above, a similar effect can
be achieved by keeping the coil in one piece
but splitting the magnetic field by dividing
the permanent magnet. Incidentally, another
feature of the invention is the use of antifriction Teflon bearings between the movingcoil assembly and the static magnet. The
inventors claim ' that a highly unique loudspeaker has been described', which is
'capable of producing an unusually flat response over substantially the entire audio
range'.
IN BP 1503 400, Johannes Van Den Berg of the
Netherlands claims an interesting idea for
dummy- head or binaural recording. The aim
is to record sound in dummy- head fashion but
enable replay through loudspeakers as well as
headphones. There is of course one inherent
difficulty in replaying dummy- head recordings
through loudspeakers; whereas the left hand
channel sound recorded by the microphone
in the left ear of the dummy- head reaches only
the left ear of the listener when reproduction
is via headphones, it will reach also the right

ment, and will be briefed on arrival on the
details of the Contest. They will be expected
to produce during the weekend two creative
tapes, not exceeding nine minutes in total,
on subjects to be announced at the outset,
so that no preliminary work will have been
possible. There will be a second section of
the Contest, involving live recordings of a
specially- arranged music concert.
Prizes
will be awarded for the best tapes in each of
the sections and for the highest marked entry
overall. ( Special prizes for junior entrants.)
The total cost of participation is £45 per
person, to cover entry fee, accommodation
at The Bridgettine, Iver Heath, Bucks, and all
meals. Further information can be obtained
from the Contest Secretary, Terry Devereux,
32 Windmill Lane, Southall, Middx UB2 4ND.
THESE WORDS are written on the eve of the
International Recording Contest jury sessions
in Munich and by the time they are read any
awards taken by British entries in that event,
as well as the prizes in the 1978 British Amateur Tape Recording Contest, will have been
handed over at a presentation party at the
International Press Centre in London.
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ear of the listener when there is reproductir
in open via loudspeakers. The same al:

applies to the right channel in reverse.
Conventionally, when it is intended
replay dummy- head recordings via lou
speakers, the mix or blend in the roo
acoustic is cancelled by adding suitab
delays and phase shifts to the reproducr
signals somewhere along the reproducti(
chain. The new Dutch suggestion is that ti
original recordings should be made with
pair of dummy- heads rather than a sing
dummy- head. It is here important to note th
the suggestion differs from that put forwa
by JVC as ' bi-phonics'. According to or
version of the bi-phonics system, two dumm
heads are used for recording, one immediate
behind the other with abaffle in between. TI
Van Den Berg proposal is that the tv
dummy- heads should be spaced side-by-si
but several metres apart with the hew
'looking out' onto the sound source to I
recorded. Each dummy- head has two micr
phones, one in each ear. The sound signa
from the four microphones are encoded in
stereo, by mixing the left ear signals from or
head with the left ear signals from the 0th
head to produce the left channel. The rig
ear signals from one head are mixed with ti
right ear signals from the other head for ti
right channel. Thus the left channel contair
sound information from the extreme left of ti
sound stage plus sound from the centr
while the right channel contains sound fro
the extreme right plus sound from the centr
Reproduction is via a stereo pair of low
speakers which reproduce extreme left ar
extreme right as such, with afold- over mix
the centre. It is claimed that ' sound thi
reproduced
via loudspeakers gives ti
listener a considerably better spatial in
pression than by sound reproduced t
conventional techniques'. It is also claime
that good results are obtained from hear
phone reproduction.

It is not too soon to apply for details of ti
1979 Contest. Entry forms are available fro
John Bradley, 33 Fairlawnes, Maldon Roa
Wallington, Surrey.
There was a significant development r
interest in this Contest this year on the pa
of local radio stations all over the countr
Now Ihear that one of the leading tape mant
facturers is prepared to play a part in stimt
lating this interest during the coming month
When Irecall some of the interesting persor
alities who have emerged in earlier nation
contests—from teenagers to octagenarian
from undergraduates to invalids— Ithink ther
is a mine of untapped material suitable f(
local radio programmes. But, unfortunatel
most local radio producers are so hat.
pressed that they haven't the time to go i
search of talent. Recording enthusiasts mu:
make themselves, and their interests, know
in the right quarters. A number of individu,
winners who have taken the trouble to do thi
in the past have ended up as professionals
Ihope that, eventually, we shall have suif
cient local radio stations interested to orgar
ise a series of regional Contest heats or(
liminary to the national jury sessions.
1(
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In the last six years we have had many excellent reviews, we do
not use these in our advertising as some other manufacturers do, for
several reasons, we believe you have to judge for yourself and treat
reviews as only aguide line, as all reviewers have their own likes and
dislikes in the balance of sound produced by modern day loudspeakers. How many people would buy acar without driving it, or
some clothes without trying them on, so you should hear speakers
before buying.
We have selected dealers throughout the U.K. who can give a
first class demonstration and some allow customers to take loudspeakers home for testing compatibility with room acoustics. Our
loudspeakers range from just over £ 100.00 per pair to over £700.00
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CELEF

Please send me further details of CELEF speakers
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DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
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130 Thirsk Road, Borehamwood, Herts.
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Angus McKenzie examines this
and some other ' interface' anomalies

H

AVE you ever wondered why so many
receivers and amplifiers have both
5- pin DIN sockets and phono sockets for
interfacing the equipment to acassette
deck or reel-to-reel recorder? Perhaps
you have been baffled by the different aerial
input connections on the tuner section, or
you may have wondered why pickups
reproduce records with different degrees of
brightness, dependent upon which preamplifier you are using. It is easy to blame
the cassette deck, the pickup or the aerial
for unsatisfactory performance, but it may
be that the components are incompatible.
This article is written to explain some of the
interconnection problems which may not,
at first, strike you as being important, but
which may nevertheless have resulted in
poor quality reproduction. Such
degradation could arise through no basic
fault in the equipment, but simply from
the use of incorrect leads, or from joining
two pieces of gear that require modification
in one or the other to improve compatibility.
The 5- pin DIN socket is, in fact, a
successor to the 3- pin type which was
originally developed in Germany for interfacing radiograms, etc, with external
recorders. At the receiver or amplifier end,
Pin 1was the live output feed to the tape
recorder, while Pin 3was the replay return
feed. The centre pin on both 3- and 5- pin
sockets is named Pin 2and is the signal
earth. When stereo was introduced two
extra pins were incorporated, termed
Pins 4and 5, to enable stereo feeds to and
from the tape recorder to be incorporated
in one lead having a5- pin DIN plug at each
end. Originally, practically all feeds to tape
recorders were of high impedance, since
they were almost always taken from the
anode of an appropriate valve; so the
Germans designed astandard for high
source impedance to the DIN socket and a
relatively much lower input impedance for
the receiving socket pins.
The standard level was that of current
rather than voltage and the DIN source
was thus intended to develop, at maximum,
typically 1 /LA AC current ( RMS) in the
recorder's input circuitry. In terms of
voltage this is equivalent to 1mV for every
thousand ohms of input impedance on the
tape recorder, so that an impedance of
4-7k ohm would be driven by 4.7 mV, and
47k ohm would be driven by 47 mV. In
order that the original DIN standard could
be adaptable to the then average recorder,
the specification originally stated that the
recorder's input impedance could be
between 1k ohm and 50k ohm, whereas the
source impedance should be that which
enabled atypical DIN level to be delivered
to the appropriate recorder input circuit
in practice. Even today, DIN sockets on
receivers and amplifiers standardised
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correctly can have source impedances
varying from as low as 50k ohm to as high
as 1M ohm, whilst at the recorder end I
have measured input impedance of below
even 1000 ohms to as high as 100k ohm,
although almost all equipment is within
the original DIN specification. As far as
replay is concerned Ihave never known
any problem areas, since the average
recorder will have areplay source
impedance of around 10k ohm and the tape
monitor inputs of the amplifier are usually
at least ten times this. Thus no mismatching or attenuation of any consequence
occurs.

The basic problem with DIN interconnections is that under the worst
conditions of high source impedance and
low input impedance, alevel of only 1mV
might be delivered from areceiver across
the cassette deck's input socket if the deck
has 1k ohm input impedance. Almost all
DIN inputs feed the signals into the
microphone amplifier stages, where they
are then amplified up to tens or hundreds
of millivolts, only to be attenuated down
again by record gain controls to the
required level for the later stages. The
basic noise in the audio range developed
by the recorder's input resistance can be
calculated from aformula using Boltzman's
constant, this formula being V =4KTBR
where voltage is expressed as an emf,
K = 1.37 x 10 23 ,T is temperature in degrees
Kelvin, B is equivalent to noise bandwidth
in Hertz, and R is resistance in ohms.
Alternatively, the formula can be used in
terms of noise power. In this case
W = KTB, with W in watts and KTB in the
same units as mentioned previously, but
this time W represents the noise power
actually developed rather than avoltage
as an emf. If one works out the noise
developed across the input resistance of
1k ohm over the audio band, it will be
horrifying to see that this noise is actually
higher than that produced by areasonable
quality cassette tape on agood cassette
deck, provided Dolby- B is used. Thus
DIN inputs with an impedance lower than
10k ohm or so may well require so much
amplification in the microphone stage that
the hiss generated will add to or greatly
exceed that from the tape, and thus reduce
the available dynamic range of the
recording system.
Another snag crops up, though, if the
DIN input impedance is at the extreme
high end of its allowable value, say at
47k ohms. In this case, assuming avery
high source impedance, say 1M ohm, from
areceiver such as aGrundig or Telefunken,
it will be seen that the capacity of the DIN
cable itself will cause high frequency loss,
perhaps amounting to as much as 3dB at
10 kHz. If the cassette deck has also some
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capacity across its input, this HF roll- off
may be even worse, thus recordings with
the mentioned combination may be very
muffled. If, however, the same receiver
is connected to aDIN input of 10k ohm
impedance with the same lead, the loss may
be virtually undetectable aurally on the
average program.
One may ask, quite reasonably, why so
many cassette decks have such awide
variation of input impedance, since
variations from 10k ohm to 20k ohm should
clearly give no trouble, but outside this
range problems arise. Quite frankly, the
situation is that to decrease production
costs it is necessary for manufacturers to
employ the microphone pre- amplifier for
the DIN input, since the gain of the phono
line input is insufficient and its impedance
too high. However, the microphone preamplifier must also be capable of providing
adequate amplification for low-level speech
into amicrophone whilst having areasonable clipping margin if the user is recording
live music. The DIN specification for input
sensitivity now requires an input level of
0.2mV/k ohm to be transferred to full
recording level.
Frankly, Ihave never found DIN input
clipping aproblem, but all too often DIN
input sensitivity is far too high. Even at
1mV/k ohm with 1k ohm input impedance,
noise equivalent to — 52 dB CCIR
weighted is generated, assuming that
the average pre- amplifier is around 6dB
noisier than perfection.
If it is borne in mind that apseudo- chrome
tape will have, on agood cassette deck
with Dolby, abackground noise ref. 5%
peak recording level of around — 64 dB
CCIR weighted, it will be seen that if an
input program peaking at lmV across
1k ohm is brought up to full recording level,
some 12 dB more hiss is generated in the
input stage than is created by the cassette
tape itself. This degradation is even worse
than throwing out the Dolby system, which
is ludicrous. However, if one repeats the
same calculation based on 10mV into
10k ohm, noise degradation will be only
2dB, and with 20k ohm is practically
insignificant. It will thus be seen that DIN
input circuits employing passive input
resistance ( without virtual- earth feedback
to develop the appropriate voltages) will
degrade the effective dynamic range of
the input signal to agreater or lesser extent
unless the input impedance is around
20k ohm or greater. However, input
impedances of 47k ohm on DIN sockets,
such as are found on many high quality
makes of European reel-to-reel recorders,
are likely to produce high frequency
attenuation. For this reason Ihave always
encouraged readers to avoid using DIN
sockets altogether, because the likelihood
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is that they are either hiss generators or
mufflers!
The problem of raising the passive input
resistance of aDIN socket to, say, 20k ohm
automatically means that atypical DIN
level will be 20 mV; if one requires a
reasonable clipping margin ( say 14 dB)
this will mean that the microphone input
stage used in conjunction with the DIN
input must have aclipping level of 100 mV.
Thus the stage will have to cope with
signals peaking from as little as 250 IA/
to amaximum of 100 mV, and this is frankly
unrealistic ( almost impossible) unless a
feedback gain switch is provided allowing
gain to be reduced when the DIN input
is in use.
It is to avoid the necessity of asingle
switch that most manufacturers employ
ludicrously low DIN input impedances so
that the clipping margin, which is normally
adequate for microphones, will also be
adequate for DIN inputs. Clearly, without a
feedback switch aDIN input stage is not
compatible with the requirements for a
microphone pre- amplifier. Ihave explained
this time and again to hi-fi manufacturers,
but comparatively few do anything about it.
However, as aresult of pressure several
Japanese manufacturers have said that
they will be withdrawing the 5- pin DIN
socket facility on their equipment, which
will bring the issue out into the open and
persuade manufacturers who normally
provide only DIN sockets to introduce
phonos for interconnection purposes.
This has already happened in the case of
several new cassette decks, and more will
be excluding DIN sockets during 1979.
But for the present, with most current
machines, what happens if you connect
the phono outputs from your receiver to
the DIN input of your cassette deck?
Although the DIN specification for input
clipping is very modest, in practice almost
all DIN inputs allow perhaps 20 dB more
input signal than the standard DIN level
before clipping is reached. Thus an input
will clip at anywhere from 10 mV to 200 mV,
or perhaps be as good as 470 mV for
clipping. The average receiver output level
from tuner or disc will vary from 250 mV or
so to avolt, so it will be seen that as the
phono tape- out sockets are normally fed
from a /ow impedance inside the receiver,
the DIN input circuit will almost certainly
distort quite badly on peaks before the
signal even reaches the recorder's gain
control.
It is possible to correct matters by using
leads with abuilt-in attenuator, in which a
series resistor is used to attenuate in
conjunction the recorder's DIN input. Such
an attenuator, if correct in value, may well
give an appropriate level; but to get the
correct compromise it is not easy, since
input impedances vary widely. Alternatively, you might wish to use the DIN
socket on the receiver to feed the line- in
sockets on the deck. In this case, in abad
example, you might have a1M ohm source
impedance going into a100k input impedance, and the resultant HF loss could be
as much as 7dB at 10 kHz. Furthermore,
the cassette deck probably would not have
enough gain, and even with the gain control
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'flat out' you might be both under- recording
and generating hiss in the deck input
circuits.
DIN sockets could be very useful if the
level standard could be changed. If typical
DIN level were established at 4mV per
kohm (
je, 412A), the signal entering the
DIN socket would be 12 dB higher and
would thus allow amuch greater range of
lower input impedances. In practice, this
suggested higher level should not present
any problem to all but 5"„ or so of recorder
DIN input circuits, since very few indeed
have clipping margins as low as 15 dB
above DIN level. One possible trouble is
that some recorders have rising distortion

from the receiver comes, effectively, from
the slider of the input selector switch, then
the recorder's input amplifier will be
permanently in parallel with the main
amplifier's or receiver's signal path. If the
recorder is switched off and its input
circuitry is not buffered by again control
and/or other resistors, distortion can
present itself on the normal signal, due to
the non-linear load presented by an otherwise non- conducing transistor. Furthermore, amplifiers having virtually adirect
connection between the selected input and
the tape recorder signal feed on the phono
sockets will present an additional loading
(from the recorder) to other interconnected

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF PICKUP CONNECTED TO AMPLIFIER
CARTRœf INDUCTANCE

CARTRIDGE
RESISTANCE

COMPLEX IMPEDANCE
OF FEEDBACK
AMPLIFIER STAGE

on their input circuits at levels even 10 dB
below clipping; but fortunately this is not
too common, most machines having low
distortion to within about 2dB of clipping.
All that would be required to gain this extra
level would be areduction of source impedance from the receiver or amplifier to a
quarter of its existing value, or alternatively,
in the case of most Japanese equipment,
alteration of both the attenuation and source
impedance appropriately. A German
receiver, for example, would have to have
the IM ohm resistor changed to, say,
250k ohm, whilst aJapanese model would
need the values of the two resistors
modified.
One further problem with DIN inputs is
their susceptibility to pick-up of hum and
RF signals, since any given level of interference is that much closer to the signal
level at the DIN socket, as compared with
the average levels needed at line- in phono
sockets. One has to be very careful in the
use of DIN sockets if the installation is
within afew hundred yards of apowerful
shortwave transmitter, such as those
employed by amateur radio enthusiasts
and, for that matter, by many public services.
So often have Ireceived queries from people
experiencing trouble from the transmitter at
their Police Station down the road. This
interference is not so bad if the transmitter
concerned is frequency modulated, but too
many of them use the old type AM mode
at VHF.
One interesting point to remember is that
if you are using the phono sockets to interconnect atape recorder and receiver, and
the tape machine's recording signal feed
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equipment such as the tuner. If the connection is with arecorder's line input,
matters will usually be satisfactory, but a
phono to- DIN connection without attenuation will reduce the volume and may well
increase distortion, although it may not
affect all inputs.
Pickup Loading
All too frequently Ihave read subjective
reviews of different pickup pre- amplifiers
in which one model is said to be brittle and
another lacks bass, etc. In many cases
the reviewer has used the same pickup
cartridge to test each pre- amplifier. In most
instances the quality of any pickup interconnected with apre- amplifier is governed
more by the input passive loading than the
quality of the electronics, yet this only
rarely seems to be mentioned. A pickup
input circuit incorporating RIAA correction
can have its loading impedance measured
in many ways, and results do not necessarily
tally unless one has an understanding of
what is really taking place and what the
measurement actually means. The
equivalent input resistance is not ¡
ust the
value of the resistors effectively across the
pickup lead, because in parallel with these
is the input impedance of the electronics.
Most pickup manufacturers specify 47k ohm
as aload, and this must be made up by
taking both passive and active parts into
consideration.
But this is arelatively minor part of the
problem, for one must also consider the
effective input capacitance at any frequency,
plus the contribution of the interconnecting
cable. When measured at 1592 Hz
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(10 kHz/2 ir) some control units can have a
capacitance of as low as 30 pF, whereas
others measure as high as 300 pF. Furthermore, this measured value can depend
radically on the frequency of measurement.
For example, if capacitance is measured at
15 kHz instead of the more common
1592 Hz, it will usually be much less. When
this happens, part of the input capacitance
derives from acapacitor connected between
the input circuit and the negative feedback
point. Such acomponent is incorporated
to reduce any rectification of RF signals
picked up by the input connection wiring.
Since the amount of feedback varies with
frequency as per the RIAA curve, the active
capacitance on the input socket varies
accordingly, becoming higher at lower
frequencies where the feedback is declining.
Actually, the effective input capacitance
is only of major importance at high
frequencies, where it tends to ' tune' an
inductive type cartridge. Such cartridges
are, in effect, aresistance and inductance,
typically measuring 800 ohms in series with
650 mH. The cartridge source sees, on the
average pre-amplifier, atotal capacity (arm
plus wiring plus pre- amplifier) of around
300 pF, but in parallel with this is about
50k ohms. Thus the equivalent circuit,
shown in the sketch, amounts to adamped
tuned circuit resembling alow-pass filter.
Many pickup designers recommend the total
capacitance which should be used with
their cartridge and aim at the damped
electrical resonance providing amodest lift
in the response to compensate, for instance,
for the shallow suck- out which characterises many cartridges in the 7-10 kHz
region, while the roll- off above resonance
compensates in turn for the main HF
mechanical resonance at around 18-20 kHz.
Iam dubious about this sort of approach.
The capacitive tuning effect can lead to
transient ringing that is the cause of some
combinations sounding brittle, when a
minor adjustment to the input circuitry
improves the pickup sound dramatically.
For example, aShure V15/III loaded by
exactly 47k ohm and atotal of 450 pF sounds
rather brittle to me, whereas if the capacitive
loading is reduced to atotal of around
180 pF and the resistive damping is increased
by lowering the input impedance to 33k ohm,
the sound can be much smoother, even if it
does not actually measure as flat on constant
frequency or gliding-tone test records.
Examination of performance with pink- noise
test records is much more illuminating:
resonances of several decibels at around
11 kHz can be seen when acartridge is
actually measuring flat on continuous tone
discs.
One further rather fascinating problem
with some RIAA inputs is that the impedance at low frequencies can fall rather
rapidly. For example, in some older Tandberg
and B&O receivers Ihave measured an input
impedance at 30 Hz of as low as afew
thousand ohms instead of 47k ohm, which
will thus reduce the level of bass at
frequencies as high as 60 Hz if ahigh
impedance cartridge is used, such as a
Decca. This lowering of impedance at low
frequencies is, again, due to the circuitry
employed in the pre- amplifier stage and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

would not affect low impedance cartridges.
Indeed, such circuits would under normal
conditions behave rather like an ideal rumble
filter cutting, perhaps, frequencies below
20 Hz rather than 60 Hz. Thus, when
comparing the performances of different
pre- amplifiers you must ensure that you are
being fair to them by testing with pickups
not sensitive to load variations. Also,
perhaps reviewers could help more by
stating whether the input circuits of a
particular pre- amplifier are inappropriate
and for which types of cartridge, etc.
On the subject of phono and DIN pickup
inputs, there is little to choose, although
you should bear in mind that phono sockets
are individually earthed, whereas the DIN
socket has only one earth. It is necessary to
play around with different earthing
configurations to the pickup arm and
turntable as well as the actual pickup earth
itself to obtain the lowest hum. Even
reversing the turntable's mains wires has
been known to help. Matters are probably
worst when the control unit has no separate
earth terminal. When considering the
length of the screened wires employed for
interconnection, remember that the total
capacity of the wiring can be as low as
100 pF on an SME arm or as high as 300 pF
on some turntables which are supplied
with an excess of high- capacity screened
cable. Changing the cable length can
change the sound of the cartridge/preamplifier combination dramatically.
Finally on this point, note that some
pre- amplifiers ( such as the JVC JPS7)
include input matching resistive and
capacitive switching. This is most useful
since it allows you to try the effect of
changing the loading impedance for your
particular cartridge. Iwell remember Paul
Messenger's astonishment when I
demonstrated to him the effects of this
variable matching on aV15/III; it
showed considerable performance variations as opposed to the Technics model
EPC 205 which showed hardly any change
in performance with different loadings.
Aerial Inputs
FM receivers and tuners can have all
manner of aerial connectors and socketry,
and many readers may find the choice
between 75- ohm and 300- ohm inputs very
confusing. A 75- ohm input is appropriate
for interconnection with 75- ohm coaxial
feeder, in which the live wire is surrounded
by an insulator, which is itself surrounded
by ashielding mesh, which is normally at
earth potential. However, on the European
continent many aerial installations use
balanced 300- ohm ribbon type feeder for
direct connection to 300- ohm terminals.
Although some tuners are only equipped
with acapability for one impedance, most
can accommodate 300- ohm ribbon or 75- ohm
coax.
The 300- ohm inputs are normally on
terminals, although sometimes aspecial
socket is provided— but this will be of little
interest to UK readers. 75- ohm inputs are
either on terminals, or asingle terminal with
aclamp for the earth, or more usually aform
of coaxial socket. Coaxial sockets are
usually Belling Lee television type ( female)
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but sometimes are of aweird Japanese type
that is very awkward. On many tuners the
user has the option of using terminals from
the 75- ohm socket. In order that both
300- ohm and 75- ohm inputs be appropriately
compatible, manufacturers often have a
very small ' balun' transformer immediately
behind the input terminals/sockets so that
impedances are matched to that of the input
aerial coil on the RF pre- amplifier board.
Unfortunately, for cheapness some tuners
have no ' balun' and take the 75- ohm live
connection to one of the 300- ohm inputs,
whilst the earth connection goes to anormal
ground terminal where it then finds its
connection to the aerial coil through much
wiring and complicated circuit board
connections. In such instances, the 75- ohm
input is likely to be considerably less
sensitive than it should be, and you may
actually get abetter result by feeding a
75- ohm aerial into the 300 ohm input! This
occurs all too often and is downright bad
designing. In one instance the 75- ohm
input was some 20 dB less sensitive than
the 300- ohm one.
What actually takes place in these bad
designs is that the live RF signal is capacitively coupled to the other side of the other
300- ohm connection, which then opposes
the direct signal in the aerial coil, thus
reducing sensitivity. If, however, the tuner
is satisfactory and has agood ' balun', there
should be nothing to choose between the
two impedance connections. If you notice
variations in signal strength as you move
your coaxial aerial cable around near the
set, almost certainly the receiver has
inadequate RF input circuitry and matters
may improve if you use an external 75- ohm/
300- ohm transformer interconnected with
the 300- ohm input terminals. Remember,
incidentally, that acoaxial feeder is usually
earthed inside the receiver, and if the aerial
is also earthed to apole or mast which
accommodates atelevision aerial, which in
turn is connected through to your TV set,
there will be agigantic earth loop if the
latter is also earthed to the mains.
In this article Ihave attempted to show
that interconnections between different
pieces of hi-fi equipment are not as straightforward as they might appear, and that
proper matching of equipment can be quite
difficult. Although the use of DIN leads is
ergonomically easier, the general performance of DIN circuitry is fraught with difficulty.
Similarly, any particular pickup cartridge
will not necessarily work optimally with your
amplifier, and it is high time that manufacturers standardised the capacity requirements and/or input impedances of pickup
pre- amplifier stages.
If subjective judgements are to have
meaning, it is no use comparing pre- amplifiers with just one type of pickup; the danger
of purely subjective testing is thus highlighted. Similarly, it is no use just measuring
the maximum attainable performance of a
cassette deck without determining whether
the DIN and line inputs will accept levels
found typically on domestic equipment.
Thus aparticular installation may well give
the impression of employing poor electronic
circuitry, when all that is wrong is
inappropriate interconnections •
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IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Breakthrough in record stylus
design giving greatly improved
sound qualities with dramatically
extended record and stylus life.

eel PREPL
ara
ACEMbdi
ENT

STYLUS

WHY PARABOLIC?

A

The difference in shape between the master cutting ( A)
and spherical playing ( B) stylus, produces Pinch Effect'
distortion ( Cl. hence the development of the familiar
elliptical stylus ( D).

E

Graphic Equalizers
A range of equalizers by the largest specialist manufacturers
in this field. All models feature octave equalization independently on two channel, ± 12db each octave, and zero gain
controls. They may be conveniently connected via a tape
monitor circuit, or alternatively between a pre and power
amplifier.
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2204
The most popular model, fitted with awalnut cabinet, front
panel finished in satin gold. Now with front panel tape
E.Q. £ 199
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2205-600
Features 600 ohm output for studio or PA use; plus LED's
for visual indication of channel balance. Supplied in black,
19" rack mounting format. Also features front panel
switching for tape equalization. £226
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2209-600
Similar format to 2205, but features balanced input and
output with XLR connectors. £319
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2217
The ultimate pre- amp equalizer featuring full octave equalization together with one of the most highly rated pre- amps
available. £337
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN MA5002
New Class H vari-portionaf power amplifier. 250 watts
RMS per channel. Power meters. £399
ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Rew Audio Visual Co.

114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-836 2372/7851.
Mail Orders and literature from: REW House, ( Dept HFN)
10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19.
Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6,
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However, the small contact area
resulting from the simple straightline, arc, straight-line profile of the
elliptical stylus ( E), produces a
highly undesirable side effect— very high contact
pressure, which deforms the vinyl, resulting in
distorted sound, quickly worn records ( F) and
short stylus life.

A five fold increase in contact
area can be realised by
employing a Parabolic Profile
with a large vertical contact
radius ( G) whilst still maintaining the elliptical cross
section (D), hence the Parabolic Stylus. The Ultra
Low tip mass EEI Parabolic Stylus significantly reduces
deformation in the vinyl resulting in greatly reduced
tracing distortion, up to 5 times stylus life, lower
surface noise and up to 10 times record life, (H).
The Parabolic gives cleaner, purer, more ' open'
sound, better stereo image, tighter bass, improved
transient response and far less listener fatigue.

\/

You owe it to your ears and your valuable record collection to fit an EE1
Parabolic replacement stylus to your record player. Precision engineered
Parabolic replacement styli are available for the listed high class magnetic
cartridges, plus many others and the range is being extended.
If your cartridge is not one of those
EEI 504
listed then don't despair, fit the
EEI 501
EE1500 PARABOLIC cartridge to your
record player and enjoy the full
benefit of the EE1 Parabolic stylus in
your record system.
Parabolic Cartridge EEI 500, £73.13
Parabolic Stylus to fit ELI SOO
cartridge, £ 36.45
LEI 500

EE 570
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

503
501
525
502
525
504
517

EE 518
EE 518
EE 526
EE 529
EE 527
EE 507

Shure M44E/
M55E
Shure M7OEJ
Shure M75ED/11
Shure 95E1
Shure M91ED
Shure VI5 II
Shure V15 111
Stanton 500A
(& E)
Stanton 680EE
681EE, 681EE
Ortofon MISE
Super
F15E Mk 11
VMS20E Mk 1
1
ADC VLM/XLM
Mk 1,11,111

£23.00
£23.00
£29.00
£32.20
£32.20
£32.20
£36.45
£29.00
£37.42
£37.42
£32.20
£32.20
£32.20
£ 32.20

SPECIFICATION: Frequency
response 20-20 kHz±1-2.0 dB,
Separation 30 dB at 5.5 kHz, Compliance
Lateral 18 Cu, Vertical 12 cu, Output
4.0 mV at 5 cm p/sec, Tracking force
1-3-2 gm optimum 1.5 gm, Tip radius
75 X 7 microns, Vert tracking angle 20',
Impedance 2,500 ohms at 1kHz,
Weight 6 gm. Channel Balance within
IS dB
All prices are RRP and include VAT.
For further information and details of
your local distributor write or phone.

Elite Electronics
74 Old Oak Common Lane, East Acton, London, W.3.
Tel: 01-743 3733, and 01-486 4808

Soundings
Donald Aldous

THE

BUOYANCY of the DIY vogue can
readily be seen by the number of maga-

zines and stores catering for the needs of the
home constructor and renovator, from cars to
domestic plumbing and decorating.
The hi-fi area has its special appeal to the
do-it-yourself enthusiast, particularly at the
loudspeaker end of the chain. We have mentioned Badger Sound Services Ltd. and Falcon
Acoustics Ltd. before in these pages, both of
whom provide a comprehensive service, and
another company devoting itself to DIY loudspeakers is Wilmslow Audio, of 5 Swan
Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire. Their 38- page
catalogue Choosing a Speaker (
sent for a 15p
stamp) contains an impressive list of kits—
from six Dalesford systems, via Radford and
Richard Allan kits, to three Wharfedale designs. Wilmslow also carry long fibre wool,
BAF, foam, crossover networks, felt panels,
and a range of grille fabrics.
So far, so good; but our ever- vigilant
readers have raised a question about the
several loudspeaker designs ( such as the
Atkinson and Bassett) which have been published in this magazine. They want to know
whether an independent panel of informed
listeners has heard a demonstration of an
assembled model by an amateur and assessed
its performance. The answer has to be ' No',
so far as agroup of listeners is concerned, but
apart from the designer's tests and measurements, one or other of our editorial team will
have heard the original system.
Another point raised by several thrifty
Scots audiophiles concerns the possibility
of hearing assembled LS kits before purchase,
as they say, rightly, that loudspeakers are so
different and subjective in their quality. Here
would seem to be an opportunity for an enterprising hi-fi store to have a few LS kits on
demonstration, as 1have to report that Wilmslow Audio do not offer this service. Badger
used to have anumber of speakers on demonstration but found that, in the main, people
were not prepared to travel to hear them, so
when they moved premises recently, discontinued the service. An offshoot of Falcon
Acoustics, Falcon Electronics of 26 Station
Road, Bexhill- on- Sea, Sussex, do have a
selection of the various magazine designs on
demonstration. So far Icannot trace anybody
else offering this facility. If the shops do
exist, please tell me.
THE HI- F1 market is flooded with gadgets and
accessories— I have a drawer full of these
devices, many of which are ineffective in my
experience— but 1must say that Roy Martin
Freeman's neat little ' Checklite' illuminated
inspection mirror does its job efficiently. If
you want to inspect an inaccessible head on
your tape recorder or examine the pickup
stylus, this is the gadget for the job. Made
in USA, it is powered by a small battery ( as
used in some space technology mechanisms,
1am told, so replacements are not generally
available, only from Mr. Freeman's company)
and retails in the UK al prices between £3.30
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and £3•90. Used as a tool from time to time,
this inspection mirror's battery could last a
couple of years. Imight add that this device,
with its movable illuminated mirror, has been
coveted by a dentist friend of mine.
1CAN now reveal the name of the successor
to Patrick Saul as Director of the British
Institute of Recorded Sound— see my page in
the October issue. His name is Anthony King,
a musicologist with a University of London
background, having special knowledge of
African music, allied to a wide interest in all
forms of music. We wish him well.
NOSTALGIA for the audio of years gone by
certainly has its fascination, and an old friend
of mine has decided to try his luck at publishing a new bi-monthly magazine called
Sounds Vintage. The first issue of Norman
Stevens' paper is due out in mid- January and
will cover the software and hardware of
vintage sound, including acoustic gramophones, cylinder machines, vintage wireless
sets, collector information, servicing and
renovating equipment, and readers' sales
and wants pages. This is asubscription- only
publication, the annual rates being £5.80
inland or £6.80 overseas, but a special offer
for issue No. 1only at 65p post paid is being
made to launch the magazine. Illustrated
brochure/subscription form from 28 Chestwood Close, Billericay, Essex.
ANOTHER devotee of the history of sound
recording, Joe Pengelly of BBC Plymouth,
has often been mentioned in my feature for
his outstanding work in the electrical reproduction of cylinders. At the end of September
he went over to America to take part in a
re-created Edison Phonograph Concert, held
at the Thomas A. Edison Jnr. High School,
six blocks north from the Edison National
Historic Site in West Orange, New Jersey.
The sound quality Joe managed to extract
from the old cylinders evoked high praise
from the many pioneers present, including
Walter Welch.
These personalities included three lady
members of the original Dann Trio, a string
and brass sister act from Worcester, Massachusetts. This group toured extensively for
the Edison Company in 1921-22, performing
the famous ' tone tests' used to promote the
Edison phonograph as a ' true recreation of
the live performance'. Among the other
British ' experts' at this concert were George
Frow, whose book on Edison Cylinder Phonographs Ireviewed in our October issue, and
Dr. Alistair Thomson, formerly Keeper of
Technology at the Royal Scottish Museum in
Edinburgh.
Under his direction, an outstanding phonograph and gramophone exhibition was held at the Museum during the 1977
phonograph centenary celebrations.
FROM looking over our shoulders at the past,
let's take a glance at today's and tomorrow's
technology. The Fisher Corporation has in-
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troduced a novelty on one of its latest tape
cassette decks, Model CR4025, and Ibelieve
the facility will be available on other Fisher
three- head systems. The CR4025 has an inbuilt radio receiver that triggers the deck's
solenoid- actuated pause mechanism. The
remote control transmitter operates the pause
control instantly from up to about 20 ft. away,
which means that you can, as it were, edit
electronically while recording. Fisher, incidentally, is one of the few manufacturers still
catering for the 8-track cartridge market, and
has introduced a new Dolbyised deck, and a
model ER8150 capable of handling both
cassettes and 8- track cartridges.
Mention of cassette mechanisms reminds
me of an interesting new British design of
basic cassette recorder for school classroom
use. 1have more than a professional interest
in audio-visual aids, as my wife is Headmistress of a school which employs a lot of
AVA equipment, some of which 1 service
from time to time. The Goodsell CTR5 has
a British- made mechanism by the Thorn
Electronics Group. The input connections
are provided on a single DIN socket with the
microphone input duplicated on a standard
jack socket. External loudspeakers can be
coupled to the CTR5 through a DIN socket or
jack input. Independent controls are provided
for recording level adjustment and replay
volume. Manual or auto- level control are incorporated, with bass and trebletone controls,
recording monitor, plus a built-in moving- coil
microphone.
The cassette mechanism is fitted with a
tape counter, automatic motor switch- off at
end of tape, and alatching pause control. The
CTR5 has a teak finish wooden case for
robustness, and all controls are sited on a
panel which slopes towards the operator. No
lid is fitted, but a PVC slip-on cover is available as an extra.
Older readers will remember the Goodsell
name, particularly for the Wi:liamson design
amplifiers sold in quantity during the late
1940s, and 1 am delighted to report that
Mr. Goodsell, founder of the company, is still
active at New England House, New England
Street, Brighton BN1 4GH, producing specialised sound and radio equipment for educational applications. One of their latest recording systems is a console, with two cassette
decks, FM tuner, and a timer, which can be
preset to record a number of BBC schools'
broadcasts outside the usual times.

AUDIOPHILES the world over may know of
Arthur Creedy, who joined the Imhof organisation in 1952 and has been Manager of their
hi-fi division for many years. As another
veteran it was my pleasure a few weeks ago
to visit this New Oxford Street store, which
has had its hi-fi departments refurbished, and
I'm sure the Imhofs—Kathleen and her son
Godfrey—would have been delighted with this
facelift, still under the direction of Mr. Creedy.
He presides over the 5th floor area, which has
three comparators in operation, controlling 45
amplifiers and associated equipment. The
other floors are devoted to B& 0, Sony,
National Panasonic and Tandberg, the last
forming part of the 5th floor. Exporting hi-fi
products still forms an important part of the
Imhof service.
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Once we'd invented
the pistotwe knew you'd
be looking forward
to the range.
telr

magnifying inspection mirror
£3.99 incVAT

The Zerostat pistol is
alegend.
It was the first
device tovirtually
eliminate the
problems of static on records.
You'll find it very simple to
use, without any wires to plug
in, or batteries to replace.
With average use, say 15 times
aday, it will last more than
ten years.
£6.99 inc VAT

THE NEW
DISCTRAKER

is mounted on awalnut handle
which stores abottle of D3
cleaning fluid.
The D3 fluid has several
important functions:
To pull dirt from the microgrooves, remove finger prints
THE NEVV D3
and other surface
DISC WASHER
contaminations and to protect
SYSTEM
the vinyl additives necessary
It takes avery special brush
for long term record wear:
to remove micro-dust that could £6.99 inc VAT
become welded to groove walls
THE NEW
by stylus pressure.
The Discwasher* brush with its
SC-1STYLUS
unique angled micro-fibre fabric CLEANER
is the most efficient way to pick
Record life, stylus
up and absorb micro-dust.
life and quality of
The fabric, on its absorbent pad, sound are all

dramatically reduced
when the diamond
accumulates a
coating of dust
and dirt.
Astylus cleaner
has to be strong
enough to remove
this wan/ coating,
yet gentle enough to protect
the delicate cartridge
cantilever assembly.
The SC-1achieves this
by providing the perfect
combination of bristle
density and stiffness.
Two drops of D3 cleaning
fluid add to its highly
efficient cleaning action.
It comes in awalnut case,
complete with abuilt-in

All records contain a
measurable warp.
Alot contain every
1 'measurable warp.
ect
t
ra
ivk
ee
lo
riw
s* avery
!e
Dffisc

reduces record and cartridge
wear
£19.95 incVAT

THE NEW GOLDENS*
CONNECTOR CABLES

Gold has one third the bulk
resistivity of other standard
connector metals.
So gold-plated contacts ensure
the optimum transfer of
electrical signals.
Audio perfectionists will
therefore appreciate that
Gold ens*connector cables can
make anoticeable improvement
to their system.
The cables are of ultra-low
capacitance, with stranded
centre wires and steel spring
relief at each end.

. friction tonearm/
cartridge damper
that is attached to virtually
any headshell, yet weighs less
than one gramme.
Its revolutionary design
features aprecision
engineered pneumatic piston
that cushions the cartridge
from the effects of record
warps.
Through its
dam_ping effect,
the Disctraker*
also minimises They're available in 1and
to-2phono,
subsonic woofer 2metre 2phonoflutter, reduces low 1metre DIN-to-4phono
lengths and female-to-female
frequency resonance
peaks by as much as 18dB, connector plugs.
From £4.95 incVat
improves trackability and

ZEROSTAT

COMPONENTS

For further information, writeto Dept. 50,
Zerostat Components Ltd., Edison Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE174LF.
Telephone: St. Ives (0480)62225

We aim to clean up hi-fi.

'Trademarks of Discwasher Inc. of USA /Exclusive European distributors Zerostat Components Ltd.
HO

Book Reviews
THE COMPLETE OPERAS OF MOZART: A
Critical Guide by Charles Osborne. 349 pages.
Illustrated.
Price £•50.
Published by Victor
Gollancz Ltd, 14 Henrietta Street, London WC2E
8C)J.

NOT SO very long ago William Mann's book
The Operas of Mozart was published by
Cassell, a large 656- page tome ( costing £15)
that was truly comprehensive in offering a
systematic survey of history, analysis and
criticism of Mozart's dramatic works. Charles
Osborne mentions that his own book was
more or less completed before the Mann
book appeared, and probably neither he nor
his publisher were particularly pleased to be
faced with this competition. However, there
will always be a multiplicity of books on the
greatest composers and I don't think that
this present volume will find itself pushed
too severely out of business, for it works on
a slightly different level. At roughly half the
size and exactly half the price it is obviously
not as comprehensive, but its strength lies in
being a very direct and very useful survey,
written in approachable and comprehensible
language which will probably appeal more
to the person who simply wants a companion
to his journey through the Mozart operas—
live or on record.
Mozart completed twenty operas and
started two more, which puts him only four
runs behind Verdi. The book deals with all
these, in detail according to their importance.
A dozen are currently on record and another
half dozen have been available in recent
years, so a pleasant study of Mozart's operas
is now a possibility and will be greatly aided
by this book. Although concise, there is
nothing superficial about Charles Osborne's
text. He manages to relate the music interestingly to the story and has plenty of time
to make his own comments and to quote
other people's.
Incidentally, I still find
Michael Kelly's description of Mozart in
connection with the first production of Figaro
one of the most moving passages ever written
about the composer. Iam glad to have this
useful volume on my shelves alongside the
author's similar book on Verdi. It is an eminently practical and useful book.
Peter Gammond

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TAPE RECORDING
by I. R. Sinclair. 161 pages plus index. Published
by Newnes Technical Books, Butterworth & Co.
(Publishers) Ltd, Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent
TN15 8PH. Price: £2.95.

YET another book on elementary principles
of tape recording? Such might be the first
reaction to this title, which forms one of a
series of texts for tyros in radio, audio and
electronic subjects from Newnes-Butterworth.
Such a query is understandable, but an
Sinclair presents the principles and techniques of tape recording in a readable, nonmathematical way for the home tape enthusiast, whether using cassettes or open- reel
machines.
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

After outlining the fundamentals of sound
and magnetics, microphones get a chapter,
with special reference to matching impedances. The history of tape recording is then
dealt with, followed by a section on tape
mechanical systems and their special problems. A useful tip is given that care must
be taken when cleaning the capstan, as too
much solvent may run down the capstan into
its bearings, washing away lubrication or
causing a plastics bearing to swell.
Types of tape, splicing, and levels in recording are covered in Chapter 5, which includes a controversial statement really in
need of some names to support the accusation. The author remarks that ' manufacturers' claims for tape recorders seldom state
test methods; very often measurement is
made under the best conditions possible, so
that the frequency range is measured with
the bias turned low, and the distortion measured with the bias turned up'. Manufacturers' names are mentioned elsewhere, eg
Aiwa get praise for making both bias and
electronic circuits adjustable, and there is a
reference to recorders of European make
(such as Revox, Ferrograph, Tandberg, B&O)
usually being set up on BASF tape.
In a chapter on electronics systems, the
decibel scale is carefully explained, with the
addition of Tables showing dB to power- gain,
power- gain to dB, and voltage- gain to dB.
Noise reduction circuits ( Dolby, dbx, and
companders) are discussed, followed by a
section giving advice on using tape recorders.
This leads on to a chapter touching on more
advanced techniques of editing, mixing,
multiple tracking, slide sync, home movie
sound, and a few paragraphs on nature recording.
Commendably free from errors ( although
on p. 124 there is a mention of licences from
the Amateur Recording Society (
sic) which
presumably should be the MCPS), this is a
well printed book and good value at £2.95.
Donald Aldous

BEECHAM STORIES: Anecdotes, sayings and
impressions of Sir Thomas Beecham, compiled
and edited by Harold Atkins and Archie Newman.
96 pages. Illustrated with photos and drawings.
Foreword by Yehudi Menuhin. Price £3.50. Published by Robson Books, 28 Poland Street, London
W1V 3DB.

IN APRIL 1979 we shall be commemorating
the 100th anniversary of the birth of Sir
Thomas Beecham, surely the wittiest, funniest, most personable conductor who has
ever graced a rostrum; moreover, in the
opinion of his innumerable devotees, one of
the best and most individual. His impish
personality, sometimes quite malevolent,
often prickly, but always saved by his irrepressible sense of humour, seemed to come
through in what Ithink can only be described
as the matching good humour of his performances and recordings. Who else could
have given such warmth to composers as
diversely cool as Delius and Handel ( even
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with the help of some not too scholarly editing in the latter case)?
Everybody in the music business has his
stock of Beecham stories and sayings, many
enhanced by time—and many, no doubt, invented by those jealous of not actually hearing one. It is no fault of the compilers that
many such witticisms that sounded so cutting in Beecham's wheezy drawl or told by an
adroit narrator sometimes seem a little flat
on the printed page: the sort of thing anyone
might have said without history noting the
fact. On the other hand, some of them remain
gems even in print, such as his description
of a harpsichord ( which I hope will not
offend our few prudish readers— Beecham
said it, not me) as sounding like ' two skeletons
copulating on acorrugated tin roof'. Perhaps
Iappreciate it so much because Iagree. Anyway, it is a very enjoyable and worthwhile
compilation that all Beecham fans will hasten
to buy to add to their own stock of stories;
and it will bring many happy memories of a
very great man as fondly remembered for his
quirkishness as for his genius.
Peter Gammond

THE DICTIONARY OF COMPOSERS and their
Music compiled by Eric Gilder and June G. Port.
432 pages, hard covers. Price £6.95. Published by
Paddington Press Ltd, 6 Connaught Square,
London W2.

ONE OF the best motivating forces in the
creation of a reference work is the frustration
felt by its prospective author at the absence
of such a book. Such was the situation with
Eric Gilder and June Port, who tell us in their
Preface that they had to carry around about
20 bulky volumes in order to answer most of
the questions raised during musical lecturing
activities. They needed ' complete factual
information about who wrote what, and when,
all between the covers of one book', and as
this was not available they set about the task
themselves.
The result is a unique and fascinating
compilation. The material is presented in
three sections: I, an alphabetical list of composers, with all their major works tabulated
in chronological order, with associated dates
and composers' ages (207 pages); II, ayear by
year survey stretching from 1554 to 1975,
where the music written and the composers
who died or were born can be seen at aglance
(187 pages); and III, timeline charts covering
the same period, where life- spans are juxtaposed for easy assessment of overlap and
contemporaneity (23 pages).
As the authors admit, not every piece of
music conceived for concert- hall, opera,
ballet or church is included here, and not
every composer of such music is encompassed by the named 275; but one must draw
a line somewhere. However, several missing
names ( Duparc, Hummel, Paganini, Spohr,
Suppé, for instance) seem more important to
me than anumber of very obscure composers
who do appear.
Otherwise the coverage seems sufficiently
comprehensive to me, and while any such
massive collection of tabular data is bound
to carry mistakes in afirst edition, the proverbial pin stuck in at random has not revealed
anything very dreadful—although some minor
III
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Empty promise
Worth £5
At Maxell, we keep our promises. Like this one;
buy our special pack of three 7- or 10 1
2/
inch
open reel tapes* and we'll give you amatching
precision metal take-up reel— worth around
£5— absolutely free.
We keep our promises. You keep the reel.

maxelle

*Offer applicable to: UDXL 35/90B,UDXL 35/180B and UD3519n. Offer subiect to availability.

Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3'7TL.Telephone 01-8638622
112
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Positive Feedback
Paralleled Loudspeaker Drive
Units

J

UST who does everyone's favourite Pict
Plagiarist think he's kidding?
Leaving
aside for the moment Mr Tiefenbrun's highly
dubious claim to be the inventor of the
'drivers in parallel' concept, the actual claim
of the patent itself is also a little dubious
('Audio Patents', page 69, October).
Assuming for the moment that the air in
the chamber between the two drivers is at
constant pressure (this is approximately true
when this chamber is appreciably smaller
than the main enclosure), and that the system operates only at frequencies where the
dimensions of the chamber are much smaller
than a wavelength, then the two drivers will
act as a single driver having twice the moving
mass, twice the BL product and twice the
stiffness of a single unit. As the resonant
frequency is given by
1
wc,

NiM„,CA•CD

CA f- CD
where M„, is the moving mass, C A the compliance of the air in the main enclosure, CD the
compliance of a single driver, then the new
resonant frequency will be:
1
cOrn
\/M„,C A CD
CD/,±

CA

From this we can see that the resonant frequency is lowered ( compared to a single
driver) in the ratio:

G. X. S. Hutton,
28 Wesley Court,
Wootton Bassett,
Wiltshire

Meridian Amplifier Performance
IN the recently published review of our MeriI dian pre- amp and power amp combination
(page 160, October) Martin Colloms raised
some criticism of the RIAA accuracy and
the quiescent setting of the 105 power amplifier, resulting in some measurable— but in
our view inaudible— crossover distortion.
We would like to confirm that all units produced since July ' 78 have been improved in
these respects.
Martin Colloms has also referred to the
damping factor of 18 at 20 kHz compared
with 33 at 1kHz as an indication of an early
failure of the open- loop response of the
power amplifier. This is an erroneous deduction and is not the case. As a long-time protagonist of very wide open- loop bandwidths
in state-of-the-art power amplifiers, it would
be totally unacceptable for me to design a
power amplifier showing a defect of this
nature.
In fact the 105 employs a novel pole- zero
compensation technique which Ihave used
for some years. In the particular case of the
105 this technique results in an amplifier
open- loop response far in excess of 200 kHz,
which is reduced by an extra loop input lag
to about 45 kHz. This characteristic, combined with the high linearity and low feedback

Books

CA + CD
the value of which in practice is not going
to be much more than 20%— not a very
worthwhile reduction in resonant frequency,
and nothing like Mr. Tiefenbrun's claim of
reducing it all the way to the free- air resonance of the speaker.
Since the efficiency is proportional to
(BLA) 2
. ( where A = cone area, M= moving
m2
mass, B = flux density, L = length of conductor
in field), the efficiency is the sameas fora single
driver, meaning that the displacement limited
power handling and distortion remain unchanged also. Some reduction in even- order
distortion may be effected by reversing one
driver physically and electrically—a fact reported by G. A. Briggs many years ago (
not
having copies of Loudspeakers and More
About LS to hand— Ican't check when).
Greater benefits would be obtained by putting both drivers on the front panel: the main
resonance would go up in frequency, as
would the efficiency and power handling
(which could be traded for cut-off) and the
distortion reduced— surely more useful than
a very expensive way of reducing the cut-off
frequency for a constant enclosure size. As
described, the extra bass unit appears to be
HI El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

an utter waste of money, and the internal
chamber a meeting ground for all manner
of colorations.

continued

errors have been inherited from ' Grove' and
other sources. But Ido have a couple of
criticisms. A person's terminal age is not
necessarily obtained simply by subtracting
the year of birth from the year of death. For
instance, Beethoven was 56, not 57, when he
died early in 1827, because he was born late
in 1770. Thus about half of all the death dates
given in Part III are in error by a nominal year.
The other point concerns dates of composition, where the authors have chosen the
earliest possible date in each case. This is
usually qualified by a date- span in brackets
when appropriate, but Beethoven's Missa
Solemnis is dated simply 1818 in both Part I
and Part II, which is misleading since the
work was not completed until 1823. Hopefully,
this is an exceptional error.
However, perhaps the authors will have a
look at such points if the book is successful
enough to warrant a second edition. In any
case, do poke around in this otherwise excellent production. It could be useful when
planning record evenings: surprising programmes could be produced based simply
on a common year of composition. And did
you know that Brahms, Bruch, Fauré and
Tchaikovsky all produced violin concertos in
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of 25 dB, results in very low levels of TID
and high frequency intermodulation distortions. These characteristics lead to a very
good sound character and a constant damping factor in the audio band. The measured
variation in damping factor is entirely due to
a small inductance of about 5v.H in series
with the output. Such inductance is normally
fitted as good engineering practice to minimise RF interference and to define the loading at high frequencies, ensuring total stability into odd loads, including electrostatic
speakers and low- loss cables.
J. R. Stuart,
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd,
Industrial Estate,
13 Clifton Road,
Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 7EJ

Non- Sinusoidal Sine- Waves
I WRITE with reference to Mr. Peter Hannam's letter on p. 21 of your September
issue under the heading ' Amplifier Differences and What May Happen with Some
Types of Signal'.
If Iread paragraph 2 aright, Mr. Hannam
refers to a constant- amplitude sinusoidal
voltage, the frequency of which is being constantly varied over a period of time. What I
cannot see is how such a signal can be sinusoidal under such conditions, for if the frequency is changing continuously it must be
changing throughout the duration of any
given cycle, thus rendering any given cycle
non- sinusoidal.
Apart from this, I don't understand Mr.
Hannam's letter at all!
J. W. Whitehead,
73 Orchard Way,
Thorpe Willoughby,
Selby,
N. Yorks.
the same year 9 And which year? Or that
when he was 16 Mozart composed three
sonatas, six string quartets, a mass, an
opera and nine symphonies?
John Crabbe
Also Received—
THE MUSICIAN'S WORLD— Letters of the
great composers edited by Hans Gal. 462 pages,
soft covers. Price £2.95. Paperback facsimile
version of the hardback which appeared in 1965 as
The Musician's World: Great Composers in their
letters. An extremely useful anthology covering a
huge span of musical history and most composers
of any prominence from Lasso and Monteverdi to
Bartok and Vaughan Williams.
Pubiished by
Thames and Hudson Ltd, 30 13.00msbury Street,
London WC1B 3OP•
MONTEVERDI—Sacred, Secular and Occasional Music by Denis Stevens. 147 pages, hard
covers. Price £4.95. A musicological rather than
biographical study, with fifty illustrations from
score. Published by Associated University Presses,
Magdalen House, 136-148 Tooley Street, London
SE1 2TT.
MARIA CALLAS — a tribute by Pierre- Jean Rémy
(translated from the French by Catherine Atthill).
192 pages, hard covers, numerous half-tone
illustrations. Price £6.95. Essentially a devotional
book in a French tradition which pays more attention to prima donnas than to music. But lots of
facts for Callas admirers, and beautifully produced.
Published by Macdonald and Jane's Publishers Ltd,
Paulton House, 8 Shepherdess Walk, London
N1 74W.
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MAKE YOUR STEREO RADIO
GO WITH A SWING

ADVERTISEMENT

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by
post in advance of delivery, this publication (
HiFi News) will consider
you for compensation if the advertisers should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:

FROM FABULOUS FUBA ( WHO ELSE?) comes the unique, eye-catching Swing ' S' amplified set top aerial for VHF/FM radio. Unable to have
a loft or roof FM aerial? Within 20 miles of a transmitter (often further)
THIS IS YOUR ANSWER.
Retail & Trade Suppliers. Send
for fully illustrated brochure of
this beautifully made, highly
effective unit. We are sole U.K.
distributors.

ASTRA ( D.I.Y.) AERIALS

1. You have not received the goods or had your money r
eturned; and
2. You write to the publisher of this publication (
HiFi News)
explaining the position not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write,
we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of £2,850 per annum for any
one advertiser so affected and up to £7,950 per annum in respect of all
insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when
the above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of
this publication (
HiFi News); but we do not guarantee to do so in
view of the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn
quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payments made
in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

Swing ' S'
(Also Swing ' E' for TV)
A new concept in set- top aerials.

To obtain this unit please write
for nearest stockist.

Backed by 24 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
10% off

ALL AERIALS
ESTABLISHED 24 YEARS

For mail order lists
rxeSAE Dept. HFN
For specific advice
PLEASE PHONE

Stockists of fine aerials:
Fuba TV FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Plemi TV aerials ( Holland)
UKW FM aerials ( E. Germany)
Stolle FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Antiference FM/TV aerials ( U.K.)

Golden anodised
FUBA STEREO 8
DX & ROTATOR
SPECIALISTS

Over 3000 aerials ( all bands) stocked: probably the most diverse
stock of aerials and parts available in the U.K. All continental
aerials ( guaranteed for five years) are golden anodised.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY
Open 9-5.30, Mon.- Sat. Closed
lunch 12.30-1.30, Mon.- Fri.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Nr. Gloster Pub and Garage.

Tel.:
01-684 43005262
24 hr. answering service

WHOLESALE and EXPORT Phone 01-607 6059
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•ROSILEY - J Payne. 25 ...on App. Hay« 1.2 12631
RORY 3einncess Para.. Bury Proem. 1081 764 3013)
CAMDEN - Play Back Records. 3Buck Street. NW I1415 18631
CATFORD - Demond Rec....Rush. Green (600.251
CIONGFORD - Cncr.ford Gamer... Stahon Road(5. 103A)
CITY - lames Ps... 63 Gannon Slreet I2360274)
CRAM.. - E•st London Ekes... 73Front Lane ( Up/wester 261311
CROYDON . Bonaparte Record{ 101 George Street .6130.1

COLCHESTER - R 00.000. / 74 Bug. 1132951
CONW•V- Paul A Ro.ne. 12 Castle SI 1.531
COVENT., W Leg, 2...grave Rd 145S2521
CRAWLEY - oughrane. 12(14 Broadheld Barton 135000)

GREENWICH - Hanes. VI Green.. Sth. SI. (99235901
HENDON - Moan Machine.. Parsons Street. London WO (203 5379)
HOLBO. - 56 1..01. . WC (NM 1535)
HORPICHURCIT - Wavemoll . 26 Roneo Corner ( 49 48162)
1SLEWORTH 5410 1...n Rd. 1560 5755)
ISLINGTON - Dar. snntn Sl2d.00. Ial Essex Rd. 1226 0201{ 359 MAP
KENTISH TOWN - Stereo Electron...Kant. Town Rd...5 13414
LEWISHAM Records 6 Tape, 35 Lee Hcgii R 185239.1
LESSON LEHIGHTON -

226 High Road. Lo.on. EIO 1539 1362)
152 A 281.... 1506 .3E)

PLAISTOW - George Benter.174 Belong Road ( 272 2.2)
PONDERS END - Ponnds.266 aun N (KM 30001
THORNTON - Track, . Bogs.. Rd ( 684 4700)
VICTORIA - Recorder... 86 0.101Reopete25)
W. DRAYTON - Reiner. Records. 15 High Su. rentley(4647.1
WALTHAM CROSS _0 Electtccs. 55/ 57 Shah st
764DIS)
WEMBLEY - Green and Barns, 234 Ealt. Road 1032 40241

2n

091

FORM. 6
Ryeground La. i23061
FORMBY - 01. Records. 32...1 Tenet...
GILLINGHAM - 5..s.32ocantert.ry
1161.518521
GLASGOW - Angel Tapes. Grandlare.. C./bodge ST 104t 33211.2)
GNASGOW Music N• Lighl. 686 CAM.. Rd.1011-123 5717)
GRIMSBY F Gen..71Garlergate (0472 053.
HARLOW - Photorner14.2 Westgate The Het ( 26155)
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD - Old Town Records, 63 Huh Sheet 15.5106)
HEREFORD - Bun Music. 65 ...marsh SI. (55E61)
IPSWICH - doove
Butlermarket 1531911
LANCASTER - F•r•Ere Records. IS Markel Ent. 161400)
LEKESTER Earl. 40 N.M. Rd 15.002)
LEIGNSON DMA.- D. J. Holla.s. 7nenn West nee«)

MANCHESTER/ - M.. StOn n .
Caws. Buildings. owe...NAM Ro..00901)
NORTHAMPTON tgannoton Sa 1311.)
NORTHAMPTON Reeves. 174 Ken..
13357.)
NOTTINGHAM - Eddy's. 110 Altreton Rd 1740151
OLDHAM - Peake
51 Man.eslei Rd. Hollcneood

AROUND ODRA.
-sae. House. NI Swamp... (3311)
AYLESISURT - Hess. Houlre, 34 High Street1207701
EARROW.IN-FURNESE - Fume. Electronics, Furness How. ( 261871 1
DATA - / / shloc{66. We. Even., 0101teld Pe (
27118)
StEXHILL.011-111/4-Draye. Al Western Road 12126521
BIGGLESWEDE - N. IL H. Domes...7.P" St (3121160)

EIRMINGHAM11- Wales TV . 1641Anderlon Rd. 1772 5.291
DIRMINGTIAM 17 - Wan{ T.V..
High SI. nsreorne14273.2)
111111MINGHAM 20 - Top lee 5. Bristol Rd . 72.631
AIRMINGNAM 211 - Monger, TOP Strallord Rd 1111 :heel

EDINBURGH - Arsd/olus. 30 BM... event.1667 16.1)
EL• - O Eleclocel Serve., 19 Mph Street1211811

MANCHESTER - • One Stop Records .%
4.i c
House. Poccadolly SN. App. ( 236 6314)

Flusic. 4Broadway (503 7500)

EIRMINGHILM - ZeeilhT V 44 Rad..176 High Gale Rd. (02 , eet/
BIRMINGHAM. - Mousleys. 309 Wilton 60.1327 05E21

D.W. - Sm. a. 211/ Blackburn Rd 1714401
DAVENTRY - Speck.. 6 kIch...511.1. SI 126121
DOWNNAM MARKET - Lewks Alusrc 1.Id. 30.1es Court (V.)

LOWESTOFT - Jo. Wells 44 London Road North. (05023742)
MAIDSTONE Baldocks. 58 uncon ( 546.1

WEST Taw - A B.S Sou.. Ill. 23 Plashet Grove E6 15520371)
WHETSTONE - 0 4
Legg.. 1276.011 Rd . N2014.3102)
WILLESDEN - . 444 It Records, 131ligh Road 1459 07011
WOODFORD GREEN -

nee vse . 4, Road '
11,

CAESIUM - Record...se. 0Market Sauare 1.501
CLACTON - Hooey,. 1300. Road 12293 ,1

EAST ISAM - Peal Cameres.115 1.011 Street None E6 (41205.1)
FO.HLEI - Arcade Music. G.nd Arcade. Talley Ho Corner P1415.309)
FOREST HILL Record Shop...lens.. Road (6110 7712(

))

.c.1 624 5.51
POOLE - Setchtields. 21125.. Street 133C0)
•RESTON - George Seymour. 266 Nee .11 Lane ( 11424E
RAYLEIGH - Diw.Wlem,43Woodside Ch..
RUNUP. - John 011ver, 33 Fore SI (R..1121..)

MUD

RUGBY Whaley. Sheep MT..)
SALISBURY Son. 47 Dane, Pla. (27645)
SCARISOROUGN- Derwerrit.28 Hrhsrest (sat«)
SHEPTON MALLET - Simons Home Electric{ MerSel Place 12153)
SITTINGEOURNE
Centre. 2West St 172753)
SOUTHAMPTON - Spot. 6ter honics. 52 Beaton, PM. 123787)
SOUTNEND - Record wort. 65 Southchurch Rd. (0702 61.92)
SOUTHPORT - Aud/oCor.r. 111 Ponta. St 137332)
S. SHIELDS - Northern Tv 230 Stanhope Rd. 027 1)
ST. LEONARDS-01466EN - 0 S Douptas.
STOCETON - L•rnh 6 Fowler

High SI. Norton 15539701

SWINDON - Peter Orl.r1Cameres. 31 Havelock St 13530)
WANEFIELO - 1
4
14chards. 12 ...gee, Westgate 1731151
WELLINGDOROUGN - Visual Sounds. 47 11.14. Rd 1223041)
WESTG•TE - Coastal Elec . 5Station Rd ( Thene1 322531
WESTON S. MARE - G Stanton, V . 67 Otchard St 123.1172)
WESTON .
5. %ONE - Swoons Horne Elect... 1.2/ t3 P16 Cent. ( 2108.)
WEYMOUTH - Dorsal RaMo. 29 Walpole SI. 15720)
W1CNFORD - Record World. 17 Broadway
WISBECA - Clarks Mu. Servoces. SM.., P.. / 13831
YORK
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uckslon. 412 Huntingdon Rd 1234.1
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ORIATIA LONDON
EARNING - Pholomerkels
E., SWAM (5. 3626)
IIROCKLEY - Stromleys. 173 Lawntiare Way. S EA
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75 HOL LOWAY ROAD LONDON 07 BJY

Tel 01 -607 6059

FM Radi

Angus McKenzie

I HAVE frequently written about the incompatibility between the requirement for excellent adjacent channel selectivity and for low
overall distortion in FM tuners, and the facility of having switchable IF bandwidths was
recommended some years ago in this monthly
column. New tuners are coming out thick
and fast with switched IF selectivities and,
as far as Iam concerned, this is great news.
What is particularly pleasing is that many of
them are now, for the first time, introducing
adjacent channel selectivity performances
substantially sharper than earlier ones, and
new tuners that 1have examined, including
the Luxman T-12, Denon TU 850 and Sony
ST- A7, all have selectivities averaging around
15-18 dB adjacent channel, and around 80 dB
alternate channel in the narrow position. In
the wide position, selectivity is almost as
wide open as a barn door, but distortion in
almost all parameters is below 0.1%. Thus
the user can decide which bandwidth to
select, depending whether he wants DX performance or the highest possible quality from
his local stations. It is only fair to mention,
though,that none of these newtuners achieves
the narrow IF selectivity distortion performance of the Revox B760, which achieves
generally better than 0.2% throughout, despite its very tight bandwidth. It really is
fascinating, though, to see the effect of IF
selectivity when stations close to very strong
ones literally disappear with wide bandwidth,
yet are fully receivable with narrow bandwidth.
Last month, Icommented briefly about the
new Sony ST- A7 which has tuning increments of 100 kHz only. Ihave discussed the
problem at length with the BBC, who inform
me that at a Stockholm conference many
moons ago the BBC were allocated a fourth
network throughout the country on VHF, and
that the frequencies of most of the extra network proposals were spaced at 50 kHz intervals. For example, a fourth frequency was
allocated to Wrotham with such a spacing.
It is clear that the tirade of protest at the fait
accompli concerning Radio 4 transmitting in
low fi on Long Wave is not likely to end in
ahurry, but is, in fact, probably just beginning.
The rot has already begun since Book at Bedtime and the Financial Report are now on
Medium Wave only, to become Long Wave
only by the time this is in print. It seems
highly probable that the BBC will introduce
a fourth VHF channel to get over the Open
University/schools/adult education bug from
interfering with pleasurable listening. Iregard
this as of the utmost importance and bearing
the possibility in mind, therefore, that future
stations of importance may well have 50 kHz
increments, Imust suggest to the reader that
he completely avoids tuners omitting the
facility of slipping up or down that 50 kHz,
let alone 25 kHz. The same situation applies
on the Continent, and it is with horror that I
hear of yet another tuner being introduced
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

with only 100 kHz steps, this being the new
JVC T3030 digital frequency synthesis tuner.
It seems to me that Luxman have got the
right idea, for in their model T-12 they incorporate not only quartz crystal controlled
100 kHz steps, but a means by which normal
continuous tuning can be carried out, thus
giving the best of both worlds.

'A' was 1dB more sensitive than B'.
Since last writing, there have been two
major relays from the US in stereo, both
being with BBC TV video. I unfortunately
missed the first one on September 24th which
included the New York Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Mehta with Horowitz
as soloist. On October 9th, Jethro Tull gave
While on the subject of new tuners, 1 a fascinating concert from Madison Square,
wonder if anyone can come up with asensible
New York which was relayed on Radio 1VHF
explanation as to why virtually all of them
and BBC 2television. While being impressed
consist of around 90% air and 10% elecwith the music, Iwas extremely disappointed
tronics! One person suggested that it was
in what 1can only describe as one of the
to match the size of the pre- amplifier sold
poorest pop balances 1have heard in a long
with it, which also has 90% air in it. Perhaps
time. At times Ialmost had the impression
this airy pre- amplifier is designed to match
that the engineer was trying to reduce a 24
the previous large model of tuner! Now that
track recording, fading up only six of the
the micro electronics revolution is with us,
tracks, since the balance was, at times,
is it not time that the highestfi equipment
grotesque. Bass lacked punch, the percusshould be made much smaller, the size actusion balance was most odd and cymbals
ally being dictated by the requirements of the
lacked bite: guitars seemed to move around
human hand? For some years, hi-fi manuat random and I even heard the balancer
facturers seem to have been selling the axiom
struggling with the faders, trying to find which
that big is beautiful. Perhaps they should
one to bring up! There was too much close
now start miniaturising hi-fi components, the
miking of the instruments and there seemed
end result of which might well be a reduction
to be no atmosphere added other than the
in cost if the public will swing along with it.
screams of the audience. Depth and body
Iam still very distressed about the very
were lacking and one missed the sense of
poor matching between 75 ohm coaxial unoccasion. However, from a technical point
balanced aerials and the input circuits of
of view the sound quality, at its best, was
most tuners. Too many tuners are designed
good in terms of distortion, frequency reto work at both 75 ohm and 300 ohm, and this
sponse and S/N ratio, and showed the links
compromise is most unfortunate. One recent
to be very well organised and adjusted. 1
tuner made with such a compromise, and
for one, though, would have enjoyed the conwhich excluded a balun, gave measurements
cert more if it had had a single stereo pair
of 4
and 3µV respectively for 30 dB IHF
picking up the sound as heard by the audisensitivity ratings on the 75 ohm and 300 ohm
ence, even if it would have emphasised the
aerial inputs. The 75 ohm input should, of
screaming! In no way, though, am Itrying
course, have been theoretically around 8dB
to be condescending about pop music, for 1
better. 1 removed all the wiring between
enjoy much of it, but my standards of critiaerial terminals and the input coil and recism are necessarily high as a result of hearplaced this by a direct 10 cm length of 75 ohm
ing so much superb sound of all types from
coax, taking the coaxial input direct to the
the BBC. Ironically, Iwould rather have a
aerial transformer. Without any retuning of
record of Jethro Tull this time than a wishythe aerial input circuit the sensitivity then
washy broadcast.
measured 1.2 p,V, an improvement of just
I really must welcome the acquisition of
over 10 dB. Perhaps this stresses the amount
Rozhdestvensky as the regular conductor of
of degradation you may be getting on a75 ohm
the BBC SO; judging by the latest concerts,
input of a modestly priced tuner not containwe are in for some great music. So much
ing a balun transmomer.
Russian music has been ignored in the past,
Iwould particularly like to draw the reader's
that Ihope the balance will now be redressed.
attention to Gordon King's article ' Signal and
Rozhdestvensky was the conductor in a
Noise in FM Tuners' in the October HFNIRR.
Festival Hall concert on October 11th, which
He showed very clearly that recent claims that
included Prokofiev's Symphony 2 and his
tuners could have 0.4 //V sensitivity for 30 dB
late work Ode to the end of the war, followed
IHF are ridiculous and could only have been
by Elgar's 2nd Symphony. The sound balance
explained if the tuners concerned had been
was at times alittle muddy- 1would have preimmersed in liquid nitrogen before the meaferred a little more clarity in the strings, with
surements were taken!
Quite obviously,
less hall acoustic— but the music was very
there was some leakage from the test signal
exciting, and the audience obviously enjoyed
generator which was being picked up by the
it as much as Idid. From comments made to
tuner, which was thus being driven with a
me, Rozhdestvensky is likely to be a much
higher level than that indicated. Mr King and
more popular conductor than Boulez, notI both agree that it is extremely difficult to
withstanding the latter's greatness.
develop an accurate 1p.V for testing purNews has just arrived that London's Capital
poses, and Iwould under no circumstances
Radio will be experimentally transmitting 21
claim an accuracy of better than 0.5 dB.
channel matrix quad during the Winter. The
Probably 1dB accuracy would be safer, alIBA system, developed at Crawley Court,
though in a group of measurements they
Winchester, is based on the NRDC system,
would all be tending to err in the same direcand uses a steering pilot channel with a retion. Thus, it would be quite possible for
stricted frequency response to modulate the
two engineers to measure the same tuner as
38 kHz components in quadrature. Special
having 1á
r,LV or OS ILV sensitivity without our
decoders will be able to extract this informalaboratory results being regarded as inaction and enhance the sound to give what is
curate. However, if we compare two tuners
alleged to be greatly superior definition in
we could be rather more exact and say that
quad.
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AKD

CI CO , BDOS
These headphones are afurther contribution
to the high-grade studio line of the AKG
product range. The K 141 " cardan" de luxe is
naturally also a result of intensive development work based on the latest AKG technologies. As usual, special attention has been
paid to great wearing comfort and very light-

weight construction, which features will now
allow you to wear the headphones over even
considerable periods of time while feeling
hardly any contact pressure. A broad headband with elastic automatic adjustment at
both ends will guarantee firm seat. Just put on
your K 141 and you'll have them firmly and

comfortably adapted without any additional
adjustment of the earpieces!
The earphones as such are suspended in the
proven ' cardan" technique, ie. they are freely
pivotable in all directiors. This will allow tne
earpieces to softly adapt themselves to the
ear. Novel ear pads serve for optimum physical
and acoustical contact. The ear pads are easy
to replace if this should become necessary
for some reason or other.
The electro acoustical part of the K M1 headphones is characterized by particularly large
diaphragms, the proven AKG " large diaphragm
systems", which also contribute to an optimum reproduction.
The openings disposed in the rear cf the
earpieces will guarantee spatial hearing and
allow you to escape that " headphone feeling"
you might have with some other equipment.

AKG Acoustics Ltd. 191 The Vale, London W3 70S, Telephone 01-749 2042 ( 5 lines), Telex 289 38 ( akgmic g)
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Professor Philip E. Secker ( University College of N. Wales)
the increasing sophistication of
W ITH
music and voice reproduction, the performance deficiencies fairly attributable to
electrostatic charges on LP records are becoming more obvious. This article will discuss how such electrostatic charges build
up on record surfaces, what effects the
charges give rise to, and then examine the
currently offered palliatives for this sometimes distressing phenomenon.
It is now well established that the electrical
phenomena accompanying the contact of
two dissimilar materials result from the electrical surface properties characterising each
material. The contact of two dissimilar
materials gives rise to a charge exchange
between them, such that on separation one
is charged positively and the other negatively.
In practice it is found that the movement of
two surfaces over each other tends to enhance the charge exchange. This is probably
because movement results in a greater area
of contact, while secondary effects directly
associated with frictional charging can also
OMB%

Since materials have a characteristic electrical surface structure, it is not surprising
that it is possible to arrange listings of substances such that a particular material's
position in the chart gives an indication of
charging behaviour. The Table ( p.121) shows
such alist, which is known as atribo-electric
series. If two materials in the Table come
into contact, the material higher in the list is
likely to become positively charged, while the
lower material becomes negatively charged.
The greater the separation of the materials
in the Table the greater is the charge transferred between them when they come into
contact. It should be noted that this basic
charge exchange process does not require
that the two materials which are in contact
be insulating.
Examination of the Table shows that PVC,
the principal material of which LP records
are made ( actually a copolymer of vinyl
chloride and vinyl acetate is used) is near
the bottom of the tribo-electric series. This
is why when records are cleaned, or even
merely slid from their protective sleeves, they
tend to become negatively charged. But it
should be noted that some sleeve materials
exist which will leave the record positively
charged. Since an LP record is normally
highly insulating, the charge which is transferred to its surface by contact with other
materials cannot easily escape to ground.
In most circumstances, therefore, one is
liable to find that any record is to some degree in a charged state.
There are basically two distinct phenomena which may be evident if a record is
highly charged. Firstly, it is possible to have
miniature sparks ( micro- discharges) between
stylus and record surface. This can give rise
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to a distinctive clicking noise from the loudspeakers during the period of discharge.
But the far more common source of unwanted
sound results from the attraction to the record
surface of charged dust particles. When embedded in the grooves, such particles give a
parasitic mechanical perturbation to the stylus
which increases the background noise.
With the present trend to very low tracking
forces, the electrostatic attraction between
the charged record and the pickup arm may
even become sufficient to modify the system
performance. The similar attraction between
the arm and aplastic record deck cover, when
charged, is well known: vigorous polishing
of the cover can result in the arm being lifted
so that the stylus is no longer in contact with
the record surface.
In order to assess the seriousness of the
problem, the effects must be defined in quantitative terms. Ideally one would like to measure the amount of surface charge on agiven
area of disc surface, but unfortunately it is
difficult to do this directly with simple instruments. It is therefore usual to measure an
electrical quantity which is directly related
to surface charge density: the electric field
or potential gradient set up by the charge
(see fig. 1). The voltage gradient, measured
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If one attempts to but ahigher charge density
on a record, the adjoining volume of air becomes partially conductive as the molecules
are broken into positive and negative ions.
Ions of one polarity move towards the record
surface to neutralise the surface charge partially, while ions of the other sign are repelled.
Effectively, therefore, the excess charge leaks
away into the air until the related electric field
has been reduced to a value at which the
molecules no longer ionize.
It will be appreciated from the foregoing
that static charging of records is accomplished with the greatest of ease and that
even the most careful enthusiast is unlikely
to avoid the phenomenon completely. However, since such charges are easily measured
one might suppose that effective countermeasures would long since have been developed. Many so-called ' cures' are offered
to the would-be purchaser, but a healthy
scepticism regarding their effectiveness would
seem to be an essential response at this time.
There can be no doubt that some designers
have not fully appreciated the basic scientific
principles governing electrostatic charges,
while the sales literature associated with certain other products leads to the conclusion
(perhaps charitable) that science fiction
rather than electrostatic theory has provided
the basis for device development.
The longest- established antidote to static
charge retention on records involves coating
the surface of the disc with a thin layer of
conductive material which can allow the
charge to leak away to an appropriate earth
point, such as the centre spindle of the turntable. While this solution is electrostatically
impeccable, the secondary effects may be
highly undesirable. Obviously any layer deposited on a record surface may degrade the
reproduction potential of the microgroove.
More seriously, some products of this type
leave the disc surfaces in a slightly sticky
state such that they are more inclined to
in volts per metre, can be monitored by a retain any dust, etc, which finds its way onrange of instruments, the most commonly
to them. Clearly the record must be absoused type being the generating voltmeter or
lutely clean before treatment, otherwise dust
field- mill. This features a rotating blade at particles already present could be sealed into
the front of the instrument which effectively the grooves. Finally, any additive used must
'chops up' the electric field, making it possible be completely inert to the record material
to employ conventional AC signal detection itself, so as not to cause any chemical detechniques. ( It is appropriate to mention at gradation of its surface, yet must be firmly
this point that the miniaturized metal foil retained on the surface to avoid fouling the
electroscope marketed as a detector of static stylus.
charge on records is really far too insensitive
Since many enthusiasts are loathe to coat
to be of practical value; most commercial their precious discs with antistatic liquid,
field- mill instruments are capable of detect- answers
involving
charge neutralisation
ing fields some hundred times smaller than
rather than dissipation were developed several
can be observed with afoil electroscope.)
years ago. Basically, such anti- static ' pistols'
There is amaximum value for surface charge consist of one or more sharp pins connected
density, and hence for the related electric to asimple EHT generator. When the device
field associated with a charged record sur- is activated the high voltage on the pin causes
face. This maximum field value corresponds break-up of adjacent air molecules such that
to the electrical breakdown strength of air. streams of ions are released. In general, anti-
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Never Forget
You Have A Choice
The latest in the
series, ' Turntables &
Tone Arms', exhaustively reviews and compares
over 100 products.
Written in asimple, easy

Not that it's easy.
Trying to choose the ,
hi-fi that's right for you
can be very confusing.

Take turntables, for
example. A recent issue
of ' What Hi Fi' listed a
total of 115 different
models costing more
than £ 100. Some good
and some, regrettably,
not so good.
Sadly, the choice is
not even that simple.
Because not every turn-

table is supplied
complete with atone
arm. So sometimes you
not only have to choose
adeck, you have also to
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static pistols are powered by piezo-electric
high voltage generators operated by asimple
trigger. Squeezing the trigger produces an
output of positive ions, while releasing the
trigger causes negative ions to be emitted.
Correct operation of such a device requires
that the record be exposed to ion clouds of
both polarities. Ions of the same polarity as
the charge on the record are driven away
from the surface, whereas ions of the opposite polarity, i.e. those required for neutralisation, are attracted towards the record.
Superficial review of the process suggests
that once neutralisation has been effected,
the force driving ions to or from the record
surface ceases and there whould be no further ion movement. In fact complete neutralisation is rarely achieved; typically, the surface charge density and hence the associated electric field are reduced by a factor of
at least 10 to 15.
It is important to appreciate that the effectiveness of an anti- static pistol is determined
by its ionising efficiency. To obtain the
maximum number of ions with agiven voltage
source, the tip from which the ions emanate
must have the smallest possible radius and
be as far removed as possible from nearby
conducting elements. On this basis one
would conclude that anti- static pistols providing two adjacent ionising points would be
less effective than single point devices, and
measurements confirm that this is so.
Recently, anti- static devices of the ionising
pin type have appeared which are powered
by electronic voltage sources rather than by
mechanically activated piezo-electric elements. Currently available models only produce positive ions. While such devices may

charge on the record to ground via the person
holding the brush. Such brushes can remove
asignificant amount of charge from asurface
which is initially charged, but the record is
not left in a completely uncharged state; this
is because of the charge exchange processes
associated with contact between brush and
record. Theory indicates and experiment
confirms that the final charge density after
brushing is independent of the initial magnitude or polarity of surface charge.
From a consideration of pre- playing treatment, it is interesting to turn to a review of
devices which may be of use during the time
that the record is on the turntable. One such
device is the conducting turntable mat. It
should be noted that the function of this is
to allow charge of the opposite polarity to
flow into the mat from ground so as to mask
the surface charge on the record. Fig. 2
shows a situation where a negative charge
on the record has ' induced' a positive charge
on the mat.
A system of linked positive and negative
charges is known as a dipole. It is characteristic of dipolar structures that although
there is a high electric field between the two
charge layers, there is only alow field external
to the dipole. This means that while the
record is sitting on the conducting mat, dust
attraction to its surface is much reduced.
However, a stylus moving over the record
surface is much more affected by the immediately- adjacent surface charge than by the
image charge on the conducting mat. Thus
mitro discharging to the stylus will not be
eliminated. Since charges of opposite polarity
experience mutual attraction, it will be clear
from fig. 2that the record and the conducting
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\be effective in the majority of cases, there will
be instances in which the record surface is
positively charged and where the neutralising
device will therefore be completely ineffective.
It should be noted that anti- static pistols
do not remove attracted debris from the
record surface, but when used in conjunction
with a cleaning brush may enable the record
to be cleaned more effectively. Subsequent
use of a pistol then ensures that dust attraction occurs far less rapidly than would otherwise be the case.
Understandably, attempts have been made
to integrate the dust removal and charge annihilation processes.
Cleaning brushes are
marketed with conducting bristles whose
claimed function is to bleed the surface
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mat may well be bound to each other. Thus
when the disc is lifted from the turntable it is
not uncommon for the mat to be lifted off
with it.
Separation of the record from the conducting mat can give rise to sparking, and recollection of elementary school physics will
provide an explanation of this effect. Physical
removal of the record from the mat is equivalent to moving apart the plates of a charged
air capacitor ( or ' condenser', as it used to
be known). In such situations the surface
charge remains fixed but the capacitance
decreases. Thus from the elementary equation voltage
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V=

where q is the surface charge and C is the
capacitance, it is obvious that the voltage
between record and mat increases rapidly on
separation. Potentials of many thousands of
volts may easily be developed in this way.
In an alternative ' on- deck' system, acontinuously active negative ion source is mounted
adjacent to the revolving disc. The philosophy
here is that positively charged dust attracted
towards the record surface will scavenge
sufficient charge from a negative ion cloud
above the record to change polarity and
hence be repelled. However, the ion cloud
migrates down towards the record deck due
to the latter's ' earthy' nature. The record
surface thus becomes more strongly negatively charged and thus attracts positively
charged dust more effectively. Even if the
system were effective in reducing dust arrival
on the record during playing, one cannot be
entirely happy about a procedure that leaves
the disc in avery highly charged state.
It has been suggested that addition of a
second ion source ( of the opposite polarity)
to the system described in the preceding
paragraph would give rise to adiffuse plasma
—mixed positive and negative ion clouds—
above the record surface. The argument is
that this arrangement would be capable,
initially, of neutralising surface charge,
and then providing a balanced ion flow
to the record to maintain neutrality. The need
for two power supplies ( at least one of which
must have an adjustable output) means that
even if such a device could be made to work
effectively its complexity would inevitably
result in a high price.
From all the above it is apparent that many
solutions have been proposed for the problem of static build-up on LP records. Undoubtedly the best and most direct cure would
be to build anti- static or charge- leakage properties into the records themselves when
pressed; but to date the general experience
has been that anti- static characteristics could
only be obtained at the expense of mechanical properties, and thus microgroove definition. However, current developments seem
to hold out hope of obtaining anti- state properties and good mechanical characteristics
simultaneously, thus paving the way for staticfree records without problems. In the meantime static difficulties can at least be minim1sed by preventing the relative humidity of
the air becoming too low ( say not below 55%).
Many enthusiasts might find that suitable
control or adjustment of their central heating
or air conditioning systems could prevent
static becoming too serious, while at the
same time giving a more pleasant living
environment •

Tribo-electric Series
Positive end of series Glass fibre
Wool
Nylon
Paper
Cotton
Human skin} and
Silk
Leatheretals M
Polyester
Polyvinylchloride ( PVC)
Polyethylene
Negative end of series P.T.F.E.
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The New Scotch 'Master Series Cassettes.

SO FAR ADVANCED THEYMAKE
EVEN THE BESTJAPANESE DECKS
SOUND BETTER

Since their launch,
leading authorities on
HiFi have acknowledged
the Scotch Master Series"
cassettes as amongst
the very best available
anywhere in the world.
Scotch "Master Series" Cassettes
Biased to Meet the Best of
Japanese Standards
Before we developed our new
"Master Series"cassettes, we consulted
the manufacturers of the most
advanced tape decks on the market.
This resulted in three new magnetic tape formulations which give
their optimum output on all high
technolow decks, especially those
with Japanese bias settings.
An Advanced Tape for
each Switch Position
TAPE SELECTOR
BIAS

Master Itape has anew ferric
oxide formulation speciallydeveloped
for the "normarswitch position, and
for decks with apre-set bias.
Its maximum output is afull 4dB
better than ordinary low-noise
cassettes, coupled with atruly
phenomenal performance in the low
and middle frequencies.
New Scotch Master II Cassette
Bias 70ps EQ Switch Position)

«
eChrome

Master II tape is ahigh output,
lbw-noise tape formulated from
modified ferric oxide encapsulated
with cobalt
It has a3dB better signal-to-noise
ratio and 2dB better sensitivity at low
and high frequencies than normal
chrome tapes. Without many of their
distortion problems. And with low
abrasion characteristics equal to the I
hnest ferric oxide tapes.
New Scotch Master Ill Cassette
(FeCr Switch Position)

EQ
CrOa

New Scotch Master ICassette
(Normal Bias 120ps EQ Switch Position)

• 70

As you would expect from the
inventors of fenichrome tapes, the
Fe- Cr
new Master Ill tape has aunique
patented construction.
This gives it 3dB more maximum
,
output at low frequencies, and 2dB
Unlike many other tapes currently more at high frequencies than chrome
cassettes. In sheer output, in fact, it is
available, each of the three tapes in
just about in aclass of its own.
t
he Scotch "Master Series' is totally
new.
The Unique New GSX
And between them, they represent
Tape Guidance System
the latest state of the art in their cornratability with the Normal:' "Chrome"
No matter how good atape is, it.
and " Ferrichrome"switch positions.
still has to survive amechanical
Scotch "Master Series" cassettes
are recommended for most makes
of quality HiFi decks including:
Ake,
Aiwa
B &0
Hitachi
Harmon Kardon
JVC
Naltamichi
National Panasonic
Pioneer

Tandberg
Teac
Technics
Toshiba
Sansui
Sanyo
Sony
Uher
Yamaha

obstacle course before the sound
reaches your ears.
We tackled it by taking the whole
cassette apart and re-designing it
from the largest right down to tie
smallest component.
And the cassette shell is precision
made of tough, translucent material.
Sayou can see the tape working even
though you can't hear it running
F-or the address of your nearest
stockist contact 3M at the address
below.
iM United Kingdom Limited Frcepoo.
It. at:knoll Berkshire ItG171BR
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The MajcePerfect'Stereo Tower—
beautiful laminated finish in
wood effect or black/white.
Drawer unit, tray for 70 cassettes,
pull out intermediate shelf, record
storage. Comes flat packed for
easy home assembly.

CEHammond & Co Ltd
105-109 Oyster Lane Byfleet Surrey KT14 7JH
Telephone Byfleet 51051 Telex 262525
Scotch Cassettes. Engineered to improve your listening

B&W DM2/II
The feedback we're getting about
our DM2/lIconfirms that world
audio opinion is greatly impressed
by the way our newest speaker
out-performs other medium-size
systems—even its distinguished
predecessor. This is an entirely
new model, incorporating all the
advances achieved through
the computer-aided B&W research
and design programme.
At the same time, the DM2/II
design brief called for a
classically simple piece of
furniture.., but that isn't the
whole story

We decided to provide the alternative of two different'looks'to
the DM2/II, both of them in the modern idiom, but each with a
character of its own.They are optional extras:Stand or Plinth.
The Plinth is subtly wedge-shaped,
imparting abarely perceptible 3° rake
to the speaker. On this base, the DM2/II
is elegantly unobtrusive and at its most
amenable in the furnishing sense.

The Stand gives the speaker a
strongly functional appearance. Pillar
and baseplate relieve the visual weight
so that the whole achieves the feeling
of sculptured form.
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Cabinet height 710mm ( 28m)

Frequency response
50Hz to 18 kHz ± 3dB at centre of
listening window

Sensitivity
9volts into 8ohms— 95dB at
1metre (free-field)

Dispersion
Vertical: _ .
1d8 over 10`.'

Power handling
Entirely suitable for amplifiers
delivering 25 to 200 watts rms.
into 8ohms ( music content)

Horizontal:± 2dB over 40?
Accurate amplitude and phase
coherence to free- field response
within the listening window

Depth 330 mm ( 13 in)

Width 270mm ( 10 5/ein)

Stand height 188mm ( 73/ia in)

Plinth height 60 mm ( 23/
8in)
Cabinet finish
Standard:selected veneers
of teak or walnut.
Special:satin white
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or selected veneers
of rosewood or black ash
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Geoff Jeanes tells the sad saga of a neglected genius:

Manfred Du nni kopt uKat enja mer
BORN

into an aristocratic family in the

tiny Lower Holzwig-Schlechtstein barony
of Dreigroschentrockenmittel berg, Manfred
Dumkopf zu Katzenjammer ( 1776-1878) had
from his earliest years to strive courageously
with family opinion in order to become an
opera composer. Indeed, so strong was
parental opposition that it was not until 1841,
at the age of 65, that he achieved his ambition.
Had both his parents not died of typhus in
the previous year, the world might have had
to wait longer for his first work, Die Liebe
verboten.
This ' free adaptation' of Shakespeare's
Love's Labours Lost, produced for the first
and last time at the small theatre of Pifielschloss-am-Rhein, received so lukewarm a
reception from its small audience (47 people)
that Katzenjammer burnt the score and resolved henceforward to write his own libretti.
From contemporary accounts it seems that
this may have been a wise move. The libretto
of Die Liebe, by the polyglottal Hungarian
Plónk Barta, contained some rather oldfashioned moments ( or even quarters of an
hour)—for instance the 34 repetitions of the
words ' Mein Handschuh istauf den Fussboden
hinuntergefallen' by the Countess in Act 9
Scene 17. Katzenjammer's genius for condensation enabled him, even at this early stage
in his career, to cut down the repetitions to a
round ( or around: most accounts differ,
possibly due to having lost count) 30, yet despite this and similar economies the work
was thought over- long.
In 1842 the intrepid composer made his
way to Paris, perhaps feeling that he might
discover what he was doing wrong if he could
see what famous Parisian composers were
doing wrong at the same time. Unfortunately,
nothing of Meyerbeer's was being performed
during Katzenjammer's stay. He did, however,
manage to see La Vaisseau Fantôme, Pierre
Dietsch's setting of Léon Pillet's libretto about
the wanderings of the Dutch sea- captain Vanderdecken. Enraptured, the composer of Die
Liebe verboten rushed home and rapidly turned
out ( he was a fast worker) libretto and music
for Das Schiff des Hollanders, which was produced by Küstner in Berlin during February

of the following year. For some reason, this
met with no noticeable success, and was
withdrawn after two performances. With two
burnt scores now to his credit, the indomitable 67- year- old decided that his mistake had
been in seeking to emulate the work of other
men. From now, he vowed, he would see or
hear no more opera until he had completed
a magnum opus to astound the world.
Searching for possible literary sources for
a drama, he came across an edition of the
Nibelungenlied with illustrations by Cornelius
and Schnorr. Captivated by this legendary
material, he determined to write a grand
heroic opera ( later he coined the term KunstMusikspiel) on the death of Sifrid Fafnir'sbane from Chapter 16 of this classic, which
was to be called Sigurds Tod. Later he began
to feel the need to recount the events leading
up to Sifrid's encounter with Gunther, Prince
of the Nibelungs, and so sketched out Der
funge Sigurd in which Fafnir's slaying was
the central dramatic event. By what sudden
stroke of genius did it occur to Katzenjammer
that Brunhild, Queen of Iceland, could be
transformed into a Walkyrie? Who can say?
It is only known that at some point in the
1860s the composer turned his thoughts to a
larger structure, a series of five Kunst-Musikspielen (
trilogy with prologue and epilogue)
to be called Der Go/dung des Lencozwerges—
an enormous germinal process of development which would take, and indeed must take,
some 36 hours from Urwelt to Ragnarok.
The ' Elder Edda', the ' Prose Edda', the
Volsungasaga and the Nibelungenlied formed
the basis of the colossal cycle. In the prologue, or ' first night' work, Der Rheinring, the
wicked Lencodwarf Albricht ( derived from
the 13th- century French Auberon) steals the
Ring; in Die Valküren Brunhild steals it; in
Der funge Sigurd Sigurd kills Fafnir ( who has
since stolen it); in Sigurds Tod Hagen tries
to steal it but fails. Then, in Der Goiter Ende,
Albricht fights with Gunther over the Ring,
accidentally upsetting a paraffin heater—
Gunther's hall, being open at the back, was
presumably quite cold in winter—which sets
alight the hall, the woods, the mountains, the
Rhine, the world and finally the sky ( Fire

DISCOGRAPHY
PIANO MUSIC
Albumblatt für Brian (
Smith-Kovacevich)
Münchener Vielliebchen (
Kovacevich-Smith)
VOCAL
Die beiden Weiber (
lied) ( Fischer-Smith)
Das Liebesmahl der Apostel (
lied) (Smith-Dieskau)

Spon SCROT 12A3
Murtoyd ZAP 94
Smogriff NAFF 9
Elpin BLAT 43-41E

CHAMBER
Adagio for Clarinet and Strings (
mistakenly attrib. Wagner and/or Baermann)
(Boskovsky, Prinz)

Decca SPA 395

Double string Octet after Bellini (
transcribed for harmonica and flute by Reilly,
Galway) ( Galway, Reilly) .

ReGal SPOF 396 C)(4)
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Brigades either not yet having been invented,
or being on strike for more gold): thus
finishing off dwarfs, men, giants, dragons,
gods and, perhaps Katzenjammer was hoping
by now, other composers.
The première of this tremendous work took
place in 1875 at a temporary wooden theatre
in a meadow near Zürich, which Katzenjammer had planned to build as long ago as 1850.
The now arthritic but still determined old man
of 99, who would already have been a legend
in his own lifetime had anyone yet heard of
him, unveiled his stupendous Kunst-Musikspiel cycle on five successive nights, beginning March 28th. The audience, made up of
the general public and impecunious students,
applauded rapturously each of the first four
works. Then, on the final night, the misfortune which had dogged Katzenjammer's steps
in his other works struck again. The paraffin
heater having been overfilled, the stage fire
got out of hand. The wooden theatre quickly
caught alight and not only were Katzenjammer's sole copies of score and parts burnt
to the ground along with the building, but so
were all the performers, the audience and
even the music critics ( among whom, regrettably, Eduard Hanslick had been unable to
be present).
Katzenjammer survived, owing his life solely to the fact that he was standing, shyly, at
the very back of the auditorium and was able
to escape before the foyer caught fire— but
the incident shattered his health. A nervous
breakdown, from which he gradually recovered while staying with friends near the shores
of Lake Starnberg, precluded further composition until, in the following year, he determined to turn to the old European legend of
the Holy Grail. His sketches for Percivale
occupied him during the spring, and in the
summer of 1876 he decided to find some
quiet and unspoilt out-of-the-way retreat in
which he could complete the composition of
this, his final statement to the world. Therefore, in early August, he travelled to the little
town of Bayreuth.
After some shattering experience there,
Katzenjammer, composer of Die Liebe verboten, Das Schiff des Hollanders and Der Goldring des Lencozwerges, returned to his friends
at Lake Starnberg in December 1876, abroken
man. For the next 16 months he hardly spoke,
except during the occasional thunderstorm
(which seemed to have some power to rouse
his demolished mind), when he would rage
about plagiarists, bandits, common wagondrivers and Schweinerei who would steal a
man's best ideas. He died of a stroke ( and,
it may be, a broken heart) at the age of 102,
on Christmas Day, 1878
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An extension of the legend
Tannoy's dual concentric loudspeakers
have been used all around the world
by more recording studios for alonger
time than any other loudspeaker system.
What are the reasons for this?
Some of the technical reasons are
point source sound and phase
coherence for precise stereo imaging;
compression drivers for transient
attack; high efficiency for undistorted
amplifier performance- and much more.

But the most important reason of all is
the Tannoy sound. Tight, biting bass.
Lucid, shimmering highs. Finely etched
definition of the midrange.
Now we have anew range of dual
concentrics that incorporate technologies surpassing everything we've
built our reputation on.
And the sound they offer you today
will be the basis for even better
recordings tomorrow.

Hear the new Tannoy at
your Audio Specialist now.
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165 Chester
RRP £299 00

The Audio Specialists
who offer Tannoy have
been selected for their
ability and willingness to
help you make choices
about your entire system.
To match components to
speakers, and both to
your budget.
LONDON ,SOUTH ,SOUTH EAST
AND SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
Upton Electronics,
31. Torquay Road, Paignton
Management Electronics,
264, Old Chnstchurch Road.
Bournemouth
Hamilton Electronics,
35, London Road, Southampton
John Ham. 75-76, Manse! Street, Swansea
Sewards HiFi,
Friar Street, Reading
B. and B. HiFi,
Pnory Road, High Wycombe
Unique,
16. Queensmere, Slough
Aerco,
27, Chobham Road, Woking
M. O'Brien,
95, High Street Wimbledon,
London, SW.19
Landau Radio,
195-199, High Street, Sutton
HiFi General,
39, Bedford Hill, Balham, London, SW 12
South London HiFi,
210, Bnxton Hill, SW .2
Frampton Canteras,
90-92. Cornwall Street, Plymouth
Centre of Sound,
120, Notting Hill Gate. London, W.11
Martins of Chelsea,
Kings Road, Chelsea
Ellis Marketing,
5.7. Arlington Parade, Bnxton.
London, S.W.2

T185 Dorset
RRP £349.D0

K.J. Lesuresound,
48, Wiqmore Street. Londor, W.
27, Springfield Road, Harrow
278 High Streer, Uxbndge
101, St Albans Fcad, Watiord
Cavendish Sales,
317, Whitechapei Road. London, E.1
Berry's Radio,
319-320, Highl-b.bcm, London, WC 1
Craig HiFi,
47, Tohenharn Cour Road Liondnn.W.1
13, Sou -hStreet Fomford
Darby's,
St Peter's Shea St Albans
Kelley's Radio Ltd.,
High Street. Brertwood
New London Rc.ad, Chelmsford
Swan Walk:Bomford
Eas' Walk, Bashcon
Rush HiFi,
Cornhill. Chelmsford
Portograrn, High Stree:. Bane
Sevenoalcs HiFi,
118. London Road Sevenoaks
Chappells MUSIC Centre
50, New Bond Street, London, W
Harrods,
Knichtsbridge. aondon, WI
H.C. and C. Coppins,
131-137. Bellgrove Road.
Welling, Kent
Lincoln
271, High Street, Lincoln
NuSound,
82, High Holborn, London WI
376, Edgware Road, Loncbn, W.2
Nandos,
328. Edgware Road, London, WI
Southern Audio,
43, High Street, Eingsion-upon-Thames
Analog Audio,
849, High Road. Finchley
Sleaford HiFi,
5, Southgate Shopping Ce ntre.
Sleaford

T225 Mayfair
RRP £399.00

Unilet,
35 HtriStreet. New Malden
CHANNEL ISLANDS
Sound Engineering,
69 Kinc Street, St Helier, Jersey
NORTHERN IRELAND
J.S. Martin,
The Hi Fi Shop. 11, Lisburn Roac,
Belfast
SCOTLAND
Aberd€ en Radio.
11, Back Wynd, Aberdeen
Audio Aids,
52, George Street, Edinburgh
43/45. South Clerk Street. Edinburgh
Brysons,
7, Harni:ton Road, Motherwell
John McLachlan,
56. Old Sneddon Street, Paisley
McCormacks,
33, Bath Street, Glasgow
MIDLANDS AND THE NORTH
J.G. Windows,
1-7, Central Arcade.
Newcar tle-upon-Tyne, Tyne and Wear
Audio Projects,
45. Hea iingly Lane. Leeds
Tom S. Ford,
242. Pal k View, Whitley Bay
Tape Recorder Centre,
Kings Cross Street. Halifax
Saxons,
20-22. Waterloo Place, Sunderland
CMC., Audio Visual,
Keighley
Stuart Westmoreland,
67. St Peter's Street, Derby
Norman H. Field HiFi,
Albany House. Hurst Street,
Birmingham
Syd Booth,
Queen Street, Mansfield

TIMM

T145 Ascot
RRP £299.00
Barnsley HiFi,
40-42. Sheffield Road, Barnsley
Swifts of Wilmslow,
5, Swan Street. Wilmslow
Lloyd Paton Ltd,
34. Moorfield Walk, Urmston,
Manchester
Kirk Stereoelectronics,
203, St Gem ge's Road, Bolton
Armstrong Smith,
65, King Street. Wallasey
New Dawn HiFi,
1-3. Castle Street, Chester
Avon HiFi,
13, Wyle Coo. Shrewsbury
Midland HiFi,
1, Old Hall Street, Wolverhampton
Mays HiFi,
29, Churchgate, Leicester
Norman Audio,
51, Fishergate, Preston
R.S.C.,
13, Exchange Street. Sheffield
17, Shelton Square, Coventry
30-31, Great Western Arcade, Birmingham
16-18, County Arcade, Bnggate, Leeds
Leicester HiFi,
215-219, Melton Road, Leicester
Forum
Tivoli Centre, Coventry Road,
Birmingham
Unit 3-9. Longfellow Road, Coventry
600. Mansfield Road. Sherwood,
Nottingham
Hardman Radio,
1-4, Guildhall Parade, Preston
12-14 St. Mary's Gate, Manchester
26, Exchange Street East, Liverpool
19. Corporation Street. Birmingham
Bucklands,
41.49, London Road, Derby
Available at all branches of Laskys,
Principally at:
Tottenham Court Road
Bristol
Kingston
Glasgow
Manchester
Oxford
Croydon
Nottingham
Watford

The European Professionals
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR. Tel.: Penn 5221. Telex: 837116.
Prices per pair including VAT All loudspeakers supplied complete with grilles

WE REFUSE
TO DOUBLE OUR
PNCES 10 DE
TAKEN SENOUSLY.
Pickwick albums retail for only £1.35. Tapes tor
£1.95. Which sadly makes some people suspicious about
the quality of our recordings. If they ever actually listened
to one of our classical albums they would realise this just
isn't the case.
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Our Camden Classics range already offers awide
selection of over 50 records by outstanding musicians
and conductors. They are made to the same exacting
standards as full priced records and tapes. Even if we
tripled our prices, you wouldn't get better quality recordings.
To prove our point, we've just released the Pickwick
Limited Edition Collection. It spans awide musical range;
and each album costs only £1.35.
For the discerning collector of classical music,
Pickwick's Limited Edition Collection includes "20 Classical
Masterpieces" Side One performed by the distinguished
London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Vilem Tausky,
includes Debussy's "Clair de Lune" and the "Prelude to
Act 1" from Verdi's "La Traviata"
Side Two features some of the most beautiful music
ever written for the piano. Chopin's "Waltz in DFlat:
Dvorak's "Humoreske," and Brahms' "Waltz in AFlat" are
amongst the selection performed by Peter Katin.
Once you've heard "20 Classical Masterpieces"
you'll want to hear more. Take our Limited Edition
Collection and Camden Classics range seriously
at Woolworth, Boots, VV.H. Smith, Asda, Tesco,
Debenhams, Littlewoods, Co-ops, selected
branches of BHS and good record shops
and stores everywhere.
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Each record or tape is hmitectto not more than 250,000 copies

THE BEST FROM PICKWICK, CAMDEN.,
HALLMARK, MARBLE ARCH, CONTOUR, r DISNEYLAND.

Letters...
.about unavoidable subjectivity
From: Fred Pearce, Flat 1, Riversdale,
9 St. Anns Road, St. Anns, Trinidad,
West Indies.
Dear Sir, At last we seem to be getting some
truth in your technical reports by way of
consideration of the subjective effect of the
equipment under review. But let us not get
carried away with this ' objective vs subjective
argument'. I maintain that everything— including the objective— is actually subjective.
Objective measurements are meaningful within certain parameters only, and those parameters will be laid down by the ( subjective)
views of the person measuring. What these
measurements mean will be interpreted for
the less technical reader by the prejudices of
the reviewer. Subjectivity cannot be avoided.
Let us remember, too, that we are dealing
with nothing more than an illusion. Stereo
imagery is a trick played on us by our own
(subjective) hearing. Some people may be
more easily fooled than others.
It has taken me many months of experimentation with speaker position to place my
speaker boxes so as to obtain a good
stereo image and a central instrument location. At first the central positioning could
only be heard if Iclosed my eyes. Now, after
months of trying, Ican look at the blank wall
between the two speakers and see' the
centrally placed instrument or singer. Ihave
successfully trained my brain to ignore the
evidence of my eyes and rely exclusively on
the evidence of my ears.
On the other hand, having helped my father
set up a new stereo outfit to the satisfaction
of my ears, Ifind he cannot hear a central
image. Various speaker positions failed to
fill that hole- in- the- middle as far as he was
concerned. His brain refused to be fooled.
Currently I am having difficulty hearing
the reported effects of binaural sound. For
me, it still produces the ' inside- the- head'
sound that Ifind with any headphone listening, whether mono, stereo or binaural. My
brain is refusing to be fooled with this mode
of recording. Nevertheless, the recordings
sound more natural even if they are unnaturally placed inside my head.
Obviously, no two people hear alike. And
while the Quad experiment and tests by J. G.
Chadwick ( July issue) might prove that
'people' cannot tell 'the difference between
amplifiers, they do not explain the differences
that individual participants heard. Any individual listening to two different amplifiers ( or
speaker, or cartridges, etc) will be able to
hear adifference. All these tests have proven
is that the several individuals' reported differences have not been such as to provide a
consensus of opinion. They have failed to
prove that the individual cannot hear a difference, or only imagines that he hears a
difference.
But that is a dangerous word to use. We
know that stereo is trickery, so one can only
imagine he hears a centrally placed instrument!
Ibelieve you have hit upon the best way of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

reviewing in Noel Keywood's article on Ten
Pickup Cartridges. Here you have the objective lab tests, the scientific objective/subjective listening panel hearing unidentified equipment, plus the reviewer's purely subjectivebased- on- objective study. Who wants to can
read one part and ignore the others, while
people like myself will gaily devour it all and
wonder about the correlation.
As one of your correspondents recently
stated, we want to know what it sounds like.
That is what equipment reviewing must be
all about, and Noel Keywood has demonstrated that truth can be portrayed even if the
reader has to search for it and, in the final
analysis, comes up with his own brand of
truth.
Yours faithfully

. . . about demonstrations and
yardsticks
From: D. B. Whitley, 69 Ditton Court
Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7HF.
Dear Sir, Having visited both the Harrogate
and Cunard toy fairs, Ifind it disappointing
that so few exhibitors consider it necessary
to stage serious musical ( as opposed to
technological) demonstrations. Such demonstrations are possible, as proved by a small
number of manufacturers outside Olympia.
1 suppose this reflects the role that hi-fi
plays in many homes. During the many loudspeaker demonstrations which Iattended I
was disturbed to see the auxiliary equipment
attracting more attention than the music.
Some of the demonstrators looked very bored
indeed ( even on the first day at Harrogate!),
playing whole sides of indifferent pop vocal
LPs, occasionally shaking off sufficient
apathy to switch to adifferent pair of speakers.
On the positive side, Iwas impressed by
the presentation of the Shure, JR and B&W
demonstrations at Harrogate. In my opinion
the only realistic string tone to be heard at
the Cunard Hotel was from the Mordaunt
Short range of speakers ( it was interesting
to note that they all sounded similar, as good
speakers should); a visit to the Festival Hall
(Chicago SO/Solti) the same day confirmed
my beliefs.
Iwas not too happy about the strings being
reproduced through the Quad ELS—perhaps
Iam one of those people who just don't get
on with them. Icannot, therefore, help feeling
uneasy about the current practice of using
the Quad ELS as a yardstick when reviewing
speakers. Is the industry trying to achieve
a degree of clarity and stereo separation
never experienced in the concert hall for all
types of music? This is in conflict with the
aims of those composers who sought a
blend of different sounds ( Iknow, the Festival
Hall is far from perfect in this respect).
The Naim demonstration at the Cunard
Hotel produced a very brief burst of sound
which approached the proverbial ' window
into the concert hall' effect, but the presentation was so disorganised and fragmented
(two or three bars of music played on three
different turntables without any explanation
—`guess what we're doing now') that Iimpatiently walked out. I shall seek a better
demonstration of that system. Yours faithfully
Note:
See page 77 for some thoughts
prompted by the above two letters— Ed.
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. . . about clicks and water-marks
From: Timothy Gillham, St. Michael's
Vicarage, Poplar Walk, Croydon, Surrey.
Dear Sir, I found the article on record
pressing quality in your September issue
extremely interesting, and in line with my
own experience— much more so that asimilar
survey carried out by a rival publication. My
own pattern of record buying is comparable
with that of the authors, but there is one point
Iwould like to make, as I differ from the
authors in the particular record company I
would reserve my worst anathemas for.
EMI admittedly has a poor record ( sic!),
but whereas their defects are mostly of an
isolated nature and can be fairly successfully
eliminated on replacement, the continuous
background of clicks and pops on all Decca
recordings purchased ( in decreasing numbers) in the past four years drives me to
distraction. It is particularly annoying that
this does not seem to apply to their cheap
issues on the Eclipse label. Neither have I
found that this is improved in the least by
replacement. It seems to be connected with
a spider- web pattern of ' water- marks' on the
surface of the records, which don't appear
on those of other companies. As a result, I
no longer purchase Decca records—a great
annoyance, since two of the artists Imost
admire ( Sir Georg Solti and Joan Sutherland)
record exclusively for them.
My own feeling after an unsuccessful bout
of returns, to obtain a recording Iparticularly
want, is to ask why manufacturers don't consider a direct- to- customer service (factory to
home) at a premium price. Iwould willingly
pay double to be certain that when Itook the
record out of its sleeve Iwouldn't be on the
edge of the chair waiting for the next quiet
passage to be disfigured by aseries of noises
reminiscent of next door's cat in the dustbin.
Yours faithfully

.about hi-fi for millionaires
and school- teachers
From: A. R. F. Carter, 49 Lansdown Road,
Sittingbourne, Kent.
Dear Sir, Ihave read with interest your recent
supplement on recommended systems and
have again been struck by the painful truth
that true hi-fi seems to be slipping beyond
the financial grasp of your average reader.
Perhaps this is symptomatic of declining
economic conditions in our country, certainly
not helped by the writings of Mr. Paul Messenger about his latest £5000 hi-fi set-up.
Whom does he think HFN readers are? No
doubt they include a few wealthy plumbers
and bricklayers, but they also include a lot
of poor people like me ( in my case for having
been stupid enough to choose the teaching
profession despite my Oxford M.A.) for whom
the ability of some to command a salary able
to finance a £5000 hi-fi system makes me feel
like chucking- up my monthly HFNIRR subscription.
But Idigress. Your ' Which Hi-fi?' supplement failed to allow for the fact that the only
way for some people to afford real hi-fi
today is by DIY. The three unsung heroes of
modern quality budget hi-fi are Mr. Linsley
Hood, A. R. Sugden and Badger Sound Services. ( Iwould have included HFNIRR before
to page 143
129

THE ALTEC TANGERINE. IT GIVES YOUR CUSTOMERS ANATURAL HIGH.

It may not look like much, but this simple, innocentlooking disk brings you closer
to the fullest possible sound in
the high frequencies. Called
the "Tangerine' it's abrand
new patented radial phase
plug. And we're the only one who has it.
We build it into our high-frequency compression drivers on our Model 15 and 19 speakers. That's why
they sound more natural and as close to live sound as
you can get.

Circumferential Phase Plug

Tangerine Radial Phase Plug

get super-high efficiency and greatly extended highfrequency response. A much wider band of clear and natural highs, unbroken by any artificial barrier.
After filling in the highs, we created aunique dividing network for our Models 15 and 19. It has abuilt-in
dual-range equalizer so you can achieve variable equalization of mid and high frequencies. The combination of
adual-box design and tuned vent offers precise internal
volume and enclosure tuning. The outcome is an unheard-of
low frequency response: the best ratio of lower limit vs.
Sensitivity yet.
It's not surprising that all these improvements in
sound technology were made by Altec Lansing. The
name that's been the number one choice of professionals
for over forty years.
For our free, full- line catalog and the name of your
nearest Altec Lansing dealer. Write: Altec
Sound Products, Ltd., 17 Park Place, Stevenage, ALTEC
Nq
Hertfordshire, SG11DU, England.
L_ANSI

Until now, the old circumferential phase plugs put
up obstacles to high frequencies. By forcing sound
through evenly spaced slots, the plug developed its own
undesirable acoustic characteristics. Because the distances between slots were even, certain high frequencies
never made it through.
That's why we came up with abetter idea. Instead
of circumferential slots, we have radials.The prime number of the slots and the tapered distances between them
provide aclear path to high frequencies. As aresult, you

ALTEC LANSING.THE NUMBER ONE NAME
IN PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS IS COMING HOME
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Boyd Neel
Amongst the recent plethora
of direct- cut discs were two
on the Canadian Umbrella label
(UMB-DD6/9) which featured the
Toronto Chamber Orchestra playing Mozart and Bach under the
baton of Boyd Neel. Now that
name may not mean agreat deal to
anyone under 30, but older readers
will be sure to remember his
string orchestra which more or
less single-handedly rediscovered
both the string orchestra repertoire
and the music of the baroque. Neel
trained and practised as a doctor
but having always been interested
in music, in 1932 recruited students
from the Royal Academy and the
Royal College to form the 18 strong
Boyd Neel String Orchestra.
Acclaim came very quickly from
both public and critics, and was
followed by agreat deal of recording and concert activity. After
20 years of success Dr. Neel was
asked if he would become Dean
of the Royal Conservatory of
Music in Toronto (the orchestra
had always had strong connections with Canada). His recordings have been more- or- less
continuous, with releases
by
Deutsche Grammophon for instance, but the records haven't
been released in England, leading
to the impression that Neel had
retired. It was with interest therefore that Isaw his name on the
Umbrella records and accordingly
jumped at the opportunity to meet
him in London recently.
The majority of Boyd Neel
Orchestra recordings were, of
course, made when direct- cut was
the only way— he's no newcomer
to the process. ' Well Idid literally hundreds of 78s before the
war, but it's a nightmare when you
have to concentrate for 20 minutes,
compared to four as it was then,
and get it right. You can do everything beautifully for 19¡ minutes
and then somebody goofs and you
have to go right back to the
beginning— if there are three
short works, you have to do the
first two again as well as the last
one—the nervous strain is appalling. I know some people have
refused to make them but, being
stupid, I said 1 would.
We
got started off on this through
somebody I had worked with
at a summer school who had
suggested to Umbrella that Imake
these records. Stephen Staryk,

who was at that time returning
to Canada after his wanderings
round
the
world wanted
to
record
a concerto,
so they
thought " Well, we'll do the Bach
with him and make a complete
Bach record". I'm glad I did,
however, because I think the
sound is very good.
There's
another one to come yet that I've
made, an English one, with the
Britten Simple Symphony— of
which 1made the first recording in
1934, Ithink—and an air and jig by
Thomas Arne, and the Elgar
Serenade. Now that, Ithink, is the
best one of the lot-1hope they'll
bring it out very soon.'
The mention of Britten reminded
me that the Boyd Neel Orchestra
had given the first performance of
the Variations on atheme of Frank
Bridge; had that been written for
them? ' Yes, that was written for
me to take to Salzburg in 1937. Oh,
it amused me the other day; Isaw
some blurb about the LSO's
recent visit to Salzburg which
said they were the first English
orchestra ever to play in Salzburg!
Rubbish!
Memories are short,
aren't they? Britten was, of course,
absolutely unknown at the time.
Well, I say unknown— he was
known at the Royal College and
to a few intimates. He'd written
one or two pieces which had been
played in England but the Public
had never heard of him, and the
International Public didn't know he
existed. I'd been working with
Britten on some film music to
keep body and soul together ( as
we all have to) and in those days1don't know whether it's still the
case because, thank God, Idon't
have to do it any more— but in
those days you were shown 200 ft
of film at 8o'clock in the evening
and you had to come back at
8o'clock in the morning with the
full score all ready to fit and be
recorded. Very few composers
could cope with this, you see, but
Britten—this boy was introduced
to me as Benjamin Britten and I
said ' Oh yes, nice to meet you'
and had hardly any idea of who he
was apart from having heard an
early choral work—didn't seem to
be fazed in the least. 1 was
astounded at his facility, the way
he could go back home and
produce afull score by the following morning, for this film, which
was an awful film Iremember, a
sort of horror movie with Basil
Rathbone Iremember.

'Sir George Frankenstein—
Baron Frankenstein believe it
or
not— who
was
Austrian
Ambassador in London at that
time, had been to a lot of our
concerts and was a very musical,
very cultured man, and one day he
asked me to go and see him. I
went round, and he said that he'd
been listening to our work and
that he thought it was time his
people heard it in Austria; he was

thought it was impossible, of
course, and gave up any thought
of going.
But suddenly we
thought of this boy, who could
turn out scores overnight, turn
them out so quickly, and Ithought
"Dare I?" because it was an
absolute gamble, you know, it
might have been a disaster.
Anyway, I phoned him, he said
he'd love to do it, and in 10 days he
was on my doorstep with the
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going to recommend that we be
invited to play at the Salzburg
Festival in August 1937. ( This was
May, when Isaw him.) Icouldn't
believe it was true. The hallowed
ground of the Vienna Philharmonic
where no foreign orchestra had
played ever— not just an English
but any foreign orchestra, in those
days. He called about a week
later, and he said " I've been on to
Vienna, and they're very pleased
with the idea, and there are some
conditions attached: you must
give aconcert entirely of British
music and you must give the
world premiere of aBritish work."
'I thought we'd had it! Iwent
back and told the orchestra, there
were groans from all sides and we

ASign
of Better
Things

EMI choose Stanton

EMI wanted areference monitor to check all
equipped with aStanton 681 series cartridge.
stages of record production. They chose Stanton.
His aim: to achieve an exact copy of the
From the cutting rooms where they check the
original tape. Obviously, acartridge of very high
accuracy of the first cut, through to the production
quality is vital. Obviously, Stanton is the answer.
at the factory where batch testing is done to check
Stanton - the choice of professionals
for faults, Stanton is the choice of the professionals
throughout the world - in radio stations, recording
at EMI.
companies and record libraries, offer the home
Nowhere is this more important than in the
audiophile arange of professional cartridges
disc cutting room at Abbey Road where Stanton
including the 881S Stereohedron,-the 681 incfividually
cartridges are used for comparison between the
calibrated series, the 680 Reference range and the
master tape and the lacquer The transfer engineer,
500 Broadcast series.Whatever your need, Stanton
Chris Blair, plays back the lacquer on aturntable
have the perfect cartridge.
STANTON-the choice of professionals
United Kingdom-Wilmex Ltd.-Compton House- New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE-Tel. 01-949 2545
Belgium-Luxembourg - ETN. De Greef - Steenweg OP Alsemberg 367-1180 Brussel - Tel. 02/345.39.18
Denmark - Hagen Olesen -NY.
Strandvei 28- 3050 Humlebaek-Te1.103119 14 47
Finland - Oy R. Vikstrom Ltd .- Ulvilantie 29/4 - 00350 Helsinki 35 - Te1.451 647
France - Delta Magnetics- 41. Quai des Martyres de la Resistance- 78700 Gonflans - Tel. 972 6981
Germany - Thorens Geratewerk Lahr GmbH - Eichgarten 6-7630 Lahr - Te1.10782117025
Greece - '< motet hniki 0 E. - Stournara 47- Athens- Tel. 360 6998
Holland - Audioschot By- Nieuw - Loosdrechtsedyk 107- Loosdrecht -Tel 10215813706
Italy - Societa Itiliana Telecomunicazioni Siemens spa.- 20149 Milano p. ie Zavattan 12 - Tel. 4388
Norway - 1.M. Feiring A/S - Nils Hansens vel 7- Oslo 6 - Te1.102168 63 60
Spain- Mabel SDAD. LTDA - Ripolles. 84 - Barcelona - Tel. 235 4000
Sweden - EL FA - Radio & Television AB - S-17117 Solna, Sweden - Tel. 08/730 07 00
Switzerland - Thdens Franz AG - Hardstrasse 41-5430 Wettingen - Tel. 056 26 28 61
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r ,would like to know more about the choice of professionals like
EMI. Please send me the Stantoncatalogue and stockisHtIist.

Name
Address
My record deck is a
Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden,
. Surrey KT3 4DE. Tel. 01-949 2545.

whole work sketched out. He
played it through to me on the
piano and in 6 weeks the entire
work was finished and scored;
he only altered one bar after that.
We had a rehearsal and played it
through. Frank Bridge also came
along, the two of them were there,
and we all saw that it was a
masterpiece.
We took it to
Salzburg and Britten was on the
international map in one night!
It
was
wild—all the
Vienna
Philharmonic were there, you
know, and they stood and cheered
afterwards; wanted to know who
this composer was.
We had
taken Leon Goossens with us, and
he played the Rutland Boughton
oboe concerto; we had played
Elgar's Introduction and Allegro
and a Purcell chaconne, but the
Britten was the work that really
caused the sensation.'
Britten
also wrote the 18- part Prelude and
Fugue for you, didn't he? Yes, it
was a wonderful tenth birthday
present for the orchestra. We did
the first performance of course,
the first performance of the
Variations, first performance of
Les Illuminations with
Sophie
Weiss in 1940 (the complete work
—I think two of the songs had
been done before by Peter Pears
somewhere). But I've certainly
been associated with Britten right
from the beginning, and Istill play
the Variations.
Why had he decided to accept
the Toronto offer in 1952?, Iasked.
'Well the orchestra had achieved
all it set out to achieve— it had
played everywhere in the world, it
had recorded the whole of its
repertoire pretty well, and there
was nothing left to do except keep
at the top. All sorts of other
groups, of course, wanting to be
in on the bandwagon, were starting up, all subsidised by their
respective governments, which
really was competition for us—we
only had atiny grant from the Arts
Council.
I also felt that the
touring was getting me down:
from airport to hotel to concert
hall to airport to hotel, all over the
world, year in, year out—you have
no time to think about music, you
can never learn anything new, you
haven't time, you see. So when I
was offered the job Isaid 1would
go for 8 months of the year—
which Idid for some years—and
come back here for 4 months to
make recordings and to take the
orchestra on tour. Itook them on
tour in Europe right up to 1964.
'But after that it got a little
hectic because so much was
happening over on the other side.
Luckily Iwas given the chance to
build a wonderful music building
in Toronto, which was the by of
my life ( and still is), containing an
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

opera, aconcert hall, an electronic BBC started buying one or two
music studio—you can imagine, and those were the only playable
it's ajust wonderful place, and that ones in existence.
As I say
took up a lot of my time. The though, the museums had them
orchestra went on under Charlie and gradually, as the revival took
Groves for a bit, Anthony Collins root, the harpsichord came back.'
and various people, and it still
The musicology, as well, was in
exists on tape.
People say it its infancy in those days. From
became the Philomusica, but it where had he got his performing
never did anything of the sort. The editions? ' Oh,
we did them
Boyd Neel Orchestra Ltd. company ourselves....' You went to the
started in 1938 and is the possessor British Museum....? ' Oh gosh,
of the title Boyd Neel Orchestra— did we! All of us copy, copy, copy,
wherever I am, the Boyd Neel there was no Xerox in those days
Orchestra exists. Icould start it and every note had to be written
again tomorrow if Iwanted to.'
down. Do you know, when we
When he was starting the revival started rehearsing in 1932, people
in small scale music, he quite said we were crazy because there
happily mixed Vivaldi and Handel were only 10 pieces that a string
with Britten, Stravinsky and Elgar. orchestra could play. Well, in 1932
How did he feel about the idea there were only 10 pieces because,
now that an ensemble should apart from the fact that there
specialise in the music from quite weren't any string orchestras, the
a restricted period? Oh, Ithink big orchestras, the Symphonies,
it's awful. Ithink it's awful for never played these works because
the players and awful for the it was uneconomical— half their
audiences, because Ithink I'd go people would be sitting doing
mad, absolutely crackers, if Ihad nothing. If they did play them,
to play Vivaldi all my life. Iwas they played them with 80 strings,
very much influenced by Nadia which sounded ludicrous, so the
Boulanger, you see; she would works were never played.
Of
mix Stravinsky and Monteverdi course, when we played them—
and, of course, she conducted the people today can't remember or
orchestra very often. A wonderful realise—they came with the force
person, we went to Paris every of a new work, When we played
year to play, and she had a big Handel's Opus 6-1 think two of
influence on what we did. Ithink them had been sometimes played
that you should have a catholic on 80 strings— but when we
taste if you're amusician— naturally played the whole 12 on 18 strings
you play some things better than it was like a new composition.
others, everybody does— but to However,
Vivaldi
wasn't even
play all this baroque stuff which is heard of when we played the Four
churned out-20 Corelli concertos Seasons, but now they're played
on one album—who on earth is 8 times a night and Ithink that's
ever going to listen to them? You going too far.'
may be sure 19 are pretty poor!'
He had expressed similar sentiI volunteered the point that ments in the 1950 book about the
the scholarship required to play predominance of the ' Five Works'
correctly is such that you don't in London concerts. ' Well Ithink
have time to do anything else. the situation is about the same. I
'Well, that's
rubbish
too.
I was looking at the Festival Hall
remember when an orchestra said programmes the other day— it's
they were going to play the works all the same old stuff. The only
exactly as they were written. They different thing I saw that would
had a lot of Corelli bows made, if interest me to go and hear in
you please, which cost them I a whole week's works was a
don't know how many hundreds of Glazunov symphony, but all the
pounds. Of course, it sounded rest of it, Beethoven 7, Brahms 3,
exactly the same and it was just is just the old, old stuff. There is
money down the drain!' In his more Mahler now; there never used
book (The Story of an Orchestra— to be Mahler but I think that's
Vox Mundi, 1950) he wrote that he about the only difference one
would rather play the Handel notices. It's the same old stuff
Op. 6 Concerti Grossi with a churned out. And why all these
piano or no piano rather than not orchestras in London; how do
play them at all. ' You see in those they all keep going? They all
days, in the 1930s, harpsichords seem to play 24 hours aday, 7days
hardly existed—only in museums a week, recording, concerts and
with the strings all hanging out. whatever, but you know, other
You can hardly realise it, can you, cities do very well on one orchesnow—the conditions when we tra, or perhaps two at the most.
started. There was, Ithink, one Even New York only has one and
harpsichord that Tom Gough had, one at the Metropolitan. There are
which could play in tune and others, ad hoc groups, but why
which was usable. There just seven or eight London orchestras,
weren't any harpsichords until the counting Covent Garden?
It's
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absolutely ridiculous. There aren't
enough people in the world to
listen to that. If they were playing
new works, then it might be justifiable. I'm afraid it's Beecham's
fault, a lot of it, because 3 or 4 of
them were his, which he threw to
the wolves, and there they were,
didn't know what to do, except to
go on playing— which they did.'
We started talking about further
projects, including an imminent
autobiography, which will have
a comprehensive discography
detailing all his Decca 78 recordings and generally discussed
recording quality, at which point
Dr. Neel added acomment that the
only significant step forward in
recording technology was the
invention of electrical recording
in 1927! However, he had to leave
at that point to take a rehearsal at
the Royal Academy of Music,
from where he had got some of his
first
players
some 46
years
previously. The work, not unnaturally, was the Frank Bridge
Variations!
John Atkinson

Elmer Bernstein
One of the frequent mishaps about
film music is that people immediately remember a film, its stars,
even the director, but the music is
usually overlooked and largely
forgotten.
Mention
an
Elmer
Bernstein score, though, and you
find the reverse happens: The
Man
With
The
Golden
Arm,
Magnificent Seven, Walk on The
Wildside, Great Escape, Hawaii.
immediately some music, atheme,
is remembered. This prolific composer has, in the last 28 years,
scored over ninety films, received
one of those coveted ' Oscars' and
written for countless documentaries. Recently he supplied an
excellent working score for the
TV Drama: Captains and the Kings.
Bernstein was born in New York
City in 1922 and from an early age
showed obvious gifts in composition. It was from this that he
turned to a career as a concert
pianist, interrupted by the Second
World War during which he
served with the Air Force and,
incidentally, worked for a while
with the Glenn Miller Air Force
Band. After the war he returned
to the concert platform, but a
dissatisfaction with this kind of
life encouraged him back towards
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Incantations, the netv double
album from Mike °leeld.
The waiting over.
The music's just beginning.

Iubular Itt II% Picture DSc ( Limited E(Iition)
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Meanwhile RCA had sensed a
musical composition. In 1950 he
scored his first film Saturday's possible market and the first of
Hero. Of this period he says: '
I their ' Classic Film Scores' was
never had any idea of becoming a released in 1974. To the surprise
film composer, I just enjoyed of everybody it went to the top of
doing the film and intended to the American LP charts. Many
considered it awelcome lift to the
continue my present career'.
Over the next five years he flagging market, but Bernstein was
Idon't think there
scored a dozen more pictures. not so sure. '
Then in 1955 he became involved was a boom in film music so to
with de Mille's The Ten Command- speak, Ijust think record companies
ments. '
I had been engaged to were aware of this limited market.'
write some little chants and By 1978 the collection had over
dances— it was all simply on aday- 25,000 members, yet Bernstein had
to-day basis.' Instead, he went on concentrated on film music not
to complete the entire picture. generally known, or even recorded.
On the dozen albums so far
The
score
is
breathtakingly
'visual', with opulent and moving produced Bernstein has excavated
themes that aptly characterise the a mine of rich and valuable movie
people and events of the times. music. Miklos Rozsa's Young Bess
Also that year The Man With the — a splendid score; Alex North's
Golden Arm was released; the exciting Viva Zapata; and Alfred
poignant Wuthering
film's jazz riffs and motifs fairly Newman's
detonated from the screen like a Heights are just a few.
As well as the dual role of
kind of tidal wave.
and
producer,
Some years ago the ' Elmer conductor
Bernstein Film Music Collection' Bernstein was already heavily
was started. ' The collection was subsidising the venture; it was a
started by accident. Ihad written gesture he felt necessary: ' Iwould
an article for a magazine and in be happy just to break even; the
the course of the article Imade the ideal situation is to have enough
odd comment that it was a pity so club members, then hopefully it
many film scores had never been could go on forever.'
Bernstein had frequently been
recorded. Ithought it would be a
good idea if somebody did some- approached by the larger record
thing about it. To my surprise, by companies to market his collecWhen
Warner
Bros
return I got over 1,500 letters tion.
saying ' please do what you can'. approached him, he felt the
Several years went by before moment was perhaps right. ' The
Bernstein felt ' the prospective tie-up with Warners is an experimarket was big enough to pro- ment for them and for us. At first
ceed in an economic way'. The Iwas afraid to hand over too much,
first two albums were released: feeling that if it did not prove
Steiner's A Summer Place and viable enough for them, they would
Franz Waxmans The Silver Chalice. abort it. If that does happen we
Bernstein paid for the orchestra would continue on our own.'
Earlier in the year Bernstein was
and processing of the albums—
at that stage they were still for recording in this Country with the
RPO. This is a double album of
private membership only.
Letters continued
you started employing the new generation of
overpaid hi-fi whizz- kids.) Let me quote a
system which sounds, if not like a million
dollars, then certainly like £5000.
Cartridge: AKG P8E ( approximately £38)
(recommended by A. McK. in
the last supplement)
Arm:
SME 3009, Mk II ( approximately
£44)
Turntable: Connoisseur BD1 kit in matching plinth ( approximately £30).
(Will the Linn Sondek lobby
kindly sit down, Iam not listening!)
Amp:
Linsley Hood 75 kit from Powertran (approximately £ 100)
Speakers: Fris KEF Dalines, by courtesy of
HFNIRR and Badger ( approximately £60 each)
Tuner:
Nikko FAM 300 or latest equivalent ( approximately £70)
Total:
Approximately £410
That is my hi-fi set-up and it is the envy of
all my friends ( including one electronics engineer). The change it leaves me from £5000
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film music by Dimitri Tiomkin, including Gunfight at OK Corral, High
Noon and The Egyptians, and if the
takes that Iheard are typical, we
have atreat in store. Other scores
out or due out from Warner Bros
are To Kill a Mocking Bird/Bernstein, The Ghost of Mrs Muir/
Bernard Hermann, and B for
Bhagadl Miklos Rosza.
Patrick Batten

CRD
Continental Record Distributors
have, we regret to see, announced
their liquidation. This means that
imported labels hitherto handled
by CRD will probably not for the
present be available here until
another British distributor can be
found. ( Unfortunately, this includes a Calliope record reviewed
on p. 168 of our November issue,
and will probably apply also to the
two OUP records on page 181.
CRD's own record label will continue to be available through
Selecta Limited. Cathedral say
they will be distributing their own
products in future from 89-90 High
Street, Eton, Berks. Their prices
remain ;I:lc:banged and there is no
extra charge for postage.

The 50 Mozart
Symphonies!
Christopher Hogwood's Academy
of Ancient Music have been making a name with their original
instrument recordings
of the
baroque repertoire which have
been noteworthy for both the
standard of performance and
scholarship and the quality of the
recording. It seemed only natural
that they should extend their activi-

ties into more recent music and
at a recent reception, Decca
announced a new L'Oiseau -Lyre
project for the Academy to record
the complete Mozart symphonies
over a 3-4 year period. The symphonies will be issued in sets corresponding to the locations for
which they were composed and
the edition used is the New Complete Mozart.
Now if you are scratching your
head and wondering why the Jupiter has been numbered 41 up to
now, the series will be including
a number of hitherto neglected
works but discarding the four symphonies now known to be spurious. On hand for musicological
advice will be Dr Neal Zaslaw of
Cornell University, an acknowledged authority on late eighteenth
century performing practice and
the production team includes the
tried and tested team of Peter
Wadland, Raymond Ware and
John Dunkerley. We await the
first set, comprising the middle
period Salzburg works and recorded in the Church of St. Paul's
near Amos Grove, with interest
especially as the series will use an
orchestra as near as possible to
the orchestra for which Mozart
wrote with, for instance, bassoons
doubling cellos, timpani whenever
trumpets are used and a harpsichord or fortepiano continuo. Low
pitch will be the order of the day
as will the avoidance of equal
temperament and raised leading
notes. As Zaslaw puts it '... the
ensemble will be construed in all
its elements as an early- 18th century orchestra which has evolved
forward in time, rather than a 19th
century ensemble which has been
stripped of a few anachronistic
excrescences'.

helps pay for my down-market house and the
occasional visit to the cheap seats at the
RFH and Covent Garden. Thetrue benefactors
of modern hi-fi are the Linsley Hoods and
Frises of this world, who share their designs
free of royalty with their fellow music- lovers
in the interests of cheap quality hi-fi, rather
than the overpaid electronic merchant princes
to whom Ifeel you give too many column
inches today.
Yours faithfully

Ibelieve, Sir, that in this country one may
elect to be known by whatever name one
wishes, and that becomes one's legal name.
Consequently, the retention of the German
spelling by the Moiseiwitsch family—one by
which there are many who have known and
loved the great pianist for years— is surely a
privilege that you have no right to deny them.
Your statement that ' your' spelling is the
'more conventional anglicised' one is patent
nonsense: convention implies normal usage
—Moiseiwitsch has been and, I trust, will
remain, Moiseiwitsch.
.about witsch Moiseivich
My own name, like yours, is frequently subFrom: Paul Bowen, 90 Summer Road,
jected to misspelling, but Iput that down to
Thames Ditton, Surrey KT70QP
ignorance, or illegibility, and shrug it off, but
Dear Sir, Over the years I suppose that I
Iwould be very angry indeed if you sought
should have become inured—or brainwashed?
to tell me that Ishould spell it ' Boen'.
—into accepting the rather strange spellings
Yours, as much in sorrow as in anger,
that you adopt for transliterations from the
Yours faithfully
Cyrillic into the Roman alphabets. However,
Note:
Bloody
but
unbowed—and
with due
on page 109 of the October issue you go too
respect to the late pianist's family— we would
far!
refer Mr. Bowen to ' Groves Dictionary', where
Not content with persisting with a' y' ending
our spelling is used for the main entry, the
for Rachmaninoff, despite his often expressed
family us'age being explained in afootnote. Our
preference for the ' fi' spelling, your treatment
footnote was based on that footnote—Ed.
of Moiseiwitsch borders on the arrogant.
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FREE.
THE £13,965
• BOOK.

If this sounds like the bargain of the century, let us also
sound awarning. A book crammed with Trio's hi-fi
goodies is not to be entered into lightly.
Admittedly, it's unlikely you'll spend £13,965 on every
piece of equipment we've got, but might not our new
\
quartz turntable (at £450)
tempt you?
Perhaps our new receiver
might do the seducing.
Or our three head Dolby
\, cassette deck.
\
Don't say we didn't
warn you.
To: B. H. Morris and Co (Radio) Ltd., Dept. C,
Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley,
Middx. HAO 1SU.

Ihave awill of iron. How can you possibly hope to I
seduce me with ahi-fi catalogue? But please try
Name
Address
HFNI2

_J
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R
Peter Gammond
perches in sombre
'grey eminence' at the
rear, while Leonard
Bernstein and his
cohorts battle with a
playback problem.
What do musicians
and producers feel
about critics ( who may
later flay them)hovering
around like this at
recording sessions?

iewe

UI

Peter Gammond

going into philosophic detail let
BEFORE
us briefly define the perfect record—in a

totally disinterested frame of mind. The perfect record naturally implies a perfect performance. Of course, this is where the opinion
of the local plumber is as valid as the famous
critic's, as it is he who will be getting very
little change for a fiver while the critic will
gel his copy free. But nevertheless a perfect
or, if there can never be such athing, a near
perfect performance on record will offer that
same thrill of rightness, of all things moving
together, of a magical capturing of the spirit
of the music that one hopes for in real life—
the sort of happening that everyone wishes
would materialise but which no one can
guarantee, even with the greatest musicians
in the world involved. It is a rightness that
must override critical prejudices and possibly
even persuade us against our will.
The extra problem that arecorded performance has to surmount is that a misplaced or
wrong note is not really permissible. Glorious
performances are possible in the concert
hati or the opera house with mishaps a- plenty.
There they are forgotten and excusable; but
not on record. The perfect record will have
perfect sound. This again is open to personal
opinion, but at least we expect absolute
clarity so that we hear everything that the
composer intended to let us hear or, within
his limitations, allowed us to hear. We shall
want to hear it in a close approximation of
reality, rightly spaced, rightly distanced. We
don't really want to hear noises that are noth-
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ing to do with the music: electronic hum, tape
hiss, and certainly not the notorious clicks
and pops that are particularly prone to happen at the quietest, most enraptured moments.
We expect our disc to be flat and clean and
well protected, encased in a sleeve which is
a monument of good taste with an alluring
picture on the front and accurate and instructive notes on the back. We appear to ask
little but the obvious; but we are, in fact, asking a hell of a lot.
Because a record is a reasonably permanent item that we shall hope to listen to on
countless occasions, the critic and public
have every right to be highly critical. Nothing
but the very best ought to be offered for sake
—but it will be for countless reasons. It is
not suggested for one moment that anyone
sets out to make a record with anything but
the best intentions, and most professional
musicians take a deep pride in offering their
best. Leaving aside matters of taste, how do
they hope to achieve it? The best chances
of perfection lie, perhaps, in the recording of
something like the Bach suites for solo cello
or violin. For much of the time the soloist
is recording a single note. Yet on the other
hand he is at the greatest peak of strain in
such music. He is open, exposed, vulnerable, and the music is fiendishly difficult.
Professionalism implies an ability to interpret fully with an assured technique, but even
the most professional musician in the world
suffers some degree of tension when faced
with that dreadful monster, the microphone.
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STAX
WeSpeakTheluth

Speak
the
Truth
The Stax SRX Mark 3
Speaking the truth is the aim of the Stax
Company. Over forty years of development have
made Stax electrostatic earspeakers acknowledged
by critics worldwide as the most accurate.
And the most discerning critics have chosen
the SRX Mark III with its separate energiser.
At £ 174 it's way ahead of the competition.
When you place these incredible earspeakers
over your ears, you suddenly enter another world.
A world where sound is unbelievably pure.
Free of all distortion.
Totally accurate.
For music lovers who take their music
seriously, these earspeakers are truly in aclass of
their own.
Listen.
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You just have to listen.
The Stax range of earspeakers include the
Sigma (£259), the SR5 (£ 112) and the SR44 (£76).*
Also available are the Stax UA7 pick-up arms.
For free leaflet and list of stockists, please write to:
l'uccare

,lIgguledandinclu(lesurpivelpproprimeencrgiçing

unhand vATe

'lease send me the latest literature on the Stax range of
rearspeakers
and the UA7 pick-up arms.
Min- 11
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BIM MIMI SIMM

NAME
ADDRESS

HFNI2

Wilmex Ltd., Stax Division, Compton House,
New Malden, Surrey KT3 41)E Tel: 01-949 2545
am.
ma mum aim
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have tried to conduct, to have composed and,
above all, in the case of record reviewers, to
have produced records. So long as their
failure is not too souring, it is better to have
some insight than none at all.
The circumstances of record reviewing are
not always ideal. A fairly quick decision is
generally required. This almost certainly
means that there is not time to compare with
detailed thoroughness, let us say, six or
seven versions of an opera. The critic must
rely to some extent on his past experience
and his instinct. This is where reviewing
becomes intertwined with personality, and
the better the reader knows his critic the more

"))

interpretation of a vastly experienced and
accomplished conductor is wrong?
The
proper course is simply to point out where
he feels there is a failing, and give clear reasons. Back on the critics' side, there are
such
devastatingly tasteless
recordings
around by artists of international repute that
one can only charitably suppose that famous
musicians have their income-tax and health
problems as well. And one wonders how
many record company executives dare say
to the great maestro: ' You have made a bad
record; we will not issue it.'
It is certainly safer to commit broad generalities to print; but it is more helpful to give
a concrete example.
I must risk eternal

he will know of his quirks and failings. The
emnity, and beg forgiveness, in quoting actual
real hazards are, firstly, that critics are bound
names and numbers; but the deed must be
to have preconceptions. Spend your life lisdone. Let us take one short orchestral extening to versions of Schubert's 9th and you
cerpt and try to make some valid comparisons.
must have some vision of an ideal—and probably some version in mind that comes closest •Itake something which Ihave always found
a special delight, a ' lollipop', in Beecham's
to it. Along comes a new recording which,
useful categorisation, yet one which has
on first hearing, neither complies with the
substance and craftsmanship in its make-up
ideal nor ousts the old favourite. Like branand which creates special problems. The
dies, recordings tend to improve with age,
piece Ichoose is a short and delicately writand it is quite possible that after a while the
ten Intermezzo ( or Prelude to Act 2) from the
new recording will assert its claims and its
incidental music which Richard Strauss
point of view will be better appreciated. By
wrote for Molière's Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
the time it comes back as a reissue the rein 1918. It is agood example, for my recorded
viewer may well find himself wondering what
acquaintance with it is almost an ideal illushe found wrong with it in the first place.
tration of the quandaries Ioutlined above.
It is this fluid situation that makes reviewThe music first came to my delighted attening difficult, particularly as the first duty of a
tion in 1952 as one of the earliest Decca LPs
monthly record reviewer is implicitly to make
a clear recommendation. If a reviewer has a with a performance by the Vienna Philharmonic conducted by Clemens Krauss ( Decca
vague dislike of the recording he hears, he
LXT 2756)—a mono recording of course. As,
then has to formulate some explicit reasons.
at that time, Ihad no comparisons to make,
His carpings, any carpings, have a tendency
Iwas so taken by both the music and the
to give an over- exaggerated hostility, and
handling of it that my impression of the work
what may well be a perfectly good and legiwas more or less fixed for all time. The retimate effort in its own right is branded as
cording was an extraordinarily good one at
being not quite so good as it might be; which
that time and sounded magical on my newly
is irritating to the company and the interacquired long-playing record equipment. If it
preters.
Not only must the critic guard
now sounds a little edgy and hollow, this
against this comparative over- statement, but
does not diminish the merits of its excephe must also guard against being over- enthutional clarity and musical impact. The instrusiastic when something comes along which
ments still sound natural and every thread
deserves a welcome because it fills a gap or
of the light but intricate scoring is heard.
satisfies his own collectors' desires. The
Krauss gives the music a waspish gracefulsame Schubert reviewer might well feel that
ness that pays tribute all the time to the inspirhe must give a warm welcome to the first
ational forces of Lully and Molière, acorrectly
recording of a Schubert opera, if only to
archaic dance rhythm with a sharp modern
encourage the recording company to pursue
flavour, poised and flexible yet never losing
the venture. The critic must also make sure
the underlying rhythmic basis. Such was its
that the days he spends listening to recordimpact that Icould not imagine any doubt
ings and writing about them are not otherwise
ever creeping in that this was the way to
sullied by a headache or an income-tax deplay it. As an incidental point of interest,
mand. On those days when nothing seems
the timing was three minutes and nine
particularly good it is best to put the records
seconds. This recording is not at present
aside. If such a day arrives when everything
listed as available, but Imust mention it as
seems all right he should write his reviews
it will never be deleted from my shelves.
as quickly as possible.
Other recordings that came and went inThe question of how far a critic should go
is a vital one. Should he arm himself with a cluded aperformance of incredible lumpiness
and grumpiness by Reiner which never apscore and stopwatch and criticise every deviproached the Kraussian grace; a reading that
ation? He should certainly be on the sharp
sounded like a reasonably 'good first runlookout for bad tape joins, missing notes,
through by the Chamber Orchestra of Lausintrusive traffic noises. But otherwise Ibeanne under Desarzens; and apleasant though
lieve he should be trying, as far as possible,
slightly over- sardonic version under Leitner.
to see and understand the interpreter's point
Krauss remained unassailable.
of view. Who is he, indeed, to say that the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Reaching the stereo age, there came a new
version from the VPO, this time under Lorin
Maazel ( Decca SXL 6304). You would scarcely have believed it was the same orchestra.
The approach was heavier, less rhythmical,
less graceful. The lush cello counter- melody
that underlines the main tune, so pointful
with Krauss, now disappeared in a welter of
other sounds. It would do at a pinch, but its
possessor would know nothing of the work's
potential humour and grace. It was certainly
no slower, clocking up three minutes and five
seconds. So here was the classic situation
with the reviewer constantly pushing the
reader back to an old 1952 mono recording.
Not so long ago Strauss' own 1930 recording of the work with the Berlin Staatsoper
Orchestra was reissued by Polydor. Ah, one
thought, now we shall hear the definitive performance by the composer. The surprise
was akin to the mild shock of sitting on the
lavatory without the seat down. Could any
composer possibly see so little in his own
achievement as to perform it with such ponderous insensibility, like aman with awooden
leg dancing an old-fashioned waltz? The
sound was naturally rough, but the performance was even rougher and some indication
of its plodding nature is indicated by atiming
of three minutes and twenty-four seconds.
By this time I was mentally closing the
books and never expecting any further revelation. Then along came that magnificent
series of Strauss recordings by the Dresden
Staatskapelle under Kempe. In the first box
(SLS 861) there was a revelatory performance
of the piece in question. It was certainly not
like the Krauss, and the Lully/Molière spirit
was no longer uppermost. With pointed
phrasing and acareful underlining of Strauss'
orchestral tricks it became far more a piece
of music of the 20th century. But at last somebody had found a new rightness, a way of
doing things that made emotional sense, a
balance—a rightness, even if not the old
rightness. Furthermore, there was a superb
recording to bolster it all; as clear, as fullbodied as the old Decca, but with the new
refinement and warmth of afirst-class stereo
recording. All at acomparatively skittish time
of two minutes, fifty-eight seconds, but not
seeming atall rushed. My allegiance to Krauss
is unshattered. Istill believe his was the best
of all; but at least Iam let off the hook by the
fact that the Krauss is not at present available
and that there is a worthy new contender
whose approach is impressive and satisfying
on its own terms.
Ihave stated my case in this respect, but I
wonder if it still leaves some doubts and dissatisfactions. My case is a considered one
but I wonder about the claims of Maazel,
Leitner, Desarzens, Reiner and the rest who
presumably believed their versions to be the
right ones. Or even the composer, turning in
his grave! Were they right and am Iwrong?
Were they the victims of circumstances
beyond their control? My friends, there is
only one answer. You can take my advice or
leave it. You can consider me a sage or a
fool. The choice is yours!
•
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More kids wish for
Koss stereophones than any other
headphone. ,S
Santa Claus
Audio Expert
North Pole
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Nearly every letter I

receive at the North Pole

direct-contoured
Pneurnalitee ear cushions

wishes for Koss stereo-

create agentle yet perfect

phones...
May all their wishes

seal for flat, low bass

come true. And, they can.

bility as well as sealing out
ambient noise. And the

response to below audi-

Because they're wishing
for the world's most asked

unique Koss dual suspension headband makes
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ever since Koss invented
the stereophone, Koss has
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Things IHear

was splendidly taken by Robert Lloyd, whose
solo record of English sea songs ( HMV) I

Arthur Jacobs

TIPPETT'S Fourth Symphony, to which I
referred above, was commissioned by the

HAD NOT expected to be offered chamat 3.45 p.m. in Glasgow. But when

I
I pagne

saluted recently.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, so it is not
surprising that theirs will be (as Ilearn) the

Iwent to a Saturday ma tinee performance of first recordi ng. It will be interesting to discover what Sir Georg Solti, in collaborat ion
Sc ottish Opera's production of Verdi
with the composer, has now decided about
Simone Boccanegra, Iwas pressed during the
the part in the orchestra given as 'windinterval to join in a celebration. It was the
machine'. Igather that it was intended as a
third anniversary of the reopening of the
similation of human breath and tha t the comTheatre Royal as the opera company's home.
poser has since suggested a recordin g of
Congratulations were due to Sir Alexander
actual breathing as an alternative. The ScotGibson, whose achievement as musical
tish National Orchestra used a synthesizer
director both of Scottish Opera and of the
(played ' live' in performance s). But this
Scottish National Orchestra is surely one of
nc idental though prominent detail sh ouldn't
i
the most remarkable ( and, outside Scotland,
be allowed to obscure the musical im porthe least commented- on) of personal accomtance of this concise, abrupt ,attractive work.
plishments in British musical life.
That same evening Iwas to hear him and
TWO RARE musical events fro m Gennadi
the orchestra give Glasgow its first hearing of Roz hdestvensky, the BBC Symphony Qr.
Tippett's Fourth Symphony— which they had chestra's new conductor. At the Malting
already performed not only in Edinburgh and
Inverness, but in London and Warsaw. It Concert Hall ( as part of the Benson & Hedges
would have been too much for Gibson to
undertake the Boccanegra series as well. The
co nductor of those performances, re pl acing
an indisposed Lawrence Foster , was another
American, Henry Lewis. Formerly married to
Marilyn Horne and best known for his mu sical
co ll a bo rations with her ( including the CBS
co mplete recording of Meyerbeer's L
e Prophète), Lewis unfolded Ve rdi '
s score with
skill. The commanding bass role of Fiesco

Festival

at Snape,

near

Aldeburgh)

his wife, Victoria Postnikova, in piano duets.
He is a remarkable musician and, as Idiscovered in Moscow in the early 1960s, a man
of much personal charm and vivacity. His
name, by the way, is accented on the second
and not the third syllable. It derives from the
Russian for Christmas (
rozhdestvo) and is
not the name he was born with. He is a son
of the Soviet conductor Nikolai Anosov, but
decided that he did not wish to trade on his

he took

the BBC Sin gers through Rachmaninov's
Vesper Mass— about an hour ,unaccom panied,
which I found almost unbearably tedious.

A

few days later at the Festival Hall I responded
keenly to

Prokofiev's

Second Symphony and

Ode to the End of the War, the latter requiring
eight harps and four pianos to help produce
a very remarkable sound indeed.
At Snape, Rozhdestvensky

Looking Back HMV

father's reputation.
WATCH OUT for double- basses! They are
creeping up on us. Their exponents are persuasive people who would have us think that
the things are actually musical instruments.
I missed hearing Bronwen Naish (' bass is
beautiful' is her slogan) paying tribute to an
older virtuoso, Bottesini, but heard the London debut of Jiri Hudec, a25 year old Czech
who won acontest held in the Isle of Man with
more than 60 competitors from 17 countries.
Mr Hudec is a wizard, with an unostentatious manner disguising his skill in reaching
the high A and B above the treble stave (yes,
Ido mean the treble stave). An Intermezzo
and Tarantella by the Russian composer
Glière helped to make this recital more
attractive than a subsequent concert with the
English Chamber Orchestra, at which Mr
Hudec was landed with adouble- dull doublebass concerto by Richard Rodney Bennett.
Such a shame, when Mr. Bennett can be
one of our most beguiling composers: his
The House of Sleepe is surely among the best
works in the King's Singers' rich repertory.

also partnered

In July Iwas delighted by Elgar's Complete
Wind Music ( RCA RL 25144) and a disc by
the Choirs of Gloucester, Hereford and Worcester ( Abbey LPB 772). Berglund's Sibelius
2 was excellent ( HMV 0 ASD 3497; c. TCASD 3497) and so was Levine's Petrushka
of Nicolai's The Merry Wives of Windsor
(Decca D86D3; c. K86K33). April was an
(RCA RL 12615; c. RK 12615). August brought
th with a superb re es p
ecially fruitful mon,
a fine Mahler 6 from Karajan ( DG 2707
GOOD vintage year, we shall say of 1978
cording of Beethoven's Triple Concerto fea106; c. 3370 026) and a very enjoyable
when we look back in the mel lowness of
turing the Beaux Arts Trio instead of star
Scandinavian recital by the Scottish Baroque
years to come. There were so me rich offersoloists, and Haitink conducting ( Philips 9500
Ensemble ( CRD CRD 1042; c. CRDC 4042).
ings and, for those about to fill some lucky
382; c. 7300 604); and an equally magnificent
In September we could discover with delight
person's Christmas stocking with LPs or
recording of the Dvorak and Saint-Saens
Haydn's Il mondo della luna (
Philips 6769 003),
cassettes, let us look back on some of the
Cello Concertos by Rostropovitch and Giumore Leonhardt Bach with the Goldberg Variissues that received high praise in our pa ges
lini ( HMV C) ASD 3452; c. TC-ASD 3452).
ations ( Harmonia Mundi 065-99 710), and a
during the past twelve months.
There was a notable addition to the opera
very effective recording of Prokofiev and
In January there were the fine recordin gs
catalogue in May with Nielsen's Maskarade
Ravel Piano Concertos by Andrei Gavrilov
of the late Beethoven so natas b y Maurizio
(Unicorn RHS 350/2); and Muti put his dynamic
(HMV 0 ASD 3571; c. TC-ASD 3571).
Pollini which won one of the Montr eux Awards
performance of Prokofiev's Ivan the Terrible
October brought an excellent new recordthis year ( DG 27 40 166 ;cass ette 3371 033).
on disc ( HMV 0 SLS 5110; c. TC-SLS 5110).
ing of Lehar's Paganini under Boskovsky
The outstanding opera release that month
We had two outstanding light music records
(HMV C) SLS 5122), and a very fine Paganini
was Mozart's Mitridate , Re di Ponto (DG 2740
that month in Dorati's new performance of
disc by Accardo ( DG 2707 107). In November
180). Even the most ardent Mo zartian would
his Strauss ballet arrangement Graduation
my main enjoyment came from afine collecnot claim that this early work (K87) was one
Ball (
Decca SXL 6869; c. KSXC 686); and
tion of Schubert Lieder by Gundula Janowitz
of his best, but the recor din g and performSuppé Overtures from Marriner ( Philips 9500
(DG 2:740 196); and, probably the crowning
ance were everything we co uld wish for.
399; c. 7300 612). A cool offering for June was
glory of the year, Karajan's superb new reThere were also what Imight be for given for
Leonhardt's superlative recording of the Bach
cording of Salome (
HMV SLS 5139; c. TCcalling two ' novelty' records—' Fanfare' by the
48 Preludes and Fugues ( Harmonia Mundi
SLS 5139). December you have before you.
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble ( Ar go ZRG870),
FIM 20309/13). The Philip Jones Brass EnFor aspecial novelty this year, and achance
and Swingle II with an ou tstandin g recital of
semble again had an exciting record with
to hear some music that you may not have
English and French songs ( RC A RL 25112;
Elgar Howarth's unusual and effective arsampled, Iwould choose the two discs of
c. RK 25112). Both got double stars. In
rangement of Pictures at an Exhibition (
Argo
Spanish zarzuela music: Preludes and InterFebruary we reviewed EMI's ma mmoth 'The
ZRG 885; c. KZRC 885). De Waart's Rachmezzos ( Royale ROY 2013; c. KROY 2013)
Record of Singing' ( m RLS 724) which was
maninov Symphony 3 ( Philips 9500 302; c.
and The Art of the Zarzuela, Vol. 1 ( Royale
almost exciting enough to give historical col7300 596), Karajan's Sibelius 4 ( HMV 0 ASD
ROY 2011: c. KROY 2011). Happy Christmas
lectors a heart attack. A disc of ballads by
3485; c. TC-ASD 3485), and Tchaikovsky 4
listening to you all!
Britten, Elgar and others per formed by the
(DG 2530883; c. 3300 883) were all outstanding.
Bacc ho lian Singers was also outsta ndin g
143

Peter Gammond

0 CSD 3783 ). In Ma rch I particularly
enjoyed the Boyce Symp honies played by
the St. Martin's Academy ( Argo ZRG 874;
c. KZRC 874) and Kubelik's superb recording
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John J. Davis
THE BOSTON Symphony Orchestra
I evolved in asomewhat unusual way.
Their founder was aBoston financier, one
Major Henry Lee Higginson, who had long
cherished the idea that Boston should have
an orchestra of the status that he knew from
experience existed in Europe. Accordingly,
in 1881 Major Higginson launched the
orchestra, to be known as the Boston
Symphony, with the appropriate funds from
his own pocket'. He continued to underwrite
any deficits and debts personally for nearly
four decades, asituation surely unique in
the history of orchestral development.
Any doubts Henry Higginson might have
had must have soon been dispelled because
by six o'clock on the morning of the first day
of advance booking, there was aqueue of
75 people, some of whom had been there all
night. The inaugural concert, conducted by
George Henschel, took place on October
22nd 1881 in the Boston Music Hall where
they were to remain for the next 19 years.
Many conductors in the early days were of
German origin, ie Wilhelm Gericke, Arthur
Nikisch, Emil Paur, Max Fiedler ( no relation
to Arthur) and the legendary Karl Muck.
Henry Lee Higginson was also the instigator
of anew hall in Boston to be known as
Symphony Hall, seating 2631, and the first
concert was given there on October 15th
1900, the orchestra sounding rich in the
acoustically designed building. The hall
has since been described by no less than
Bruno Walter as ' the most noble of American
concert halls' and by Herbert von Karajan
as ' being better for some music than the
Grosser Musikvereinssaal in Vienna'.
Karl Muck, anoted Wagnerian, was their
principal conductor for two spells, namely
1906-1908 and 1912-1918. During his period
of office the orchestra made its first
recording, taking the whole week of October
1st-7th 1917 to record the finale of
Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony and the
Prelude to Act 3of Lohengrin, an acoustic
recording naturally. ( Iwonder if Stokowski
and the Philadelphia Orchestra ever forgave
the Bostonians for being the first American
orchestra to record, even if it was by amere
three weeks.) 1918 saw the dismissal of
Dr. Muck and some of the German players
in the orchestra because of the anti- German
hysteria being stirred up at the time.
Major Higginson, now in his 80s, realised

that he was too old to carry his large burden
any longer so he entrusted the orchestra
to aboard of trustees which virtually handed
the orchestra to the citizens of Boston. A
Frenchman, Henri Rabaud, was appointed
to conduct for the precarious 1918-1919
season until the arrival of the wonderful
Pierre Monteux. Monteux, however, soon
found that he had acrisis on his hands
because of some members of the orchestra
wanting to join the Musicians' Union. Neither
Henry Higginson before or the trustees then
would accede to this so the orchestra had
to be reduced in complement fora time.
Pierre Monteux, with his particular brand of
charm and tact, called on the orchestra's
pensioners, held auditions, etc, and by the
time he left five years later the city had once
again an orchestra which ranked with the
finest in the world. They gave him aglowing
farewell which had to last along time
because it was not until the late ' 40s that he
returned as aguest conductor, aposition
he held until his death.
Now came the bombshell with the arrival
of the one and only Serge Koussevitzky,
who was to dominate the Boston music
scene for aquarter of acentury. ( There is a
direct parallel with the debut of Leopold
Stokowski in Philadelphia 12 years before.)
Russian- born and considered to be one of
the three top virtuoso double bass players,
he soon made it obvious that here was a
giant intellect with an enormous repertoire,
cosmopolitan taste and electric enthusiasm.
During his first two years he gave 52
programmes without repeating asingle
work. He championed Sibelius, Stravinsky,
Hindemith, Brahms, Ravel and Berg plus
many contemporary American composers
and gave the first performance of Bartok's
Concerto for Orchestra on December 1st 1944.
This was the result of avisit by Koussevitzky to asick Bartok in aNew York hospital
during the summer of the preceding year.
April 13th 1936 proved to be avital date
in the history of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra because this was the orchestra's
debut at Tanglewood, that sublime and
beautiful estate in the Berkshire Hills.
Three concerts were given to atotal audience

of around 15,000 and as aresult, Tanglewood, with all its buildings and 210 acres of
lawns and meadows, was given to Koussevitzky and the orchestra and this, of course,
rendered them speechless. After athunderstorm during aperformance of the Ride of
the Valkyries in atent, it became abundantly
clear that an auditorium was necessary and
the famous ' Music Shed' was designed,
built and opened in 1938.
The annual Berkshire Music Festival has
long since been world famous for both its
ultra high artistic standard and its diversity,
and over aquarter of amillion people
attend during the eight week season. 1940
saw the opening of the Berkshire Music
Centre at Tanglewood of which Koussevitzky was the instigator and director from
its inception until he died in 1951. ( Henry
Higginson had always dreamed that there
should be an Academy where young and
talented musicians should work alongside
professionals.) Succeeding directorships
of the Academy have been in the hands of
Charles Munch, Erich Leinsdorf, Gunther
Schuller, etc.
Koussevitzky resigned as Musical
Director of the orchestra in 1949 and was
followed by the volatile Frenchman Charles
Munch. Munch continued to introduce the
music of new composers, but naturally
made sure that the French repertoire was
more than well represented. The orchestra
under Munch toured Europe for the first
time in 1952, visiting 11 cities including
London. Four years later they gave concerts
in Vienna, Prague, Oslo, Helsinki, Moscow,
Leningrad and then Paris, where Pierre
Monteux conducted the Rite of Spring in the
same theatre where he had given the
infamous and riotous premiere over 40 years
earlier. In 1960 Munch took them to the Far
East, namely Taiwan, Japan, the Philippines
and on to Australia and New Zealand. In
1950 Charles Munch revived Henry
Higginson's original idea of open rehearsals,
which still continue today. The great
Frenchman retired in 1962 but often returned
as aguest conductor until he died in 1969.
Erich Leinsdorf was next in line, staying
for seven years and presenting many world

MUSIC ON RECORD
and American premieres plus, like his
predecessors, taking part in agreat deal of
recording activity, including the complete
Beethoven and Brahms symphonies and an
extensive cycle of the music of Prokofiev.
William Steinberg succeeded Leinsdorf in
1969 and brought the orchestra to Europe
again, including aLondon visit in 1971
which enabled this writer to see and hear
this great orchestra live for the first time.
This was in aperformance of Mahler's
Seventh Symphony with Steinberg
conducting without ascore, no mean feat
with awork of that length and complexity.
Unfortunately Steinberg's health failed and
then followed aperiod of uncertainty and
anxiety for the management when standards
began to fall somewhat because of aseries of
guest conductors of varying qualities. However, the situation soon began to right itself in
the autumn of 1973 with the appointment of a
38- year- old Japanese, Seiji Ozawa.
Ozawa's first encounter with the Boston
Orchestra was at Tanglewood in 1960 as a
student at the invitation of Charles Munch,
and at the end of the season the young
Seiji received the Koussevitzky Memorial
Scholarship as the outstanding young
conductor at the Berkshire Music Centre.
After positions at Ravinia and Toronto,
Ozawa found himself Musical Director at
Boston as well as officiating at Tanglewood.
His repertoire is very wide, both on record
and in public performances. The 1977/78
season, for instance, saw him conducting
works from Gabrieli, Bach, Haydn and
Mozart through the accepted romantics
and on to the moderns including the avantgarde. Ozawa is especially thrilled with the
orchestra and never ceases to lavish praise
on the 102 musicians and Imust not finish
without mentioning some of the outstanding
players, both past and present.
First, of course, the leader (' concertmaster'
in the States) Joseph Silverstein, who
joined the orchestra in 1955 as the last desk
player of the second violins and in seven
years worked his way to his present exalted
position. A superb soloist of international
stature, he also became the orchestra's
assistant conductor in 1971. Other players
of note are: Burton Fine, principal viola
since 1965; Doriot Anthony Dwyer,
principal flute, joined the BSO in 1952 as
its first female principal, distinguished
soloist and personal favourite of Bruno
Walter; Armando Ghilalla, principal
trumpet, avibrant player in the orchestra
since 1951, seen over here on television in a
dramatic presentation of Ives' Unanswered
Question; Ralph Gomberg, principal oboe
(brother of Harold Gomberg, principal oboe
New York Philharmonic), studied with the
legendary Marcel Tabuteau, first joined the
I)

orchestra in 1950; Sherman Walt, principal
bassoon, has spent 25 years with the
orchestra and is renowned for his performance of the Mozart bassoon concerto;
Everett Firth, solo timpanist ( athoroughly
bright and breezy character as Iknow
from my own experience) and prolific
writer on percusssion technique; Bernard
Zighera, principal harp since 1926(l); and
Charles Kavaloski, principal horn, a
relatively recent addition following in the
footsteps of the famous James Stagliano.
We must not forget that our own Colin
Davis has been Principal Guest Conductor
since 1972 and Iimplore all lovers of Sibelius
to hear the complete recording of the
Symphonies by this combination, absolutely glorious from beginning to end.
Before closing, let us go back to July 11th
1885 when the musicians gave their first
'Promenade' concert of music of alighter
kind along with refreshments. Updated,
these have become ' Pops' concerts and
before 1930 there were 17 conductors
involved in the project. Then on to the
scene came the indefatigable Arthur
Fiedler ( ahousehold name to millions
with arecord player) ayear after he had
started the free open air concerts, called

the Esplanade concerts, on the bank of the
Charles River. Fiedler had joined the
orchestra in 1915 as aviolinist but, areal
all-rounder, had also played viola, piano,
celeste, organ and many percussion
instruments. Arthur Fiedler took over the
'Pops' in 1930 and is still in charge today.
Whatever one's taste, who can forget their
recording of Jealousy' ( over amillion sold)?,
and lu nderstand that 98% of Fiedler
concerts are fully booked before the tickets
are even printed. A success story all the
way, involving Bach, the Beatles, Broadway;
their range is enormous. Arthur Fiedler's
musicianship, magnetic personality ( again I
know from personal experience), leadership
and his power to keep up the public interest
make him Boston's best known and best
loved citizen. If you make your way to
Storrow Drive in Boston you will even find
the ' Arthur Fiedler Bridge'.
The modernisation of Symphony Hall,
Tanglewood, the Berkshire Music Centre,
the Pops, countless concerts, world tours,
radio broadcasts, television spots, around
50 million records and tapes sold— Henry
Higginson must be resting in peace after
his inspired vision at the end of the
nineteenth century •

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Selected Discography
SERGE KOUSSEVITZKY
Symphony
Symphony
Symphony
Symphony
Symphony

1Classical— Prokofiev— Everest D 1857-8
6PathetiqueTchaikovsky—Everest D 1923-27
4Italian— Mendelssohn — Everest DB 2605-7
5— Prokofiev — RCA VL 12021
2— Sibelius— RCA VIC 1510

PIERRE MONTEUX
Symphonies 4-6—Tchaikovsky—RCA LVL3 7530
CHARLES MUNCH
Orchestral Music— Debussy— RCA FVL3 7276
Overtures and Royal Hunt and Storm— Berlioz— RCA VICS 1044
French Music— Ravel, Dukas, Ibert— Camden CCV 5031
ERICH LEINSDORF
Piano Concerti 1-5— Beethoven ( Soloist—Artur Rubinstein)— RCA SER 5614-7
Lohengrin— Wagner-- RCA PVL5 9046
WILLIAM STEINBERG
Symphony 6— Bruckner— RCA GL 25009
Planets—Holst—DG 2530 102
Also Sprach Zarathustra— Richard Strauss— DG 2535 209
SEIJI OZAWA
Damnation of Faust— Berlioz— DG 2709 048
Romeo and Juliet— Berlioz— DG 2702 089
Symphony 4— Ives— DG 2530 787
Carmine Burana—Orff—RCA LSB 4006
Orchestral Music— Ravel— DG 2740 102
COLIN DAVIS
Symphonies 1-7—Sibelius— Philips 6709 011
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HAYDN'S SPARKLING JAHRESZEITEN

reviewed by Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Die Jahreszeiten ( The
Seasons)
lleana Cotrubas ( sop) IWerner Krenn
(ten) I Hans Sotin (bass) I Brighton
Festival Chorus IRPO IDorati
Decca D88D3 ( 3records) (£ 13.50)
Haydn may have complained that
'The Seasons broke my back'— but
how much poorer we should be if
he had not buckled down to set
the second of the two oratorio
libretti made for him by Baron
Gottfried van Swieten! The Seasons was first performed in April
1801, and the only major works
that succeeded it were the ' Creation'
Mass, the ' Wind- band'
Mass, and the unfinished string
quartet opus 103. Although old
age was soon to take its toll,
Haydn is at the very height of his
powers throughout The Seasons.
It is not difficult to criticise parts
of the text—whether from the viewpoint of severe literary criticism or
from that of an anti- blood- sport
partisan; but Haydn responded to
it with a liveliness, warmth and
geniality that prevail absolutely
over his reservations, and the
sheer hard work it entailed.
Although The Seasons is usually
held to suffer by comparison with
its predecessor, and certainly The
Creation was and is the more often
performed, each of these oratorios is represented by five recorded versions in the current
catalogue. It is only afew months
since Antal Dorati's discs of The
Creation appeared; it is good to
welcome The Seasons in aperformance with the same conductor,
orchestra and chorus, with, however, entirely different soloists.
At time of going to press no
copy of the insert material was
available, so Icannot comment on
the thinking that lay behind certain
interesting features of this performance. Easily the most exciting

of them concerns the introduction colour with the occasional isoto Part IV, Winter. The orchestral lated horn note. The ' Turkish'
depiction of the thick fogs that instruments and the piccolo make
herald winter's approach is here their presence felt when Haydn
enlarged by 17 bars of vintage uses
them— detail
that
is
Haydn Adagio music—the last savoured, but not thrust at us, in
great orchestral utterance by that this performance.
On a more
master of the orchestra. Volume 5 ordinary level, phrases are passed
of H. C. Robbins Landon's vast —and even shared— between oboe
and fascinating Haydn: Chronicle and clarinet; timpani and tromand Works contains a facsimile of bones are used ascetically and to
the authentic copyist's manu- telling effect. And the resourceful
script, with the four pages either string- writing is heard to excellent
crossed out ( they remain clearly advantage in the nature- painting
legible) or sewn together, after scenes, or in that marvellous touch
Haydn had decided to make the when, in Hanne's recitative about
cut, purely on grounds of length. the advent of the west wind and
It is presumably from this source gentle rain in spring, the dry scorthat these magnificent 17 bars are ing ( here harpsichord rather than
taken for Dorati's performance. fortepiano) is superbly animated
Have they ever been heard before? by the advent of orchestral strings
And having once heard them, will and woodwind.
we gladly return to the familiar
The three soloists are a nicely
abridged version?
matched and individually excellent
The orchestral playing is one of trio. Ileana Cotrubas was not an
the great joys of this performance, obvious choice for Haydn's country
as of course the orchestral writing girl, and the idiom does not always
is of Haydn's score. The RPO is seem to come easily to her; but she
in fresh and perceptive form, the sings sweetly, purely, very neatly;
wind players being allowed just the and she has spirit and fun in
right degree of relaxation by the plenty for her tale of the aristocrat
conductor, and a happy promi- outwitted. Werner Krenn is rather
nence by the balance engineers— dry in tone, and low in his range
no sense of artificial spot- lighting, there are signs of strain; but he
but a pleasing awareness of sings with so much insight and
Haydn's carefully integrated re- musicianship that he makes avery
quirements. Some detail comes positive impression; he is especiout as if one were hearing it for ally moving in the aria about the
the first time. ( If, as Isuspect, the traveller lost in the snow. Hans
double bassoon part recorded here Sotin, an even- toned, powerful yet
is Haydn's long- neglected original,
neat bass, relishes the song about
then much of this detail is being the husbandman going forth to
heard for the first time as far as sow; and he is firm yet not heavymost of us are concerned.) The handed in the recitatives. He sugscoring is a delight—take the gests disturbingly well the old
hunting chorus, for instance, in man's nightmare of approaching
which two pairs of horns yield to winter and death in his final solo.
one pair plus apair of 6> clarinets; The concerted numbers— duet,
here the numerous calls and fan- trios and the grand ensembles—
fares ring out splendidly, just as are vividly done, and the choral
elsewhere Haydn achieves deft singing is full- toned, fervent and
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'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.
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alert. The exposed single and
double choral lines pose no problems, but it is the great fugues and
the solemn block writing that make
the strongest impact.
A disappointment is the general
quality of the sample pressings
that have reached me: there is
rather a lot of surface noise
(clicks and crackles). If, as Ihope,
these shortcomings are confined
to early review copies*, then no one
need doubt that this is a performance to buy and indeed to relish.
The older sets of The Seasons that
can still be bought have much to
commend them—Beecham's
shows many of his virtues, but
also his liking for meddling with
orchestration. Bóhm's recording
(1967—after Beecham's the oldest)
has grown on me steadily over the
years— he has excellent soloists
(Janowitz, Schreier and Talvela),
and he gets warm, responsive
playing and singing from the VSO
and chorus of the Gesellschaft der
Musikfreunde.
My chief reservation there concerns the quality
of the recording, especially on the
early sides. Colin Davis ( 1969)
conducts a fiery yet sensitive account, like Beecham's in English,
with John Shirley- Quirk outstanding in the solo bass music.
Karajan ( 1973) has a famous trio
of soloists, and there is some
creamy orchestral playing; but I
don't feel that his heart was truly
involved—the performance fails to
move me.
If you prefer your
Seasons to be in English, then
Davis is a clear recommendation.
Of the German performances
time alone will tell whether Biihm's
mellowness is preferable to the
greater sparkle and immediacy of
the new Dorati set. [
A: 1]
Playing through two finished sets
suggests that they may not be.—
Records Ed.

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A

Performance
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
D
Poor
4
H
Historical
or 1, 2, 3, 4
H(
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B: 1*, A.: 2or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. © HiFi News 4Record Review.
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puzzled by the apparent blandness of Karajan's
accompaniments—do Imiss the subtlety of a total
reconception, or does the engineering mask the true
character of these sophisticated- seeming, disconsolate- sounding performances? [
B: 1/3]
Christopher Breunig

?i&Montl)

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D, Op. 61
Salvatore Accardo ( vin) ILeipzig Gewandhaus IMasur
Philips 9500 407 (£4.50)

Original Beethoven Septet

148

Bernstein's Bernstein
Songfest

149

Abbado's cogent Carmen

149

Double- bass concert

149

Haendel Boult Elgar

153

Henze's Henze Voices

155

Solti's Hansel und Gretel

155

Don Giovanni from Böhm

157

De Waart's Rachmaninov 2

159

Ashkenazy: splendid
Scriabin

161

Exciting Davis Petrushka

161

Boulez: rare Stravinsky

161

Vivid theatrical Sullivan

161

Perlman's firm Vieuxtemps

161

For interest: HMV are packaging their
recording of the Wagner— Porter English
Ring cycle in a ' slip case', in both disc
and cassette versions, at a saving of
approx. £ 14.00. Price for this set is
£49.95.

J. S. BACH: The Clavierübung
Ton Koopman ( org)
Telefunken DX6.35375 (
2records) (£5.50) ( Selecta)
Riepp's Trinity Organ in Ottobeuren is basically
French, albeit with German influences. It has some
exquisite tone colours, and is astonishingly versatile
by virtue of the ' halving' of 11 of the 14 ' Positiv' stops.
All 8Echo stops are also halved, but two are trebles
only and one is basses only, while five Echo stops
are used as basses for the Cornet V, the sole Recit
stop. It is good to have these sounds on record,
though an all- Bach recital does not permit the most
effective demonstration of the instrument's capabilities—some French and S. German compositions
would have been welcome.
This is the first time Ihave heard Ton Koopman,
and Ihave to admit some disappointment. True, he
has a large building to play in, and perhaps the producer did not point out the ' drying' effect of microphone positioning—even so, tempi seem unduly
slow, leaving melodic lines hanging in limbo, the
phrasing seemed stilted, and the ornamentation not
entirely consistent or convincing.
The recording, too, falls just a trifle short of the
company's normal standards, being a little ' cool'
with a bit of top hardness and not quite enough
lower bass.
Some breathiness was apparent,
together with action noise, indicating, perhaps,
over- close miking. This item will certainly interest
collectors, particularly for the organ sound, but
musically Ifound it a ' near miss'. [
B: 2]
Trevor Attewell
BARTOK: Microcosmos
Claude Helffer ( pno)
Harmonia Mundi SP 968-70 (
3 records) (£10.20
(Rediffusion)
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To have two complete recordings of Microcosmos
in as many months is an unexpected embarras des
richesses. Paradoxically choice is at once made
easier and more difficult as soon as one begins to
compare the relative strengths and weaknesses of
the two versions. To take the vexed matter of
Bartok's timings first: Helffer, on the whole, gets
closer and presumably ought to get nearer the composer's intentions. Yet despite his generally faster
speed Dersó Ranki strikes me as the better interpreter Neither has a complete advantage over the
other: sometimes it is Helffer who outpaces both
Bartok and Ranki, so it becomes a matter of swings
and roundabouts, and perhaps it isn't so very important after all, though ten seconds difference in a
piece lasting less than a minute must count for
something, presumably.
The real test, after all, even in pedagogic music
like this, is the musicality of the performance. Here
choice is a little clearer. Helffer is excellent in the
slower pieces where his impressionistic style and
sense of colouration can be exploited; in the rhythmic
pieces he is less convincing. Ranki's technique is
stronger, his finger work cleaner and his feeling for
the shape of the music more absolute. A comparison of the two versions of the Six Dances in Bulgarian Rhythms which close Book 6 illustrates this
most clearly. Here Helffer sounds almost pedestrian
beside the young Hungarian pianist. Ranki is also
better recorded. The Harmonia Mundi sound is
boxy and, though it improves, at no time approaches
the clean, bright sound of the Telefunken version.
Telefunken's presentation is more attractive too; a
good booklet with an exhaustive analysis of the
music is a bonus. Despite what may be seen as his
impetuosity it is the Ranki version which gives most
satisfaction. [
B: 2]
Kenneth Dommett

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1-5 etc
Alexis Weissenberg ( pno) BP0 IKarajan
HMV SLS5112 C) (
4records) (£16.95)
Since the 1951 Gieseking 4th & 5th, Karajan has only
recorded one Beethoven piano concerto: the C
major with Eschenbach ( recently reissued on Privilege). That was reported to have been the start of a
cycle, but Eschenbach subsequently moved to
London/Boston.
In Jan ' 75 Ireviewed the ( stereo) Weissenberg/
Karajan Emperor with enthusiasm— noting only one
or two chic mannerisms from this pianist. It proves
to have been the best performance, and those who
bought it should note that the new SQ transfer has
less body, less presence in the solo part, and rather
more diffuseness of information. The next best
concerto is the G- major ( from the point of view of
vigour in the orchestral playing); Weissenberg
makes an assertive unmarked crescendo in the slow
movement-50-54. Concertos 1-3 are variously disappointing and the solo pieces that come respectively after the finales of 1, 3: ' Lost penny' Capriccio/
Für Elise; Rondo in C, Op. 51/Variations in c: are of
negligible extra value.
Recording quality is inconsistent, with generally
spongy string tone, some shifts in balance, and an
overblown dynamic range. Oddly, the most extended, solid bass comes in No. 4, cut onto a single
side here. Musically one questions the expansive
scale of the first concerto ( less urgent than with
Eschenbach, and a lot less impressive as a recording), the bland effect of so many stretches of pallid,
unassertive solo playing in the opening movement
of No. 3, and above all Weissenberg's rainboworgasmic treatment of the chromatic runs under r- h
trills in the G- major Andante (56-60). Weissenberg's
touch is often breathtakingly delicate, but his
Beethoven sounds inorganic; it lacks rhythmic
impulse, and not so much trivialises the music as
fails to suggest the scope of Beethoven's writing.
Take the names off the labels and one would confidently say these recordings just met mid- priced
production standards: something suggested, too, by
EMI's abject artwork for the set. As it is, I am

Spacious and firm, with beautiful wind choirs, the
orchestral exposition raises the highest expectations ( Masur's quickening of pace at bar 50 brings
only a marginal reservation). Very slightly veiled,
and rather dominated by the violins, tutti passages
have an admirable ' large hall' sound of considerable
grandeur—but, for me, the soloist's entry shows an
inconsistency that is never entirely forgettable.
Placed a little to the left, Accardo is very forward,
and just out of scale with the orchestral perspectives.
I can well understand that his playing will be
acclaimed for its purity, although Ido find his manner somewhat finicky: preoccupied with the violin as
such. It would be unjust to say that Accardo (who
plays the Joachim, rather than the more humane
Krelsler cadenza) makes the concerto sound like
Paganini's, but Inever felt that his playing had that
overall view and detailed poetry that characterise
the reissued 1966 Grumiaux Philips version ( Festivo
6570 051). There you have superb playing by the
NPO under Galliera, impeccable balances, and
recording quality that is if anything even better than
in this VEB co- production. Grumiaux's playing has
a serenity, a ' rightness', that is riveting from beginning to end. Here, the larghetto has wonderful
dignity under Masur, but I think Accardo lacks
repose, he makes the part too sectional. The rondo
is very fine. Ido suspect that my reservations largely
stem from reaction to the close focus imposed: as I
get used to this record its stature certainly grows.
[A: 1]
Christopher Breunig

Ear- tickling
Beethoven
BEETHOVEN: Septet in E,,Op. 20
Collegium Aureum
Harmonia Mundi 065-99713 C) (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
A finely considered Septet with original instruments
—the difference between this version and the ultrasmooth Vienna Octet on DG is like watching 1939-45
newsreel film then Visconti. The Harmonia Mundi
disc is cut at a high level and with such close balances that one's ear is constantly tickled by clicks
and whistles of air from the winds. Beethoven's
writing for valveless horn in the slow introduction
to the finale almost brings the player to grief, then
(comically) the microphones catch something
sounding like afalling rocket, suggesting poor Herr
Brandt-Lindenbaum has expired! But if you discount such distractions, this is undoubtedly the most
interesting of current recorded performances.
[A: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 21 in C, op. 53
'Waldstein'
SCHUBERT: Fantasy in C, D760
'Wanderer'
llana Vered ( pito)
Decca PFS4433 (£4.35)
Icannot imagine what distinction a ' Phase Four'
recording is supposed to add to a solo piano recital
—perhaps there is amicrophone for each note— but,
in fact, it seems to produce a piano sound that
stretches from one speaker to the other and a
slightly diffused quali+y that is just less than ideal
according to my own tastes for piano sound ( which
Ilike to be clear and transluscent). Allowing for the
rather thick sound, the popular Phase Four image is
backed up by attractively warm and unfussy performances from liana Vered who displays apowerful
male technique rather than the lighter feminine
touch that we chauvinistically expect. She is
straightforwardly lyrical, without any exaggerations,
when required and produces arather Lisztian view of
both works. The Wanderer, which Schubert found
beyond his own capabilities as a pianist, has an inbuilt concerto style which Liszt latched on to when
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le made his arrangement with orchestra. In total,
hese are approachable readings which should
weal to a general audience, capable and strong,
hythmical and warm, pleasingly competent but
without the final touch of magic that makes a star
herformance. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Gammond
3ERG: ' Lulu'
SW» IFassbaender I Berry IHopferwieser IMoll!
totter IKrenn IVPO IDohmanyi
Decca D48D3( 3 records) (£13.50)
faken overall, this strikes me as the most recomnendable of the recorded versions of Berg's second
)pera. There are reservations (of which more later),
Jut there are great virtues, so let me start with these.
rhis version's greatest assets rest in a classic
Decca recording ( clear, large and vivid) and in the
:onducting of Christoph von Dohnányi. Generally
le takes asomewhat deliberate pace which helps to
:larify this thick-textured music and generates a
Ireater note-accuracy than his rivals. Since Berg
vas an extremely fastidious composer, this latter
juality is of great importance.
The singing also has great merits. Kurt Moll's
iingmaster provides an excellent prologue. The
feteran Hans Hotter gives a delicious portrayal of
he asthmatic Schigolch—the pseudo-father of the
ieroine Lulu. Brigitte Fassbaender is a mature and
ich-voiced Countess Geschwitz and Josef Hoofervieser a passionate and clear-toned Alwa. Walter
3erry is expressive and powerful as Dr. Schein—he
nanages a very high note-density without either
munding hasty or blustering melodramatically (as
eischer-Dieskau does on the rival DG recording).
Nith the title role we get both virtues and vices. Anja
3ilja has a clear, crystalline tone which excellently
:haracterises
Lulu's
transparent,
ungraspable
iature. Unfortunately she adds an unpleasantly wide
dbrato whenever her voice rises above the stave,
which is good neither as sound nor as charactersation.
But the ultimate sadness is that we still do not
lave the 3rd act of the work. Outlined briefly, the
;ftuation is this. Berg left the last act virtually corn Hete at his death. He lacked the time to revise and
)olish the material ( as was his fastidious habit). But
nuch of the last act is adramatic revisiting of earlier
iituations and therefore recapitulates much of the
nusic. Thus very little would be needed to reinstate
3erg's intentions and complete the work. It is high
ime we had this final, essential element of this major
Expressionist drama. [A:1/11
Benedict Sarnaker

Significant
Bernstein
BERNSTEIN: Songfest
emma Dale I Rosalind Elias I Nancy Williams I
Donald Gramm IJohn Reardon INeil Rosenshein I
Nashington National SO IBernstein
DG 2531 044 (£4.35)
Don't be put off by the title, which somehow seems
o conjure up visions of a latterday Schubeitiad at
he Grand 01' Opry. This is one of the best Bern;tein works 1have heard for a very long time, and
or once gives an unvarnished and quite unpretenious view of what he can do as acomposer when he
sn't too busy trying to be significant. The result is
song cycle of extremely well chosen texts deftly
;et to music which manages to sum up exactly the
moods of the various poems, yet which jells into a
::ohesive and, let's say it, significant whole. All the
3est elements of Bernstein's eclectic style are in
evidence, the swingy On The Town manner, the
yrical serialism of the serenade and The Age of
Anxiety and afeeling for words suggested by Trouble
'n Tahiti and West Side Story but only intermittently
expressed in the two vocal symphonies and the fuleome Mass. The orchestration is brilliant, subtle,
witty and colourful, and the six singers, all well
r.hosen, respond sensitively to their songs. If Ihave
avourites Ithink they would be John Reardon's The
Dennycandystore Beyond the El which is altogether
lrst rate, Gemma Dale and Donald Gramm in
Sertrude Stein's Storyette H.M., and the clever Z/zi's
Lament. The least satisfactory are the two settings
)f Langston Hughes and June Jordan where Berndein momentarily seems to allow social issues to
jive his muse atouch of rant. Beautifully recorded.
:A/A*: 1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Immensely
moving Carmen
BIZET: '
Carmen'
Berganza IDomingo IMilnes ICotrubas IKenny I
Nafé ILloyd ISandison IPogson ILainé IMinty I
Fyson IMain IAmner IAmbrosian Singers (C.M. John
McCarthy)
George Watson's College Boys' Chorus
(C.M. Patrick Criswell) ILSO IAbbado
DG 2709 083 (
3 records) (£13.05)
One of the joys of this—and last—year's Edinburgh
Festival came from hearing the LSO, in spanking
form, launch into the Carmen Prelude with apanache
and asense of dramatic portent that aroused thrilling
expectations—and so it remains on the present
recording at last available following sessions which
began at Edinburgh in harness with the 1977 run
and which ended only afew months ago in London.
The orchestral contribution is frequently as successful as the singers in projecting key dramatic points.
When, in Act I, José picks up Carmen's flower with
the words ' ses fleurs qui ensorcellent' (' her flowers
that cast a spell') the ensuing forte orchestral trills
are potently charged indeed—and how doom- laden
the lurking Fate motive emerges when Carmen looks
upon José for the first time. Later, in Act Ill, as
José parts from Carmen with the words '. . . mais
nous nous reverrons', the tremolando strings and
snarling horns can rarely have commented on these
words with such grim forboding. And what a powerful, surging radiance Abbado draws from the strings
to the words ' Un seul désir' in the Flower Song.
Placido Domingo's Don José is well-chosen for
Faggioni's conception of him as central to the opera
(the beginning of each Act in Edinburgh found José
occupying an empty stage). He coveys the anguish
of aman in dire emotional straits with an impressive
force ( his stage presence in the theatre signalled a
fine, mature actor) while at the same time blending
admirably with Carmen and Micaéla, the two female
characters with whom he sings; during the two
principal danger spots (the Act Iduet with Micaéla
and the finale duet with Carmen, both of which find
José singing above the female line) both ladies are
firmly audible.
The picture of Teresa Berganza's Carmen is nicely
filled out for us by the reproduction of a letter from
the singer to Peter Diamand (then the Director of the
Festival) almost eighteen months ago. Her Carmen,
'emancipated ... free, sovereign and mistress of all
her decisions' may present aless smoky mezzo than,
say, Callas or Horne. One is aware more vividly than
usual of Carmen's affinity with ancient tragic figures;
here is no one-dimensionally brash Carmen with a
rose between her teeth, but one whose acceptance
of her fate becomes serene, even womanly, where
by the end of Act II the characterisation has a more
sombre cut, the voice a fuller, deeper timbre. The
low-register nasality so beloved of Callas, is used
sparingly by Berganza, and therefore all the more
potently: 'Je l'aime ( Escamillo) et devant la mort
même' (end of Act Ill), or the final spat, spoken ( not
sung) ' Tiens!', as she hurls José's ring contemptuously at his feet.
The additional principal roles are all at least
acceptable: Cotrubas' sensitive Micaéla, here, as in
Edinburgh this year, is simpler, more vocally pure
than most of her rivals, and Milnes is a dashing, if
monochromatic Escamillo (to be fair he receives
little opportunity to be much else). Some of the
dialogue is cut from the employed Oeser edition; for
example, we lose out on some of José's background
in the dialogue between him and Zuniga in Act I.
Most of the cast despatch these portions well and
with fair to good French, and if the Giraud recitatives
are to be dropped, better this than to have actors
'perform' the lines, as in Frühbeck's HMV set.
The sound quality is big, bright and theatrical, and
often worthy of a star, although voices tend to be a
little close. Production niceties are few, although
the sound of the revelry at Lilies Pastia's tavern at
the start of Act Il is gradually brought up from behind the orchestra in an aural equivalent of slowly
faded- up stage lighting—an attractive idea.
A
cogent, immensely-moving Carmen, which will be
especially memorable for those who experienced it
in Edinburgh. [A/A*: 1/11
Andrew Keener
BLOCH: Suite hebraique
HINDEMITH: Der
Schwanendreher/ MARTIN: Sonata da Cluesa"

DECEMBER 1978

Marcus Thompson ( via, via d'amore")
Epstein
Turnabout TV34687S (£2.35)

MIT SO

The only one of these three works currently on record
is the Bloch Suite, and that is only represented by
one other version. Frank Martin's Sonata da Chiesa
for viola d'amore appeared originally in 1938 as a
duet with organ but was orchestrated in 1952. It is
typical of the composer's rhapsodic style and its
traceries of sound offer an interesting if not entirely
satisfying foil to Bloch's trenchant orientalism and
Hindemith's sterner and fuH-blooded concerto. Der
Schwanendreher is the third of Hindemith's four concertante works featuring the viola and is, in effect, a
concerto, each of whose three movements draws on
folk songs. It was composed in 1935 during the time
of his involvement with Mathis der Maier and the
conflict of ideology that that implied. Der Schwanendreher similarly reflects Hindemith's resistance to
the Nazi philosophy of art and the role of the artist in
society, though less obviously. It is apowerful work
eminently suited to the instrument which was, after
all, Hindemith's own. All three works are given
dedicated performances by Marcus Thompson who
is a member of the Faculty of MIT, whose orchestra
under their regular conductor David Epstein provide
useful support. One could imagine greater finesse,
and in the Martin work possibly more sense of direction, but it will do to be going on with. One hopes
that the Hindemith work will be taken up again by
another team and that perhaps the 1930 concerto for
the instrument will be added to the still painfully
limited store of this master's recorded works. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Rumbling
Revelations
BOTTESINI: Music for Double- bass: Tarantella
Mélodie
Allegretto Capricioso
Elégie j Capriccio di Bravura
Introduction
and Gavotte D Grande Allegro di Concerto
Ludwig Streicher (d-bass) INorman Sheer (pno)
Telefunken A56.42230 (£4.20) (Selecta)
If—pardonably—you regard the double-bass as the
hippopotamus of the orchestra, rumbling away on
the right to produce that marvellous foundation for
the coruscations going on above, you are in for
revelations when you play this record. The doublebass has never been only that: the sleeve-note
reveals the astonishing fact that there are some two
hundred and fifty concerti written for the instrument,
by composers including Henze, Schuller, Skalkottas
and Françaix.
What we have here, of course, includes no concerto: these are pieces for double-bass and piano,
all by Giovanni Bottesini (1821-1889), who was himself avirtuoso of the instrument and wrote expressly
to bring out the qualities and possibilities of what at
first sight seems an unpromising medium. It is far
from that: in the hands of a performer of Streicher's
quality, it can sing, dance, lament, shout, exult,
despair—always, of course, after its own fashion.
Such playing almost always has to take place in the
upper registers (and how much upper is in itself a
surprise). There are occasional grunts; but there is
also a lovely cantilena, a distinguished vibrato, areal
flexibility of tone and expression. But this is more
than Dr. Johnson's dog walking on its hind legs: it
is a musical instrument being used as it should be:
making music such as no other instrument can, and
thereby enlarging the expressiveness of music
itself.
Though the piano is often rather reticent, it is well
played and recorded; while the double-bass is
excellently rendered. This is one of those discs one
neglects at one's musical peril. [
A: 1*]
Peter Turner
BRUCKNER: Symphony 4in El, Li Symphony 5
in 13t, D Symphony 6 in A
Cologne RSO IWand
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 738/153-99 670-1,065-69 672
(£.4.35) (£8•70) (£.4.35) ( Rediffusion)
The average record-buyer in this country is hardly
likely to have come across the Cologne Radio Symphony Orchestra often, and he will search the current
record catalogue in vain for any recording made by
Günter Wand. This should deter no one from considering these recordings very carefully who is
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S
OME OF THE WORLD'S
FINEST PERFORMANCES HAVE
NEVER BEEN HEARD HERE.

UNTIL NOW
Cadenza is anew label from
United Artists Records. It's the
first time UA have issued classical
recordings in the UK, and the
catalogue of material selected
shows arefreshingly different
approach to catering for the
special requirements of discerning
enthusiasts.
The Cadenza repertoire
includes recordings never
previously issued in the UK. In
some cases, no alternative
recordings are available on disc.
Quality of performance and
interpretation are the only
important criteria for including
material on Cadenza. Naturally,
many of the artistes are leading
personalities with world-wide
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reputations. Others, though
perhaps less well known, give
outstanding performances worthy
of the highest acclaim.
The first six records to be
released by Cadenza give avery
clear indication of how the label
will develop. The varied selection
includes Mozart String Quartets, a
unique anthology of ten Pushkin
poems sung by Irina Arkhipova to
settings by famous Russian
composers, and acollection of
rarely- heard sacred choral music
from the sixteenth century,
performed by The Tallis Scholars.
More recordings will become
available throughout1979.
All Cadenza discs are priced
at £2.99. Pressings are of the
highest standard, for genuine
high-fidelity reproduction of the
original performances.
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UACL 10000 Mozart String Quartets
Quartet in B flat ( K.159)
Quartet in Eflat ( K.160)
Quartet in F ( K.168)
Quartet in A ( K.169)
Performed by the Dimov Quartet of Sofia,
Bulgaria. No alternative recordings on a
single disc currently available.
UACL 10004 Mozart String Quartets
Quartet in C ( K.170)
Quartet in Eflat ( K.171)
Quartet in B flat ( K.172)
Quartet in D minor ( K.173)
Performed by the Dimov Quartet Of Sofia,
Bulgaria. No alternative recordings on a
single disc currently available.
UACL10001 Vivaldi Violin Concertos .
G minor op. 12. no.1
D minor op. 4.110.8
G major op. 4110.3
Concerto for Three Violins in Fmajor ( P. 278)
Performed by Leonid Kogan, Pavel Kogan,
Elisaveta Gilds and the Soloists Ensemble
of Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra.
UACL 10002 Songs to Poems by Pushkin
Settings by Glinka, Dargomizhky,
Rimsky-Korsakov. Shaporin,Borodin,
Cui, Rubinstein, Glazunov, G lière,
Alexander Vlasov
Performed by I
rina Arkhipova
(mezzo-soprano), accompanied by
Natalia Rassudova and Igor G uselnikon
No alternative recordings currently available.
UACL 10003 Igor Oistrakh plays Paganini
Cantabile, op. 17
Moto perpetuo. op.11 ( ed. Konius)
Fantasia on the G string on atheme from
Rossini's"Mosè."
Caprice in A minor op.1110. 24
La Campanella, op. 7bis ( arr Kreisler)
Caprices from op.!
Performed by Igor Oistrakh (violin) and
Natalia Zertsalova (pianoforte)
UA 10005 English Sacred Music of the
16th Century
Loquebantur Varris Unguis ( Tallis,arr
P. Phillips)
Salve Regina ( Wylkynson, arr P. Phillips)
Dum Trausisst.•t Sabbatum (Taverner arr
P. Phillips)
Ave Maria ( Taverner. arr N. Steinitz)
Ad Dominum cunt Tribularer ( Byrd, arr
P. Phillips)
O Lord Make Thy Servant Elizabeth
(Byrd, arr R. Ashfield)
O Lord Grant The Queen A Long Life
(Weelkes, arr P. Phillips)
Performed byTheTallis Scholars.
The choir contains some of the best voices of
the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
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BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Since the famous diminutive Visonik DAVIDS were introduced last year a multitude of
mini-speakers have appeared on the market. It's strange too how many have the same
size and looks of the DAVIDS. However, the resemblance ends there — good advice
would be to look at an imitator and listen to a DAVID.

Actual size
photograph of
Visonik David
502 with LED
overload indicator. Power
handling 50 • 70
watts.
Also in same
dimensions
Visonik David
302. Power
handling 30
watts.
Plus
Visonik David
302 Mobile for
in-car, boats
etc., with
sturdy vibration
free mounting
brackets.

Full details of all
Visonik Hi Fi
products including:
speakers, turntables,
amplifiers tuners
and cassette
decks, can be
obtained from
the sole U.K.
distributors
listed below.

VISONIK DAVID

"The Greatest of the smallest"

Visonik Hi Fi products are distributed in the U K. by.
Alban Electronic Suppliers Ltd. ( a subsidiary of Uher Ltd.)
24 Market Place, Falloden Way, London NW11
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anxious to add any or all of these symphonies to his
collection. Herr Wand went to Cologne in 1939,
became ' Gürzenich Kapellmeister' ( named after the
ancient hall of the municipal orchestra), and has
devoted his life to serving the cause of music in
Cologne. Now in his mid-sixties, Günter Wand
must have been surprised ( he is self-effacing almost
to afault in his music- making), as well as delighted,
to find that his recording of Bruckner's Fifth Symphony brought him the coveted German Gramophone Record Prize earlier this year. This is agood,
well-integrated orchestra, if with a few slight weaknesses among the wind-players, and the recorded
balance and general sound-quality is high; what
raises these performances to the level of distinction
is the firm yet never rigid control exercised by the
conductor, the sense of spacious, forward- looking
momentum. Tempi are carefully judged, the faster
movements unhurried, the Adagios free of any tendency to drag out the emotional content. In the
Fifth the slow movement is taken faster than usual,
and the Scherzo slower (which points up the relationship between them). It is in keeping with the conductor's approach and the orchestra's homogeneous
sound that detail is less forward than in most recordings of these symphonies; Iwould have welcomed a rather wider dynamic spectrum. But these
are records that may be confidently recommended.
[B: 2]
Peter Branscombe
BRUCKNER: Symphony 6in A
Chicago SO iBarenboim
DG 2531 043 (£4.35)
Here is a finely-played and exciting account of
Bruckner's Sixth to join Barenboim's earlier versions
with the same orchestra of numbers Four and Nine.
This is one of the slowest versions of the Sixth I
have come across, which is no bad thing. Only in
tie Adagio did Iwonder whether the point of indulgence had been reached, with the utmost clarity of
detail to be sure, great beauty and expressive power,
yet with some loss of impetus and freshness. In the
finale, taken basically slower than by other conduct-us, Iwas unhappy with the restless way in which
around letters P and V (two very different passages)
Barenboim whips up the excitement. The opening
movement has the right breadth and majesty, and
the Scherzo also goes very well. So this is a performance of uneven quality—so it seems to me. By
comparison with Günter Wand's new version with
the Cologne Radio Orchestra I remark here the
superbly eloquent playing of the Chicago Orchestra,
but also a search for expressiveness which seems
to me further removed from the spirit of the music
than does Wand's modest, direct if far less starry
account. Throughout a wide dynamic range the
quality of sound is very high; detail emerges clearly
yet there is no absence of atmosphere. [ A: 2]
Peter Branscombe
CHOPIN: 14 Waltzes
Krystran Zimerman (pno)
DG 2530 965 (£4.35)
This is simply some of the most beautiful, finelyproportioned and imaginative Chopin playing presently to be heard, showing Zimerman to greater
advantage than did his disc of Mozart Sonatas, reviewed three months ago. Like Peter Katin (with
whose disc Zimerman's pianism has much in
common; neither player produces asingle hectoring
or aggressive forte), Zimerman prefers not to play
these pieces in their published order, but, going one
step further he plays them, as the sleeve-note has it
'according to his own artistic perception'. As well
as offering asatisfying musical balance, this arrangement makes for some intelligent key relationships—
from the C sharp minor of Op. 64/2 we move to the
D flat major of Op. 64/1; from Op. 69/1 in A flat to
Op. 70/3 in D flat.
The more reflective waltzes in particular reveal a
rich intellect, instinctive as well as scholarly: the
wistful little B minor Waltz is made even more so by
the insertion of the last four bars from the OUP
edition, and the resultant, dark hint at the flattened
supertonic will be quite a jolt to those accustomed
to the more conventional ending.
Only occasionally does Zimerman's superlatively
fluent technique raise the suspicion of a certain
blandness; some pearly-toned legato in the righthand quavers of Op. 42 ( in A flat), for example,
although exquisite in terms of keyboard refinement,
emerge on each return with an essential sameness
of character. Elsewhere in similar instances the
high intelligence behind this crisp, beautifullysounded right-hand playing was more apparent;
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

each of the quavers in the plu mosso section of the
C sharp minor, for instance, has a vibrance of its
own without in any way upsetting the movement and
shape of the phrase as a whole. The left-hand
melody in Op. 64/3 ( not for nothing was the cello
Chopin's second love) is also moulded with complete naturalness and simplicity, and the fragile,
twofold personality of the A minor ( perhaps too
luxuriously expansive for some) is caught to perfection with the minimum apparent effort.
There are also some attractive flashes of humour,
as in the close of the D flat Waltz, Op. 64/1, presented with a proud flourish as the result of the
(rarely observed) crescendo in the penultimate bar,
or in the little pause at the end of the F minor, despatched with a real twinkle. Fine, firm recording.
[A: 1]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No. 2 in f, Op. 21 /
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a, op. 54
Martha Argerich (pno) I Washington National SO I
Rostropovich
DG 2531 042 (£4.35)
Profound admirer of both artists as Iam, Ifeel that
neither is shown to best advantage on this record,
some sensitive touches notwithstanding. To begin
with, the orchestral playing, although perfectly
acceptable, is not as distinguished—or as rhythmically accurate—as on many rival discs. The Chopin,
especially, sets out rather portentiously, even sluggishly, and the A flat second subject is invested with
some mannered little hesitations which sound
neither convinced nor convincing. Martha Argerich
betrays the stilted feel of this even further by playing
the melody in an entirely different, straighter way.
Her remarkable personality is evident at the first
piano entry of both concertos—astrong, fiery sound
of great individuality but here such muscularity soon
begins to seem impetuous, even ruthless, and
regrettably makes for some ugly sound: the forte
octaves near the start of the Schumann are a case
in point (they surge forward aggressively), and the
cadenza is a tense, fraught affair indeed. Rostropovich's accompaniment, is, of course, accomplished, but, it seems ( preconceived knowledge that
acellist is at the helm?), often string-biased. Try the
clarinet melody in the first movementof the Schumann
(where, for a moment, the violins loom inappropriately large), or the odd legato treatment of the
violin figure before the cadenza ( on its previous
appearance, also). As for Martha Argerich's Chopin,
suffice it to say that the ill-at-ease rubato and the
frequent disregard of Chopin's dynamic markings
(there are some startling, explosive fortes; one such
disproportionate A in the slow movement actually
made me jump) make it difficult to believe that here
is the same pianist who gave us one of the most
wide-ranging, passionate, and above all naturallyexpressed discs of Chopin Preludes in the catalogue.
And was no piano-tuner on hand at these sessions?
[A: 3]
Andrew Keener
DEBUSSY: Preludes— Book 1
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli (pno)
DG 2531 200 (£4.35)
An issue such as this has areviewer longing for the
opportunity to listen ' blindfold'—both in order to
escape preconceptions and to remain unaffected by
the carrot-dangling technique which prefaces the
release of many of this unique artist's recordings; all
rather ironic and not a little sad for a musician who
expresses scant interest in such things. Having seen
the record label one feels safe in asserting that no
Frenchman would invest these pieces with such
brightly- lit keyboard sonority and such a dearth of
half-tones even to the point of austerity. The opening of Danseuses de Delphes, for example, is not as
langorous and soft-grained as we usually hear it, and
this approach is especially convincing in pieces such
as Des Pas sur la Neige, underpinned here by afierce
concentration ( every note possesses an acute, brilliant life of its own) that is as hypnotic an account of
Debussy's bleak snowscape as any that Ihave heard.
Similarly, the pianissimo '
horns' at the end of Les
Sons et les Parfums ('comme une longtaine sonnerie de cors') are quietly arresting rather than
vaguely in the distance, and those quiet, descending
chords in Le Vent dans la plaine — perfectly and
evenly placed—have a rich tonal substance without
once exceeding the pianissimo marking.
The peak of this record, however, comes with La
Cathédrale Engloutie with sustained dotted semibreves crisply sounded and thunderous low Cs
rolling out with a bronzed roundness that makes
several other accounts sound merely decorative by
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comparison. What may appeal rather less is an
occasional lack of naive humour (
Minstrels being a
vivid exception): Michelangeli's interrupted serenader—not a particularly crafty suitor—receives very
short shrift, and the central section of Les Collines
d'Anacapri lacks the sultry seductiveness of Paul
Jacobs' account ( below)— Michelangeli plays it
absolutely straight ... but how fabulously and long
the clutch of sustained notes rings out at the end of
this piece. Good recordings of these Preludes
appear to be fated with early deletion ( Kars, Beroff).
Hopefully here is a masterly exception. [ A: 1]
Andrew Keener
DEBUSSY: Preludes—Books 1 & 2
Paul Jacobs (pno)
Nonesuch HB 73030-31 (2 records) (£4.98) ( WEA)
This is Debussy interpretation at the opposite pole
from Michelangeli (above), and none the worse for
that. It frequently has remarkable beauty ot tone (the
rich depth of sound in Le Vent dans la Plaine, for
example) although sometimes this is achieved at
some cost to luminosity in the upper reaches of the
keyboard; the recording, rather dead on top, does
little to help (
La Cathédrale Engloutie). A sense of
cool detachment is also sometimes missing (Jacobs'
Des Pas sur la Neige is almost comfortable beside
the uncompromising chill of Michelangeli'saccount),
and urgency is occasionally replaced by forced tone
—Feux d'artifice is a case in point. What emerges
most forcibly from these performances, however, is
amost vivid, genial personality—the exuberance and
sly humour in La Sérénade Interrompue (
one of the
minor disappointments in Michelangeli's recording)
are highly infectious, and the simplicity of La Fine
aux cheveux de lin is also more directly conveyed—
Michelangeli's left hand/right hand spreading will
annoy some here. Mr. Jacobs contributes alucid and
readable sleeve note, and the two drawings by
Arthur Rackham are highly appropriate. The occasionally audible pedal thumps, evident throughout
the discs, will irritate some, add to credibility for
others. [ B: 2]
Andrew Keener

Excellent
Elgar Concerto
ELGAR: Violin Concerto in b, Op. 61
Ida Haendel ( On) LPO IBoult
HMV ASD 3598 (£4.40)
This deeply impressive performance, excellently
recorded, presents a strong challenge to Zukerman/
LPO/Barenboim on CBS 76528 [ A: 1*], which
remains my first choice. It is, however, aclose thing,
and my preference has more to do with interpretation
than with technical aspects of the playing. If you
favour a more spacious view of the work, with every
tenuto and allargando fully savoured, and a marked
feeling of looking back, as if from the far side of the
Cello Concerto, then you may well prefer this new
version. Boult is more reflective, less mercurially
animated than Barenboim; there is a real difference
in the orchestral performances, reflecting both the
temperaments and the ages of the two conductors.
Ida Haendel plays with great warmth and a full
tone, but to my taste indulges in a little too much
portamento. In some of the more virtuosic passages,
she is deliberate where Zukerman is brilliant; in
general, though, her technique seems wholly
commensurate with her artistic intentions.
Unhappily, she sniffs, audibly in some of the more rapt,
exposed places. The excellence of the recording is
in the naturalness with which everything is accommodated; the relationship between soloist and
orchestra, the dynamic range, the colouring—all
within a unified, concert-like perspective. [A*: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
de FALLA: Nights in the Gardens of Spain 0
Love the Magician*
Alexander tokheles(pno)/Moscow POIRozhdestvenskyl
*Irina Arkhipova (m-sop) IMoscow SO IYansons
CFP40295 (£1.49)
Melodiya productions dating from 1963 and * 1961.
The Rozhdestvensky side (
Gardens) is brash and
exaggerated, and the constant monitoring of channel
information quite destroys the evocative qualities of
these ' nocturnes'. But Arvid Yansons'ElAmor Brujo
—by no means as de Fallasky as one might expect—
is worth hearing, and the sound is decently spacious.
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The mezzo part, difficult in any case, does not seem
quite authentic (and, incidentally, the voice is given
an echo-chamber wash that splashes over the
orchestra). Playing here is as sensitive as in any
Western alternative; throughout one is taken by the
delicacy of execution, rather than by rude gypsy
vigour—Ritual Fire Dance is not as striking as in the
new LSO/Mata ( RCA) version. The Moscow RSO
are much more adept in the idiom than the heavybooted Philharmonic instrumentalists.
About three-quarters through this side is an
obtrusive edit, the left channel then showing shortterm disintegration on my test pressing. We hope
finished copies will be produced without this fault.
[C: 3], *[B(/D) :1]
Christopher Breunig

FAURE: Requiem, Op. 48
Pavane, Op. 50
*Lucia Popp (sop) I * Siegmund Nimsgern (bar)
Ambrosian Singers (dir. John McCarthy)IPhilharmonia
Orch IA. Davis
CBS 76734 (£4.40)
That final degree of magic that Isuspected was
missing from Frémaux's performance ( reviewed
October) is unmistakable on this new disc. Andrew
Davis' way with these French choral works (cf. his
Duruflé Requiem) is amodel of style and proportion,
richly characterised when appropriate, yet never
losing sight of the fact that, in this Requiem at least,
divine judgement is more benevolent than terrible.
Even the problematic Dies ¡rae (
so often an incongruous outburst) makes sense here, as we are
led away from its wrath gently rather than suddenly—
the ensuing, unison A Luceat eis over pizzicato
strings retains a fearful ring. The chief glory of
this record, however, is the radiant playing of the
Philharmonia, which now bids fair to be the finest in
London. Luminous details such as the passionate
viola line underneath the baritone's movendi sunt
from the Libera me remain especially vivid in the
memory as does the hushed account of Lux aeterna
from the Agnus Dei, where the Ambrosians achieve a
poise and remoteness equalled only by Barenboim's
Edinburgh chorus—given, that is, the essential
differences of numbers, individual voices and therefore overall timbre that distinguish a fine professional group from an equally accomplished
amateur one. Only occasionally (first tenors at the
opening, for example) do solo voices obtrude.
At first Ithought the tempo on the slow side for
Lucia Popp's Pie Jesu, but on checking I found
Sheila Armstrong's account for Barenboim almost
identically paced—a clear demonstration of how a
faultless legato can heighten the impression of
forward movement. Indeed, the soloists are the
single, mild disappointment of the new disc: Miss
Popp sometimes approaches notes from below, and
Siegmund Nimsgern betrays an occasional operatic
intensity foreign to this music. Well balanced and
separated recording, although under pressure the
choral sound is inclined to acquire aslightly metallic
resonance for which the acoustic of All Saints,
Tooting cannot entirely be blamed. Pre-echo cheats
the opening chord (and its later return) of some of its
majesty; perhaps Iwas just unlucky. In any case,
definitely [B: 1].
Andrew Keener
FERNEYHOUGH: Transit
Rosemary Hardy (sop) ILinda Hurst (m-sop) IElisabeth
Harrison (m-sop) IPeter Hall (ten) IBrian Etheridge
(bar) IRoderick Earle (bass) I London Sin fonietta I
Howarth
Decca ' Headline' HEAD 18 (£4.50)
Brian Ferneyhough's Transit (
1975) is an elaborate
cycle which moves from inchoate sounds towards a
relatively articulated text. It does so by interleaving
vocal sections with a variety of instrumental ones
each of whose personnel are physically spaced on
six ascending semicircular tiers. Each of these
seven areas ( if we include floor level) is a symbolic
analogue and generates the work's structural
processes. Aurally the piece alternates gene' ally
quiet, probing vocal sections with instrumental tutti
and elaborations which lead to the climax of the last
two sections ( nos. 11 and 12). These bring the work
full circle back to its beginning. Both the performance and the recording are very good and the work
offers varied, interesting and easily accessible
listening, for the techniques used are by now
familiar.
Transit's metaphysical background is
elaborately (and obscurely) explained in a long
sleeve- note by James Erber. This can safely be left
for reading after the first hearing when it may help to
clarify the work's more erudite procedures: the
beautifully played sounds are adequate for the first
encounter. [
A:1]
Benedict Sarnaker
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de GRIGNY: La Messe, from Premier
d'Orgue
Michel Chapuis (org)
Telefunken AW6.42327 (£4.20) ( Selecta)

Livre

Chapuis completes de Grigny's published work with
the Mass. The five hymns appeared on AW6.42228,
reviewed last month—both recordings use the
Valtrin/Callinet/Schwenkedel organ at Belfort. It
says much for his speed that this work is complete
on one disc without crowding, while ' soft (on
Calliope) required nearly three sides. In my view
the work suffers, particularly in the ornamentation
of the faster passages, resulting in a general impression of superficiality, which can hardly have
been intended.
On the positive side, it is good to hear the superb
voicing of this instrument, while the recording is
excellent in imaging and clarity. An occasional
slight wow is the only ( minor) fault. [
A: 2]
Trevor Attewell
HANDEL: Ode for the Birthday of Queen Anne
Foundling Hospital Anthem
Nelson lKirkby IMinty IBowman IHill IThomas I
Choir « Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford IAcademy of
Ancient Music IPreston
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 541 (£4.50)
Not the first time Ihave been enthusiastic for the
voices of Judith Nelson and Emma Kirkby, but I
really must show my excitement at the emergence of
two sopranos of special quality. They have the light
incisiveness of boys' voices ( which makes them
particularly suitable here) but more reliability than
boys' voices can be expected to show; they have a
genuine expressive quality without the kind of
automated expressiveness to which too many
singers succumb under the influence of opera; and
they allow proper value to the sound and sense of
words. They are ably supported by Shirley Minty,
Martyn Hill and David Thomas, with James Bowman
contributing his now slightly bumpy counter-tenor
tones.
These are unfamiliar Handel items well deserving
their revival—though the incorporation of the entire
Hallelujah Chorus into the Foundling Hospital
Anthem makes it not so unfamiliar after all. (This
anthem begins ungrammatically: ' Blessed are they
that considereth ...'—retained here, I observe,
though amended by the German Handel Society
edition.) The Queen Anne ode is lively, festive
secular music with varied resources of solo, choral
and instrumental writing. Notably, the loyal refrain
about 'the day that gave great Anna birth' is repeated
to different, not identical music.
The choir of Christ Church sings with vigour and
accuracy for its director, Simon Preston, and is
joined by the baroque strings, woodwind, trumpets
and kettledrums of the Academy of Ancient Music.
The special flavour of their sound is unmistakable
and pleasing. The recording took place in a church
(Christ Church itself?) and the sound has a prolonged resonance which is not to my personal taste:
but it does not interfere with articulation or harmony,
and is historically suitable at least to the anthem.
The whole is skilfully and agreeably balanced and
earns an [A: 1].
Arthur Jacobs
HAYDN: The Six String Quartets, opus 20
Juilhard Quartet
CBS 79305 (
3 records) (£12.49)
Happening to pick up the Juilliard's 1962 Mozart
'Haydn' Quartets just before listening to these
records, Inoticed with a start that only the leader,
Robert Mann remains from the old ensemble that
has given me so much delight over the years. Ineed
not have worried—the replacement members too
are of the highest class as individuals, and their
unaminity of phrasing, their skill at slipping phrases
from one to another, are very impressive. At first I
thought Iwas going to find the performances larger
than life, but moving the volu me control back anotch
took the vibrant edge off the players' attack without
any loss of immediacy. These are literally large
performances, in that the Juilliards take an unusually
generous view of Haydn's repeat marks—the first
movement of the D major ( no. 4) has an almost
Brucknerian length in this performance. But they
convey conviction in almost all they do—tempi
carefully considered ( surely the basic pulse for the
Menuetto of no. 5, the F minor quartet, is just too
slow), nothing mechanical about the repeats, superb
neatness in the ornaments. Just occasionally Ifelt a
slight exaggeration in the urging forward or holding
back of a phrase even as I could see the point
behind it. But the freshness, the sheer musical
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beauty and the excitement of these performances
are compelling. Since the Aeolian Quartet's opus 2(
is coupled in abox with opus 64, only the now rathe
elderly Tàtrai Quartet album of these six marvelloue
works can be bought as an entity. And that is hoy
they should be heard: not all six straight off, bu
three each on consecutive evenings. And preferabl!
in performances and recording as committed, warm
polished and stylish as we have here. Presence
clarity and balance are natural, and only some hiss ir
no. 4mars the otherwise silent surfaces. [A:1]
Peter Branscombi

Hearing Voices?
HENZE: Voices
Sarah Walker (m-sop) I Paul Sperry (ten) I
Londor
Sin fonietta IHenze
Decca ' Headline' HEAD 19-20 (
2 records) (£94)0;

Pro: As a collection of 22 songs these two recordt
display a great range of mood, style, technique an(
emotional distancing. There are very few composere
today (or for that matter in any other time) who couic
match Henze's technical skill and versatility. He car
be beautiful ( as in the setting of Heinrich Heine':
Heimkehr) and he can be bitter and harsh ( as ir
Richard Thomas' The Worker); he can write speech
song as easily as bel canto (amost welcome return t(
some of the vocal beauty of his earlier Italian works)
He has full mastery of symphonic instruments, bu
also of electronics and of ' pop' instruments—bott
present and past—and he has more than a passinç
familiarity with non- European instruments ant
idioms. All these he uses—and himself elicits quite
splendid performances from his soloists an(
players. Finally: the recording is outstandingly good
Contra: These records claim to be a single work—e
piece of music theatre to confront the ( Capitalis
Middle Class?) listener with the horror of ' relentlese
inhuman machines'
oppressing the impotent
isolated worker. It claims to ' confront' us witt
contemporary imperialistic war in all its irrationa
horror, and with the just rebellion of the colonize(
world'. Well—it doesn't. All its texts lean well to the
Left, but the music (the capably written, varie(
music) does not break with Middle Class traditior
and the whole is no more than the sum of its colour
ful parts. The Left should be heard (and is hear(
potently well in the work of such as Luigi Nono), bu
this Manifesto is manifestly as juvenile as are its Iror
Curtain counterparts; ' heroic', rhetorical, state
subsidised symphonies. Unlike his Eastern counter.
parts, however, Henze makes a very adequate anc
distinctly capitalist living out of his ' Communist
works. [
A*: 1*1
Benedict Sarnake

Splendid Solti
Humperdinck
HU MPERDINCK : ' Hansel und Gretel'
Fassbaender I Popp l Berry I Hamari I Schlemm
Burrowes IGruberova IVienna Boys' Choir IVP0
Solti
Decca D131D2 (
2 records) (£8.95)

Not many sets of Hansel und Gretel are listed, althougt
the fine Suitner/Telefunken version on ER6.35074 it
still available ( Selecta) despite its continuing in
explicable absence from the Gramophone catalogue
Older classics have been the mono y Schwarzkopf
Karajan ( see ' Deja Vu', p. 169) and the 1965 (
e 1976
Sadler's Wells Opera version—although the latter it
in English. The only real competitor, however, h
RCA's
marvellous 1974
Moffo/Donath/Ludwig
Fischer-Dieskau etc/ Teelz/Bavarian RO/Eichhorr
version [
A: 1] ( C.O., Jan '
75), a production of gres
musical beauty and technical brilliance.
Solti takes an insignificant five minutes longe
(106' 44) than Eichhorn yet from the outset tht
feeling is leisurely, flowing, the Prelude soundinç
even more like Parsifal than usual. Hansel and Grete
sound as much like sisters as do Moffo and Donatl
on RCA, but singing/acting is as splendid here, ac
there. Julia Hamari's singing as Mother is somewha
woolly and indistinct, but nevertheless fits wel
enough; Walter Berry's Father is gentler and mon
reflective than Fischer-Dieskau's delightful rollickiem
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All things being equal... they aren't!
Whatever you may read about a reviewer's subjective impressions of a component's ability to reproduce music, or of
how hi-fi equipment measures in objective test procedures,
we believe there has to be a BEST!
Common sense tells us that if a turntable
can, by virtue of its sound quality, establish
for itself a position above the competition
then other components in the audio chain
also can claim superiority in their respective
areas.
Whether measured or viewed
jectively all things aren't equal!

sub-

For instance our reference system has
stood unchallenged in providing the most
realistic sound stage we have ever heard
reproduced in a domestic environment.
The front end of the system includes the
remarkable hand crafted Grado Signature
Ill now mounted in a SME Ill. The signal
is then fed into the latest ( and lowest priced)
Rappaport pre- amplifier, the PRE-2, which
in turn controls the output from the built-in
power amplifiers of the mighty Acoustat full
range electrostatic loudspeakers.
In total this represents a very expensive
system with the only trade-off being perfection. But nothing is perfect and in its
absence this system is the best there is. If
the protagonists of subjective evaluation
think all equipment is equal and that alistener's choice is a matter of personal taste (?)
then let them hear this system— it is certainly
'more equal' than anything we've ever heard.
However, we are also very concerned about
offering equipment which could claim to be
best in terms of value for money. It's an
important criterion for many of our customers
as size, ergonomics or aesthetic appeal is to
others.
Here then we have selected just a few items
which reflect the standard of performance
our customers have come to expect from us.

Chrome or wood ... colour
them gone!
Ideally a loudspeaker should not be noticed,
at least its location should be difficult to perceive with one's aural faculties. There is of
course one speaker system which is attractive enough to provide visual pleasure as
well as sound quality of the highest standard.

Gale
Given a high quality signal Gale speakers
sound conspicuous by the absence of
cabinet effects.

It's almost as if they're not there!
But the ancillary components must be of an
exceptional standard to elicit the best performance
from
these
highly
regarded
speakers. It's fairly well known that Gales
devour power, but it isn't that a small amplifier can't drive them, it's just that a bit more
electricity takes you out of the ' musicality'
syndrome and into realism.
The Gale
GS401 A ( chrome and black) and the beautifully crafted, veneered GS401C have been
available for some years now, which may
account for the manufacturer's ability to
keep the price down. And at our price Gale
definitely represents our best buy loudspeaker.
Gale is probably unique in being able to
reproduce any kind of music without a bias
to either classical or pop. Classical music is
realised with accuracy and correct tonal balance, startling transient attack and a firm,
deep bass. They find as much detail as we
have heard from moving coil speakers, including depth, ambience and that elusive
'air' around instruments which goes a long
way to providing the ' no- speaker' sound.
Popular and rock music benefit from this performance in all ways with additional advantages including very high power handling and
acoustic output. And the Gales can play
loud for long periods without becoming tiring.
Could they be the utlimate compromise—
British accuracy with American sound
pressure levels?

Subjectively it's the same
difference!
Amplifiers have been the subject of much
controversy recently, there are those who
can hear differences and those who say you
can't. We were in the fortunate position of
being able to try the Quad '
test' even before
the magazines and were very impressed by
Mr. Walker's theories. However we maintain
that power amplifiers are instrumental in
affecting the end result and of course there
is little doubt that the amount of power available can change the ' presence' of a system
quite dramatically. The most stunning performance we have enjoyed from a power
amplifier was courtesy the bi-mono Trio LO7
system. Compared to the Lux valve combination and the TVA- 1it was less romantic but
we (five of us) are undivided in our opinion
that it encouraged the most realistic results
through out regular battery of ' monitors'—
NS1000, Gale, Spendor and Harbeth speakers.

Approaching this performance ( on a subjective basis) was the much lower priced
Hitachi HMA 7500, and the Meridian 105.
Like the Trio system, the Meridian 100 watt
power amps come in two separate mono
sections, and of course their model 103 is
still our recommendation as the smallest
amplifier capable of driving the Gales.
Definitely one of our best buys.
We subscribe to the theory that most poweramplifiers are simply incapable of transmitting all the information hurled at them by the
pre- amp. Most power amps just aren't fast
enough!
Consequently the Japanese and coincidentally Mr. Rappaport, have devoted a lot
of research into high speed ' devices'.
V-FET, MOS FET, and Pulse Width Modulation are terms which reflect different.
approaches to the same goal.

Fast power amplifiers!
Ideally the matching pre- amp should be
slow, afurther theory which can be substantiated by the truly effortless sound quality
achieved by coupling the ' slow' Rappaports
with fast power amps like the Hitachi and
Trio.
The Trio combination is currently the fastest
device available although we expect Rappaport's own power section to be faster still!
Trouble is, it's a bit slow getting across the
Atlantic! !
Other pre- amps which merit serious consideration include the American dB Systems
and Hafler units, and from these shores
Meridian and Lecson.

Our cartridge tip
We've already mentioned the Grado Signature Ill which costs around four times the
price of the SME in which it is fixed, but at
the other end of the scale comes the Grado
Laboratory series F1+ at only £37.50. Already this pick-up has achieved rave reviews
in the hi-fi press and is unquestionably the
best cartridge value available.
We have a good stock situation in moving
coils too, including Entré, Signet and Coral.
But the only m/c head-amp we can wholeheartedly recommend is the Rappaport MC1.
There we have it then, afew interesting components from our very large range. There's
much more too— come and see us, you'll be
most welcome.

AM\
un,11 CONSULTANTS (Peterborough)
13 VVhitsed Street Peterborough Tel ( 0733) 51007
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jollity—but both are superb, and one takes one's
pick. The smaller parts are charmingly sung, and
Anny Schlemm (in contrast to Christs Ludwig's
infectious glee) is a rather wobbly-voiced but
almost-believably sinister Witch. (The only real
'engineering production' is the echo around her
voice in the ' hocus-pocus' aria, the pan-potting of
the ' Witch's Ride', and the magnificent 1812- like
crash with which her oven explodes across the
stage—represented only orchestrally in the RCA
set.) Also, then, arecording full of vocal excellences.
The overall and obvious difference in presentation
is that Eichhorn gives us all the fairy-tale gaiety ( and
his engineers, a close-miked wonder of juggled
perspectives and textures) and Solti lets speak for
itself the Wagnerian music-dramatic content,
supported by a straight-faced Sofiensaal operatic
recording of spacious ambient depth and ' laid-back'
orchestral/vocal positioning.
Each approach is
right, for the work, itself being neither satisfactorily
one of the other thing ( or, if you like, being equally
both), bears either treatment with perfect equanimity.
So choose, on the basis of whether you want a
delightful musical fairytale or apost-Wagnerian light
German music drama
The most important opera
since Parsifar as Siegfried Wagner oddly put it.)
Iwill hedge by suggesting that you should have
both—Iwould certainly not do without either—and
will further hedge by, while awarding Solti a higher
rating than C. O. awarded Eichhorn, mentioning that
each is in my view 1/1* for performance, while my B
rather than A* for the RCA set is applied in view
of its being a matter of splendid artifice rather than
an approach to recorded realism. (The RCA has too
some overclose vocal miking, overdone artificial
ambience and occasional strain at climaxes.) I
find each result equally, and clifferin;r1y, splendid.
[A*: 1/11
Geoff Jeanes
Footnote: On Telefunken set FK6.35016 (5 records)
(£22.00) there appears a fascinating collection of
stereo piano- roll recordings of such as Mahler,
Grieg, Debussy, which includes Humperdinck
playing extracts from his own Hansel und Gretel, in
1905.
LEHAR: 'The Merry Widow'—highlights
Sills ITitus IFowles IPrice IBillings ISmith INew
York City Opera Orch. el Chorus IRudel
HMV ASD3500C) (£4.40)
This American production of The Merry Widow is
obviously aimed at that section of the market that
requires, firstly, an
English-speaking
version,
secondly, not the whole thing, thirdly, a good hi-fi
sound—and it fulfils these needs admirably. The
English is not too blatantly American and the
Sheldon Harnick translation seems to be agood one
where one can actually hear the words. If this is
aimed at the popular market (which it surely must be)
it does it on the above grounds and not by any
blatantly popular approach; indeed, it is one of the
most ' operatic' versions I have heard, with well
considered singing and playing, and sounds almost
Verdian at times; the chorus work is particularly
good and the orchestral playing excellent. The
recording is well-balanced and theatrical in quality.
On balance, it is not particularly Viennese in style,
American in ageneral rather than a linguistic way—
echoes of the Lanza tradition. The various singers
take their parts well. Much revolves around its
widow, in this case Beverly Sills who has just the
right kind of mature frivolity and sparkle for a merry
widow. She exhibits her usual excess of vibrato on
the sustained high notes but otherwise acts and
sings her part with conviction and style. Imust admit
that Iexpected not to like this record, but found its
merits outweighing its imposed limitations, and
found myself enjoying its characterisation and
generally tasteful production. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond
MEND ELSSOH N : The Six Sonatas, Op. 65 and
the Three Preludes and Fugues, Op. 37
Roger Fisher (org)
Oiseau -Lyre SOL 350-1 (2 records) (£6.50)
These records contain the two complete opuses
which, together with four miscellaneous pieces,
make up the whole of Mendelssohn's small organ
output. The first five sonatas are not in that form,
being collections of voluntaries.
This is very much ' upper crust' romanticism, and
it is given a suitably rich, sensuous but not sugary
coating by Roger Fisher on the organ of Chester
Cathedral. He shows great skill in a number of
complex passages, revealing no more than an
HI Fi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

occasional tiny hint of their technical difficulty.
Altogether an apt and splendidly effective account.
The recording is also fitting, with a wide dynamic
range, good frequency extension and cosy, but not
cloying warmth. It contains some really thrilling,
sonorous passages. A very good all-round bargain,
which will please many who enjoy this kind of music
—the music that typifies, and is often used to
support, Anglican Cathedral services. [ A: 1]
Trevor Attewell

Bahm's
Don Giovanni
MOZART: ' Don Giovanni'
Tomowa-Sintow I Zylis-Gara I Mathis I Schreier I
Milnes IBerry IDúsing IMacurdy IVPO IBöhm
DG 2709 085 (3 records) (£13.05)
Of the eight versions of Don Giovanni currently
available this, as far as Iam aware, is the only one
actually recorded live. This possibly accounts for
the slight variations in audibility as the singers move
about the stage and has occasioned the loss of the
star that Iwould certainly have otherwise awarded
the recording. My strictures on live recordings
notwithstanding, this one is exemplary in reserving
any applause, of which there must have been gales,
to the ends of the two acts. The placing of the
microphones has achieved a realistic balance
between orchestra and singers and placed an
acceptable distance between audience and performer. As to the performance: Icannot claim to
have heard all the other versions, but few could
excel this for the overall excellence of the cast or for
the dramatic quality of the singing and acting. To
take the ladies first. Ihad a few reservations about
Tomowa-Sintow's Donna Anna when she first
appeared, she seemed too measured and marmoreal,
but she is rather a cold fish as a character, though
Attila Csampai, in an interesting article in the
accompanying booklet, would not agree.
The
performance grows however, and the great aria
Non mi dir is delivered with bravura and a certainty
that stands comparison with her rivals. Teresa
Zylis-Gara's Elvira also has moments of uncertainty,
but rises to the challenges with all the spirit endemic
to her dramatic function as the source of the Don's
downfall. Edith Mathis makes a delicious and
wholly believable Zerlina, with just a touch of
peasant roughness in her pronunciation. Central
to the performance however, are Milnes' Don and
Berry's rough-cut Leporello. These strike me as
being absolutely right, the cavalier's caddishness
unquestionable; his servant's craven villainy faintly
repulsive yet undeniably comic. A particular virtue
of this performance throughout is the quality of the
recitative which is delivered with all the natural
nuances of the speech it is intended to convey.
There is nothing dry or dull about its sheer pace and
intensity. In the two remaining roles, Düsing's
commonsensical suspicious Masetto is splendidly
churlish, while John Macurdy makes acommanding
statue in the dinner scene, made memorable by
Leporello's terrified babbling and Elvira's fruitless
pleas for the Don's salvation. The force which binds
these elements together is, of course, BiShm, himself, a Mozart conductor of unimpeachable magnificence. He chooses generally slower than usual
speeds but the architecture he builds is of incomparable grandeur. One leaves every major
Mozart opera feeling that it is the greatest of them
all, but there is little doubt that this Don Giovanni,
which in many ways remainds me of Krips' last
performances in Vienna six or seven years ago,
restores this particular opera to the pinnacle of
Mozart music drama. Iwonder what this magical
conductor will do to Idomeneo, which rumour
suggests he is recording. [A:1.]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 21 in C, K467
Piano Concerto No. 26 in A, K488
Christoph Eschenbach (pno) ILPO IEschenbach
HMV ASD 3596 (£4.40)
Christoph Eschenbach is the latest in the lengthening line of pianist-conductors and this appears to be
his first recording of any of the Mozart concertos. He
already has to his credit avery respectable series of
the Mozart piano sonatas and, with Justus Frantz,
he has recorded the duet sonatas. His playing
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is notable for its strength and subtlety— he car
produce a ravishing pianissimo just as well as e
crisp fortissimo—and he brings all of his artistry tc
bear on these two popular works Unlike some o•
his competitors he does not attempt to embellist
the printed line though he does contribute somc
elaborate ' lead-ins' and, in K467, two appropriatt
cadenzas. There is possibly an uncharacteristic
harmony, more suggestive of Schumann thar
Mozart, and if Mozart's own cadenzas are anythim
to go by, Eschenbach's are over- long. But at leas
they do utilise the original material and build on it
which is more than can be said for some. TM
command of the orchestra in support and his contro
of the orchestral tuttis suggest creditable confidenci
and an ear for detail. The recording favours thi
piano as is usual these days, though not excessively
and the results are worthy of recommendation. Onl:
liana Vered offers a direct comparison. On balanci
and despite relative cheapness Eschenbach anc
Eschenbach offer the better proposition. [A: 1]
Kenneth Dommet
MOZART: Oboe Concerto in C, K314 / MOZART
(attr): Oboe Concerto in Ep, K294b
Han de Vries ( obo) IPrague CO IKersjes
HMV AS133553® (£4.40)
The curiosity here is the very, very dubious concerti
in E flat. The latest edition of Küchel accords th,
piece scant space and even scanter consideration a:
a genuine Mozart work.
It was published Ip!
Schmidt of Heilbronn in 1899 in an edition by Erns
Naumann. The sleeve note to this recording, whicl
emanates from Supraphon, incidentally, suggest:
that the original manuscript dates from about 1800
No suggestion is made that Mozart had any hand it
that though it is claimed that the oboe solo is b:
'W. A. Mozart'. There is little doubt in nry mind tha
Mozart had nothing to do with it, but it is neverthe
less a pleasant work. There are two distinct move
ments, the second consisting of a short Adagit
(Romanze) which leads into the rondo finale
Compared with the genuine Mozart concerto on thi
other side it lacks real distinction, unlike the equal'.
dubious B flat bassoon concerto ( KA 230a) whicl
someone
might
perhaps
consider recording
de Vries, a noted member of the Netherlands Win<
Ensemble and other groups, has not to my knowledgi
recorded before as a concerto soloist. His tone it
slightly reedy but full and rich, and his playint
shapely. The recording itself is slightly edgy ant
inclined to sharpness but is reasonably clear. TM
orchestral playing is secure and lively. Acceptabh
performances, therefore, but likely to comment
attention principally on account of the Eflat concerti
rather than for the C major, which has plenty of stil
competition. [ A/B: 1]
Kenneth Dommet
PARRY: Songs of Farewell /
Part Songs
Louis Halsey Singers IHalsey
Argo ZK58 (E2.85)

STANFORD

A charming record. It was agood, and even natural
thought to couple together two composers win
worked in such similar fields and were almost exec
contemporaries. I should say that Parry is giver
greater scope: he gets more time, but also mon
weighty works. This, however, only demonstrate:
how good acomposer Stanford could be, even whet
not writing for the deeper preoccupations of his life
'Songs of Farewell' include Vaughan's splendit
'My soule, there is a countrie' and John Donne':
conceit ' At the round Earthe's imagined Corners'
which suggests that Parry had an interest in thi
seventeenth-century ' metaphysical'
poets
loft
before they became fashionable again under th:
influence of T. S. Eliot. The group concludes witl
the lengthy ' Lord, let me know mine end', which is 1
familiar ecclesiastical piece for large choirs. Th:
Stanford songs have nothing so serious about them
but Stanford was ever the meticulous craftsman, am
these short songs are a delight.
The Louis Halsey Singers are in very good form
be the mood grave or gay. They are to be com
mended for their articulation, which makes listeninj
without a text entirely possible. The recording h
good to very good, too; but watch it: one pickup
admire greatly was thrown by some of the higl
fortissimi, and it took the V15/IV to ride them witl
ease. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Turne

PUCCINI: ' Madama Butterfly'
Scotto IDomingo I Wizen I Knight I Andreoli I
Ambrosian Opera Chorus IPhilharmonie IMaazel
CBS 79313 (3 records) E12.49)
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dissatisfied %ESOUND?
Non- Linear Phase?
Crossover Roughness ?
Capacitor Re-actance? Unbalanced Outputs ?
Bass Loss at Low Power ?
Contented JORDAN- WATTS Loudspeaker
users know nothing of such problems — they
enjoy fatigue- free clean natural sound from
their amazing single metal diaphragm
full- range JORDAN- WATTS High Fidelity
Loudspeakers.
With 4out of 5 emigrating to ease the balance
of payments JORDAN- WATTS Loudspeakers
are sometimes hard to find, but the reward is
years of pleasure.

audio-visual beauty

Send stamps for illustrated brochure and D- I
- Y details to :- Jordan-Watts Ltd.,
Benlow Works, Silverdale Road, Hayes, Middx. UB3 3BW
Tel : 01-573 6928
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Y
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Address

LOUDSPEAKERS
the voice of high fidelity

GLOSSOP ROAD GOSSIP
This month's two super systems
System 1

System 2

Yamaha B1/C1/UC1 £2697.30
J.B.L. 212 Speakers £1649.00
Linn/Grace/Supex
£500.00

A.G.1 pre amp
Dunlap Clarke 1000
power amp.
Dayton Wright
Electrostatics
Linn/Grace/Supex

Total List Price

£4846.30

Total List Price

£375.00
£1200.00
£2550.00
£500.00
£4625.00

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS HAMPER PRICE
£3000.00 FOR EITHER SYSTEM
Or telephone for individual prices.
We have as usual all our favourites— Meridian, Linn T.V.A.,
A & R, Quad and S.T.D.
Wishing all our readers and customers a very happy Christmas
and aprosperous New Year
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tis infuriating to find that Act 1does not end (as it
bring out more individuality of musical strands—
onveniently does on Karajan's and other versions)
especially percussion, including the gong. Perhaps
it the end of the second side, but overflows on to the —ironically—the one point where the newer recordhird. This is one of two criticisms which concern
ing wins is in the more melting tones of Freni, as
packaging', outside those matters of sound and
against Caballé herself, as Liù.
music which are assessed in the rating below. My
So, can the title-role tip the balance? Ido not
other criticism is of the libretto-booklet, which is
think so, partly because (by a daring stroke of the
quite unsatisfactory, again especially if co mpared
composer's) Turandot herself is not heard until
with Kara¡an-Decca. The English synopsis is
midway through the opera. While important, the
unintelligent, the Japanese priest or Bonze appearrole is not all-important. Moreover, Sutherland's is
ing as ' Cozio BOtIZO'—a ludicrous mistake for ' Lo zio
the better interpretation—making more of phrasing,
Bonzo', ' the Uncle Bonze'. The translation of the
words (yes, whatever Sutherland's past failings) and
text is not a literal version as it should be, but the
especially rhythms. Compare, at the start of ' In
antiquated and inaccurate singing version published
questa reggin', the unaccompanied ' Equel grido': the
by Ricordi, into which three totally gratuitous lines
very clear dotted rhythm is preserved by Sutherland,
(not corresponding with anything sung) have been
lost in Caballé's rubato. There are some fine,
somehow inserted into Butterfly's suicide soliloquy,
thrilling high notes from Caballé but most of her
No, CBS, it won't do.
perf
orm ance left me unmoved. Fans o
f Caballé and
A pity, because in music and sound-production it
Carreras, however, will find ample satisfaction both
is a very good Butterfly indeed. ( Curiously it is
in their performances and in the setting in which
entitled, on box and discs, ' Madame' Butterfly, a
they are placed. [Ai 2]
Arthur Jacobs
French form corresponding neither to the original
American play nor to Puccini's usage.) Its outstanding asset is Renata Scotto. Buoyed on her
current wave of successful new activity, she brings
many insights and many thrills to the title- role,
without over-indulging the sentimentality in musical
terms. Prudently at this stage of her career, she
declines the optional high D flat in the middle of Act
1 but takes, splendidly, the top C at the end. A
beautiful touch is the slight tremor in her voice when
she describes herself as ' rinnegata' (renounced) by
her own people— fl better effect than Freni, on the
Karajan recording, achieves. Placido Domingo is in
fine form as Pinkerton, Ingvar Wixell is an exception ally strong and sympathetic Sharpless, and Gillian
Knight a capable Suzuki—though her vocal delivery
is not quite ' forward' enough to give the words their

Natural
Rachmaninov
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 2in e, op. 27

few years later, which makes it sound more like an
opera than ever, but he preferred the original version
and after the effort of writing a 500 page score he
always insisted that the original should be used. The
orchestral version was not performed until after his
death. It is nevertheless fascinating to make the
comparisons and the orchestral version is available
(Oryx 1826/7), unfortunately rather poorly recorded.
It is to be hoped that someone else will attempt it.
There was an Erato recording of the original
score issued here by World Records but this was
deleted and now the only rival is an Ariola recording
on RCA (SER5693/4). That version has an excellent
group of soloists, Lovâss, Fassbaender, Schreier
and Fischer-Dieskau, and is ably directed by
Wolfgang Sawallisch. Those who have it need not
worry about it being susperseded by the new
recording. Indeed the whole feeling of the performances is remarkably similar, perhaps dictated by the
straightforward nature of the work, and one would be
hard put to it to make aclear recommendation in this
respect. One might prefer the soprano Kan iLovâss
on the RCA recording, who sings beautifully; on the
other hand I much admire Robert Tear's wholehearted singing on the new recording. In matters of
recording there is some difference. The RCA is
generally clearer and has more immediate impact.
The present recording is, rather surprisingly for
Argo, inclined to be a bit recessed, almost muffled
in the opening Kyrie. It is warm and pleasant sounding but not as clear as it should be with such
small forces. Whichever is chosen, the music
will provide endless delight for those who enjoy
Rossini's melodious vein. [A/13 : 1] Peter Gammond

Rotterdam PO jde Waart
Philips 9500 309 (£4.50)
Symphony 8
Edo de Waart provides an interpretative contrast to
SC HUBERT : Symphony 4 in c
Previn and the LSO (HMV), combining warmth with
in b
restraint, never letting the music cloy. The Rotterdam
Chicago SO IGiulini
strings are admirably expressive, and textures
DG 2531 047 (£4.35)
are beautifully balanced by de Waart—listen, for
pro per bite.
These are impressi ve performances and offer a
example, to the accompaniment figures as the
Lor in Maazel, a sympat hetic conductor of Puccini
ser i
ous challenge to othe r versions that now reside
as usual, encompasses both the climaxes and
clarinet begins his eloquent solo in the adagio. ( A
delicacies of the score. If Islightly prefer Karajan
pity astudio noise is heard towards the beginning of
in the catalogue in fair number, especially of the
'Unfinished'—a
w ork that rarely see ms to get a poor
the movement.) Ialso marvel at the way the young
and the Vienna Philharmonic (Decca) to Maazel and
performance . Giulini's ' Unfi nished' is as we would
the Philharmonie, it is not so much for interpretative
Dutch conductor makes each successive idea seem
ex pect it to be ,profound, fl owing and integrate d. He
reasons as for the greater individual definition of
to flower naturally from what has gone before—this
orchestral instruments which the Viennese recording
is particularly so in the scherzo—and when the
is
also good uat
brin ging out small details that are
sometimes
nderplayed
in other performances.
achieves. Maazel's reading is well supported by
theme from the slow movement reappears in the
full-toned sound and Iam perhaps finicky in saying
With
the
ideal
rhyt
hmic
surge
maintained it would be
finale, it is a most touching moment.
The recorded sound is similar to that of the third
Icould not quite reconcile the different impressions
hard to fault this reading. The 4th Symphony
when Butterfly herself approaches from off-stage
syMphony, on 9500 302, although without quite as
('Tragic') is le ss exploited and tends to be regarded
and when the Bonze does so. Incidentally, did
much ' sparkle'. A slight suggestion of blurring, and
as one of the less er works. Again, this fine performneither Maazel nor the producer, Paul Myers, care
aless extended frequency range this time. [A:
ance should persuad e us to a deeper appreciation of
Christopher Breunlg
it s merits. The slo w movement is given an even
to iron out the contradiction between Wixell's
sur face from which the details tellingly emerge; the
'Benjamin Franklin Pinkerton' and Scotto's ' F. B.
Pinkerton'? The former is correct, of course,
m inuet is full of life; and the finale is particularly fine,
RIMSKY-KOR SAIROV : The Invisible City of
i
m bued with an urgen cy and pointfulness that has
whatever the mix-up in the printed vocal score.
Kitezh—suite
_ Mlada—suite Li May Night
rar ely been equalled. I am sorry to have to say that
[A: 1]
Arthur Jacobs
per f
ec tion in this life is rarely attained.
Such a
--overture
performan ce should have a r
ecording to match and
PhilharmonM Hun garica IKapp
this one is somew hat disappointing in view of the
Turnabout TV34889S (£2.35)
orc h
estra and the label . It is by no means clear,
PUCCINI: Turandot'
A useful bargain collection, perhaps, for someone
un du ly congested and lac kshestral
the natural
warmthI
that
h raza de. But such
Caballé I
Carreras Freni IPlishka ISénéchal! Sardinero I
recording.
can
wanting to supplement hi
colourful scores ideally demand avirtuoso orchestra
Strasbourg PO ILombard
—here we have, presumably, Dorati's Haydn-series
we expe ct et a me
HMV SLS 5135® (3 records) (03.10)
orc h
estra (the label copy gives it as ' Philharmonica'),
only say that the avid Schubertian should listen, I
Five years ago, when Decca rather unexpectedly cast
Joan Sutherland as the '
icy' Princess Turandot and
an
d Richard
erformances
are rather
cramped
possible,
before
purchase.
It would
be
a shame
to
lacking Kapp's
in real p
im
petus. Compare
Svetlanov's
miss these
splendid
performances
but
this
is no t an
a nd
Montserrat Caballé as the tender, self-sacrificing
more cohesive and comp elling May Night overture
ideal sound. [
B/C: 11
Pet
erGammond
Liù, one of my reviewing colleagues asked whether
the roles should not have been reversed. The
w ith the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra (EMI).
With
answer was no, since Sutherland turned out to be an
battle sce nes and genre da nces, the other works
eme rge as second-class music, naive in manner.
SCHUBERT : Symphony 4 in c D Symphony 8
unconventional but convincing Turandot (without
Recor di ng
quality is agree abl y open and with
in b
the more steely aspects of Birgit Nilsson's two
Decca
SXL8845
equ ate range. [ 6: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
Israel
PO
IMehta (£4.5 0)
ad
recordings). Still, here is a partial reversal: on the
Compar i
sons are forced up on us whether we want
new recording, Caballé sings Turandot, ceding Liù
them or not. Havi n g j
ust listened to Giulini in the
to Mirella Freni.
Aft e r Caballé's ' home-made' Butterfly with her
ROSSINI: Petit e Messe Solenne lle
sam e coupling, I find Mehta less convincing by
compar i
son. His ' Unfinishe d' seems less settled as
husband as leading tenor and other economical
M arshall IHodgson / Tear IKing ILondon Ch amber
support (see HFNIRR, January 1978), this is also
if always in search of the right rhythm. He seems to
Choir I Holford (pno) I Constable (pno) I Birch
evidently a recording created specially for her and
sna tch at phrases an d continually upset the natural
(harm onium) IHeltay
possibly by her. Again, orchestra and conductor
Argo ZRG89314 (2 records) (£9.00)
flow of the work. There is a sense of careful compil
ati o n rather than a sp iritual realisation. The same
(Alain Lombard) are not in the top league. But this
This most endearing work was not embarked upon
is asuperior job, with the considerable gifts of José
applies to the 4th.
Where Giulini seems to have
by
Rossini
until
he
was
71
years
old
and
in
that
period
effaced
himself as an in ter preter by producing a
Carreras as Calaf, and a decent supporting cast.
w ho lly resolved and relaxed performance in the right
o fvoluntary retirem ent in Paris, tired of the comThe sound, while slightly more edgy and less
pe titive world of opera, w hen he wrote many interestSchu ber ti a n spirit, Mehta is visibly at work on the
rounded than the best opera recordings of today, is
ing and experime ntal pieces which he affectionately
remarkable for the well-defined breadth of stereo
sc ore all the time , striving for effect, which he no
called ' sins of old age'. It was the only long work
presentation and, equally, for the sharp 'vertical'
dou bt obtains to his satisfaction but not to mine as
that he had writte n since the Stabat Mater some
Icon ti nu ally felt unable to sink into any established
definition of high and low frequencies.
twen
ty
years
previous
l
y
.
In
the
form
in
which
we
But at one point after another ifound it slightly
mo od. The recording is decidedly better than the DG
gener ally hear it, four sol oists, a small chorus and an
outranked by Decca. In terms of intensity and sheer
one but star qual it y evades it owing to a slightly
accompaniment of two pianos and a harmonium it is
vocal thrill, Pavarotti as Sutherland's partner brings
wo olly bass sound and almost too smooth strings.
pleasan tly
light in textu re and the ingratiating
more to Calaf's role. Decca's supporting cast is
It
is impossibl e to say whether Iwould have appreciated this perf orman ce more without such a close
me
l
o
dies
give
it
the
cha
racter
of
a
light
opera.
Only
more distinguished (it includes Peter Pears as the
the words really t
ake it wholly into the realm of
aged Emperor of China). Zubin Mehta's conducting
159
rel i
gi
ou s music.
Rossin i orchestrated the work a
is more urgently impelled and, as a matter both of
musical direction and engineering, manages to
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serendipity in surrey
ACOUSTATS
Full range electrostatic speakers from the
USA featuring direct coupling from the inbuilt amplifiers to the electrostatic plates
highly recommended for those wishing to
recreate the concert hall listening experience, has stupendous ambience and
detail with commendable bass reproduction
which is usually lacking in electrostatics.
Capable of high sound levels, but requires
the right equipment to drive them. Let us
show you what they can do. Home demon•
strations are amust for these units.

FUTTERMANS
This is another line audio product retailed only by Guildford Hi•Fi. It is so good,
but so scarce, that there is just not enough to go round. This valve design has
been around for many years and has been minufactured only on acustom-made
basis in the USA. The specifications as with all valve equipment is modest but
the sound is incomparable. When allied with the Paragon preamp the combination
is unbeatable.

oye.

MERIDIAN

111111MC

"'Why should Ipay f330 for a dinky
little amplifier thats got only 35 lousy
watts per channel, no filters, no headphones jack, and not even an on- off
light. Thus might the acoustically
unsophisticated rightly react to the
spartan simplicity of the Boothroyd•
Stewart Meridian amplifiers. Any such
reservations should quickly be dispelled after a short listening spell. It is
especially adept at demolishing the
pretensions of many highly regarded
(and more expensive) muscular arien•
tal amplifiers. 50 and 100 watt
versions are also available.

RE VOX
We were standing tall when the
representative of Bauch pinned our
"Resins B dealership' . badge on our
heaving bosom. After all, they have
been acknowledged as the manufacturers of the finest tape deck ever.
Now they are introducing o complete
product range that seeks to achieve

PARAGON

SOUND LEASE
The Soundlease TVA- 1 is the first
product from an aspiring pair of
designers. Messrs Austen and Michaeon who are convinced that value
technology is enjoying a renaissance
of popularity. It is of meticulous
construction and indeed its only

the same status for adigital fm tuner
(0760) and integrated amplifier ( 13750)
and a radial tracking turntable that
must leave the Japanese gasping with
disbelief and envy. • Nuff said, just
hear it all at GHF and draw your own
conclusions

drawback is its hernia- inducing weight
of 5 stone 10. Nominally 50 watts
per channel, it is an ideal companion
to the Paragon preamplifier which
allows you to listen to the music once
more and not the equipment.

Paragon is not too well known in this country since we are the only shop bringing
them in from the GSA. We don't advertise them heavily since they are in such
scarcity, even in the States. If your hearing hasn't been permanently impaired
and you can still appreciate the sound of a live orchestra, we are sure you will
never want to return to the screeching, edgy, constructed, sterile sound that
emanates from transistor phono preamps. Strong stuff, but we believe a listen
will convince you. The Paragon system
preamp is f450 - while the model 12A
is [ 895.00.

We also recommend an audition of the following high- quality equipment: Linn Sondek LP12 turntable ( alas, nothing seems to
approach it for quality), ADC carbon fibre arms and Grace 6707 arms, cartridges by ADC, AKG, Decca, Grado, Sonus, and
Stanton. For the impoverished but discriminating music lover we have the Dual CS502 turntable and for the extremely patient,
the Rega Plannar II Fr Ill ( up to ayears wait). We also have the commendable AEr RA60 amplifier, the Enigma variations, and
Quad 33/405 amplifiers. Also recommended are the Technics and Nakamichi amps and tuners. Among speakers one should
hear the Dahlquist, Harbeth, Gale, B & W. and the highly recommended Tangent range. We also recommend the new LQZ
speaker cables and Gold-ens signal leads for an improvement in your present equipment.

GUILDFORD HIel
270 HIGH ST,

160

GUILDFORD,

SURREY Tel. 71534

comparison to hand; it just happened that way.
[A: 2]
Peter Gammond

Splendid Scriabin
SCRIABIN: Piano Sonata 2 ( Sonata- Fantasy)
in g sharp, Op. 19 L
- Piano Sonata 7 ( White
Mass), Op. 64 E Piano Sonata 10, Op. 70 L., Deux
Poèmes, Op. 32 Li Quatre Morceaux, Op. 56 Ll
Two Dances, Op. 73
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL 6868 (£3.99)
More than any other that has come my way, this
record reveals the extraordinary range of Ashkenazy's playing, from the wonderfully limpid opening
of the Tenth Sonata—amodel of absorbed delicacy,
this—to the controlled extravagance of the Prelude
from the Quatre Morceaux: a piece marked Violent,
très accentué— not the sort of marking that Ashkenazy would be likely to undervalue. Whether Scriabin
is your composer or not you will. Ithink, be spellbound by Ashkenazy's realisation of the music—not
least, by his mercurial expressiveness. There are,
of course, passages in which one is brow-beaten
and set tingling by wiry resonances; nonetheless,
the recording is very successful and Iam not disposed to give it a split rating. [
A: 1.]
Hugh Ottaway
We apologise for the error which led us to print this
review in July ' 78, at which time the record was not
available. However, it has now been released and
we repeat our review above.—Records Ed.

SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartet 5 in B flat,
Op. 92 , String Quartet 6in G, Op. 101
Fitzwilliam Quartet
Oiseau-lyre OSLO 29 (£4-50)
These are two of the least well-known of
Shostakovich's 15 string quartets, and yet it is
hard to see why this is so. Ihave suggested elsewhere that, for anyone listening to the quartets in
sequence, the Sixth is the point at which to pause
and reflect on Shostakovich's mastery of the medium
and of his own thought- processes within it. The
lucidity and precision of the writing—Shostakovich
at his most feline—are splendidly realised by the
Fitzwilliams, as are the more intense qualities of the
Fifth. Each of these works has a unique slow movement, that of the Sixth being a passacaglia quite
different from others by Shostakovich. The recorded sound, though good in other respects, has a
somewhat high-powered closeness which adversely
affects the dynamics. Passages marked forte tend
to flare, and there is often little distinction between
forte and fortissimo. A marking such as Iff espressivo
does not stand much chance. At the other end, p
tends to have the presence of mf, and a true pp is
seldom experienced. A cut in volume is not really a
solution, for tonal character as well as loudness is
involved. But this defect is not as severe as on the
previous record in the series ( DSLO 28). [B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

forward in projection. The quality is much more
refined than in RCA's stereo production, and Colin
Davis probes deeper into the emotions depicted in
Stravinsky's masterpiece. Side 2 is perhaps more
enjoyable than the opening tableaux—with real
menace in the linking drumrolls between scenes 3/4,
and a profoundly touching ending to the ballet. The
details of the scoring are wonderfully lucid and fresh.
This would now be my own clear first choice; even so
Iwould like to see that treasurable Concertegbouw
Petrushka directed by Hans Rosbaud reissued by
Philips— it still sounds excellent and would be ideal
for the Festivo label! [
A/A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

Not to be missed!
STRAVINSKY: Scherzo
Fantastique
Symphonies of Wind Instruments , Pulcinella
—suite
NYPO lBoulez
CBS 76680C) (£4.29)
Ihope you won't be put off by the sleeve— Boulez
has important things to say about the two familiar
works, and his record includes the rare Scherzo
op. 3, used in 1917 for a beet The Bees. (
Stravinsky
said it owed ' much more to Mendelssohn by way of
Tchaikovsky than to Rimsky-Korsakov'.)
This
virtuoso piece has acontrasting slow, Tchaikovskylike episode, but the outer sections already have the
dry, fluttery sounds of some of the Firebird writing—
hardly surprising that Rimsky spoke highly of the
scoring when he saw the manuscript.
To the Symphonies Boulez brings different
qualities from Ansermet ( whose Decca version was
recently transferred to ECS821). Where Ansermet
was more monumental, more monolithic, with the
Le Sacre-like sections large in scale, Boulez is more
intimate in manner; the six themes analysed by Eric
Walter White are sharply delineated to make a suite
of numbers subtly interwoven.
The playing in the Pulcinella Suite is rough-edged
if you compare it with the outstanding Academy
version on Argo: their version is an eighteenthcentury suite, and this is more obviously a pastiche.
The studio noise ( which some may find annoying)
here Ifind gives Boulez's performance something of
a lively, almost a workshop atmosphere. Another
way of looking at it would be to say that with Marriner
the listener occupies an expensive stall seat,
discreetly removed from the stage; the CBS takes
you to the footlights, you both see and smell the
actors— greasepaint glistens, clothes are damp and
tatty.
It is an exciting production too, with a mixture of
hall resonances excited and prolonged, and ultraclose balances—the stereo imagery is highly
explicit; for instance in the Gavotte the right half of
the stage is almost silent, and the sounds come from
behind and beyond the left speaker. And the
marvellous vivo has abiting focus on the strings and
cutting brass interjections setting up loud echoes.
It's the sort of recording one wants to hear on other
big systems, as well as one's own; there is acertain
hard glare to the sound, and as Isay Pulcinella is
busy with page-turning and wind- keys clicking, but a
Stravinsky concert not to be missed! [A*/A: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

Exciting Petrushka
Vivid Zoo and Cox
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka (
1947 version)
Concertebouw IC. Davis
Philips 9500 447 (£4.50)
The complexity of detail and the sheer size of the
orchestral sound characteristic of the Rite of Spring
emerge more tellingly, perhaps, from the Colin
Davis/Concertgebouw recording than any other.
Now this Petrushka in the revised scoring ( Philips
already have the fine LPO/Haitink of the original)
appears as an exciting follow-up.
It challenges the brilliant Chicago SO/Levine
(RCA) disc, where the orchestral discipline is
staggering; about the ultra-close balances Ihave
reservations—some have dismissed the RCA
version for its brashness. But Philips too use a
multi-miked array, and although there is considerable
depth here, and the hall reverberations are realistic,
some details ( and front desks left and right) are
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SULLIVAN: The Zoo' ' Cox and Box'
D'Oyly Carte IRPO INash
Decca TXS128 (£4•50)
True that beside Trial by Jury and the later masterpieces The Zoo is but ahint of what is to come, but it
has all the hallmarks of Sullivan's style and musical
wit and Icannot imagine any Savoy enthusiast not
enjoying it. Some purists may object to some initial
zoo noises and an added commentary but these are
brief and the rest is pure joy. There is terrific zest in
the whole performance and the singers obviously
enjoyed themselves. The only song that lacks a
little something is Eliza's charming number, where
she explains that she is a simple child, which
actually had more lilt in the Rare Recorded Editions
version. Overall this is a great treat for the operetta
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lover and it is given a really superb recording
of immaculate balance and detail. Cox and Box,
Sullivan's first operatic piece written with F. C.
Burnand in 1866, is rather better known and has been
recorded before by Decca. Again this is afirst-rate
performance which brings out all the Victorian
flavour and highlights some of the really excellent
music that Sullivan wrote with its various echoes of
Offenbach, Weber and the popular music of the
period. It was a great success in its day and must
have given W. S. Gilbert aclear idea of the capabilities of his future collaborator. This is a record to
treasure and on this evidence, the D'Oyly Carte
company have an excellent vintage cast to carry
them through these past, present and coming
centenary years of the various operas. The producer
and all concerned are to be congratulated on
achieving such a vivid theatrical quality in this fine
recording. [A*: 11
Peter Gammond
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies 1-6
LAPO jMehta
Decca D95D 6 (6 records) (£19•95)
These are entirely new recordings: all but the Fminor ( April ' 76) taped in the Royce Hall during
August ' 77. Energy and exuberance characterise
Mehta's readings, and Iam certainly glad to have
heard them. Movement timings are generally fast,
and there is a feeling of the music always urged on
very positively. This, of course, gives a comparatively narrowed view of the composer. Ido not think
these readings would stand very competitively as
individual discs ( each symphony occupies two
sides), although as a boxed cycle Mehta's consistency has a certain cumulative impact. The
headlong finale to No. 5, for instance, is irresistible
but speed is not always the requirement—the march
in No. 6 is not really exhilarating. And the Los
Angeles orchestra lacks distinctive solo players: the
horn parts in No. 5 or Winter Dreams compare unfavourably with other recorded versions.
The
Decca sound is splendid throughout. [
A/A*: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet— Fantasy
Overture - Francesca da Rimini, Op. 32
Brno State PO IDanon
Supraphon 110 2426 (£2•99) ( Rediffusion)

Oskar Danon is a senior Yugoslavian conductoi
(over thirty years at the Belgrade Opera): he directe
clear but dry performances, which are rather small.
scale. The strings of the Brno Philharmonic are thin•
sounding under pressure, and wind and brase
voices are not very appealing to English ears
Rostropovich's LPO coupling reviewed Oct ' 78 iE
preferable—and there is a breadth and dramatic
tension in Rozhdestvensky's Leningrad PO Francesci
that Danon never captures, even when his tempi ail
just as fast. The Czech stereo engineering is ven
good, with an impressive dynamic range; my cogn
had quiet surfaces.
A prim and unsatisfied- looking Juliet, with sr
exhausted Romeo collapsed on one elbow, make r
cover- picture that demands ad lib captions! [
A: 2/3
Christopher Breunii

Attractive
Vieuxtemps

VIEUXTEMPS: Violin concertos 4in d, Op. 31 L
5 in a, Op. 37
Itzhak Perlman ( yin) IOrchestre de Paris IBarenboin
HMV ASD3555 C) (£4-40)
Vieuxtemps' fifth concerto ( the Belgian virtuoso'!
sole listed composition in the current catalogue
combines the drama of Berlioz's music with thi
charm of Paganini's. Perlman is the third Galamiar
pupil to have recorded it: his masculine firmnes!
makes afascinating contrast with Chung's feminini
approach, especially in the extended cadenza tha
comes at the end of the very long sonata-form open
ing movement. He sounds almost nonchalant, sc
finely developed is his technique. It is a pity that hi
is given a separate acoustic from the orchestra, it
this Salle Wagram production; Chung is given
more natural balance in the excellent LSO/Decca
Kingsway Hall alternative—the ear takes in thi
orchestral part more capably, when the soloist
less forward.
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YOUR GUIDE
TO GOOD
LISTENING

Hi Fi Year Book is firmly established as the annual reference to
just about everything the quality hi-fi market has to offer. The
1979 edition is better than ever: over 450 pages of products
and photographs— separated into the major categories of
equipment— giving you descriptions, prices, specifications,
who makes it, where to buy it ... everything you need to
know. And this information is backed by authoritative
articles on the latest hi-fi developments and their
application. So if you want areliable guide to the latest and
best hi-fi products available, order your copy today
because it sells out pretty quickly.

HUI YEAR BOOK
1979

HI FI YEAR BOOK
1979
Pickups/Motors (Tuners,'AmplifiersiMicrophixies
RecordersjSpea• kers/Cabinets/Audio Systems

Available direct from the publishers@£3.50 inclusive
or from leading booksellers and newsagents price £ 3.00.

ORDER FORM To: General Sales Manager, Room CP34, IPC Business Press Ltd.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London SEI 9LU.

OUR NEVV TIZIO.

1

Please send me
copy/copies of Hi Fi Year Book 1979 @ £3.50 acopy
inclusive, remittance enclosed. Cheque/p.o. should be made payable to
IPC Business Press Ltd.
NAME_

(please print)

ADDRESS

Registered in England No. 677128.
Registered Office: Dorset House, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LU.
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ln ""-t double pivotelli
24" elbow action with

12" x4" swivel base which
allows you to 'tuck' the TV
against a wall, into an
alcove or unit. Supports
up to 250Ibs.
£28.91 Ref (
D)

standard pivotelli
wall mounted
turntable with
swivel base

pivotelli
flat surface
turntable
H shape with 18"
spar, 9" arms Et 12"x4"
swivel

Arm Base
Ref. base
12"
8-x4" £ 10.86 OW
18" 12" x4 - £ 11.31 IS)
24" 12 -x4" £ 12.4910

£ 12;49

pivotelli stereo
speaker brackets
with swivel base.
Design as standard,
6" arms & 6- x3"
base. In pairs only
£13.32 Ref. (
P)

Ref ( T)

Please send me:
Free brochure/Model(s) Ref./colour

AT 35 MOSCOW
ROAD,
where
thoroughgoing
knowledge
and
unequalled experience of Audio merges
with a deep understanding of music, you
will invariably encounter sound thinking
about every aspect of HiFi. After 35
years as specialists in this field ("The
doyen of hi-fi music"—Penguin's London
Shopping Guide), we are not overly impressed by technical jargon or statistics:
what we care about are musical results,
reliability, domestic convenience and, by
no means least, value for money. Musical performance must be paramount, and
we aim for sound of the utmost naturalness, not 'technicolor' thrills. Reliability,
too, rates a high priority, since it is our
policy, wherever geographically possible, to install and to maintain all equipment purchased from us, and we no less
than our clients would suffer if insufficient attention were paid to this factor.
Domestic convenience means not only
helping you choose the right equipment
for the surroundings, but providing any
necessary fitments—ready-made or custom-built—to blend whatever you require into your home (and, where necessary, arranging extensions into other
rooms), while our advice is invariably
directed at making the very mosfiof whatever sum you are prepared to lay out.
Although, in general, we favour
'separates' for a variety of reasons, we
also stock some selected Music Centres,
provided the latter do not include
speakers as part of the 'package'
Speakers are, without question, the

dominant audio components, and our
hand-picked range—from the Videotone
D100 at around £40 per pair to the new
Rogers 'state of the art' system costing
over D300—may well surprise you since
it contains few of the most widely advertised names. Come and hear the magnificent Harbeth HL Monitors (today's
outstanding domestic loudspeakers), the
astonishing BBC-designed LS3/5A Monitors (marvellous sound from tiny enclosures) and the new Audiomaster
MLS-1, in our view the finest speaker
yet produced for those not prepared to
spend over £ 100 per pair. Other recent
arrivals which we warmly recommend
include the JVC KD720 and KDI2
Dolby cassette decks, the splendid JVCJLF50 direct-drive auto-turntable (especially if fitted with the top AKG cartridge) and, for budget systems, the beltdriven Garrard SP25 Mk V module plus
the JVC JASIO amplifier.

LIVE RECORD REVIEW
Every Saturday afternoon for over 20
years music-lovers have been flocking to
our studio for LIVE RECORD REVIEW,
our weekly record recital devoted to the
latest classical releases ( 2o'clock to 4.30).
Why not join this happy throng when next
you have some time to spare? You can
come and go as you please and, while
there, listen at ease to the finest new
recordings on a range of superb equipment. Afterwards there is plenty of time
to discuss musical and audio topics.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value

•

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Naine

35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

Address

TEL: 01-229 2077

Any Hi Fi + Record Bargains
Post to:
DEPT
HFNI2

162

Co. Ltd., Guerns y Tel:Guernsey

3UChannel Islands

(
048046818

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30;
Thurs. 9.30-1;

Fri. 9.30-7

The level is higher in EMI's recording of the fourth
concerto (the composer's favourite, and awork much
admired by Berlioz), and the orchestra seems less
recessed than in the coupling. The brooding introduction— mists almost Brucknerian—suits Barenboim to perfection, and throughout the discipline of
the Paris orchestra is impressive, as is the sense of
co-operation between conductor and violinist. An
attractive issue; having commented on the recording
Iwill not qualify the technical rating further. [
A:1.]
Christopher Breunig
de VISEE: Suites in a, G, fr.
Prelude
Transcriptions from Lully and Couperin . Tombeau
de Mr. Mouton
Nigel North ( Theorbos, Lute, Guitar)
Oiseau -Lyre OSLO 542 (£4.50)
The programme has plentiful contrast, between and
within the Suites, between the original works and the
transcriptions, and between the instruments: four
are used, and all are based on reasonable originals,
even if the theorbos both sound rather heavy and
some of the bourdon strings are too resonant.
Perhaps I have been spoilt by the Kuijkens'
Couperin chamber- music ( Philips, alas, deleted in
the UK), but Ifind much of side 1 lacking in subtle
control, even sometimes of basic rhythmic control
(both speeds and accents can be lifeless or uneven).
To play the theorbo at all is extremely difficult even
for a good lutenist, and Ihave heard Nigel North
play it well live, but the more polyphonically challenging pieces sound lumpy and uneven here. Side 2
is altogether better: the guitar version of Lully's
Ouverture la Grotte de Versailles is beautifully done,
which makes the technical deficiencies of the theorbo
version on side 1compare too unfavourably: it was
an excellent idea to record both, but the result
hardly makes for a fair comparison. The f and G
suites are also soundly played ( on lute and guitar, I
think, but my documentation was unclear), and the
lute Tombeau for the famed lutenist Mouton makes a
moving conclusion. Acoustic setting too resonant
for my taste; sharp bourdons in Mouton: but most
of the sound is good. [
B: 1/2]
Stephen Daw

Irecently commended the Argo recording of Vivaldi's
Opus 9 ( D99D3) which featured lona Brown and the
ASM. It is interesting, therefore, to compare this
Harmonia Mundi release with its formidable predecessor.
For sheer beauty and perfection of orchestral
string tone the Academy's playing is unsurpassed,
lona Brown's solo contribution too, is superb. Yet
Carl Pini allows his violin to sing out across its
complete dynamic range, creating a real sense of
excitement in the virtuosic solo episodes. By way of
contrast, lona Brown almost invariably favours a
pianissimo approach in the solo segments. It is in
the slow movements that Miss Brown's performance
is unsurpassed.
Her ornaments are tastefully
managed and her violin tone is sweet and sonorous.
Carl Pini is less adventurous in matters of ornamentation and confines himself generally to the use of the
trill. However, Carl Pini's allegros are rhythmically
energetic and thoroughly convincing: only in the
initial allegro of the tenth concerto does his technique appear to be a little strained.
Of the two recordings the Argo production ( St.
John's, Smith Square) has the greater presence yet
the balance between soloist and orchestra is not
completely ideal, the contrasts between soli and tutti
episodes being altogether too marked. In the Harmonia Mundi recording the engineers have achieved
a more realistic balance, the solo violinist being
positioned well to the fore with the harpsichord
pleasantly audible. Unfortunately the Harmonia
Mundi recording tends to be just a little on the dry
side.
It is difficult to make a choice between these two
productions but in the final analysis Iam inclined to
opt for the Argo version. [3: 2]
Victor McAloon

Webern: classic
complete works

VIVALDI: Gloria RV 589
Huila in mundo pax
sincere
'Emma Kirkby (sop) lCarolyn Watkinson (alt) lJudith
Nelson ( sop) I Choir of Christ Church Cathedral,
Oxford IAcademy of Ancient Music IPreston
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 554 (£4.50)

WEBERN: Complete Works
Heather Harper (sop) / Halina Lukomska (sop) IBarry
McDaniel (bass) I Charles Rosen (pno) I Gregor
Piatigorsky ( vIc) IIsaac Stern ( vie) IJohn Alldis Choir l
Juilliard Quartet ILSO IBoulez
CBS 79402 (4 records) (£14.99)

There are a number of recordings of the Gloria RV
589 currently available. For the purpose of this
review Ichose to compare the present reading with
that of the recently released ' Archiv' production
which features the Capella Academica Wien. Both
interpretations are exceedingly good yet, on balance,
Ithink Iprefer this new performance. Whereas the
'Archiv' version gives certain solo numbers to the
soprano section of the chorus the present production employs three excellent soloists. In this regard
the Domine Deus of the Academy's version is absolutely superb—it is gracefully ornamented and
exhibits a wealth of emotional depth which is quite
absent from the semi- choral version of the other
performance.
There is little to choose between the professional
singers of the Capella Academica (' Archiv') and the
beautifully voiced choir of Christ Church Cathedral,
Oxford. Both give outstanding performances of
Vivaldi's sumptuous choral episodes. For sheer
clarity and buoyancy, however, the instrumental
accompaniments of the Academy of Ancient Music
seem to have the edge over their Wien Counterpart.
The Nulla in Mundo Pax Sincera which completes
the programme on the Oiseau Lyre recording is a
real gem and is given a magnificent rendering by
Emma Kirkby who has an exceedingly fine and agile
voice and a rare facility of being able to sing effortless high notes.
There is little to choose between the recording
quality of the two discs. Both are admirable and set
in pleasing acoustics. The balance between singers
and instruments is commendable. In the Oiseau Lyre recording, however, Idid discern just a slight
trace of top note distortion in fortissimo passages.
Further, I wish that the recording had exhibited
greater presence. Nevertheless, an excellent record
and one which only just misses being awarded an A
rating. [
B: 1]
Victor McAloon

Whether one favours modern music or detests it,
this boxed set of the complete works of Anton
Webern is an issue of major significance. The discovery of Webern's work by ayounger generation of
composers soon after his tragic death led to an
explosive development of technique and ideas during
the 1950s. Though some of this led up blind alleys
and some was blusteringly bogus, the net result has
been a wide and deep extension of our musical resources comparable to that which initiated the
Classical Period. Thus Webern's importance amply
justifies the present issue, for it gives us all achance
to absorb and evaluate his work at leisure. But the
gains are greater, since seldom does a recording
serve a composer so well as this one does. Most of
Webern's work is aphoristically brief in duration,
but its brevity is in inverse proportion to its purity, its
concentration and its demands on our attention.
Thus a recording, by its repeatability, enables us to
unravel the concentration, grasp the purity—and
gradually realise the great beauty of much of this
music. This sense of beauty is much in evidence in
this set directed by Pierre Boulez, but it was lacking
in an earlier attempt to record these works under
Robert Craft. Craft projected acold, clinical approach
which has ( wrongly, Ifeel) propagated a view of
Webern as aheartless, mechanistic composer. How
far this is from the truth can now be judged from this
CBS issue. Equally important: this set allows the
average listener to grasp the range and achievement
of Webern's output in away which would otherwise
be impossible, since no ' live' concert could sensibly
programme all these varied works.
Several striking things emerge from a rapid exposure to Webern's works. The least expected ( in the
face of so much discussion of Webern's concentrated instrumental style) is the size, quality and
range of his vocal music. More than half this output
is vocal. Some settings are strange (
eg, the two
Rilke Songs Op. 8), some expressive and witty (
4
Songs Op. 12) and others, like the unaccompanied
chorus Entflieht auf leichten Kâhnen Op. 2, are delicately and quietly expressive. From Op. 12 to Op. 19.
all the works are vocal ( Op. 12 for solo voice and

VIVALDI: La Cetra (12 violin concerti, Op. 9)
Accademia Monteverdiana IStevens
Harmonia Mundi SP3-367 (
3 records) (£ 10.20)
(Rediffusion)
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piano, Opp. 13-18 for solo voice and instrumental
ensemble and Op. 19 for chorus and orchestra). The
most striking watershed becomes evident between
the 6Songs Op. 14 and the 3Folk Texts Op. 17. Here
the melodic intervals Webern uses widen and become spiky, the contrasts become stronger and the
articulation moves in shorter, muscular phrases
which are woven together tightly. In the 3 Songs
Op. 18 the intervals are further widened and the
expression becomes pain-filled, but also very strong.
The style is now Expressionist but ( unlike most
works associated with that movement) brief and very
pointed. Within this handful of works the range and
growth is greatest. The later vocal works ( all to
texts by Hildegard Jone) have larger, marvellously
proportioned paragraphs perfectly paralleled and
balanced by timbre and dynamics. Finest of all are
the very beautiful First Cantata Op. 29 and the even
richer Second Cantata Op. 31. The performances of
all the vocal works are very fine with highest honours
(by a fraction) going to Heather Harper, whose
warmth and strength most fully project the music.
Although not so revealing, the orchestral works
(given these clear and musical performances) confirm their stature and importance, from the heaving
Passacaglia Op. 1, through the delicate, transparent
tracery of the 5 Pieces for Orchestra Op. 10 to the
major achievements of the Symphony Op. 21 with its
fined- down gestures, the Concerto Op. 24 and the
Variations Op. 30. These are not merely ' important'
works because of their profound revision of traditional
forms, they are rich and fundamental musical experiences which deeply reward the effort necessary to
overcome their ( superficial) strangeness and to
master their depth and range of utterance.
Sadly, not all is gain. Charles Rosen is fine when
accompanying others with his clear, almost clinical
approach, but alack of warmth makes his reading of
the Piano Variations Op. 27 no match for the marvellous performance by Maurizio Pollini on DG. Similarly ( but involving a larger number of works) the
Juilliard Quartet does give us some valuable flashes
of understanding, but they are ponderous and
dynamically uncompetitive with the rival records of
Webern's music for strings by the Quartetto Italiano
or the LaSalle Quartet.
Finally—again on happier ground—the set includes
an informative and stimulating booklet and adds a
bonus in including recordings of Webern's orchestration of some German Dances by Schubert ( conducted by Webern himself in Frankfurt on 29 December 1932) and of the Ricercare from Bach's Musical
Offering. [
A: 1/1.]
Benedict Sarnaker

C fections
Vocal
THE ART OF BENIAMINO GIGLI—VOL. 1
34 Arias, duets etc
Beniamino Gigli ( ten) IVarious artists, orchestras etc.
HMV RLS 729 t(
3 records) (£8.50)
This is adelightful reissue comprising the rare early
acoustic recordings which Gigli made in Europe in
1918 and 1919, and also some of the electric recordings which he made from 1931 onwards for HMV.
He also made some recordings for Victor in the 1920s
and early 1930s, but these are not included.
The album covers the period from his very first
recordings made in 1918, up to December 1946, and
three sides are devoted to operatic solos, one to
popular songs and religious arias, and two to operatic duets and ensembles. Under these headings
the titles are given chronologically, and so one is
able to listen to the gradual development of Gigli's
art over the main period of his career. Some of the
recordings have not previously been issued in
England, and one, ' Amarilli' ( Caccini) is an unpublished take made at the same time as the published
version. in 1939.
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The XSV/3000 is the source of
perfection in stereo sound!
Four big features.. all Pickering innovations over the past years...have made
it happen.
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1. Technical drawing of the Stereohedron shape.
1976: Stereohedroe. This patented stylus tip assures
super traceAbilityTm, and its larger bearing radius offers the
least record wear and longest stylus life so far achievable.
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2. .rypical frequency response and channel separation curves
of the XSV/3000.

1975: High Energy Rare Earth Magnet. Another Pickering innovation, enabling complete miniaturization of the
stylus assembly and tip mass through utilization of this type
of magnet.

WITHOUT BRUSH
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•

1968: Dustamatie Brush. This Pickering patented invention dynamically stabilizes the cartridge-arm system
by damping low frequency resonance. It improves low
frequency tracking while playing irregular or warped records. Best of all, it provides record protection by cleaning
in front of the stylus.

5

1959: Record Static Neutralizer. The patented V-Guard
Record Static Neutralizer has been afeature of Pickering
cartridges since 1959. It eliminates electrostatic dust attraction at the stylus and discharges record static harmlessly into the grounded playback system.

4.

United Kingdom Highgate Acoustics, Jamestown Rd 38 - London NW1 7EJ - Tes. 01 - 267 49 36
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The transfers have been meticulously carried out,
and the sound is excellent. A booklet is included
giving details of all the recordings plus notes on the
records and ashort biography of the artist. Istrongly
recommend this excellent album to all lovers of fine
singing. Gigli's voice retained much of its lyric
charm until the very end, and his recordings are
now important historical documents. [
H:
John Freestone
GREAT

BRITISH

MEZZO-SOPRANOS AND

CONTRALTOS
17 arias and songs
Clara Butt (con)
Louise Kirby Lunn (con) I Edna
Thornton (con) 1 Leila Megane (con) f Olga Haley
(m- sop) IMuriel Brunskill (con) IEdith Coates (con) 1
Gladys Ripley ( con) INancy Evans (m-sop) IFlora
Nielsen (m-sop) I Kathleen Ferrier (con) I various
orchestras etc
HMV HLM 7145 e(
as5)
This album presumably completes the series dealing
with great British singers, but on the evidence of
much of the material chosen it would be difficult to
justify the term ' great' in a number of cases. The
transfers are on the whole good although something
odd occurs in the recitative to Clara Butt's singing of
Handel's ' Largo'. The record is also played in E
whereas the original record labels state that she
sang it in Eflat. Muriel Brunskill had adistinguished
career particularly in oratorio but why her version of
Schubert's ' Erlkhnig' was chosen is difficult to
understand. It is quite uncharacteristic of the singer
and is sung in English. The chief interest for many
people will undoubtedly be in the inclusion of four
prev iously unpublished titles by Kathle en Ferrier.

presented. The Leeds Choir is of intimate size and
clear in texture and generally well recorded. While
shepherds comes to the tune of Ilkley Moor [AIB:1].
The Liverpool Cathedral record in gs offer a similar
mixture in more traditional arran gements. The
Cathedral Choir, augmented by other choirs from the
Li verpool diocese are on a much grander, fuller
scale and sound it , with the lon g echoes of the
Cathedral to help, and there is obviously not the
same clarity of diction [
B: 11 .The Chichester Choir
offer afurther selection (and. on the whole, there is
not too much duplication ). A gain, arrangements

aspersions
their

which

are by such names as W alford Davies, Ireland,
Head, Williamson , Sargen t and the programme
includes two pieces by Howells and Britten's A
Hymn to the Virgin. A clea rer texture has been
achieved here and overall pleasant lychurchy sound
[A: 11. Worcester Cathedr al include music by
Sweelinck and Howells, arrangeme nts b y Dart and
McCabe and, more or less , stee r awa y from the
more hackneyed carols. In fact , an interesting and
de li g htful programme. A slight thicken in g of sound
and choir with the not too eas y acoustic of Worcaster Cathedral to overcome [
B : 11. Durham

She sings her favourite ' What is life?' from Gluck's
Orfeo and Euridice , two son gs b y Brahms, and an
extract from Elgar's Dream of Ge rontius, and these
early recordings reveal the full beauty of her voice.
This album is then, a very mixed bag but no doubt
the inclusion of the Ferrier titles will appeal to many
music lovers. [
H: 1/4]
John Freestone
FREDERICA VON STADE— RECITAL
Songs by Canteloube, Debussy, Dowland, Hall,
Liszt and Purcell
Frederica von Stade (m-sop) 1Martin Katz (pno)
CBS 76728 (£4.39)
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Finally it is delightful to hear her clear forthright
voice introducing a Turina piece. Neither must we
carp at the fairly bad orchestral sound or the poor
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Ri ve rside Choir 1Frederick Swann
Vista VPS 1071 (f.2.99) (Cambridge Music Shop)
is interesting to compare a carol and
music programme from the American
afine choir of 70 semi-professional singers
York's famous Riverside Church. Corn-

posers include Hoddinott, Mendelssohn, Daquin
and others less well known. A very high standard
of performance here and a very well balanced and
clear recording to help an enterprising programme
of varied music. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond

Not Vocal
BATTLE IMPERIAL
Span ish Harpsichord Music by Caba nilles, Bassa,
Cabezon and others 1SOLER: Son atas in b and d
Li Fandango (ed. Woods)
Jon athan Woods (hPd)
Decca SOD 530 (
f..3.25)

piano recordings with the sharp hiss of the 78 era
playing second part.

This is a memorial to a great

lady

musician

and

a

beloved

w.iich

will

be

wet-

comed by those with fond memories and heard with
interest by those who wonder what we raved about.
[H: H]

Peter Gammond

AN EVENING WITH JOSEPH COOPER
Joseph Cooper (pno)
•
Decca SPA542 (£.2-35)
An evening (well, forty-seven minutes) with
Let's put out the lights and go to sleep.
away the 'hidden melody'.

opus- number
Germans

do

movement.

for

call
And

you

Ohl

...

then

I've given

Still, there's a Beethoven
yes Bernard, the

Robin:

it Mondschein.

Difficult that

did

with

I catch you

last

my arrange-

ments?
That was Schumann- Liszt, and Schubertby- me. Some Macdowell: horrid isn't it David? And ,
Joyce , I expe ct you remember Paderewski? No,
don't go to sleep yet Rich ard— I haven't played the

Billy Mayerl, and that's my best bitl
Performances: like boarding-house custard (a bit
lumpy a bit sloppy, a bit to o sweet).
'tasty' as Christmas Pud. [A /
A*: JC]

Recording:
Klaus Santa

HARMONICA RECITAL
Music by Bizet, Chopin, Handel, Hazell, Mompou,
Saint-Saens, Stravinsky, Walton, etc.
Tommy Reilly (harmonica) 1 James Moody (pno) 1
Skaila Kanga (hrp)
Argo ZK55 (£2.85)
With the reservations that I am not addicted to
recitals by such upstart instruments as harmonicas
and Moog synthesizers, Ifound this a pleasantly
enjoyable record. The persuasive catalyst is, of
course, Tommy Reilly, who plays the instrument
with such amusical intonation that it no longer grates
on the traditional senses, clear uncluttered notes
rather than the grating clusters that so many mouthorganists produce, added to a great sense of style,
rhythm and general musicality. Here is an excellent
Popular song, a moving Fair Maid of Perth, sensitive
Handel and Satie, even a pleasant little piece by the
producer—the Hazell in our heading; it all adds up
to an interesting and persuasive programme. If
anyone can do a Galway for the harmonica it is
Tommy Reilly. He is excellently and sensitively
accompanied by James Moody and, occasionally,
Skaila Kanga and between them they tackle some
interestingly ambitious pieces, amongst the lighter
items, like Reizenstein's Humoresque, Stravinsky
and, the longest piece on the disc, Max Saunders
Sonatina which is obviously intended for the instrument. A clear, well-balanced recording with slightly
too much echo to the piano sound. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond

Harriet Cohen (1895-1967) was and is a revered
figure
and I would not dare to cast any critical
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sentimental.

played

This record divides into two sep arate parts: Side 1
consists mainly of substantial piec es from around
1600, to which are added several slighter works of
graceful poise, and the late Batalla Im perial by Juan
Ba utista Cabanilles, who died in 1712:— late for a
battle-piece, that is. Artfully mis sin g out Scarlatti,
the programme concludes with three masterly works
by Soler. Ihad previously t
hou ght Soler to be a very
i
nsu bstantial composer, but here he is disp la y
ed in a
me great pleasure. [
A: 11
John Freestone
much more impressive light. All three pieces are
effective, dramatic extended and strong in charHappy Christmas
acter, and all are played in masterly fashion by
Jonathan Woods, an impressive yo un g Texan virCHRISTMAS MUSIC
tuoso.
The large harpsichord (Rutkowski and
CHRISTMAS AT LEEDS PARISH CHURCH—
Robinette, New York, 1964 )suits the Soler well, too;
Leeds Parish Church Choir IDonald Hunt 1Anthony
although the instrument is large (two manuals, six
Langford (org and pno) I Instrumental Ensemble I
stops), its tone is attracti ve and it sustains well. In
Barry Gomersall—Abbey MVP756; CHRISTMAS
the earlier pieces, Ishould ha ve preferred a lighter.
AT LIVERPOOL CATHEDRAL—Liverpool CaItalian instrument; however , once again the playing
thedral Choir 1etc Noel Rawsthorne (org) IRonald
—especially in the more flamboyant pieces—is conWoan—AbbeY
MVP785;
CHRISTMAS
AT
trolled yet powerful. Altogethe r an absorbing virCHICHESTER—Chichester Cathedral Choir 1 Ian
tuoso recital: Jonathan Woods is certainly a name
Fox (org) IJohn Birch—Abbey MVP786; MUSIC
to watch. [
A: 11 (
Soler) [
1] (
rest).
Stephen Daw
FOR CHRISTMAS—Worcester Cathedral Choir 1
Paul Trepte (org) IDonald Hunt—Abbey LPB787;
HARRIET COHEN MEMORIAL RECORD
CAROLS FROM DURHAM CATHEDRAL—
ACH • Piano Concerto in d BAX: MornChoir of Durham Cathedral 1Richard Lloyd and Alan
J. s.
Thurlow (org) 1 Richard Lloyd—Abbey MVP800
ing Song / CHOPIN: Etudes 25 in fand 26 in Ab I
(2.49 each)
FALLA: Andaluza / MOZART: Piano Sonata in
C, K330 / l'URINA: Danza de la Seciuccion /
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Hymn Tune Prelude
The Leeds Parish Church re cordin gs were made
between 1970 and 19 72 . The prog ramme of carols
on Song 13 (
Gibbons)
includes many perennial favourites — While shepherds
Harriet Cohen (pno) I *Philharmonia I Susskind 1
watched, The holly and the ivy , We three Kings, etc,
HMV
HLM7148
g(£2.85) (5) from 78s
with one or two less common items. The interest
Orchestra
1Sargent
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They

a lyricism

Most interestingly one hears the

MORE CHRISTMAS MUSIC
MUSIC FROM RIVERSIDE , Vol . 2—Christmas

lies in the arrangements by 20th century composers;
Head.
Hoist,Hunt
Sargent
Wil liamson.
McCabe,
Hadley and
Donald
are among
the names
re-

people

interpretations.

today's

than showy and

here [
B: 1]. This is an excelle nt series of recordings
and anyone wanting a first -class representative
library of seasonal music cou ld not do better than
invest in this reasonably pric ed series.
Peter Gammond

This is a most interesting and varied recital by the
young mezzo-soprano. She has a voice of great
beauty which she uses with distinction in all these
songs. Purcell is represented by 'The Blessed
Virgin's Expostulation' which has already been recorded memorably by such artists as Isobel Baillie
and Janet Baker, and Miss Von Stade sings it quite
beautifully. She manages the technical difficulties
of Liszt's ' 0 quand je dors' with consummate ease,
floating the final phrase exquisitely, and time and
again one is struck by the lovely quality of the voice
and the immaculate phrasing. My only reservation
is that she does not convey in the recording studio
any great sense of personal involvement, and at
times it is as though the artist were repeating awelllearnt lesson while her diction could well be improved. She is splendidly accompanied by Martin
Katz at the piano, and this well-recorded disc gave

performances.

style with

sound more J.C. than J.S., and her Mozart is pleas-

Cathedral also offer an interesting and varied selection including items by Finzi. Pa rr yand various lessheard traditional works. Again the re is a big acoustic to overcome and the or gan is more dominant

Finally, it
Christmas
angle with
from New

her

and

some

powered
from

on

period

THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE KEYBOARD IN
SPAIN ( Le siècle d'or du clavier en Espagne)
Pablo Cano (hpd and clvcd)
Harmonia Mundi HM 1001 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
At the height of Spanish imperial power in the sixteenth century, there was also a great flowering of
musical talent. The keyboard was afavourite Instrument, in its various forms, and these instruments
were also developed to a high standard. The composers represented here include De Cabezon,
Palero, Gracia Baptista (a nun), Luys Alberto,
Tomas de Santa Maria, Alberch iVila, De Soto,
Mudarra and Anon.
Such music gives ample testimony to the virtuosity called for from performers at that time. It also
suggests to me that the prevailing melancholy which
seems to invest the same period in English music
was not quite so prevalent among the Spanish,
though it is very evident.
Pablo Cano uses a harpsichord of two keyboards
and three registrations though apparently without
pedals. We are not told whether it is acontemporary
instrument or a copy of one; but in either case it is
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The professional approach
to tape and record care.
Until recently, the only people to benefit
from Electrolube's unique knowledge of cleaning agents and anti-static materials were professional audio engineers, computer technicians and electronic engineers.
Now for the very first time, these highly
developed products are available to the general
public under the brand name QED ELECTROLUBE.
QED's first class back up service will, of
course, cover all QED ELECTROLUBE products and customers may confidently rely on
their consistent quality and effectiveness.

RECORD CLEAN
The complete record care product
Even new records contain some contamination in
the form of dust and master disc `silvering' transfer.
Record Clean, when sprayed onto the record tackles
the problem in three ways. Firstly, it neutralises any
static charge, which will free
the surface dust so that it can
be removed with a velvet
cleaning pad (or similar).
Secondly, a solvent ingredient frees any grit or dust Record played 400 times dry
embeded in the groove. The
solvent evaporates completely
in about 10 to 20 seconds.
Finally, a 'dry lubrication'
ingredient allows the stylus to
track the grooves with the
minimum of resistance and to Record played 400 times lubricated
remove 'micro-dust', which has been freed by either the
anti stat or solvent ingredients, to migrate up the stylus
and deposit itself on the cantilever. It is essential for the
best results therefore, to clean the stylus regularly.
Order Code EL2
Price: £. 81 ( + £. 14 VAT)

STAT-MAT

; ; ; j; ;• 1

It can be proven scien` ,;\\
‘:-1:
tifically, that the most effective answer to dust attraction
Fig I
by static charge, is an anti
static turntable mat. The
most important criteria of the
mat is its conductivity and
this is where most other mats
fail. The Stat-Mat however, Fig. 2
is coated with anew conductive material that is ten
times more conductive than other coatings.
The effect of using aCondec coated mat can best
be demonstrated by considering Fig. 1 which
illustrates the 'dust attraction field' of a charged
record placed directly onto astandard turntable mat.
When aStat-Mat is placed under the record, it can

be seen from Fig. 2 that dust attraction onto the
record surface is eliminated.
The Stat-Mat is produced from the highest quality
reticulated foam and is supplied in a 'record type'
sleeve.
Order Code EL3
Price: £2.51 ( + £. 20 VAT)

TAPE CLEAN

The unique head cleaner for tape & Video
recorders
Tape Clean is aspecial safety solvent for cleaning
recording heads and other delicate parts of sound and
video recorders.
Tape Clean is harmless to plastics and rubbers. It
is also completely non-flamable and has a very low
toxicity level, making it suitable for use in the
relatively confined areas of the home, without becoming ahealth risk.
Tape Clean dries very
rapidly and leaves aperfectly
clean surface.
When used with reel to
reel machines, spray Tape
Clean directly onto head,
about 11/2 inches (4cms) from
surface. The head can then be wiped with a'
cotton
bud' or non abrasive cloth.
For cassette machines, where the head is often inaccessable, Tape Clean can be sprayed directly onto a
cleaning tape (the absorbent cotton variety) as shown
above.
Tape Clean is supplied in 112 gram aerosol cans.
Order Code EL!
Price: £2.06 ( + 0.24 VAT)
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euse send me full details of QED lil.ECTROLUBli product:71
Ienclose a 7p stamp.
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QED Audio Products Ltd:. 112 Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middx. TW 67HD. Tel: Sunbury 87344

Cfusia6
superb. He is well qualified to exploit it, though Idid
feel that his attack is somewhat relentless and uniform, and he tends to cut off the final chord too soon
and very noisily. The recording is very well done:
lively without being too close, and not set within a
cathedral- like ambience. There is so much to enjoy
on this disc that Irecommend strongly, especially
to those who like to enlarge their musical experience.
[A: 1]
Peter Turner
ORCHESTRAL COLLECTION
SMETANA: Vltava ( Die Moldau)
BRAHMS:
Hungarian Dances Nos. 1, 3, 10
LISZT: Les
Preludes
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances Op. 46
Nos. 1and 8
Chicago SO IBarenboim
DG 2531 054 (£4.35)
At first sight this seems an ill-assorted group of
pieces, but closer inspection reveals alink. Smetana
was profoundly influenced by Liszt'stone poems,just
as Dvorak was by Brahms. If Brahms took any notice
of Liszt he kept quiet about it, but Dvorak certainly
admired Smetana's music, so the connections between the two tone poems and the two sets of dances
from which the examples are taken is not altogether
tenuous. They all receive immaculate performances,
the tone poems especially. The delicacy with which
Barenboim traces the sources of the Vltava, and the
growing intensity of the performance as the current
gathers speed, are splendidly controlled; similarly
the shading of Liszt's early essay in musico-literary
illustration is handled with great sensitivity. The
dances are well chosen for contrast and effect and
are vigorously played. Excellent recording helps to
make this a thoroughly recommendable issue.
[A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett

Ogit
A reissue roundup conducted
by Richard Anthony, John
Atkinson, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Peter Gammond,
Ivor Humphreys, Geoff Jeanes,
Leon Thompson.

Deja Vu Special

E

AM have released a boxed set of the
complete
Sibelius
symphonies
from Berglund/Bournemouth SO on
SLS 5129 (7 recs, £16.95). Although
sym. 3 (one side of the 14) is not yet
available separately, we are going to
be unorthodox and ' deja vu' the set as
if it were. Original coupling of Kuolema
extracts with the 3-side Kullervo is gone
(the new Symphony 3taking its place),
as are other fillers, which we hope will
reappear eventually, since all were fine
and worth having. Symphony 3 is due
out separately early next year and we
plan afull review of it then, but for now
we can say that it exhibits the same
kind of tough, considered approach,
with generally leisurely tempi which
somehow lend weight and an impression of authority to the performance.
Berglund has a natural feel for the
architecture of this music and communicates the ' inevitability' of the score
to great effect. Recording quality is
very high indeed with good imagery,
depth and realism [
A*: 1*]. Nice to be
able to report virtually flawless surfaces
on our (finished) pressings. Berglund's
Sibelius cycle competes with the other
recent boxed set, Davis' on Philips 6709
011 (5 recs, £14.99, overall A*: 11 with
a similar number of 'fillers', but Berglund has the advantage of the sole
recording of Kullervo Op. 7.
The
records impressed us tremendously
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

VIENNESE CHAMPAGNE
Music by Lanner, J. Strauss I and J. Strauss II
John Georgiadis, Neil Watson ( vins) ISusan Georgiadis
(via) Bruce Mollison (bass)
CBS 73782 (£4.39)
Such records always spark off an argument as to
how the music of Strauss and his like should be
played—by afull orchestra or by smaller ensembles
down to quartet size. The answer, of course, is that
it can be played and listened to however the
fancy takes you. For the grander occasions in
Vienna both Strausses were pleased to have a large
orchestra of symphonic proportions about them and
we know how splendid their music sounds when it is
played by the Vienna Philharmonic. However, they
were practical composers and their music was also
needed on more modest occasions in slighter form
and was often played by the composers themselves
in quartet arrangements such as we hear on this
record. There is aspecial pleasure in hearing it this
way. The clarity of the sound only emphasises the
shapeliness and craftsmanship of the works and
the continuous melodic inventiveness that kept them
alive—particularly when played with such expertise
as the Georgiadis Ensemble have in this kind of
music.
Many people will have enjoyed John
Georgiadis' Strauss concerts all over the country
and will look forward to hearing this collection. For
the connoisseur there are some interesting rare
items—Strauss the elder's Homage to Queen Victoria,
Lanner's The Mozartians and the more famous
Strauss' Ops. 1and 2. To consummate our pleasure
there is an excellently clear recording made in the
Conway Hall earlier this year, in which one is only
faintly aware of the distinctive acoustic of that hall
which slightly colours the sounds of the instruments.
[A: 1]
Peter Gammond

as they came out singly, by such attention to scores as shown by the remarkable separated drumbeats ending sym.
5, and so on. Some of EMI's best
recorded sound, full and resonant with
spaciousness and depth, makes this a
splendid collection as is, both in similar
and differing splendours, the Davis.
Dare we suggest that you should have
both?

Orchestral/Concertos
THREE Piano Concertos for three
lhands and orchestra, specially written or adapted for Cyril Smith and
Phyllis Sellick by Malcolm Arnold,
Bliss and Gordon Jacob, are reissued on HMV '
Greensleeve' ESD
7065 (£2.85). They are all tonal works
in a distinctly modern idiom of the ' if
in doubt, hit the drum' variety. They
are performed by the CBSO/Arnold
with of course Smith and Schick as
soloists. The Bliss work is the more
likely to retain its attractions. All are
generally well performed and recorded.
[A: 1]
Beethoven's Piano Concerto 5 performed by Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich
with the LSO under Colin Davis, originally issued Spring 1970, is now on
Philips Festivo 6570 013 (£2.45). Unfortunately it is adisappointing issue. No
one seems to have any heart in the performance. The soloist, surprisingly,
misses the occasional subtlety, while
the recording is veiled and at times
congested; at times too the piano is
clangy. Get Philips' magnificent Universo recording of this work with Arrau
and the Concertgebouw under Haitink.
[C: 2]
The performances of Lorin Maazel
with the
Cleveland Orchestra of
Brahma' Symphony No. 3in F and his
Variations on a Theme of Haydn are now
available on a smala disc, Decca SXL
6835 (£3.99). Originally issued as part
of a boxed set ( reviewed September
1977), they did not get an all-round
warm reception. However, the 3rd Symphony here reissued was generally considered the best of the set, as listening
to it again confirms. The recording too
was the most attractive, bar the screeching opening top strings, always difficult, and rarely well recorded by anyone.
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WIND MUSIC
CAMBINI: Wind Quintet in F DANZI: Winc
Quintet in 13 ,,Op. 56: 1 REICHA : Wind Quinte'
in D, Op. 91: 9
Vienna Wind Soloists
Decca SDD545 (£.3.25:
There are few sounds better suited to recording thar
a wind ensemble; the very individual timbres of th(
instruments, the nature of their note productlor
which naturally matches the action of a speaker
initial impact, sound dying away, the collective
sonority; these are sounds which no recordinç
engineer should fail to capture ideally and, as the
credit is given here to one Stan Goodall, one expect:
and gets the best even when he has to compete with
the Soflensaal in Vienna with its swimming-bath
acoustic. An attractive trio of Wind Quintets ha:
been brought together. Firstly a pleasantly in.
gratiating and melodic work by Giovanni Cambin
(1746-1825) ( not otherwise represented in the curren
catalogue) which is in the strongly establishec
Italian tradition; secondly an equally attractive piece
by the German Franz Danzi ( 1763-1826). Both o
these are conservative works for composers whc
wrote in the Beethoven era, but then Beethoven him.
self was fairly conservative when he wrote for such
ensembles. They appreciated the sensitive qualitiee
of the instruments and refused to allow them the
spikiness which later composers imposed. Th:
Bohemian Antonin Reicha (or Rejcha) (1770-1836)—
Iassume it is he—provides the most Individual musk
without straying far from the accepted norm. One
could only criticise such a record on its uniformitl
of sound and style, but only aglutton would want tc
play it solidly through. These are ideal occaslona
pieces for restoring sanity in a world of curren
musical extremes. [
A*/A: 1]
Peter Gammon(

The Variations, surprisingly, are very
Vol. 3 of their Mozart Edition (6747 376
poorly performed, dull and leaden- £10). This is, all-round, one of tht
footed. Symphony [A/B: 1/2], Varia- finest integrated sets of these work:
tions [B: 2/3].
available. Performances by both solo.
The performances by Yong Uck Kim,
ists and orchestra are superb. Thes:
with Bamberg SO/Kamu, of the Bruch
recordings are among the fines
Violin Concerto 1 and the Mendelsissued by Philips and the surfaces an
sohn Violin Concerto struck us as faultless. At £2.50 per record such ar
being fairly straightforward and un- offer, to readers requiring these works
exceptional when we first reviewed
becomes irresistible. [
A: 1]
them in 1972. Reappearing in cheaper
The Rachmaninov Piano Concert(
form ( DG ' Privilege' 2535 294, £2.59)
2, performed by Ashkenazy/Moscovi
they again seem pleasantly lyrical but PO/Kondrashin, is now on Decce
not in virtuoso competition with such Jubilee JB 52 (£2.50). This is Ashke
as Perlman and Previn, Menuhin and
nazy's earlier ( 1964) recording of th:
Susskind in the top price level; or with
Concerto. Although it has recently ha:
Ricci and Gamba in the competitive a mixed reception from critics, we fee
Decca issue ( SPA88)—all the same it is an altogether excellent perform
coupling. The recorded sound is of ance, making more of the introspective
moderate quality but not ideally clear.
moodiness which is a thumbprint o
[C: 2/3]
this romantic composer. It is also ver!
Coleridge-Taylor's Petite Suite de well recorded, if just a little opaque a
Concert used to be very popular both times of massed strings, but no
orchestrally and as piano music. Many enough to modify its rating. As afille
people enquire after a recording and
it has three of the Etudes- Tableaux
now they have one with the return of [AIB:1.]
Weldon's British Concert
Pops'
Among the many performances o
(HMV Concert Classics SXLP 30243,
the Schubert 9th over the years then
E2-50), which also has items by Elgar,
have been many likeable performance:
Delius,
Vaughan
Williams,
Harty, that could be recommended withou
Grainger, Coates and Arnold. George actually claiming their superiority ovel
Weldon conducts the Philharmonia in
everything else. Such a performance
his usual amiable and entertaining way was Barbirolli's with the Hallé (
HPANd
and the recordings, dating from agood
Concert Classics SXLP 30267, £2.50)
vintage year (1963), have an uncompli- an amiable, warm-hearted reading. Th:
cated quality that seems to get rarer.
conductor's main fault was atendencl
It should prove avery popular selection. to pull the tempos about quite a bit: a
[A/B: 1]
rather old-fashioned reading in its wat
An absolute gem of a record: the without the modern liking for strie
NPO under Fruhbeck De Burgos on tempo. The recording is a little con.
Decca Jubilee JB 50 (£.2.50) give avivid
gested but has the usual EMI warmth
pulsating account of Fallas El Amor and musical quality. [13/C: 1]
Brujo with vocalist Nati Mistral, whose
A very nice-sounding Tchaikovsky
performance as a harsh flamenco
Piano Concerto 1 reappears from 1971
singer is so exactly right is this con- on DG ' Privilege' 2535 295 (£2.59) with
text. The hauntingly beautiful Inter- Martha Argerich and RPO/Dutoit
mezzo from Goyescas by Granados
Pleasantly paced, spacious and lyrica
follows, while Ravel's Pavane and a reading especially inthe first movement
spanking alert Alborada del Gracioso soloist nicely together with orch, in e
close this delightful concert, recorded
sound rich and clear (except slightll
in demonstration-quality sound. [
A*:
less so in the heavier bits), detailed and
1.]
•
sumptuous. [
A/B: 1]
Mozart's
Violin
Concertos, the
Famous Orchestral Shovvpleces
String Sinfonia Concertante, the Concomprising Finlandia, Night on Bare
certone, the Rondos in B flat and C Mountain, Steppes of Central Asia,
and the Adagio K.261 are performed Danse Macabre. Sorcerer's Apprentice
by Szeryng/NPO/Gibson on 4 Philips and Pavane pour une Infante Défunte
records, elegantly boxed with notes as are on HMV ' Greensleeve' ESD 7064
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(£2.85) with Bournemouth SO/Silvestri.
A pleasant popular concert, very well
performed and recorded. [
AB : 1/2]
A selection of Viennese Overtures
extracted from a box of 4 records and
one item from a previously issued disc
are reassembled on HMV ESD 7061
(£2.85). They are performed by the
Johann Strauss Orchestra of Vienna
conducted by Willi Boskovsky.
A
pleasant mixture of the familiar and less
familiar including two intriguing rarities.
The performances are predictably first
class under this conductor, and the
small sounding orchestra is idiomatically excellent. Included are works by
Suppé, Johann Strauss II, and the
little known Ziehrer ( 1843-1922). Highly
recommended. [
A: 1]

Chamber , Solo

K

EMPFF is at his best in the earlier
Beethoven piano sonatas; in his
1965 Hammerklavier recording, coupled
with Op. 109 in E ( reissued as DG 2535
329, £2.59), there Is a want of masculine
grandeur and we prefer Pollini's Op.
108 ( DG), or Solomon's on HMV M.
Shallow, but clean quality on these
long ' Privilege' sides [
13 : 2]. The layout
is incorrectly given on the sleeve.
Delius Sonatas for Violin and Piano
are played by Ralph Holmes and Eric
Fenby. This first class presentation
will be a delight for Delius lovers.
Fenby's spoken introduction and use
of Delius' own piano add to the unique
qualities of this recording. The sound
quality is clear and bright with excellent
noise-free surfaces. 1973 publication,
available on Unicorn UNS 258 (£3.24).
[A: 1/1*]
The Unicorn recording of the violin
and piano sonatas of Elgar and Walton
—RHS 341 (£3.99)— is now generally
available again. First released in 1976,
this was warmly reviewed by H.O.,
whose only reservations were to do
with the limited dynamic range and the
slightly shrill violin tone. In general,
the sound quality is highly satisfactory,
and the performances by the Weiss
Duo are eloquent and genuinely felt
with an emphasis on broad lyricism and
a strong sense of flow. [
A/B: 1]
First class performances and recordings of two Mozart works. The Serenade No. 1 K.100 is a lightweight work
written when Mozart was 13. The Musical Joke K.522 is an uninhibited humorous composition by the 31- year- old
Mozart, who had but four more years to
live. Both are performed by the Vienna
Mozart Ensemble under Willi Boskovsky on Decca Jubilee JB 51 (£2.50).
The Serenade [A: 1], the Joke [
A/A*:
1*].
Volume 10 of the Philips Mozart
Edition 6747 383 (£10) gathers together
the wind chamber music in one excellently produced 4- record package. Particularly successful are Jack Brymer's
1971 recordings of the clarinet quintet
and trio ( with the Allegri Quartet and
Patrick Ireland and Stephen BishopKovacevich
respectively)
and
the
superb 1970 William Bennett/Grumiaux
Trio Flute quartet recordings.
The
Berlin Philharmonic Octet supply an
excellent ' Musical Joke' and also included are the horn quintet ( K.407), E,
quartet for wind and piano ( K.452), the
oboe quartet and the Adagio and
Rondo for glass harmonica ( K.617) with,
amongst others, Ingrid Haebler and
Heinz Hollinger.
One runs out of
superlatives for such a set as this, one
of the best Philips Mozart sets yet ( and
beautifully recorded and
pressed).
[A./A: 1]
Enjoyable and, as we expect, completely unified and searching performances of the Schubert String Quartet
in d, D810 ' Death and the Maiden' and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the Quartettsatz in c, D703, are to be
found in the 1960 recording by the
Amaoeus Quartet ( DG ' Privilege' 2535
314 £2.59).
The sound, however,
seems to have been boosted up beyond
the usual quiet DG levels giving it a
rather demanding and hard quality
which needs some tempering.
We
would be inclined to spend more on
DG's own full- price version by the
Melos Quartet for the same coupling
and a better sound. [
WC: 1]
Vivaldi Edition vol. 4 on Philips 6768
010 (4 recs, £10.00) consists of a new
recording of 6concerti Op. 6(1 rec.) and
1965 12 concerti Op. 9 ' La Cetra' (3recs).
Violin solo is played in the former by
Pina Carmirelli, and in the latter by
Felix Ayo: with the splendid backing of
I Musici. As with the vol. 8 below,
excellent spread and instrumental detail, inner clarity and fine resonant
ambience. Another fine bargain, [
A/B:
1] overall.
One of the last four volumes to
appear in Philips' Edizione Vivaldi'
(just getting in in time for the tercentenary year) is Volume Two, 6768 750
(3 recs., £ 7.50) which gathers together
the six Op. 5 violin sonatas, soloist
Salvatore Accardo ( with 2nd violin,
Sylvie Gazeaux), the six Op. 13 sonatas
Il Pastor Pido played on an early 18th
century recorder by Jean-Claude Veil han, and the six Op. 14 cello sonatas,
soloist Maurice Gendron. Recording
dates are 1977, 1970 and 1967 respectively. The only real difference between
them is that the soloist becomes less
forward and better integrated with the
continuo in the later recordings. The
playing is generally excellent with
slightly varying ideas on authenticity
and the set has much to recommend it.
The informative booklet gives the RV
numbers. [
A/B: 1]
Philips Vivaldi Edition again: the
basically ' vocal' ( see below) vol. 10, and
vol. 8: Concerti eSin fonie. Here IMusici
perform 12 concerti; 7 symphonies;
'L'Amoroso' violin concerto; 2 violin/
cello concerti; concerto for violin/
organ; 4 concerti for 2 violins; 2 concerti for 2 violins/2 cellos; and 1 concerto each for 3 violins; 4 violins; cello;
2cellos (all with strings and continuo):
and sonata a quattro ' Al Santo Sepolcro'. The set is 6768 041 ( 6recs, £15.00),
and dates range from 1964 to 1978,
average 1974. Sound is remarkably consistent, pleasantly spread and replete
with inner detail. Clarity and spacious
ambience ( especially on rear speakers)
are all that could be desired, and performances of precision and sensitivity
add up to an excellent bargain. [
A: 1]
average, and of course Philips surfaces.
(We heard one click on the twelve sides,
though!)

Vocal/Operatic
Telefunken DX6.35370 (2 recs,
£5.50) reappears from 1963 Bach's
'Hunting
Cantata',
BWV 208 and
Schleicht, spielende We//en, BWV 206.
Erna Spoorenberg, Jacques Villisech
etc. and the Monteverdi Choir of
Hamburg/Jurgens,
together
with
Amsterdam CO/Rieu, turn in stylish
and enjoyable performances in a recording of fairly close-up character.
Not much room for ambience, and
Leonhardt's
harpsichord
transmits
pedal noise, a sort of quiet dull thunder
for those with deep bass reproduction,
but a fine lively effort on all counts and
recommended ( especially at the price)
as this BWV 206 seems to be currently
alone on disc. [B: 1] overall.
The great English composer Handel
was a German whose natural musical
language was Italian.
English was
always a foreign language to him. In
the early try-out performances of
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Messiah he had limited talent available
to him. This among other factors
strongly influenced the first London
presentation of this oratorio, that
Marriner with his Academy orchestra,
chorus and distinguished soloists,
attempt to re-create. The critical reception was Yes and No, but undoubtedly the actual performance was
excellent and
the
recording
outstanding. Reissued on this single disc
(Argo ZRG 872, £3.99) are the Messiah
choruses from the complete 1976
recording. [
A/A*: 1]
Kathleen Ferrier's world-famous recital of Bach and Handel arias with
LPO/Boult was some years ago submitted to a miraculous rejuvenation,
when Sir Adrian re-recorded all the
accompaniments in stereo, so carefully
that the original mono was blotted out.
Decca engineers then effectively refurbished the sound of the recorded voice,
giving us virtually a modern stereo
recording of this unforgettable recital.
On SPA 531 (£1.99) the transcription
seems even more realistic. An outstanding bargain. [
B: 1]
The 1957 Ansermet recording of
Honugger's oratorio Le Roi David reappears, in a Decca double- album with
texts,
with
the
most
appropriate
coupling yet: Frank Martin's In Terra
Pax (DPA593-4, £4.35). Classic Suisse
Romande recordings of Swiss composers; King David still sounds well
(the sleeve gives a later 1970 stereo
publication date), the 1964 Martin ( with
Haefliger, Heiffgen, Mollet, Stampfli etc),
with its Britten-ish sombre colours,
inevitably has the richer bloom. [ B/A:
1]
In early LP days Columbia issued an
outstanding Hansel und Gretel by
Humperdinck with Philharmonia/
Karajan and Schwarzkopf and Grummer
in the title roles. It was sung in German,
and was for a long time the standard
against which all performances of this
opera were judged. Originally recorded
in mono some 25 years ago, it is now
reissued by EMI in mock stereo as SLS
5145 r (2 records, £5.70) with booklet.
This recording still contains some fine
performances, but ( for children?) the
excellent EMI Sadler's Wells recording
(although in English) is strongly advised. The present reprocessed recording generally brightens up the
sound, but at times adds a slight hardness, while the original patches of congestion (
eg, end of ' Dream Pantomime')
still remain. [
C: 1] (
See also p. 155 for
a review of Solti's new recording.)
On Telefunken EK6.35377 (3 recs,
£13.20) are highlights from Monteverdi
L'Orfeo (
1970), Ulisse (
1972), and Poppea
(1975). Elisabeth Sederstrem, Helen
Donath, Nigel Rogers etc join the
original instruments of Concentus
Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt in splendid
performances and recordings. Positioning of vocal personnel is very precise and just behind the speaker line;
instrumental balance is excellent, every
player almost tangible; and all, though
somewhat forward in balance, is set in a
pleasing ambience of warmth, depth
and ' body'.
A very enjoyable set.
[A/A.: 1/1.]
Volumes 13 and 15 of Philips boxed
sets of the Mozart Edition are devoted
to Opera. Vol. 13 ' Opera Seria' includes Idomeneo and La clemenza di
Tito (
6747 386, 6 recs, £ 15.00), with
copious notes and full libretti in four
languages. Both operas are under the
direction of Colin Davis. Idomeneo is
not an outstanding set, chiefly due to
the less than first-rate cast afforded
Davis: [
A/B: 2/3]. La clemenza is, however, much more rewarding, with firstrate artists. It is virtually a recorded
version of the recently successful
Covent Garden production: [
A: 1].
Vol. 15, ' Opera Buffa', 8recs with notes,

libretti and translations (6747 388, £20
includes
La Finta
Giardiniera, thE
nearest we get to afull operatic master
piece in this volume, but a remarkablt
achievement for a youth of 18. Inter
national artists and very well recorded
[A: 1/1*]. La Finta Semplice, compose(
and eventually conducted by the 12
year- old Mozart, makes fascinatinj
listening in a performance not entirel.
convincing. It is in good mono, oe
losing its ' good' rating during con
certed items: [13/C: 2/3]. The Impre
sano and Lo Sposo De/uso, in recordingi
dating from 1977, are directed by Colic
Davis and both performances and re
cordings are good: [
A: 1]. The inci
dental music to Thamos, King of Egypt
reveals the genius of Mozart for st
brilliantly meeting the requirements o
job.
Magnificen
a commissioned
music and recording: [
A: 1]. The mos
attractive ballet music from Idomeneo
not included in the above recorde(
opera, happily appears here togethe
with the exceedingly attractive balle
music Les Petits Riens. [
A: 1], recom
mended.
DG have reissued two R. Straus:
operas under Karl BOhm: the 195:
studio Der Rosen/cavalier (
their firs
opera production in stereo), beautifuft
played by the Dresden Staatskapellt
(2721 162, 4 recs, £12.00) and, mort
recommendable, a live VSO recordin(
of the rare Daphne, from the 196(
Vienna Festival (2721 190, 2recs, £7.55)
Both are boxed with English synopsis
but without libretti—essential, we feel
for Rosen/cavalier. There the big sna(
is Schech, vocally inadequate an(
embarrassing as the Marschallin. Tht
singers ( Báhme, Seefried, Fischer
Dieskau, Streich etc) are set very for
ward in a dry acoustic, the orchestrs
behind has a resonant quality. Witt
the classic Schwarzkopf/Karajan (
EMI
hardly more expensive, this DG car
only be recommended to students o
Bifihm's conducting. A pity, though, t(
forgo the orchestral
performance
[B: 1/4]. The 1937 Gregor-Strauss de
piction of the Greek myth, dedicated t(
BOhm, has a natural theatre balanc(
(with
Gueden,
Wunderlich,
King
Schoeffler etc); the overall effect it
less static here, and of course th(
work is not otherwise available; fou
brief cuts in the vocal score were mad(
by Strauss himself. [
A/B: 1]
On eight records ( Philips 6768 016
£20.00), Vivaldi Edition vol. 10 con
sists of Juditha Triumphans and th(
Sacred Music: starring Elly Ameling
Agnes Giebel, Julia Hamari, Birgi
Finnilá, Teatro la Fenice/Negri. 197!
Juditha (
3 recs) features splendidly.
balanced and nicely- spaced forces, a
warm sound of depth and detail. Like.
wise 1977 Dixit Dominus record, 197;
Beatus Virl Lauda Jerusalem/Domine ac
adiuvandum me and 1978 4 Motets foi
solo singers and instruments (
In furore
Nu//a in mondo pax/Canta in pratol0 gu
coati). The two 1965 records, Gloria ir
DISalve Regina/Magnificat in glre Deurr
in D, show little sign of age ( atendencj
to slight thickening at heavier bits
some rumbliness) and complete s
splendid set, afeast of instrumental anc
vocal Vivaldi. For anyone wanting this
particular combination of works, at this
generous price, heartily recommended
(After listening through a nine-recorc
set of someone else's British produc
that proved to have eight faulty sides
the cleanliness of Philips' surfaces
was once again, as usual, a relief!:
Average [A: 1], recommended.

Miscellaneous

O

N Unicorn RHS 339 (£3.99) there re.
appears the 1976 Contrasts ir
Brass', of which the excellent vol.
came out not long ago. The Locks
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Equipment tests from the past year, 66 in
all, by the Hi -Fi News and Record Review
expert technical team * Basic Audio
bata —the editor clarifies four areas of
ignorance: decibels, time constants,
sound wavelengths and mechanical
resonance * Recommended classical
record library brought up to date *
Audio Index — aguide to hi-fi brand
names, manufacturers and importers.
Wonderful value at £ 1.20.
On sale at leading newsagents or direct
(please send £ 1.40, incl p&p) from:
Subscription Department, Link House,
25 West Street, Poole, Dorset.
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South-West Scotland
HI-FI AND AUDIO FAIR
Exhibitors Include:

SON DISC
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VENNAL AUDIO
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Grundig
Tannoy
Altec Lansing
Revox
Leak
Teac
S.M.E.
Ultimo
Pickering
Zerostat
Ariston
Aiwa
Toshiba
Pixall
Ortofon
Micro Seiki
Cecil Watts
Stanton
Hadcock
Maxell
Tungsran
Exhibition Times:
Friday, December 1
Saturday, December 2
Sunday, December 3

1pm till 9pm
1pm till 9pm
1pro till 7pm

At the Howard Park Hotel,
Kilmarnock,
Admission Free.

National Panasonic
Technics
Acoustic Research
Alpha
Sennheiser
Wharfedale
Harmon Karden
Audio Technica
K.E.F.
A.D.C.
Quad
Tandberg
Marantz
Philips Hi Fi
Sound Guard
J.B.L.
Bib
Superscope
Bower and Wilkins
DBX

WVENNAL AUDIO VISUAL
Further information from any branch
Vennal Audio Visual
115. High Street, Ayr
tel 0292-64124
12, New Bridge Street, Ayr
tel 0292-81506
49, The Foregate, Kilmarnock tel. 0563-34826

cfassica
Brass Consort/Stobart play ' music for
are the presto from the first Symphony,
brass and percussion from four cen- the rondo from the first Piano Sonata
tunes' (Buxtehude,
Haydn,
Grieg, (played by Paul Crossley) and two
Kauffman, Tcherepnin, Barber and
pieces from A Child of Our Time, all
Carr) with panache and elegance in a sandwiched between the Intrada and
recording
of stunning
immediacy.
Finale from the Suite for the Birthday of
Often the percussion seemed some- Prince Charles and eight pieces from
what veiled behind the brass sound
The Midsummer Marriage. Artists inrather than balanced sufficiently fordude, nor surprisingly, Colin Davis
ward, but the overall effect is neverthe- (conducting the LSO, the BBC SO and
less splendid. Nicely spread and de- the Covent Garden orchestra), and
tailed sound, excellent: [ A*/A: 1] soloists include Jessye Norman, Janet
overall.
Baker, Helen Watts , Alberto Remedios
Fes tival of British Light Music and John Shirley-Quirk. An excellently
'
nsleeve' ESD7063, £24i5)
played and recorded introduction to
'' musi c despite the lack of, for
Sir
instance
the double string concerto.
has been one of the best issues in this
ipp

1962 Moscow State CO/Barshai 4-violin
Concerto Grosso in b; 1970 2-trumPet
concerto in C with Wilbraham/Jones/
ASM/Marriner; Gatt/ASM/Marriner
Bassoon Concerto in a and Preston/
ASM/Hogwood Flute Concerto in g,
both 1977. With such avery mixed bag
one has to be somewhat general in
comment. Suffice it to say that the
Seasons is dimmish B, but with good
spread and no essential loss of detail,
while the other instrumental pieces are
more around A, again with pleasantly
spread stereo, and effective balances
both within and between. The Gloria
•'
is an impressive recording,

treasured 1957 Act 3 of the work with
Solti/VP0 and Flagstad. [ A/A*: 1]
The John Williams Collection
available on CBS 73784 price £4.39, as
the title suggests, is a very pleasing
mixture of composers and guest performers that include Barenboim conducting the ECO. The sound quality is
surprisingly varied (although acceptable),
demonstrating the differing
philosophies of recording techniques
applied to the acoustic guitar. Publication dates from 1967/77. [ A/13: 11
If you want your Christmas music in
the grandest possible manner there is
a record called Wishing You a Merry
. stmas (CBS 61417, £2.99) first

with
breadth
fineand
vocals
depth.
supported
Overall [by
A*/AIB:
spacious
1],
'te Comfield since it appeared in •
An excellent Decca
posers' covers Wagner (DPA 625-6,
Vivian Dunn and the Light Music [A*: 1*)
Society Orchestra play with tremendous
Philips' new sampler, 6833 257 (£1.99),
2recs, £4.70). The well-filled sides contain a popular selection of his worthflair and spirit such popular items as
contains Mozart's music to the Don
Tomlinson's Suite of English Folk
and Serail, arranged without his perwhile music. Most of the items are
Dances, Duncan's March from A Little
mission by two of his contemporaries
complete in themselves as opposed to
Suite (' Dr. Finlay'), Curzon's The for eight wind instruments, a popular
the usual ' chunks'. As usual most of
Ivadier Docker's Tabarinage, etc.
and accepted practice at that time. On
the selections are from highly recom'
ord the MUSiC is delightfully
.ssnO are
W ino
It is a selection that makes you prou
engineers
be British
light.
Recording
by the Netherlands
Win1]
engineers
seem and
to use
their best
sound performed
Ensemble, excellently
recorded. [A:
mended performances, an
for less serious music, not afraid of
Antonio Vivaldi is another of
magnificently recorded. Among the 13
making it immediately attractive and
Decca's ' Favourite Composers' ( DPA
items selected is a fine Senta's Ballad
breezily bright, and this is apleasure to
609-10, 2 recs, £4.35). The collection (
Dutchman) sung by Gwyneth Jones, a
hear in every way. [ A: 11
consists of 1973 Stuttgart/Münchinger
magnificent Pilgrims'
Chorus and
PhiliPs"A Man of Our Time', 6598 4 Seasons; 1966 King's etclASM/Mar- Wolfram's ' Evening Star' (Tannháuser),
950 (£2.45) gathers together extracts
riner/Willcocks Gloria; 1974 Lucerne/
an excellent ' Ride of the Valkyries' and
f
rom their Tippett catalogue. Included
Baumgartner ' Alla Rustica' Concerto; ' Magic Fire Music' (
Walküre) from the

issued in 1969, which raises the humble
carol to symphonic and
11
choral prof dormers
portions with a ro that include, at random, the New
York Philharmonic, The Philadelphia
Orchestra, The Cleveland Orchestra,
The Columbia Symphony, the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir, the Philadelphia
Brass Ensemble, conductors such as
Bernstein, OrmandY, Szell, and Anna
th
Moffo to sing Silent nig .
thing for the highbrowish celebrator.
The performances might sometimes
seem inflated but they are all spectacular and of high quality while the recording is of a generally satisfactory standard: average [ A/B: 1].
GUILLAUME DE MACHAUT AND
HIS AGE-Music Consort of London ,
Munrow-HMV TC-ASD3454
D: 1973. R: Good but echoing. P:

BOXED SETS
J. STRAUSS: ' Die Fledermaus' Schwarzkopf Gedda , Stretch , Kunz I
Philharmonia
Karajan- HMV
TCRLS728 (2) (£5.70)
D: 1955/DV Nov 78. R: Excellent but
mono only. P: Rich, detailed, charming.
[A: 1]
R. STRAUSS: ' Salome'-Behrens I
Van Dam IBohm
Baltsa IOchman I
Angervo IVP0 IKarajan- HMV TCS1.5513 9 (2) (£8.75)
D: Nov 78. R: Detailed, contrived but
impressive. P: Expressive, intense and

Lively. [B: 1*/1]
JAMES GALWAY PLAYS SONGS
FOR ANNIE. Various pieces-Galway
INPO 1Gerhardt-RCA RK25163
D: Sel 78. R: Forward. P: Brilliant
and poelish. [A: 1*/1/2]
Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc record THE BEST OF JOHN WILLIAMS.
sections, readers should be aware that mass production techniques can degrade Various-Williams Ietc-CBS 40-61843
cassette sound quality between samples, and that the ' recording' ratings given D : various/1978. R: Generally good. P:
here apply only to our review copies. KEY: p -- Performance; R = Recording; The best of J.W. [B: 1*I1]
D -- Original review of disc version, when discoverable.
MARIA
CALLASTHE LEGEND.
Unreleased
AS03535
recordings-Callas
Ietc-

well-characterised. [ A*/A: 11
SINGLE CASSETTES
Price codes :Argo-KZNC/KZRC-£3.99 ; KZFC-

H MV TCD: 1955/69/Oct 78. R: Variable. P:
His t
or i
ca l. [A/BIC: 11
2]
THE KING'S SINGERS 10th ANNI-

Peter Commend
D: 1960.
esque
andR:delightful.
Listenable.
[6:1/11
P: Beecham-

P:
D: Delicate
1965/DV and
Oct lyrical.
78. R: Well
[A: 11
balanced.

VERSARY
King's SingersCONCERT.
EMI TC-KS1001
Vario us

LISZT: Hungarian rahpsodies 2,3 &

TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Swan Lake'

D: Nov 78. R: Live but good. P: Live.

CRD--£3.9999
Decca-KSXC-£399; KJBC-£2.75;
KPFC---£3•99; KECC-£2.35; KCSP

5 [3 Mephisto waltz 1-LPO IBoskovsky-HMV '
Greensleeve' TC-ESD
7058

'
The Sleeping Beauty' ' Nut- [ B: 11
crackee-highlights-LSO i PrevinBREAK THE NEWS TO MOTHER.
HMV TC-ASD3584
Victorian and Edwa rdian ballads-

EM1-TC-ASD-£4•2S; TC-ESD-£2.99;

D: Sep 78. R: Good. P:Nicely handled.
[A: 1]

D: 1972/4/DV Oct 78. R: very Good. P:
very good to outstanding [A: 1.11

Luzon IWillison-Argo KZKC42
D: July 78 . R: Go od quality. P: Excel-

LISZT: Les Preludes 0 Orpheus D
Tasso-LPO 1Haitink-Philips '
Festivo' 7310 056

TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker'complete-NPO /
Bonynge-Decca
KSXC2 7059 (2)

lent. [A: 11
WHEN YOU AND IWERE YOUNG,
MAGGIE. Ballads-White 1Sanders-

£2.75
CBS-40-61000-£2•99; 40-72000-£4.49

TC-SXLP-£.2.75
Oiseau-Lyre-KDPC ( 2)-£4.25;
KOSLC-£3 .99
Philips-7300-£3•99; 7317-£2.45
Polydor-3300-£3:95; 3335-£2.75
RCA-RK-£.3.50; GK-£2.49
Saga-CA-£ 1.7
Vox-KTVC-£2.35
Rediflusion-KROY-£2.99; KLGD£1.99
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 7 D
Coriolan-LPO IHaitink-Philips 7300

418
D: Jan 77. R: Clear and warm. P: Relaxed and fresh. [A: 1]
BEETHOVEN: Symphony9'Choral'
-Gewandhaus, Leipzig IMasur IetcPhilips ' Festivo' 7310 012
D: 1975/DV Oct 78. R: Adequate. P:
Straightforward. [B:
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5
'Emperor'- Brendel I LPO IHaitinkPhilips 7300 542
D: Nov 77. R: Clear and untroubled.
P: Lyrical. [ A:1.11]
HAYON: Symphony 92 ' Oxford' O
Symphony 104 ' London'-St. Martin-

D: 1968/DV Oct 78. R: Clean and wellD:1974. R: Well detailed. P: First-rate.
spread. P: Precise and dynamic. [A:11 [A: 1]

RCA RK11698
D: Apr 78. R: Good.

MEND ELSSOHN:

McCormack style. [13: 1]
IHEAR YOU CALLING ME. Ballads
- White ISanders-RCA RK12450

' A Midsumme r TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Swan Lake'Night's
Dream'-Concertgebouw
I suite n '
Sleeping Beau tY'-suiteHa iti n k-Philips `
Festivo' 7310 021
VP0
1 Karajan-Decca
'
Jubilee'
D: 1965/DV Oct 78. R: Limited and too
mu ch background. P: Sprigh tl y
. [C:1]
MOZART: Symphony 35 ' Haffner'
[J Symphony 40-St. Martin-in-the Fields I Marriner-Philips ' Festivo'
7310 022
D: 1971/DV Oct 78 .R: W arm and clear.
P: Brisk and exciting. [A: 1*]
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto 1 I
RAVEL: Left-hand Concerto / etcGavrilov ILSO 1Rattle-HMV TC-ASD
3571
D: Sep 78.

R: *
Excel lent.

P: Thrilling

rapport. [ •
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto
2
Paganini rhapsody- Orozco I
RPO 1 De Waart-Philips ' Festivo'

in-the-Fields
I Marriner-Philips 7300
593

7310
046
D: 1973/DV
Oct 78. R: Good to excel-

D: Oct 78.

lent. P: Highly recommended. [A*/A:

R: Pleasant but resonant.

P: 92-excellent; 104-good. [ A/B 1/2]
1*/1]
HAYDN: Symphony 101 ' Clock'
SCHUBERT: ' Rosamunde'-Heynis
Symphony 102-RPO 1 Beecham- 1 Concertgebouw I Haitink-Philips
HMV TC-SXLP 30265
' Festivo' 7310 053
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

KJ BC35
D: 1965. R: Full and warm.
tic. [ A : 11

DECEMBER 1978

P:

Good

in

D: 1977. R: Good. P: Not all as good
as above. [B: 112]
JOHN McCORMACK: A LEGEND
ARY PERFORMER. Classical and
ballads - M cCormack I various- RCA
COLLECTIONS (it RK 12472
ENGLISH CHAMBER ORCHESD: various. R: Historical. P: The
TRA. Music by Boyce, Delius, Eiger, original. [H: 1*11]
Handel, Purcell, Vaughan Williams and OWEN
BR A NNIG A N SINGS
Warlock- ECO 1Garcia-CBS 40-76719 OPERATIC FAVOURITES. Music
D: Sep 78. R: Full but slightly boxy.
by Handel and Mozart-Brannigan ,
P:

Roman-

P: Generally good. [ A/B : 1]
Phitomusica
l Farncombe-HMV
MUSIC
FOR
AND 'D:
Greensieeve'
ORGAN.
Music TRUMPET
by Albinoni, Bach,
1958/9.
R:TC-ESD7059
Fair.
P: Enjoyable,
Clarke, Charpentier, Handel, Mozart,
Stanley, etc- André I Parker- SmithHMV TC-ASD3453
D: Sep '78. R: Clear. P: Brilliant and
showy. [ A: 1]
SCOTT ISH
BAROQUE
ENSEMBLE AT HOPETOUN. Music
by Handel, Haydn, McGibbon, Purcell
and anon.-SBE-CRD CRDC4028
R: Bad. P: Good. [D: 2]

inimitable. [ 13: 1]
TEA FOR TWO- Menuhin IGrappelli ,
etc-HMV TC-EMD5630
D: Nov 78. R: Near perfect. P: A
special treat. [ A*: 11
CHRISTMAS SONGS. VariousPrice IVPO IKarajan-Decca '
Jubilee
KJBC38
D: 1961/DV Nov 78.
Moving. [C: 1]

R: Mushy.
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Because the heavier the
turntable platter, the greater
the stability. Which is why the
platter on the Ariston RD11E
weighs some 41 lbs. Afigure
substantially better than the
average.
Many manufacturers try to
get away with less. But, at
Ariston, we believe that
cutting corners is no more
than the quickest way to
produce an inferior product.
So, to quote but one example,
with the RD115 we allow the
platter to lie to weather after
casting. Put simply, that way
we know the platter
characteristics will not change
after the unit leaves our factory.
And it goes without saying
that the heavier the platter,
the better the motor needed
to drive it. One of the reasons
why, on the RD11S, which has
aplatter weighing
9.5 lbs, we,

unlike most manufacturers
use an AC motor. Not only
does this help ensure constant
speed and offer greater
reliability, it also avoids the
problems of pulse surge
associated with direct current.
Naturally, there are other
factors. Afree floating
suspension system, belt drive,
the exhaustively researched
design and construction of
our wooden plinth, the quality
of the tone arm on the RD11E,
the RD11S comes without an
arm — all help produce aset of

specifications that compare
more than favourably with
any printed anywhere.
But, more important, both
the RD11E and the RD11S
sound better. The musicality
of turntables, unlike say loudspeakers, is not normally aconsideration. Our ears tell us
otherwise. And we, along with
our dealers, think you should
listen and judge for yourself.
But whichever model you
choose, you'll be delighted to
discover that neither will
make as much difference to
the weight of your wallet as
you might have feared.

For once
it sounds
better to be
overweight

Ariston the Aristocrat 0

ARISTON
AUDIO
Ariston Acoustics Ltd.,
1Society St., Maybole,
KA19 7BH, Scotland.
Tel: 0655 82424
Telex: 777568

Dealers include: AT Labs, London; Audio Aids, Edinburgh; Audio Projects, Leeds; Audio T, London; Berkshire Hi Fi, Maidenhead; Billy Vee
Sound Systems, Lewisham; W A Brady, Liverpool; Erricks of Bradford; Fred Benfell, Blackpool; Hampshire Audio, Chandler's Ford; Hi Fi
Corner, Edinburgh; Hi Fi Shop, Belfast; Holburn Hi Fi, Aberdeen; Huddersfield HiFi Centre; KJ Leisuresound, London & Watford; Lloyd &
Paton, Manchester; Martins, Norwich; Neil McComack, Glasgow; Newdawn Hi Fi, Chester; REW, London; Radford HiFi, Bristol; Ray
Charles, Walsall; Russell Hi Fi, Falkirk; Sheffield Sound Centre; Sound Centre, Altrincham; Spaldings, Croydon; Unilet Products, New
Malden; Vennal Audio, Ayr; Victor Morris, Glasgow.
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RUCK

Fred Deliar
abounded prior to
R
the release of Stage ( RCA
PL 02913-2), David Bowie's second

UMOURS

live album. It was claimed that
the Thin White Duke was quitting
RCA in order to sign for Warner
Brothers, thus acquiring a springboard to further film fame. Meanwhile, RCA mounted a massive
advertising campaign— but no
album arrived in the shops.
Trouble with the sleeves, claimed
the record company. Few believed
them. However, somewhat belatedly the album has arrived—
garbed in a sleeve that wouldn't
have caused ajunior art class too
much trouble in designing. So,
following all the brouhaha, what
does it contain? The answer is—
a generally satisfactory representation of the Bowie stage act,
replete with highs and lows, ayes
and noes.
A double- album that can reasonably be sub- divided into The
Ziggy Era, Funky Philadelphia, The
Berlin Instrumentals and Heroes
Re- lived, Stage wins through on
the synthesised sound paintings,
such as Warsawa, which somehow
sound warmer and less contrived
in their on-stage setting. The HST
intro to Station to Station is also
worth tilting an ear to, while the
opening Hang On To Yourself
pounds in with almost speedball
energy. Down in the retro -rocket
section, a few things jar. The
back-up vocals by Carlos Alomar
and Co. have all the aura of agood
night at the cider factory, being
almost knees- up in mode, while
Bowie onstage is often . . . well,
stagey .... adopting an off with the
old and on with the Newley attitude, perhaps best exemplified by
his Chorus Line flourish at the
close of Five Years. Between the
extremes, though, there's a lot of
Bowie that at least comes close to
duplicating his best in- studio performances. So, if you're not seeking any new insights into the workings of Bromley High School's
most enigmatic pupil and are
merely content to cheer along with
the crowd between tracks then
grab yourself a seat in the front
row—and don't forget to bring
your rattle [A/B: 1]. Only Ripley
would believe it but XII ( Polydor
POLD 5006) isn't a Chicago offerHI -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ing but rather an album featuring
the latest exploits of those intrepid
Lancastrians, Barclay James Harvest.
Of course, they're not
terribly fashionable right now—
any band that's acquired the reputation of being two steps behind
the Moodies throughout the years,
seems set for short shrift from the
media in its present mood which is
why BJH harp back to what they
remember as better times via such
lyrics as I'm cutting out now before
the New Wave takes my surf board
flair and Give me the sound of
Arthur Lee with Forever Changes.
But that Love classic hit the world
way back in ' 67 and alot of rockers
have gone to play that great Fender in the sky since then. And the
fact is, if you have aband that persists in cutting Lift Up Your Head
soundalikes like Turning In Circles
and Long And Winding Road reflections such as BJH's Berlin, then
'79 isn't agood year to be around.
It would seem then that BJH, who
are not a bad band and have
been a very good one, are unsure
of where they're heading these
days. But then, how would you
feel if your next album was No. 13?
[A/B: 2]
Linda Ronstadt's Living In The
USA ( Asylum K53085) is even
more lack- lustre. The problem
here is that the fair Ms. R has enjoyed so much singles success
with cover versions, that this time
round she's opted to supply a
whole album full of such unnecessaries. So the Chuck Berry classic
that lends its name to this Asylum
escapee is put through the diluting
plant along with Eric Kaz's Blowin'
Away, Warren Zevon's Mohammed's Radio, Elvis' Love Me Tender,
Smokey's ()oh Baby, Baby etc, the
roller-skating Ronstadt even taking a nose-dive through When I
Grow Too Old To Dream, which
Messrs Romberg and Hammerstein put together in 1935. The
net effect is something like an upmarket Top Of The Pops LP from
Woolies—the difference being
that most Woolworth specials
usually cost less than half the cost
price of this recording- by- numbers
affair [ A: 3]. Whereas the Ronstadt album will receive considerable coverage in the rock press
and elsewhere, reviews of Nancy
Peppers' Leaving For Better
Times ( Cow Pie UAS 30183) will
probably be few and far between,
the reason being that Peppers is
purely a C & W singer—albeit a
very good one in best Patsy Cline
tradition. But anyone who's ever
tipped a stetson to Area Code,
Barefoot Jerry, The Dirt Band and
such- like, will get more than their
fill of choice licks from Times, a
made- in- Britain slice of country
pie that features back-up work
from an unlikely outlaw gang
formed by Chas Hodges and Dave
Peacock of Rockney fame, Steve
Simpson from Meal Ticket, plus
Ritchie Bull, Rabbit Bundrick,
Graham Preskitt, Micky Burt, Thom
Fricker, Henry Spinetti, Francis
Monkman, Terry Wilson, Tony
Braunagle and man of steel B. J.
DECEMBER 1978

rently possessed by that old established firm of Anderson, Wakeman, Squire, Howe and White.
However, Ihave to admit that Ifind
my own interest in such predictInitially, Iwasn't so impressed able output waning. The story
with Johnny Guitar Watson's goes that the album was originally
Giant ( DJM DJF 20551) and by titled Yes Tor, after the hill in
the end of side one Iwas wonder- Devon, but suffered a name
ing what kind of a flower pot the change following an incident durdisc would make. Tracks such as ing which a tomato got thrown at
Miss Frisco ( Queen Of The Disco) the cover design. Perhaps they
and Guitar Disco had proved yawn- should have ditched even that one
some, while Tu Jours Amour was and come up with Yes Tor Day's
so immemorable that Istill can't Men. At least, that's how Ifeel
recall having listened to it—the about the whole affair. [ A: 2]
Ruphus, whose current album is
side's only saving grace being a
rehash of Watson's classic Gang- Flying Colours ( Brain 0060.108),
ster Of Love, a number which only are a European outfit ( Norwegian,
served to remind one of the pau- Ithink) and not to be confused
city of the other, more current with US soul band Rufus—though
material. But Iguess somebody both bands have similarities in
must have given Watson a pep that they each are funk- based and
talk at half-time, for part two of the boast a female lead vocalist. But
album came out fighting; a light- while Rufus, despite having the
weight, jazzy, huff and shuffle item delectable Chaka Khan outfront,
called Wrapped In Black Mink gain- have been known to send me noding points for attractiveness, this ding off, Ruphus, whose equally
being followed by You Can Stay attractive songsperson is Sylvi
But The Noise Must Go, a marvel- Lillegaard, manage to keep my
lous throwback to those high- grey matter ticking over more than
falutin' days when Louis Jordan somewhat. The story's not new—
was king of R & B and songs like jazz, rock and soul merge yet
somehow
Ruphus
Beware and Open The Door Richard again—but
provided the charts with both fun manage to keep things as fresh as
and funk. The tale of a better- afour star freezer. De-ice and try.
side- of-town landlord who com- [A: 1]
Meanwhile, a late news flash
plains about tenant Watson's
penchant for playing Marvin Gaye from RCA, where David BOWIE
discs at high volume, You Can has announced: ' At the present
Stay is my track of the month. And and in the foreseeable future Iam
though one blues- buster doesn't under contract to RCA and at no
make a bargain, it does ensure time have Iengaged in any negoti•
that Giant is worth tuning into and ations to alter that status . . . any
must be a cert for The Best Of rumours that I am signing with
Johnny Guitar Watson, whenever another label are completely falsE
DJM get around to producing that and erroneous.' So now you know
inevitable package. [ A: 1/2]
If Watson has produced the
month's tastiest track then there's
little doubt that Go 2 ( Virgin V2108)
XTC's second LP, is the most
enterprising album. The band's
debut release was impressive
enough, a neat welding of styles
ancient and modern, beat group
meets new wave, so to speak. But
it appears that Andy Partridge and
his merry Swindonaires have
moved up the ladder more than a
couple of rungs in the interim.
For Go 2is full of highly intriguing
constructions, among which can
be numbered The Rhythm, an oddball anthem strung around a
strangely hypnotic riff; Meccanik
Dancing, not a requiem for Eric
Morley, but rather a piece of pure
pop for those who have worn their
disco boots out dancing to Kraftwerk records; and Battery Brides,
a Partridge special that takes that
hoary old chores- of- an- everydayhousewife routine out of Glen
Campbell territory and rejigs it for
the '80s. Little is orthodox, XTC
turn their tunes inside out and
reveal the linings. With Go 2they
have produced an album that one
loves the first time around and
marries on the second. Anyone
for instant matrimony? [ A: 1*]
I have little doubt that Yes
Tormato ( Atlantic K50518) is a
good example of the artistry cur- (This is not David Bowie)
Cole, who also produced and
arranged Peppers' whole rockOpry. If the list of names impresses you, then the music will
almost certainly do so. [ A: 1]
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THE
PROFESSIONALS
USE

Television Sound
at its very best

Cerwin-Vega!
.... don't you deserve the best?
The Receiver Savers do just what their name says.
Cerwin-Vega speakers are at least 10 to 15dB more efficient
than ordinary speakers. This means that your receiver will
seem to be 10 to 50 times more powerful with Cerwin-Vega
speakers. This difference isn't just for playing loud. It's for
playing your music clean and giving your music arealism
you've never heard before.

R-123

Now don't get us wrong. The Receiver Savers aren't
cheap. Excellence is never cheap. But they don't cost any
more than they have to, and often you will save enough
pounds in expensive electronics to pay for them, and
then some.
Come in and experience Cerwin-Vega. We're the
people who put the quake in Earthquake. See, Hear, and
Feel the Difference.

The Television Sound Monitor is acomplete F.M. tuner capable
of reproducing high quality sound from television broadcasts.
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OF A T.V. RECEIVER, its only
requirements are asimple aerial and mains supply. The audio
outputs can be fed directly into any high fidelity amplifier or
tape recorder. V.H.F. radio with stereo facilities can be incorporated as an option.
Designed and manufactured in England, the Television Sound
Monitor will operate in any country regardless of frequency or
type of modulation; — A.M. or F.M. Utilising the latest electronic
tuning it has proved its reliability in television studios, relay
networks, schools and Hi Fi homes throughout the world.
e

Instant press button station selection.

e Capable of reproducing high quality sound from any television
system in the world.
411 Available in four versions :— UHF only; VHF only; UHF/VHF
and UHF/VHF radio/stereo.

e In Teak veneered cabinet or chassis only.
e Unconditional two year guarantee.

MOTION ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Wistiria House, Tonbridge Road, Wateringbury, Kent.
Maidstone 812814.

mail or ring now
with your enquiry to

CE HAMMOND & CO LTD
105-109 Oyster Lane
Byfleet Surrey KTI4 7JH

A postage stamp for your reply would be gratefully received.

"terwin Vega!
Loud is Beautiful...if its clean
please send me details
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Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to
NAME

The Receiver Savvr

Byfleet 51051
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Ken Hyder
1— HERE are still dozens of new
I albums fighting for space on
the jazz racks each month and it's
not easy to know which to check
out. The new, bright, thrusting
music is to be discovered mainly
on the smaller independent labels,
and there the recording quality and
presentation has continued to
improve. Meanwhile, the majors
are either not putting out much at
all, or are plumping for relatively
safe material, or reissue stuff.
One of the interesting things
over the past year is how the Lew
Grade end of the scene has
appeared less outrageous. The
extremity of the music has lost its
novelty impact, and there's awhole
lot of consolidation going on.
The techniques of suspended time
improvisation are being used
much more in structured musical
environments. Musicians are looking for another way of playing jazz
rhythm—other than the variations
on the post- bebop approach, and
other than the bastardised jazz/
rock format which has been completely played out.
Omette Coleman is basing his
rhythmic approach to group improvisation on
North African
music, and Paul Motian is also
taking a bit of that, and a bit of
folk rhythm from other sources
and synthesising it into a loose
broken-time style which seems to
be catching on slowly.
It's an exciting time. The supersophistication on jazz funk records
has dried up that area too, and
now the mainstream of innovative
jazz is wide open.
Looking over the albums I've
reviewed this year, ten stand out
as being in the heavy-duty class—
any one would make an ideal companion to the brandy and turkey
sandwiches.
Here they are—The Survivors'
Suite, Keith Jarrett, ECM 1085
[A*: 1]; Jazz Begins, The Young
Tuxedo Brass Band, Atlantic
That's Jazz series ATL 50 404
[B: 1*]; Indent, Cecil Taylor,
Freedom FLP 41038 [ A: 1/11;
Lester Young Vol 2, (
2 records)
CBS 88263 [ H: 11; Chemistry,
John Stevens, Vinyl VS 102 [
A:
1*]; Dance, Paul Motian, ECM
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

1108 [
A*: 11; The Tatum Solo
Masterpiecesm any one of the
volumes, Pablo records [B: 11;
Electric Guitarist, John McLaughlin, CBS 82702 [
A*: 1];
Nuits De La Fondation Maeght,
Albert Ayle (2 records), Shandar
83503/4 [B: 11; One Night in
Birdland, Charlie Parker (2 records) CBS 88250 [
H: 1*].
Another bright and
breezy
album from the excellent Black
Saint label is Junk Trap, by
Charles Bobo Shaw's Human Arts
Ensemble. These splendidly robust and humorous musicians
seem to delight in setting up a
convincing trucking- along groove,
and just when you think you've
got them sorted out, they turn it all
round and lay a heavy number on
you. Even without having had the
benefit of studying their impish
faces on the cover, you could hear
in the music that these are ateam
of ravers. The music is wild and
woolly with the spirit of group
statement being put above individual showcased dexterity. Enjoyable—BSR 0021 [
A/B: 1/2].
Art Tatum's The V- Discs is
full of good music—if you can put
up with the irritating extra- musical
interference. V- discs were made
in America in the early '40s and
sent to forces' radio stations to
keep the troops amused. Unfortunately some of the discs they
used in making up this album
were a bit rough, and it can get in
the way of the music—especially
when there's that solo masterpieces material available on Pablo.
Still, Tatum is Tatum, and his
spirit cuts through concrete. It's
on Black Lion BLP 30203 [
H: 1].
It's Only A Paper Moon is one of
those songs which never sounded
a likely jazz vehicle to me—but on
One For My Baby, also on Black
Lion BLP 30197, Earl Hines shows
how much of akeyboard genius he
is.
He turns the tune inside out and,
completely solo, kicks it along at
one hell of a lick, giving it a completely new identity. Clearly on
this 1974 session the elderly Hines
was having a ball, his enthusiasm
spilling all over the keys. The
music is beautifully fresh and
alive, his phrasing challenging and
stimulating. This music is of
course by no means contemporary in style, but it's astoundingly
modern when you consider Hines
was playing way back in the early
20s. He's stuck with it, and still
manages to play as if every performance was a new experience.
[A: 11
Don Pullen's Montreaux Concert on Atlantic K 50499 [
A: 2/3]
doesn't come off like the Hines
album because after a while it's
DECEMBER 1978

noticeable that much of what's
going on is solo piano, and here he
just fails to sustain the interest.
The music lifts, however, when the
rest of the band comes in— but if
you really want to catch Pullen in
amuch more comfortable environment, try Warriors, Black Saint
BSR 0019 [
A/B: 2] where he's
joined by tenorist Chico Freeman,
bassist Fred Hopkins and drummer Bobby Battle. On Land of the
Pharoahs, Freeman makes good
use of the ' Trane' legacy emulating
both Trane's tone and phrasing.
Fred Hopkins is a powerful bassist. He drives the quartet along
with his superb timing and his
booting feel. This is post-Trane
music at its best. It feels loose
because the energy is free-flowing,
but at the same time it's also full
of a relentless intensity.
Just as Iwas beginning to get
a bit too familiar with Derek
Bailey's records—to the stage
where his music was sounding a
bit jaded, he came along with two
albums, Company 4 and Company 5, which renewed my interest
in his playing.
Company 4 sees the guitarist
in company with Steve Lacy, an
American soprano player whose
individuality places Bailey in a
different space.
Lacy doesn't
waste notes, he gets right to the
meat of what's happening, and
although his improvisations may
seem totally random at first hearing, there's lot of form embedded
in this musician's background.
You get a feeling that you're almost hearing changes— it's like a
very ' out' bebop. Bailey is playing
with total commitment and sensitivity to the situation he finds himself in. His playing is less angular,
less broken, and this album represents some of the most peaceful
music he's put on disc for some
time [
A:11. One side of Company
5 has a seven- man improvisation
—quite a large ensemble for this
type of music. This is fascinating
stuff. Surprisingly, or perhaps not
surprisingly, much of this side
sounds closer to contemporary
straight music than contemporary
jazz. But, of course, that doesn't
matter at all. There's an on-theedge kind of excitement going on,
with players checking each other
out and checking out how they
themselves are relating to the
others. The line-up is Leo Smith,
Maarten van Regteren Altena,
Derek Bailey, Tristan Honsinger,
Anthony Braxton, Steve Lacy and
Evan Parker. On the flip side,
there's a series of duo and trio
performances. The high spot for
me is when Evan Parker, Anthony
Braxton and Tristan Honsinger
get together.
The crunching,

interlocking,
heads- down
fury
which erupts sends notes flying.
Parker in particular is cruelly
undervalued in this country—but
it's not always possible to have
genius and acclaim [
A: 1]. Not
the easiest pair of albums to gel
into, of course—but it should be
getting easier all the time.
It might be a lot easier to swig
a shot of Mucho Macho from
Machito and
his Afro-Cuban
Salseros on adouble-album set on
Pablo 2625 712 [
H: 2]. There's a
renewed interest in Afro-Cuban
and Puerto Rican music— now
called salsa. These late ' 40s sides
serve as a reminder that salsa
isn't new, and neither is latin jazz.
Machito's band had an influence
on bebop and vice versa. Indeed
they accompanied Bird and Dizzy.
The jazz on this double album
isn't that outstanding, but there's
an atmosphere you can taste. The
rhythm section strut their stufl
with adisarming panache, and the
trumpets set your teeth on edge.
If you're looking for a doublE
album set of late thirties jazz—this
is it. From Spirituals To Swing
is alive set of recordings from thE
Carnegie Hall in 1938 and 1939 or
Vogue VSD 550. Live recordings
were rarities at that time, and here
we have a collection of heml
players doing what they did on e
gig rather than in a studio. The
line-up is impressive with the
Benny Goodman sextet, the Coury
Basie band—plus a knockou
small group, featuring Basie side.
men like Lester Young—James P
Johnson, Sidney Bechet, Sonm
Terry, Big Bill Broonzy—and more
The Basie rhythm section, witi•
Walter Page, bass and Jo Jones
drums, handles swing like nc
other team, and Pres hands ou
heavy solos like visiting cards
There are fascinating moment:
like the choo-choo train impres•
sions by a singing quintet or
Gospel Train, and the falsettc
singing, harmonica playing Tern
with Bull City Red on washboard
In short, this is an essential se
for modernists who want tc
broaden their collection. And i
you're into this period alreac4
you'll want to get it anyway. [
H: 1
Blue Note records, now badi
with United Artists, are being re
released so here's another chanc(
to catch up with a wealth of post
bop. I've got a soft spot for Blut
Note albums. There was always
something reassuring about thei
worthwhile sleeve notes, and th(
Rudy Van Gelder sound.
So this Christmas, if you'r(
lucky enough to be deluged witt
record tokens, there should be ric
problem redeeming them.
Have a good time.
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The Dahlquist D(210.
Time... and Time again.
Critics and audiophiles agree —
the listening quality of the DQ-io
is par excellence. What accounts for
its superb performance?
Time
Much credit for its smooth coherence must be given to the precisely
matched transient characteristics
of the five drivers. And, agood
deal has been written about the
DQ-io and its extraordinary solution to the problems of time delay or phase distortion. It is
not surprising that other high
quality speaker designers
have followed suit in offering their versions of time
delay correction.

. . . and Time Again
The real "secret" to the unprecedented performance of the DQ-io
lies in Jon Dahlquist's patented
method for reducing diffraction, a
more audible and destructive form
of time distortion. The separate
baffle plate on which each driver

is mounted is dimensioned to
minimise diffraction in the frequency band in which it operates.
Thus, the effect of the sound we
hear is that of adriver mounted in
free space, without obstructions
or surfaces to distort the original
sound source.
It can be said that the DQ-io
eliminates inaccurate reproduction
caused by time elements — inertial
time delay, and diffraction time
delay — distortions that limit
the performance of conventional speaker systems.
That's why the more critical
listener will select the DQ-io.
Time and time again.
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folk

which range from ballads of the
13th century to contemporary
songs. Il Lamento dei mendicanti
is a solemn chant with the guitar
used only for punctuation while II
Pescivendolo (
the fish- seller) is
narrated and sung with great
spirit to a rhythmic accompaniment that seems more LatinAmerican than Italian. Two of the
songs were written by Matteo's
father when he was imprisoned by
Mussolini, the second, L'Histoire
de Deux Bons a Rien, being an
extended poem on the Fascists
and their opponents. Salvatore
has afull voice to which the excellent recording does ample justice,
but the slightly stagey settings of
some of the songs detract from
Paul Oliver
the quality of the whole. [
A*: 2]
S Christmas comes round
Chorea Bohemica (
Supraphon
again I'm going to make a 117 1740) is another well recorded
few suggestions for those who collection with its roots deep in the
follow the folk custom of hanging past. It comprises over a score of
up, and filling, the stocking over songs collected by Otakar Hosthe fireplace. An ample stocking tinsk9 and published by him in his
is needed, not merely for a foot, '36 Tunes of Secular Czech Folkbut a foot square, to take a wide songs of the 16th Century' over
selection of good folk records. eighty years ago. Certain of the
Chants de Mendiants En Italie themes are much older, Noci milà,
(Harmonia Mundi HM 434) played proos tak dlúhà (
Dear Night, Why
and sung by Matteo Salvatore Are You So Long) reputedly being
makes agood start. Salvatore was an 8th Century hymn- tune. Some
born in the Foggia province of of the rhythms are striking, such
Italy in 1925 and in his childhood as Vire já Hàjek Zeleny (
Iknow a
began collecting the songs of his Green Wood), while one suspects
region. He claims a repertoire that the words of such a song as
today of some five hundred songs Ktoi se Túlà neb Súlà ( IWonder

A

LhT
Peter Gammond

M

Y gratitude to World Records
is unbounded. And I am
sure Ispeak for many others with
similar tastes when Isay that our
record collections would be infinitely poorer without the archives
of popular music that this offshoot
of EMI has issued over the years.
So would this column for, apart
from EMI, no major company
seems to take the trouble to see
that its middle-of-the-road issues
are given adequate press coverage. If the reason is simply that
such music sells itself without
publicity, fair enough. Iam glad
to say, however, that EMI and
World Records, who do bother,
have found that the market for
historical reissues of worthwhile
popular music is steady and everincreasing,
particularly
as
so
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much of today's output is aimed
at an immature teenage market.
In the theatrical area this month
they have areal classic on offer. It
is a record which completes their
plan to restore to the catalogue
every record made for EMI by
Noël Coward and those by other
artists from the original casts of
his shows. The previous albums
were The Great Shows (
SH179/
80) and The Revues (
SHB44, 2
records); now comes The Master
(World Records SHB50 a, 2
records, £4.60) which is certainly
not to be thought of as asweeping
up of the remnants because it
contains two of his most memorable
sessions
with
Gertrude
Lawrence—the scenes from Private Lives recorded in 1930 and
Tonight at 8.30 recorded in 1936.
In addition a vocal selection from
Cavalcade, items from Pacific 1860
and Ace of Clubs, aCoward medley
and various isolated items of
Coward singing his own and other
people's songs. A treasure-trove
for the admirers of The Master.
[H]
Four other issues take us into
the Great British Dance Bands
area that World Records are also
meticulously combing. Firstly, as
an interesting supplement to the
previous record The Great British
Dance Bands Play the Music of
Noël Coward (
World Records
ii SH278, £2.65) where most of his
best-known compositions, and a
few lesser known, are interpreted
by such bandleaders as Hylton,
Starita, Ambrose, Payne, Noble,
Jackson and Gibbons in recordDECEMBER

1978

Who's Strolling or Rolling?) are
fairly robust in the original. They
get a full-blooded treatment here
with tambers, drums and fiddles
and strong, if rather pure, voices,
notably that of Eva Pecková. A
folk collection rather than folk
music, but an interesting set.
[A: 1/2]
Also instrumentally lively is Ar
Log (Dingle's DIN 305) which is
Welsh for ' On Hire'. While touring in Wales recently I was reminded how few recordings of
Welsh folk music have come my
way. Dave Burns and lolo Jones
joined forces with Dafydd and
Gwyndaf Roberts to form this
group which is dedicated to the
popularising of traditional Welsh
music. Very engaging it is too, as
the medley that commences with
Diyrrwch Corbet (
The Delight of
Corbet) drawn from each region
represented by the group confirms.
Ar Lan Y Mor (
On the Sea Shore)
is a nostalgic song from the
ancient body of songs known as
'Hen
Penillion',
with
rippling
accompaniment on knee harp and
plaintive fiddle. More hybrid is Yo
Harbwr Corc with its Irish subject,
English tune, words from various
quarters and Welsh sea shanty
origin. On several titles Dafydd
Roberts plays the ' Telyn desires',
or traditional triple harp, and he is
heard to special effect on Clychau
Aberdyji (
The Bells of Aberdovey)

which recalls the night when thi
town was ' drowned in Cardigar
Bay'. This versatile group ha:
made a most enjoyable recce'
and I look forward to others
[A: 1]
Though, in its way, each recon
reviewed here is appropriate fo
Christmas listening it was left ti
the splendid Watersons to pro
duce
an
essentially
seasons
album.
Sound Sound You
Instruments of Joy (
Topic 12T
346) is a fine collection of carol
and hymns which didn't make th.
respectable pages
of ' Hymn
Ancient and Modern'. Few ma
be familiar except the majesti ,
Emmanuel, of mystifying prove
nance.
How
many
delightfu
hymns like The Bitter Withy wer,
expunged from the record, an,
how many others like the gloriou:
Sound Sound from Penryn, Corn
wall have been permitted to die'
In the United States there are sti
some noble survivals of the Grea
Awakening: collectors of ' Sacrer
Harp' songs will know Isaac Watts
great
Windham
and
possibl
Charles Wesley's Idumea, or BI
White's Morning Trumpet.
Bu
for most, these stirring theme:
will be new, and all credit to th,
Watersons for giving them th,
attention they deserve. Definitel
the record of the month, [
A: 1*
which
celebrates
the
pagan
Christian festival in fitting manner

ings made in the 1920s and 30s
that quite simply show how
talented Coward was as a composer, a talent learned by experience and intuition. The Great
British Dance Bands play the
Music of Harry Warren subtitled A Cheerful Little Earful
(World Records a SH298, £2.65)
has similar bands of a similar
period exploiting the tuneful and
catchy melodies of a composer
whom we mainly connect with
Hollywood films of the period.
Hearing some of the less familiar
items again will bring back many
hidden memories of nights at the
local cinema, with the bonus of
hearing some of the best British
dance bands of pre-war years. The
third album, Roll Along Prairie
Moon (
World Records a SH304,
£2.65) is more or less a3rd ' Pennies
from Heaven' album—again afascinating collection of 1930s Dance
Band music led by such eminent
names as Ray Noble, Henry Hall,
Harry Roy, Reginald Foresythe,
Roy Fox and many others-20
tracks in all, transferred, as usual,
with remarkable fidelity to LP. The
title song is played by Jack Jackson and again this is a splendid
compilation. The final album in
this group features two of the bestknown vocalists of the period,
Sam Browne and Elsie Carlisle
(World Records a SH303, £2.65).
They are recorded singly and as a
duo with various backing groups
or two pianos. They were two of
the first artists to impress themselves beyond the anonymous
'vocal refrain' days, Sam Browne's

affable and relaxed talents firs
used by Hylton in 1928 but chiefl
associated with Ambrose fron
1930 onwards, which is where h,
joined up with Elsie Carlisle. H,
died in 1973 having spent hi:
retiring years working in a betting
shop; she died in 1977 afte
running a hotel for many years. I
is good to hear their pleasan
voices again. [
H]
Moving toward the jazz field
Homemade Jam, Vol. 2 (
Work
Records a SH297, £2.65) ( we havi
not yet heard Vol. 1) which bring:
together some of those typicall
British sorties into jazz in th,
1930s, whitish in colour but alway:
surprisingly swinging and full o
interest when we come back ti
them after so many years. Th,
groups featured are The Fou
Stars ( led by Freddy Gardner), Thi
Swingtimers, Duncan Whyte am
his Orchestra, Bert Firman's Quin
tuplets, Max Abram's Rhythn
Makers, the Rhythm Gangster:
and Eric Siday and Reg Leopold
violinists. There's a period col
lection of names and I promisi
you it's a delightful record. [
H]
There is a rather nasty recorr
this month in which a Czech poi
group, heavily electrified and syn
thesized, plod and pound thei
way through a lot of traditions
material like John Henry and Case;
Jones under the heading of Jir
Brabec and the Country Bea
play 12 Golden Country Hit
(Artia 113 2404). It seemed to mi
to show a total lack of feeling fo
such music but it might be righ
for disco tastes.
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TELEVISIONS
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Aiwa AX7500

£169.00

B & 0 4002 26"

£419.00

Beomaster 3400.. £ 199.00

Sony 13"

£228-00

Pioneer SX450

£94-00

Pioneer SX550

£129.00

Pioneer SX650

£159.00

..

MONO TELEVISIONS
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£71.00

Sony 12"

£77.00

Vega 5" ..

£49.00
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£215.00

Hitachi 7765 . .

£269.00

Hitachi 7785 ..

£357.00
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£257-00

National SG 3060L £249.00
Sony HM270 ..

£229.00
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£95-00
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£189.00

Sony HST89 ..

£179.00
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Technics SA5070

£95.00

Technics SA5170
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Technics SA5370

£199-00

Toshiba SA220L
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AND
STOCKISTS
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B8. 0

£107.00
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HARMAN KARDON
HITACHI
JVC

MARANTZ

NEAL

£61.00

JVC JAS 11G ..

£79-00

Marantz 1030 • •
Marantz 1040 • •
Pioneer 506 •.

£83-00

Sony TA73 • •

£81.00

Trio KA5500

ROTEL

SANSUI

£129.00

SANYO

£69.00

Dual 701

..

£149.00

SONEX BLUE

£83.00

JVC JLF50 Direct
Drive ..

£53.00

Rogers 75 series 11 £ 119.00
Sony ST II

TURNTABLES

ROGERS

..

TUNERS

Sansui TU5500 ..

ORTOPHON
RICHARD ALLAN

Dual 601

£149.00

JVC JTVIO

NATIONAL

REVOX

£85.00

..

£7100

Sony ST3980 ..

£119.00

Sony ST5980 ..

£203.00

Yamaha CT800

£165.00

Pioneer PL5I4

SHURE

£119.00
£57-00

Toshiba 370 .. £ 109.00
Technics SL 110 ..

£169.00

LECSON

MONITOR AUDIO

QUAD

AMPLIFIERS

STUDIOCRAFT
TANDBERG
TDK

TEAK
TOSHIBA

VIDEOTONE

£97.00

B & 0 S22

£65.00

B & 0 P30

£110.00

B & 0 S45

£159.00

B & 0 S25

£69.00

Wharfedale
Linton XP2

£71.00

Videotone
Minimax 2

£44.00

AR
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JBL

£79 00

Celestion Ditton
15XR

CASSErTE DECKS

BOSE

CELESTION CELEF

IMF

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( PAIR)

AR 18 ..

AKAI

ARMSTRONG

£75.00

Toshiba SA420L £ 129.00
Yamaha CR2006

ALSO
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JVC JASIO

B & 0 1100/1102
JVC KD720

£139.00
£79.00

JVC KD21

£107.00

Pioneer CTF4040

£105.00

Sanyo RD5050

£89.00

Sony TCI35

£85.00

Sony TCI77

£349.00

Teac 360 ..

£149.00

Teac 420 ..

£195.00

Teac 440 ..

£219.00

SONY

TAPE DECKS

SHARP
SME
SUPPEX

TANNOY
TECHNICS
TRIO
YAMAHA

Revox A77 4track
Dolby ..
£475.00
Sony TC399

£209.00

Sony TC765

£413.00

Tandberg 1041 ..

£525.00

ALSO
Video; Colour and Monochrome Televisions; Noise
Reduction

Units;

Head-

RING FOR BEST PRICES ON MAKES
AND MODELS NOT GIVEN HERE

Cartridges; Radio- cassettes;

EXPORT WELCOME

change without any notice

phones;

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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Pick-up
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6Japanese Integrated Amplifiers
Martin Colloms

T

HE presentation of this report can be
regarded as a continuation of the basic
format adopted for the report in the October
HFNIRR, where six pre- and power amplifier
combinations were examined. ( For a more
detailed summary of the auditioning and
measurement conditions, it is well worth
referring to that issue.) As before, the amplifiers were assessed with reference to five
main points: their subjective performance as
described by a panel of experienced listeners
working under controlled conditiors; their
laboratory- measured technical achievement;
quality of engineering, construction and
finish; versatility and facilities offered; and
finally, the value for money.
The use of an independent operator meant
that Iwas able to participate in the listening
sessions, the other panellists including Ivor
Humphreys, Alan Harris, Mel Lambert, Steve
Liebmann and Paul Messenger. In order to
assess both relevant input modes, asequence
of seven programme excerpts was presented
to each amplifier, the signal either originating
from a moving- coil cartridge ( Entré 1 plus
Lentek head- amp) or from copy mastertapes.
While output power was carefully controlled
so as to lie within the manufacturer's peak
ratings, using KEF 105 speakers for monitoring, the final listening test did seek to establish
behaviour when the amp was driven hard up
to and beyond its rated power.
The six amplifiers were initially lab tested
in ignorance of their respective prices, and
while individual features did emerge, at that
stage they were all felt to be broadly comparable. It was therefore something of a
surprise to discover that a 3 : 1 ratio existed
between the cheapest and the most expensive
model, the prices ranging from atypical £ 160
for the Nikko, to around £500 for the Lux.
Irrespective of its low price, however, the
TRM 750 should certainly do much towards
retrieving Nikko's rather down-market image,
with its high rating on both lab and listening
tests plus satisfactory power delivery into all
load combinations clearly offering good
value for money, in real hi-fi terms.

The Marantz 1122DC achieved a similar
rating, with the moderate price increase over
the Nikko accompanying a proportionate rise
in power; however, the reactive load delivery
suggested that speakers with difficult impedance characteristics will be marginally less
suitable than more conventional types. As
with the Nikko, effective filters— in particular a
subsonic one—were not provided, but all
other parameters were good, with afavourable
result also obtained under audition.
The Yamaha CA810 also offered a realistic combination of facilities, namely excellent meters; good filters and tone controls;
generous power; low distortion, and last but
not least, agenerally favourable all-round performance. The pickup input proved to be
especially versatile, with variable input impedance to accommodate moving- magnet cartridges, while a moving- coil input was also
included, the latter suited to low output, low
source resistance types, such as Ortofon and
Fidelity Research. However, two minor reservations are worth noting and concern firstly
the low level channel balance, although this
car be rectified by switching in the 20 dB
attenuator, and secondly, the restricted high
frequency power delivery into a reactive load,
which suggested that it could well run into
trouble with speakers with complex crossovers and/or difficult high frequency characteristics if driven to maximum levels. Overall,
however, the value for money was quite good.
Although not posséssing meters or any
other special facilities, the Sansui 717 gave a
very good account of itself on audition. It was
well behaved up to and beyond its rated power
limits, thus giving it an advantage over and
above the ratings as suggested by the power
measurements, which are generally the same
as for the CA810. In this instance, the high
frequency reactive load delivery was excellent,
and all loudspeaker types could easily be
driven, while the lab performance also proved
exemplary, thus well justifying the higher
asking price.
Moving into even more expensive regions,
To p. 183 ( Table p. 181)

Wasn't it Einstein
who said there's no room for
ugly mathematics?
This Beosystem 2400 was designed with the
aid of asatellite link between Bang & Olufsen
mathematicians in Denmark and the NASA
computer in Ohio. just one of the calculations

via graphic read-out on the systems response
panel merely adds acolourful visual gracenote.
It's not the symphony.
An oscilloscope would reved the Reovox
Asquare wave, left, shows ideal sound
reproduction. Centre, aconventional loudspeaker,
bears no resemblance. A Uni Phase loudspeaker,
right, is almost perfect.
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[nay, and dynamic> tor the tw)guiltial pick-up
arm alone would fill this page.
What matters is the result: the only record
player in the world that allows aflawless naked
diamond stylus to track at apressure of only
1gram across your records in astraight line from
edge to centre, thus playing them as the record
company cut them and removing one more
veil from your ears.
Seated in your favourite armchair you can,
using the ultrasonic remote control module:
switch the 2x30 watts RMS amplifier on or off;
tune in
to any of four pre-set FM
radio programmes, and adjust the volume level,
at the flick of afinger. You can also command
the record player, to turn on and off, even pause
in the middle of arecord, with the remote
control module.
Watching your instructions being obeyed

Uni Phase speakers to be amongst the few able
to reproduce asquare wave signal correctly,
and ablueprint of their crossover circuitry
would show why.
But what this means in human
terms is more natural sound across a
wider spectrum, with minimal
harmonic or phase distortion even
when the receiver's impressive total
power is being handled.

So, shouldn't this almost miraculously
advanced system be bristling with knobs,
levers, switches and other overt
complexities? Hardly.
Bang & Olufsen made it.

In high fidelity, as in all high
technology, you get what you pay
for. Bang & Úlufsen Beosystem
prices start at around £390 and
extend to somewhere over £1,000.

Bang&Olufsen

Isn't technology beautiful.

FURTHER DETAILS FROM: BANG & OLUFSEN UK LIMITED, EASTBROOK ROAD, GLOUCESTER GL4 7DE. 0452 21591.
ISO

YAMAHA
CA- 810

TRIO
KA-9100

SANSUI
AU-717

NIKKO
TRM 750

MARANTZ
1122DC

LUX
LUXMAN L-10

Model
Parameter
Power Delivery: Both driven 8e,
1% clipping thd. at 20 Hz, 1kHz,
20 kHz (watts continuous)
Singly into 4
4kHz reactive load, 412 +j45'
(W ref. 8U- resistive)
20 kHz reactive, 812+2 uf
(W max.)
Short duration max. at 8 12 ( W)
(50 ms tone- burst)

66 69 66

78 88 85

69 72 69

110 105 101

124 128 120

91 98 98

90 95 90
55

121 150 146
91

105 110 110
69

144 138 132
101

175 182 170
116

132 144 138
112

50

15

45

70

52

9

120

128

116

180

210

150

20 Hz, 100 Hz, 1kHz,
factor12 10 kHz, 20 kHz, 30 kHz
ref. 8
DC offset on outputs: L, R ( mV)
Total Harmonic Distortion (%)
(1) 4power 812, PU I/P 20 Hz,
1kHz, 20 kHz
(2) 1watt 812, Aux. I/P
(3) 01 watt 812, Aux. I/P
CCIF two-tone HF intermod
19 kHz and 20 kHz (%), ref.:
(PU I/P level for 50 W 0/P)
at + 10 dB

80 64 53
64 53 40

80 80 80
64 53 36

80 80 64
64 36 32

80 80 64
46 40 32

80 80 80
53 36 29

40 40 40
32 23 16

+15, - 4

-25, - 35

+3, + 8

-0.5, + 3.0

+5, + 15 ( S. LF noise)

+15, 120

N, 0.036(N), 0.08 ( cx)

-0.02(N), 0.0055(N),
0.013 ( cx)
-- 0.02(N), 0-008(N), 0.015 ( cx)
< - 75 dB, 0.03%

Hum, 0.007, 0.0095(N)

0.03, 0.006(N), 0.015

0.025(N), 0.01(N), 0.03(N)
-75 dB or 0.03%

0.003(N), 0.003(N), 0.005
0.01,
0.01,
0.01

0-1

m- c + 10 dB 0.05
0dB 0.01
m- m + 10 dB 0.01
0dB 0.01
0.03

Damping}

at 0dB

0.05(N), 0.07(N), 0.01(N)
0.01(N), 0.006(N), 0.012(N)
-75 dB(N) or 0.03%

0.1(N), 0.035(N), 0.04(N)
<0.1(N), 0.015(N), 0.02(N)
< - 70 dB or 0.03%

0.01

0.03

-0.01

-0.01

-0.1(N), 0.022, 0.08 ( cx)
0.3(N)/0.05(N), 0.12 ( cx)

-60 dB or 01%

0.03

-70 dB or 0.03%

-0.01
•0.03

-64 dB

0.03
0.03

-0.03

0.03

-56 or 0.16%

-54 dB

-60 dB

-46 dB

1%
2Hz, 120 kHz
2Hz, 40 kHz

2%
4.6 Hz ( AC), -• 70 kHz
12 Hz ( AC), > 50 kHz

10%
4.2 Hz, 35 kHz
15 Hz, 15 kHz

2%
-2Hz, 85 kHz
-2Hz, 43 kHz

1%
2Hz, 94 kHz
6.2 Hz, 38.5 kHz

+0.4, - 0.2
-3at 20 Hz or 12 Hz

+0.4, - 0.2
-3at 85 Hz

(3) HF point
Sensitivity: moving- coil or
moving- magnet

70 kHz
m- m: 3mV, 47 k

50 kHz
m- m: 1.8 mV, 47 k

+0, - 1
3at 130 Hz
-12 at 40 Hz
-30 kHz
m- m: 3.1 mV, 47 k

+0.2, - 0.4
-3at 17 Hz
-12 at 8Hz
40 kHz
m- m: 2.5 mV, 47 k

+0.025, - 0.4
-3at 17 Hz
-12 at 8Hz
40 kHz
m- m: 2.5 mV, 50 k

Signal/Noise ( dB)
Unweighted/CCIR weighted*

74, 93

90, 100
(69 left), ( 96 left)
98, 105 Aux,

70, 76

70, 98

74, 101

88, 97 Aux.

96, • 120 Aux.

95, 105 Aux.

±0.15 dB

±0.1 dB

±0.1 dB

up to 1.5 dB at low
vol. settings

16.5 mV, 150 mV/550 mV

40 mV, 370 mV, 3.5 V

28 mV, 270 mV, 2.7 V
very low
yes
0.03 W to 100 W in 2
ranges. VU type ay.
A, B, A+6, OFF
2m- m, filters, tone
controls, etc. Pre-/
power patch

0.6, 6, 60 mV m- c
26, 260, 2.6 V m- m
moderate
yes
60 dB peak power
metering rel. 8iz
A, B, A+6, OFF
Three phonos inc. m- c, m- m
47, 68, 100 K. Filters,
tone controls, isolated
tape line output. Pre-/
power patch
Natural Sound Systems
Ltd.,
10 Byron Road,
Wealdstone,
Harrow, Middx.

SMPTE two-tone LF/HF intermod,
60 Hz/6 kHz 4 : 1 (%) (- 3dB
power, PU/IP)
Breakthrough distortion rel.
speaking channel, PU I/P at
10 kHz: crosstalk, distortion
-3dB points tuner/aux.
-0.5 dB points tuner/aux.
RIAA Response
(1) 30 Hz to 15 kHz ( dB)
(2) Subsonic filter ( dB)

98, 3
--120 Aux.

Typical channel balance 20 Hz to
20 kHz

±0.2 dB

RIAA Overload level, 20 Hz,
1kHz, 20 kHz
Mechanical hum
Headphone socket
Output metering

20 mV/200 mV/1.8 V

±0.5 dB typ
up to 1.5 dB at low vol.
settings
26 mV/250 mV/2.4 V

noticeable
yes
no

noticeable
yes
no

low
yes
no

very low
yes
no

Facilities for other LSs
Preamp versatility

no
m- m, subsonic filter,
versatile tone controls.
Pre-/ power patch

A, B, A + B, OFF
Mike input— no mixing,
bass, mid, treble,
controls. Pre-/ power
patch

A, B, A+6, OFF
Tone controls, isolated
tape loop, filters, good
attenuator. Pre-/ power
patch

Importer

Howland- West Ltd.,
3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ

Marantz Audio UK Ltd.,
193 London Road,
Staines, Middx.

A, B, A + B, OFF
Mike + mixing, 2m- m
phonos. Tone controls,
filters. Non- isolated
tape line output. Pre-/
power patch
Dowvall Audio Ltd.,
Ardfalle, Fort Hill,
Magheralave Road,
Lisburn BT28 3BB,
Northern Ireland

Typical prices ( inclusive of VAT)

£500

£200

£160

£310

N= Significant noise contributions * see text. • CCIR weighting— ARM., G - 1at 2kHz.

Sansui Audio Europe NV,
The Granary,
Camley Street,
London NW1 OPH

-66 dB

B. H. Morris & Co. ( Radio)
Ltd.,
Precision Centre,
Heather Park Drive,
Wembley, Middx.
HAO 1SU
£350

-48 dB, 1% m- c
-56 dB, 1% m- m
6.2 Hz, 80 kHz
16 Hz, 31 kHz
+0.4, - 0.8
-3 at 15 Hz
-12 at 10 Hz
45 kHz
m- c: 60KV, 10
m- m: 5mV, 47 k, 65 k,
100 k;
m- c: 54, 85
78, 104 m- m
90, 115 Aux.

£250

This is a
skateboard wheel

The SAE 5000
can make this
record sound
'good as new'
11111•=oc.

t IIrtIllrill""7

IIl

Ever since the inventior of the recorded disc annoying "clicks" and
"pops" caused by scratches, static and imperfections have consistently
disturbed the listening pleasure of music lovers.
Now, SAE introduces the unique model 5000, an impulse Noise
Reduction System which eliminates virtually all those unwanted sounds
with no adverse effect on the qualityof the recorded material.
This breakthrough in electronic circuitry is so demonstiably
effective that the SAE 5000 is destined to become an essential part of
any sound system.
TheSAE 5000 can improve records you thought were no longer
playable... but don't take our word for it. Bring along some of your
own records and ask for ademonstration.

REW Audio Visual Co.
•

146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2,

•
•

230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1. Tel.: 01-637 2624/5
114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Tel.: 01-240 3386/7

Tel.: 01-836 2372/7851

•

Mad orden; inc literAture from REW House (
Dept HFN), 10-12
High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19. Tel.:01-540 9684/5/6

There is something
about it that
will improve what
you hear
It's made from urethane, acompound found to
give dramatically improved resilience and grip.
And, by vacuum spreading several layers of
polyurethane and silicone in varying carefully
calculated densities, Spectra have created a
turntable mat that can make your hi-fi sound like a
whole new system.
Because Spectra's unique combination of
polyurethane and silicone reduces distortion,
removes bass roar and prevents sibilant treble. The
rosult is, simply, that the sound becomes purer.
It does this by reducing the vibrations that
normally occur between stylus and record. Caused
by the record, which has avery small mass, creating
accelerations which sometimes reach aforce of
1000G. When this happens, random parasitic
information occurs, disturbing 1he original signals.
By preventing these signals, the Spectra Mat
ensures that the only sounds to reach your ears are
those on the record. Without the additions your
turntable might otherwise care to make.
It's available now from the dealers below.

AudioT

The Audio COnsultonts
190 West End Lane.
London NW6. Tel: 01-794 7848

Superfi
15 Market Street. Nottingham
Tel: 0802 412137

Superfi

A.T. Labs

34/36 Queen ViC101 -iii Street.
I.ntqls. ' Pi: 0552 449075

191 Chase Side
Enfield. Mid dx. Tel: 01-363 7981

the Trio KA 9100 offered around a 25%
practice the difference is small at approxipower increase over the Sansui, but in
mately one decibel. Essential facilities were
similar to those of the Sansui, but with the
inclusion of two dual range output meters,
these scaled in average power and thus of
little relevance to program. By comparison
with the Sansui, slightly less output power
was available into high frequency reactive
loads, and although the overall performance
was pretty good, exhibiting a respectable
sound quality, the value for money was
clearly not so attractive.

Finally, at the highest price of all, the Lux
L10 proved to be, in physical terms, the
smallest unit. Power output was also the
lowest, the accent clearly being on an
impeccable lab performance together with a
high rating on audition. Fewer facilities were
provided than is usual at this price level— no
second loudspeaker pair, no meters, and
only a single pickup input—and thus a value
judgement to some degree depends on an
appreciation of Lux engineering, style and, of
course, subjective
performance. In the
context of this report at least, the L10 does not
appear to be a highly value conscious design.

C
Lux L10
Features and facilities

THIS

T
I sented

costly integrated amplifier is prein a neat, low profile metal
enclosure, with the large power supply
toroidal transformers made into a styling
feature and visible on the top cover surface.
The heatsinks are mounted on each side face,
protected by perforated grilles, and despite
the small panel area ( some 7.5 cm high), the
control array is both neatly and attractively
presented with good accessibility and clearly
legended.
An unusual feature concerns the headphone/speakers/off switch which is integrated
with the mode control for ' stereo- mono- stereo
reverse', and the tonal adjustment facilities
are termed a ' compensator'. This is quite
versatile, offering a selection of three low
points of action at 50 Hz, 200 Hz and 700 Hz, as
well as three high ones at 700 Hz, 3kHz and
10 kHz. In fact these are more akin to variable
depth, shelf equalisers rather than classic
tone controls, the control range itself proving
sensibly subtle in action, giving a maximum
of 2dB boost or cut over the selected range.
There is also a subsonic filter, consisting of a
selected turnover at 10 Hz or 20 Hz with a
slope of 6dB/octave, giving a response
either 5 or 12 dB down at the often critical
6Hz record warp region.
The remaining controls are all straightforward—for example, smooth acting lever
switches for tape signal handling ( two decks);
rotary switched selection of tuner, aux 1and
2 plus a moving- magnet pickup cartridge,
Finally, asmall control effects balance adjustment while the volume control is not a detent
type. Rear connections include screw clampdown speaker terminals and RCA-type phono
plug connections throughout.
Internal inspection revealed the use of
advanced component and circuit technology,

the former including selected film capacitors
in the tone control section, as well as a high
performance logarithmic continuous-track
potentiometer for volume control. In fact the
manufacturer describes the amplifier as a
'Realtime Processed DC unit'—a rather
techno-jargon label to explain Lux's endeavour to minimise differential time delay
with frequency; this has resulted in the use
of DC- coupled amplifier stages right through
from preamp input to power output, with AC
input coupling presumably still applicable on
the phono stage. The output uses parallel
pairs of small high frequency power transistors in a complementary push-pull design,
with the bias configuration in the usual ClassAB. Finally, Ifound the instructions to be
both helpful and comprehensive, despite
some instances of clumsy translation.

Lab performance
This amplifier possesses a very good
power bandwidth, typically 65 W per channel
continuously available at all frequencies into
an 8 ohm load, with an unclipped transient
power at this impedance of 120 watts. In
general, a good tolerance of loading was
demonstrated, as over 90 W was obtained
into 4ohms with either one or both channels
driven, the high frequency reactive load
proving excellent for the power rating, as did
the mid- band reactive content. The damping
factor was also well maintained over the
frequency range, and while the DC voltage
appearing on the terminals showed some
imbalance between left and right channels,
this was at atolerably low level.
Total harmonic distortion was exemplary
and nudged noise levels throughout the
sequence of tests—typically below — 80 dB
or 0.01% at all frequencies and powers,
including the pickup input stages. This was
also true of the CCIF two-tone high frequency

The last thing
we ever wanted to make
was amusic centre.
It had to be last.
Since 1954, our first priority has been the development of
hi-fi tape recorders.
We were responsible for many milestones. Not least among
these was anew material for tape heads with more than ahundred
times the normal life.
Only when we had reached aplateau in tape recorder
technology did we turn our energies to hi-fi amplifiers and tuners.
And only when our amplifiers and tuners were the equal of
our tape and cassette decks did we apply ourselves to the development of our first hi-fi turntables.
Consequently, by its nature, acombined hi-fi unit fell last
on our list. And because it was last, we were able to incorporate our
latest improvements in all four component parts.
We rate the amplifier conservatively at twenty-five watts per
channel. ('Hi-fi Choice' magazine rated it at forty watts per channel.)
184

1973: Our first hi-fi receiver.

1974: Our first hi-fi turntable.

The cassette deck has aDolby® noise reduction system
providing afrequency response Hi-fi Choice rated 'very good'.
The three waveband radio tuner has five FM stereo station
pre-selectors, so you don't constantly have to tune-in.
And the two-speed turntable has aprecisely calibrated stylus
load adjuster to preserve the life of the stylus.
Overall, Hi-fi Choice voted our AC3800L hi-fi centre a
'best buy'.
To us this came as no great surprise.

1976: Our first music centre.
'Dolby is the registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc. 'All references to'Hi-fi Choice' magazine are to the December I977'MusicCentreS issue.

AKAI

eliave responsibility for and pride in what you make:
POR FURTIIIR INFORMAI ION WRITE TO: RANK HI-F1, P.O. BOX 70, GREAT WF-ST ROAD, MIDDLESEX, TWE 9HR.
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intermod test, where even at 10 dB above
rated sensitivity the difference product held
to below — 80 dB. SMPTE intermod was also
very good via the pickup input, at better than
Crosstalk is very low ( eg: — 54 dB, 10 kHz
via pickup), with the distortion residual fine
at 1%, or — 94 dB relative to the ' speaking'
channel. However, the — 3 dB bandwidth
was found to be unnecessarily wide, measuring < 2Hz ( DC?) to 120 kHz on auxiliary, and
even the — 0.3 dB points came in at < 2Hz
and 40 kHz. While RIAA equalisation was
commendably flat, the — 3dB point again
appeared at a high 70 kHz, but the pickup S/N
ratios were excellent: referred to a 2mV
sensitivity, both hum and noise were well
supressed. Channel balance was held to a
close ± 0.2 dB tolerance at all frequencies and
levels, while pickup overload margins were
ample at + 36 dB, with little dimunition at

20 kHz. In the event, a200 Hz spectral analysis
proved rather pointless—all the harmonics
were so low as to be buried in noise at each
power level ( 10 W, 1W and 0.1 W), the noise
thresholds depending on the gain settings,
respectively — 95, — 90 and — 80 dB for the
three levels.
The square wave responses ( via pickup)
showed fast symmetrical risetimes ( 10 kHz),
and confirmed the flat equalisation (- 1kHz)
as well as showing the effect of the overwide
bandwidth in promoting a 50% overshoot on
the 8ohm -I-2 p.F loading. The ringing was
however agreeably damped, proving to be
ultrasonic in frequency, with the even tilt on
the 100 Hz waveform exhibiting good phase
characteristics, with no sudden response
anomalies.

Sound quality
Under

quiet

listening

conditions,

a

moderate but nevertheless audible level of
mechanical hum was produced by the sample
under test, this discovery detracting somewhat from the fine electrical performance. A
maximum sound level of 98 dBA was obtained
in the listening room before audible deterioration set in, the latter recognised as a ' grating'
effect. At correct levels, however, the sound
quality was highly rated, with stable stereo
imaging and depth, good clarity and a firm,
percussive bass. A few listeners felt the
sound to be marginally brighter than average,
this slightly detracting from the ambient
effect, but it could just be that this amp was
more truthful than most.
Overall, this accurate and well constructed
unit is a top class product and, if rather
costly in terms of rated power, has the added
benefit ( unusual with the ' technical' look
favoured by most Japanese manufacturers)
of appearing quite slim and elegant.

Nikko TRM 750
Features and facilities
M IKKO lost their British agents ayear or so
IN ago, and their products have only
recently become available once more on the
UK market. It is only fair to say that their older
range of equipment, while fairly inexpensive,
was not exceptional in any respect, but the
promising performance of this new and
relatively ' cheap' amplifier gives one hope as
to their future prospects. The amp came
sensibly packed for review, being supplied
with a service manual, circuits, instructions
and descriptive leaflet.
Specified at a basic 50 W per channel into
an 8ohm loading, this conventionally styled
unit is devoid of unnecessary frills. Two
pairs of speakers may be switched in (there
is also an ' off' position for headphone use)
and a microphone jack socket with its own
mixing level control is also included. Two

filter buttons offer primitive 6dB/octave
slopes, with rather early turnover frequencies,
namely — 3dB at 130 Hz for the high-pass and
4kHz for the low-pass; with both engaged the
result is near telephone bandwidth! Normal
bass and treble controls are fitted, with
±11 dB approx. control ranges centred
around the 1kHz mid point, while the volume
control is a 22-detent type with a scale
calibrated in dBs, this proving to be highly
accurate, linked as it is to a good quality
attenuator. Facilities for two tape decks plus
two standard phono inputs are also provided.
Possessing a clean appearance, there is a
real wood veneer surround case supplied as
standard and the rear panel carries the usual
array of phono sockets—the tape connectors
were, however, duplicated with DIN sockets
with the appropriate impedance matching.
The two pairs of speaker terminals are screwdown binding posts.

Internal construction and wiring proved
workmanlike and quite accessible, with closer
inspection revealing one or two interesting
points. For example, four Toshiba ICs were
used for phono equalisation as well as for the
tone control stages. The main reservoir is, in
fact, a single can comprising two 10,000 /..iF
capacitors feeding the main positive and
negative power rails. The power amp proved
to be quite standard—a complementary
Class AB output, direct- coupled, and low
drift differential input stage. An input filter
is incorporated to reduce the possibility of
TID, with the power amp design itself
exhibiting a decent internal bandwidth.

Lab performance
Power output comfortably exceeded spec.
as the tabulated results show. At typically
70 W, both channels driven into 8ohms, the
power bandwidth was excellent, with 4ohm
resistive load delivery very good and short
term unclipped 8ohm power approaching
120 W per channel. Likewise, reactive load
delivery was excellent at both mid and high
frequencies.
The damping factor held to beyond 10 kHz
which is ample for modern loudspeakers,
while DC offset was satisfactorily low. However, somewhat higher noise levels were
recorded than for the other models in this
report, which worsened the THD threshold.
At low and mid frequencies, into all inputs
and at all sensible powers, the distortion was
at the noise level at around 0.03%—a very

satisfactory result.
However, at 20 kHz
distortion increased significantly to around
0.1%, with a mild crossover content, this
reflecting the switching speed of the robust
output transistors rather than faulty biasing
effects. Though poorer than for the rest, the
01% CCIF intermod figure at + 10 dB was still
fine ( measured via the pickup), and it improved
rapidly at more normal input levels. The
SMPTE result (again via the pickup) was
satisfactory at 0.16%, but one area of weakness did emerge, and concerned the high
level of distortion on the 10 kHz — 46 dB crosstalk signal; in context however, this was over
76 dB down on the speaking channel, thus at
least comparable with its own distortion level.
The 0.5 dB bandwidth points were at 15 Hz
and 15 kHz ( via auxiliary), while the RIAA
equalisation was acceptably accurate, with a
welcome — 3dB rolloff beginning at 30 kHz
helping to keep ultrasonic pickup distortion
out of the system. Pickup S/N ratios were
ample if not outstanding, while channel
balance at all levels and frequencies held to a
fine tolerance. Pickup overload margins were
good, except at the highest frequencies where
input bandwidth reduced the figure from + 34
dB to a nonetheless adequate + 24 dB. High
level square wave input resulted in asymmetry
due to slewing in the phono input IC, but
normal inputs only showed negligible ill
effects, these reproduced in the 10 kHz waveforms. The deliberately pre- filtered power
amp bandwidth was shown by the well controlled 18% overshoot on reactive loading, the

100 Hz picture demonstrating the early bass
rolloff, despite the absence of any subsonic
filter. Finally, the small RIAA equalisation
error already noted above was confirmed by
the absence of a flat top to the 1kHz squarewave. Spectral analysis was of little point at
1watt output or below, the — 80 dB noise floor
concealing the harmonic spectrum. At 10
watts the second harmonic of 200 Hz was
recorded at — 75 dB, the 3rd at — 80 dB and the
rest into the noise band.

Sound quality
Mechanical hum was satisfactorily low and
neither noise nor electrical hum were
observed in normal use. Sound quality was
judged to be rather better than the price level
might suggest—almost on a par with the
Marantz or Lux, for example. Very little
criticism was made of this amp, and that
which was voiced mainly centred around a
slight loss of low frequency power with ajust
perceptible rounded richness to the midrange balance, and a trace of edge or fizz
occasionally apparent in the high treble. The
unit took fairly kindly to overdrive, producing
a clean 95 dBA, and it proved possible to
continue to 100 dB with noticeable but not
dramatic deterioration.
Taken overall, the TRM 750 is clearly no
mean performer. It proved relatively uncritical about loading, was surprisingly
powerful and could be driven hard. The
overall sound quality was pretty good, and
the price very fair.
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Marantz 1122DC
Features and facilities

DATED

at a typical 70 W per channel, 8
IN ohm the 1122DC is the smallest in
Marantz's new series of up-market ' DC'
integrated amplifiers, the most powerful of
which ( the 1300DC) offers some 170 W per
channel. A switch on the rear of all these
amplifiers provides either ' AC' coupling' or
'DC operation', the latter comprising continuous direct coupling from input to output
with no capacitors in the signal path (à la
Lux L-10). While it proved difficult to hear any

difference between the two switch positions,
theory dictates and measurement can prove
that the DC- coupling of typical complex
asymmetrical music signals does confer large
benefits in terms of overload recovery performance and waveform fidelity. However, while
'DC' amplifier theory makes sense as far as it
goes, in practice it is largely negated by the
innumerable AC couplings present between
the original sound and the input signal as
presented to the amplifier, with the speaker
itself equating to an AC- coupled band-pass
filter.

3 yrs.
guar.

1yr.
guar.
L

Stereo Cassette Decks

Cassette Radio

Amplifiers
TA2I2 .. • •
TA3I3 . • .
TA515 . . •
TAF3A . .
TAF4A . •
TAF5A .. •
TA5650 .

3 yrs.
guar.

Iyr.
guar

84 00
108.00
155 00
124 00
124.00
193 00
284 00

74-95
96 95
139 95
110 95
110 95
172.95
254 95

Stereo Tuner Amplifiers
STR2I2L .....2000
STR3I3L ....14900
STRV3L
192 00
STRV4L
274 00
HST49
209 00
HST89A
279 00

VIDEO
RECORDER

107
133
172
245
187
249

95
95
95
95
95
95

CF160L
CF210L
CF370L
CF470L • .
CF495L • .
CF520L • .
CF570L • .
CF580 • .
CF9005 • •
CF950S ..

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

3 yrs.
guar.

t

72.00
86.00
86-00
117 50
149 00
145 00
206.00
274-00
149 00
149 00

Music Centres
HMKII
HMK33
HMK55
HMK77
HMK80 ( wo SS)
SS95 pair
SU775 stand ..

249.00
299.00
378.00
477-90
466.00
94-00

TC I18SD
120.55
108-00
TCI38SD
217.00
195-00
200.90
179-95
TCI58SD
Iyr.
TCI44CS
89.00
169-95
guar.
TC520CS
35.00
119-95
TC525
13-00
99-95
04-00
92.95
64-50
TCU2
72.25
TCK IA ..
04-00
92-95
49-00
134-00
77.00
TCK4A
99-00
178-95
105-50 TCK5
69.00
151-95
134 00
TCU5
129.00
TCK60
279-00 249.00
299-00 269.00
179-00
TCK96R
246-00
134-00
Mono Cassette Recorders
134-00
TC44
74-00
66-50
90-00
TC55
103-00
35.00
TC63
40.20
39.95
45-80
TC65
219.00
TCI50
109-50
98.50
269-00
66-70
59.95
TC207
329-00
464.50
419-00
85-00
33.00

Betamax SL800Oub 3hr 15mins playing with one year
guarantee including VAT £798.00. Rental terms on
application.

11, St. Werburgh Square,
Grange Precinct, Birkenhead.
Tel: 051 647 5626 ( closed Thursdays)
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1yr.
guar.

31.00
42.00
74-00
94-00
96-50
144-00
174.00

27.90
37.90
65-90
83-90
85.90
129-90
149.90

84-00
108 00
160-00
113-00
159 00
274-00

107.95
96-95
143-95
101-50
143.00
246.00

Speakers Pairs
SS70
SSI030
551050
SS85
SS2030
SS2050
SS2070

Stereo Tuners
.. • •
ST3I3L .. • .
ST5 I
5L . •
STA3L . •
ST3950 .. ••
ST5950SD

Direct Drive Turntables
PST I
PS212
PST20
PSX4

.

89-00
89-00
104-00
145-00

79-95
79-95
92-95
129-95

Stereo Tape -recorders
TC399
TC645 .

284-00
364-00

COLOUR TV &
MONOCHROME TV

PETERS
MERSEYSIDE

3 yrs.
guar.

MSH9133

254.95
326.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT - 124%.

Complete range always in stock - Please enquire for
Peters Prices and rental terms.

0

All offers subject
to availability

HI-FI OF CHESTER

CHESTER

24, St. Michaels Square,
Grosvenor Precinct, Chester.
Tel: Chester 21568 & 319392 ( closed Wed's)

LLANDUDNO

Victoria Buildings, Mostyn Ave.,
Craig ydon, Llandudno.
Tel: 0492 76788 ( closed Wednesdays)

DC coupling aside, there are all the usual
facilities, including three-way slider tone
controls for bass, mid and treble, with maximum effect at 40 Hz, 700 Hz and 15 kHz. A
±6 dB range is allocated to the mid control—
more than adequate—with ± 12 dB or so for
both the bass and treble controls. Separate
left and right mike jack sockets are provided
on the front panel ( without a mixing facility),
while two phono cartridges plus auxiliary and
tuner can also be connected, together with
two tape decks. The filters, simply labelled
'hi' and ' low', proved to be primitive 6dB/
octave types, with the hoped- for subsonic
rejection actually — 3dB at 85 Hz, via the
low' filter, thereby rejecting the wanted bass
with unwanted rumble.
Rear connectors
were all phono except for tape 1and 2 which
were duplicated with DIN sockets. Springloaded sockets accept the bared speaker
cables.
Little information was available concerning
the circuitry but it is known that in accordance
with low TIM theory, the amp has been
designed to produce a good performance
before the application of negative feedback.
The power amp in fact employs a cascode
FET differential input current mirror phase
splitter, and fully complementary Class ' AB'
output stages with a generous safe operating
area (the latter referring to the maximum
voltage and current capability of the transistors involved.)

Lab performance
Designed to meet the unmusical and
unnecessarily arduous American FTC power
ratings, the 1122DC produced more power
(under normal test conditions) than the speci-

fication would suggest. A typical 80 W/
channel, both driven into 8ohms, was
available over the whole bandwidth, this
almost doubling into 4ohms ( 1channel only).
The mid- frequency reactive load didn't
cause problems, but curtailment occurred on
the 20 kHz reactive load—admittedly a severe
test and one which blew up many older
amplifiers. Over 120 W per channel was
availanie on short term transients into 8ohms,
while the damping factor was well maintained
right up to 20 kHz. However, when DCcoupled, the DC offset at the output terminals
was a little on the high side at over 30 mV for
the right channel, asituation in fact worsened
when ' AC- coupled', as up to 100 mV of offset
was then possible. This could adversely
affect some sensitive loudspeakers.
Total harmonic distortion levels were
essentially buried in noise— no crossover
effects were observed and the distortion was
typically at — 75 dB for all frequencies and
through all inputs, including pickup. The
intermodulation results were very good with
only the beginnings of slight performance
impairment noticeable on the + 10 dB input
CCIF pickup test.
10 kHz crosstalk was
excellently low with a fine 2% distortion, this
equating to — 94 dB relative to the speaking
channel.
AC- coupled bandwidth on ' aux' extended
from 4.6 Hz to 70 kHz, the 0.5 dB points still
amply wide at 12 Hz and 50 kHz. RIAA equalisation met good tolerances, while pickup
sensitivity was high enough for some ' mediumhigh' output moving- coil cartridges, such as
the Denon. The accompanying S/N ratios also
proved excellent, the poor left channel
probably
representing
a sample
fault.
Channel balances were, in fact, fairly good

except at low volume settings where the
recorded 1.5 dB imbalance was less satisfactory, but excellent pickup overload margins
were recorded throughout the band, with
some + 43 dB available. The squarewave
performance via pickup input showed some
vertical asymmetry ( also see Nikko) particularly at high input levels, while the 100 Hz
waveform suggested a little low frequency
response uneveness, despite the absence of
a subsonic filter. Under reactive loading the
10 kHz risetime slowed significantly with a
moderate 30% of ultrasonic
overshoot
developed, but spectral analysis of 200 Hz
proved unrewarding, with only relatively low
2nd and 3rd order harmonics traceable at
—85 dB and — 100 dB respectively; at lower
powers the harmonic train was buried in
noise.

Sound quality
Few criticisms were made of the 1122DC,
as the amplifier was felt to possess, overall,
a fine sound quality. A reasonable 95 dBA
maximum level was noted on program, above
which deterioration set in. However, even at
100 dBA and despite an increasingly brittle
effect, the reproduction held up well in the
bass and did not become too muddled. The
bass register, in fact, was highly rated overall,
the mid appearing clear and detailed with
good image precision. Some listeners did
remark that the upper ranges were a touch
forward and almost ' grainy', the latter appearing to reduce marginally the depth effect.
The performance is undoubtedly good for
the price, but Iwould like the manufacturers
to deal with the DC offset problem, in order
to avoid possible problems with some
loudspeakers.

Sansui Al1717
Features and facilities
THE Sansui has a black satin anodised
I panel finish plus a matching metal cover.
The control layout was both legible and tidy,
with control sizes and location appropriate to

their functions. Sansui rate the AU717 as an
85 W/channel model, the unit in fact representing an example of their new approach to
amplifier design, employing low orders of
negative feedback.
The large attenuator type volume control is

Bolivar has gathered the best minds and
talents from the most successful speaker
companies in the world, and given them
one of the most complete and sophisticated
laboratories to work in. Our three speaker
systems — the 125, the 18, and the 64 —
adhere to asingle standard: Great for the
price of Good.
Bolivar loudspeakers sound great because
every part contributes to better sound:
drivers with extra large magnet structures,
solid enclosures, and the kind of crossover
network you find in expensive professional
loudspeakers. You can hear the difference
even if you can't see it.
We're cost conscious. Every element of the
system has to meet the standard of
reasonable price without sacrifice of
quality. Thus, the money you spend on a
Bolivar loudspeaker goes alot further. And
when it comes to putting it all together, we
apply the latest in technology to cut the
costs of assembly.
We chose the most proven driver design,
the direct radiator. And we refined it. We
use aheavy- gauge steel frame for absolute
rigidity and long- life, costly speaker cones
that have the optimum relationship
between mass and density for sonic
accuracy, and heavy-duty, high energy
magnet structures for greater efficiency. In
fact, the magnet on our 2inch tweeter is
bigger than many woofer magnets.
We know these excellent driver designs are
consistent in manufacture because every
one of them must pass rigid tests for
frequency response, distortion, efficiency,
and mechanical stability. After assembly,
every complete system is tested again using
the same tough standards. Your left
loudspeaker will sound exactly the same as
your right. The pair you buy will perform
exactly the way the pair in the store did.
And both will sound just like the very first
Bolivar loudspeakers sounded in the
laboratory.
Bolivar crossovers are Great for the price of
Great. Here we weren't able to save any
money. We use expensive metallized Mylar
capacitors for high-frequency power
handling, long life, and excellent sonic
quality. To eliminate stray magnetic fields,
we use iron- core inductors for critical
circuits. Bolivar's conjugate circuit presents
anear- ideal load to your receiver, so you
can use our loudspeakers with the widest
variety of receivers and amps.

natural, and highs crisply and sharply
defined, but never overly bright oi " sizzly".
A loudspeaker's enclosure affects the way
it sounds. We determine the optimum
enclosure volume and the ideal relationship
between height, width, and depth by
computer. Using high- density compressed
wood, we line the interior with acoustic
material to damp resonances and reduce
internal reflections. Bolivar enclosures are
tough, rigid, and accurate.
Bolivar loudspeakers are ducted port
systems. They can convert as much as four
times more of an amplifier's power into
sound than atypical acoustic suspension
design. Thus, a50- watt- per- channel amp
driving Bolivar loudspeakers will match the
performance of 203- watt- per- channel
amplifier with typical accoustic suspension
speakers. But Bolivar loudspeakers are not
only efficient. They sound clean, crisp, and
transparent and have extended bass
response.
All Bolivar loudspeaker systems have abig,
smooth, easy- to- listen- to quality. Bass is
powerful but not overpowering, midrange

Drivers are located in avertical array for
superb stereo imaging, left to right, front to
back. A soloist is heard performing
between the speakers and not spread
across the room. If the first horn was
recorded to the right of the vocalist and in
front of the tympani, you'll hear him that
way.
Model 64
Recommended amplifier Min 10 watts
power ( per channel)
Max 125 watts
Model 18
Recommended amplifier Min 10 watts
power ( per chaniel)
Max 100 watts
Model 125
Recommended amplifier Min 10 watts
power ( per channel)
Max 80 watts
Enclosure finish in Tennessee Hickory
with Brown grille.
Ask your dealer for details and ademonstration.
harman u.k.
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5221

co Bolivar Spealwr Works
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fitted with accurately set and calibrated DC
increments-34 stages in all—this complemented by a — 20 dB mute/attenuator lever
switch. Two slow ( 6dB/octave) rolloff filters
are incorporated, namely high ( 10 kHz) and
subsonic ( 16 Hz), and ± 10 dB of boost and
cut is provided for the tone controls, the latter
offering achoice of turnover operating points
at 200 Hz, 400 Hz, 3kHz and 6kHz. In fact this
entire tone control section may be removed
from the circuit path by means of a defeat'
switch. Full facilities are provided for two
tape decks ( with the ' record' line able to be
disengaged from the signal path when not in
use); two pickups plus a tuner and auxiliary
may also be connected, together with two sets
of speakers. The rear panel input connections
were exclusively phono type, with strong
spring
clamp
sockets
accepting
bared
speaker cables. Accessory ' handles' are
available as extra options, and can be fitted
to the front panel if so desired.
In circuitry terms little expense has been
spared to achieve the required performance.
For example, to produce a full DC- coupled
power amplifier section, a differential pair
FET input stage has been employed, with
the bias point selected to coincide with the socalled ' cross' region, where the FET is capable
of near zero DC drift over a wide temperature
range. The usual fully complementary Class
AB output configuration us employed, with
current mirror drivers and phase advance
neutralisation being used at the drivers to
increase bandwidth.

Lab performance
The technical success of this power amp
design was confirmed by the excellent

characteristics observed during both the
high and mid frequency reactive load delivery;
in fact, the amp was clearly highly load
tolerant as the figures were equally good
into a 4ohm loading. Typical 8ohm power
output, both channels driven, was > 100 watts,
with an undistorted 8ohm transient capability.
Damping factor was well maintained to 20 kHz,
DC offset at the output was negligible, and
channel separation excellent, the latter still
measuring 64 dB at 10 kHz phono, input 50
watts with the 2% distortion representing a
level of — 98 dB, referred to the driven channel.
We found THD to be buried in noise levels
at the lower powers used for our tests, with
a trace of crossover distortion apparent at
20 kHz; however, this was not considered to
be of any real importance. Still at the noise
threshold at 1watt input, a very low level of
of 0.006% was noted at 1kHz, this via the
pickup input.
There are no distortion
problems, as both this result and the fine
intermod figures clearly demonstrate.
However, the 0.5 dB response limits were
found to be unnecessarily wide at < 2 Hz and
43 kHz, via the auxiliary input. Fortunately
some curtailment occurred on the pickup
input, where 40 kHz represented the — 3dB
break point. RIAA equalisation was highly
accurate and probably rather better than the
error tolerance on the recorded measurement
would imply. The subsonic rejection filter
came in satisfactorily low with a — 3dB point
at 17 Hz, giving a useful 12 dB cut at 8 Hz, the
latter a typical arm/cartridge resonance area.
S/N ratios were excellent, particularly when
CCIR ARM- weighted to their subjectively
perceived values, while channel balance was
superb at all frequencies and gain settings,
the phono overload level proving highly

satisfactory at typically + 43 dB, relative to a
2.5 mV sensitivity.
Spectral analysis of a 200 Hz tone again
proved to be of little worth, with the harmonic
content well under — 100 dB at 10 watts; this
improved proportionately at lower powers.
The squarewave pictures showed a moderate
35% overshoot on reactive 8ohm+2 !.LF
loading, which was however, quickly damped
and
quite harmless.
Important factors
included the flat tops and fine symmetry
displayed by the 1 and 10 kHz responses,
while the even tilt on the 100 Hz waveform
reflected the good LF phase response, as well
as the presence of the engaged subsonic
filter at 17 Hz.

Sound quality
It is almost pointless to describe this
amplifier's qualities, since it possessed very
few of its own—simply, it proved faithful to
the program source. Compared with the
group average, the AU717 was felt to offer:
clean, extended bass, with good transients;
a clear open mid range; treble registers free
from exaggeration, and a stable, precise
stereo image of fine depth perspective.
Many listeners indicated a quite strong
preference for this sound—an unusual result
in a panel test. A typical undistorted 97 dBA
was available in the test location, with up to
100 dBA
possible
with
only
moderate
deterioration apparent.
The Sansui AU717 is clearly a top class
design of good power output and excellent
load tolerance. It was also highly rated on the
listening tests— in my opinion, sounding in
no way inferior to many exotic ' separates'—
and as such its price is not unreasonable.
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Features and facilities

KA9100 is one of Trio's heavyweight
integrated amplifiers, and some intriguing
claims as to its quality were made by the
manufacturers in their instruction manual.
For example, relating to the DC- coupled
power amplifier, the unit is described as
'offering extensively improved sharpness as

well as gorgeous dimensional feeling', while
mention is also made of a ' Bax type tone amp',
this presumably referring to the inclusion of
Peter Baxandall's classic tone control circuit.
The volume control dominates the front
panel, and operates a precision attenuator
with 32 calibrated dB settings, the latter allied
to a lever- switch gain selection of + 10, 0, and
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SONY®
Bang &Olufsen
1N1 Technics

AIWA
Yamaha

JVC
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AMPLIFIERS
Akai AM2200, AM2400
Akai AM2600, AM2800
Armstrong 621
Hitachi HA250, HA300
Hitachi HA330, HA6I0
JVC JASIO, JASI IG
JVC JAS22, JAS44
Lecson Ad, AP I
X
Lecson AP3, FMI
National SU2300, SU2400
Pioneer SA606, SA706
Pioneer SA706, 5A8500/1I
Quad 33, 303, 405
Radford ZD50, ZD250
Revox A78, A722
Revox A740, 8750
Sansui AU2I7, AU3I7
Sugden A48
Sony TA2I2, 313, 515
Sony TAF3A, TAF4A
Technics SU7100, SU7300
Technics SU7700, SU8080
Yamaha CA410, CASIO
Yamaha CA810, CAI010
TURNTABLES
Ariston RDIIE
Beogram 2200, 1500
Beogram 4002, 4004
Connoisseur BDI, 2 & 3
Fons CQ30
Hitachi PS38, PS58
JVC JLA20, QLA2
Linn-Sondek LPI2
Michell Reference
Hydraulic
Electronic
Pioneer P1514, 516
Pioneer PL5I8, PL550
Revox Direct Drive
Sansui SR222P, SR232P
Sony PSTI, PS2I2
Sony PST20, PSX4
Technics SL220, SL230
Technics SLI50, 5L1500/11
Technics SL1400/11,
SL I300/11
Transcriptions Skeleton,
Round- table
Yamaha YP-2 II, YP-5 II
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD 1250, AD6300
Aiwa AD6550, AD6800
Akai CS34D, CS702D
Akai GXC709D
National RS612
Nakamichi DT550, DT600
Beocord 1900. 5000
Hitachi 0220, D550
WC KDIO, KD2I
JVC KD25, KDS5
Pioneer CTF500, 4040
Sansui SCI 110, SC2I10
Sony TCU2, TCK IA,
TCK4A

0077

Sony TCK5, TCUS,
TCK96R
Tandberg TCD320, 340A
Technics RS615, RS630
Technics RS631, 641, 615
Technics RS678, 686
Yamaha TC5I IS, TC800GL
TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS/II, GX2I5D
Grundig TK547, TK747
Revox A77, 877
Sony TC399, TC645
Tandberg TD20A
Technics RSI500
TUNERS
Akai AT2200, AT2400
Armstrong 623, 624
Hitachi FT340, FT440
JVC JTVIOL, JTVI1G
Lecson FMI
National ST2300, ST2400
Quad FM3
Revox A76, A720,13760
Sansui TU2I7, TU7I7
Sony ST2 I2L, ST3I3L
Sony ST515L, STA3L
Technics ST7300, ST3500
Technics ST8080, ST9600
Yamaha CT4I0, CT610
Yamaha C7810, CT1010
RECEIVERS
Akai AAI010, AAI020
Aiwa AF3060, 3090
Aiwa AX7400, AX7500
Armstrong 625, 626
Beomaster 1500, 1900
Beomaster 2200, 2400
Beomaster 4400
Hitachi SR303L, SR503L
WC JRS6IL, JRS81
National RE71360, SG250
Pioneer 5)(450, SX550
Sansui G2000, G3000
Sony STRI IL. STR2800
Sony STR3800, STR4800
Sony STR2I2L 3I3L
Sony STRV3L, STRV4L
Tand berg TR2080, TR2060L
Tandberg TR2045, TR2030L
Technics SAIOOL SA200L
Technics SA400, SA500
Yamaha CR200E, CR620
Yamaha CR820,
Yamaha CR420 etc.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Acoustic Research ARI8,
ARI7, ARI5, ARI4
Beovox S25, 535
Beovox S75, M70, M75,
MI00
Bose 301, 501, 601, 901/111
Celestion Ditton 15XR,
II, 22
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Telephone:

Celestion Ditton 33, 44,
25, 66
Celestion UL6, UL8, ULIO
Chartwell PM 100, PM200
IMF Compact II, SuperCompact
IMF ALS40, TLS50,
TLS80/11
JR149, Super Woofer
Jordan-Watts Jumbo, Janet
Jordan-Watts Jupiter TLS
JBL 119, 140, LII0
Lecson LBI, SPI, HLI
Monitor Audio MA8, MA7
Monitor Audio MAS, MA4
Mordaunt-Short Pageants
Mordaunt-Short Festivals,
Carnivals
Quad Electrostatics
Revox AX2/2, AX3/3
Rogers LS3/5A, Export
Monitots
Sony G3, GS, G7
Spendor Bd, BC2, BC3
Technics SBF I, SBF2, SBF3
Wharfedale Linton,
Glendale
Wharfedale Teesdale,
Dovedale
Wharfedale E50, E70
Yamaha NSIOOOM
MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5050, AF5090
Akai AC3800L
Beocentre 2800, 3300
Beocentre 4000, 4600
Hitachi SDT300, SDT400
Hitachi SDT7820, 7765
Hitachi SD17680, 7785
JVC MF55LS, MF47L
National SG 1030. SG 1090
National SG5070, 5090
National SG309OLD, 6070
Sony HMK30, HMK80
Sony HMK55, HMK77
Tandberg TR220GC
SPEAKER CHASSIS
KEF T27, 8110
KEF 8200. BI39
Lowther PM6, PM7
Tannoy 10', 12', 15'
PICK-UP ARMS
Formula 4 Arm
Hadcock GH228
SME 3009/11, 3009/52
SHE 3009/111
OTHERS
Decca Record Brush
Decca Record Cleaner
Earc
Watts Parastat
Zerostat
BIB accessories etc.

7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22.

ADDRESS
(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

EALING: OPEN Monday to Saturday, 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Nearest tube station: South Ealing- Piccadilly Ilne,

GOOD WINS: OPEN Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
Nearest tube station: Wood Green- Piccadilly line.

-10 dB. Power meters are included and
read quite accurately on continuous tone,
being of the average responding type, but
proved next to useless for program, since
their indicated 100 W of continuous program,
in fact, corresponded to anything between 5
and 15 dB of peak clipping on music signals,
with the latter's considerable peak-to- mean
amplitude ratios.
The 100 W full scale
provided can, however, be down ranged to 3W,
and it is certainly more accurate on program
to use the latter rather than the former as an
indicator of available power.
Standard fixed- centre-frequency 400 Hz and
3kHz tone controls are incorporated ( with a
defeat switch) and two filters are also
provided, these carrying useful 12 dB/octave
slopes operating as subsonic below 18 Hz
and high cut above 8kHz. Two movingmagnet cartridges, a tuner, auxiliary and two
tape decks may all be connected, with the rear
panel socketry predominantly phono type
although Tape ' A' connections were also
present in the DIN format.
The circuit features include separate power
supplies, for each channel and afull DC configuration for the main amplifier section. As
usual these days, the output was DC- coupled
and the configuration was a complementary,
push-pull Class AB.

Lab performance
Specified at 95 W per channel with both
channels driven into 8ohms, the KA9100 in
fact comfortably exceeded that rating, with
120 W and more available over the whole
frequency range. 182 watts was delivered
into 4ohms at 1kHz, with little dimunition at
either 20 Hz or 20 kHz. Likewise, afine output

into the mid frequency reactive load was
noted, but the high frequency equivalent
showed some curtailment—for example, by
comparison with the Sansui—although the
end result was nonetheless very good with
over 200 watts of unclipped transient power
also available into an 8ohm load. Damping
factor was well maintained to 10 kHz, with a
gradual reduction to a still fine value of 36 at
20 kHz. DC offset was satisfactory, but some
low frequency noise in the 1-2 Hz region was
apparent on the poorer right-hand channel,
although this could have been a sample fault.
Once again, and in common with many
other new- generation amplifiers, the total
harmonic distortion results were dominated
by noise, right down to the — 80 dB level. At
half power, distortion was, in fact, below
— 80 dB (0.01%) at all frequencies from
20 Hz
to
20 kHz.
The
two-tone
high
frequency IM result, although poorer than
average, was nonetheless still good at 0.1%,
this figure relating to an envelope signal
some 10 dB higher than the rated sensitivity,
driving the pickup input. Reduction of input
level to anominal ' 0dB' gave avery good result,
this maintained on the SMPTE test, whose
wider- band signals encompassed 60 Hz and
6kHz in a 4 : 1ratio.
The dual power supply ensured excellent
crosstalk, and some — 66 dB at 10 kHz, with
negligible distortion. An unnecessarily wide
frequency response was found to be present
on the auxiliary input, namely 2 Hz-94 kHz,
—3 dB, with a corresponding 40 kHz point on
the pickup input. RIAA equalisation was
within test error tolerance, and although the
subsonic filter barely affected the 30 Hz point,
it still provided a useful — 3dB at 17 Hz,
falling to — 12 dB at 8Hz.

OMANI
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weighted
S/N
levels
were
Excellent
obtained; for example, a 101 dB CCIR ARMweighted figure for a2.5 mV sensitivity would
have been unthinkable a few years ago.
Channel balance was superb, thanks to the
precision volume attenuators, while overload margins were fine, with no higher
frequency deterioration.
The squarewave
photos showed near perfect characteristics—
flat tops for the 1 and 10 kHz; a quickly
damped 27% overshoot on reactive load;
good rise time and shape symmetry, plus
good control exhibited by the 100 Hz picture
with the subsonic filter engaged. Spectral
analysis figures were similar to those for the
Sansui, namely the harmonics buried in the
noise floor at — 100 dB referred to 100 W; as
a matter of interest, this is at one tenth of a
micro- watt level!

Sound quality
While objectively attaining a quite decent
standard, by comparison with certain of the
other amplifiers the KA9100 was not as highly
rated on subjective grounds. Fairly strong
confirmation of this result was in fact
obtained by a repeat test; while a reasonable
maximum level of 98 dBA was recorded, the
panel felt the sound to be impaired in several
respects ( albeit to a mild degree) exhibiting
a less natural sound, depth and clarity of
detail, plus poorer bass quality and stereo
precision.
In view of the slightly less favourable
subjective performance, the inadequate metering and the only marginal power increase,
this Trio amplifier does not represent quite
such good value as certain of the other
models.
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Yamaha CA810
Features and facilities
VAMAHA have chosen to pack anumber of
I worthwhile features into this amplifier,
whose basic 70 W per channel specified
power rating carries a £250 price tag—about
average for the group.
Finish and layout are both to the usual high
Yamaha standard, and while the absolute
worth of power level meters can be argued, I

personally feel them to be an asset if they are
of the sensible peak- reading type, capable of
accurately reading music signals. The meters
fitted to the CA810 are semi- logarithmic over
wide 60 dB dynamic ranges, and they showed
excellent accuracy on program; furthermore
the full scale + 5dB points correspond
closely to the peak headroom available on a
typical 8ohm loudspeaker load. They were
also useful for general checking of appropriate

Your

Dealer

Your

LONDON AREA

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY

352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO TAF
Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

Established 1910

MILLWARDS

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,

Telephone: 23980

H. L. SMITH
& CO. LTD.

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON

Comprehensive stock of equipment
at competitive prices

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI-FI

National Panasonic and Technics
287-9 Edgware Road
London W2 1BE Tel: 01-723 5891
CHESHIRE

Jungle?
Phone WILMSLOW 26213
\for an expert guide to
the territories of:
A & R, AIWA, ARISTO N, AUDIOMASTER,
B & W, CASTLE, CONNOISSEUR, DUAL,
DALESFORD, HITACHI, IMF, JR, JVC, KEF,
LINN, MICRO SEIKI, MICHELL,
MONITOR AUDIO, NEAL, OPTONICA,
PIONEER, RAM, ROTEL, RADFORD,
SUGDEN, STD, TANGENT, TAN NOY,
TRIO. VIDEOTONE, WHARFEDALE,
YAMAHA.

SWIFT 5Swan Street,

\)., .> OF WILMSLOW Wilmslow, Cheshire)
ESSEX

SOUND SUPPLIES
(Loughton) CO. LTD.
Telephone: 01-508 2715

HI-FI
SHOWROOM

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

AFTER SALES SERVICE
HAMPSHIRE
• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
la Open Thursday until 8 pm

FOR SOUND ADVICE

WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAB, B 8. 0,
SONY, QUAD, MARANTZ, TANDBERG, LEAK.
etc.

HI-FI STUDIO

W.

Lost in the

.
1. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham 1344 BHA. 021-373 2645

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER
Also demonstrating Quad, A.R., Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics.

HIGH

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS ASSOC.

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2827 or 65232

Dealer
WEST SUSSEX

SOUNDS SUPREME
Agents

for:

JVC, KEF,

Yamaha,
Monitor

Lux,

Strathearn,

Audio, Videotone,

Sansui, Trio, Nightingale and many others
136 PORTLAND ROAD,
HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone: Brighton 723399

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

eWILKIN1)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel.Worrhing 64141

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557 1672

OXFORDSHIRE

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

YORKSHIRE

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.
Tel, 4163
Appointed Agent for

Bang&Olufsen,Revox,Tandberg,Sony,Teac.
Garrard, K.E.F., Leak, Lowther,Quad.Shure,Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.
Closed Ip.m. Saturdays.

EFOFEI!el
lIRADFORD
ALL THE BEST
BRITISH HI-FI
2 COMPARATORS—EXCHANGES
FOTOSONIC HOUSE
BRADFORD 22972
Give you a good deal

EAST SUSSEX

FOR SOUND SERVICE
Linn, Nairn, Meridian, TVA, Revox, Nytech,
ECC, Nightingale, Dahlquist, A & R, Neal,
Ferrograph, Pioneer, Sansui, Entré, Coral,
Dual, Thorens, MA, Celef, Chartwell, Ram,
Audiomaster, Sigma, Harbeth, Lentek, HK,
Micro, Etc.
1. 3 Years parts
and labour
guaranteed.
2. Late
night
demos. 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m.

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI
CENTRE
8 Byram Street, HUDDERSFIELD.
Telephone: 44668

THE BRIGHOUSE HI-FI
CENTRE
24 Commercial Street, BRIGHOUSE.
Telephone: Brighouse 79606
Personal attention, home demonstrations,
competitive prices, 2 demonstration studios,
headphone bar. We stock:

In Direct cut discs

• Approved agents: Aiwa, AKG, AR, B & W, Beyer, Celef,
Celestion, DBX, FR, Fons, Gale, Grace, Harbeth, H- K.
IMF, JRI49, KEF, Linn-Sondek, Micro-Seiki, Mission,
Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer, QED, QUAD,
RAM, Revox ' B', Rogers, Setton, SMC, SME, Spendor,
Sony, Stanton, Stax, Sugden, Supex, Tandberg, Tangent,
Tannoy, Teac, Technics, Trio, TVA, Yamaha and others,

Your

BIRMINGHAM

A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Maranta, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM 15.
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment,
cabinets, etc.
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Dealer

WEST MIDLANDS

JEFFRIES HI-FI

4 Albert Parade, Green Street,
Eastbourne.
Tel: 0323 31336
A quality and service centre of the South- East

Aiwa, Armstrong, AR, B & W, Cambridge, Connoisseur, JVC, KEF, Koss,
LNB, Monitor Audio, N.E.A.L., Pioneer,
Quad, Revox, Richard Allan, Sennheiser,
Sansui,
Sony,
Stanton,
Strathearn,
Shure, A. R. Sugden, J. E. Sugden,
Tandberg,
Technics,
Toshiba,
Trio,
.KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

S/N ratios—tracking down hum on turntables
for example—as well as for monitoring
channel balance. A useful extra facility which
Yamaha could consider providing would be
a facility for switching the meters to the
tape output line, in order to assist in monitoring record levels.
The CA810 also offered unusual versatility
in terms of its input facilities; one of the
moving- magnet cartridge inputs had variable
impedance ( 47 ki2 normal, with 68 ki1 and
100 ki2), and a moving- coil input was also
provided, this optimised for low output, low
impedance types. The moving- coil amplifier
was clearly no second thought' inclusion as
it has a high performance specification.
There are also flexible tone control facilities
—dual turnover at 125 Hz, 500 Hz, 2.5 kHz and
8kHz—and the switchable filters are sensibly
placed at 15 Hz and 10 kHz, with useful
12 dB/octave slopes. Two tape decks may be
used ( phono sockets only) with provision for
disengaging the record- out line when not in
use.

Lab performance
With both channels driven, the power delivery averaged 95 W over the whole frequency
range into 8ohms, with 140 W available into
a single 4ohm load. Mid- band reactive load
delivery was excellent, this demonstrating a
good tolerance of difficult or low impedance
loudspeakers in the low/mid frequencies.
However, the high frequency delivery exhibited
great curtailment— not a power bandwidth
effect but due to the output protection overreacting to the combination of out- of- phase
voltage and current required for the test. In
fact, the 8ohm + 2p.F load at 10 kHz represents
8ohms resistive in parallel with 8ohms
capacitative, and is not really very severe, the

amplifier's performance suggesting that the
available dynamic range might be impaired
with the use of some speakers having complex
high frequency crossovers ( super tweeters
and the like) and/or the use of ' super cable'
connectors. On the normal 8ohm loading,
however, some 150 W of unclipped transient
power was available. Damping factor showed
good control to 1kHz, the figure of 23 at 20
kHz still entirely satisfactory, and DC offset
was also fine.
Distortion levels at mid frequencies were
well into noise at around 0-001%, — 90 dB
level, and although distortion did rise a little
to 0.015% at 20 kHz on the pickup input ( no
crossover effects), this was still remarkably
low. The moving- coil input was not significantly worse—this contrasting somewhat
with the results for the UK- designed movingcoil inputs on certain of the preamps tested
previously. The CCIF two-tone intermod was
tried on both pickup inputs at 0dB and + 10
dB with exemplary results throughout, this
also proving true of the SMPTE level tests.
With crosstalk distortion at the 1% level, the
channel separation at 10 kHz was fine at
48 dB m-cand 54 dB m- m, these representing
distortion levels of — 68 and — 94 dB relative
to the speaking channel.
As usual, we found the frequency responses
to be unnecessarily wide, with 6.2 Hz and 80
kHz representing the auxiliary input — 3dB
points. RIAA equalisation was quite accurate
and the subsonic filter was exactly as specififled, with a useful — 12 dB at 10 Hz. CCIR
ARM- weighted, the moving- coil S/N ratio was
an extraordinarily good 85 dB ref. 60 p.V
sensitivity, this achieved with an excellent
+40 dB of input overload margin at all
frequencies! The remaining figures were all
equally
good,
although
one
quibble

Readers' Problems
Examined by Crossover
Sensitivity or Efficiency?
Dear Sir, Regarding the business of how
much power is needed by a loudspeaker for
a given amount of sound out, Ican just about
understand references to a sound level of
90 dB with a certain power fed in, or for a
particular applied voltage, but your writers
sometimes refer to loudspeaker efficiency
and sometimes to sensitivity as if these terms
meant different things. Is there a difference?
A. F., Buxton
Yes, there is adifference. Efficiency (or, more
correctly, conversion efficiency) indicates the
ratio of output to input power in a transducer.
Expressed as a percentage, this is usually very
small with a hi-fi loudspeaker, as conversion
from electrical watts to acoustical watts tends
to be a wasteful process unless big horns are
involved. One can only really compare the
efficiencies of loudspeakers if they have the
same electrical impedance, otherwise they will
consume differing amounts of power from the
amplifier feeding them, and this can give afalse
impression.
Two speakers with exactly the same effici-

ency and similar in all other respects except their
impedance—one being an 8-ohm type and the
other 4-ohms—will sound unequal in loudness
if a given amplifier and program is switched
between them. It is in the nature of good power
amplifiers that the output voltage remains constant over a fairly wide range of load impedances. This means that the 4- ohm speaker will
consume twice as much current as the 8-ohm
model, and as power is the product of voltage
and current it thus consumes twice the electrical power. Having the same conversion efficiency as its 8-ohm equivalent, it will therefore
also deliver twice as much acoustic power and
will thus sound louder when fed with the same
nominal signal. In fact it is more ' sensitive'
than its partner ( by 3dB).
Loudspeaker sensitivity, then, is ameasure of
the input signal level (in volts) needed to achieve
a stated output—in decibels above sound- pressure-level zero reference, usually at a given
distance. A speaker might be more or less
sensitive because it has a higher or lower
inherent efficiency, or because of a lower or
higher impedance, or some combination of
these two. Do not assume that speaker A is

concerned the channel balance: although
typically ± 0.3 dB at normal volume control
positions, it deteriorated to a1 - 5dB imbalance
at low settings, the assistance of a 20 dB
mute being thus recommended for low volume
use, avoiding the need for low settings.
Once more, spectral analysis proved to be
of little value below 10 W, although just for
the record, the low figures were 2nd harmonic
—90 dB, and 3rd — 95 dB, the remainder falling below — 95 dB.
The square wave pictures showed a
moderate 15% overshoot on reactive load
with a noticeably slowed risetime, and it is
possible that the high frequency limiting was
starting to take effect. Otherwise, good phase
and symmetry was shown, with tidy, wellcontrolled wave shapes even at 100 Hz with
the subsonic filter engaged.

Sound quality and summary
The marking for this model was remarkably
consistent and suggested a marginally lower
rating by comparison with the standard for
the group as a whole. The characterisation
included a detectable incidence of muddling
or veiling of detail throughout the range ( on
all inputs), although the frequency balance
was quite neutral. A fair 95 dBA was attained,
but pushing the volume towards 100 dBA
resulted in an aggressive, confused deterioration.
Despite these characterisations, judged in
relation to the general level attained by the
group as awhole, its performance was still to
quite a good standard. Taking into account
the versatility and features offered ( notably
the moving- coil facility and meters), the
CA810, in fact, is still quite realistically priced,
since these additions are probably valued at
around £ 75 if taken separately.

more efficient than speaker B simply because
it sounds louder at agiven setting of the volume
control. It might simply have a lower impedance, which may or may not enable you to
achieve a higher overall loudness before the
amplifier starts clipping. On the other hand, a
speaker of genuinely higher efficiency will deliver more sound before the amplifier runs out
of power.

Cassette Tape Replay Only
Dear Sir, Can you recommend acassette deck
of the highest quality, but only for replay, not
recording? Ishall use separate amplifiers and
loudspeakers.
H. H. K., Bassum, Germany
As most hi-fi enthusiasts prefer to make their
own cassettes from FM/VHF broadcasts, because the quality of commercially recorded tape
cassettes is limited by the duplicating process
(and is not yet equivalent to the best LP discs)
machines for replay-only are virtually unknown
(Philips made one for school use some years
ago, but the standard is mediocre, and Bell .r1
Howell offer this Model 3070, a mains/battery
machine with an output of one watt). Consequently, to obtain ahigh quality replay unit one
has to buy a high grade recorder, with the
Dolby noise reduction system incorporated.

THE BEST HI-FI & AUDIO AT THE BEST PRICES ALWAYS
• AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AM2200
AM2400
AM2600

£94.95
£149.95
£232.00

AMSTRAD
EX330 ..
£64.95
1C2000 Mk 3 ..
£44.75
ARMSTRONG 621 £ 110.00

AIWA AD6550 Stereo CASSETTE DECK
Handsome styling combined with front loading
and Dolby noise reduction system, plus other
innovative features are rapidly establishing
this model as a serious contender with Hi -Fi
enthusiasts. Power consumption 10 watts.
Wow and Flutter 0.05%. Features include:
VU meters, peak pulse lights, damped cassette
ejection and fine adjustment for LH ( normal)
tapes enabling tapes to be set at their optimum
performance level.
Also:
AIWA AD6300, [136.00; AIWA AD6400,
£179.95; AIWA AD6500, £192.00.
AIWA ADI800 SPECIAL OFFER £ 199-95.

£220.00

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
P80
£189.95

ARMSTRONG 626 STEREO
RECEIVER
An AM/FM Receiver built to high
standards of performance. Features: volume, bass, treble, balance and input selector controls.
Three preset tuning buttons.
Tuning and preset tuning meters.
Output 50 watts at 4ohms. £179.
Also Model 625 FM, £ 164.00.
ARMSTRONG 602 SPEAKER
In Teak or Rosewood, providing performance
synonymous with Armstrong quality. Frequency response 55 Hz-20 kHz. Sensitivity
21
watts.
Maximum
power
100 watts.
Impedance 8 ohms. £ 1
6900 per pair.

EXTRA Mal OFFER!
ROTEL RM5010 HI-FI MUSIC
CENTRE
Provides FM, MW and LW reception, a Dolby Cassette Recorder, a
DC servo belt-drive turntable and
an amplifier delivering 25 watts
RMS per channel.
Features include: RECEIVER •
Audio muting •Loudness boost •
Tape monitor •Individual bass and
loudness controls. TURNTABLE
• Stroboscope speed indication •
Speed control • Anti-skating device • Shure M7SED-2 Cartridge •
CASSETTE RECORDER • Superhard permalloy heads •
Tape selection for normal or chromium dioxide tapes.
Hi -Fi reviewers have applauded the RM5010 for its high
performance and value-for- money price, but now. at our
price-it's astonishing value!

HARMAN KARDON
Citation II, Citation IS, Citation 16
Rack mounted, ex-demonstration.
Mint condition, £850.

HITACHI FT920
AM/FM Stereo Tuner, capable of both auto and
manual tuning, it has advanced PLL MPX
circuitry for outstanding separation and low
distortion, which in combination with the auto
lock tuning gives improved performance.
Features include: AM tuner, large tuning
meter and flywheel, MPX noise filter, separate
output level controls for AM and FM.
SPECIAL OFFER £9915.

£80-00
£112.00
£180.00
£199.00

PIONEER
SA506 ..
SA606 ..
SA706 ..
SA8500 Mk II

£89.95
£11400
£154.95
£240.00

ROTEL
RA214
RA3I4
RA4I4
RA714

£64.95
£78.00
£89.95
£11000

SONY
TA73
TA II
TA5650

£54.95
£79.95
£229.00

TRIO
KA3700
KA 1500 Mk II
KA6I00

£73.00
£79.95
£167.00

YAMAHA
CA4I0
CA610
CA810
CAI010
CA2010

Keenest
prices on
application

• TUNERS
Akai
AT2200 ..
AT2400
AT2600 .
AMSTRAD
EX303
Rec. price £445.48

Special Offer £289.95

MAI Mk II
Handling power
20-80 watts
760h x 342w X
380d mm.
£27500
MA3 Mk II
Handling power
15-125 watts
715h x 349w x
337d mm.
£375.00
MA4
Handling power
15-75 watts
596hX316wX
280d mm.
£195.00
MAS Mk II
Handling
power 20-50
watts 558h x
304w X254d
mm. £145.00

196

HITACHI
HA250
HA330
HAS 300
HA6I0

Save £ 155 53

ARMSTRONG
623 .. .
624 .. . .

£94 95
£145 50
£209 95
£59.95
£119 00
£99 95

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
T55

HITACHI
FT340
£94.95
FT440
£124.45
FT920
£99.95
PIONEER
TX606 .. • • E102-00
TX6500 Mk II • . El moo
TX8500 • • £199.00
TX9500 .. £260.00
ROTEL
RT425 ..
£79.95
RT725 ..
£94.95
RT925 • . £164.95
SONY
ST73
£59.95
STI IL
£79.95
ST2950F
£89.95
ST3950 ..
£139.95
ST5959SD
£210.00
TRIO
KT5500
£84.00
KT6500
£ 136.00
KT7500
£220.00
KT8300
£315.00
YAMAHA
CT410
£99.95
CT6I0
£ 124.95
CT8 I
0
£ 179-95
CT1010
£219.00
• RECEIVERS
AIWA
AX7400
£149.95
AX7500
£ 177.00
AX7600
£199.95
AKAI
AA 1125 .. £139 95
AAI135 .. £172 95
AMSTRAD
5050
£89.95
ARMSTRONG
625 Sp. offer .. £164.00
626 Sp. offer .. £179 00
GOODMANS
Mod 90 .. • • £132.00
Mod 120 .. • • [154-95
Mod 150 .. • • £220.00
HITACHI
SR303L .. • • £126.00
SR503L . • • • £139.00
SR603 .. • • £159.00
SR703 .. • • £189.00
PIONEER
SX450 Sp. offer .. £11000
SX590 . • £139 95
SX650 Sp. offer .. £192.00

° ‘&%

TCII8SD
DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE DECK

MONITOR AUDIO SPEAKERS
MA7
Handling
power 8-30
watts 405h X
228w x203d
mm. £92.00

MA8
Handling
power 10-40
watts 405h x
228w x203d
mm. £119.00

The ideal cassette deck to add to your present hi-fi
set up. Incorporating the Dolby noise reduction
system the TCII8SD combines high performance with
superb value for money. Features • Accepts normal,
chrome and ferrichrome tape • Dolby noise reduction
system • DC servo-controlled motor • Limiter circuit
to prevent tape overload * 3digit tape counter.
WICKS SUPER BUY PRICE
ONLY £82.95

BIG DISCOUNTS
HELPFUL,
COURTEOUS SALES
STAFF
ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

SX690
SX850
SX950
ROTE L RX303
RX403
RX503
RX603
RX803
SONY STR I
800
STRI IL
STR2800
STR3800
STR4800
STR5800
STR6800
TRIO
KR2090
KR2090L
KR3090
KR4070
KR4070L
YAMAHA
CR450 ..
CR620
CR820 ..
CRI020
CR2020 ..

£179.95
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
El 10-00
£19 00
£129.00
.. £ 149 00
.. £21 „"
'
.. £ 249-00
.. £299.00
1 Keenest
prices on
application

•

TURNTABLES
AIWA A P2200
AP2500
GARRARD
GT20/Shure M75ED2
GT25/Shure M75ED2
GT35/Shure M75ED2
DD75/Shure M75ED2
SP25 Mk Y/Shure M75-6
HITACHI
HT350
PS38 ..
PS48 ..
HT5500
PS58 ..
PIONEER
PL5I4
PL5I6
PL5 18 ..
PL530
PL550
PL590 less arm ..
SONY PSI450 Mk 11
PS1700
PSI I
PS22 .. . •

£158.00

TRIO

PSX4.
PSX6 .
PSX7 .
PS4300 Sp. offer
KDI033B
KD2055
KD2070
..
KD3070
KD500
KD550

El 19
E139
El 59
£ 126
£ 52
£94
£105
£ 132
£195
£220

00
95
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

•

CARTRIDGES
SHURE
M55E ..
M75/65 ..
M75E1/11..
M75ED/II
M95E1 '•
M95ED . :
Y15 type 3
VIS type 4

£9 00
£13 00
El 4 00
£16 00
£17.00
£20.00
£48-00
£69 00

£210 00
£269 95 •SPEAKERS
£339.00 AMSTRAD
£64 00
£420.00 EX300
ARMSTRONG
602 Sp. offer . £ 169 00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
£99 95 ARIO
..
£ 385 00
£169-00 ARI2
E299 00
ARI4
.
£ 199 00
L168 00
£64-00 ARI5
£72.95 ARI6
E122 00
£87.95 ARI7
El 14 00
£89.95 AR 18
£90.00
£44.00 BOWERS & WILKINS P.O.A.
£89.00
£99.00
£132.00
£144.00
£154-00
£62-95
£84-95
£115.00
£155 00
£185.00
£249.00
£259.00
£64.95
£72.00
£79.95
£99-00

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
SONY
NEW FOR 1979
A complete new range is
being introduced- please
phone or call for details
and prices

CELESTION
Ditton II
Ditton I5XR
Ditton 22
Ditton 33
Ditton 44

DEMONSTRATIONS

Our staff have an intimate
knowledge of all the Hi Fi
apparatus we stock and will
provide acomplete and
leisurely demonstration in
the relaxed atmosphere of
our demonstration
showroom.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

DELIVERY BY

SECURICOR
Order by
post or
telephone
with confidence you'll receive your
order in 72 hours by
Securicor. Please add
£4 for delivery.

Ditton 25
Ditton 66
UL6
UL8
ULIO

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

GOODMANS
Achromat 100 ..
Achromat 250 ..
Achromat 400 ..
RBI8
RB20
RB35
RB65

£82 00
£119 95
£159.95
£52.90
£67 90
£95 00
£124 95

Stockists of
IMF PROFESSIONAL
Monitor speakers

At Wicks we keep abreast of all the latest
developments and have set up aspecialist
department and studio to cater for this
new technology with an Audio Visual
Consultant able to offer practical
unbiased advice on SONY Audio Visual
Equipment.
We also have awide range of A.V.
Equipment by NATIONAL
PANASONIC, SANYO and AKAI.
We can put you in the picture with
Audio Visual for industry and home.

KEF

Chorale..
Corelli
Calinda
Cantata ..
Ref. 104AB

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

LEAK 3020
3030
3050

£92 00
£ 122-00
£169-00

MONITOR AUDIO
MA8 ..
MA7 ..
MAS Mk 11
MA4 ..
MA3 Mk 11
MAI
SONY

£119 00
£92.00
£145.00
£195.00
£375.00
£275 00

SS70
£24 00
SSI050 £59 00
552030£ 79 95
SS2050 £ 119 00
SS2070£1 39 00
SS3050
I59-00
SS5050 .. £248.00

AIWA
AD 1250
AD6350
AD6400
AD6500
AD6550
AD6800
ADI800

Sp.
Sp.
Sp.
.
Sp.

D. T. WICKS & CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX. TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (0206) 49842/3/4
Telephone Orders . Colchester 78807

offer
offer
offer
offer

AKAI
CS702D
CS707D
GXC570D
GXC725D
GXC7300
GXC709D

£132 00
£1149 95
£179 95
£192 00
£220 00
£299 95
£199-95
El 19 00
CI 58 00
£629 00
£250-00
£289-00
£199 00

AMSTRAD 7050
7060
7070
D2335
D220
D550
D555

PIONEER
CFT4040 Sp. offer
CTF500
CTF700
CT F8080
CTFI000
ROTEL RDIOF
RD3OF
SONY
TCII8SD
TCI88SD
TC199SD
TC229SD
TCI58SD
TCI53SD Sp. offer

e TAPE

£79-95
£89-00
£119-95
£144 00

.. £ 124-00
£164-00
£195 00

DECKS

AKAI 4000DS Mk II
4000DB
PIONEER
RT707
SONY TC645
TC510/2
Elcaset EL5
Elcaset EL7
TEAC
A3300SX 2- track
A3340S
A6100 ..
A23005 X
A2340SX

£72-00
£79 95
£89 95

£195.00
£245.00
£345.00
£27500
£399 00
£29900
£42500
£475.00
£72500
£59500
£349 00
£59900

e PORTABLE

STEREO
RADIO CASSETTE

AIWA TPR920 .. £149 95
TRP940 £ 164-00
• CASSETTE RECEIVERS

£119 00
£10495
£199 95
£229 00
£38000
£99-00
£155-00
£82.95
£124.95
£169 00
£239 00
£164-00
£149-00

TEAC

A103..
A150 ..

£110.00
£139.95

TRIO

KX720

£195-00

UHER

CR210
CR240
CG3I0
CG 330
CG 340
CG 350
CG 362

£302.00
£322.00
£130.00
£177.00
£180.00
£282.00
£307-00

WHARFEDALE
Denton XP2
•.
£49 00
Linton XP2
£ 78 00
Glendale XP2 . • E105 00
Teesdale SP2 .. • • £139.00
Dovedale SP2 .. • • E180-00

Make use of your
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARO. Give us your
number by phone
dolt before 12 noon
and we'll guarani' tee same day
despatch.

YAMAHA
TC5 II ..
TC800D
TC800G L

• CASSETTE DECKS

HITACHI

Such nice people'

After hours: Colchester 42166

SONY" VIDEO

We are appointed agents for
• ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • ACCUPHASE • AKAI
• AIWA • AMSTRAD. ARMSTRONG
• CAMBRIDGE • CELESTION • ERA
• GARRARD • GOLDRING • GOOOMANS
• HARMEN KARDEN • J.B.L. • B.I.C.• KEF
• KOSS • LEAK • MARANTZ • METROSOUND
• B.B.C. MONITOR • NATIONAL PANASONIC
• ORTOFON • PIONEER U ROGERS • ROTEL
• REVOX • SCAN DYNAN SANSUI• SHURE
• S.M.E.1111SANY0 • TEAC• TECHNICS
• THORENS • TRIO. WHARFEDALE
• YAMAHA • HITACHI • GRUNOIG

MASSIVE RANGE
ALWAYS IN STOCK
FULL AFTER
SALES SERVICE

AIWA
AF3090 .
SONY
HST89 .

• OPEN

.. £ 320 00
.. £ 220.00
REEL RECORDERS

UHER

4000 report
4200 report
4400 report
SG520/52I
SG560/56I
5G630/63 I

..
..
..
..
..
..

£228-00
£280.00
£280.00
£228.00
£ 373.00
£493.00

Prices are subject to change
without prior notice and
goods advertised are subject
to availability. E. & 0.E.

r

HARANTZ
TECHNICS

ORDERING BY POST

P.O.A.

GUARANTEE

Simply write telling us what you want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover cost
plus £ 4delivery charge by Securicor.

Everything from Wicks is covered
by the manufacturer's own
guarantee - usually Ior 3years.
During the guarantee period, we
will service the equipment free«
Charge. If you return the goods via a
carrier, you pay the forward carriage,
we pay the return. From Wicks,
there's aNI% chance of a24- hour
turnround service.

BY TELEPHONE
To reserve equipment in stock, just ring
Colchester ( 0206) 78807 and well hold it for
you for 48 hours giving you time to call
personally or send your settlement by post.

rimmaa MMMMMMMM elemmial MMMMMMMM maw
ORDER BY POST
SEND TO:
Please supply ( give make and model number)
D. T. Wicks & Co.,
49/55 North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex. Telephone:
Colchester ( 0206) 49842/3/4.
II
II

•

Ienclose
( cheque/PO')
or iwish to use my Accessakarciaycard•.
The number is

'delete ea applicable

NAME
ADDRESS
HENI2
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SeeNai!KSlee
118 LONDON ROAD, SEVENOAKS, KENT, TN13 18A. TEL: (0732) 59555
161 POWIS STREET WOOLWICH, LONDON SE18 TEL .01-855 8016
Phone our hot lines for really keen prices!
PIONEER SX 450 590'690 850,
etc.
AIWA AX 7400/7600, AF 3070/
3090.
JVC JRS 61081/2010301, etc.
B.& O. 1500/1900/2200/2400/
4400.
ARMSTRONG 625/626

Examples of our Prices

AMPS & TUNERS
SONY TA 212 1313515. TAF 3A/
4A 5A, etc., ST 2120313L, etc.
TECHNICS SU 7100/7300/7700/
8080. ST 7300/8080, etc.
YAMAHA CA 410/510/710/810,
CT 510/710, etc.
TRIO KA 150011/3700/5700/6100,
etc, KT 530011/550015600, etc.
PIONEER SA 506/606/706,
SA 850011, TX 606/TX 8500 II, etc.
JVC JAS 10/11G/22/44, JTV 10L/
IIG, etc.
ARMSTRONG 621/623/624
QUAD 33/303/405/FM3

Examples of our prices
YAMAHA
CA 410 ..
£89 95
TRIO
KA 1500 II
£ 9 95
KA 3700
£ 9 95
PIONEER
SA 506
..
£ 82 95
SA 606 ..
Ell 195
SA 706
.
£ 49 95
JVC
JAS 1IG
£ 79 95
ARMSTRONG
62 I
£ 104 9S

RECEIVERS
SONY STR 2121_ STR 3I3L,
STRV 3L 140 HST 49/139A
TECHNICS SA 100020003000
400 500. etc.
YAMAHA CR 420/620/820/
1020, etc.
TRIO KR 2090/209003090/4070,

Limited Quantity
SPECIAL OFFERS
B. & O.
£139 00
Master 901
£139 00
1100 .
£99 00
3400 .
£219 00
Centre 1800 ..
LI29 00
Cord 1100 ..
£69 00
Vox S22 ( Pr.) ..
Leak 3030 ( Pr.)
£ 19 00
3050 ( Pr.) .. £ I69 00
Monitor Audio MA4I ( Pr 1E18900
NATIONAL PANASONIC
£49 00
SG 1020
£299 00
SG2080
£69 00
ST2400 ..
£65 00
ST2300 ..
£89 00
RS612 ..
£289 00
TC2201
PIONEER
£119 00
SA 7300

TRIO
KR 3090
PIONEER
SX 450 ..
SX 590 ..
SX 690 ..
AIWA
AX 7400
AX 7600
AF 3070
AF 3090
JVC
JRS 6IL
JRS 81
ARMSTRONG

£95 95
£I31-95
£63.95
£175-95
£33.95
£319.95
£369.95
£113.95
£157.95
£165.95
£189.95

SONY PSTI/PS212/PST20/PSX4
TECHNICS SL 220/230 3200/
3300. SL 150/1501311/5200, etc.
YAMAHA YP 211/51 I
TRIO KD 1033D/2055
PIONEER PL 514/516518
AIWA AP 2200/2500
JVC JLA 20, QLA 2/F4
B.& O. 1100/1902

Examples of our Prices
£ 9.95
£99.95
£56.95
£59.95
£ 9.95
[59.95
£102 .95

PHONE TO CHECK OUR
PRICE ON ANY ITEMS
NOT LISTED HERE
SA 6300
SONY
TV 144
TV 110 ..
TC 118
TC 204 .
TC 229 ..
PS 1I
PS 22 ..
TA 73 ..
HST 89
STR 4800
HITACHI
SDT 7680

£79-00
£7900
£69.00
£7500
£10500
£219 00
£79 00
£89 00
£49 00
£19900
£179 00
£349 00

CASSETTES
Carr./Ins. 60p per order.
Min. quantity 15
SONY
C9OHF
C9OLN
C90FeCr
C90Cr

SPEAKERS
SONY SS 70i2030, etc.
YAMAHA NS 500/1000M
B.& OS 25/35/45, etc.
ARMSTRONG 602
AR AR 18, etc.
B.& W. DM 5/4/7, etc.
CELESTION Dicton 15X5/22/
33, etc.
CELEF Domestic. Monitor,
Mini Pro., PEI
IMF ALS 40, etc.
KEF Celeste Ill, Corelli, 104ab.
etc.
JR JR 149, Woofer LPA
MISSION 7101720/730
MONITOR AUDIO MA 7/6/4,
etc.
MORDAU NT SHORT
Carnival, Festival, Pageant
TA N NOY Cheviot, etc.
VIDEOTONE Minimax,
DI00, etc.
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2,
Denton XP2, Linton XP2,
Glendale XP, etc.
RAM Compact, Bookshelf, 100,
etc.

Examples of our Prices
£159 95

RECORD DECKS

YAMAHA
YP 211 ..
YP 511 ..
TRIO
KD I
033B
PIONEER
PL 514•
•
PL 516
..
JVC
JLA 20
.
•
QLA 2
..

MUSIC CENTRE
SONY HMK 33/55/77/80
AIWA AF 5090/5300/5600
B. 8. 0. 4600, etc.
NATIONAL PANASONIC
SG 1090030600309OLD/5070, etc
TOSHIBA SM 3350/3750, etc.
HITACHI SDT 7785, etc.

£0 .90
£0 72
£ 71
£1 46

At Sevenoaks Hi -Fi, we have asuperb STOCKS
display of top quality, competitively
Please note not all lines are available
priced equipment. Demonstrations
at Woolwich.
are available and our extremely
Immediate delivery is the order of the
helpful staff are always happy to offer day on most items as we maintain
advice. We can also arrange home
large stocks of hi-fi.
demonstrations and installations-just Please phone to verify price and
ask for details,
availability before setting out on any
NEW DEMONSTRATION ROOM
journey.
AT SE VENOAKS
VIDEO
GUARANTEES
Philips, JVC, Sony, National Panasonic Full part and labour guarantees on
Consult Sevenoaks first for all that's
everything from Sevenoaks Hi -Fi best in domestic video tape recording ( rom Ito 5years.

AIWA
AF 5090
£ 79 95
AF 5300
£ 59 95
AF 5600
£ 449 95
TOSHIBA
SM 3750
..
£ 79 95

CASSETTE & REEL
SONY TC 1585D, TCU 2,
TCK IA 4A/5, TCU 5,
TCK 60/96R, TC 399
TECHNICS RS 615/616/630/
631 ,641, etc.
YAMAHA TC 511S/520/1000
TRIO KX 530/830/1030
PIONEER CTF 500/4040/700/
1000, RT 707
AIWA AD 1250/63501640016550/
6800, etc.
JVC KD 720/10/25/55, etc.

Examples of our Prices
TECHNICS
RS 615
....
09-95
YAMAHA
TC 51IS.. • • 029-95
TRIO
KX 530 .. • • [139.95
PIONEER
CTF 500
£ 96 95
CTF 4040
CI 10 95
CTF 700
£ 94 95
CTF 1000
£ 93 95
AIWA
AD 1250
£ 46-95
AD 6350
£ 54.95
AD 6400
£ 18995
JVC
KD 720
£ 8795
KD 10
..
£ 113.95

VIDEO
Sony, JVC, National Panasonic,
Philips
TDX
DC90 ..
E0.76
ADC90
[1-04
SAC90
£- 39
MAXELL
UDC90
..
0.20
UDXL IC90 ..
060
UDXL 11 C90
060
Audio Technics, Coral, Satin,

CARTRIDGES & ARMS
Audio Technics
Coral
Satin
Ortofon
Shure
Stanton
SME
TECHNICS
SA 5070
..
£99.00
SA 5170
..
£ 35.00
SA 5370
..
£ 1900
SL 1800
.
£ 10900

Examples of our Prices
ARMSTRONG

£153 95
CELESTION
15XR
£99 95
22
£ 139 95
33
£ 79.95
JR
149
017.95
Woofer LPA
El 57.95
VIDEOTONE
Minimax
£49.95
WHARFEDALE
Denton XP2
£49.95
Linton XP2
£ 5•95
Shelton XP2
(62.95

T.V.
SONY KV 9000UB/1340UB/
1820UB/1882UB/2000UB/2200UB.
TV121/511, FX 412
NATIONAL PANASONIC
TC 38 IG/48 IGR/2203, TR 565G,
etc.
SB 4500 ( Pr)
TOSHIBA
PC 3060
SA 320L
SA 420
TRIO
KA 3500
KR 2600

£ 149 00
1109 00
£ 109 00
£ 149 00

TANNOY
Devon ( Pr.) .
VIDEOTONE
GB 3 ( Pr.)
ROTEL
RX 152 11
RD 10F
RP 2300
RP 5300
RX 403
RA 413
RA713
AKAI
AA 1010

£ 99 00
£ 99 00
£ 239 00
£ 67 00
£39.00
£19-00
£58-00
£ 9.00
£ 15-00
£39.00
£109.00
E99.00

availability) to any address in the
British Isles from our Sevenoaks mail
order store ( not from Woolwich).
Contact us to verify price before
ordering. Send cheque ( or quote
credit card number) to cover cost and
OPENING TIMES
carriage. Everything fully insured
Sevenoaks: Monday- Saturday 9to 1,
against loss and damage during
2to 5.30 ( late night Thursday
transit.
until 7.30).
Woolwich: Monday-Saturday 10 to 5. Carriage and insurance £ 4.00 per
Both shops closed all day Wednesday. item.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Our service department maintains
equipment bought from us. Ask about
our unique service contract.

MAIL ORDER ( Sevenoaks only)
Hi-fi sent within 48 hours ( subject to

AGENTS FOR MOST
LEADING NAMES

We'd like to cut our
prices further..
RECORD DECKS

STD
STD305M
STD305D
THORENS
TD126C
TD126BC
TD115
TD160BC
TD110

TECHNICS
RS631
RS673
RS630
RS646
RS686
RS1500
RS7500
RS9900

£ 195.00
£258.75

£219.90
£169.90
£139.90
£82.90
£124.90

RECEIVERS

LINN SONDEK
LP12
£ 249.95
TECHNICS
SL220
SL230
SL150
SL3200
SL3300
SL150 Mk II
SP10

£87.95
£99.95
£129.95
£119.95
£134.95
£249.95
£529.95

TAPE DECKS
JVC
KD10
C01635 .2B

£125.00
£215.00

FERROGRAPH
7602/4H £599.00
Neal 302 £ 369.00
YAMAHA
TC520
TC1000

£189.95
f319.95
£157.95
£209.95
£399.95
f899.95
£379.95
f999.95

£213.00
£ 399.00

PIONEER
SX450
SX590
SX690
SX750
SX850
SX950

£99.90
£142.90
£176.50
£254.90
£339.90
£384.90

YAMAHA
CR200E
CR420
CR620
CR820
CR1020
CR2020

£119.00
£169.00
£245.00
£318.00
£404.00
£510.00

TECHNICS
SA100L
SA200L
SA300L
SA400
SA500
SA600
SA700

£122.95
£172.95
£222.95
£249.95
£299.95
£349.95
£459.95

AMP Er TUNERS
A F1 R
A60

£157.50

JVC
JAS10
JAS11G
JAS22
JAS44

£62.00
£89.50
£112.50
£189.00

LECSON
AC1
AP1
AP1X
AP3 Mk II
SFM
QUAD
Personal

£245.00
£ 180.00
£218.00
£280.00
£260.00

Callers

Only

J. F. SUGDEN
A48
£216.00
T48
£ 126.00
TECHNICS
SU7100
SU7300
SU7700
SU8080
SU8600

£ 104.95
€ 134.95
£ 169,95
£ 269.95
£ 319.95

RADFORD
ZD22
HD250
ZD50
ZD100
TT100

£213.75
£281.25
f218.25
£ 393.75
f646.87

All prices include VAT and are subject to manufacturers increases.

YAMAHA
CA410
CA510
CA710
CA2010

£102.00
£151.00
£213.00
£450.00

SPEAKERS
BOSE
901 Mk III
501 Mk III
301

£612.50
f293.60
£180.20

B Et W
DM2J11
DM4
DM7
DM6

£299.00
£178.00
£398.00
£498.00

GALE
GS401A

£396.00

IMF
Compact Mk II £ 117.00
Super Compact £ 162.00
TLS50 £ 396.00
TL580Il £630.00
Ref: Std.
Monitor IV £927.00
JR
JR149

£136.00

KEF
Corelli
104AB
105

£151.00
£283.00
£698.00

MONITOR AUDIO
MA7
£98.00
MA5
£ 151.00
MA4
£201.00
SPENDOR
BCI
BCH
BCH'
Mini Monitor
SA1
TANGENT
TM1
TM3
RS2
RS4
RS6
SPL1

£292.50
£303.75
£525.60
£163.00

£152.28
£103.58
£162.84
£239.52
£325.86
£65.95

ROGERS
LS3/SA £ 173.80
Export Monitor f269.40
Compact
Monitor £ 190.60

Blank Tape available
at lowest prices

delivery £3.50 on most items.

...but with Radford
service comes first.
THE RADFORD CHOICE .
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ADC
AGFA
AKG
ALLEN & HEALTH
AUDIOMASTER
AUDIO TECHNICA
AMA
BEYER
BGW
BOSE
BOWERS & WILKINS
CALREC
CELESTION
CHARTWELL
DBX
DECCA
DUAL
EMPIRE
FERROGRAPH
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FONS
FUJI
GALE
COLORING CARTRIDGES
GRACE
HADCOCK
HARMON KARDON
HITACHI
HOWLAND WEST
IMF
JBL

JR PRODUCTS
JVC
KEF
KEITH MONKS
KLH
LEAK
LECSON
LENTEK
LINN PRODUCTS
LUX
MARANTZ
MAXELL
MAY WARE
MICHELL
MICRO SEIKI
MICRO ACOUSTICS
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL PANASON IC
NEAL
NIGHTINGALE
OMAR
ORTOFON
PIONEER
OED
QUAD
RADFORD
RAM
REVOX
ROGERS
SANSUI

SENNHEISER
SHEFFIELD LABS
SIGNET
SME
SONY
SPENDOR
STANTON
sr AX
STD
STUDIOCRAFT
SHURE
SUGDEN
SUPEX
TDK
TANDBERG
TANGENT
TANNOY
TASCAM
TEAC
TECHNICS
TOSHIBA
TRANSCRIPTORS
TRIO
TVA
ULTIMO
UHER
VIDEOTONE
WAR
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
ZEROSTAT

In addition to our already extensive demonstration facilities we are pleased
to announce the addition of adomestic size listening stud;o for the audition
of the finest hifidelity components, demonstrations evening and day by
appointmant. Video cassette recorders and ' In Car Stereo' now available.
Fully equipped workshop on the premises, provides after sales care second to
none. We can arrange part exchange and credit facilities. Access and Barclay
cards are welcome. Mail order service anywhere in the UK and exports
throughout the world.

for Latest Price
+Expert Advice

Radford H Fi Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road, Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
It has been pointed outto us that our Brighton Shop is somewhat
difficult to find, especially if one is looking for it while driving
along London Road. And we feel that perhaps it is a valid
comment, because to all intents and purposes, Number One,
York Place, is aboutique (
Quite agood one too!, run by Craigs
mum—and we will be sending her an invoice for this plug!!).
However, don't forget the maxim that " good things are usually
worth alittle effort", and Brighton Cassette and Hi -Fi is certainly
a " good thing". So park the car(?) and take a very short stroll
(about twelve paces at a guess) up the side of Craig's mum's
Boutique, along Trafalgar Street, and look right, right into the
display window of Brightons best Emporium of Hi -Fi. Come to
think of it gentlemen, the boutique might be a blessing in
disguise! If the wife/mistress/lover/girl friend gets fed up of
looking at and listening to Hi -Fi, she can pop next door and buy
herself a new outfit.

I:

Once again we take the opportunity of listing the products we handle.
Space does not permit us to hold every item from every manufacturer in
stock all the time, but anything not in stock at the time can usually be
quickly obtained.
A á R — AIWA — AKG — ADC — BOSE — B & W — BEYER —
CAMBRIDGE — CONNOISSEUR — CORAL — CHARTWELL —
CASTLE — DUAL — DAHLQUIST — ENIGMA — ENTRE — FONS —
FIDELITY RESEARCH — GALE — GRIFFIN — GRADO — GOLDRING
— GRACE — HARBETH — HADCOCK — IMF — JR — JEREMIAH
BRAITHWAITE ESQ. — KEESONIC — KOSS — LECSON — LUX —
LINN SONDEK — LENTEK — MARANTZ — MONITOR AUDIO —
MORDAUNT SHORT — MISSION — MICRO SEIKI — MICHELL —
MICRO ACOUSTICS — MAYWARE — NIGHTINGALE — NEAL —
ORTOFON — PIONEER— QUAD — ROGERS — RADFORD — ROTEL
— RAM — REGA RESEARCH — SUGDEN — SANSUI — SIRAC —
SMC — SWALLOW — SPENDOR — STD — STANTON — SUPEX —
SONUS — SATIN — SHURE — SIGNET — SENNHEISER — STAX —
SME — TANGENT — TVA — TRIO — TANDBERG — UHER — UAD
— VIDEOTONE — YAMAHA
N.B. MARANTZ, REGA and SPENDOR are available at Reading only.
YAMAHA available at Brighton only.

1

Both shops open TUESDAY- SATURDAY, 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Entrance to the Brighton shop in Trafalgar Street.

Meetaiz,

BARCLAYCARD

eaddette

ii,„ eaidetie

Írn, , 7e— ,_ Z

5-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET,
READING, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.

ieeni»

.-

I YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX. ( 0273) 695776

MAIL ORDER- PERSONAL EXPORT- PART EXCHANGE- CREDIT FACILITIES-B/CARD-ACCESS

Most music stands
don't improve the sound
but ours do
Banana

BBBBBB

BB

BBBBBB

Bass colouration from resonances in your building structure
can rob you of the sound quality you've paid for.
Harman speaker stands isolate the enclosure, keep your
speakers safe and make cleaning easier.
Standard, Telescopic and Tilting Models let you choose the
right stands for your system.
"No one knows more about speakers than Harman International".
HS1 STANDARD
Base 12" wide 108 - deep
Speaker Platform 12 - wide x 10.5 deep
Overall Height ( including castors) 9.175"

•

HS2 TELESCOPIC
Base 10.75" expanding to 16.5" o10.25 - deep
Speaker Platform 10.75' expanding to 16.5 -o 1025 deep
Overall Height ( including castors) 9.25

HS3 TILTING
Base 14.4 -wide x12' deep
Speaker Platform 9 wide x9 deep
Overall Height pncluckng castors) 7S tilting to over 10°'

7s
qW
,
harman u.k. St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5331
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The TRANSCRIBER by THANSCHIPIORS
Any variation from the tangential, and a photocell programmes a D.C. servosystem to paratrack the bogie mounted platter under the lid
mounted MICROTRACER. Rapid pushbutton platter return, pushbutton cueing to a precise linear scale.
The MICROTRACER has none of the unfortunate characteristics of atonearm. It is less than the size of atonearm headshell for a start.
It is much easier to use, it never has to be touched. It has a pivot to stylus dimension of 38mm ( 1+ inches). It has far less friction, it needs
no bias compensation as it has no inward drag, it has a maximum tracking error of 0.1 , it can't scratch a disc, it can't skid, it can't jump, it
can't bounce, it can't destroy a stylus, it can't select the wrong track.
The moving mass of the lightest tonearm we know is 180 grammes, against 13.4 grammes for the MICROTRACER. More important! It
has one seventieth of a tonearm's inertia, which means that the disc has to exert only one- seventieth of the force on the stylus to move the
MICROTRACER through agiven distance. This fact, coupled with only half the tracking force requirements, results in an enormous increase in
disc life.
Unlike a tonearm, it adds nothing to the material being played. Its Jewel unipivot is fluid damped, and it is too short and stiff to have
resonances. Its low inertia and high seesaw frequency allow it to trace the sharpest warps without stylus deflection, so no sonic or speaker
flapping subsonic outputs, only the recorded material, unlike atonearm.
The current vogue, is for D.C. servo or direct drive turntables, so we tested all available such devices, only to find that our sixteen years
of belt drive experience enabled us to produce a new generation belt drive unit, exceeding the specification of complex electronic devices, and
with a greatly increased reliability factor. We use microthin neoprene belts, specially developed supersmooth dualganged mains locked
synchrodrivers, mounted on a new seasick suspension unit, giving decoupling better than anything achieved before. The unit is housed in
a case of sheer glass, every superbly finished component in full view, the mechanisms are fascinating to handle and watch.
Designed, developed, and manufactured in the Republic of Ireland by

Transcriptors ( Irl) Limited
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE CARLOW IRELAND
Telephone Carlow 41646. World Patent protection.
BRITISH AGENT
AGORNOR ORGANISATION LTD, 47 PARKHURST ROAD, LONDON N7 OLR
Telephone 01-609 0542/0552 ( Answering Service after hours)
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The only answer....
Hi -Fi equipment, however far up the quality scale, involves expenditure. So, before deciding
what to choose, think carefully about how to choose. If the choice was to have been principally determined by any of the following: friends' advice, brochures, specifications,
manufacturers' good names, or discount prices, and yet you might be prepared to travel to
see us, then send a s.a.e. for our brochure. The only safe way to choose hi-fi is first to
choose your dealer.
Choose aspecialist " hi-fi only" dealer of integrity who has carefully selected an extensive
and comprehensive range, and is able to demonstrate effectively equipment at all price
levels. Come and see us....

....atliumpshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLERS FORD, HANTS TEL ( 04215) 2827 & 65232
We stock selected items from the range of:F.- ADC, Aiwa, AKG, A & R, AR, Armstrong, B & W, Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Chartwell,
Coral, DBX, Dahlquist, Denon, Entre, Eumig, Fidelity Research, Fuji, Gale, Grace, Hadcock, Harbeth, Harman Kardon, IAS, IMF, JBL, JR, JVC, KEF, Lentek, Linn-Sondek,
Maxell, Meridian, Micro-Seiki, Mission, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer, QED, QUAD, RAM, Reference, Revox B, Rogers, Sansui, Satin, Sennheiser, SMC,
SME, Sony, Spendor, Stanton, Stax, STD, Sugden, Supex, Tandberg, Tangent, Tannoy,
TDK, TEAC, Technics, Trio, TVA- 1, UAD, Yamaha and others.
Comparator demonstrations in three studios.

ALL ENQUIRIES WITH SAE

FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
(POSTAGE 25p)

GENUINE ARTICLE IN MAKER'S BOX
Cartridges with Styli
ADC ZLM
£58.20
ADC XLM/III £35.50
ADC VLM/III .. £24.50
AKG P8ES .. £58.00
AKG POE
£47.50
AKG P7E .. £26.00
Goldring G800-SE £ 10.95
Goldring G820- E £ 11.25
Goldring G820-SE £ 15.50
Goldring G900- E £ 17.00
Goldring G900-SE £24.95
Ortofon
M20FL Super £49-25
M20E Super .. £43•75
VMS 20E Mk 11 £29-90
FFISE 11 .. £ 12.50
FISE 11 .. £ 19.25
Stanton .. £78.40
Stanton 68IEEE £43.00
Stanton 680EE £28.00
Stanton 500EE .. £ 19.00
Stanton 500E .. £ 16.00
Stanton 500A .. £ 14.50
Shure M44-7 .. £6.99
Shure M44- E
£7.50
Shure 1155-E .. £8-30
Shire M75-6 .. £7.50
Shure M75- B .. £ 10.40
Shure M75- E1 .. £ 12.99
Shure M75- ED £ 14.90
Shure M95- E1 .. £ 13.75
Shure 1195- ED £ 19.95
Shure 1124-H .. £29.15
Shure VIS-III £47.95
Shure V15- 1V .. £66.95
Sones Blue .. £68 00
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Replacement Styli
RSZ .. • • £25 95
RSX • • • • £ 17 95
RSV • • • £ 14 75
X8S • • • • £35 00
X8E• • . £ 28 25
X7E
£ 14 25
DI 10-SE
£8 95
DI30-E
£6 95
D130-SE
£9 95
D140- E
£ 10 50
D140-SE
£ 16 50
D2OFL Super £28.85
020E Super .. £22.95
020E Mk 1 & II £20.45
NFI5E Mk I & 11 £8.95
NI5E II .. • • £ 11.85
081
£45•00
D6800EEE . • £24.50
0680 ..• . £ 17.25
D5100EE . • £ 13.95
05100E . • [ 11-50
D5107A • • £9.35
N44-7 .... £ 5.20
N44- E .. • • £5.60
N55- E .. • • £6.60
N75-6• . [ 5.45
N75- B•
.
£ 6.20
N75- E1 . • £8.20
N75- ED.. £ 11.75
N95-EI .. • • £9.20
N95- ED. • £ 15.75
N24- H .. • . £ 16.95
VN35-E •. £ 16.95
VN45-HE .. £26.95
Sonus Blue Stylus [37.50

"Open Thursday until 8pm
"Over-the- Counter and Personal Export
"'Extensive free parking on our forecourt
Access and Barclaycard accepted by
telephone
Direct cut discs stocked
"'Tape by Fuji, Maxell, Sony and TDK at
special discount prices
"All equipment checked before sale .. .
no sealed boxes supplied
All equipment covered by our two-year
labour and parts guarantee

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Ortofon MC20.. £53.75
Ultimo 10X £49.50
Ortofon SL20E.. £46.75
Ultimo 10A £59.95
Ortofon SL20Q £68.50
Ultimo 20A £69.95
Entré-1
£95.00
Ultimo 2013 £89.95
Satin MI I7G £59.95
Satin Stylus £34•75
Ortofon STM 72 Transformer [ 19.75
Ortofon MCA 76 Pre-amp
£91.25
Lentek Pre- amp
..
£55•00
STYLI FOR OLD MODELS AND FOR 78 RPM
Goldring 0800 Series: Dl1OSR, £3.75; D110- E. £6•25;
D110-SE, 03.95; Ortofon MIS- E Super- DIS -E Super,
£24.00. Shure VNIS-E, LIS 95. 78's: Goldring 0110
and 120 Standard, £3.50: Shire N44-3 and N75-3,
£5•20; N95-3, E5.80; VN78-E, £ 16•60. ADC R26,
£12.25; ADC RXL ( XLM II), £ 11.75; ADC RZL ( Super
XLM III), £ 17•75: ADC RVL ( VLM 11), £ 10.00.
PICK UP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
ADC LMF-I £59.95
Lucas cable per
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 16-60
metre ..
£I.75
Formula 4 Mk 11
P.O.A.
SME 3009 fixed hc1 £51.00
Hadcock GH228 £55.00
SME 3009/S2 .. £56.00
Hadcock Unilift £9.00
SHE FD200
SME plate .. £3.20
Damper .. £ 15.50
ADC LMG-I shell £4.50
S2 Headshell .. £4.70
Zerostat .. £6.99
SME 3009 Series
Decca Sweep Arm £5•25
III
£89.00
Decca Brush .. £5.00
CAI Arm tube £ 12•90
Monitor Audio Sound
M.A. " Stylift" £4.99
Cable Sm prs EIS- 90
Scotch anti-stat
10m prs £28.00
mat
£2.95
Post: Vac-O-Rec, cables, arms £ 1.00: Other items 25p
TEST RECORDS AND CASSETTES
Shure TTR 1I5- ERA IV, £550; HFS 75, £2.80. Shure
TTR 110, £4.50. Wharfedale " Larger Than Life", £4.50
Post: 65P; 3for 85p. Dolby Cassette, £2.40; Frequency
Cassette, £9.00; Azimuth Cassette, £2.40. Post: 25p
each.

CASSETTE TAPES
C45
C60
C90
CI20
AGFA SFD
£0.76 LI-00 -Carat .. £0.85 £ 1.24 £1.60 BASF LH SM
..
£0.59 £0.79 £ 1.09
LH Super SM
£. 97 £1.29 £ 1.70
Ferro Super LH - £ 1-10 £1.47 £ 1.92
Chromium Dioxide - £ 1.29 £1.59 £2.09
Ferrochrom £ 1.47 £1-91 Superchrom
£2.32
FUJI FX 1
..
£ 1.11
£1-53 FX II
£ 1-10 [ 1-22 £1.66 MAXELL SLN
£0.69 £0.91 £ 1.17
UD .. £ 1.02 £ 1.14 £1.30 £ 1.73
UDXL I/II - £ 1.38 £1.73 - £0.62 £0.85 £1.14
AD
- £0.87 £ 1•12
SA
- £ 1.12 £ 1-50
SONY HF
- £0.84 £ 1.02 £1.2
- 7
FeCr
- £ 1.31 £ 1-85
Low Noise
- £0.59 £0.85 £1.19
Cr02
£ 1.20 £ 1-59
TDK " VHS" VIDEO CASSETTES
E.30
£6.90
E.1 20 .. £ 12.00
E.60
£8 SO
E.I80
£ 14 50
Postage: 1-5, 50p; 6-10, 65p; 11-30, 85p; 31+, £ 100.
HEADPHONES (
Post £ 1.00)
Yamaha HPI £34.65
Stax 5R44
Yamaha HP2 .. £25•80
Sennheiser
Yamaha HP3 .. £ 19.35
HD400
STAX
HD4I4X
SR5/SRD6SB £84•75
HD424X
SRX3/5RD6SB £ 132•00
HD224X
SR Sigma/
SRD6SB £ 207.00

[58.50
£11-00
£16-50
£23.50
£35.75

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at Oct. 1978. Whilst
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve Slitright to adjust as necessary without notice. E. & 0.E.

Chances are you've already heard it.
It's Ampex studio mastering tape. It's so good, it's
chosen by more professional engineers than any other.
It's used to record the music
that ends up on most of
today's records.
Something that says alot
for its performance.
So you'll be pleased to learn
that we've used our experience
in the professional field to
develop anew high quality tape.
The result is Ampex 20/20+
High Bias, with its incredible

dynamic range, it's amazing saturation capacity and
its exceptional sensitivity
But rather than blind you with science, we suggest
you give our 20/20+ High Bias
cassette one simple test.
Listen to it for yourself.
We're confident you'll
think it's the best tape you've
ever heard.
If your equipment can't use
high bias tape, listen to our
20/20+ normal bias or our Plus
Series tape. Both are available in
cassette, cartridge or open reel.
AMPEX

When we play the world listens

Dual
The best tonea
is just
enou
Dual turntables have areputation
for quality and reliability that is second
to none world-wide.
Developed to afine art over many
generations in the black forest, one
of the centres of precision engineering
in Germany, after extensive research
in the laws of sound reproduction.
The result: each element of aturntable scores fts own fine points to
contribute to the perfection of the whole.
For instance: the straight Dual tonearm.
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How to identify the
world's finest tonearms*

rrn
gh.
Dual

For the
finest
in sound

Straight-line tubular shape provides
maximum torsional rigidity and lowest
effective mass.
Tracking force is applied with a
tempered, flat-wound spiral spring,
centred around the vertical pivot.
Stylus force remains perpendicular to
the record even if the turntable is not
level.
Unique counterbalance contains
two mechanical anti-resonance filters
which are specially tuned to absorb
parasitic resonances originating in
the tonearm/cartridge system and
chassis.
True four- point gimbal centres and
pivots tonearm mass where vertical
and horizontal axes intersect. The four

needle- point pivots are tempered and
honed to produce microscopically
smooth surfaces. Each pivot is
matched to aball-bearing race only
0,157 inches in diameter.
*The tonearm shown is part of our
higher-priced turntables. But many of
its precision features are found in our
lowest- priced models: four-point
gimbal, straight-line design; and
controls for balance, tracking force
and anti-skating.

For further information about Dual
products please mail this coupon to
Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
Hayden House,
Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9 EVV
Tel.: Gerrards Cross ( 02813) 884 47
Name
Address

HFN/I278

HAYDEN

PLANET
(

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950's. Expert guidance
from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge
for 12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by acheque card.
Prices correct at time of preparation. subject to change without notice.

Special
display
of

order by phone 01-952 3238

PIONEER

SPEAKERS Complete
Celestion UL6 ( pair) .. £129.75
Celestion UL8 ( pair) .. £165.75
Celestion Ditton II ( pair) ..
£68.75
Celestion Ditton 15XR ( pair) £99-75
Celestion Dittos 22 ( pair) .. £139 .7 5
Celestion Dittos 33 ( pair) .. £18475
Celestion Ditton 442 ( pair)
£275.00
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair)
£325.00
Celestion Dittos 662 ( pair)
£475.00
Goodmans RB18 ( pair) ..
£55.00
Goodmans RB20 ( pair) ..
£69.00
Goodmans RB35 ( pair) ..
£99.00
Goodmans Achromat Beta ( pr) P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat Kappa ( pr)
P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat Sigma ( pr)
P.O.A.
Harbeth H. L. Monitor Mk 2 P.O.A.

equipment
Amplifiers
ADC SSI Soundshaper
ADC SS2 Soundshaper
ADC SLM100 Meter
Armstrong 621
Harman Kardon
Pioneer SA506
Pioneer SA606 ..
Pioneer SA706 .
Pioneer SA8500 Mk 1
.
1
Pioneer SA9500 Mk II
Quad 33/303/405 ..
Rotel RA214..
Rotel RA314..
Rotel RA4I4..
Rotel RA7I4. .
Rotel RA2020/2030/ .
2.
040
Sansui AUII7
Sansui AU217
Sansui AU3I7
Sansui AU517
Sansui AU717
Spender DC40
Yamaha CA510/710/8 .
10/
1010/2010 ..

.. £59.50
£134.75
.. £40-00
.. £ 104.50
.. £85.50
• £115•50
.. £ 147.50
.. £230-75
.. £326.00
..
..
..
..

t

Receivers
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£161.00
£205.00
£109 95
£139 95
£289 00
P.O.A.
£164.50
£189.50
£137.00
£285.00
P.O.A.
£132 00
£162 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£89.50
£109 50
£119 50
£139.75
£187.50
£229.00
£135.00
£169 50
£295 00
P.O.A
P.0
11..A/

IMF Electronic all models ..
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) ..
Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair) ..
Jordan-Watts GT ( pair) ..
Jordan-Watts TLS ( pair) ..
KEF Celeste
Corelli ..
Ill
KEF Calinda ..
.
KEF Cantata
Model 104AB
.
(Teak/Wal.)

P.O.A.
£53-25
£72.75
£91.00
£165•60

1 All
normally
rin stock
Prices on
application

J..

£119.50

JR Super Woofer .. • •
Lowther-all models ..
Spender BC' Mk II BC3/SAI
Tannoy Eaton ( pair)
Tannoy Devon ( pair)
Tannoy Cheviot ( pair)

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JR
KEF
I
49Model
( pair)105
..

All prices include VAT (
a 124%.
Please add £2.75 per item towards
carriage and insurance ( cartridges
and styli post 75p).
Demonstrations, Expert Guidance
and after sales service.

Tannoy Berkeley ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden ( pair)
Wharfedale Denton XP2 ( pr) £49.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2'(pr)
£63.50
Wharfedale Linton XP2 .(
pr)
£78.50
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 ( pr) £102.00
SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan-Watts Module ..
£17.00
Jordan-Watts HF Unit ..
£8.00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit P.O.A.
KEF 727
..
£8.75
KEF B110
..
£11.25
KEF B200
..
£12.50
KEF 8139 .. .. ..
£26.00
KEF ON ( 2 (1'27/B1 10/B139)
£7.50
KEF DNI3 ( T27/6200) ..
£5.25
Tannoy 295A HPD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy 3I5A HPD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy 385A HPD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.

Tape Decks 84 Recorders

£57.50
£74.50
£94.50
£ 119.50

.. £84.50
.. £ 119.60
.. £ 164.10
. £276.60
.. £324.90

Aiwa AX7400
Aiwa AX7600
Akai AAI125
Akai AA' 135
Akai AC3500L Cass./Rec. ..
Akai AC3800L Music Centre
Armstrong 625 FM .. ..
Armstrong 626 AM/FM ..
Goodmans Module 90 ..
Good mans MCD100 Music
Centre ..
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer LX690
Pioneer 5)(790
Pioneer SX890
Pioneer SX980
Pioneer SXI080
Pioneer SXI980
Rote RX203
Rote RX303
Rote RX403
Rote RX503
Rote RX603
Rote RX803
Sansui G2000
Sansui G3000
Sansui G5000 .. ..
Tandberg TR20300045/
20600080 .. ..
Yamaha CR220/420/620/
iliet
820/1020/2020 .. ..

HIFI +
VIDEO

Aiwa AD 1250 Cass./Dol. .. £125.00
Aiwa AD6350 Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6550 Cass./Dol.
£210.00
Aiwa AD6800 Cass./Dol./3H £299.95
Aiwa AD6900/Cass./Dol./3H
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DS Mk 11 reel .. £199-90
Akai 4000 DB Reel/Dol. .. £249.75
Akai CS702D Mk II Cass./Dol. £ 109.50
Akai GXC 7060 Cass./Dol
P.O.A.
Akai GXC709D Cass./Dol... £179.00
Akai GXC725D Cass./Dol./3H £199.95
Akai GXC730D Cass/Rev/Dol £266.75
Akai GXC750D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC570D Mk 11 Cass./Dol./3H
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Harman/Kardon

Nakamichi
Pioneer 4040 Cass./Dol. ..
Pioneer 500 Cass./Dol. ..
Pioneer 700 Cass./Dol.
Pioneer 900 Cass./Dol.
Pioneer 1000 Cass./Dol./3H
Rotel RD I5F Cass./Dol.
Sansui SCI 110 ..
Tandberg TO 20A Reel ..
Tandberg TCD3I0 Mk II Cass.
Dol.
Tandberg TCD320 Cass./Dol.
Tandberg TCD340A Cass./
Dol./3H .•
Yamaha TC520 Cass./Dol.
Yamaha TCI000 Cass./Dol.

P.O.A.
El 19-50
£ 100.00
£202 00
P.O.A.
£399.00
£99-50
£139.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O:A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Tuners
ADC Accutrac 4000 .. £225•00
Aiwa AP2200 .. ..
£99-95
G
d
SP25 Mk 6/Shure M75-6 .. £41.75
GT35P sem/auto Strobe/Shure
M75ED-II ..
£84.50
DDI30 0/Drive M75ED/2 £89.50
Harman/Kardon .. ..
P.O.A.
Linn Sondek LP 12 .. ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL5I2 • .
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL514 • .
£62.50
Pioneer PL516 . • £82.00
Pioneer PL518 .. £113.50
Pioneer PL540 • •
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL550 • • £179.00
Pioneer PL560 • •
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL590 . • £297.00
Pioneer PL630 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RP1300 • • £52.50
Rotel RP3300 • •
£67.50
Rotel RP5300 . . •
£86.50
Thorens TD160BC/Mk II
(less arm) .. .. • .
£75.00
Thorens TD 110 .. .. £109.50
Thorens TDI 15 .. • . £124.00
Thorens TDI26BC/Mk Ill
(less arm) .. .. • • £187.75

Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624 ..
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer TX5500 Mk 11
Pioneer TX606
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 11
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 11
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT426
Rotel RT726
Sansui TU217
Sansui TU7I7
Yamaha CT510/710/810/
1010/7000 ..

£117.00
£82.50
P.O.A.
£74.00

e'en

£186.50
£260.50
P.O.A.
£84.50
£99.50
£109.00
£209-00
P.O.A.

Video
After long and careful
evaluation of this medium we
now stock the latest Akai
home and portable equipment
Aka, VHS 3hour ..
Akai VTS 300 ( Portable) ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ADC LMGI Head Shell
Formula 4Mk Ill ..
SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009 S2
SME 3009 Mk Ill ..
SME FD200 Damper
Cartridges
Price
ADC VLM Mk 3 .. £2450
ADC XLM Mk 3 .. £36.00
ADC ZLM
£56.50
Entre M/C
Goldring D110 ( Styli for G800)
Lentek Pre-Amp
Ortofon FF I
5XE ..
Ortofon FFI5E2
Ortofon Fl5E2
Ortofon VMS20E
Shure M44/7
£8.00
Shure M55/E.. .. £8.50
Shure M75/E.12 .. £13.25
Shure M75/ED2
£15•75
Shure M95/ED
£19.75
Shure VI5/3 ( Styli) ..
Shure V15/4
£65.00
Shure N75/6 ( Styli) .. Shure N93/E (Styli) .. -

£4.50
P.O.A.
£44.25
£48.50
£89.75
£16-50
Styli
£18.50
£22.50
£32.75
£92.00
£3.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£6.00
£7.75
£10.00
£13.50
£17-50
£20.50
£31.50
£7.00
£11.00

Headphones

neoo
nest,

Akai ASE7 ..
Koss HVI ..
Koss HVI/LC..
Koss KI25 ..
Koss KI35 ..
Koss K I
45 ..
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305 ..
Pioneer Monitor 10
‘itttr
Yamaha HP1/HP2/HP3

£29.75
£15.50
men
£23-50
£12 50
£19 SO
£37.00
P.01.4

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex, HA8 7HE
Telephone: 01-952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN:
9.30 to 6
Mon. to Sat.
except
EDqviAl
Thursday.
Closed all day
Easy parking
(at rear).
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Where sound
advice is
monito
customary
soun
•

There is no doubt that selecting a HiFi system
to suit your personal requirements is difficult.
The reason? In the science of sound there is no
standard formula for HiFi, each individual
having their own personal musical tastes and
financial requirements.
No matter how long you may spend browsing
through the manufacturers glossy brochures,
reading the advertisements and comparing
test reports it is most unlikely that you will be
able to finally select a HiFi System that
meets all your personal requirements.
To achieve this end our expert, friendly
sales staff are able and prepared to spend
virtually unlimited time discussing the
merits, technical specifications, compatability and suitability of HiFi equipment
which is best suited to your individual
requirements.
Why not pay us avisit? Not only will
you be able to obtain the full benefits of
our Personal Advisory Service and our
competitive prices on avast selection
of equipment,but should you have any
HiFi equipment (Not more than 4
years old) that you wish to Part
Exchange, then we may be able to
make you an offer that you will find
very difficult to refuse.
Call in anytime. No appointments
necessary.
We'll be delighted to see you.
STOCKISTS OF A.D.C., AKG, Accutrac, A.R.,
Aiwa, Armstrong, Bowers & Wilks, Celef, Dual,
Empire, Gale,
Harmon-Kardon, !. M.F., J.B.L.,
JVC, Jim Rogers, REF, Keesonic, Leak, Lecson,
Lentek, Lux,
Marantz, Mayware,
Micro-Acoustics,
Mitchell,
Monitor
Audio.
Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pioneer,
Quad.
Reference,
Reyox,
Rotel,
S.M.E.,
Sansui, Sennheiser, Spendor, Sony, Stanton.
Tannoy,
Tandberg,
Teac,
Technics.
Thorens,
Trio,
Wharfedale,
Toshiba
Yamaha
etc.
etc.

•

•
•

All Prices inclusive of VAT at 12+%
Two Year Guarantee
Comparator Demonstrations

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA506
Pioneer SA606
Pioneer SA706
Rotel RA214
Rotel RS3I4
Rotel RA4I4
Rotel RA7I4
Armstrong 621
Quad-Trio-JVC
Yamaha-Technics-Hitachi
Sony—new range

•
•
e

£87 00
£118 00
£149 00
£59 90
£74 90
£94 90
£119 90
£105 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Pioneer—new range
Pioneer TX606
Rotel RT226
Rotel RT426
Rotel RT726
Armstrong 624 ..
Sony—new range
Trio-Quad-JVC
Yamaha ..
Hitachi ..
Technics ..

P.O.A.
E95•00
£59.90
£84 90
£99.90
039.90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RECEIVERS
Armstrong 625
meta
Armstrong 626
£189.90
Rotel RX203
£89.90
Rotel RX303
£109•90
Rotel RX403
£119-90
Rotel RX503
P.O.A.
Akai AA 1135
£176 90
Pioneer 5)(450
£99 90
Pioneer 5)(590
£139 00
Pioneer SX650
£I85 00
Pioneer—new range in stock
Sony—new range in stock
Hitachi-Aiwa-Technics ..
P.O.A.
Trio-Tandberg ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha-JVC
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen
P.O.A.
Akai-Good mans
P.O.A.

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF500
Pioneer CTF4040
Pioneer CTF6060
Pioneer CTF700
Akai CS34D
Akai C5702D
Akai GXC706D
Akai GXC709D
Akai 400005 ..
Akai 4000DB
Sony TCI88SD
Aiwa ..
Tand berg . . . .
Sony—new range
Technics-JVC
Bang and Olufsen
Hitachi ..

£102 00
£119 00
£145 00
£203 00
£35 00
£97 00
£165 90
£199 90
£219 90
£276 90
£125 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

••
••
•.
••
.•
••
••
••

.•
.•
.•
•.
.•
.•
.•
••
•.
••

TURNTABLES
Garrard GT20 c/w cart.
£
6300
Garrard GT25 c/w cart. £ 0.00
Garrard GT35 c/w cart. £ 34 00
Garrard DD7S
ES9 00
Pioneer PL512—new in stock
Pioneer PL514
C63 50
Pioneer PL5I6
E83 00
Pioneer PL5I8
El 09 00
Dual—new range in stock
Sony—new range in stock
SME 3009ND Arm
£46 90
SME 3009ND III Arm
£97 00
Shure VIS Mk 3 cart. ..
E39 00
Ortofon VMS20 Mk 11 cart. £ 29 00
Garrard 865B Ow cart. ..
£4S 00
Sony-Fons-YamahaB-1- 0-1 VC-Tech nicsThorens
P 0 A.
HEADPHONES CARTRIDGES
Pioneer-Sony-Beyer-ShureSennheiser-13-1-0Ortofon etc. ..
P.O.A.
CASSETTES (price each)
BASF LH C90
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90
Maxell UD C90
Memorex C90 (twin pack) ..

SPEAKERS ( pair)
Leak 3020 ..
£93 90
Leak 3050
£199 90
Leak 3080 ..
£248 00
£529 00
Leak 3090 ..
Celestion Ditton ISXR
£99 90
Celestion Ditton 33 .. £189 90
Celestion Dutton 22 .. £139 90
Celestion UL range in stock
Celestion—new range in stock
Wharfedale Linton 3XP £64.00
Wharfedale— new range low prices
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 £ 128.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 £ 174-00
Wharfedale ESO— low price
Wharfedale E70—low price
KEF Calunda
£198-00
B+W-Quad-KEF
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio ..
P.O.A.
Castle-JR-AR ..
P.O.A.
Videotone-Spendor
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short
Bang and Olufsen
Tangent— Mission— in stock
5 rate
E0 82
£1 34
LI 18
CI 58
CI 33
a 92

10 rate
a 78
El 29
£ 113
El 51
£ 128
£088

20 rate
77
£ 126
£ 111
LI 48
LI 25
CO 86

POSTAGE: 30p per five; 60p per ten: 86p pc rtwenty.
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•

Custom
HI-F1 CENTRE

82, High Holborn, London WC!
Tel: 01-242 7401
Opening Hours Mon-Sat 9am.-6pm.

CHANCERY LANE
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.TEL 71935

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.
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NUSOUND
Nusound Super Buy!
NuSound have done it again!! Just look at this fantastic NuSound/
B&O bargain, it must surely rank as one of the best " value for money"
buys we have ever had!
The superb 2/4 channel Beomaster 3400 as well as being fully able to
receive 4 channel quadraphonic sound ( it has it's own built in
decoder) offers an amazing range of sound options. It's 2x30 watts
RMS or 4x20 watts RMS amplifier enables you to play stereo through
2or 4 loudspeakers in one room, simultaneous stereo in 2 separate
rooms or 4 channel quadraphonic. The unique balance controls
(3 off) allow you to adjust not only the sound balance between either
the left and right speakers but also between thefront and rear speakers
independently, resulting in a total control of all speaker levels and
producing a surround stereo or quad sound at your choice.
The very comprehensive specification includes 5preset FM Stations
with automatic silencing when switching from one programme to
another. Automatic Frequency Control & interstation muting 87-104
MHZ. Better than 65 dB signal/noise ratio 2 or 4 channel, off tape
monitoring. Loudness control, 2 pairs headphone sockets etc. The
electronics are all housed in asuperb Scandinavian teak or rosewood
cabinet of outstanding appearance and design. Size 68.5 cm x7-5
cm x27 cm. Very limited supplies are available so hurry whilst stocks
last, as we cannot repeat this exceptional offer.
Originally listed by us at £384

OUR PRICE £ 189.95
(C&I £3.00) Full credit terms available
Note The Beomaster 3400 is only available from our specialist Bishopsgate
and Edgware Road B & 0 Centres. For full details of address etc., see adjacent
page. Mail Order only obtainable from our Kings Cross branch ( For full
details see adjacent page).
\

Better- buy
Bang & Olufsen

from our specialist Beocentres
At our 2specialist B & 0 Centres we have on display ready for
immediate comparat've demonstration, by our expert sales staff, the
full range of superb Bang & Olufsen Hi Fi equipment. For full
details of prices, special offers, and credit terms etc., please
telephone, write or best of all call into either of our specialist B &
centres.
y. 228 Bishopsgate, EC2 (200 yds Liverpool St. Stn.)
• 01-247 2609
Open: Mon - Fri , 9am -6p.m. Sunday, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Closed Sat.
eR
4o
1a
5d
83
,
W2. ( 100 yds Edgware Rd.
WEST END: ,. .b
e)
e
n

Cr

./8
E
Ed gwar

Open: Mon.- Sat, 9a.m.-6 p.m.

Nusound and AR together offer you the best possible combination
when considering what speakers to purchase and who to purchase
them from.
AR offer you asuperb range of speakers from the excellent bookshelf
AR18 to the superlative " no compromise" AR1OTT, beautifully
styled and finished with a model to suit every pocket and requirement.
Nusound offer you the opportunity to see and hear these superb
speakers, to listen to the tight controlled bass, the crystal clear high
and the overall musical sound of the AR's, all of which are supported
by afull five years warranty!
Nusound and AR make a combination you'll find hard to beat anywhere. Call into any of our showrooms and let us prove it to you!

AR- 11
A superb three- driver
speaker
system of exceptional accuracy and
clarity.
SPECIFICATION
150 watts continuous power handling.
12 in. bass woofer, 14 in. midrange,
in. highrange.
Three position switches for mid and
high ranges.
Cabinet dimensions: 25 in. high,
131-1 in. wide, 10î in. deep.

AR- 14
The largest two-way speaker system
in the AR range, offering true AR
accuracy and brilliance at a very
attractive price.
SPECIFICATION
100 watts continuous power handling.
10 in, bass woofer and 1in. dome
midrange.
Two- position switch for high range
contour control.
Cabinet dimensions: 25 in. high,
1341 in. wide, 1(4 in. deep.

AR- 17
One of the most
speakers ever built.

popular

AR

SPECIFICATION
100 watts continuous power handling.
8in. woofer and 1+ in. ring high
range radiator.
Two- position switch for high range
control.
Cabinet dimensions: 184 in.
high, 10 in. wide, 8t in. deep.

1

• EXPERT, FRIENDLY ADVICE
•VERY COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS
•12 MONTHS FREE SERVICING

USOU
ESTABLIsHED

PRICES ARE CORRECT AS AT 2 10 78
BUT MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

DvER 20 yEARs

Britain's most competitive Hi-fi spec

OVERSEAS VISITORS
Et DIRECT EXPORT SERVICE

WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE- ( S/0)
SPECIAL OFFERS, LIMITED SUPPLIES
ONLY AVAILABLE AT THESE PRICES
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
IC & I £2.75)
Aiwa AX7400 .. £ 169 -95
Aiwa AX7600 £224-95
Akai AA I010 ( s/o) £89-95
Akai AA I135 ( s/o) £ 139.95
Akai AA 1125 .. £ 139.95
Akai AA II35L £236 .95
Akai AAII50 .. £ 279 .95
Amstrad EX222 £68.95
Amstrad EX333 £94.95
Amstrad 5050 .. £89.95
Armstrong 625 ( T) £ 173-95
Armstrong 626 ( T) £ 199.95
Harman Kardon
340/450/560
P.O.A.
JVC
JRS50 ( s/o) £89.95
JRS6114581/
S20IL/S301
P.O.A.
Lux
RI030/R1040
R1050/R I120 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz
22 I
6B/2226B/
2226BL/2238BL/
2252B
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX450 . • £95-95
Pioneer SX550 £ 130-95
Pioneer SX590 • • £ 130-95
Pioneer SX650 • . £ 181.95
Pioneer SX690 .. £ 163-95
Pioneer SX850 . • £ 281 95
Pioneer 5)(950 .. £ 324 -95
Rote RXI603 ( s/o) £ 479.95
Rote RX203LW £ 97 95
Rote RX303 .. £ 107.95
Rote RX403 .. £ 116.95
Rote RX403LW £ 126.95
Rote RX503 .. £ 146 95
Rote RX603 • . £ 243.95
Rote RX803 £ 292 95
Sansui G2000 .. £ 140-95
Sansui G3000 .. £ 176.95
Sansui G5000 .. £ 306-95
Sansui G6000 .. £ 410.95
Sansui QRX9001 .. £825 95
Sony STR IIL ( s/o) £ 118 95
Sony STR2800L ( s/o) £ 94 95
Sony STR5800 ( s/o) £ 244.95
Sony STR7015 ( s/o) £ 89 -95
Sony
STR2 I
2L/STR3 I3L
STRV3L/STRV4L
HST49/HST89A
P.O.A.
Technics
SA5070 .. ( s/o) £94.95
SA5170 .. ( s/o) £ 124.95
SAIOOL
P.O.A.
SA200L/SA300L/
SA400L/SA500/
SA600/SA700
P.O.A.
Trio KR2600 (sic.) £79.95
Trio KR4600 ( s/o) £ 129.95
Trio KR2090L .. £ 129.95
Trio KR3090 £ 161.95
Trio KR4070L .. £237.95
Yamaha
CR200E ( s/o) £98.95
CR420/CR620/
C R820/C R1020/
CR2020
P.O.A.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
(C & 1 £2.75)
Akai AM2200 ( s/o) £ 79.95
Akai AM2400 ( sic') £ 121 95
Akai AM2600 ( s/o) £ 192 95
Akai AM2800 ( s/o) £217 95
Amstrad EX220 .. £ 52 95
Amstrad EX330 • . £ 59 95
Amstrad IC2000/111 £40.95
Amstrad IC8000/111 £29-95
Armstrong 621 ( T) £ 109-95
Harman Kardon
503/505 ..
P.O.A.

Ogee
TERMS
ARE AVAILABLE
ON ALL GOODS
OVER £ 50

ialists

OVER THE COUNTER PERSONAL EXPORT/SAVE V A T ) AVAILABLE AT ALL OF OUR BRANCHES
• DIRECT EXPORT TO ANY COUNTRY • WRITE, TELEPHONE OR TELEX ( ANDRO MEDA 8951525)10 OUR KINGS CROSS BRANCH

JVC
JASICl/JASI IG/
JAS22/JAS44/
JAS55/JAS77
P.O.A.
Lecson
AC1/API/APIX/
AP3 I/AP3 II ..
P.C.A.
Lux
L31/1_81/L85V/
L100
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
1050/1072/1090 ..
Pioneer SA506 ..
£81.95
Pioneer SA606 .. £111.95
Pioneer SA706 .. £148.95
Pioneer SA850011
£225.95
Pioneer SA9500 11
£312.95
Quad
33 Cont. Unit/
303/405
P.O.A.
Revox B750
P.O.A.
Rogers A75 Series 11
P.O.A.
Rote RA4I3
£92 95
(
5/
0)
Rote RA7I3
(s/0) £114.95
Rote RA9I3
(s/o) £159.95
Rote RA21 4
£58.95
Rote RA3I4
£73 95
Rote RA414
£92 95
Rote RA7I4
£116 95
Rote RA2020 .. £224 95
Rote RA2030 .. £292 95
Rote RA2040 .. £389.95
Rote RB2000
£282 95
Rote RC2000
£243 95
Rote RE2000
£115 95
Sansui AU I17 ..
£87 95
Sansui AU2I7
£130 95
Sansui AU3I7
£174.95
Sansui AU517
£322 95
Sansui AU7I7
£384 95
Sansui AX7
£170 95
Sony TA II ..
(s/o)
£76 95
Sony TA73
(s/0) £55-50
Sony
TA212/TA515/
TAF3A/TA313/
TAF4A/TAF5A/
TA5650
P.O.A.
Technics
SU7I00/SU7300/
SU7700/SU8080/
SU901 1 / 5E902 I /
SH9090/SE9600/
SU9600
P.O.A.
Trio KAI500/11
£79.95
Trio KA3700
£79.95
Trio KA5700
£131.95
Trio KA6I00
Li 81.95
Trio KA7I00
£235.95
Uher VG850
0 .0.A.
Yamaha CA4I0 ( s/o)
£89.95
Yamaha CA6I0 ( s/o) £129.95
Yamaha
CA510/CA710/
CA810/CAI010/
CA2010 ..
P.O.A.

TUNERS
(C & I £2.75)
Akai AT2200 ( s/o)
£84-95
Akai AT2400 ( s/o) £114.95
Akai AT2600 ( sic.) £174.95
Amstrad EX202
£51.95
Amstrad EX303
£54.95
Amstrad MPX3000/II
£40 95
Armstrong 623 ( T)
£122 95
Armstrong 624 ( T)
£95 95
Harman Kardon 500
P.O.A
Hitachi FT300 ( s/o)
£59 95
JVC
JVTIOL/JTV IIGI
JTV22
P.O.A.
Lecson FM I/DR I ..
P.O.A.
Lux
T34/T88/T I10 ..
P.O.A.

Marantz
205002100/2100L
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX606 £ 90-95
Pioneer TX8500 £ 182.95
Pioneer TX9500/11 £253.95
Quad FM3
P.O.A.
Revox B760
P.O.A.
Rogers T75 Series II
P.O.A.
Rote RT425 ( s/o) £79.95
Rote RT724 ( s/o) £69.95
Rote RT725 ( s/o) £99.95
Rote RT226 .. £58.50
Rote RT226LVV £68-95
Rote RT426 .. £82-95
Rote RT426LVV £92-95
Rote R1726 .. £97-95
Rote RT2000 £224.95
Rote RT2I00 .. £ 321.95
Sansui TU2I7 £ 114.95
Sansui TU7I7 £ 216.95
Sansui TU9900 .. £ 344 95
Sony STI IL ( s/o) £ 77 50
Sony ST73 .. ( s/o) £ 54 95
Sony ST5055L ( s/o) £ 64 95
Sony
ST212071130
STS 15 L/STA31-/
ST5950 .
P.O.A.
Technics
ST7300/ST80801
ST9031 .
P.O.A.
Trio KT5300/1I .. £88.95
Trio KT5500
teals
Trio KT6500 .. £ 151.95
Uher EG750
P.O.A.
Yamaha
CT6I0 ( s/o) £ 111-95
CT510/CT710/
CT810/CT1010/
CT7000
P.O.A

TURNTABLES
(C & I £ 2.75)
Accutrac
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Aiwa 2200+ cart. £ 103 95
Aiwa AP2500-cart. £ 158 95
Akai API00-cart. £ 75 00
Akai AP206 .. £ 96 95
Akai 306
.
£ 128 95
Amstrad TP I2D £ 45 95
Ariston RDIIE ( s/o) £89.95
Connoisseur
BDI/13D2 P/C .. £ 16.95
BDI Kit .. £ 18.00
802 Assembly .. £49.95
8D2A Assembly £56.95
BD103 Assembly £85.95
Dual
CS510-1/CS604/
CS621/CS721
P.O.A.
Garrard
GT55P Module
+cart ( s/o) £76.50
DD75 direct drive
Exp. with Shure
M75ED/II ( s/o) £69.95
GT20+75ED/II .. £64.95
GT25+M75ED/II £74.95
SP25/V+M75/6SM £40.95
SP25/V1 W/C
£42.95
GT35+ M75ED/II £88.95
DD75 Module+
cart. .. • ,
£86.95
DD I30 W/C
£91.95
Goldring CK2 Inc.
Arm .. ( s/o) £ 19.95
Goldring G103 ( s/o) £29.95
JVC
JLA20/QLA2/
QLF-4/QL5/QL7/
QL70
P.O.A.
Lux PD131 ( less
arm) ..
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.

NUSOUND
HI-FI CENTRES

Micro-Seiki
MBIO/MBI4/
0024
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL550 ( s/o) £ 174.95
Pioneer PLI I7 - cart. £74-95
Pioneer PL5 I4 .. £59.95
Pioneer PL5I6 .. £80-95
Pioneer PL5I8 .. £ 108.95
Reference ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Revox B790 inc.
Orto VMS20E
P.O.A.
Rotel
RPI300 - cart. ( s/o) £49.95
RP2300 - cart. ( s/o) £57.50
RP5300 - cart. ( s/o) £89-95
RP I300 + cart. .. £77.95
RP2300+cart. [87.95
RP3300+cart. .. £82.95
RP3300
£77-95
RP5300
£92.95
Sansui FRIO8OP ( s/o) £54.95
Sony PSI I .. ( s/o) £84.95
Sony PST!
P.O.A.
Sony PSX4
P.O.A.
Sony PST20
P.O.A.
Sony PS212
P.O.A.
Technics
SL I
600 .. ( s/o) £ 136-95
SLI50/11
P.O.A.
SL2200/SL230
P.O.A.
SL I300/11/SLI310/11
SLI400/11/SL1410/11
SL I500/11/SL 1510/11
SL3200/SL3300
P.O.A.
Thorens TD126BC/II
(s/o) £ 159.95
TD110/TD115
P.O.A.
TD126/IIIC
P.O.A.
TD126/IIIBC
P.O.A.
TDI60/11BC
P.O.A.
TD I66/1IC
P.O.A.
Trio KD500• • £ 216.95
Trio KD550. • £ 237 95
Trio KA 10338 • • £ 56 95
Trio KD2055 • • £ 105 95
Trio KD2070 • • £ 109 95
Trio KD3070 . • £ 145 95
Yamaha YP2I I • .
P.O.A.
Yamaha YP5I I • •
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS
C & 1Bookshelf [3.50)
(C & 1Console (5.00)
Amstrad EX300 £61.95
Amstrad 1000 .. £ 19.00
Amstrad Acousta
1500 .. . • £ 37.95
Amstrad Acousta
2500 .. £41.50
AR
AR9/ARIO/AR IIt
AR I
2/AR I4/ARI5/
AR17/ARI8
P.O.A.
Armstrong 602 ( T) £ 165•95
B & W
DM2/11+stand
P.O.A.
DM2/11+plinth
P.O.A.
DM4/DM5/DM6/
DM7
P.O.A.
Celef Monitor Imp.
P.O.A.
Celef Mini
Professional S.M.
P.O.A.
Celef PEI ..
P.O.A.
Celef Studio Monitor P.O.A.
Celestion
UL6 ( T)
P.O.A.
UL8 ( T)
P.O.A.
ULIO ( T)..
P.O.A.
Hadleigh/II ( T)
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton
11 / 15XR/22/25/33
44/66
P.O.A.
442/551/662
P.O.A.
Good mans
Achromat 100 ( s/o) £ 76 95
RB18
£ 57 50

HOLBORN
EDGWARE RD.

RB20
£72.95
RB35
£104.50
RB65
£129.95
IMF
Compact II ( s/o) £89.95
Super Compact II
P.O.A.
Studio AIS 40/11
P.O.A.
Studio TLS50/11
P.O.A.
TLS80/11
P.O.A.
Monitor/IV ..
P.O.A.
Jim Rogers JRI49
P.O.A.
JR Super Woofer
P.O.A.
and LPA unit.
Keesonic
F.R.A./P.O.A.
KEF
Calinda/Cantata/
Corelli/I04AB/
105
P.O.A.
Leak
3020 (T)/3030 ( T)/
3050 ( 7)/3080 ( T)/
3090 ( T)
P.O.A.
Marantz 5G ( s/o) £89.95
Maranta
4G/4/11/5/1Ij6/11/
7/11
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA4
(s/o) E189.95
Mordaunt-Short
Carnival/II
P.O.A.
Festival/II
P.O.A.
Pageant/II
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
Revois RX350
P.O.A.
Rogers
Compact Monitor
P.O.A.
Export Monitor
P.O.A.
LS3/5A
Sony
F.R.A.
Spendor
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Tannoy
Eaton .. ( s/o) £209.95
HPD295A ( s/o) £74-95
HPD3I5A ( s/o) £84-95
HPD295A chassis
P.O.A.
HPD315A chassis
P.O.A.
HPD385A chassis
P.O.A.
Arden/Berkeley/
Cheviot/Devon/
Eaton ..
P.O.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Videotone
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Videotone
Saphir 1 ( s/o) £41-95
Supermax ( s/o) £ 139.95
Wharfedale
Denton 2XP ( T)(s/o)£45.95
Chevin XP2 ( T) £33.95
Denton XP2 ( T) £50.95
Glendale XP2 ( T) £ 102.95
Linton XP2 ( T) .. £77.95
Shelton XP2 ( T) £ 63.95
Dovedale SP2 ( T) £ 172 95
Teesdale SP2 ( T) £ 127 95
ESE/
£ 243.95
E70
£ 301-50
Denton 2XP Kit £ 26 95
Glendale 3XP Kit £ 61 95
Linton 3XP Kit £ 41 95
Yamaha
NS500/NS6 15/
NS635/NS655/
NSIOOOM
P.O.A.
CASSETTE
REEL TO REEL
RECORDERS
(C & 1 £2.75)
Aiwa ADI600B ( s/o) £ 179.95
Aiwa ADI250 .. £ 140 50
Aiwa AD6350 .. £ 148 50
Aiwa AD6400 .. £ 184 95
Aiwa AD6550 £215 95
Aiwa AD6800 £ 314 95
Is ' o) £ 74 95
Akai CS34D

82 High Holborn, WC1.
376/8 Edgware Road, W2.

Tel

Akai CS702D ( s/o) £94.95
Akai CS707D ( s/o) £ 124-95
Akai GXC740D(s/o) £ 219.95
Akai GX2I 5D .. £ 321 95
Akai GXC570D/II .. £ 616 95
Aka, C57020/II •. £ 118.95
Akai GXC706D . • £ 161.50
Akai GXC709D • • £ 193-50
Akai GXC725D • . £ 246 .95
Akai GXC730D • • £ 284.50
Akai GXC750D • . E428.95
Akai 1722/11• £ 289.95
Akai 4000 DB • . £ 268 95
Akai 4000DS/11 . • £ 214 50
Harman Kardon
1500/ H K2000/
2500 ..
P.O.A.
Hitachi 02360 ( s/o) £ 79 95
JVC
KD2/KDIOS/KD21/
KD25/KD55/1(D65/
KDS201/K 0720/
CD1635
Leak 3007 .. ( s/o) £99.95
Nakamichi
F.R.A./P.O.A
Neal
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF500 .. £ 96 50
Pioneer CTF700 .. £ 193 9S
Pioneer CTFI000 £ 391 95
Pioneer CTF4040 £ 111 95
Pioneer RT707
£400.95
Revois B77
P.O.A.
Rotel RD I5F . . £ 97.95
Rotel RM5010 £ 282.95
Rotel RD2200 .. £ 204 95
Sansui SC3000 ( s/o) £ 139 95
Sansui SCI 100/10 .. £ 145 95
Sansui SC2I00/10 .. £ 218 95
Sansui SC3100/10 . . £ 275 00
Sansui SC5I00/10 £ 436-95
Sony EL7 ( s/o) £ 379-95
Sony TCII8SD ( s/o) £ 74 95
Sony ICI 38SD ( s/o) £ 149 95
Sony TC229SD ( s/o) £ 236 50
Sony
TCU2/TCU5/
TCK IA/TCK4A/
TCK5/TCK60/
TCK96R/TCI38SD/
TC399/TCI58SD/
TC645 . •
P.O.A.
Teac A100 .. ( s/o) £ 104.95
Teat
A103/A106/A107/
A300/A2300SID/
A2300SX/
A3300SX4T/
A33005X2T/
A3340S/A43005X
P.O.A.
Technics
RS615 .. ( s/o) £ 104.95
RS640USD ( s/o) £ 164-95
RS676 .. ( s/o) £244.95
RS616/RS630USD/
RS631/RS640/
RS646IRS671USD/
R5673/ R5676/
RS686/ RS 500/
R57500
P.O.A.
Toshiba PC4020 ( s/o) £84.95
Trio KX620 ( s/o) £ 114-95
Trio KX920 ( s/o) £ 179.95
Trio KX520 .. £ 138-95
Trio KX620 .. £ 161 95
Trio KXI030 £ 281 95
Yamaha
TC51 IS
( sto) £ 119 9S
TC800D.
PO A
TC800G L
f' 0 A
PICK-UP ARMS
(C & I £ 1.75)
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 15 00
SME 3009 ( FH)
P.0.A
SME 3009 ( DH)
P.O.A
SME 3009 III .
P.0 A

01-242 7401
01-724 0454

KINGS CROSS:

242/244 Pentonville Road, N1.

01-837 8200

LEWISHAM

36 Lewisham High Street, SE13

01-852 2399

ILFORD
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford. 01 478 2291
WALTHAMSTOW 252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow El 7. 01-520 19 06
OPENING HOURS

HOLBORN EDGWARE R0/10 Mon Se 96

11111HO it141.tt1,441, AINGS CROSS Mon SatO 6 Thos 5 IWA(

rHoisrDi • Mon Se 9 5 Wed 9 Ipie

-x

London now boasts Europe's
Michell Engineering

SAE

Moving Coil l'Us

The world's finest audio equipment,
combining elegance with excellence. A
wide range of SAE amplifiers, preamplifiers, equalisers and the incredible
Mark 5000 impulse noise reduction
system can be seen and heard at REW's
VIP showroom.

Moving coil pickups offer advantages in
terms of transient response and overall
quality. We stock models by Denton,
Satin, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Ultimo and
Fidelity Research.

Lecson

e

t prooffr
. - -. .e

Just arrived, the new turntable from
J. A. Michell, the Focus One. Featuring a
new flat platter and very modest price,
this is surely aturntable to consider when
upgrading. Of course the classic Hydraulic
Reference is still available.

Quad

Quad have been making quality equipment
for over 20 years, and as one of their
original stockists, we have been recommending it for as long. British
audiophiles will however appreciate the
news that we can now supply all models
for immediate delivery.

Definite
Improvements
Most people are sceptical when we tell
them that we can give their system a
f200— L300
upgrade
for
under £50
expenditure. They are, however, pleasantly surprised when we demonstrate
this to be true by giving an A— B comparison of the Monitor Audio Sound Cable
against normal speaker leads. The sound
cable gives a convincing improvement in
all areas.
Used in conjunction with
Gold— Ens High Definition Phono Leads,
another veil is removed between the
listener and the sound stage. We also now
carry a full range of accessories from
Discwasher
and
QED,
designed
to
extract more pleasure from your existing
equipment.

LONDON
VCR
CENTRE
An entire floor covering
2000 sq. ft. where all the
latest video recorders, cameras, CCTV systems, projection IC systems, etc., are on
display. Come and compare
the Sony 3- hour Betamax,
National Panasonic 3 hour
VHS, Philips 2+ hour VCR.
Discuss your requirements
with our experienced staff
who will be pleased to give
you expert, unbiased advice.

Gale

The speaker that must be heard. Used
'n conjunction with high quality ancillary
equipment, the Gale GS401 is capable of
phenomenal performance with remarkable dynamic range.

Technics

The name of Technics means exceller)'
value for money and outstanding quality.
We now have the new rsnge of Technics
turntables including the SI_ I
400 Mk II
quartz lock on full demonstration.

Disproving the growing belief that the
British cannot compete with the Japanese
in terms of styling and performance.
Lecson produce some of the worlds best
amplifiers. On demonstration at REW.

Linn

To hear what a difference a turntable can
make, come and listen to the Linn Sondek
LP I
2at REW's new showroom at 114-116
Charing Cross Road.

Main Agents for: AR, Akai, Altec Lansing, Amcron, B & W, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Dokorder, Dual, Fidelity Research, Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison,
HH, JBL, JVC, KEF, Kensonic, Lecson, Linn Products, Marantz, Michell
Engineering, Monitor Audio, NAD, Nalcamichi, Pioneer, Quad,
Radford, Revox, SAE, SME, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor,
Stanton, Strathearn, Supex, Tannoy, Tandberg, Teac,
Technics, Transcriptors, Ultimo, Videotone,
Yamaha.

finest Hilefi and Video Centre
REW is one of the few firms in the audio and video fields that can truly claim to have years and years of experience
behind them. Establishec in 1948, REW is still a family business yet is numbered amongst the leading hi-fi and video
retailers in the land. And it is with great pride that we introduce our new Hi Fi & Video Showrooms, covering
4000 sq. ft. in the heart of London's West End at 114-116 Charing Cross Road. No detail has been overlooked nor any
expense spared in our efforts to make this the finest hi-fi store in Europe. The widest range of exclusive equipment
is on display with superb demonstration facilities. You'll receive VIP treatment from our expert staff and our own
van delivery and installation service is available throughout Greater London. If you want to choose the very best
equipment under the very best conditions come along to REW now.

RE

Also at:

Audio Visual C
Established1948

114-116 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7

•230 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
• 146 Charing Cross Road, London VVC2. Tel: 01-836 2372/7851
• Mail Orders to: REW House, ( Dept. HFN), 10-12 High Street,
London SVV19. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

Colliers Wood,

WE ARE PERSONAL
EXPORT SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS EXPORT SERVICE
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WELCOME TO REW
best equipment
best prices
BENVENUTO a REW
aparacchio ottimi,
prezzi ottimi
VELKOMMAN REW
beste hanlagget,
beste prisan
BIENVENU au REW
le meilleurs equipment,
le meilleurs prix
VVILLKOMMEN zu REW
beste gerate,
beste preise
DOBRO DOSLI U REV/
Najbolja oprema,
Najbolje cene

(HI-FI)
Re
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AM 2250 2 x 25
AM 2450 2 x 45

-

79.90
129.90

ALBA
UA700A 2 x 15

-

29.90

AMSTRAD
8000 Mk. 3 2 x 10
EX 220 2 x 25
EX 330 2 x 35

42.86
70.13
87.66

25.90
49.90
61.50

136.00

98.90

ARMSTRONG
621 2 • 40
MARANTZ
1050 2 x 25
1072 2 x 36
1090 2 x 45

133.00 94.90
173.00 124.90
205.00 154.90

PIONEER
SA 506 2 x 25
SA 606 2 x 40
SA 706 2 x 60
ROTEL
RA 214 2
RA 314 2
RA 414 2
RA 714 2

109.52 85.45
148.10 114.45
198.25 154.90

SANSUI
AU 117 2 x 15
AU 217 2 x 30
AU 317 2 x 50 D.C.
coupled

74.90
114.90
163.90

SANYO
DCA200 2 x 15
SOLAVO X
SA 2020 2
20

64.90
60.62

TENSAI
TA 2030 2 x 23
TA 2045 2 x 35

47.90
73.90
98.90

TRIO
KA 1500 Mk. Il 2 x 30.
KA 3700 2 x 25
KA 5700 2 ••• 40

79.90
84.90
139.90

GARRARD MRMI01 Hi-Fi music
recovery module, this unit is able to
see' ascratch or noise pulse in an audio
signal waveform then electronically
delete it giving clean record replay.
123.69 89.90

AKAI
2250L MW LW/FM
ALBA
UA 800A MW/LW, FM
AMSTRAD
3000 Mk. 2
EX 202
EX 303
ARMSTRONG
624 FM
623 MW ,LW/FM
MARANTZ
2020L
2100
PIONEER
TX 606

84.90
60.36
68.18
79.87

SANYO
FMT 200K

29.90
35.90
48.90
56.80

118.00 88.90
152.00 116.90
126.00 89.90
160.00 119.90
120.14

ROTEL
RT226
RT426
RT726
SANSUI
TU 217

Check our prices by phone.
They may be even cheaper!

94.45
59.90
84.45
99.90

-

108.90

-

74.90

Turntables - continued
ROTEL
3300 belt drive

All
the
prices
in
this
advertisement
were
prepared
approximately 6 weeks ago to meet the necessary publication

DC

date. This means that owing to our policy of giving the best

RP5300 direct drive

-

82.90
92.90

possible value for money, some of our prices may be even

SANSUI
SR222P
SR232E auto arm return -

54.90
64.90

STRATHEARN
STM4 direct drive with
fitted magnetic cartridge

50.90

lower!

servo motor

So please phone your nearest Comet warehouse or

shop to check the latest price.
You may find that Comet are giving you an even better bargain
than before'

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Tuners - continued
SOLAVOX
ST 2002 FM/MW/LW .

60.62

48.90

TENSAI
TT 3045

79 90

TRIO
KT 5300 Mk. II
KT 5500

87.70
94.90

60.90
74.45
94.45
119.45

x 20
x 25
x 35
x 50

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

TUNER/AMPLIFIER/CASSETTE
COMBINATIONS
AIWA
AF3060

2 x 24 Dolby

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Tuner/Amplifiers- continued

TENSAI
TD860B belt drive with
cartridge
TD855D direct
drive
with cartridge

SANSUI
G2000 2 x 16
G3000 2 x 26

TRIO
KD 1033B belt drive
KD 2070 direct drive

SANYO
JCX 2100K 2 x 15
JCX 2300K 2 x 30
SOLA VOX
SR 2220 2 x 20

-

82.99

129.90
159.90

-

107.90
129.90

TRIO
KR 2090 2 x 16
KR 3090 2 x 26

-

124.90
177.50

134.90
AIWA
AP2200 Direct drive auto
return inc. cartridge
138.00 109.90
AP2500 Direct drive auto
stop and lift
209.94 169.90

AIWA
AX7400 2 x 25
AX7600 2 x 40

222.46 159.90
296.52 234.90

AKAI
AA1115
AA1125
AAI135
AA1150

89.90
204.33 144.90
251.13 174.90
408.69 259.90

AMSTRAD
TP12D Belt drive

67.21

34.90

BSR
I82/ADC AC30

-

29.90

AMSTRAD
EX222 2 x 25
EX333 2 x 30

101.29
138.80

ARMSTRONG
625 FM 2 • 40
626 AM/FM 2 z 40

CONNOISSEUR
BD1 kit
BD2

-

18.90
39.90

215.00 164.45
248.00 188.90

2
2
2
2

x 15
x 25
z 35
x 50

MARANTZ
2215B 2 x 15
MR215 2 x 15
143.00
2225 2 x 25
MR230 2 x 30
215.00
2226B 2 x 26 FM/MW. 244.00
2238B 2 x 38 FM/MW. 2226BL 2 x 26 FM/
MW/LW
292.00
2238BL 2 x 38 FM/
MW/LW
397.00
2252B 2 x 52
495.00
PIONEER
SX 450 2 x 15
SX 590 2 x 20
SX690 2 x 30
SX750 2 x 50
SX980 2 x 80
SX1080 2 x 120
ROTEL
RX 203 2
RX 303 2
RX 403 2
RX 503 2

x 20
x 20
x 25
x 35

126.90
174.22
218.12
473.72
554.95

70.90
98.90

AKAI
AP100

109.70

209.90

GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM 62.94
GT20 belt-drive Shure
M75ED
97.82
GT25 belt-drive auto
stop M75ED
109.07
GT35 Servo belt-drive
auto stop M75ED
130.44
DD130
Direct
drive
Shure M75ED
134.94

224.90
364.90

MARANTZ
6025 belt drive
6170 direct drive

88.94
99.90
112.94
149.90
149.94
194.94

94.90
139.90
174.90
179.90
389.90
449.90
89.45
99.90
114.90
144.90

PHILIPS
GA437 belt drive with
GP400

92.00
141.00

51.90

-

92.90

-

59.90
119.90

69.90

TENSAI
TR 1030 2 x 23
TR 1045 2 x 35

318.70 244.90
AF3090 2 x 40 Dolby
cassette
492.04 359.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

-

104.90
142.90

casset te

PHILIPS
RH851
2
15 DNL
cassette, inc. speakers. -

-

.

74.90

38.45
60.90
69.90
82.90

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
ACOUSTRA 1000
ACOUSTRA 2500
EX 300

199.88 157.90

CELESTION
Hadleigh
Dicton 11
Ditton 15 XR
UL6
Ditton 22
UL8
Ditton 33
Ditton 442
Ditton 551

67.82
88.75
146.70
163.90
203.50
200.98
233.27
319.57
376.07

38.90
88.90
99.90
129.90
138.90
164.90
184.90
274.90
324.90

GOODMANS
Mini 2
RBI8
RB20
RB35
RB65
Beta
Kappa
HE2
HE1
Sigma

163.55
214.99
261.21
297.37
305.42

49.90
57.90
73.90
109.90
128.90
139.90
184.90
222.90
249.90
259.90

JR
149
151.88 124.90
L.P.A. System with 30
watt bass amp. for use
with amps 15 to 100
watt
202.50 172.50
MARANTZ
4G
4G3
PIONEER
CS323

89.90
99.90

SANYO
Hi-Fi 1

PIONEER
PL514 Belt drive auto
arm return
79.62 62.90
PL516 F.G. servo belt
drive auto arm return. 107.31 84.90
PL518 DC servo direct
drive auto return
144.38 113.90
PL520
155.90

21.90
41.80
62.90

ARMSTRONG
602 monitor

89.90

42.90

26.30
57.48
87.67

SOLAVO X
TK15
PR25 2way
PR25 MK2 2way
PR30 3way
PR35 MK2 3 way
PR40 3way
PR45 Mk. 2 3way
TENSAI
TS 900U
TS 930

89.00
111.00

59.90
79.90

65.61

54.90

36.90
61.79
51.05
96.99
77.50
131.34
102.10
-

79.90
22.90
34.94
39.90
54.94
59.90
74.94
79.90
59.90
79.90

12/7 8
212

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. i‘A.ci-ee"
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Speakers - continued
WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
Dovedale SP2
550
570

32.90
51.90
82.90
77.90
104.90
135.90
184.90
284.90
325.90

SPEAKER KITS
WHARFEDALE
Denton kit ( pair)
Linton 3kit ( pair)
Glendale 3XP kit ( pair)

39.15
60.71
82.44

29.90
45.90
59.90

AKAI
ASE7

9.25

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A
GOODMANS
OHP10
KOSS
K6
K125
K6/LC (with
control)
K135
PRO-4AA
K145

14.90
17.90
22.90
24.90

MARANTZ
SD5

26.50

19.90

PIONEER
SE205
SE305

ROTEL
RD15F Dolby

15.15
23.46

12.50
18.50

SANSUI
SC1110 Dolby
SC2110 Dolby

11.90

SANYO
4028 Dolby
RD5055 Dolby

SANSUI
S$30

8.44
14.06
19.69
27.00

4.75
7.90
10.90
19.90

ORTOFON
FFIOE Mk. II
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II

17.00
36.50

9.75
13.90
29.90

SHURE
M555
M75EJ
M755D
M95ED
V15-Mk. 3
V15-Mk. 4

14.11
22.13
25.33
33.99
70.21
97.47

8.50
12.90
15.50
20.90
44.90
59.90

STANTON
500A
500 EE
680 EE
681 EEE

18.68
26.16
38.64
59.96

12.90
17.90
28.90
44.90

GOLDRING
D110 Stylus ( G800)
D1105 Stylus ( G8005)
D 1IOSE Stylus ( G800
Super E)
ORTOFON
N155 Mk. II for FF15E
Mk. 2
020E
Mk.
II
for
VMS205 Mk. 2
SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95ED
VN355 Stylus for VI5
Mk. III
STANTON
D5107A for 500A
D51005E for 500E5
D680 for 680EE
D680555 for 6815E5

2.40
5.25
7.90

8.90
19.90
4.90
7.90
11.50
15.50

volume

-

15.90

SOLAVO X
300
TRIO
KH33

4.90
-

19.90

CONNOISSEUR
SAV2

20.84

15.90

6.75
18.56
22.28

4.90
14.90
17.90

73.36

58.90
99.90

111+1 CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

AKAI
CS34D Dolby
CS702D Mk. II Dolby 173.67
C$707D Dolby
GXC706 Dolby
236.06
GXC709D Dolby
282.86
GXC7251, Dolby 3 head 361.36
GXC730D Dolby auto
reverse
415.86
GXC750D
628.53

18.90

AMSTRAD
7050 Dolby

6.90
10.90
14.90
19.90

CROWN
CTD 1170 Dolby
FERGUSON
3280 Dolby

142.90
147.90
194.90
219.90
319.90
384.90
79.94
119.90
119.94
184.90
199.90
229.90
264.90
399.90

111.04

66.90

-

59.90

89.95

SOLAVO X
SCD 2060 Dolby

128.75 102.90
148.20 117.90
259.26 199.90
385.67 319.90
524.04 409.90
-

119.90
189.90
-

8.5.90
94.90

122.90

90.90

81.90

48.94

AKAI
4000 DS Mk. II
4000 DB Dolby
PHILIPS
N4504 4-track DNL
N4506 4- track DNL
PIONEER
RT707 auto reverse

AKAI
ADM 20
ACM 50

-

6.90
9.90

AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(pair)

18.99

13.90

EAGLE
UD5OHL dual impedance
Hi/Low

16.82

11.90

BLANK TAPES
BASF LH
050
C90
C120

0.55
0.73
1.01

BASF SUPER LH1
C60
C90
C120

0.98
1.30
1.65

BASF CRO2 SUPER
C60
C90

-

1.60
2.00

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
77 .
90

223.90
-

44.90

314.06 219.90
392.88 274.90
-

167.90
259.90

536.04 409.90

HI-FI FURNITURE

AKAI
RV100 Rack

-

44.90

AMSTRAD
SR 302
SR 301

26.30
29.02

18.90
21.90

SCHREIBER self-assembly
Hi -Fi housing units in
wood finish.
14/619
14/620
14/618
14/617
14/622

MICROPHONES

102.90

SUPERSCOPE
By MARANTZ CD310D
Dolby
136.00

WALTHAM
W133 Dolby
54.94

185.66
195.80
243.44
285.33
415.81
485.00

PIONEER
CTF 500
CTF 4040 Dolby
CTF
700
Dolby ( 3
meters)
CTF 900
CTF 1000 Dolby 3 head

84.90

TRIO
KX 830 Dolby

ADC
LME1 Carbon fibre arm 111.38

AIWA
AD1250 Dolby
AD6350 Dolby
AD6400 Dolby
AD6550 Dolby
AD6800 Dolby
AD6900 Dolby

106.90
134.90
164.90
219.90
359.90

TENSAI
TFL 805 Dolby

PICK- UPARMS
AND HEADS

SME
S2 head shell
CAI Carry arm
FD200 Damper
3009 Ser II fixed head
shell
3009 Ser III

147.00
186.00
238.00
320.00
485.00

PHILIPS
N24I5 recorder inc. two
loudspeakers
batt/
mains

20.92
23.91
43.87
31.78

AUDIO
TECHNICA AT115P .
TECHNICA AT13EA .
TECHNICA AT14Sa .
TECHNICAAT15Sa .
•TECHNICA AT2OSLa
GOLDRING
G800
G8005
G800 Super E
G9005

19.25
10.90
13.90

ROTEL
RH 640

7.25
14.50
32.50
49.90
54.90

-

11.90

MARANTZ
1820 Dolby
5000 Dolby
5010 Dolby
5025 Dolby
5030

17.66
19.35

All cartridges marked • are suitable for
CD4 and normal stereo records.
12.50
27.16
46.45
67.42
75.36

16.56

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

HiFi Cassette Tape Recorderscontinued

HEADPHONES
49.16
73.73
93.96
114.17
151.67
188.15
255.26
295.72
364.82

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

26.90

060
D90
D90 Twin Pack
0120

-

0.65
0.90

-

1.82
1.25

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120

0.95
1.34
1.80

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
$A C60
SA C90

1.20
1.70

TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
L3600 on metal NAB
reel
LAZER
SP. PACK
C90 five pack with rack .

38.95
42.75 29.90
MEMOREX Chrome
64.50 44.90
64.50 44.90
COO
74.75
49.90
C90

10.90

-

MA XELL
SLN C60
SLN C90
SLN C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C120
UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
UD 35 90 (7" 1800) .
UD 50 120 ( 101" 2500') .
UD 35 180 ( 101" 3600') .
MEMOREX MRX3
C60
C90
CI20

3.90

1.90

0.73
0.98
1.24
1.18
1.35
1.80
1.45
1.80
1.45
1.80
4.00
8.40
8.90
0.99
-

-

1.35
1.75

1.20
1.65

SOLA VO X
SR 302B

28.17

19.90

All offers subject to availability.

(Budget Hi-Fi Systems)
TRIO KA3700 amplifier 2 - 25 watts
RMS with Trio KD1033B belt drive
turntable
base/cover
and
Ortofon
FF10E Mk. 2 magnetic cartridge with
two Goodmans R820 loudspeakers.
228.45

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 200
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 3 2 x 10 watts
RMS amplifier with BSR 182 turntable
fitted base/cover and ADC AC30 magnetic cartridge plus two Amstrad 1000
loudspeakers.
77.70
AMSTRAD EX220 2 x 25 watts RMS
amplifier with BSR 182 turntable fitted
ADC AC30 magnetic cartridge and two
Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers.
121.60
AMSTRAD
EX222
tuner
amplifier
2
25 watts RMS plus BSR 182
turntable fitted ADC AC30 magnetic
cartridge with two Amstrad 2500
loudspeakers.
142.60
ROTEL RA214 amplifier 2 x 20 watts
RMS plus Garrard SP25 Mk. 6 belt
drive turntable fitted Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge with two Wharfedale
Denton XP2 loudspeakers. 151.25
SOLAVOX SR2220 tuner amplifier
2 x 20 watts RMS with Strathearn
STM4 direct drive turntable fitted
Ortofon magnetic cartridge plus two
Solavox PR25 Mk. 2loudspeakers.
160.70
AKAI AA1115 2 < 15 watts RMS tuner
amplifier with Garrard SP25 Mk. 6 belt
drive turntable fitted base/cover and
Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge and
two Celestion Hadleigh loudspeakers.
187.25
AMSTRAD EX330 amplifier 2 < 35
watts
RMS with Amstrad TP12D
belt drive turntable base/cover and
Ortofon FF10E Mk. 2 magnetic cartridge
plus two Amstrad EX300 loudspeakers.
169.05
ROTEL RX203 tuner amplifier 2 x 20
watts RMS with a Garrard SP25 Mk. 6
belt drive turntable fitted Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge base/cover plus two
Wharfedale Denton XP2 loudspeakers.
178.80
ROTEL RA314 amplifier 2 x 25 watts
RMS with Garrard GT20 belt drive
turntable fitted base/cover and Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge plus two
Solavox PR35 Mk. 2loudspeakers.
195.25
SANSUI AU117 amplifier 2 x 15 watts
RMS with a Sansui SR222P belt drive
turntable,
base/cover and
Ortofon
FF15E magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Denton XP2 loudspeakers.
195.60

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 250
MARANTZ
MR215 tuner amplifier
2 x 15 watts RMS with Garrard
GT20 belt drive turntable, fitted base
cover, Shure M75E D magnetic cartridge
and two Solavox PR25 Mk. 2 loudspeakers.
291.87 200.70
TRIO KA1500 Mk. 2 amplifier 2 x 30
watts RMS with Trio KD1033B belt
drive turntable base/cover and Ortofon
FF10E Mk. 2 magnetic cartridge plus
two Solavox PR35 Mk. 2 loudspeakers.
209.45
PIONEER SA506 amplifier 2 x 25 watts
RMS with power meters plus Pioneer
PL514 auto stop belt drive base/cover
and Audio Technica AT13EA magnetic
cartridge with two Solavox PR35 Mk. 2
loudspeakers.
293.80 222.75

ARMSTRONG 621 amplifier 2 x 40
watts RMS with Strathearn STM4
direct drive turntable base/cover and
Ortofon magnetic cartridge plus two
Solavox PR45 Mk. 2loudspeakers.
229.70
PIONEER SX450 tuner amplifier 2 x 15
watts RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto
stop belt drive turntable base/cover and
Audio Technica AT13EA magnetic
cartridge with two Wharfedale Shelton
XP2 loudspeakers.
327.64 235.70
TENSAI TR1030 2 x 23 watts RMS
tuner amplifier with Tensai TD86013
belt drive turntable, base/cover and
magnetic cartridge plus two Tentai
TS930 loudspeakers.
239.70
TRIO KR2090 tune. amplifier 2 x 16
watts RMS with a Trio KD10338
belt drive turntable with
Ortofon
FF10E Mk. 2 magnetic cartridge base/
cover plus two Wharfedale Denton
XP2 loudspeakers.
248.75

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 250

SOLAVOX AND STRATHEARN...

our budget system of the month
Take a Solavox receiver, Dolby cassette deck and quality speakersadd a Strathearn direct drive turntable with atop quality Ortofon or
Shure magnetic cartridge and include, to keep it all neat and tidy, a
Solavox racking unit, styled to match the Solavox range.
What have you got ? A superb high fidelity package at areal value for
money price.
SOLAVOX - SR2220 RECEIVER
A combination of a 20 watts RMS per channel output with full
FM/MW/LW reception-not forgetting the Comet discount pricemakes the SR2220 an outstanding value-for-money receiver. The
amplifier section includes a full range of filters (scratch, rumble and
loudness control), together with bass and treble controls. The radio
section incorporates AFC, inbuilt stereo decoder and LED stereo
beacon.
SOLAVOX - SCD2060 CASSETTE
Here's a Dolby front-loading deck that's ideal for stacking with the
receiver, and matches in looks too. The key cassette function controls
make operation easy and there's a switch for regular, chrome and
ferrichrome tapes. Other features include large VU meters, auto-stop,
tape counter, pause, and variable output controls.
STRATHEARN STM4 DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLE
To match the impressive performance of the SR2220 we selected the
British-built Strathearn STM4-a direct-drive turntable which
achieves exceptional standards of accuracy. The cabinet is elegantly
styled and houses an electronic servo-controlled motor, and features a
short straight low-mass pivoted tonearm, built-in anti-skating and
viscous-damped cueing. It comes complete with atop quality magnetic
cartridge too!
SOLAVOX PR25 Mk. II LOUDSPEAKERS
With a power handling of 25 watts DIN, smooth and sensitive
performance right across the audible frequency spectrum, a pair of
Solavox PR25's add the final high fidelity touch to the system. Ideal
for the average listening room, each compact cabinet houses a200mm
bass unit and a70mm treble unit.
COMET PRICE £ 271.50

PIONEER SA606 amplifier 2 x 40 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto stop belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Solavox PR45 Mk. 2 loudspeakers.
356.98 271.76
MARANTZ 2225 tuner amplifier 2 x 25
watts RMS with Garrard GT20 belt
drive turntable base/cover and Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge plus two
Celestion Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.
273.74
SANSUI AU217 amplifier 2 x 30 watts
RMS with Sansui SR222P belt drive
turntable with Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2
magnetic cartridge plus two Celestion
Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.
283.80
ROTEL RX503 tuner amplifier 2 x 35
watts RMS plus a Rotel RP5300 direct
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Celestion Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.
516.28 342.20
PIONEER SA706 amplifier 2 x 60 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto stop belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Celestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
508.53 371.20
SANSUI AU317 amplifier 2 x 50 watts
DC coupled for pure sound with Sansui
SR232E belt drive auto arm return
turntable with Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2
magnetic cartridge plus two Goodmans
Kappa Monitor loudspeakers.
427.80
AIWA AF3060 tuner amplifier 2 x 24
watts
RMS
with
built-in
Dolby
cassette deck plus Aiwa AP2200 direct
drive auto return turntable inc. base/
cover and magnetic cartridge with two
Celestion Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.
603.40 454.70
12 78
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Amplifier - SA2020
Delivering a full 20 watts RMS per channel of lowdistortion power, the SA2020 packs all the features you'd
expect from units in a much higher price range. There's
a full complement of filters including scratch and rumble,
loudness control, mono/stereo switch and provision for
an extra pair of speakers. Click action volume and tone
controls, and a generous selection of inputs and outputs
add to the all-round versatility of this powerful performer,
with looks and performance to match the ST2002 Tuner
below.
Rec. Ret. Price £60.62 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £47.90 inc. VAT.

Tuner - ST2002
The elegant black anodised front panel of this FM/MW/LW
tuner incorporates a full length, easy- to- read scale with
weighted flywheel tuning and large signal meter. A host
of superbly- engineered Hi Fi features includes:- switchable AFC, inbuilt multiplex phase locked loop stereo
decoder, stereo beacon and stabilised power supply. A
perfect match for the SA2020 amplifier!
Rec. Ret. Price £60.62 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £48.90 inc. VAT.

Receiver - SR2220
A combination of a 20 watts RMS per channel output with
full FM/MW/LW reception — not forgetting the Comet
discount price — makes the SR2220 an outstanding
value-for- money receiver. The amplifier section includes
a full range of filters ( scratch, rumble and loudness
control), together with bass and treble controls. The
radio section incorporates AFC, inbuilt stereo decoder
and LED stereo beacon.
Rec. Ret. Price £82.99 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £69.90 inc. VAT.

Cassette - SCD2060
Here's a Dolby front- loading deck that's ideal for
stacking with the other Solavox equipment. The key
button cassette function controls make operation easy
and there's a switch for regular, chrome and ferrichrome
tapes. Other features of this Comet bargain buy include
large VU meters, auto-stop, tape counter, pause, and
variable output controls.
Rec. Ret. Price £ 122.90 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £ 90.90 inc. VAT.
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501(fCASSETTE DECK
To capture your favourite music Marantz have produced the 5010
Dolby noise reduction Cassette Deck. A front loader with professional
extended VU meters, super hard permalloy head, 3position tape Eq.
and bias selector, defeatable peak limiter, jacks for stereo mics,
headphones, and total shut-off.
5010 SPECIFICATION
Tape Speed: 1% ips
Wow and Flutter: (WRMS) 0.1%
Frequency Response (overall: ref. level —
20 below 0VU)
FECR: 35Hz — 15kHz, ± 3dB
Cr0 2:40Hz — 14kHz, ± 3dB
Normal: 40Hz — 13kHz. ± 3dB

Rec. Ret. Price £238.00 inc. VAT

Signal- to-Noise Ratio. Playback: 52dB.
Overall, Dolby off: 50dB. Overall, Dolby
on: 58dB.
Dimensions: 440(W) X 146(H) X
290(D) mm

COMET PRICE L164.90 inc. VAT

2226B AM/FM RECEIVER
Conservatively rated at 26 watts RMS per channel into 8ohms, the
2226B boasts full complimentary direct coupled power amplifier, 3tone
controls, ( bass/mid/treble), Dual Gate MOS FET front end, phase lock
loop FM decoder, tape monitoring circuitry for 2tape decks, FM muting,
high and low filters, gyro touch tuning, and it's conservatively priced too
— at Comet!
22268 SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Minimum Continuous Watts per Channel,
both channels driven into 8ohms: 26
Total Harmonic Distortion at 8ohms: 0.1%
Input Sensitivity (Input impedance 47k
ohms): 1.8mV
Signal-to- Noise Ratio ( at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 75dB
Frequency Response ( RIAA 20Hz to
20kHz): ± 1.0c1B
High Level Inputs ( Aux and Tapes)
Input Sensitivity: 18OrnV
Input Impedance: 20k ohms

Rec. Ret. Price £244.00 inc. VAT

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 90dB
AM/FM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity
Stereo: 37.3dBf (40.0uV)
Hum and Noise at 65dBf ( 1,000uV)
Mono: — 73dB
Frequeney Response, 30Hz to 15kHz
Stereo: ± 1.5dB
Stereo Separation 1,000Hz: 45dB
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50dB
Dimensions: 440(W) X 137(H) X
365(D) mm

COMET PRICE £149.94 inc. VAT

Also available:
MARANTZ 2226BL, specifications similar to above but including LW.
Rec. Ret. Price £292-00 inc. VAT

.4.4.e.e."1

COMET PRICE £209-90 inc. VAT
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2238B AM/FM RECEIVER
Slightly higher in the output ratings is the 2238B — 38 watts RMS per
channel into 8ohms, from 20-20,000Hz at no more than 0.08% Total
Harmonic Distortion. Gyro touch tuning, full complimentary direct
coupled power amplifier, Dual-Gate MOS FET front end, phase lock
loop FM decoder, 3tone controls (bass/mid/treble), FM muting, hi and
low filters, loudness button and tape monitoring circuitry for 2tape
decks.
2238B SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Minimum Continuous Watts per Channel,
both channels driven into 8ohms: 38
Total Harmonic Distortion at 8ohms:
0.08%
Input Sensitivity (Input impedance 47k
ohms): 1.8mV
Signal- to- Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 76dB
Frequency Response (RIAA 20Hz to
20kHz): ± 1.0dB
High Level Inputs ( Aux and Tape)
Input Sensitivity: 180mV

Input Impedance: 20k ohms
Signal-to- Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 90dB
AM/FM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity
Stereo: 37.3dBf (40.0uV)
Hum and Noise at 65dBf ( 1,000uV)
Mono: — 73dB
Frequency Response, 30Hz to 15kHz
Stereo: ± 1.5dB
Stereo Separation 1,000Hz: 45dB
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 50dB
Dimensions: 440(W) X 137(H) X
365(D) mm

COMET PRICE £194.94 inc. VAT

216

2252B AM/FM RECEIVER
Marantz 2252B is a52 watts RMS output Receiver, 20-20,000Hz at no
more than 0.05% Total Harmonic Distortion. Full complimentary direct
coupled power amplifier with Dual-Gate MOS FET front end, phase lock
loop FM decoder, L.E.D. function indicators, together with all the
facilities you've come to expect from Marantz — Tape copy 1-2, 2-1,
Tape monitor 1-2, FM muting, hi, low and loudness filters, 3tone controls
(bass/mid/treble), gyro touch tuning and stereo beacon.
2252B SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Minimum Continuous Watts per Channel,
both channels driven into 8ohms: 52
Total Harmonic Distortion at 8ohms:
0.05%
Input Sensitivity ( Input impedance 47k
ohms): 1.8mV
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 76dB
Frequency Response (RIAA 20Hz to
20kHz): ± 0.75dB
High Level Inputs (Aux and Tape)
Input Sensitivity: 18OrriV

Input Impedance: 20k ohms
Signal- to-Noise Ratio (at rated output
and 7.75mV input): 90dB
AM/FM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity
Stereo: 37.3dBf (40.0uV)
Hum and Noise at 65dBf ( 1,000uV)
Mono: —73dB
Frequency Response, 30Hz to 15kHz
Stereo: ± 1.5dB
Stereo Separation 1,000Hz: 45dB
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50dB
Dimensions: 440(W).X 137(H) X
365(D) Mm

Rec. Ret. Price £495.00 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £364.90 inc. VAT
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Marantz 6025 Turntable
This semi- automatic, belt drive turntable features the revolutionary tonearm
design used on every Marantz turntable.
Tracking error distortion has been lowered by 30% below that of conventional
tonearm. There's an AC synchronous motor, bias control and calibrated
counter weight, automatic return/shut off. In short, a perfectly engineered,
highly attractive turntable at a Comet price to suit you.
SPECIFICATION:
Drive System: Belt.
Drive Motor Type: Synchro.
Speed ( r.p.m.): 33 1
/ - 45.
2
Wow and Flutter: NAB 0.07%,
DIN 45 507.0.09%.

Rumble: NAB 60 dB, DIN 65 dB.
Dimensions: 454(W) x 130(H) x
354(D) mm.
Rec. Ret. Price £92.00 inc. VAT.
COMET PRICE £69.90 Inc. VAT.

The Ortofon FF10EIMk II Cartridge IS recommended for use with this turntable.
COMET PRICE £9.75 Inc. VAT

2215B Receiver
Delivering a low- distortion 15 watts per channel RMS, the 2215B
incorporates a finely- engineered FM/MW tuner section to ensure
crystal-clear listening. Amongst its value-for- money Hi -Fi features
are phase locked loop, FM mute, FM mono/stereo, input sockets for
SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Rated continuous ( RMS) power output
per channel, 15 watts at 4 and 8 ohms
Hum and Noise -77dB Total Harmonic
Distortion at rated power 09% maximum
Input Sensitivity Phono 180mV. 18mV
Input Impedance High level 100.000
ohms, Phono 47.000 ohms Channel

udiee.m..es

Separation 20Hz to 20,000Hz 35dB
minimum

magnetic cartridge and AUX, ceramic filters, centre- tune FM meter
for precise tuning, facilities for 2 pairs of speakers and gyro-touch
tuning.
COMET PRICE £88.94 Inc. VAT.

FM SECTION
IHF Usable Sensitivity' 3.0uV
Frequency Response ( ref 75u sec de
emphasisttldB 50Hz to 15kHz Stereo
Separation 1,000Hz 40dB. Dimensions
4401W) x 137(H) x 356(0) mm

1•••••••••••••

2225 Receiver
Power and performance at a competitive price — this is the 2225.
Output is a substantial 25 watts per channel RMS and the stylish
cabinet is packed with professional features. There's detented bass,

- •••••• *ow
SPECIFICATION
Power Output 25 watts per channel
both channels driven
Rec Spkr Impedance 8 ohms
Frequency Response * 1OdB

(20Hz to 20kHz)
Harmonic Distortion 05%
Wave Bands AM/FM
Stereo Separation 1.000Hz 40dB

mid and treble tone controls, horizontal slide balance control, Hi-filter
and loudness control. FET ard IC equipped throughout, the 2225 also
offers phase locked loop, FM decoder, and gyro- touch tuning with 2
tuning meters to help you find instant optimum receptcn.
COMET PRICE £ 112.94 Inc. VAT.

1820 Cassette Deck
Marantz quality and a Comet discount price combine to make the
1820 an ideal front- loading cassette deck for the home Hi Fi
installation. Driven by a DC servo-controlled motor, this Dolby deck
has an impressive specification including:- superhard permalloy
recording/playback head, tape selector switch and big VU meters.
See this value-for- money buy at your nearest Comet discount
warehouse or shop.
SPECIFICATION
Tape Drive System Single Capstan
Drive Track System Compatible
Stereo 4- track 2 channel
Tape Speed 1-7/8 ips
(4 75 cm/sec I Head Rec. PlaySuperhard Permalloy
Erase- Ferrite Motor DC
Servo Controlled Motor x 1
Recording System AC Bias

Erasing System AC Erase
Overall Frequency Response ( Dolby off)

Rec. Ret. Price £ 147.00 inc. VAT. COMET PRICE £ 106.90 inc.VAT.

CrO. Tape 28Hz to 15kHz • 2 5dB
-3 5dB Total Harmonic Distortion
CrO. Tape 2 5% Wow and
Flutter ( DIN WTDI 0 17%
Dimensions ( W x H x DI
416 rem x 146 mm u244 mm
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RECEIVER TR-1030

Professionally designed, with handles for rack mounting, this
top quality FM/MW/LW receiver has an output of 23 watts
RMS per channel. The advanced specification includes large
tuning scale, signal and tuning meters, function switch with
LED indicators for FM, MW, LW, Phono, Aux and Mic, LED
indicator for stereo, push buttons for mute, high and low
filters, loudness and mode of operation stereo/mono. There
are switches for tape duplicating and tape monitoring too.

Receiver TR-1030

SPECIFICATION
Tuner
Tuning range. FM 87.5 - 108 MHz,
MW 520 - 1650 KHz. LW 140 360 KHz.
S/N Ratio - FM stereo weighted
60 dB, MW 47 dB, LW >40 dB.
FM frequency response : 3 dB

15 Hz - 15 KHz.
Distortion FM: mono 1 KHz 0.1%,
stereo 1 KHz 0.2%.
AM Suppression: >55 dB.
Capture ratio: 1.5 dB.
Channel separation 1 KHz: 40 dB.
Dimensions: 490(w) x 132(h) x
330(d) mm.

COMET Price £107.90
AMPLIFIER TA- 2045
With a powerful output of 35 watts RMS per channel, the
TA- 2045 offers a host of impressive Hi -Fi facilities. There's a
rotary function selector switch for Phono 1and 2; Aux 1and 2
and tuner . . . push buttons for loudness and stereo/mono
selection, separate switches for tape monitoring and dubbing, and professionally stepped-volume control combined
with balance control. This low distortion amp has many other
features too — amongst them being large VU meters,
separate high and low filter switches, and a mute switch.

Amplifier TA- 2045

o

SPECIFICATION:
Amplifier
Harmonic distortion: pn 0.02%.
Intermodulation Pn-3dB: 0.05%.
Damping Factor 8f1 1 KHz: 80
Frequency Response • 3dB AUX 10

Hz - 5 KHz.
S/N Ratio, Pn: 105 dB.
Channel Separation: 65 dB.
Dimensions: 430(w) x 132(h) x
312(d) mm.

COMET Price £ 98.90
TUNER TT- 3045

The perfect complement for the Tensai TA- 2045, this FM/
MW/LW tuner offers excellent performance for a modest
price. The large, illuminated dial plus signal and tuning
meters ensures spot-on station selection, and there are
push buttons for FM, MW and LW with LED indicators, and a
LED indicator for stereo too. Also included in this handsomely- styled Hi -Fi package are separate switches for MPX,
mode of operation stereo/mono and mute.

Tuner TT- 3045

SPECIFICATION:
Tuner
Tuning range: FM 87.5 - 108 MHz,
MW 520 - 1650 KHz. LW 140 - 360 KHz
Output level: FM 350mV, MW 200 mV,
LW 200 mV.
S/N ratio stereo weighted: FM 60 dB.
MW 47 dB, LW -.
40 dB.
FM frequency response ± 3 dB .

15 Hz - 15 KHz.
Distortion: mono 1KHz 0.1%. stereo
1 KHz 0.2%.
AM suppression: >55 dB.
Capture ratio: < 1.5 dB.
Channel separation 1KHz: 40dB.
Dimensions: 430(w) x 132(h) x
312(d) mm.

COMET Price £79.90
FULLY AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE TD- 855D

Direct driven to ensure the smoothest possible performance,
the TD-855D can be operated manually or fully automatically.
This finely engineered turntable includes a heavy platter,
torsion stiffened S-shaped tonearm incorporating low
friction bearing and hydraulic damping, anti- skating, adjustable stylus pressure and illuminated stroboscope.
Attractively styled with removable lid, the TD- 855D comes
complete with a magnetic cartridge and diamond stylus.
SPECIFICATION:
Turntable
Wow and Flutter: ± 0.06%.
Frequency response ± 3 dB
20-20.000 Hz.

Turntable TD- 855D

Signal to noise ratio weighted ( DIN
B): 65 dB.
Dimensions: 450(w) x 150(h) x
365(d) mm.

COMET Price £ 92.90
142
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Tuner RT 426

Amplifier RA 314

O

Delivering a power output of 25 watts RMS per channel with total
harmonic distortion as low as 0.05% at full power, the RA 314 is an
impressive all-round performer. Circuitry is DC coupled. giving
improved bass performance, and an important feature is the inclusion
of large, quick- response twin power meters which also serve as
'power-on' indicators. Other features include full tape dubbing in both
directions, low and high filters, loudness and mono/stereo buttons,
and provision for 2pairs of speakers.

The RT 426 is packed with features to ensure excellent VHF/MW/LW
reception. And impressive specification includes NFB phase lock loop
MPX to pull in marginal programme signals. and to give long term
stability of stereo separation, low drift and low distortion. A single
meter serves for both FM tuning and signal strength - and buttons for
hi- blend and interstation muting are also provided.
COMET PRICE £84.45 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 4.45 inc. VAT

Tuner RT 726

Amplifier RA 414

Moving up in performance from the RA 314 is the 35 watts RMS per
channel RA 414 - a stereo amplifier sharing the same low distortion
qualities and fine specification of the lower power unit. DC coupled
circuitry is used with a thick-film power output stage to ensure
simplicity of construction and servicing, plus a notable bass performance. An additional feature is a control for mono/stereo and reverse

Here's another outstanding unit in this Rotel value-for- money range an FM/AM tuner that combines pin-sharp reception with elegant styling.
Fitted with variable level output control, the RT 726 also incorporates
phase lock loop MPX, FM tuning meter, signal strength meter. hi- blend
button and interstation muting button.

stereo.

COMET PRICE £ 910 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 4•45 inc. VAT

Cassette Deck RD 15F

Amplifier RA 714

•
c.)

With an impressive output of 50 watts RMS per channel, the RA 714
delivers this power whilst achieving total harmonic and intermodulation
distortion figures of only 0.03%. The DC circuitry provides excellent
damping to the loudspeakers at low frequencies to give a tight.
cleaner- sounding bass. There's a muting button too, and a relay is
provided to protect the amplifier against short circuiting of the
speaker leads.
COMET PRICE El 19.45 inc. VAT
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This Dolby front- loader is high in both looks and performance - and
incorporates all the features you need for really high fidelity recording
and playback. These include superhard permalloy record/playback
head, easy-to- operate keys, big VU meters, peak level beacon.
'record' and ' Dolby- in' warning lights, auto-stop, cue and review. The
RD 15F also has three separate bias settings for low noise, chrome
and ferrichrome tapes - plus two equalisation settings.
COMET PRICE £ i0240 Inc. VAT
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AKAI CS 340 Cassette Deck
Here's another outstanding value-for- money buy from Comet - a Dolby
deck from Akai for Hi -Fi enthusiasts who prefer a top- loader.
It's elegant, compact, and stacks neatly on top of your other equipment
with all the controls ready to hand. Easy-to-operate piano keys give
full direct function change control for speedy mode selection, and
there's a limiter switch to prevent over- recording.
Other Akai features include slide controls for recording level, big VU
meters, low noise/chrome tape selection, indicator lamps and
auto-stop.
At our discount price the CS 34D just has to be the most competitive
high- quality top loader around!
SPECIFICATION
Track System: 4 track, 2 channel stereo; Wow and Flutter ( WRMS)
< 0.09%; Frequency Response ( ± 3dB): Chrome: 40-15; Distortion
(1kHz OVU): < 1.5%; S/N Ratio ( Dolby on • 10dB): > 52dB; Heads:
(2) Permalloy; Motor: DC Electronically speed controlled; Dimensions:
378 ( W) • 110(H) , 225(D) mm.

COMET PRICE E/9.94 inc. VAT

AKAI CS 7020 mK2 Cassette Deck
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The fantastic Comet discount price on this versatile front- loader brings
high quality Hi -Fi within reach of the most modest budget. You get
Dolby, super hard Permalloy recording/playback head, low noise/
chrome tape selection, record limiter switch and piano keys with direct
function change control. Add for good measure an electronicallycontrolled DC motor, fade-in/fade-out recording level controls, large
VU meters, pause and auto-stop - and you have an outstanding
bargain- buy indeed!
SPECIFICATION
Track System: 4 track, 2 channel stereo; Wow and Flutter (WRMS)
<0.08%; Frequency Response ( ± 3dB): Chrome: 40-15; Distortion
(1kHz OVU): < 1.5%; S/N Ratio ( Dolby on • 10dB): > 50dB; Heads:
(2) Permalloy; Motor: DC Electronically speed controlled; Dimensions:
380(W) • 150(H) -, 285(D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 173.67 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT
AKAI GXC 7090 Cassette Deck
With Akai's unique ' GX' glass and single crystal ferrite head for
superior performance in low noise, low distortion, wide band recording and longer life, the GXC 709D literally bristles with Hi Fi features.
There's a 4- way tape selector, double peak level indicators, MIC/LINE
mixing facilities, MPX filter, over level recording limiter and memorylinked tape index counter. A super machine at a super Comet discount
price!

ALAI
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SPECIFICATION
Track System: 4 track, 2 channel stereo; Wow and Flutter ( WRMS)
<0.06%; Frequency Response ( ± 3dB): Chrome: 35-15; Distortion
(1kHz OVU): < 1.5%; S/N Ratio ( Dolby on
10dB): > 50dB; Heads:
(2) one GX, one Erase; Motor: DC Electronically speed controlled:*
Dimensions : 440(W) t165(H)
285(D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £282.86 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £199.90 inc. VAT

AKAI GXC 7300 Cassette Deck
A ' GX' head is one outstanding feature - the other is fully- automatic
reverse recording and playback, a facility that adds a new dimension
to the GXC 730D. Insert the cassette, and you can record or play back
both sides without removing it . . you can even have automatic
continuous playback of both sides of the cassette. Other features
include 3- way tape selection, peak level indicator, MIC and LINE
inputs and over- recording limiter switch. It's the buy of your Hi -Fi life
from Comet!
SPECIFICATION
Track System: 4 track, 2 channel stereo; Wow and Flutter ( WRMS)
<0.08%; Frequency Response ( ± 3dB): Chrome: 30-16; Distortion
(1kHz OVU): < 1.5%; S/N Ratio ( Dolby on
10dB): > 50dB; Heads:
(3) one GX two Erase; Motor: 4- pole hysteresis synchronous;
Dimensions: 440(W) • 175(H) • 302(D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £.415.86 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £264.90 inc. VAT
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SA- 506 Stereo Integrated Amplifier
Here's an outstanding budget buy from Pioneer — an amplifier delivering 25 watts RMS per channel
with no more than 0 08% total harmonic distortion With aspecification including IC phono equaliser.
twin illuminated power meters, click- stop volume and tone controls. loudness contour and advanced
circuitry for low noise. the Pioneer SA- 506 represents high quality engineering without unnecessary
frills. The Comet discount brings it well within reach of most pockets.
SPECIFICATIONS
Continuous power both channels driven at 20
Hz • 20 kHz, 8 Ohms: 2 s 25 W. Total
Harmonic Distortion at rated output power 20
Hz - 20 kHz: 0.08%. Frequency response at
AUX input 20 Hz - 40 kHz (-± 2 dB). S/N ( IHF):

Phono: 76 dB, Tuner. Tape. PB, AUX 92 dB.
Loudness contour ( at —40 dB position) ± 6 dB
(100 Hz). Dimensions: 420(w) x 147(h) x
261(d) mm.

REC. RET. PRICE £-109.52 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 85.45 inc. VAT

SA- 606 Stereo Amplifier
Peak Hi -Fi quality - this is the goal Pioneer have achieved with the modest- priced SA- 606 You get a
low distortion output of 40 watts per channel, both channels driven . . and features including twin
power meters with LED peak indicators, discrete twin power supplies for Class-A/Class•B circuits. IC
phono equaliser with outstanding signal-to-noise ratio, and reliable circuitry throughout An impressive
performer - and you'll be impressed by the Comet discount price
SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section - Continuous Power
Output is 40 watts per channel, min. at 8
ohms from 20 hertz to 20,000 hertz with no
more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion: ( 20 Hz to
20.000 Hz. from AUX) No more than 0.05%
(continuous rated power output)
Frequency response PHONO ( RIAA
Equalization): 20 to 20,000 Hz ± 0 3dB
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PLAY: 20 to 40.000

Hz
2dB Tone Control BASS: + 12dB. 10dB ( 100Hz) TREBLE: + 10dB. - 10dB
(10kHz) Loudness Contour: . 6dB ( 100Hz)
+3dB ( 10kHz) ( Volume control set at
-40dB position) Hum and Noise ( IHF, shortcircuited A network) PHONO: 78dB TUNER,
AUX, TAPE PLAY: 95dB Hum and Noise
(DIN: continuous rated power output/
50mW) PHONO: 66dB/58dB TUNER,
AUX, TAPE PLAY: 85c1(3/60d8 Dimensions.
420(w) x 147(h) a 261(d) mm
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REC. RET. PRICE £ 148.10 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 114.45 inc. VAT

SA-706 Stereo Amplifier
With a bigger output of 60 watts per channel, both channels driven. the SA- 706 is another amplifier
that concentrates on the essential Hi -Fi basics And this means all the features of the SA- 606 - plus
phono interference filter switch, tape duplicate and monitor switches. speaker switch and 41 position
volume control Pioneer value- for- money engineering sounds even better at Comets discount price!
SPECIFICATIONS
Continuous Power Output is 60 watts per
channel, min. at 8 ohms from 20 hertz to
20,000 hertz with no more than 0.04%
total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion: ( 20Hz to
20.000 Hz. from AUX) No more than 0.04%
(continuous rated power output)
Frequency Response PHONO ( RIAA
Equalization): 20 to 20.000 Hz ± 0.2d13
TUNER. AUX, TAPE PLAY. 20 to 40,000
Hz ± 2dB Tone Control BASS: + 12dB

-10dB ( 100 Hz) TREBLE ' 10dB. - 10c113
(10kHz) Loudness Contour .+ 6dB ( 100Hz)
(Volume control set at -40dB position)
+3dB ( 10kHz) Hum and Noise ( IHF.
short-circuited A network) PHONO 86d8
(Phono Interference Filter SW OFF)
TUNER, AUX, TAPE PLAY 95c113
Hum and Noise ( DIN continuous rated
power output/50mW) PHONO 70dI3,
58dB TUNER. AUX. TAPE PLAY 85dB
60d13 Dimensions 420(w) a 147(h) x
327(d) mm

te
REC. RET. PRICE £198.25 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 154.90 inc. VAT

TX- 606 Stereo Tuner
Despite its modest price. the Pioneer TX- 606 is a tuner deserving the description " Hi- Fi" A perfect
match for the SA- 606 and SA- 706 amps, this tuner features high sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio and
wide band reception Amongst its many advanced Hi -Fi features are FET - equipped FM front end.
ceramic filters. IC in FM discriminator, MPX, phase locked loop. 2large tuning meters, extra- long tuning
dial and multi- purpose FM muting/FM mono-auto/AM selector switch.
SPECIFICATIONS
FM SECTION
Sensitivity ( DIN). Mono: 1.9uV
Stereo: 50uV Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( DIN)
Mono: 73d13 Stereo: 65dB Distortion ( at
65d8f) 100Hz: Mono 0.15%, Stereo 025%
1kHz: Mono 0 15%, Stereo 0.25%
6kHz - Mono: 0.15%. Stereo - 0.25%
Frequency response: 20 to 15,000 Hz
+0.2dB. - 1.0dB Capture Ratio: 1.0d8

Stereo Separation: 40dB ( 1kHz) 35d13
(30 - 15,000Hz) Aerial Input 300 ohms
balanced 75 ohms unbalanced
AM SECTION
Sensitivity: 300uV/m ( 1HF, ferrite aerial).
15uV ( 1HF, external aerial) Selectivity
30dB Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50d8
Aerial: Built-in ferrite loopstick aerial
Dimensions: 420 ( w) x 147 ( h) x264 ( d)
mm

REG RET. PRICE £ 120 14 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 94.45 inc. VAT
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SX.590 Stereo Receiver
Delivering a useful 20 watts RMS per channel, the SX-590 AM/FM
stereo receiver's many advanced features include power output using
hybrid ICs, Pioneer exclusive tuner ICs and dual-gate MOS FET FM
front end. Despite its practical price, there's even a function switch
backed by amuting curcuit as in more expensive models to eliminate
power on/off and switching noise. Other value- for-money features
include direct readout watt meters, tuning meter and phase-lockedloop MPX with automatic pilot signal canceller.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms 2 X 20 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.3%.
S/N (IHF) Phono: 73 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 10.8 d13( ( 1.9uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 60 dB.
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 40 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (IHF) (ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26dB.
Dimensions: 435(W)x144.5(H)x314(D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £174.22 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £139.90 inc. VAT

SX-690 Stereo Receiver
Incorporating 2 hybrid ICs power amp output containing bias, driver
and output stages in quasi-complementary circuits, the SX-690
produces alow-distortion power output of 30 watts RMS per channel.
The specification is impressive . . . with such Pioneer HiFi features as
phase-locked-loop MPX IC and CR type tone control network with a
negative feedback loop circuited in the power output amplifier itself.
The Comet discount price will impress you too.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms: 2 X 30 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.1%.
S/N ( IHF) Phono: 75 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 10.8 dB) ( 1.9uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 60 dB.
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 40 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity ( IHF) (ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26 dB.
Dimensions: 435(W ) X144.5(H)X314(D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £218.12 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £174.90 inc. VAT

SX-980 Stereo Receiver
Pioneer have really packed in the power and the features with the
SX-980 AM/FM stereo receiver. The stylish cabinet houses aconstant
current loaded 2-stage differential amp and a direct-coupled 2- stage
Darlington single push-pull DC configuration power amp. Output is a
low- distortion 80 watts RMS per channel — aperformance that ensures
outstanding sound quality from the superbly equipped tuner section.
Pioneer turnover tone controls, high and low filters, and outputs for two
pairs of speakers are amongst this receiver's host of HiFi facilities.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms 2 x 80 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.05%.
S/N (IHF) Phono: 76 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 9.8 dlif ( 1.7uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): .80 dB.
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 50 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (IHF) (ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26dB.
Dimensions: 526(W)X176(H)x440(D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £473.72 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £389.90 inc. VAT

SX-1080 Stereo Receiver
With aformidable output of 120 watts RMS per channel, the SX-1080 is
one of the most impressive and well-equipped receivers in its class. This
is Pioneer engineering at its best — with features including directcoupled DC power amp, outputs for two speaker pairs, turnover tone
controls and high and low filters. There are two large watt meters,
meters for tuning and signal, and easy-to-read tuning scale. The
specification also includes current mirror loaded Class- A SEPP in
phono equaliser with one- stage differential amplifier and new voltageproof IC equivalent to 15 discrete transistors.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms: 2 x 120 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.05%.
S/N ( IHF) Phono: 76 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 9.8 dB) ( 1.7uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 80 dB.
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 50 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (IHF) (ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26 dB.
Dimensions: 526(W)X176(H)X440(D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 554.95 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £ 49.90 inc. VAT
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CT—F900 Cassette Tape Deck
The CT- F900 invites you into the age of microprocessor- programmed audio, With a digitron
tube display replacing traditional meters for recording and play-back level monitoring An
electronic digital counter permits memory play and repeat and memory stop - and there's
even a timer start facility for use with optional electronic timer With features including
Dolby NR switch, chrome tape sensor with automatic bias and equalisation, monitoring for
tape and source, and continuously adjustable bras. the Pioneer CT- F900 is the tape deck of
tomorrow .. available from Comet today.

SPECIFICATION
REC/PB Head 1xComb. Sendust Alloy
Solid. Erasing Head 1x Ferrite Frequency
Response ( REC/PB) Standard/LH tape
3011z-15kHz, a 3dB. Chromium Dioxide tape

30fiz-17kHz, * 3dB. Fernchromium Dioxide
tape 30Hz-17kHz. t 3dB. Signal- to- Noise
Ratio: Dolby on > 64dB. Wow and Flutter:
YVRMS < 0.05%. Dimensions 420 ( W) x
187(H) x362 ( D) mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £385.67 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £ 319.90 inc. VAT

CT—F4040 Cassette Tape Deck

CT—F700 Cassette Tape Deck

This front- loader incorporates many exclusive features found only on Pioneer's more
expensive models There's Dolby IC. 3- position tape selector. LINE/MIC and DIN input
selection and full auto-stop There's the Comet discount price tool

The CT- F700 gives you a un,que Thud Meter • whIch enables you to adjust for dynamic
level, bias and peak level without guesswork You also get a fersite-solid REC/PLAY head.
soft- touch mode buttons, a new vertical- hold tape mounting system, automatic Cr02 tape
selection, Dolby, memory stop and EC) selection.

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Heads " Hard ParmaHoy". Wow and Flutter
No more than 008% ( WRMS) Frequency
Response Standard LH tape 30 to 14.000Hz.
(40 to 13,000Hz a 3dB). Ferrichromium

Rec. Ret. Price £ 148.20 inc. VAT

dioxide tape 30 to 16,000Hz ( 40 to 15.000Hz,
* 3dB). Chromium dioxide tape. 30 to
16.000Hz ( 40 to 15.000Hz. * 3dB) Signal- toNoise Ratio Dolby on. > 62dB Dimensions
380 ( WI x 150 ( H) x325 ID) mm

COMET PRICE £117.90 inc. VAT

CT—F500 Cassette Tape Deck
A REC/PLAY head of Hard Permalloy', a ferrite erase head. 3- position tape selector.
Dolby NR and pneumatically- damped vertical loading door - these are some of the valuefor- money features of the CT- F500 A single DC servomotor provides drive stability equal
to many 2- motor designs, thanks to separate drive belts to capstan and take-up reel
SPECIFICATION
REC/PB Head 1x Herd Fermatloy, Erasmg
Head 1xFerrde Frequency Response
(REC/PB). Standard/LH tape 40Hz-13kHz.
3013, Chromium Dioxide tape 40Hz. 15kHz

Rec. Ret. Price £ 128.75 inc. VAT

3dB. Ferrichromium Dioxide tape
40Hz-15kHz, ± 3dB. Signal- to- Norse Ratio
Dolby off > 54dB. Dolby on > 64dB. Wow
and Flutter: WRMS < 0.05%. Dimensions
380 ( W) x 140 ( H) x 261 ID) mm

COMET PRICE £102.90 inc. VAT

Heads: " Ferrite Solid". Wow and Flutter'
<005% ( WRMS). Frequency Response
Chromium dioxide tape: 25 to 17.000Hz

Rec. Ret. Price £259.26 inc. VAT

(30 to 16,000Hz, a 3dB). ( 40 to 14,000Hz
DIN). Signal- to- Nose Ratio: Dolby on,
>64dB. Dimensions: 420 ( W) n 187 ( H) x
304 ( D) mm

COMET PRICE £199.90 inc. VAT

CT—F1000 Cassette Tape Deck
Three heads to give you off-the- tape monitoring, 2- motor tape transport, Dolby NR with
calibration control, pitch control on playback, MIC/LINE mixing, MPX filter switch and
memory STOP/PLAY - the CT F1000 really puts it all together. Other features include
automatic Cr02 tape selection. 2- position bras. 3- position EC) and direct logic controls.

SPECIFICATION
Heads: " Uni Crystal Ferrite Solid"
recording head/playback head. Wow and
Flutter. < 0.05% ( WRM5). Frequency
Response: Chromium dioxide taps 20 to

Rec. Ret. Price £524.04 inc. VAT

19,000Hz ( 30 to 17,000Hz, a 3dB). Signalto- Noise Ratio: Dolby on. > 64c113 ( over
5kHz). Dimensions 420 ( W) a 187 ( H) x
362 ( D) mm.

COMET PRICE £409.90 inc. VAT
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G3000 FM/AM
STEREO RECEIVER

G2000 FM/AM
STEREO RECEIVER
An impressive model in the Sansui range, with all the functional versatility of

Designed to make the most of your music the G3000 has a power output of 26

Receivers costing much more. The G2000 Stereo Receiver. You'll enjoy
clean, clear sound quality with a Stereo output at a comfortable 16 watts per

watts per channel, RMS both channels driven, a highly sensitive front end
and an improved AM section. The advanced phono equalizer gives accurate

channel RMS both channels driven. Extra large volume controls, advanced

and uncoloured performance enabling you to enjoy music even from the

equaliser and tuner sections, mic. mixing, plus many other reliable circuitry
features add up to good looks, good sound, and, of course, a really good
Comet price.
SPECIFICATIONS
AUDIO SECTION. Power Output: Min.
RMS, both channels driven, from 20 Hz
to 20.000 Hz with no more than 0.15%
total harmonic distortion. 16 watts per
channel into 8 ohms. Total Harmonic
Distortion: Overall ( from AUX) less
than 0.15% at or below rated min. RMS
power output. Load Impedance: 8
ohms. Frequency Response: ( at 1watt)
Overall ( from AUX) 10 to 50.000 Hz + 1
dB, — 2 dB. Hum and Noise: Phono
75dB, AUX 95 dB. Channel Separation
(at 1.000 Hz): Phono 50 dB, AUX 50 dB.
Input Sensitivity and Impedance ( at
1.000 Hz): Phono 2.5mV, 47k ohms.

AUX 150mV. 47k ohms ( Phono: Max.
input capability more than 190mV RMS
at 0.5% distortion).
FM SECTION. Tuning Range: 88 to 108
MHz. Sensitivity Stereo: 1.2 uv DIN.
Signal- to- Noise Ratio Stereo: 68dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.3 dB. Stereo
Separation: 40dB at 1,000 Hz.
Frequency Response Stereo: 30 to
15,000 Hz + 0.2 dB, — 1dB.
AM SECTION. Sensitivity ( Bar
antenna): 300 uV/m. Selectivity (± 10
kHz): 35 dB at 1,000 kHz. Signal- toNoise Ratio: 46 dB at 1,000kHz
Dimensions: 433mm ( 17y, 61 W, 153mm
(6 ,461 H. 352mm ( 13 74") D

most complex, widely undulating record grooves, with the additional facility
of mic. mixing. We think you'll agree it's audio engineering at its best.
SPECIFICATIONS
AUDIO SECTION. Power Output Min
RMS, both channels driven, from 20 Hz
to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 015%
total harmonic distortion. 26 watts per
channel into 4 and 8 ohms. Total
Harmonic Distortion: Overall ( from
AUX) less than 0.15% at or below rated
min. RMS power output. Load
Impedance: 4 and 8 ohms. Frequency
Response ( at 1watt): Overall ( from
AUX) 10 to 50,000 Hz + 1dB, —2 dB.
Hum and Noise: Phono 75 dB. AUX 95
dB. Channel Separation ( at 1,000Hz):
Phono 50 dB, AUX 50dB. Input
Sensitivity and Impedance ( at 1.000
Hz): Phono 2.5mV. 47k ohms, AUX

150mV, 47k ohms ( Phono: Max. input
capability more than 200mV RMS at
0.5% distortion).
FM SECTION. Sensitivity Stereo: 1.2 uV
DIN. Signal- to- Noise Ratio at 65 dBf
Stereo: 68 dB. Capture Ratio. 1.3 dB.
Alternate Channel Selectivity: 50dB at
4,000 kHz. Stereo Separation: 40 dB at
1.000 Hz. Frequency Response Stereo:
30 to 15.000 Hz + 0.2 dB, — 1dB.
AM SECTION. Sensitivity ( Bar
antenna): 300 uV/m. Selectivity (± 10
kHz): 35 dB at 1.000 kHz. Signal-toNoise Ratio: 46 dB at 1,000 kHz.
Dimensions: 433mm ( 17Yle ") W. 153mm
(6 ,/, ‘") H. 352mm ( 13%1 D.

COMET PRICE £ 159.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 129.90 inc. VAT

MIA

SR232E
TURNTABLE

SR222P
TURNTABLE

It's smooth, slim, silent and packed with the best of Sansui engineering. Two

This is a value- for- money turntable that features automatic return/power

speed belt drive by a 4- pole synchronous motor, the 222P features a unique

shut off. Belt driven by a 4- pole synchronous motor, this 2 speed deck

motor suspension, one touch power on/speed change and the damped

includes a high sensitivity S-shaped tonearm with a longer tracking length

Sshaped tonearm assures perfect lateral balance. All this in a handsome

and a new Sansui howl- suppressing insulator/suspension design, reducing

slimline cabinet at a keen Comet price.
SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Two- speed, belt driven. Speeds:
33y, 45 rpm. Platter: Aluminium alloy
die-cast, diameter 30Ornm ( 12"). Motor:
Four pole synchronous. Performance.
Wow and Flutter: Less than 0.07%
(WRMS). Signal- to- Noise Ratio: Better
than 54 dB ( IEC-B). Rumble: Better
than —60 dp ( DIN- B). Tonearm:

acoustic

feedback.

Convenient

lift

and

play

lever,

newly- designed

suspension and an elegant slim- line cabinet make the 232E a great buy.
Statically- balanced S-shaped tubular
tonearm with anti- skating device, direct
readout tracking force dial, 4- contact
plug-in head, lateral balancer. Length:
220mm ( 8"/i6") pivot to stylus tip.
Overhang: 17.5mm ( 34"). Dimensions:
452mm ( 17,3/,e) W. 139rnm ( 5y>>") H,
370mm ( 14%1 D.

COMET PRICE £54.90 Inc. VAT
The Ortoton FF10E Cartridge is recommended for use with this turntable.
COMET PRICE £. 75 Inc. VAT

SPECIFICATIONS
Type Two- speed, belt- driven,
automatic return. Motor: Four- pole
synchronous. Platter: Aluminium alloy
die-cast. diameter 308mm ( 12 1
/ ").
4
Speeds: 33Y, 45 rpm. Performance.
Wow and Flutter: Less than 0.07%
(WRMS). Signal- to- Noise Ratio: Better
than 50 dB ( IEC-B). Rumble: Better

than —58 dB ( DIN- B). Tonearm:
Statically- balanced S-shaped tubular
tonearm with anti- skating device, direct
readout tracking force dial, 4- contact
plug-in head. Length: 215mm ( 8Y,")
pivot to stylus tip. Overhang: 10mm
(
3
/."). Dimensions: 430mm ( 16 ,5/,.") W.
145mm ( 5ry,.")H. 356mm ( 14") D.

COMET PRICE £ 4.9C1 Inc. VAT
The Ortofon FF15E Mk. II Cartridge is recommended for use with this turntable.
Rec. Ret Price £ 17.00 inc. VAT. COMET PRICE £ 13.90 inc. VAT
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t1U117 STEREO AMPLIFIER
The smallest in the new AU range
:rom Sansui, the AU117 includes
advanced power amps,
Darlington- arranged power output
and has a healthy power output of
15 watts per channel, min. RMS,
with no more than 0.17% total
larmonic distortion. A unit that is
ugh on value and performance.

AU217 STEREO AMPLIFIER
The AU217 delivers 30 watts per
channel, min. RMS, both channels
driven into 8 ohms with no more
than 0.06% total harmonic
distortion, it has a low output
impedance and features low
distortion thanks to a Darlingtonarranged power output. There's a
precise phono equalizer and
accurate RIAA equalization that
allows you to enjoy ' unclipped'
record reproduction even at full
power operation.
AU317 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Sansui's new design results in a
low- distortion DC coupled high
calibre amp that certainly holds its
own against many of its much
higher priced competitors.
Delivering a respectable 50 watts
per channel RMS, both channels
driven into 8 ohms the AU317 is
certainly an amplifier in the
highest class.

TU217 FM/AM STEREO TUNER
The TU217 is top notch Sansui
technology at a down to earth
Comet price. Features include
wide channel separation in FM
stereo due to a super-stable phase
locked loop multiplex decoder in
IC form, ultra low distortion from
all stations thanks to the linearphase IF section, IC quadrature
detectors and other perfected
circuits widen dynamic range.
Altogether Sansui have made
Radio Reception smooth, sure and
simple.

COMET PRICE £74.90 inc. VAT.

SPECIFICATION
Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.17%
total harmonic distortion. 15 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.17% at or below rated min. RMS power
output. Frequency Response ( at 1 watt): Overall
(from AUX) 10 to 40,000 Hz + 0.5 dB, — 2 dB.
Channel Separation ( at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB.
Aux 68 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) x
340(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £114.90 inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION
Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.06%
total harmonic distortion. 30 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.06% at or below rated min. RMS power
output. Frequency Response ( at 1 watt): Overall
(from AUX) 10 to 50,000 Hz + 0.5 dB, — 1.5 dB.
Channel Separation ( at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB,
Aux 68 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) X
340(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION
Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven,
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.03%
total harmonic distortion. 50 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.03% at or below rated min. RMS power

COMET PRICE £163.90 inc VAT

output. Frequency Response ( at 1 watt): Overall
(from AUX) 5 to 70,000 Hz + 0 dB, — 1.8 dB.
Power amp in DC to 200,000 Hz
0 dB, —2.5 dB.
Channel Separation ( at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB,
Aux 73 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) X
340(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION

COMET PRICE f108.90 inc. VAT

SC1110 " DIRECT-O-MATIC"
CASSETTE DECK
This new " Direct-O-Matic" deck
from Sansui puts your tape right
up front, not deep inside the
chassis, which means better tape
handling, more stable transport
and easier access for
maintenance, and it aids
performance too by providing
greater stability as the cassette
shell is held firmly in place, a
hinged cover protects the heads
when not in use. Other features
include Dolby, Auto Stop, Tape
Selector, illuminated tape counter,
quick- change mode facility,
super- hard permalloy head and
arge illuminated VU meters.

SaJLvui

FM SECTION. Sensitivity: Mono 10.6 dBf ( IHF T100 1.85 uV), Stereo 20 dBf. Signal- to- Noise Ratio
(at 65 dBf): Mono 71 dB, Stereo 70 dB. Frequency
Response: Stereo 30 to 15,000 Hz t 1 dB, — 1dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 1,000 Hz. AM
SECTION. Selectivity (± 10 kHz): 35 dB. Signalto- Noise Ratio: 48 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X
110(H) X 307(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION
Heads: REC/PB ( Super Hard Permalloy) ERASE
(Ferrite). Motor: Electronically Speed Controlled
DC Motor. Wow and Flutter: within 0.08%
(WRMS). Frequency Response ( Record/Playback)
Chromium Tape: 30 — 16,000 Hz. Signal- to-Noise
Ratio ( Record/Playback) Chromium: 64 dB ( with
DOLBY) ( Above 5 kHz). Bias Frequency: 85 kHz.
Dimensions: 430(W) X 160(H) X 302(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £119.90 inc. VAT

[if_SO

AVAILABLE SANSUI SC2110 STEREO CASSETTE DECK.
COMET PRICE £189.90.
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CA WHARFEDALE

Wharfedale.
DENTON XP2

SHELTON XP2

With two new drivers to provide abigger margin of power handling than
before, the Denton XP2 has aperformance which proves Wharfedale's
determination to maintain the company's lead in the budget
loudspeaker market. Suitable for amplifiers of 10-30 watts RMS output,
the Denton incorporates anew fibrous cone which is terminated in a
compliant, highly plasticised PVC surround. This gives the speaker an
exceptional acoustic performance.

Meet the Shelton XP2, a newcomer to the Wharfedale range which
incorporates adome tweeter to put it firmly on the peak of the budget
market. Power handling is 10-35 watts, and the performance is well in
keeping with Wharfedale's impressive international reputation. Behind
the attractive grille is speaker engineering dedicated to producing pure,
colouration-free sound ... anew deep- flared bass unit cone, 70% more
metal around the voice coil than on conventional speakers to improve
power handling, and acomplex
8-element crossover network.

DEIVTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

SHELTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 12 litres.
Frequency Response (-3dB): 65 Hz to 18 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass/mid 1X 170 mm
Treble 1X 50 mm.
Power Handling (to DIN 45573) .
:25 watts.
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 30 watts

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 15 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB): 63 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass/Mid 1X 200mm
Treble 1X 19 mm dome
Power Handling (to DIN 45573): 28 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 35 watts

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 88 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 ,
Nm 2).
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points: 3.5 kHz
Dimensions: (H) 355 mm, (W) 246 mm,
(D) 222 mm

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 86 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 ,
Nm 2)
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover points and rates: 3.5 kHz, 12 dB/
octave 8element
Dimensions: (H) 412 mm, ( W) 246 mm,
(D) 240 mm

Rec. Ret. Price £73.73 inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Price £93.96 Inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £51.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 2.90 inc. VAT

LINTON XP2

GLENDALE XP2

A world-famous model with an improved performance that is
destined to make it an even bigger Hi Fi household word — this is
the new Linton XP2. Wharfedale have applied the full weight of their
advanced engineering and measurement programme to the new
XPs, and the Linton has emerged with a power handling of 10-40
watts, an increase of 5watts over the previous model. Bass and treble
drivers are new, and join the outstandingly- successful mid-range unit
proved on the Linton 3XP to complete a3-way speaker that generates
smooth, undistorted sound.

Wharfedale continue to make you sit up and listen with the new

Glendale XP2, aspeaker producing apower handling of 15-50 watts,
and designed for either floor standing or bookshelf locations. Again, the
bass and treble drivers are new — the large 250 mm bass unit being
used with acoustic suspension loading to give a —3dB cut off point of 50
Hz. The bass response is superb, and the new Glendale certainly
enhances its reputation as aloudspeaker that has proved capable of
covering the entire musical spectrum, from classical through to jazz
and pop in even the most difficult of acoustic environments. This is a
unit heading arange of loudspeakers
bearing advanced development
not seen on products costing
twice as much or more.

LINTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

GLENDALE XP2 SPECIFICATION

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 20 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB): 60 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass 1X 200 mm,
Mid 1x 100 mm, Treble 1X 19 min
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 35 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 40 watts

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 31 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB): 50 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass 1X 250 mm,
Mid 1X 100 mm, Treble 1X 19 mm dome
Power Handling (to DIN 45573): 40 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 15 to 50 watts
T.M.S.

Sensitivity for Iwatt input measured at
1metre: 87 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10
Nm 2)
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points and rates: 1kHz, 4.5 kHz 6 &
12 dB/octave 9element
Dimensions: ( H) 476 mm, ( W) 264 mm,
(D) 240 mm

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 86 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 ,
Nm 2
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points and rates: 1.3 kHz, 4.5 kHz
6 & 12 dB/octave 11 element
Dimensions: ( H) 565 mm, ( W) 305 mm,
(D) 265 mm

Rec. Ret. Price £ 114.17 Inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Price £ 151.67 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £77.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 104•90 inc. VAT
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GI20

GT25P

Introducing the GT 20 from Garrard . . . one of the British- made
turntables based on an entirely new design concept. Belt- driven by a
4- pole synchronous motor to ensure smooth, silent operation, this
2- speed manual deck has an S-shaped lightweight aluminium tonearm
and a screw- in headshell of die-cast magnesium alloy fitted with a
Shure M75/ED11 cartridge. Other advanced features such as viscousdamped cue control and anti- skate make the GT 20 an outstanding
value- for- money buy.

This new belt- driven 2- speed semi- automatic boasts high performance
and low wow and flutter. A fully counter- balanced 9"- long S-shaped
tonearm and lightweight screw- in headshell combine to give a lowmass arm that brings the best out of the fitted Shure M75/ED11
magnetic cartridge. Viscous- damped cue control, combination jewel
and ball- bearing pivots, anti- skate for elliptical and conical styli .. . the
Garrard GT 25P is packed with features that place it amongst the best
in its price bracket.

SPECIFICATION
Platter: Type: Die- Cast Aluminium.
Drive: System: Flexible belt, Motor:
4- pole synchronous, Speeds: 33; and
45. Tone Arm: Type: ' S' shaped
aluminium, Stylus Force Adjustment:
Calibrated counterbalance weight, Cue

SPECIFICATION
Platter: Type: Die- Cast Aluminium.
Drive: System: Flexible belt, Motor:
4- pole synchronous, Speeds: 33; and
45. Tone Arm: Type: ' S' shaped
aluminium, Stylus Force Adjustment:
Calibrated counterbalance weight: Cue

Rec. Ret. Price

£
97-82

inc.

VAT

Control: Viscous damped: Minimum
Tracking Force: 0-75gm: Cartridge:
Shure M75ED/11. Performance:
dB Rumble DIN A: —43dB. dB Rumble
DIN B: —63dB, Wow and Flutter ( DIN)
slow weighted: 0.12%; Dimensions:
With cover ( mm): 450 "< 150 x 365.

COMET PRICE £60.90 inc. VAT.

GT35P

Rec. Ret. Price

£109.07

inc.

Control: ViscoLs damped, Minimum
Tracking Force 0-75gm, Cartridge:
Shure M75ED/11. Performance: dB
Rumble DIN A:-43dB, dB Rumble
DIN B: — 63dB, Wow and Flutter ( DIN)
slow weighted: 0-12%. Dimensions:
With cover ( mm): 450 -• 150 - 365.

VAT. COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT.

DD130

Top of the new range and sharing the same superb metallic finish with
matching controls, this belt- driven semi- automatic is an outstanding
example of Garrard turntable technology. The DC servo- controlled
motor is smooth,.stable-and silent -- and electronic pitch control for both
33 and 45 rpm speeds allows a r3% speed adjustment. An LEDilluminated stroboscope on the outside edge of the die-cast turntable
ensures accurate speed control. Supplied fitted with a Shure M75/ED11
cartridge and protected by a friction- hinged removable dust cover,
the GT 35p is worthy of inclusion in the finest Hi -Fi system.

Here's a manually operated direct drive turntable that offers all the
pleasing design features and excellent performance of the other three
Garrard units, but at reduced cost! The 8- pole brushless DC motor
supports the turntable directly on its shaft, giving a smooth high
performance drive — and an LED- lit precision stroboscope 'ensures
precise pitch control or speed variation. With 9" low mass, low friction
S-shaped tonearm, viscous- damped cue control, easily- removable
magnesium headshell and, calibrated anti- skate, the DD130 represents
outstanding Hi -Fi value for money.

SPECIFICATION
Platter: Type: Die- Cast Aluminium with
strobe. Drive: System: Flexible belt.
Motor: DC Servo, Speeds: 33; and 45.
Pitch adjustment:
3%, Tone Arm:
Type: ' S' shaped aluminium, Stylus
Force Adjustment' Calibrated counterbalance weight, Cue Control: Viscous

SPECIFICATION
Platter: Diameter: 319 mm; Type: Diecast Aluminium; Turntable Inertia:
160 Kgcm. Drive: Motor: DC Direct
Drive; Speeds: 33, 45 rpm; Speed
Adjustment: ± 3%. Tonearm: Type: ' S'shaped Aluminium; Effective Length:
230 mm; Effective Mass with 5gm
cartridge — 17 gm; Pivots: Jewel and
Ball; Stylus Force Adjustment —

Rec. Ret. Price

£130.44

inc.

VAT.

damped, Minimum Tracking Force:
0-75gm, Cartridge: Shure M75E0/11.
Performance: dB Rumble DIN A:-45dB.
'dB Rumble DIN B: — 65dB.
Wow and Flutter ( DIN) slow weighted:
0-10%. Dimensions: With cover ( mm):
450 x 150 x 365.

COMET PRICE £82•90 inc. VAT.

Rec. Ret. Price

f134•94

inc.

VAT.

Calibrated Counterbalance Weight; Cue
Control: Viscous Damped; Usable
cartridge weight — 4-9 gms; Minimum
Tracking Force — 0.75 gms; Optional
Cartridge — Shure M75ED type 11.
Performance: Rumble Din A: — 50dB;
Rumble Din B: —70dB; Wow and Flutter
(DIN) slow weighted: 0.06%.
Dimensions: With cover (W x H xDmm)
450 x150 x365 mm.'

COMET PRICE £ 19.90 inc. VAT.
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Goodmans Achromat Beta
Designed to recreate music and speech with unsurpassed
accuracy, the Beta two-way bookshelf speaker is part of the
new Achromat range from Goodmans. Incorporating a 165mm
diameter long throw bass drive unit and a 25mm high
frequency dome unit, it has an RMS power of 18-70 watts.
SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range: 65-23.000 Hz t5
dB. Nominal Impedance: 8 Ohms.
Minimum: 6.0 Ohms at 2 Hz. Sensitivity
(using pink noise at 1 metre): 1Watt
produces 85 dB. 133 Watts produce 96

dB Crossover Frequency 3 kHz. Fuse:
1.5 Amp quick- blow. Internal Volume:
10.4 litres. Finish: Mid- Brown leatherlook fabric with African hardwood
nosing. Dimensions: 350mm x 212mm
226mm

Rec. Ret. Price £ 163.55 inc. VAT ( per pair)
COMET PRICE £139.90 inc. VAT ( per pair)

Goodmans Achromat Kappa
The two-way bookshelf or floor- standing Kappa handles 20-95
watts of RMS power, and the 205mm long throw bass unit
features Goodmans' patented pleated surround. You get
improved performance and higher sensitivity from a cabinet
elegantly finished in soft brown luxury leather look material
with African hardwood nosings.
SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range 45-23.000 Hz ± 5
dB Nominal Impedance: 8 Ohms,
Minimum 5 Ohms at 150 Hz. Sensitivity
(using pink noise at 1 metre 1 Watt
produces 85 dB, 133 Watts produce 96

dB. Crossover Frequency 2.4 kHz.
Fuse: 2.0 Amp quick- blow. Internal
Volume: 25 litres. Finish: Mid- Brown
leather- look fabric with African
hardwood nosing. Dimensions: 540mm
X 272mm x 268mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £214.99 inc. VAT ( per pair)
COMET PRICE £184.90 inc. VAT ( per pair)

Goodmans Achromat Sigma
Biggest of the new Achromat range is the Sigma, suitable for
either bookshelf or floor-standing use. Employing the same
bass and high frequency units as the Kappa, this speaker
incorporates a 260mm auxiliary bass radiator which works in
tandem with the bass drive unit to augment the system's low
frequency response. RMS power handling is from 20-95 watts.
Illustrated here on CS3 stands, available at extra cost, ask for
details.
SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range 35-23.000 Hz ± 5
dB Nominal Impedance: 8 Ohms.
Minimum. 5 Ohms at 150 Hz. Sensitivity
(using pink noise at 1 metre): 1Watt
produces 86 dB. 11.3 Watts produce 96

dB. Crossover Frequency: 2.4 kHz.
Fuse: 2.0 Amp quick- blow. Internal
Volume: 44 litres. Finish' Mid- Brown
leather- look fabric with African
hardwood nosing. Dimensions: 686mm
• 327mm x 277mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £305.42 inc. VAT ( per pair)
COMET PRICE £259.90 inc. VAT ( per pair)
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SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
(DIN): 60-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-40 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.6 Watts
Drive Units: 200mm
Bass, 26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequency:
2,000 Hz
Effective Internal
Volume: 18 litres

Frequency Range
(DIN): 50-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-50 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.5 Watts
Drive Units: 200mm
Bass, 85mm Mid- range,
26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 20 litres,
includes 0.4 litres for
mid- range unit.

RB 18

RII 20

A 3, speaker design utilising
200mm longthrow bass unit, 26mm
dome HF unit, plus an 85mm midrange unit in its own sealed
enclosure,
linked
by
a seven
element crossover network, giving
the RB20 big power handling capability — up to 50 watts music
power.

A 2-way speaker system with
200mm longthrow bass unit with
foam surround and 26mm dome HF
unit linked by a five element crossover network to give this compact
speaker clean, undistorted sound.
COMET

Goodmans

PRICE £57.90 inc.

VAT

COMET PRICE

£73.90

SPECIFICATION

RI3 35

Frequency Range
(DIN): 40-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-60 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
54 Watts
Drive Units: 260mm
Bass, 85mm Mid- range,
26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:.
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 35 litres
includes 0.4 litres for
mid- range unit

The RB35 still only measures
approx. 24 ins. x 12 ins., but can
handle up to 60 watts undistorted
music power! Sharing the same
mid- range and HF units as the
RB20, the RB35 incorporates 260mm
bass unit for extended low frequency response and greater power
handling.
COMET PRICE £109.90 inc. VAT

inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION

RI365

Frequency Range
(DIN): 40-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-75 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
4.5 Watts
Drive Units: 300mm
Bass, 130mm Midrange, 26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 65 litres,
includes 3.5 litres for
mid- range unit
Dimensions: 700 x 380
x 310mm ( 27% x 15
X 12% ins.)

Big brother of the range, the
RB65 is a three-way system with
dome HF radiator, 5 inch cone midrange unit in its own enclosure, and
12 inch bass driver — and can
handle up to 75 watts undistorted
music power.
COMET PRICE £1211.90 inc. VAT
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Goodmans

GOODMANS
...reaching new highs
in power & efficiency
Introducing the HE Range from Goodmans ... speakers that are high in power handling
and sensitivity, outstanding in performance, and backed by a five-year guarantee.
Their superbly designed cabinets house 3way/4 unit reflexed systems, with the larger
HE 1incorporating twin mid- range units. Both share the same 255mm bass drive unit
and a " Ferro-fluid" high frequency unit which increases the efficiency of the magnet
system and provides damping of the voice coil at its resonant frequency.
Power handling of the HE 1is 3.5 — 85 watts RMS, and the HE 2is suitable for amplifiers
rated at 3.5 — 65 watts.
See these powerful performers at Comet today.

HE1

3way-4unit
Reflex System
SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range: 50-20,000 Hz.
Nominal Impedance: 8Ohms Minimum: 5.3 Ohms at 200 Hz.
Sensitivity ( using pink noise, at 1metre): 1Watt produces
93.5 dB, 1.8 Watts produce 96 dB.
Crossover Frequencies: 1and 5 kHz.
Internal Volume: 75 litres, including 2discrete enclosures
totalling 5.3 litres for mid- range units.
Dimensions: 875 x 340 X 355 mm
Finish Silversand with black grille cloth

Rec. Ret. Price £ 297.37 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 249.90 inc. VAT

HE2

3way-4unit
Reflex System
SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range: 60.20,000 Hz.
Nominal Impedance: 8Ohms Minimum: 5.3 Ohms at 200 Hz.
Sensitivity ( using pink noise at one metre): 1Watt produces
93.5 dB, 1.8 Watts produce 96 dB.
Crossover Frequencies: 1.5 and 5 kHz.
Internal Volume: 60 litres, includes 5.3 litres discrete
enclosure for mid- range unit.
Dimensions: 725 x 340 x 355 mm.
Finish: Silversand with black grille cloth

Rec. Ret. Price £ 261.21 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 222.90 inc. VAT
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All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
SCOTLAND
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
GLASGOW
DISCOUNT 8/10PS
ABERDEEN
AYR
.
DUMFRIES
DUNFERMLINE .
EDINBURGH
FALKAK ... .
GLASGOW .. .
GREENOCK
KILMARNOCK
KIRKCALDY
PERTH . . .

Wee Henderson. Wynd, Dundee
1Nevhaen no». Edinburgh. EIMI SOX
Wee Lodge Rout Blythswood TredIng Estate, Rafrew
Kamm Road, Elirkenshaw Industrial Estate. Torino...de. Uddingeton
Consaution Stmet Aberdeen
41.43 Dane, Arcs», Ayr
66 Glasgow Street. Dumfries
12/14 Charm» Street. Dunterinlone
1111 Day Road. Wet Haymarket EdInburgh
Hoar». Falkirk
22 Bea Road. GIs mow
4 Jame» Street Greenock
)0 Grange Street K.Imarnock
27/29 High Street NOS.,»
35-39 George Street. Perth

MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON .
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD
YORK
MIDLANDS
..... 01.1615
BIRMINGHAM
IIIIRMINGHAM
LEICESTER
NORWICH

0382 28101
031-554 4454
041 8665731
Uddangston 815134

Tel:0224 29434
Tel, 029262284
Tel: 0387 63958
Tel: 0363 3513e7
Te1,031-346 0191/2
Tel: 0324 34247
Tel: 041-334 4667
Tel:0475 20261
Tel:0563 20128
Tel:05E268405/6
Te1:0736 36316

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
10.22 Hamilton Street, 605.01,8.0
GRIMSBY .
3» Victoria Street. Grimsby. D1431 IER
HULL
Reservoir Rom. Clough Road, Hull, 1106 700
JARROW .
54-64 Ellison Street, Jarrow NE32 OUT
LEEDS
74 Arrnla Road. Les». LS12 IEF
LIVERPOOL
Sehon WHILE. Field LOTO. Litherlend, Liverpool
IMANCHESTER
Memorough 6,11 Poplar Street Farloworth
NEWCASTLE
Seaman* ton Northumberland Shea
ROCHDALE
Corner of Well I
.th• Lone end
SHEFFIELD
The all. 1Leley Road. Man n Bridge
STOCKPORT
Lower Hinge*. Stockport
STOCKTON
Teeerey. Portra» Lae. Stockton. Cleveland
WIGAN
Wharf all. Prémem Street Wog., WAS 4E2
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LONE
BARNSLEY
BARROW.IN•FURNESS
BIRKENHEAD
BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRADFORD
BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
DRIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORT“
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER

Tel.
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

Tel:051-647 7489
1.1:0472 59623
Tel: 0482 46441
Tel: 0632 »2211
Tel:053240551
Tel:051-928 6688
Tel:061-682 6018
Tel: 043220696
Te1,0706 50606
Te1:0742 341721
Te1,061-477 2000
Tel:0842612311
Tel:0942 34741

Cleenc• Arcade, Stamford Street. Ashton under Lyne
Peel Street. Barnsley
Ren inson Sum,. Elarrow-on-Furneso
220 New Chester Road. Lower Tranmere. Nr. Rock Ferry : Birkenhead
49-51 Daven Street Blackburn
63.79 Blackburn Ro». Bolton
105-107 Manningharn Lae. Bradford
65 The Promenade. Bridlington
38-40 Menchester ROM, Burnley
40-42 Coal Street. Carlisle
43-45 St. James Street on Bleck Dramond Street
40 SI. Mar» Gate. Cheer/Meld
249/251 Edleston Road, Crewe
IStreet. Darlington
» Daly Hill. Dewsbury
17 Maker Place. Dommler
30/30a Market Place. Drillield
12/64 Pe.» Road. Goole
70 Horton Street Halite.
16 Pert/amen, Street. Herrogate
101 New Road Siefe. Horst... Lee». LSIII 400
12 Zell.» Shad. Huddersfield
96-104 George Street. Hull
65 Low Sheet Keighla
9 George Street Lammter
96 Brodshawgate. Leigh
Si Bold Street. Liverpool, LI 4EA
17A Chatergete. Macclesfield
Deasgete Huum. 274 Deane», Manchester
Kek Save Centre. Past Team Hyper-Market :Fatale Road, Mom.
Menchester
320-326 Palatine Road, Norlhendon. Manchester

r1=::.,..

0;
110:::n
Caner.,Road. RoMeharn
114 9York Place. Scarborough
156 High Street Scunthorpe. ON15 6EN
147 Lord Street Southport
Kw. Se» Centre, Boundary Road, St. Helene
4-7 St. Thor». Street Sunderland, SRI IHR
14-16 Marygate. Wakefield
» Piccadilly. York. 701 1PL

Heeley Road. Sully Oak. Birmingham. B29 6E Y
Tivoli Shopping Centre. 1570-1572 Coventry Road. Yardley
Syslon Street Lec•ster
Anoint... Wey, Norwich, NR78S0

Tel: 061.308 4225
Tel:022.8335d
Tel:022931520/31595
Tel:051-647 4427
Tel:0254 57813
Tel:0204 387153/5
Tel:0274 35153
Tel , 0262 72050
Tel: 0282 »214
Tel:022838441/2
Tel:0244 313724
Tel: 0244 71390
Tel: 0270 4228
Te1,0325 57361
Tel: 0924 461203
Tel: 0302 69520
Tel:0377 43277
TRI 0405 3449
Tel: 0422 59434
Tel: 0423 67312
Tel: 0532 588679
TRI: 048440241
Tel: 0442 20681
Tel: OS» 67021
Tel:0524 62904
Tel:01
242 670711
Tel:051-701 7170
TRI:0625610030
Tel ' 061-634 1861
Tel:061-7756E4e
Tel: 0614198 1163
Te1,0077 704249
Tel, 0772 21909
Tel:0709 61901
Tel: 0723 75517
Tel, 0724 M15/8
Tel:070431613
Tel, 0744 35118
Tel: 0763 59993
Tel .0924 71499
Tel:0004 21854/5

Tel:021-472 6181
Tel . 021-706 0684
Tel -0533 522»
Tel . 0603 411631

TCloted all day Monday

NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
WILLENHALL

121 Town Street Sandia. e. Nottinghem
Walsall Road, willenhal

1el 0602 396114
Tel . 0902 80411

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON.ON-TRENT
Barge» Shopping Cake. Burton-on-Irent
DUDLEY
119 Welfinglon Road, Dudley
GREAT YARMOUTH
137/1380.0g Street Greet »mouth
HANLEY
$2Town Roal. Hanley. Stoke.on-Trent STI 2JP
KETTERING
93.97 Montegu Street Kettering
LEAMINGTON SPA
39 Bat Street lmmenglon Spa
LINCOLN
12-14 Claskelgele. lincoln
MANSFIELD
7W
uonol,old
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME . London Road/Brook Lane. Newcastle under Lan•
NORTHAMPTON
360014 Street Northenplon
NUNEATON
116/1000ueen's Rate Nuneaton
SHREWSBURY
7 Belie, Street Shrewstruhr
TELFORD
8-10 Tan Bank. Wellington, Telford
WEST BROMWICH
121 High Stmet West Bromwich
WOLVERHAMPTON
41 Eahange Street Oueen's $quare

Tel, 0263 45751/2
Tel ' 0384 214611
Tel 0493 58428/9
Ta. 0712 264415
Tel: 0536 87519112
Tat 0926 39417
Ta 0522 37437/4
Te -0623 35112
Tel 0782 826435
Tel 0604 22151/2
Ta 0662 347023
Tel 0743 67629
Tel 0452 4726112
Tel, 021-553 1157/8
Tel -0902 21113/4

WORCESTER

Tel 0905 354605

4Wyk...». Worcester

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
Reinhart, Road South. Dagenham. MAIO 8ST
HACKBRIDGE ( Nr. Croydon).190 London Rood. Hoot/W.0g, wall.nglon. Surrey
HAYES I/at/dimes)
5.1serilste Rood Pa» 150.. 14. e•
NEASDES
The Old Book Con» Building. North Crcute Road. Neasden
POTTERS BAR
Stelion Close. Dol SRS Lone. Porters Be

Tel.
Tel:
Tel
Ta
Tel.

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
288-290 larcieeety. Beeeyheoth
BROMLEY
2E8-272 High Street. Bromley
CATFORD
80/82 Rua» Green Lotted
CHELSEA
• 13/415 rtings Road. Chat»
KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES . 35-37 London Road, Kingston-upon.Tharnes
PUTNEY
278 upper Richmond Road, Putney
TOTTENHAM
422 High Road, Tottenham

Tat 01-301 Me
Ta: 01-464 0430
Te1:01-69011611/2
Tel, 01.3524646
Tel:01-5496794
Tel :01.7654891/2
Tel. 01-801 6777

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

Tel 0273 692421/6
Tel. 0703 614722
Tel 0665 46232
Tel' 0734 599911
Tel -0634 49171
Tel:0703 36944

15 Stahon Street Brighton
Chickahall Lane. Eastlegh. Southampton
Ferry Honks» Road. Osney Mead. Osford
Monarch House. 75-81 Caventhen Roed. Reading
Med.». Road. Rocheeler
( ttst Street Cat, feat Street, Southampton

DISCOUNT $HOPS
BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
WATFORD

High Road. Vag, PHs». Basildon
18/20 St Peter ..Street Bodied
210010 Christchurch Road. Bournemouth
72/74 Newmarket Road. Cambrrdge
26-30 Tontine Street Folleotone
94 Woodbridge Road, Guildford
St. Mareirat's Gm., Ipswich
52-52A Well.ngton Street. Luton
54/90 Parneraton Road. Soulltses. Portsmouth
33 Gather,» Street Salmbury
244 High »mt. Slough
London Road, Weacliff.on-Sea
14 Oureensway. Stevenage
73-75 Cockle» Rood. Swindon
780
Rood. W .00IO

01.595 5111
01.6494321
01.5731641
01-4598677
070743441

Tel, 0264 556299/5563»
Tel: 0234 44625/6
Tel. 0202 293334/5
Tel. 0223 312244
Tel: 0303 59166/7
TRI :04R3 38003/4
Tel, 0473 215$96/7/8/9
Tel, 0582 4144651419W»
Tel 0705 24466/716
Tel 0722 245.2/3
Ta 0753 70535
Ta 0702 715151
Tel 0434 69545/6
Te1,3793 41E06/7
Tel' 0923 21311/2

617.621

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL .
Barton » II Trading Eat», Bristol
NEwPORT
famsglaanduatal »tale, Newport, NPT 2XE
PLYMOUTH
119 Mayllower Street Plymouth
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
Unit 2. Han Garde», Bath
BRISTOL
164 St Thermo Street. Br's»,
CARDIFF
558 Ca/Midge Road East Geer,
CHELTENHAM
I6.22S1. Jams Street. Cheltenham
EXETER
Surnmerland Street Exeter
GLOUCESTER
Morrow» Moue,. Shelton Road. GlouceSter
HEREFORD
65 St. Owen Street Hereford
SWANSEA
2141110 Street S .
TAUNTON
0551 45H55 SSORI.70411100
TORQUAY
184 HIgh. Un.on Street. Torquay
WREXHAM
20-26 Bra» Street Wreharn

Tel 0272 559841
Tel' 0633 50431
Tel:0752 29501
Tel' 0225 6430213
Tel 0272 293395 ,6
Tel 0222 566134/9
Te .0242 25766
Tel. 0392 76435
Tel, 0452 411233
Tel 0432 »259
Te 0792 41094
Tel 0823 24116/7
Tel WM 211581/2
Tel. 0978 57115

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Price, are as tholle OPerating in th• U K. less V A . T.
but with a small. Island transportation C1111%, Included
GUERNSEY
Cheri:aerie Mills. St Peter Poet. Guernsey
JERSEY
Commercial Budding., St. Helier. Jars»

Tel 0481 27141
Tel . 0534 72501

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable
to " COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card
number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD"
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
LEEDS 78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
Postage and Packing (
per item): Cartridges 30p; Headphones £1; Pick-up
Arms £ 1: Headshells 30p: Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity;
Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; Microphones 75p.
Securicor Delivery All in stock items will be delivered by Securicor within
72 hours from receipt of order ( Add £4.00)for Securicor delivery). All
goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst n tansit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit
Mail Order, stating your card number with your order. You can leave the
rest to us!
CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £60 can now be
purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30
months. Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department ( address at
right) marked"Credit Mail Order" and we will send you by return of post
an application form and details of our repayment terms - all entirely
without obligation

Order by Mail or Telephone

aces,

Leeds 0532 40551
using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD.

Buy àwith Access

rslA

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are cor ect at time of go .ng to
press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department.
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches: no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in
advance.

12/78
231/K

Whenever you compare
our prices you tell us....
WE ALWAYS WIN
Contact us
now for
winning prices
on the following:

AIWA AD6800
Dolby Cassette
Deck

SONY HMK55177
SONY KV1340
SONY KV2000
SONY KV2200
SONY TCK1A
SONY TCK4A
SONY TCK60
SONY TCK96R
SONY TCK5
SONY PST1
SONY PST20
SONY TAF4
SONY ST515
SONY STR313L
AIWA AD1800
AIWA AD6350
AIWA AD6400
AIWA AD6900
AIWA AX7600
AIWA AP2200
NATIONAL SG3060
NATIONAL SG3090
NATIONAL SG5070
JVC JAS11G
JVC JAS22
JVC CILA2
JVC QLF4
JVC KD10
JVC KD720
TECHNICS RS631
TECHNICS RS641
TECHNICS SU7100
TECHNICS SL220
TECHNICS SL230
SHARP GF6500
SHARP GF9191
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The Aiwa AD6800 represents the ultimate in current cassette technology.
It is the only cassette deck to incorporate aFlat Response Tuning
System. The FRT system revolves around the AD6800's built-in test
circuit which measures the required bias figure of every brand of tape and
then indicates the required setting on the meters. A further amazing
sophistication is the combination of VU and Peak indicators in asimple,
easy- to- read unit. The AD6800 employs Aiwa's 38 pulse Frequency
Generated DC servo motor and original SST tape transport system to
reduce wow and flutter to insignificance, at below 0.05% ( WRMS). The
Dolby circuit effectively suppresses tape hiss to achieve an outstanding
S/N ratio of 64dB ( Dolby on, FeCr tape, DIN 45500). While distortion is
an exceptionally scant 0.09% at 1KHz0VU with FeCr tape. Other features
include memory rewind; tape run indicator; 3- step bias and equalisation;
full auto-stop; quick review/cue; both DIN and Phono sockets so that it
matches most amplifiers; front DIN socket; MPX filter with on/off
switching.

miiits um", am.

Ai WA

TELETAPE
PRICE

Recommended Retail Price £415.80
PERSONAL
EXPORT
for
UK
visitors at Cash and Carry Tax Free
prices
DIRECT
EXPORT
for
goods
shipped overseas, fully insured, at
discount Tax Free prices. Write for
delivery quote

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS.
ALL EQUIPMENT IS BRAND NEW, FULLY
GUARANTEED AND OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt
of order ( Subject to availability of stock)
Cheerful Refund If within 7days of purchase
any item is found to be faulty, we will
gladly refund the full purchase price or
replace the faulty item

ELETAPE

AGENTS FOR ADC. AIWA, AKG. BASF.
Ferrograph. JR Loudspeakers. JVC, Koss,
Marantz, Maxell, National Panasonic. Ortofon.
Quad, Revox B. Shure. SME. Sony. Spendor,
Stanton. Tannoy. TDK. Technics, Yamaha
JVC Et National VHS Video Recorders

Pricescorrect at time of going to press but subiect tochange
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ARCH

OXFORD STREET

33 Edgware Road, W2.
84/88 Shaftesbury Ave.. WI.
Tel:01-7231942/2924
Tel:01-437 1651.
Open 9a m 5 30p m Monday- Saturday.
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WILMSLOW
o
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efirm for Speakers
HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

SPEAKER
KITS

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc.
Audax HDI2.9 025 .. • • £7.50

Baker Group 25

Audax HD20625.14 .. • • £ 12 25
Audax HDI IP25EBC £725
Audax HDI3 D34H .. £ 12 50
Audax HD20 B25.14 .. £ 12.25
Baker Superb . • £22.50

Baker Group 35
..
Baker Group 50/12

Castle SRS/DO .. • • £ 12 35
Chartwell CE205 8" bass,
matched pairs only, pair .. £59.90
Coles 4001 • • • • .. £6.25
Coles 3000
..
£6.25
Celestion HF I
30011 .. £8.25
Celestion HF2000
£9.95
Dalesford D20/105 4" .. £ 10.95
Dalseford D30/110 .. £ 10.95
Dalesford D50/153 6-)." .. £ 11.95
Dalesford D50/200 8" .. £ 11.95
Dalesford 070/250 10
nests
Dalesford DI00/310 ir .. £34.95
Dalesford DIO tweeter .. £8.25
Decca London .. £41.25
Decca C0/1000/8
E8.95
Decca DK30
..
£27.50
EMI 14A1770 14"x9" £ 16.95
EMI 8" x 5" d/c 10 watt .. £3.95
EMI Type 350 4ohm .. £925
Isophon KKI0/8
£8.25
Isophon KK8/8 .. £7.50
Jordan Watts Module .. £ 17.95
Jordan 50 mm unit .. £22.50
Jordan CB Crossover • • £22.50
KEF T27
•
•
£8.50
KEF 8110
.•
£ 10.95
KEF B200
•.
£ 11.95
KEF BI39
£24 95
KEF DNI3
••
£4.95
KEF DNI2
£7.25
KEF DN22 pair
£36.00
Lowther PM6
£49 95
Lowther PM6 Mk 1
£52.00
Lowther PM7
£86.50
Peerless KOIODT
£8.95
Peerless DTIOHFC £9.75
Peerless K040MRF £ 11.75
Radford BD2511
£26.95
Radford MD9
meso
Radford MD6
£ 17.95
Radford FN8/FN831 £ 19.95
Richard Allan CG8T
£9.95
Richard Allan CGI2T Super £22.45
Richard Allan HP8B .. £ 15.50
Richard Allan LP8B .. £ 10.35
Richard Allan HPI2B £25.25
Richard Allan DT20 .. £7.25
Richard Allan DT30 .. £7.45
Seas H086
£8.75
Shackman Electrostatic c/w
polar network and xio pair £99.95
Shackman units, pair .. £ 112.00
Tannoy HPD 295A
£91-50
Tannoy HPD 315A
£ 102-95
Tannoy HPD 385A
£ 119.95

3-

SWIFT

OF WILMSLOW
The firm for Hi -Fi

5Swan

Street,

Wilmslow, Cheshire.

..

..

£ 1100
£ 14.50
£21.00

Baker Group 50/15
£33.00
Celestion G I2M
£ 13 50
Celestion G I2H
Celestion G18C

£ 17 95
£39-95

Celestion Powercell 12"/ 100 .. £43.95
Celestion Powercell 15"/ 100 .. £411.95
Celestion Powercell I5 -/125 .. £49.95
Celestion Powercell I5M

..

£47 50

Celestion GI2/75 (alum. dome).. £22.50
Celestion GI2/75 ( d/cone)

£24.50

Celestion GI 2M/50 ( cambric edge) £ 16.95
Celestion GI5/100 ( alum. dome) £32.50

KITS INCLUDE DRIVE UNITS, CROSSOVERS, BAF/LONG FIBRE WOOL, ETC.,
FOR PAIR OF SPEAKERS.
CARRIAGE £3.50.
PRACTICAL HI- Fl & AUDIO
PRO9-TL ( Rogers) .. £ 118.00
Felt panels for PRO9-TL £5.50 +
£1.50 p & p
HI-FI
ANSWERS
MONITOR
(Rogers)
£ 129.00
HI-FI NEWS STATE OF THE
ART (Atkinson) .. £ 161.00
HI-Fl FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR ( Colloms) .. £ 106-50
(carr. £5)
POPULAR HI- F1 MINI MONITOR
(Colloms)

£63.00

Celestion MH1000

£13.50

Fane Pop 40

£10.95

POPULAR HI-FI Round Sound
(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit ..

Fane Pop 50H

£12.50

POPULAR HI-FI (Jordan) ..

Fane Pop 75

£16-95

PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers)
£60.00
PRACTICAL HI-F1 & AUDIO
MONITOR ( Giles) ..
£11900
PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
TRIANGLE (Giles) ..
£86 00
PRACTICAL HI-FI MINI
TRIANGLE (Giles) ..
£99 00
HI-FI NEWS TABOR (Jones) ..
£59 75
HI-Fl NEWS TABOR ( with H4
bass units) ..
£65.00
WIRELESS WORLD T.L./KEF
(Bailey)
£112.00
WIRELESS WORLD T.L./
RADFORD ( Bailey) .. £ 154.00

Fane Pop 65

..

£19.95

Fane Pop 80

..

£21.95

Fane Pop 100 ..

£35.95

Fane Guitar 80L

£19-75

Fane Guitar 80B ..

£19.95

Fane Disco 80 ..

£21.50

Fane PASO..

£19.50

Fane Bass 85

£29.95

Fane Crescendo I2A

£42.95

Fane Crescendo 12B ..

£44.95

Fane Crescendo 15/100 ..

£54.95

Fane Crescendo 15/125 ..

£64.95

Fane Crescendo 18

£75.95

Fane 920 II Horn

£45-95

Fane HPX1/HPX2

£2.50

Fane 144 horn

..

£6.50

Fane J104 horn ..

£13.75

Fane 173 horn
Goodman,
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans

..

£9.75

8PA
I2P
I2PD..
I
2PG ..

£4.25
£19.75

Goodmans I
8P ..
Goodmans 50HX
Motorola Piezo Horn
Richard Allan HD8T • •
Richard Allan HD I
OT • •
Richard Allan HDI2T . •
Richard Allan HDI5 • •
Richard Allan HOIST • •

£68 00
£91 00

••.•

SMART BADGES FREE WITH ALL
ABOVE KITS (TO GIVE THAT PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR DIY Spkrs!)
SEND 3x 7p STAMPS FOR REPRINTS/
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF ANY OF
THE ABOVE DESIGNS.

Carriage and
insurance

£45.50
£20.30
ms•so
£14.50
£15.75

TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS 40p each
SPEAKERS UP TO 10
75p each
SPEAKERS 12"£115 each
SPEAKERS 15'
£2.00 each
SPEAKERS 18'
£2.95 each
SPEAKER KITS .. £2-50 pair
MAG. DESIGN KITS £3.50 pair
All prices correct at 1/10178

£37.95

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

Dalesford System 3 . • • . £ 101.73
Dalesford System 4

•

..

mom

Dalesford System 5 . • • . £ 139.00
Dalesford System 6 .. • • £93.00
Eagle SK2I0
Eagle SK2I5

•

•

•

•

£ 15.00

• • £29.00

Eagle SK320•
Eagle SK325•

•
•

£ 37.00
£ 67.00

Eagle SK335•

•

£ 91.00

Goodman, DIN 20
£31.50
Goodman, Mezzo Twinkit £51.95
KEF kit I

£59.50

Lowther PM6 kit
CI03 00
Lowther PM6 Mk Ikit .. £ 108 03
Peerless 1060
£71.95
Peerless 1070
£ 122.00
Peerless 1120 .. £ 139.00
Peerless 2050
..
£49.95
Peerless 2060
..
£65.95
Radford Studio 90 .. £ 154.00
Radford monitor 180 .. £208.00
Radford Studio 270 .. £275.00
Radford Studio 360
£390-00
RamKit 50 ( makes Ram 100) £69.95
Richard Allan Twin Assembly £33-00
Richard Allan Triple 8 .. £51-00
Richard Allan Triple 12 .. £62.00
Richard Allan Super Triple £73.00
Richard Allan RAS
mieso
Richard Allan RA82.. .. [74.00
Richard Allan RA82L £79-95
Seas Mini
• . £ 17.90
Seas 203
• • £35.50
Seas 302
..
£43.90
Seas 303
•
£73.90
Seas 503
•
•
£ 111.90
Wharfedale Denton 2XP •. £26-95
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£41.95
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP £56.95
Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL
FOAM, CROSSOVERS
FELT PANELS, COMPONENTS
ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF
GRILLE FABRICS
(Send 15p in stamps for fabric
samoles1

Send 15p stamp for free 38 page
catalogue "Choosing aSpeaker
Telephone: Speakers, Mail Order and Export:
Wilmslow 29599 Hi Fi: Wilmslow 26213

Dalesford System 1 . • • • [52.90
Dalesford System 2 • • • • £55.75

KEF kit Ill (carriage £5) .. £ 119.95

£22.50
£21.25

£20.95
£36.95

PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £2.50

WILMSLOW
L

MOO

The firm for Speakers

Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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EXPRESS MAIL ORDER

PICK UP ARMS
Hadcock
Hadcock Unilift
Spare Headshell
2 ml Fluid Syringe
1ml Fluid Syringe
Hadcock/SME Plate

S.A.U.2
£55.00
£9.00
£4.50
£2.90
£1.80
£3.20

£ 17.25

A.D.C.
LMF-I
£65.00
LMF-2
£69.95
LMG-I Magnesium
Headshell .. £4.50

SME 3009 Fixed
£53.75
Head ..
SME 3009/S2
Detachable .. £58.95
52 Headshell £4.95
FD 200 Fluid
Damper .. £ 16•30
SME 3009 Series III £93.55
CA.I Carry Arm for
Series Ill .. £ 14.50
FORMULA
P.O.A.

UA 7M Arm .. £ 121.00
UA 7CM Carbon
Fibre Arm £ 149.00

£4.50

Dolby Tone
Azimuth ..
Frequency

.. £2.70
.. £2.70
.. £ 10.80

TEST TAPES
SOU ND SHAPERS
A.D.C.
55.1.
£62-95
SS.2.
£ 139.95
SLM-I 00 Sound Level Meter
and Test Disc .. £42.50

CARTRIDGES
Cartridge

Stylus

£59.95
£37.50
£26.95

£27.95
£19-95
£16.95

£59.75
£48.50
£27•00

£36.00
£29.00
[14-50

..
..
..
..

£39•95
£ 19.95
£ 18.50
£ 13.25
[ 12.95

£16.50
£12.75
£11.75
£7.75
£11.50

••
••
••
••
•.
.•

£50.75
£44.75
£29.50
£19.75
£13.50
£9.80

£29.95
£23.50
£21.50
£12.25
£9.50

ADC
ZLM
VLM/III
A.K.G.
P8E5
P8E
P7E

SE II ..
E .
SE ..
E
SE ..

ORTOFON
M20 FL Super
M20 ESuper
VMS20E II ..
F15E II
FFI5E II ..
FFIOE
STANTON
88IS.
68 1EEE
680EE
500EE
500E ..
500A

£3.78
£4.32
£10.80

Dolby Tone
Azimuth ..
Frequency

MOVING COILS
Entre I ..
P.O.A.
Ortofon
MC 20 .. £55-25
SL 20 Q
£69.75
SL 20 E
£47.50
Satin MI I7G
£63.50
Ultimo 10X
£50.95
Ultimo 10A .. £62.95
Ultimo 20A ..
£75.00
Lentek Pre-amp
P.O.A.
Ortofon Pre-amp £91.25
Ortofon
Transformer .. £ 19.75

QUAD

GOLDR1NG
G900
G900
G820
G820
G800

£2.80
£4.50
£5.50

HF5 75
Shure TTR 110 ..
Shure TIR 115 ..
Wharfedale Larger
than Life ..

TEST CASSETTES

STA X

S.M.E.

Formula 4Mk Ill

TEST RECORDS

CONNOISSEUR

••
•.
.•
.•

£79.95
£47.25
£29.95
£20.25
£16•95
£13•95

£46.00
£24-50
£17.25
£13.95
£11.50
£9.50

£7.35
£7.90
£8.70
£7.90
£10.90
£13.65
[15.65
£14.45
£20.95
£49.95
£69.95

£5.45
£5.90
£6.95
£5•70
£6.50
£8.60
£12.35
£9.65
£16.55
£17.95
£28.35

£69.00

£37.50

SHURE
M447..
M44E
M55E
M75-6
M75B
M7SEJ
M7SED
M95E.1
M9SED
V15 Ill
V15 IV
SON US
Blue

33, 303, 405, FM3 Tuner
Electrostatic Loudspeakers
Usually Available- Phone
for Price and Delivery

SPEAKERS
(Watford Branch)
KEF
Celeste Ill
Chorale ..
Corelli .. • •
Calinda .. • .
Cantata .. • .
104AB ..
105

£89.00
£101.00
£140.00
£218.00
£390-00
£261.00
£645.00

WHARFEDALE
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
Dovedale SP2
Denton 2XP kits
Linton 3XP kits ..
Glendale 3XP kits

£53.50
£68.00
£83.00
£110.00
£139.00
£189.00
£259.00
£317-00
£28.90
£44.90
£60.90

CELESTION
Hadleigh Mk II ..
Ditton 11
Ditton I5XR
Ditton 22

£42.50
£73.95
£108.00
£150.00

9 am-6 pm
Monday-Saturday

Phone in your order with'Barclaycard or Access
card number. Or just write in to:

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES

HI-FI ( Equipment) LTD.

HADCOCK

(4 lines)

01-802 4131

SPEAKERS ( cont.)
Ditton 33 .. £ 194.50
Ditton 44 .. £232-50
Ditton 25 .. £268-95
UL 6
..
£ 135-00
UL 8
..
£ 167.50
UL 10
£235•00
RICHARD ALLAN
Tango .. £64.00
Maramba. • .. £87.00
£69.00
Charisma £ 148•00
RA.82L £ 130.00
RA828LP .. £217.00
Twin Assy. kits .. £33.00
Triple 8kits .. £50.00
Triple 12 kits .. £62.00
Super Triple 12 .. £72.00
RA.8 kits.. .. £47.00
RA.82 kits £74•00
RA.82L kits .. £81.00

TURNTABLES

MAIL ORDER:
follows:

JR 149
JR 149 Special Offer
(prs)
£115•00
JR Super Woofer
(single units) .. £147.00

HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD

400 .. . •
4I4X• •
424X ..
224X ..
420 .. • •
230 ..

£ 10•95
£ 17•95
£25-75
£34.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE TAPES

Purchases may be mixed between different brands and
sizes if required.
C45
C60
C90 CI20
AGFA

SFD
Carat

BASF

LH.SM
Ferro Super LH I
LH Super SM
Cr 02 ..
Su perchrome
Fe Cr

FUJI

FL
FX 1
FX 11

MAXELL

SLN
UD
UDXL I ..
UDXL 11..

TDK

•

£0.87 £ 1.16 £ 1-53
£1 - 42 £ 1-79 £0 63
£1.20
£1.06
£1•40

£0.87 £1-19
£1.61 £2.10
£1.40 £1-85
£1.75 £2•27
£2.53
£1.59 £2.17
Prices on Application
Prices on Application
Prices on Application
£1.15

£0.57
£0.83

SONY

HF
FeCr
Cr02
Low Noise

SCOTCH

High Energy
Cr02
Classic FeCr
Dynarange

£0.78
£1.29
£1.57
£1.57

£1.04 £ 1.33
£1.48 £ 1.96
£1.96 £1.96 -

£0.66 £0.90 £ 1.20
£0.95 £1.24 £ 1-78
£I • 24 £1.66 £0.93 £1-14
£1.46 [2.07
£1.34 £1.77
£0.66 £0.95

£0-60
£0•70
£0.85

£0.68
£0.90
[1.25

£o.59

£1.41
£1.32

£0.95 £1.10 £1.75 £0.75 £ 1.00

Post and Packing 1-5 50p 6-10 65p. 11-30 85p. 31

LI-DO

YAMAHA
Two New Amplifiers
Two New Tuners

CA510 and CA710
CTS 10 and CT710

Two New Cassette Decks

TC520 and TC1000

Please phone for price quotes on these and the rest of the
superb Yamaha range.

ACCESSORIES
Microsorbers-Turntable
feet. Per set ..
£7.50
ADC LMG1 Shell £4.50
Decca Brush for
£5.00
Records
£5.25
Decca Arm ..
Disk 22 Turntable
Mat
£ 12.95
Scotch Anti Stat Mat £2.95
Zerostat .. £6-99
Monitor Audio
Stylift • • £4.99

£o.96

AD
SA

STA X
SR 44
..
£61.50
SR 5/SRD 6SB £89•50
SRX 3/SRD 658 .. £ 139.00
SR Sigma/5RD 658 £206.75
SR 5only.. .. £54.50
SRX 3only .. £ 104.00
SR Sigma only .. £ 171.75
STANTON
Dynaphase 35 ..
£27.00

insurance as

BUY 5 OR MORE AND GET 5% DISCOUNT
BUY 10 OR MORE AND GET 10% DISCOUNT

HEADPHONES
SEN N HEISER

postage and

Prices correct at September 1978. But we reserve the right
to amend without prior notice.
E. & O. E.

CONNOISSEUR
B.DI kit ..
£17.75
Base and Cover for B.D1Pre cut SME
£19.60
SAU2 Arm
BD2A with BaseCover and Arm £46.50
P.P. DBI kit
EI-00
B & C
£1.00
BD2A
£2.00

Please add

Accessories-Cartridges-Styli
25p
Headphones-Arms
£ 1-00
Loudspeakers £3.00

SONY
New

range

of

Amplifiers-Tuners-Cassette
Turntables etc.

Decks-

Please phone or write for details and competitive price
quote

We also stock Armstrong; B & W speakers; JVC; KOSS;
MORDAUNT SHORT; NAKAMICHI; TECHNICS;
THORENS

38 Edgware Road, London W2
Tel.: 01-723 3071 ( near Marble Arch)

21 London Road, Barking, Essex
Tel.: 01-594 0239

8 Turnpike Parade, London NI5
Tel.: 01-888 4373

94 The Parade, High Street, Watford,
Hertfordshire. Tel.: 92 26602

115 Kingsway, London WC2
Tel.: 01-405 0446

4 High Street, Walthamstow, Eli
Tel.: 01-520 4121

4 Hadley Parade, High Street, Barnet
Tel.: 01-449 8278

152 Rye Lane, Peckham, 5E15
Tel.: 01-639 2205

48 London Wall, London EC2
Tel.: 01-628 0537

169 Fore Street, London NI8
Tel.: 01-807 2807

857 High Road, Finchley, NI2
Tel.: 01-445 3319

61 Seven Sisters Road, London N7
Tel.: 01-272 7901

234

FOR BEST PRICES & SERVICES

EALING T.V. 84 HI-FI

Goodwins

or

THE Hi-Fi,TV & VIDEO SPECIALISTS
Telephone:
567

579

3718

or

or

579

8703

Telephone:

4258

888

0077

If you think BANG and OLUFSEN is just a
pretty face . . . why don't you call in to us and be
pleasantly surprised.
The transistorised receiver
for those who still prefer valves

Ban& Ofuf sen there's more in it
than meets the eye •
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— —GOODWINS ( Dept HFN)
TO:

TO: EALING T.V. & Hi -Fi ( Dept HFN)
THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON WS.

Please supply prices on the following:

7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22.
Please supply prices on the following:

NAME

NAME

ADDRESS

I ADDRESS
(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

_
•

_
_

EALING: OPEN

_
_

Monday to Saturday. 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.

CLOSED

ALL

DAY

WEDNESDAY

Nearest tube station: South Ealing— Piccadilly line.

(Please enclose stamped, addressed

enve l
op
e)

GOODWINS: OPEN Tuesday to Saturday. 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
CLOSED

ALL

DAY

MONDAY

Nearest tube station: Wood Green— Piccadilly line.
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Vende
nh Britains
leading Hi Fi and Cassette Centre
50

éti

Major stockists of Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Leak, Nakamichi,

National, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac Tandberg, Toshiba Trio,VVharfo,dale, & Yamaha
Ora gun e

Amstrad EX220

47.95
Hitachi HA330/250/5300 POA
Pioneer SA606
113.95
Rotel RA314/414/714
POA
Sansui AU217
109.95
Sanyo DCA 1001
103.95
Sony TA73
49.95
Sony TA1 1
69.96
Toshiba S8420/513620
POA
Technics SU7300/7700/7100
Trio KA3700
72.95
Trio KA5700
119.95
Yamaha CA410/710
POA
Yamaha CA510
POA

£83.95
'
7• IMM
5 5 à

•ea'

(Ste
4/ as

e

Amstrad EX 220
Quality Hifi at alow price ser h
this 25W output stereo amplifier
I
I
,giving afull range of filters and
Pr bars, treble and balance controls
have click position potentiometers

Pioneer SA-506
Latest stereo
integrated amplifier with power
output of 25W per channel,
min. RMS at 8ohms, from
20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more
than 0.08% THD and IMO.

RECEIV
£159.95
Goodmans MODULE
130 Top performance
AM/FM stereo receiver 65W per channel into 4
ohms, five pre-sets on FM,
five two- octave slider tone
controls, full range
of inputs.

"••eeee "

6

e

Rotel RX403
High performanceiAM/FM
Stereo Receiver. 25W per chancel.
20 -20.000 Hz.Tuning Metec
Loudness SwitchHighfilter,
Tape Monitor,connects2.pairs
of speakers

iSPEAKPRS
‘0 .9s
,eys2\ 63.0

£56.95

e.9 5
Cheyin Xvc gewerbur Price

£76.95

e

Successor to the famous Linton
3Xle. this unit has an improved
HIFrequency unit, apower rating

111110 of 35W and suitable for amplifiers
of between 4 8ohms

Ma nt: G
2.w yst reo speaker system incorporating
a20cm woofer and 4,5cm tweeter. Power
han ling 40W integrated programme
mat rial. Frequency response 40 Hz to
18 Hz

TURNTABLES

£71.95
-

£84.95

Pioneer „.‘•• ,f' s
PL-514
New Model.
2speed belt- drive turn
table with W&F of only
0.055%, static- balance
Sshaped tonearm.

STEREO TUNERSMarantz
CJTV 10JJTV 11G
2100
Amstrad 0X303
Amstrad F0202
Hitachi F1340
JVC JTV22/ 77

53 95
45 95
PO A
POA

Trio 5500
Pioneer TX606 :
Rotel RT425
Rorer RT226
Sanyo FMP 1001

POA

126.95

79 95
• 93 95
PUA
56 95
78 95

oaies

(alrendiell
CASSETTE CENTRE

KEF Complete range
At 18/17/15
Amstrad E9330
Castle Richmond II
Cali:Mon 016/8/10
Celestion Onion 22
Celestion Duros 150R
Sony 2050 Goodmans RB 20
Monitor Audio MA7
Mordaunt Short Range
Jul 19/40/50
Technics SX1/2/3
Wharf ( S50/ES70
Wharf Oovedale SP2
Tannoy/KLH Complete
Videotone Minimax

POA
POA
59.95
Kin
POA
137.95
POA
112.95
67.95
87.95
POA
POA
POA •
POA
174.95
range
48.95

Our Price

£339.95

risT;

AnvaY

Superior

4BandI

(LW/MW/SW/ FM
Stereo) Music Centre with

Dolby Cassette deck and 2.
speed belt-driven autornaticl
turntable. Highly rec.
vollrienticaileeLinton
die 02

T' FRE
eere, S'enff

I

Old Price

£399.95

Hitachi ) 785
True Hi Fi Music Centre
with SW/MW/LW/FM stereo
receiver with 6pre- tuned controls
and AFC. Turntable with
auto return and stroboscope.
Dolby cassette deck with ferric/
chrome/normal tape facilil

Mut.. 5 . ed
worth [ 9.5

Hitachi 7680 R

New Hi- FiMusic Centre with
LW/MW/SW/FM Stereo/tuner amplifier
eels drive record player
Fi DIN standard 45500
Hi Dolby noise reduction
40 watts per channel (
RMS)
6FM preset buttons.

Sharp
SG 400 Atop'quality
model with LW/MWISW/FM/
FM. WP K. Stereo receiver
with 5F.M. pre-set buttons,
stereo Dolby cassette deck with
auto Cr02/normal tape selections.
mach. pause 8i auto stop. belt
drive turntable. 25w per channel.

We are 00 18V Music Centre Specialists • call and see our range

POA
289.95
164.95
199.95
299.95
359.95
POA

Akai AC 38001
Aiwa 5050
Ferguson 3971
Ferguson 3920
Ferguson 3922
Goodmans MCD 100
Hitachi ST 7675
Hitachi ST 7680R
Hitachi 7765
JVC MF47

339.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

National 1090
National 5070
JVC MF33

National 3090/3060
POA
National 5070
POA
Rotel AM 5010
299.95
Sanyo 2811

Sanyo 4580

269.95
POA 1

Sharp 450
329.95
Sharp SG500
539.95
Sony HMK 55/8
PLIA
Sony HMK 77/770
POA
Toshiba 3350/3650 POA
Toshiba SM 3600/3750MA
Hitachi SDT /400

POA "111

_

DOLBY re-Cellill
Our price

POA
38.95

Garrard SP25 VI

re.

Sanyo TP 1020
Dun, drive, 2speed stereo turntable
driven by brushless OC Servo motor, wit
stroboscope, auto return tonearm, WOE
01 only 005

FR E
!Music Stand
I rirth C.9.96

AF-5090

Akai 1115
99.95
Aiwa AX7400/7600
POA
Amstrad 5050
85.95
Amstrad 222
67.95
JVC JRS 61/81/201
POA
Hitachi 5R303
POA
Marantz 2226 BL
179.95
Marantz 2238
209.95
Pioneer SX590
133 95
Rotel RX303/403/503/203P0A
Sanyo 2100
98.95
Sony STRI 1
POA
Technics SA5270/5370
Toshiba SA320/SA520
POA
Trio 4070
179.95
Yamaha CR820/420/620
Sansui 62000
119.95

T RN ABL
Aime AP2200

Our Price

Our Price

Our Price

£379.95

speakers)

SPEAKERS

Our price

C'
ss
ee
nl
ó
t
i%s

Wharfedale Linton XP2

(Castle Richmond II

New range from JVC JAS 116
JAS 22 & JAS 44 JAS 55/JAS 77
mow

rrirr trru

STEREO TUNERS

MUSIC CENTRES

AMPLIFIERS

AMPLIFIERS

Garrard GT35
82.95
JVC JLA 15 (with cart.) 49.95
Hitachi HT 550 01353 al..P0A
Marantz 6100
48.95
Pioneer 516
81.95
Sansui SR636
169.95
Sony PS22
96.95
Sony 1020
69.95
Marantz 6170
96.95
Technics S12201230 Technics SL 3200/3300 Technics S1600/1800/1700/230
Toshiba 330
POA
Trio K01033
54.95
JVC CILA2/OL5/GLF4
POA
Sony 5173
Sony ST11
Toshiba ST420
Trio KY5300
Technics ST8080/5600
Yamaha C7610/810/710/510

49.95
80.95
POA
98.95
POA
POA

£99.95

ffl

Hitachi

•
•
•

Our Price

•

£139.95

Aiwa AD-5350K
New front
loading Dolby cassette
deck with bias fine control.
2point peak indicators,
rec. mute switch,
cue/review, auto stop,
aW&F of only 0.08%.

Amstrad 7060
Amstrad 7070
Aiwa 1250/6880/6400
Aiwa 6300/6550
Akai 7300
Akai GXC 7090
Hitachi 0550/0555
Hitachi 0220
JVC K010/25/55/65
Marantz 5010
Nakamichi 600
Pioneer CiF 1000 Sanyo 4028
New Sony Decks

stereo cassette deck Frequency
renoe 4014,600 Hz with W
F of only 02%. Twin
VU record level mmers

83.95
99.95
POA
POA
265.95
159.95
POA
POA
POA
139.95
POA
399.95
79.95

POA
PUA

TCKIA
TC U5

24 Hour Answering Service
9am-6pm Mon-Sat

Technics 631/641
Sharp 1151.
Technics 646
Technics RS630/615
Tandberg 330 If
Toshiba PC3060
Yamaha TC511
Akai 7020
Hitachi 0900/850
Pioneer 700
Sansui SC2100
Sansui 551100
Yamaha 520
TCK5
TCK782

POA

104.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
99.95
POA
199.95
195.95
129.95
POA
POA
POA

OW 10 WSW'

See and hear the
NEW SONY HiFi range
nstock NOW!

Right next door to Whitechapel Underground Station
Open

SHAR
FIT2000
High performance Dolby

PIONEER CT.F 500
.(1220
Just released - latest front
Front Loading Dolby
loading Dolby Cassette Deck from
Cassette Deck with full
Pioneer with full auto-stop.
auto-stop
bias
pneumatically damped loading
equalisation, Highly
door, permalloy play head and ferrite
erase head, W&F of only 0.17" ,
.
recommendedi model.

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
HI-FI CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El
CASSETTE CENThE
Tel: 01-247 3453

1

'

ORDERING BY MAIL. To Order by mail state

the goods required and enclose cheque. Postal
orden or give your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
,
number Id sending cash please use aregistered

,
envelope). Please see P8i Pcharges below.
Mail otter to:
219/283 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON E.1
If paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you
may phone in your order for prompt delivery.
The prices in these advertisements SECURICOR DELIVERY Guaranteed prompt
were finalised on 19/9/78
delivery. Add fit to order.
Please check prices and
POST & PACKING Add the following for P & P
averlebility at time of purchase

•t\

==i

111

LA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA..J.

ARD

Amps, Tuner Amps, Stereo Tuners Turntables.
Cassette Players, Dolby Decks in Car add £ 1.50
Music Centres & speakers add tit Securicor £4.

Cartridge add 50P._

* OVER 1000 MODELS IN STOCK
* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS
* ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
RADIO CASSETTES _IF

° Ur PnCe

£64.95

,1.1•11 ._

£64.£5

Hitachi
5320
Quality
LW/MW/ FM/SW Cassette radio. 2
way speaker system. cue & review facility
variable monitor auto stop & tape counter

Our Price

ur Price

Our Price

£26.95

£52. 1
9

r
%l
ehre•-

Sharp GF 3700E
Superb performance

Oar Price

e

Our Price

£73.95

•

, er
•••,,..

Philips AC460 «ea.

Sony 4701

radio/cassette recorder

Portable cassette radio,
operates on battery/mains/car

With APSS. LW/MW/FM.
Built-in mike, sleep
counter and timer.
Battery condition indicator

battery. VHF/MW/LW/SW radio
built-in electret cond. mike,
full auto shut- of ,.

Amstrad 9036

1

Superb 1W/MW car radio with
stereo cassette player. The model
features turnolock button which
allows tuning in permanent yI
II
sis stations. Bass, treole and
balance controls, last Idrward . rrul

Brand new in- dash 3wave

Pys
2271 car stereo cassette
Compact

band cassette stereo player
with M/L/FM stereo radio, 5W

player withiast forward,
volume, tone and balance
controls. Incredible value.

per channel output, auto stop.
Complete with

FULL RANGE OF IN- CAR SPEAKERS IN STOCK7vertible speakers.
Our Price

£76.95
Ferguson

Crown CSC.656L
High sensitivity MW LW SW VHF Stereo
radoorcassette recorder with LCD praire
digital clock, auto recording to apreset
tune, two-way speaker system, cue &
review & auto shut on
Battery Mains/Radios

Complete with convertible

3104
Terrific
value battery/
mains Stereo radio
cassette recorder wine tuning
battery meters, norrmil/CrO,
tape facility, FM/SW14nh
LW radio, stereo headphone
socket, tape counter

79.95

Sharp 1754
Ferguson 3283
Sharp 6500

35.95
42.95
79.95
56.95

Akai 370

POA

Philips AR554
Ferguson 3103

36.95

Sony CF 160

Hitachi 5300

36.95
64.95

Telefunken/102

Hitachi 5320
Hitachi 5211
ITT RC 200

POA

POA

ITT 'Tiny'

39.95

39.95

Stereo Reeonlers/

JVC 324
Marantz r10 53
National 554/553

POA
36.95
POA

Battery Mains

National 533/301

POA

Philips 060

36.95
36.95

Sanyo 2550

81.95

Sanyo 2441

62.95

tereo Radio
Cassette
Battery Mains
VIDE

RIRRRIR'

Battery Mains

105.95

Toshiba AT 6410

Sanyo 2560

JVC RC
717 L,L8
Terrific stereo radio cassette
recorder with 2.5 w per
charmed output, risible mikes,
sleep timer, built-in cue
•rewew facilities

eak

Radiomobile 408 -Top value stereo car musette tape player with M/L1FAI stereo radio,
interference rejection circuit, fast
forward/rewind, & W&F
of less than 0.3%5W
output per channel.

POA

Philips 2415

59.95

Hitachi 247/295

POA

ITT SL 58

27.95

National 309

POA

Stereo Playback
Aiwa 1050
Amstrad 9310
Settee VS 300
Hitachr CS320
Hitachi CS370
Harry Moss 330
Javelin 0103
National 1131

3.15
3E15
36.15
PUA
PO A
04.15
.5.95
PO A

Philips N2002

29.95

Philips 2208
Philips 2214/2213

29.95

NationalAC060
Philips
CX5000

Pioneer KP2I2
POS
Pye 2271
2695
Roadster 001550
435
Roadster RS1100 . 035
Roadster RS1500FP I'S 95
Sanyo 0020 ,r4 95
Sony TC • 7
lr7.95

23.95

ITT 720

59.95

Sony 7C 63

32.95

JVC K02

POA

Ferguson 3108

26.95

JVC 1635
Sony TC 525

POA
118.95

Hitachi 36 ' Mini'

POA

Crown CTR 375

30.95

Sony TC 158

156.95

ITT ST 65

Technics 646

POA

38.95
21.95

Ferguson 3107

4
PUA
1-95

156.95
99.95
POA
79.95
19995
POA

JVC 717
Sanyo 4515
Slurp 9090
Sony CF 570
Toshiba 8600
Sony CF 580

109.95
109.95
169 95
159.95
POA
179.95

superscoce 4003
Philips AR774
JVC 636/838
Sanyo 9910
Crown CEC626
National 4150/0350

-

rsce
£62
Our a.95

15495
117.95
POA
12595
112.95
POA

11>

C90 Suom liuys
Philips 80p
/Lola Super Colour 80p
P"
Maswell LS fi alu
AILREELA

A

I

iwr

Horcadas

'

Onoton 8120E
Ortolan F15E
Ortolon FF15E
Audio Technic&
AT 10
AT 11
AT 12
AT 14
AT 15 '
AT 20
Stanton 500A
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Stanton 681EE

Plrrlrpi LVC60
" LVCI20
" LVC150
afta 130

PUA
18.45
12.95
POA
5.95
7.45
18./5
26.95
38.95
43.95
14.95
20.75
32.95
47.95

G
dSP25
Turntable
Amstrad E0330
Amplifier
'Amstrad EX 303
Stereo Tuner
'Hitachi 0220
Dolby Canette
Deck
'Amstrad
EX 330 Speakers

£309.95

_

£709.95

g_9:,
13 95
14.96
19 ' Ird

HEADPHO NE
Akai AS 62C
Akai AS 622
Amstrad HP 56A
Pioneer SE 505
Pioneer SE 205
Pioneer SE 300
Sennheker HO 414X
Sennheiser HD 424X
Sennheiser H224
Sony 011 9A
Yamaha HP1/HP2/HP3

Philips LVC90
JVCVHS30
" VHSGO

11.95
595
795

13.95
15.95
12.95
36.95
12.95
18.95
15.95
22.95
31.95
13.95
POA

40.95
4P.95
PCA
99 95
PC A 111
59.95
99 95
6195
5995

Harry Mss,,331
Hitachi W111865
Pioneer 50,3300
Philips 361
Philips 783
fladiornotrile 1160
Radromotde 1170
Sharp 941
Selma, CRS3

22.95
POA
PaA
27 95
40.95
27.95
33.95
21.95
1.! 95

JVC JLA 20 turntable

Our Price

mr

Our Price

£749.95 "

Amstrad 9820
Harry Moss :r33
Hitachi CSW227
Javelin 2030
National Call
Philips AC260
Radiomotply 310
Rerhomob Ii' 309
Sony TC 21 FL
Car Radio

Cavendish introduce you to four Hi Fi Systems All complete with Matching Racks
CAVENDISH SYSTEM RS1, CAVENDISH SYSTEM RS 14

LJ

Complete with 2tapes.)
°Moles.
Philips N1700 T.V. Recorder
JVC
Demo
Ferguson Videostar
Records any programme,ES
3300
Superb video ca.setterecordei which
Full 3hour record colour
in colour or black & white
records & plays back ap to 3hours. It
comoact.lightweight
video.
continuously for 2hours.
Records programmes while
can record while you watch, record one l
Also can view one channel while
viewing, or while viewing diff.
Complete with all lea,
programme while watching another or
recording another.
moo. or when absent by Jsing
cartmlge Seruncor ,er,
timer
record when yoa are lot at home.
Come to I.ondon's TOP VI DEO Centre: also in stock Akai, National & Sony Betamax.

36.95
24.50
56.95
16.95
13.50
12.50
18.95
64.95
8.50
46.95
POA
2745

Stereo & Radio

'Aiwa 2040
86.95
Pioneer KP9300 POA
69.95
*Audioline 415
87.95 * Pye 2300
•Audioline 416
109.95 * Philips AC 860 162.95
•Audioline 417
103.95 * Roadster 3100 119.95
66.95
•Audioline 418
109.95 ' Sanyo 4326
99.95
Eagle MC 7700
86.95 Sanyo 6067
86.95
•Eagle MC 7500
79.95
Sony TC 28
99.95
•HitachrCSK501
POA
Sony TC 34
86.95
•Hitachi CS 2240
POA
Sharp 5750
POA
•Hitachi CS 329 A/F(4'0A *Sharp 5801
'Sharp 5800
69.95
Hitachi 238
POA
'Javelin RS 2750
99.95 'Sharp 5850
76.95
•lavelin 2970
109.95 *Pioneer KP5300 POA
•National CO 7300 POA •Radio mo bile 316(109.95
Amstrad 0X450 64.95
'National CO 840
POA
Fitted with interference suppressomi C.. 4,1

THE ABOVE WITH OUR FREE CONVERTIBLE SPEAKERS'

Aka, A1480
Alwa 903
Hitachi 8080
Ferguson 3104
Sharp 919I
JVC 727/828

REY ORR., and
niulleon within 20
RIM al F. London

ADC XLMIll
ADC VLMIll
AOC 2LM
ADC OLM3611
Shure 75ED
Shure 75EJ
Shure 95E0
Shure V15 IV
Shure M55E
Shure V15
Ortofon M2OF L
Ortolan VMS2OF

New Superb in dash
auto reverse cassette car stereo with
FM stereo AM radio Sniper chinnel output
Auto or manual reverse ca ourle mechanism
and wth interferente ... PO ,. On...

Sanyo 4020
Versall e ' under dar',
stereo cassette pla‘rer Ieat ire
plutions Ion
Irtonerd
and erect and rotary corn ion tor
volume, balance and tune Has auto
stop and produces Ow per ch.nnel

islar‘m
Stereo & Stereo771i7

Stereo Playbadr

Aiwa 772

Aiwa 2040

Toshiba SC & 5( 335 -Io

•

JVC K010 stereo cassette deck
Wharfedale Lintor

Our Price

Toshiba ST 335
Stereo Tuner
L

£479.95

n

Securicor delivery £ 10
N
Complete with matching rack and all

211MR

XP2 speakers
Complete with
matching rack and
all leads.

• £ 439.95

r

Hitachi 0220 Oolby Cassette Deck;
Hitachi 50303 20 + 20W stereo receiver;
JVCJLA 20
_
--r
Our Price
auto- return
turntable ( with ZIS
Cartridge);
Goodmans RB 18
speakers
Hitachi CHW5
Hi Fi Console and all
leads.

£349.95

'

Power amp. & pre-amp. r

JVC VHS120
11.95
" VHS130
11 95
Add 507 prit 8, P.k

JVC JTV 11G stereo tuner

/'livery 110

Toshiba SPS.330 _
Direct drive, full auto
turntable with cartridge. r
1.•
Toshiba PC 335
i3O})111,
Dolby Cassette Deck

Maranty 5G Speakers

(with ZIS Cartridge)
JVC JAS 11G stereo amplifier

).

leads.

1( 1,11«
11

Securicor defivery fIC

Cffleglaigh 1
CASSETTE CI11111
237

AgA177

Visit our showroom (off Tottenham Ct.Rd)
61 Charlotte St.W1. 01-580-463 2 /
4 lines

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
RECEIVERS/TUNER AMPS
A kai
AA1010 ..
AA1125
AA1135
AA1150
AA1135L

£89.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Amstrad
5050 .. .. £87•95
Harman Kardon
430C .. .. £146.50

1122DC
1152DC

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Nakamichi

P.O.A.

Pioneer
SA606 ..
SA706 ..
SA8500/II
SA9500/II

..
..
..
..

£113.53
£151.00
£230.73
£320.00

Rotel
RA413 .. .. £92.95
RA713 .. .. £112.95
RA1312 ..
RA1412 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
AU117
AU217
AU317
AU517
AU717

..
..
..
..
..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony .. ..

P.O.A.

JVC
JRS10011 .. £99.95
JRS400 .. £245.00
JRS600 .. £335.00
Marantz
2238BL .. • •
2226BL .. • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

1515L
1530L
1550L
2226
2238B
2252B
2265B
2285B

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

• • . •
• • . •
• . • •
• • ..
.• • •
• . • •
• . • .
• • • •

Pioneer
SX300 ..
SX450 ..
SX550 ..
SX650 ..
SX850 ..

.. £69.10
.. £97.28
.. £133.60
.. £186.20
.. £288.58

..
..
..
..
..

Toshiba
SB220 ....

m10

SB420 .. .. £132.41
Technics ..
Yamaha
Denon

P.O.A.

Full range
..

P.O.A.

TUNERS
Rotel
RX303 .. ..
RX403 .. ..
RX503 .. ..
RX603 .. ..
RX1603 ..

Akai
P.O.A.
AT2200 .. P.O.A.
P.O.A.
AT2400 .. P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
S2000 .. ..
S3000 .. ..
5050 .. ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

6060 ..
7070 ..
8080 ..
9090 ..
QRX9001

..
..
..
..
..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony .. ..

P.O.A.

Technics ..

P.O.A.

Yamaha

Full range

AMPLIFIERS
Akai
AM2200
••
AM2400 •.
AM2600 • •
AM2800 • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Amstrad

P.O.A.

Harman Kardon P.O.A.
JVC
JAS11G
JAS22
JAS44
JAS55
AS77

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

rantz
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
.. £72.95
P.O.A.

AT2600 ..

P.O.A.

Amstrad ..

P.O.A.

Aiwa . ..

P.O.A.

Sony .. ..

P.O.A.

Technics
SL1900..
SL1800..
SL1700..
SL1600..
SL230 ..
SL220 ..
SL1500/10 11
SL1400/10 II

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SL1300/10 11

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Leak
3900T .. .. £175.00
Marantz
2100 .. ..
2100L .. ..
Nakamichi

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Pioneer
TX7500 £119.95
TX9500/II £260.00
TX606
£91.40
Rotel
RT425
RT925
RT1024
Sansui
TU217
TU717
TU9900
Yamaha
Denon

£74.95
£157.95
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Akai
AP100
AP101

Marantz
6150 ..

P.O.A.

KLH
CB8 .. .. £109.95

Micro Seiki ..

P.O.A.

Pioneer
PL115D ..
PL514 • • ..
PL516 • • ..
PL518 .. ..
PL520 . • ..
PL530 • • ..
PL550 • . ..

CB 10 .. .. £ 16995
CL3 .. .. £220.00
£179.95

£68.00
moo
£79.67
£104.77
£142.26
£16317
£193.64

Rotel
RP2300 ..
RP3300 ..
..
RP1300

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
FR5080 .. .. £135.00
SR333 .. .. P.O.A.
SA222 11 .. P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JBL .. ..

Leak
3020
3030
3050
3080

..
..
..
..

P.O.A.

..
..
..
..

£95.70
£126.65
£179.70
£248.40

Monitor Audio

F.R.A.

Marantz
4G Mk II
5G Mk II
6G Mk II
7G Mk II

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

• •
• •
•.
.•

H0440 .. .
HD550 .. •
HD660 .. •
HD770 .. •
HD880 .. •
4G .. •

•
.
•
•
•
•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
moo

Tannoy
Eaton .. •.
Devon .. ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Cheviot ..
Berkeley ..
New Range ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Technics ..

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

Leak
3007 ..

£98.95

Marantz
5010 ..
5025 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Nakamichi

P.O.A.

Pioneer
CTF4040
CFT700 ..
CT F9191
CTF1000
CTF900

£116.52
£197.00
£223.00
£401•75
P.O.A.

Rotel
RD3OF .. .. £145.95
RD1OF .. .. £90.95

Sansui
SC1100 • •
SC2100 . •
SC3100 • •
SC5100 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sanyo

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Teac

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.

Yamaha

Full range

REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
4000DS, II
4000DB..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.

Pioneer RT707 £410.00
Thorens
TD110C .. mull»
TD160BC/II .. £76.61
TD115 .. .. £126.33
TD126C/II .. £183.38
TD12611IC .. £228.20
TD12611IBC .. £187.45
Yamaha

Full range

Denon

P.O.A.

CARTRIDGES
SME
30091111 £92.95
3009 S2.. .. £56.50
3009 non DT ..
£51.50
Shell 2S .. £490
FD200
£18.25
Empire

P.O.A.

Ortofon

P.O.A.

Denton

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

.. £75.00
.. £75.00

Celestion

P.O.A.

Full range

TURNTABLES

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JVC .. ..

Sony .. ..

JTV11G ..
JTV22 .. ..
JTV77 .. ..

(PAIRS)
A.R.
AR9
••
AR10 pi
.•
AR18 . •
AR14 • .
AR12 • .
AR11 • •
AR17 • •
AR15 • .

JVC .. ..

D11 .. .. £71.43
Toshiba£104.95
ST220 .. £51.95
022
D33 .. .. £187.76
ST420 ..
£72.95
044 .. .. £224.56
025 .. .. £259.61
Harman Kardon
D66 .. .. £390.15
ST7 .. .. £170.00
UL6, 8, 10 .. P.O.A.

Harman Kardon P.O.A.
JVC

SPEAKERS

Shure
M75EJ/II
M75ED/Il
M95EJ/Il
M95ED/II
V15/III
V15/1V

..
..
..
..
..
..

£13.66
£14.99
£16.93
£19.95
£50.75
£66.50

Teac
A2300SX
A2300SD
A3340S
A3300SX2T

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MUSIC CENTRES
Wharfedale
Chevin XP2 £33.64
Denton XP2
£5045
Shelton XP2 •
£64.30
Linton XP2 .. £7510
Glen XP2 £103.78
Dove SP2 £174.65
Teesdale SP2.. £128.72
ESO
.. £238.00
E70 .. £293.67
Yamaha

Full range

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CS702D II .•
GXC706D • •
GXC709D ••
GXC725D .•
GXC730D ••
GXC750D • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Aiwa ..

P.O.A.

Akai
AC3800L

P.O.A.

JVC

P.O.A.

National ..

P.O.A.

Hitachi
SDT7820 .. £205.75
SDT7765 £266.90
SDT7785 £351.00
Sanyo

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.0 A

VIDEO
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Sony, National, JVC
Please call for inquiries

Aiwa ..

F.R.A.

Amstrad

P.O.A.

Access • Barclaycard

Harman Kardon P.O.A.

Credit facilities available

American Express

FRANCIS

SPECIAL

¡TREAT H A PI

U.K. ORDERS ONLY

Add 35p for P/P. Prices subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT
• CASSETTES
C60
C90
CI20
• APPOINTED
Ampex 2020 Studio ..
El.00
DEALERS FOR
BASF Super Chrome
£3.20
BASF LH/SM Super ..
£1.0
- 0 £ 1.35 £ 1.80 SONY VIDEO
LH/SM
£0.60 £0.85 £ 1.10
Chrome ..
£1.35 £ 1.65 £2.15
Super Ferri LH/SM
£1.05 £ 1.40 £ 1.85 • APPOINTED
PIONEER, J.V.C.
Ferrichrome
£1.50 £2.00
AND YAMAHA
EMI X-100/UD
£0.70 £ 1.00
STOCKISTS
Fuji FX I ..
£1.11 [ 1.53
Fuji FX 2 ..
£1.22
fI - 66
Fuji FL
£0.79
cum
£1.51
• Head Cleaners by
Hitachi UD ( inc. head cleaner)
£0.95 £ 1.20 £ 1.45 Philips, Bib, BASF,
Hitachi EX or ER ..
f1 - 45 £ 1.85
TDK, Pyral.
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaner)
£0.60 £0.90 £ r110
Maxell UD ( inc. head cleaner)
£1.25 £ 1.40 £ 1.90
Memorex MRX2
£0.90 [ 1.10 £ 1.65 • PHILIPS, SONY,
Philips Ferro
60p
80p £ 1.15 B.A.S.F. AND VHS
Super Ferro
70p
90p
Super Ferro I
80p £ 1.00
Chrome ..
El.20 £ 1 - 65
• REEL TO REEL
Ferrochrome
£1.40 £ 1.80
Appointed stockists for
Pyral Hi Fi
£0.50 £0.75 £195 Tandberg, Sony, Philips
Maxima ..
£0.88 £ 1.20
Akai, Hitachi, Uher,
Optima ..
£0.75 £0.95
and many others.
Super Ferrite
£1.35 [ 1.70
Mics., Mixers, AccesScotch
£0.60 £0.90 £ 88 sories.
Scotch Classic .. C45, £ 1.25
£1.30 £2.00
Sony Low Noise ( library cases) ..
£0.60 £0-90 £ 1.3
- 0
• HI-FI
Sony Chrome
£I - 45 £2.05
Sony HF ..
£0.90 £ 1.25 £ 1.50 Amplifiers,
speakers.
Sony Ferrichrome
£1 - 75 £2. 1
S
motors, pickups and
TDK Dynamic .. C45, £0.55
£0.60 £0.90 £ 1.10 accessories by leading
SA
£1.30 £ 1.75
makers, music centres.
AD
.. C45, ass
£0.95 £ 1.25 £ 1.85
Chrome
£1.45 £ 1.95
• OWN SERVICE
• AMPEX TAPES
DEPARTMENT
7" Series 351, 2400
DP
..
£2.95
7" Series 361, 3600' .. £3 30
• CREDIT
SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
7-,1800' ;2400'
..
£ 1.50 £2.20
FACILITIES
5-,900; 1200'
£0.75 £ 1.20

••
••
••
••
•

•
.•
••
•

You get a fair deal at a fair price when you buy it from

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 6E6
non. St Leonard's Church
Phone; 01-769 0466; 01-769 0192
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY- CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

If you do all your
listening
in an
anechoic chamber
don't read this!
Here are three simple facts on speakers that can
make or mar the performance. One - the reflected
impedance from the walls of d room boost
a conventional speaker's output at the very low
frequencies but cuts them in the middle bass range.
Two - most speakers are tested in anechoic chambers,
not real rooms. Three - all Allison speakers are
designed for optimum performance in real rooms.
Here are three Allison speakers that will sound
best of all in your own home.

Disk 22 is aspecially developed 11 7
lidiameter turntable mat
consisting of ablend of natural rubber with ahigh density filler
(specific gravity 2.2).
Disk 22 eliminates reasonant vibrations from the turntable
and due to its consistent surface permits greater vertical
movement of the stylus, resulting in amuch improved
channel separation.
Disk 22's unprecedentedly high weight ( 730 grammes) increases
the turntable flywheel effect and smooths out minute speed
variations which normally appear as wow and flutter.
Result: cleaner, firmer base and rock solid stereo image.
Concave Surface
The concave surface of Disk 22 ensures the best contact between
the turntable mat and the record, even when the record is
severely warped. Moreover, the surface has been finely finished
to eliminate dust and dirt trapping ridges and indentations.

Allison One
Excellent frequency response and power
output from a 6 speaker system Really fine sound
said High Fidelity magazine. Makes use of a wall to give
a clean, natural sound.

Allison Three
Three way system ' The definition and detail
are excellent - you hear through the speakers to the source
with very little colouration' Stereo Lab Test.
Specially designed to stand in the comer of your room.

Allison Four
A bookshelf system with an extended low
frequency response. If you do your listening in real rooms,
send for the brochure. It will open your ears. Really.

VVILIVIEX LTD
Buy Disk 22 today and hear the difference. Available from all good
Hi Fi dealers. In case of difficulty, contact the sole Importers,
Wilmex Limited, Compton House, 35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey. Telephone: 01-949 2545.

audio pro
Audio Pro 1111 -Fil Ltd.,
Sandy Lane, Nloston Road, Sandbach, Cheshire.
Tel: Sandbach 7520.

239

ISUINSIM
TI,,, recently introduced AM, FM stereo tuner
rated
at 25+25 WRMS. Includes A+ B speakers, Iciudness
control, two meterc for signal and tuning strerigth,
FM sensiti. t., f ‘ 12 0 pV.

TRIO KR 2090
STEREO RECEIVER

10103311

£59.9

Stereo Receiver

RIO KB 3010

A direct drive, semi - automatic turntable
features 20 pole motor, auto return/cut

r's

£124.90

TRIO KR 6030

DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE

£177.95
efifi

A n,aoi , , r,ied AM FM
receiver rated at 16+16
WRMS, includes loudness control, A+ B speaker
switchinq. stereo separation rated at 35 dB hum
50 FI,•! 10 KHz, tuning strength meter.

BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE
A belt drive turntable includes ' S shani .ii
arm, anti- acoustic feedback feet, bias
compensator, stylus pressure gauge.
Cornes complete with plinth cover

TRIO KR 3090
AM/FM
STEREO TUNER

fiated at 80 f80 WRMS this AM, FM
stereo receiver. incorporates advanced
circuitry rarely found in its class features
, include, subsonic filter tone defeat, two

• •-•

e`f

I 'meters for tuning and signal strength,
A+ B speaker
switching.

£139.95

function, anti- resonance zomPression
base , " S. shaped, cue ard receiver ,
Wow ar ! Putt.,

o

159.9 5

TRIO KO 2010

DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

17.50

A new stereo anfolitter rated at afull
30 + 30 VVRMS, includes loudness-control,

'1,asonably priced turntable features
speed adjustment control, strobe, 20 pole
motor. ' S shaped arm, stylus pressure gauge.

tape monitoring, matches the KT 5300/11

Comes complete with El
plinth and cover.

TRIO KR 5100

STEREO AMPLIFIER

TRIO

KT 5300/11

Lea
e

A stereo integrated amplifier
rated at 40+40 WRMS ( a) 0.04°.
total distortion, 76Db S/N for
lot the KT 5500

includes AM/FM tuning, phase
lock circuit. Auto Muting, FM sensitivity 1.S pV

TRIO KT 6500
AM /FM STEREO
TUNER

1k

r

STEREO AMPLIFIER

841195

A ,,, ,
,,,, te.ated high performance

AM/FM stereo tuner, matches the
KA 6100 FM sensitivity, 1.8 pV.
A+ Bspeakers switching, tape monitoring and subsonic
filter.

159.95

An A
FM , teref. tun , rincludes Auto/
muting, 1.9 pV FM seritivity, phase
lock loop IC, Junction FP% for stability,
wo meters for signal and tuning strength
Perfect match for the
KA 5700.

.
o

f-eft

£94 50

•

TRIO
KA 3100

A new introduction to the range

(/ HF) Matches the KA 1500'11

a

£139.95

2.5 MV input asuperb match

AM FM STEREO TUNER

£89.95

t‘
a

e

•

.•

A new stereo amplifie , rated at

25+ 25 WRMS ( a) 0 .
08% distortion, direct
cou pled low noise phono Eq,includes chck stop
volume tone and loudness control. Will match the
KT 5500

TRIO
1X520
3- way bias an d equalisation switching,
stop, illumi nated cassette compartment
complete with the famous

auto -

Dolby system.

og
n5
mg.

£ 14n

TANNOY

SPECIAL
OFFERS

The unique Tannoy sound at very
special prices Featuring the
famous dual concentric HPD
driver. From the compact bookshelf
Eaton to the floorstanding Arden
studio monitor. High power
handling and high efficiency at
even greater than usual value.
Special prices on drive units tool

CD703 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
A competitively priced top loading stereo cassette
deck with excellent features including the famous
Dolby system, twin VU meters, auto stop, tape
counter, Cr0 2or normal tape svvitrh and headphone

ARDEN £ 134.90 PR
BERKELEY £339.90 PR.
CHEVIOT £299.90 PR.
DEVON £277.50 PR.
EATON £242.50 PR.
BUCKINGHAM WN£1558.50

SL150/MK2 TURNTABLE

A quartz controlled direct drive turntable
includes variable speed control.
digital speed read out complete
with pilot!! and cover hut w thout , rm

111111•weete—

AUDIOTRONIC
AES1

TECHNICS SL- 3300 224.95
£
TURNTABLE

A fully automatic hunt cont oiled dIre!.!
drive Turntable includes rnenonh
strobe. adjustable pitch control, antiskee,WErVV rates 0.03%inerrns,
rumble - 75dB Din Bweighted.
Comes complete with plinth
cover and magnetic cartridge. /

nd,vidual volume controls.

STEREO
HEADPHONES

E95

,.447.1:ies.

Mono/Stereo switcho

Flat rnylar diaphragm for
crisp, detailed response
and adjustable headband.
Suitable for head phole
sockets 4-100 ohms. high
sensitivity 2m card.
Freqi.ency response
20 20.000Hz.

£121.50

£9.95

MONITOR
RUBIO
mit512

AUDIOTRONIC

AES2

STEREO HEADPHONES

Lightweight open back design
for comfort, flat mylar
diaphragm foraccurate
transient response. Weight
190gr. Frequency response
20-22.000Hz. impedence
4-32 ohms. £ 1
2m cord.

1

4fflammal
imaK. TEcons
....;
RS631
e

LOUDSPEAKERS

15

1

et=ctrzepR

A two way InudOseaker ,
rated at 20 Watts bass unit
o f .. 20 mm, tweeter 25 mn.
Finished in ateak veneer
d i, bl ack grill cloth.
£

11911111131113191113111=1"

E

DOLBY
CASSETTE

t

DECK

I.

850 Pr
e16
•
£

A well priced dolby front load ing do lby cassette dec k
includes twin VU meters, oil damped eject memory, review.
timer, stand by facility. switchable bi as an deq,tape
coun ter. Finished in brushed aluminium and woo dveneer
cabinet.

i
........mne......-

JUC

d

JVC JAS- 11G STEREO AMPLIFIE

JVC JTV-11G AM/FM STEREO TUNER

new stereo amplifier rated at 33+33 WRMS features A+ B
twin
An AM/FM
meters for
stereo
signal
tuner
and
that
tuning
matches
strength,
the .1AS-11G
stereo light
includ,
FM
speakers, tape monitoring, loudness control. Finished
in brushed alu m i
ni
um and metal cabinet.
sensitivity rated at a.1 u Vand 55 dB
or th
e .ITV- 11G.
A suitable match f
selectivity. Finish edi
n brushed
aluminium and metal sleeve
•

£» 05
u0.0

11
£ 950

!

nor-JVC QLA-2 TURNTABLE
A quartz auto- return turntable includes S' shaped
arm, cue lever, strobe, automatic, W & F rated at
0.025% bias compensator£112
Comes complete w i
th
plinth and cover.

.50

JVC JRS6-1L
LW/MW/FM STEREO RECEIVER
A new introduction into the range features Alai/FM/LW
tuning, tape monitoring, loudness control, rated at 20+20
WRMS, signal and tuning strength
meters finished in brus hedaluminium
and wood veneer sl eeve.

124 .9

JVC 101/10 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
A front loading dolby cassette deck includes twin VU
meters, bias and Eq switch, timer, LED peak level
indicator. Oil damped eject.
Finished in either black or silver.

£124.95

241

t
ire

HIT 11011111250 STEREO AMPLIFIER

HITACHI 11220

DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

A 20
atts per channel, high quality stereo amplifier
Features include aDarlington circuit which gives low
distortion at high output, click- stop volume control,
loudness control, 2sets of tape inputloutput

Front loading stereo cassette deck with Dolby
motor
separate bias and ED switching DC servo
si
g nal

to noise ra tio

sockets and 2sets of speaker connections.

fT340 STEREO TONER

better than 60 dB.

£99.9 5

e89.95
n

Sensitive AM/FM stereo tuner phase lock loop
IC in MPX section for superior separation
flywheel tuning, MPX noise filter muting switcht104.50
stereo/mono switch, large signal strength and

pipmfflifflim

centre tuning meter.

ev

AUTOMATIC

__-------

Ai/ 168S

AUDIOTRONIC
ATT100N1

Precision engineered belt drive
turntable. Unique mat design for
optimum record support. Sensitive
statically balanced " S- Shaped"
pick-up arm for
accurate
tracking.

EAGLE
EAGLE

A7400

-1. ' - ,.. . • arl
e4i,
STE1:1E0,,
,.... _

AMPLIFIER

Anew introduction into this comprehensive
range, the A 7400 rated at 35 +35 WR MS includes separate
mixing, tape
subsonic
filter, 4+g
speaker svvitching, loudness
controi,
end dubbing
controls.
•
aperfect match for the T4000,
fi nished in br us hed aluminium.

ST
EREO
This
stereoAMPLIFIER
amplifier rated
at 25+25 WRMS

control. Matches the T7000 tuner and
L7600 speakers. Finished in brushed
aluminium
..... ..«....

KLII 331
LOUDSPEAKERS

Very reasona bly priced 2way
ported cabinet with an 8" bass/
midrange and 21". tweeter.
Dimensions 21 - x12" x8r.

mdebesiewo

DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

A front loading dolby cassette deck including most 1,,itai ,s
as assisted eject mechanism, twin VU meters, review
facility, record mute, adjustable
bias control, switchable eq.
finished in brushed aluminium.LP

11

AP206 £104.95

'TURNTABLE
''mi automatic, direct drive turntable. Dc servo motor, pitch

ible + 2.5%, wow + flutter . 025%. Suitable for cartridges up
• ; 5grms tracking pressure

'44-' '41e.

cludes an electronic limiter for ' - .
protection, click stop volume and ton,.
c3ntrols, A + Bspeakers, loudness

£4

AIWA AD6350

£114 50

EAGLE T7400 STEREO TUNER £ 113.50

EAGLE
A 7 200

,,nt loading dolby
I
AUDIOTRONIC.,.,ssette
deck, features
twin VU meter
ACD35
switchable bias and
,

Eq. Tape counter.
Finished in brushed
1 alluminium and met.il

44e

MARANTZ

ARANTZ 1050
STEREO AMPLIFIER

41

M

6025 TURNTABLE

A new belt- drive tarir table. Includes
synchronous AC
motor, automatic stop and
return on the
arm. W8f ---....,
0.07%. Comes --------complete with plinth and
cover. Price does not include
cartridge.

A stereo Arripibril itunl at 25 + 25 vvrrns.
I
nc ludes a41 click stop volume, dented graphic

eded £94.95

bass and treble tone co ntrols,
con trol. Finish

low filter, loudness

i
n champagne
w ith black case.

£69.9

bid

iimerneeenemellve

..ireirwso

.... - ...

MARANTZ
5010 BDOLBY
CASSETTE
DECK

- 7
. .-:.

•

•gatozz

MARANTZ 1072
STEREO AMPLIFIER
This
stereo
Amplifier
rated at
36 + 36
wrinS
includes
click
stop volume.
graphic
bass
and

£124.90

A hoed loading >t
reble tone controls.12dB/Oct low filter, loudness

....eliée
g
0

D
Deck,
olby Cassette
includes

control.
Finished
in champagne

En switches, master level control, twin vu meters. peak limiter,
£174.95
tape counter and auto shut off. Finished in
champagne front and black case
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2100L
LW AM
riu
STEREO
TUNER
Thus 3wave
band
Stereo Tuner
includes features

i

mARLAINNTlam2°,5Fm°,

STEREOTUNER
--'. --'
A 3wave band
Includes FM
tuning
St erand
eo Tuner,
signal

£109.90

A15 + 15 wrens 3- wave band Stereo Receiver

includes signal and FM tuning strength meters.
a12dB/Oct hi- filter. A + El speaker.. RM muting.

4

•,

4

tape monitor, loudness coffin,' F,n,hed ,,,
champagne and sii9.911
black case.

î

el

such as gyro touch tuning,

1>£149.95 signal strene and FM tuning meters ,3 gan g
FM tuning capacitor rated at 1.5uV FM

Asi tffls

MARANTZ 1515L

"enn AM/FM/LW STEREO RECEIVER

MARANTZ 1530 L

areolmor•ommelhot

AM/FM/LW STEREO RECE IVER

•

This
30 wrens
3- wave band St ere oReceiver rated at 30+
includes signal and FM tuningstrength
A + 6 speakers. RM .
meters. a12dB/Oct ,hi- filter,
mu ting.

tape monitor ,lou dness

i
and black case.

s"enet
rnu
edtli
n
.giLi
n
u,,'1.
`e
n
s:=.

champagne

et

it

eiNi:=

control. Finished

_. 4) iii.le!
£114.90 •
4
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VIDEO liOnE

-m.u
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fTh
g
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vc

VIDEO
CASSETTE RECORDER
HR3300EK

Up to 3hours of recording time from acompact
VHS cassette. B
uilt-in digital timer, for unattended
recording. Automatic tape search and pause
control.
Connects

749.9

to any TV.£
VHS
VHS
VHS
VHS

E30
E60
E120
E180

VIDEO
VIDEO
VIDEO
VIDEO

CASSETTE £ 6.20
CASSETTE £ 7.75
CASSETTE £ 10.95
CASSETTE £ 13.20

\se'

LOUD
sKER

A two-way loudspeaker
rateo at 10.25 wrrns.
Finished M a real ve ne e r
Size 2%" deep x 6
wide x11 "high.

SAPHIR

LOUDSPEAKER

G 2LOUDSPEAKER

A new two-vvay loudspeake r rated 15-50 wrms.
Finished in a real veneer. Size 19" hi g h x 10"
wide x 11" a%•.••••
de”o,

7•50 PR

GB3 Loudspeaker £69.90pR

A tsa vvay luudsp ker
rated at 6-30 wans''
8ohms Fi ni
shed in at
w alnut veneer an d
black front Size 1
5.8 "
deep.

£
49•00 p
high x9.4" wide x8.8"

42 50P11
L.

1

KEF

CELESTE/3

ORT»
VMS20E111-

çtotofl

TRIO RH 83

CARTRIDGE

STEREO HEADPHONES
These stereo headphones
incorporate 'planar.
dynamic drive', aflat
frequency response
from 20:20 KHz.
Finished with
attractive
head band.

Designed for
critical listeners
vvho own highest
quality manual turntables.
Supplied with elliptical diamond stylus
9

0

LOUDSPEAKERS

15E2
CARTRIDGE ....

£
92 .0ro PR

A new arid competitively priced speaker

rated at 25 WR MS,
attractively finished
in grey speaker
grill

YAMAHA

£47.50

£14.90 .."

CT510

AM/FM STEREO
TUNER
Aperfect match for the
CA510, this AM/FM
high specification
boasts signal strength
meter and FM tuning
meter. sensitivity ii 300
ohms1.8uV,
FM muting, record
calibration. Finished in
brushed al ennuie

£125.50

Electrostatic loudspeakers
33 control unit
303 Power amp
405 Current Dumper

£449.90 pr.
£110.95
£121.50
£179.95

86.50 Pr

IIR17 LOUDSFEANE RS

£128.50PR.

£152.50

SON
PSTI TURNTABL

A front controlled direct drive turnta
includes strobe, adjustable pitch control
comes complete with
plinth and dust cover
and cartridge.

7

9.

,
amiummoutimmulift

Acompact 2way system
up to 60W rms wood
f
inish with t
wo tone grill. cloth
and unique "paddle" treble
reflector size 17x 10} x9} inches

SONS STR 212L STEREO RECEIVER

Athree- wave bard stereo receiver rated at
15 -- 15WRMS with programme sensor,
loudness control,tuning and signal strength
meet FM sensitivity 1.7 pU
twist-Ito in brushed
.11umniuM.

£igi 50

me •
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ACCEPT
AMERICAN EXPRESS

ASK ABOUT AUDIOCARD BUDGET ACCOUNT SCHEME OR OUR EXTENSIVE CREDIT FACIUTIES
LONDON: TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. WI EDGWARE ROAD. W2 FLEET STREET. EC4 LEWISHAM RIVERDALE
BRENT CROSS CENTRE BIRMINGHAM CORPORATION STREET BRISTOL PENN STREET CHATHAM PENTAGON COLCHESTER
LION WALK CENTRE CROYDON WHITGIFT CENTRE DARTFORD ARNDALE CENTRE KINGSTON EDEN STREET LEICESTER
MARKET PLACE MANCHESTER MARKET STREET. ARNDALE CENTRE NORTH/VAPTON ABINGDON STREET • NOTTINGHAM
LOWER PARLIAMENT STREET OXFORD WESTGATE CENTRE READING FRIARS WALK RICHMOND HILL STREET ROMFORD
SOUTH STREE T SLOUGH QUEENSMERE CENTRE SOUTHEND CHURCHILL WEST - SWINDON BRUNEL PLAZA SHEFFIELD THE
MOOR TUNBRIDGE WELLS CAMDEN ROAD • WOLVERHAMPTON WULFRUM WAY • VileFORE) CHARTER PLACE
SCOTLAND:

1
6ReR

I> •

et. •

BARCLAYCARD

o

-'410

Anew stereo an phi ter rated ai 15+15 WRMS, induct,
twin power metele udness control, balance control.
headphone socket finished £ 74.95
in brushed alumimum.

Anew dolby front loading cassette deck includes twin
VU meters tape counter, pause button, soft elect, auto
shut-off, 3 position tape control rated at 0 08%
WF ± 0.2% finished in
brushed aluminium.
elr• 9

LOUDSPEAKERS

click stop volume loudness control.
Finished in brushed aluminium

SONY
TA 212
STEREO
AMPLIFIER

SONY TCK1A DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

BO T301/11-

ALL PROOUCTS SUBJECT TO AVAILAB,LIT Y

at 35 + 35 vvrms
0.05% cosurtion. Facilities include A + Bspeaker
switching, twin watt meters, high titter, recording monitoring
A new stereo amplifier rated

£121.50

An attractive loudspeaker rated at 50 Watts
Finished in ateak veneer and a
black grille cloth.

£

CA510
STEREO AMPLIFIER

FM3 Til tier
(above)

HEAD OFFICE: AUDIOTRONIC HOUSE, THE HYDE, HENDON NW9 6JJ. TEL: 01.200 0444 •
MAIL ORDERS: TO LASKYS, BRENT CROSS SHOPPING CENTRE. HENDON WAY, NW4 3F8.
TEL 01 202 0977
PLEASE ADD £2.50 PACKING AND DELIVERY FOR EACH PARCEL.

EASY CREDIT
TERMS
AVAILABLE

Prices were
correct et time
of going to
Press

E & 0 E. .
Prices include

VAT
cull 12 months

ANEW WAY
TO BUY NI- F1 LASKYS

Audiocard
LET LASKYS HELP
YOU AFFORD HI-FI
WITH AUDIOCARD
OUR BUDGET
ACCOUNT SCHEME.

ellal

THE LEADERS IN
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CUT PRICE TAPES
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Attach this advertiseme tto your order or fetch it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

MEMOREX

;Recording Tape
is it live or is it
MemorexT
Cr02
C45
New MRX3

97p

C60

C60

98p

£1.40

88p C90 ...

C90 ( in bags) £ 1 - 05
C120...

MEMOREX REELS

El - 52

QUANTUM
7" 1800' LP £ 4-20
7 ' 2400* DP £ 5•65

FL

NAO

C46
71p

FX-I Pure Ferrix
(normal position)

FREE CASSETTES

for every one Carat C48
ordered, ask for one Carat
C48 FREE!
For every 15 CARAT C90
ordered, ask for 4C48
Carat FREE1
For every 15 SFD C90 6
ordered, ask for 3C48 Carat
FREE I
For every
15 STEREOCHROM C90
ordered, ask for 3C48 Carat
FREE1
For every
15 FERROCOLOR C90
ordered, ask for 2C48 Carat
FREE1

C60
C90
C1 .
20
79p £1.10 £1.51
C46
C60
99p £1il

C90*
£ 1-53

FX-I1 Beridox
C46
C60
C90
(chrome position) £1-10 £122 £1.66
*Buy 8 C90 FX . I-- ASK FOR AN EXTRA 2 FREE

MASONS AVENUE
t 30 COLEMAN ST.
(01-606 4102)

REEL -TO -REEL

50

106

£ 1 . 53

73p
f1 03

Agfa Cr.02

we LP
1200 LP
1800' LP
1200' DP
1800' DP
7"
2400' DP
V
1800TP
5}
2400' TP
7"
3600' TP
4200 Cine
106 4200 NAB

C120
£1.49

53p

Agfa SFD ( original) -

5"
5r
7"
V

C90
£ 1 . 12

PE36
PE36
PE36
PE46
PE46
PE46
PE66
PE66
PE66
PE36
PE36

-

73p

£1.10

98p

£1.30

£ 1 . 27

£1.76

Agfa PEM ( matt)
5"
r
101"
10r
V
7"

900'
1800'
3600
3600'
1200'
2400
4200
101" 4200

£1 - 79
£2 06
£295
£2.17
£295
£ 69
£3•36
£4•50
£4-23
£ 89
£8-70

106

LP
LP
Cine
NAB
DP
DP
Cine
NAB

£2.44
£3.59
£8.23
£9.85
£133
£5-60
£9.95
£11•95

maxell

Meet the Maxell Tear',
Maxell Super Low Noise
SLN C60 ..
87p
SLN C90 ..
89p
SLN C120
rl-13

Maxell UD XL I ( normal position)
C60
...
... £1 • 30
C90 .
Maxell UD XL • II (
chrome position)

Maxon Ultra Dynamic

UD C46 ...
UD C60 ...
UD C90 ...
LJD C120

LONDON N5

LONDON WC2

HIGHBURY STATION
HIGHBURY CORNER

LEICESTER SQUARE
STATION Ticket Hall
(Cranbourn St. Exit)
101-439 92111

(01 607 0644)

£1.23

83p

Agfa Ferro Colour

orders POST FREE- mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO Dept.

LONDON EC2

84p

Agfa Carat

Recommended by Aiwa • Akin •
Alpha • Audiotronic • Beltek •
Hanimex • JVC • Marantz •
Pioneer • Flotel • Sansui - bac • Toshiba • Trio

II SUPER

C60

C48
Agfa SFD I

fl 00
fl - 10
fl 27
fl 69

C90

.

f1•69

Mexell UD/XL Reels
7'
1800
1,
1)." 3600'

HF

£5.03

LP
LP

.

fll - 75

C45
Aucho XHE
£ 1•35
BASF LH
BASF Super
BASF Ferro Super I
BASF CrO,
BASF FeCr
Hitachi LN
Hitachi UD
Hitachi UD ER ( UD XL I) _
Hitachi UD EX ( UD XL II) Pyral Optima
Pyral Superferrite
Scotch High Energy
77p
Scotch Master I
ScotchMaster II
Scotch Master Ill
Sony LN
Sony HF
Sony Cr
Sony FeCr
TDK Dynamic
52p
TDK AD
76p
TDK SA

AG FA

AGFA SFD
AGFA SFD ONE
AGFA Stereochrorne
AGFA Carat ( FeCr(

C.I 20

C.48

£O-54
£0-74
CI- 12
£O•73
£O-99
£ 1-30
aI•84
£1•12
£I-49
LI-02
LI-27
CI-75

BASF LH
BASF LH Super
BASF Ferro S.LH1
BASF Chrome

BULL RING SUBWAY
(Moor St. Station exit
-off Open Market)
021-643 17661

C.60
£0-53
C.90 £O•72
C.I20 £O-99
C.60
£0-89
C.90
LI - 18
C.I20 LI-56
C.60
£O-97
”C.90
LI-16
C.60
[I-18
C.90
1-46
C.I 20 LI-85

ten

£1•22
C.90 £ 1•52
L13-28
£14-89

SONY
SONY LN
SONY HF
SONY Chrome
SONY FeCr
SONY Elcasec SLH
SLH
FeCr
FeCr

C.60 £)- 56
C.90 £O-80
C.I20 CI- 12
C.60 £O-80
C.90 £O-96
C.I20 £ I-19
C.60 £ I-13
C.90
I -50
C.60
I -24
C.90 £ I-75
C.60 £2-35
C.90 £3-5 I
C.60
0-51
C.90 £4•69

C.60
C.90
FUJI FX.I
C.60
C.90
FUJI FX.2 (Chrome Position,
C.60
C.90

-

(8-60

£

0•29

£5.9
- 4

£1300

MANCHESTER 3 BRISTOL

ESSEX

1VICTORIA STATION
APPROACH

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH ON SEA

(0532-444 692)
-

(061-032 4592)

HITACHI UDEX ( Chrome Position)
C.60
LI - 19
C.90
LI - 50

MEMOREX
MEMOREX MrX3

C.60
LO 89
C.90
LI 19
C.I20 LI-56
MEMOREX Chrome
C.60
CI-00
C.90
CI- 42
**Limited Offer-pack of two chrome
C.90 for L2-40**

£O-79
L1-10
LI-11
CI- 53

TDK

C.45 £O-54
C.60 £O-62
C.90
0-83
C.I20 LI - 12
C.I80 £2•82
LI-22
.•Linnited Offer- pack of two dynL1 - 66
amic C.90 for £
1-4o**
TDK Acoustic D
C.45 £O-81
C.60
am
C.90
n.21
HITACHI
C.I20 LI 64
HITACHI LN
C.60
al- 57
TDK Super Avilyn
C.60
LI-11
C.90
CO- 81 ( Chrome Position)
C.90
El - 56
C.I20 LI • I7
TDK Endless Cassettes
30sec. LI-62
HITACHI UD
C.60 £O-94
Imin. [ 1•68
C.90
El - 16
3min. LI -78
HITACHI UDER
C.60
LI-19
6min. LI - 96
C.90
LI-SO
TDK Cassette Head Demagnetizer 03-35

TDK Dynamic

All prices include 8% V.A.T. and are correct at time of going to press.
Goods are offered subject to availability.
POSTAGE AND PACKING FOR U.K. CASSETTES 40p PER ORDER- I0
POST FREE. REELS 40p PER ORDER.
**LIMITED OFFERS WHILE STOCKS LAST.
Mail Orders and Callers to:
B.A.T.S. OF BIRMINGHAM, Dept. 012
2259/61 Coventry Road, Sheldon,
Birmingham, West Midlands B26 3PA
Telephone: 021-742 6311

7" DP 2400' 101" LP 3600 £4-89
e5•89

62 WELLINGTON ST.
(off City Square)

FUJI
FUJI FL

89p*
fl - 03
f1 -11*
£1 - 56
£1.06
fl 45
HURRY LIMITED STOCKS

7" LP 1800'
BASF LH
£ 3-89
BASF LH Super £4•38
'Black Box' Studio £ 1.99
TDK Audua
£3•19
TDKAudua (
man)
£383
Scotch Hi Fi
£4/3
Scotch 207 ( for Revox A77)-

C.60

AGFA Video VC 45'100
VC 60 130

54p
78p
fl - 12
fl.22
56p

C120
£2.70
98p
Li- 56
£1.65
Cl- 80

la HIGHBURY STN., HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON N5.(Callers welcome)

BASF
C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.66
C.96
C.120
C.66
C.96
C.I20
C.60
C.90

Cl -44

C90
£ 2.135
71p
£114
£ 1 - 24 *
£1-45
fl.79
80p
£1.14
£1 -49
£1.49
£ 1.05
£1•85
£ 1.06
fl - 31
Cl 64
£1.74
79p
95p
fl 49
fl /3

REEL-TO -REEL

Quality CASSETTES 86 REELS from
AG FA Ferro Color

C60
(1 - 55
52p
89p
98p
El - 14
El
56p
93p
fl • 19
£1.19
83p
fl - 40
82p
£1
£1.40

Also Birmingham City Centre
Priory Centre ( opp. Lewis's)
120/122 Corporation Street,
Birmingham B4 6TA
Telephone: 021-236 2139

29 DENMARK ST
(Behind Hippodrome)
(0272-290900)

(0702 712861)
-

B.A.T.S.
REEL-TO-REEL
AGFA LOW NOISE
PE36 5"x 900' LP ( P)
PE36 51-"x 1200' LP ( P)
PE36 r x1800' LP ( P)
PE46 5" x 1200' DP ( P)
PE46 5x 1800' DP ( P)
PE46 7" x2400' DP ( P)
PE66 7" x 36(XT TP(P)

..
..
..
..
..

El.80
£2•07
£2-95
£2-14
£2.95
£3452
£4-63

AGFA ( back coated)
PEM368 7"X 1800' LP ( P)
PEM368 7"X 1800' LP (M)
PEM368 10'x 3600' LP ( P)
PEM368 lOr X 3600' NAB

.. £13.25
.. £9-55

BASF
LH 7" x 1800' LP ( P)
LH 7" X2400' DP ( P)
LH Super 7" x 1800' LP ( P)
LH Super 7"X 2400' DP ( P)

..
..
..
..

£3-90
£4-90
£4-40
£5-90

..

L2-95
£3-95

MEMOREX
Quantum 7"x 1800' LP ( P)
Quantum 7"x 2400' DP ( P)
SONY ( back coated)
SLH 7"x 1800' LP ( P)
SLH r x2400' DP ( P)

£3•60
£4•20

£4-25
.. £6-40

TDK
Audua L7" x 1800' LP ( P)
L3•50
Audua L 10r x 3600' LP NAB .. £ 10-27
TDK ( back coated)
Audua LB 7'x 1800' LP ( P)
£4-25
Audua LB lOr x 3600' NAB .. I1-53
(P) Cine Centre/Plastic Spool
(M) Cine Centre/Metal Spool

B.A.T.S.
OF BIRMINGHAM

245

The worldfamous
A
DECADE
OF
HI-FI

A.EXECUTIVE

Am*

EX303

HI- Fl STEREO TUNER
1.7pv for 30 dB S/N FM, FM(STEREO) Long
Wave, Medium Wave. Inbuilt stereo MPX
Decoder.
Three wave bands:— VHF ( FM) FM stereo, Medium
Wave and Lang Wave. Variable output control enabling
the unit to be used with most Hi -Fi amplifiers and audio
systems. The high performance FM
section employs F.E.T. technology
with additional I.F. pre- amplification
for greater sensitivity. The coverage of
the wave band is FM 88-108 MHz,MW
525-1600 KHz,and Long Wave 150270 KHz,Size : 420mm ( w) x 145mm
(h) x340mm ( d)

C.ExEcuTIVE EX202

EEXECUTIVE

HI- Fl STEREO TUNER
2.5 pv for 30 dB S/N FM/ FM(STEREO)
Long Wave, Medium Wave. Inbuilt stereo
MPX Decoder.

HI- Fl STEREO RECEIVER FM/MW/LW
140 watts: 35 watts RMS into 4ohms per
channel
30 watts RMS into 8ohms per channel

The FM waveband covers all radio stations available in
the U.K. and receives stereo FM transmissions by automatically decoding the signal with its inbuilt circuits.
The tuner has an AFC switch which activates electronic
circuits that stop the radio station
reception drifting. The EX202 also
incorporates two extra radio wavebands, both of which are on AM
frequencies: Medium and Long Wave
Band. Size: 420mm ( w) x145mm (
h)
x340mm (
d)

B. EXECUTIVE EX330

D. EXECUTIVE

HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER
140 watts: 35 watts R.M.S. per channel
into 4ohms
30 watts R.M.S. per channel into 8ohms

HI- Fl STEREO AMPLIFIER
100 watts: 25 watts R.M.S. per channel
into 8ohms

A classic example of traditional precision engineering.
This high quality unit offers a frequency response of
15 Hz — 30 KHz ± 3 db and distortion
gene'
quoted at 0.1% at 1KHz for
tput. Size: 420mm ( w) x
340mm ( d)

EX220

Designed to offer the best performance for its very
economical price. The EX220 offers afull 25 watts RMS
per channel output, equivalent to atotal 100 watts music
power. This amplifier is suitable for use with most Hi -Fi
turntables, tuners, and cassette decks and has inputs for
all of these functions including aTape
in and out facility, plus afull range of
filters.Bass,treble and balance controls
use click position potentiometers
which give a firm quality operation.
The volume control employs a multiclick position potentiometer. Size:
420mm (w) x145mm (
h)x 340mm (
d)

EX333

Incorporates, loudness control, mono/stereo control,
rumble filter, scratch filter, tape monitor, headphone
socket input, bass, treble and balance control, also two
power meters set at Ilevels,30 watt
and 3 watt, while the radio section
has 3wave bands, highly unusual for
aunit of this type — FM ( VHF), Long
and Medium. Size: 420mm ( w) x
350mm (d) x145mm ( h)

EEXECUTIVE EX222
HI- Fl STEREO RECEIVER FM/MW/LW
100 watts: 25 watts RMS per channel into
8ohms
A combined tuner and amplifier. The amplifier section
offers afull 100 watts output ( 25 watts RMS per channel)
with afull range of filters including scratch, rumble and
loudness control, bass and treble
tone controls. The radio section hds
3 wavebands FM ( FM stereo) Long
Wave and Medium Wave. The
receiver incorporates an in-built
stereo decoder which automatically
decodes stereo FM transmissions,
signified by an L.E.D. Beacon ( light
emitting diode). Size: 420mm ( w) x
145mm ( h) x340mm (d)

Uvecy

G. EXECUTIVE MODEL 7070

The Amstrad EX333 has been designed with
compactness in mind and can be placed exactly
on top or beneath afront loading cassette deck.
This is avery unusual feature as most units like
the EX333 are much wider. The EX333 will
operate with any Tape deck on the market. The
illustration shows it sited on top of the Amstrad
7070.

H. MODEL 7060

FRONT LOADING STEREO CASSETTE DECK

FRONT LOADING STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Features the world famous DOLBY SYSTEM noise reduction circuit, facility for
Chromium Dioxide and Ferri Chrome tape, full Auto-stop mechanism, variable output
control ( making it suitable for use with most Hi -Fi Systems), Tape Digit counter, input
for microphones and output for headphones. Full function cassette
mechanism. Brief specification: Wow & Fluditr 0.085% w.r.m.s.
Output voltage Variable 0-1000 mV, Frequency response: chrome
tape 25- 17000 Hz, distortion Less than 0.5%. Output impedance 600
ohms. Size : 420mm ( w) x145mm ( h) x255mm (d)

A budget priced Dolby system front loading cassette deck designed to work with most
Amplifiers and Hi -Fi systems. The unit is suitable for both Chromium Dioxide and
standard cassette tapes. Features include: Adjustable record level, adjustable output
level, microphone inputs, headphone output, tape digit counter.
Phone and DIN input/output sockets. Brief specification: Wow &
Flutter 0.1% w.r.m.s. Frequency response 60-14000 Hz ( Chrome
Tape), Variable output 0-600 mV Size: 420mm ( w) x145mm ( h) x
255m ( d)
*Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

*Typical selling prices
are unofficial guide
lines which in our
opinion are
representative of the
typical retail buying
price of our products.
However retailers are
entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested_ All
prices quoted include
VAT at 12.°/..

Available e, Nationwide All branches of COMET LASKYS: TRIDENT: TEMPO. tondo» d Home Counties ADAMS & DAM( Norwich:
ALPHA RADIO WI AMPLITONE Nottingham: ANALOG WCI. N12. EC2: APPLEMART Kingston: ASHFORD HI-FI Kent; AUDIO MARKETING ISARAYS) NIB; AZAT W1; BRIDGE RADIO Harrow: BARTLETTS RADIO 147: BANGHAMS Kent: BILLY SEE $ 113;
BOGNOR DISCOUNT Bognor: J. CAINE Horsham: CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR Cambridge; CAMERA HI-FI Sittingbourne; CAVENDISH
SALES El: CAMPKINS Cambridge; CANONBURY NI : CAPITAL CAMERAS Craway: CARREFOUR Caerphilly. Eastleigh. Telford. Minworth:
CHELMSFORD ELECTRONICS Barking: CENTRE OF SOUND WI I CLIMAX AUDIO Yarmouth: COSMIC RADIO Addlestone: COVENTRY
111-11 Coyentxy. CRAIG HI.FI Romford: DAYS Sorind.•n•BID DRAY Bexhill. DUNKIN RADIO SE 5: ELECTROCENTM Preston:
ELECTRICAL TRADING 113: ELECTRONICS TVA Slit E.T.S. Cornwall: MCA% Eirmingham: FELL OF LONDON SM. FORRESTERS
Bournemouth. FRADAN RADIO Leigh Lanes: C. J. FREEMAN Portishead: FURNESS ELECTRONICS Barrow m Furness; H. GEE Cambridge,
GILSONS AUDIO Middlesbrough: GOOFREYS Elasildon; GOODWIN Southamptorr: F. A. GOODE Northampton: HENNESEYS St. Austell:
HI WAY HI-FI WI; INCA Welwyn: R.C.A CO Mancuester LOCKFORD MARKUING SW16: MAGNET DISCOUNT N18; MAINTAIN
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EXECUTIVE 300
HI-FI 3-WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
Sheerline Teak effect vinyl finished this system hase fully
sealed cabinet with the three speaker units mounted from
the front surface, the front is of the pull off type finished
in afine semi- see through black mesh. The system has an
8 element crossover network which controls the 8"
Longthrow woofer, 44" midrange and 3f" Tweeter.
Designed with our Executive range of Amplifiers and
Tuners in mind they are suitable for use with most Hi -Fi
Amplifiers or systems. Size: 500mm ( h) x270mm ( w) x
260mm ( d). Suitable for both Horizontal or vertical
operation. Brief Specifications:
Power handling 35 watts R.M.S.
RRP f87.4
Impedance 8 ohms nominal. FreINC. VAT
quency response 30 Hz- 20 Khz,
TYPICAL PRICE.
crossover frequency 900 Hz, 5Khz.
Weight per cabinet 8.5 kgs.

EXECUTIVE SR301

£65

HI-FI RACKING SYSTEM
Designed to house the full range of the Amstrad Executive
series. The leyout of amplifier, tuner etc., is just our
recommendation as the shelves are designed as such,
that any combination of the 3 units can be made. The
SR301 can be used with other Hi -Fi equipment on the
market and the area allowed for the turntable will accommodate most Hi -Fi turntables on the
market. There is an area below the
R.R.P. £29.02
main equipment section for record or
INC. VAT
cassette tape storage. Each section

Illus., is the adjustable mid- range panel, On
the panel is the typical curves plotted to show
the effect to the frequency response at
different control knob settings. Employed in
this section is a high wattage wire wound,
variable potentiometer and this control is
used to adjust the sound to suit the listeners
ears.

of the area housing measures :424mm ( w) s148mm ( h) x370mm
(d). The overall unit size is:— 886mm
(h) x 450mm ( w) x 370mm ( d).
Available in Teak effect vinyl.
Walnut effect vinyl and Black wood
grain effect vinyl.

TYPICAL PRICE

-
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DYNAMIC MICROPHONES MODEL DM 701
Designed log use with all Amstrad tape recorders as well as
most other tape decks or recorders on the market. Supplied
with both 3.5mm and standard I" jack plugs supplied as a
matched pair complete with agenerous 2.5mm cold, and two
non- slip adjustable angled mic stands and the accurately
machined aluminium stem allews hand
he robust omnidirectional un.ts
rate spherical wire mesh type wind
which reduce boom and wind
mansions 171mm x44mm dia.
response 80-13000 Hz.

ACOUSTRA

1500 SPEAKERS
Power handling — 15 watts RMS.
Frequency response — 45-17,000
Hz. Enclosuse type — Acoustic
suspension. Impedance — 8 ohms.
54." long throw bass unit, cone of a
rigid paper with a
foam roll surround.
31"
mid- range
treble unit. Dimensions 368mm x260
min x222mm.

ACOUSTRA

2500 SPEAKERS
Power handling — 25 watts RMS.
Frequency response — 35-17,000
Hz. 8" Long throw bass unit, cone
of a rigid paper with a foam roll
surround. 31' mid- range treble
unit. Dimensions
•
488mm x253mm
x241mm

HPS6A STEREO HEADPHONES
Designed for the discerning listener. The headphones
exhibit exceptional holding properties between bass
and mid range bands and have features often only
included on more expensive units. ' Lightweight 500
gram construction • Separate volume controls on
each earpiece ' Frequency response
20 Hz — 25 kHz • 8 ohm nominal
impedance ' Cord extends to 4 metres
'Suitable for most Amplifiers, Tap ,
Decks and Hi -Fi systems. ' Special
Mylar Cone for wider frequency
response. Ln matt black with soft
black cushioned ear- pieces.

The NEW AMSTRAD EX900, the
9030 and 9020 are supplied with a
pair of 4 ohm SPEAKERS with a
BALANCE
CONTROL

FM STEREO
BEACON

ILLUMINATED
DIAL

two- section housing for DOOR or
SHELF MOUNTING.

CASSETTE
ENTRY

11111.111111111111111111111111111BM5'

TONE
CONTROL

TUNING
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STEREO

EJECT

VOLUME
ON/OFF
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PUSH/PULL
FM MONO
STEREO CONTROL

STOP/EJECT

\
RE- WIND AND
FAST FORWARD

EX 900

PROGRAMME
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•
TAPE DIRECTION
WAVE BAND
INDICATORS
SELECTOR

TAPE PROGRAMME
CHANGE

3- WAVE BAND MW/LW/FM/FM STEREO MPX 28 watts: 7watts R.M.S. per channel.
IN- DASH STEREO RADIO & CASSETTE PLAYER with nuiromusE

Introducing our new Executive 900. A superior quality big power performer with
advanced circuitry supplemented with a special INTERFERENCE LIMITER on
FM. The Radio section comprises aMW/LW Radio and FM ( VHF) Radio providing
Stereo FM reception plus an Auto- reverse Cassette Player. The high quality has
been the criteria behind the design of our Executive 900 and comes with our new
4ohm two- section Door or Shelf Mounting Speakers. A real luxury unit that you can
afford.

Rip.

f126.6:

INC. VAT

TYPICAL PRICES

£98

and special inbuilt
FM interference
reduction circuitry

'
TON

1141.6 .

UM en

CZ)
Malin%

F1A

81:11181

Nil

amoitasarrti

Flehelamens/hw ROW/MUM CUR STEREO
'

9030

3- WAVE BAND MW/LW/FM/FM STEREO MPX 20 watts:
5watts R.M.S. per channel. IN- DASH CAR FM
STEREO RADIO & CASSETTE PLAYER.
The Amstrad 9030 with power, purer clarity and 3wavebands is aMW/
LW Radio and FM ( VHF) Radio with Stereo FM reception together with
a Stereo Cassette Tape Player. A L.E.D. beacon indicates a stereo FM
transmission. Facilities: Balance control, Tone control, Stop Eject
facility for tape, Fast Forward control, Mono/Stereo switch•for Stereo FM
Radio. Complete with 4ohm Door or Shelf Mounting Speakers.

*

Typical selling prices

are unofficial guide
lines which in our

are
of the
typical retail buying
price of our products.
However retailers are
opinion

representative

entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested. All
prices quoted include
VAT at 12%.

suto

1
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The 9020 is the same unit as the 9030 in all respects but
minus the FM Multiplex and therefore offers Long and
Medium Wave reception. This unit is ideal for the user
who requires High quality Cassette Tape reproduction
and Medium and Long wave band coverage. The unit is
finished in Matt Black, is in- dash fitting and suitable for
most cars. It is supplied with a pair of door or shelf
mounting high quality oudspeakers and afixing kit.
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MEDIUM WAVE/LONG WAVE IN DASH
RADIO AND STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER
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additions to our world-famous range
-,
. - ..._•,,,_,„..,,._..„..,..,.,-,,„ E
Although small in size the EX250 offers full deep rich bass
which you would normally expect from much larger systems.
Overall performance is firm, incredibly clear and engineered
for impeccably balanced sound over the whole frequency
spectrum.
Specially selected transducers combined with the custom
designed Amstrad crossover unit ensure this speaker system
will handle the output of an amplifier of up to 25 watts RMS
power per channel, and can be adequately driven from lower
power amplifiers down to aminimum output of 5watts RMS.
The speaker units are mounted from the front to prevent
distortion due to tunnelling effects, and the cabinet is filled
with carefully measured quantities of acoustic wadding to
minimise cabinet resonance.
Connection to your amplifier or receiver is via aspecial rear
recessed socket which permits you to connect the speaker
easily and quickly, and mount it close to awall or furniture. It
can be used as abookshelf unit mounted horizontally, or as a
normal free standing speaker mounted vertically on awall,
the floor, or on furniture fitments. Each cabinet produced in
Amstrad's own factory is hand finished, as is the removable
acoustically transparent front with semi- see-through
characteristics enabling the speaker units with their chrome
finished trims to be seen.

EX350
Characteristic of this loudspeaker is the clarity of tone and
wide frequency response without objectionable colouration
of sound, achieved by the solidly constructed cabinet made
in Amstrad's own factory.
Accurately measured quantities of anechoic damping
material are introduced to minimise longitudinal and lateral
cabinet resonances, while aspecial multi- element crossover
unit carefully filters the audible frequency ranges handled by
each of the speaker units fitted.
A feature of the crossover system employed is the inclusion of
avariable mid- range control enabling the level of the middle
frequencies to be varied from above normal output level,
down to zero, using avariable rotary control which is
accessible when the pull- off front is detached from the
cabinet, allowing you to balance the sound of your
loudspeaker to the acoustics of the room.
The semi- transparent front allows the speaker units to be
seen with their chrome finished circular trims, and it is also
acoustically transparent at all audio frequencies,
complementing the styling and scratch resistant cabinet with
recessed rear DIN connector.
This speaker will operate from amplifiers or receivers with a
w output between 10 and 35 watts RMS.

Quality isthe key to this speaker system, from the hand finished
cabinet built in the Amstrad factory to the carefully chosen
components, resulting in truly breathtaking sound performance.
A look at the performance curves and technical specification of
this loudspeaker will instantly brand it as outstanding. The
precision designed 8- element crossover unit gives tightly defined
and accurate crossover frequencies ensuring that the speaker
units in this system operate over their ranges of maximum
efficiency, with minimum distortion. An integral feature of the
crossover system used in this speaker, is the inclusion of a
variable mid- range control, enabling the level of the middle
range audio frequencies to be varied from above normal output
level down to zero using the fully variable rotary control which is
accessible when the pull- off front is detached from the cabinet
allowing you to balance the sound of your loudspeakers to the
acoustics of the room.
Operating from amplifiers or receivers with an output between 10
and 45 watts RMS, this speaker is connected via arear recessed
DIN socket enabling you to connect your speaker to any
amplifier easily and quickly, and mount it close to any wall or
furniture.
The acoustically transparent front allows the chrome finished
trims of the drive units to be seen.

Rite>

Illustrated is the adjustable mid range panel, which
is accessible by removing the front grille. Indicated
on the panel is the typical curves .plotted to show the
effect to the frequency response at different control
knob settings. Employed in this section is ahigh
wattage wire- wound, variable potentiometer and
this control is used to adjust the sound to suit the
taste of most ears. With all loudspeakers the sound
required by the ultimate consumer cannot be
expressed in any technical form as far as specification
is concerned, and it is usually the sound each
particular system makes which is the deciding factor.
We have done our best to produce technically what
we consider to boa top quality Hi -Fi Loudspeaker
system but have left the final " Trimming" of the
sound to suit the consumers own choice, hence the
introduction nt our midrange control.

EX 250 SPECIFICATION
•Size: (
mm) Fronts on: 272w x376h
x240d • Cabinet Volume ( Litres): 17
• Net weight ( Kg0: 5e Power
handling ( Waits RMS): 25 e
Minimum recommended amplifier
output ( RMS): 5watts• Impedance:
6-8 ohms • Frequency range ( Hz):
60-20,000e Bass unit ( mm): 200
•Tweeter Unit ( mm): 70. Cabinet
Finish:Teak effect • Front Finish:
Black See-through • Rear
connection: 2- pin DIN recessed
socket

(
.
gty £60.361:
1
,1e
INC VAT
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Colrheder. WM:KEY TV Sheffield. SkoilandTELE ON THE BLINK Inverness; VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow; R.M.E. Glasgow.
Ireand COLOUR VISION Belfast: C.S.E. Bellast; FOSTERS Belfast.
AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED 1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM,
LONDON N17 CUP Telephone: 01- 801 4431 Telex: 264869 AMSELEG

EX 350 SPECIFICATION
•Size: ( mm) Front on: 270w x490h
x270d • Cabinet volume ( Litres): 25
•Net weight ( Kg): 7.1 ePower
handling ( Watts RMS): 35•
Minimum recommended amplifier
output ( RMS): 10 watts•
Impedance: 6-8 ohms• Frequency
range ( Hz): 50-20,000e Bass unit
(mm): 200e Mid ramie unit ( mm):
120 eTweeter unit ( mm): 70e
Cabinet Finish: Teak effect • Front
Finish: Black See-through • i'ear
connection: 2- pin DIN recessed
socket • Mid Range control: Zero to
+3dB

1ÑIP
,Y
O

r

£87.66
INC VAT

a
P

EX 450 SPECIFICATION
•Sizes ( mm) Front on: 335w x565h
X295d • Cabinet volume ( Litres): 36
• Net weight ( Kg): 9.25 ePower
handling ( Watts RMS): 45•
Minimum recommended amplifier
output ( RMS): 10 watts•
Impedance: 6-8 ohms • Frequency
range ( Hz): 35-20,000 • Bass unit
(mm): 250• Mid Range unit ( mm):
120 • Tweeter unit ( mm): 70e
Cabinet Finish: Teak effect • Front
Finish: Black See-through • Rear
connection: 2- pin DIN recessed
socket • Mid Range control:Zero to
+3dB

Vtx
RP £112.00 RTH
INC VAT

Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist
Amstrad
EX 250

D Amstrad
EX 350

Name

Address

D Amstrad
EX 450

SEND TO

AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM, LONDON N17 OUP
Telephone : 01- 801 4431 Telex: 264869 AMSELEG
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STEREO AMPLIFIERS

MARANTZ ,82.

REC.
PRICE

Si OEM

Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck

-t-nre

MARANTZ .R215
AM/FM
Stereo
Receiver.
15 watts
RMS per

1E
3:9J

çit.#

e

channel output.

MARANTZ

MR 230

AKAI AM 2250 2x25
AKAI AM 2450 2x45
ALBA UA700A 2x15
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 32x10
AMSTRAD EX 220 2x25
AMSTRAD EX 330 2x35
ARMSTRONG 621 2x40
MARANTZ 1050 2x25
MARANTZ 1072 2x36
MARANTZ 1090 2x45
PIONEER SA 506 2x25
PIONEER SA 606 2x40
PIONEER SA 706 2x60
ROTE' RA 214 2x20
ROTEL RA 314 2x25
ROTEL RA 414 2x35
ROTEL RA 714 2o50
SANSUI AU 117 2x15
SANSUI AU 217 2x30 "
SANSUI AU 317 2x50 DC coupled
SANYO DCA200 2x15
SOLAVOX SA2020 2x20
TENSAI TA 2030 2x23
TENSAI TA 2045 2x35
TRIO KA 1500 Mk. II 2x30
TRIO KA 3700 2x25
TRIO KA 5700 2x40
GARRARD MRM101 HiFi Music recovery
module. this unit is able to see ascratch
or noise pulse in an audio signal waveform
then electronically delete it giving clean
record replay

42.86
70.13
87.66
136.00
133.00
173.00
205.00
109.52
148.10
198.25

60.62

Tuners - continued
OUR
PRICE
79.90
129.90
2890
25.90
49.90
61.50
98.90
94.90
124.90
154.90
85.45
114.45
154.90
60.90
74.45
94.45
119.45
74.90
114.90
163.90
64.90
47.90
73.90
98.90
79.90
84.90
139.90

123 69

89.90

318 70
492.04

244.90
359.90

CASSEIVERS

AM/FM

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette Combinations
AIWA AF3060 2x24 Dolby cassette
AIWA AF3090 2x40 Dolby cassette
PHILIPS RH851 2x15 ONL cassette
inc speakers

Stereo
Receiver.
30 watts
RMS Per
channel output.

134.90

TUNERS

Re2P1ri5ce00 £ 149.90

AM/FM
Stereo
Receiver.
15 watts
RMS per
channel output.

AKAI 22501 MW/LW/FM
ALBA UA 800A MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk. II
AMSTRAD EX 202
AMSTRAD EX 303
ARMSTRONG 624 FM
ARMSTRONG 123 MW/LW/FM
MARANTZ 20201
MARANTZ 2100
PIONEER TX 606
ROTEL RT226
ROTEL RT426
ROTEL RT726
SANSUI TU 217
SANYO FMI 200K

60.36
68.18
79.87
118.00
152.00
126.00
160.00
120.14
-

84.90
29.90
35.90
48.90
56.80
88.90
116.90
89.90
119.90
94.45
59.90
84.45
99.90
108.90
74.90

SOLAVOX ST 2002 FM/MW/LW
TENSAI TT 3045
TRIO KT 5300 Mk. II
TRIO KT 5500

ROC
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

60.62

48.90
79.90
87.70
94.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AIWA AX7400 2r25
AIWA AX7600 2x40
AKAI AA1115 2x15
AKAI AA1125 2x25
AKAI AA1135 2x35
•
AKAI AA1150 2050
AMSTRAD EX222 2x25
AMSTRAD EX333 2x30
ARMSTRONG 625 FM 2x40
ARMSTRONG 626 AM/FM 2x40
MARANTZ 2215B 2x15
MARANTZ MR 215 2x15
MARANTZ 2225 2n 25
MARANT2 MR 230 2x30
MARANTZ 22268 2x26 FM/MW
MARANTZ 22388 2x38 FM/MW
MARANTZ 222681 2o26 FM/MW/LW
MARANTZ 223881 2x38 FM/MW/LW
MARANTZ 22520 2x52
PIONEER SX 450 2x15
PIONEER SX 590 2x20
PIONEER SX 690 2030
PIONEER SX 750 2x50
PIONEER SX 980 2x80
PIONEER SX 1080 2x120
HOTEL RX 203 2x20
ROTEL RX 303 2x20
ROTEL RX 403 2x25
ROTEL RX 503 2x35
SANSUI G2000 2x16
SANSUI G3000 2x26
SANYO JCX 2100K 2x15
SANYO JCX 2300K 2x30
SOLAVOX SR 2220 2x20
TENSAI IR 1030 2 23
TENSAI IR 1045 2035
TRIO KR 2090 2x16
TRIO KR 3090 2o26

222.46
296.52
204.33
251.13
408.69
101.29
138.80
215.00
248.00

292.00
397.00
495.00
126.90
174.22
218.12
473.72
554.95
82.99
-

159.90
234.90
89.90
144.90
174.90
259.90
70.90
98.90
164.45
188.90
88.94
99.90
112.94
149.90
149.94
194.94
209.90
224.90
364.90
94.90
139.90
174.90
179.90
389.90
449.90
89.46
99.90
114.90
144.90
129.90
159.90
104.90
142.90
69.90
107.90
129.90
124.90
177.50

138.00
109.70
67.21
-

109.90
74.90
34.90
29.90
16.90
39.90

62.94
97.82

38.45
60.90

109.07

69.90

143.00
215.00
244.00

TURNTABLES
AIWA AP2200 Direct drive auto return
inc. cartridge
AKAI AP100
AMSTRAD TP12D belt-drive
BSR 182/ADC AC30
CONNOISSEUR BDI kit
CONNOISSEUR 802
GARRARD SP25 Mk. 6belt-drive with
Shure M75/6/SM
GARRARD GT20 belt- drive Shure M75ED
GARRARD GT25 belt- drive auto stop
M75E0

111111111111yyy1111118811181118111111111111111111111111111111111111111188119
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Super Service - The McOnomy Way...

PIONEER

• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT!

CTF 500

• GUARANTEE- 12 months guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products.
• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for a small charge.
• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully equipped service departments always at your disposal.

Front loading
Dolby Stereo

• BRAND NAMES - products sold by McOnomy bear the
name ( and carry the reputation) of well-known manufacturers.

Cassette Deck

• DISPLAY - all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.

Rec. Price

£128.75

£102.0

• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Weekdays
5.30 p.m. Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 a.m.- 5.30 p.m.
Personal callers welcome at all branches.

All offers subject to availability.
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Turntables - continued
GARRARD GT35 servo belt- drive auto stop
M75E0
GARRARD 00130 Direct drive
Shure M75E0
MARANTZ 6025 belt- drive
MARANTZ 6170 Direct drive
PHILIPS GA437 belt- drive with GP400
PIONEER P1514 belt- drive auto arm
return
PIONEER PL516 F.G. servo belt- drive
auto arm return
PIONEER P1518 DC servo Direct drive
auto return
PIONEER PL520
ROUI RP3300 belt-drive DC servo motor
ROTEL RP5300 Direct drive
SANSUI SR222P
SANSUI SR232E Auto arm return
STRATHEARN STM4 Direct drive with
fitted magnetic cartridge
TENSAI 1O8606 belt- drive with cartridge
TENSAI T08550 Direct drive with cartridge .
TRIO KO 1033B belt- drive
TRIO KO 2070 direct drive

REC.
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

130.44

82.90

134.94
92.00
141.00
-

89.90
69 90
99.90
42.90

79.62

62.90

107.31

4.90

144 38

113.90
155.90
82.90
92.90
54.90
64.90
50.90
51.90
92.90
59.90
119.90

SPEAKERS
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 2500
AMSTRAD EX 3130
ARMSTRONG 602 monitor
CELESTION Hadleigh
CELESTION On.on 11
CELESTION Dillon 15 XR
CELESTION UL6
CELESTION Dillon 22
CELESTION 1118
CELESTION Dillon 33
CELESTION Dillon 442
CELESTION Dillon 551
GOODMANS Mini 2
GOODMANS 8818

26.30
57.48
87.67
199.88
67.82
88.75
146.70
163.90
203.50
200 98
233.27
319.57
376.07

6000MANS RB20
GOODMANS RB35
GOODMANS 8065
16355
GOODMANS Beta
21499
GOODMANS Kappa
261 21
GOODMANS HE2
297 37
GOODMANS HE1
30542
GOODMANS Sigma
151 88
JR 149
JR L.P.A. System with 30 watt bass amp.
202
50
For use with amps 15 to 1130 watt
89.00
MARANTZ 46
111.00
MARANTZ 4G3
65.61
PIONEER CS 323
SANYO Hi Fi I
36.90
SOLAVOX TK15
61.79
SOLAVOX PR25 2way
51.05
SOLAVOX PR25 Mk. 2 2way
96.99
SOLAVOX PR30 3way
77 50
SOLAVOX PR35 Mk. 23way

21.90
41.80
62.90
157.90
38.90
68.90
99.90
129.90
138.90
164.90
184.90
274.90
324.90
49.90
57.90
73.90
109.90
128.90
139.90
184.90
222.90
249.90
259.90
124.90
172.50
59.90
79.90
54.90
79.70
22.90
34.94
39.90
54.94
59.90
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Speakers- continued

1

REC.
PRICE

131.34
SOLAVOX PR40 3way
102.10
SOLAVOX PR45 Mk. 23way
TENSAI IS 9000
TENSAI TS 930
49.16
WHARFEDALE Chevin XP
73.73
WHARFEDALE Denton XP2
93.96
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2
11417
WHARFEDALE Linton XP2
151.67
WHARFEDALE Glendale XP2
188.15
WHARFEDALE Teesdale SP2
255.26
WHARFEDALE Oovedale SP2
295.72
WHARFEDALE E50
364 82
WHARFEDALE E70

OUR
PRICE
74.94
79.90
59.90
79.90
32.90
51.90
62.90
77.90
104.90
135.90
184.90
264.90
325.90

Stereo Amplifier 20 watts RMS per channel

CASSETTE RECORDERS
185.66
AIWA A01250 Dolby
195.80
AIWA A06350 Dolby
243.44
AIWA A06400 Dolby
285.33
AIWA A06550 Dolby
415.81
AIWA A06800 Dolby
485.00
AIWA A06900 Dolby
AKAI CS340 Dolby
173.67
AKAI C5702E1 Mk. II Dolby
AKAI CS707D Dolby
236.06
AKAI GXC106 Dolby
282.86
AKAI GXC7090 Dolby
361.36
AKAI GXC725D Dolby 3head
415.86
AKAI GXC7300 Dolby auto reverse
628.53
AKAI GXC7500
111.04
AMSTRAD 7050 Dolby
CROWN CID 1170 Dolby
89.95
FERGUSON 3280 Dolby
147.00
MARANTZ 1820 Dolby
186.00
MARANTZ 5000 Dolby
238.00
MARANTZ 5010 Dolby
320.00
MARANTZ 5025 Dolby
485.00
MARANTZ 5030
PHILIPS N2415 recorder Inc. two
loudspeakers ban/mains
128.75
PIONEER CIF 500
148.20
PIONEER CTF 4040 Dolby
259.26
PIONEER CTF 700 Dolby ( 3meters)
385.67
PIONEER CTF 900
524.04
PIONEER CTF 1000 Dolby 3head
-ROTEL RD15F Dolby
-SANSUI SC1110 Dolby
-SANSUI SC2110 Dolby
SANYO 4028 Dolby
SANYO 805055 Dolby
122.90
SOLAVOX SCO 2060 Dolby
136.00
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ C03100 Dolby .
TENSAI TEL 805 Dolby
TRIO KX 830 Dolby
WALTHAM WI 33 Dolby

--

142.90
147.90
194.90
219.90
319.90
384.90
79.94
119 90
119.94
164,90
199 90
229.90
264.90
399.90
66 90
59.90
48.94
106 90
134.90
164.90
219.90
359.90
8490
102 90
11790
19990
319.90
409 90
102.90
119.90
189.90
85.90
94.90
90 90
81 90
77 91
223 90
44,90

31406
392 88

53604

Rec. Price

£82.99 £

69. 90

Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck

Rec Price

022.90

TRIO

KA1500 MI 2

Stereo Amplifier

,akeeeMea/

2 x 30 watts
per channel

TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI 4000 DS Mk II
AKAI 4000 OB Dolby
PHILIPS N4504 4- track DNL
PHILIPS N4506 4- track DNI
PIONEER RT707 auto reverse

FM/MW/LW Stereo Receiver,
20 watts RMS per channel output.

RMS

.e..7.71-77
1
1
0
.• g

219.90
274.90
167.90
259 90
409 90

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES
Open 9.00 am - 8.00 pm Weekdays, 9.00 am - 5.30 pm Saturdays.

ST

i
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\ ltATHEARN

Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10.00 am - 5.30 pm.
CARDIFF
CLEVEDON
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
HULL
LEICESTER
NEWHAVEN

Tel : 0222 394016
52 North Road. Cardiff
Tel
: 0272 876041
4-9 Kimberley Road. ( off Strode Road). Clevedon
Tel
: 031-557 1004
Annandale Sr. Lane. Edinburgh
Tel : OVI - 204 2355
Anderston Cross Centre. Argyle Street, Glasgow
Tel : 0482 442134
Status City. Clough Road. Hull
Tel: 0533 536741
Rutland Centre. Yeoman Street. Leicester
Tel : 07912 5081
Avis Way, Newhaven

Electronic Servo
Direct- Drive Turntable
with top quality
magnetic cartridge

Customers unable to call at their local branch can phone their order and pay our driver on delivery.

For details of Mail Order see overleaf
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CUT PRICE CASSETTES
HEADPHONES

AKAI ASE7
AMSTRAD HPS 6A
GOODMANS OHP10
KOSS K6
KOSS K6/LC
KOSS PRO.4AA
PIONEER SE205
PIONEER SE305
ROTEL RH 640

REC.
PRICE
16.56
17.66
20.92
43 87
15.15
23.46
-

OUR
PRICE
9.25
11.90
19.25
10.90
14.90
22.90
12.50
18.50
11.90

CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica ATI lEP
Audio Technica AT13EA
Goldring G800
Ortofon FFI OE Mk. II
Ortofon FF15E Mk. II
Shure M55E
Shure M75EJ
Shure M75ED
Shure M95ED
Shure V15- Mk. III
Stanton 500A
Stanton 500 EE

12.50
7.25
27.16 14.50
8.44
4.75
9.75
17.00 13.90
14.11
8.50
22.13 12.90
25.33 15.50
33.99 20.90
70.21 44.90
18.68 12.90
26.16 17.90

OUR PRICE

BASF LH
C60
C90
C120

055
073
101

BASF SUPER LH1
C60
C90
C120

098
130
165

BASF CHROME DIOXIDE
C60 Twin Pack
C90 Twin Pack

225
285

MAXELL
SLN C60
SLN C90
SLN C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C120
UDXLI C60
UDLXI C90

073
096
124
118
135
180
145
180

LAZER 5PACK
5 x C90 with Storage Rack
f1.90
OUR PRICE

MEMOREX CHROME
C60
C90

120
165

MEMOREX MRX 3
C60
C90
C120

099
135
175

TDK
DC60
DC90
090 Twin Pack
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC120
SAC60
SAC90

065
090
162
125
095
134
180
120
170

Now you can afford to buy the best quality tapes for your cassette deck.
The very best... for aprice you'd normally pay for tapes that are not in the same HiFi class.
You've checked our prices so if there isn't aMcOnomy branch near you, we'll mail your order
to you FREE, irrespective of quantity.
With top brand names at these prices, can you afford not to buy the best?
Send your order or 'phone Leicester Mail Order Department 0533 536741 and quote your Access or
Barclay Card number.

Mconornx
ADC LMFI Carbon fibre arm
CONNOISSEUR SAU2
SME S2 head shell
SME CAI Carry arm
SME FD200 Damper
SME 3009 Ser II fixed head
shell
SME 3009 Ser Ill

111.38 54.94
20.84 15.90
6.75
4.90
18.56 14.90
22.28 17.90
73.36 58.90
99.90

BY MAIL
List your requirements, and enclose
cheque or postal order ( including the appropriate delivery charges) made payable to
'McONOMY'. ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
holders can purchase by including their
card number and marking the order
'ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD'.
Postage and Packing ( per item). Cartridges 30p; Headphones 75p; Pick-up Arms
75p; Headshells 30p; Microphones 75p.
CREDIT BY 'PHONE
Simply ' phone Leicester 0533 536741, ask
for Credit Mail Order stating your Access or
Barclaycard number with your order - and
we handle the rest!

MICROPHONES
Akai ADM 20
Akai ACM 50
Amstrad DM 701 Pack ( pair)
Eagle UD50 HL

18.99
16.82

6.90
9.90
13.90
11.90

SECURICOR DELIVERY
Any stock item will be delivered by
Securicor ( add £4.00 for this service) within
72 hours from receipt of order. All goods are
fully insured against loss or damage whilst
in transit.

CREDIT TOO!
On McOnomy Discount Prices ( available
on mainland England, Scotland and Wales).
Orders with a total value exceeding
£60 can now be purchased on Credit at
McOnomy discount prices over 8, 12, 24
and 30 months. Send your requirements to
our Mail Order Department at Leicester,
marked 'Credit Mail Order' - and an
application form together with details of
our repayment terms will be sent to you
by return of post without obligation.

Buy it with Access

MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THIS ADDRESS:-

McONOMY MAIL ORDER
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street,
Leicester L11

ses
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Tremendous Offers
on Sansui Specialist
Stereo

FREE Cassettes with any

cassette deck
FREE Sansui record with

any cassette deck
FREE Carriage on

UK Mainland ( unless
otherwise stated)
Amplifiers
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui

AU117
AU217
AU317
AU517
AU717

15
30
50
65
85

watts
watts
watts
watts
watts

•.
••

Receivers
£74.00
£113.50
£164.00
£299.90
£370.00

Tuners
Sansui TU217 ..
Sansui TU717 ..

£109.00
£199.90

Turntable Packages
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui

SR232E
SR333E
SR636E
SR838E

Belt Drive Auto Return .. £69.90
Direct Drive Manual .. £133.00
Direct Drive Manual .. £199.90
£240.00
Quartz Servo Direct Drive

Cassette Decks
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui

SC1100 Silver ..
SC1110 Black ..
SC2100/2110 ..
SC3100/3110 ..
SC5100/5110 ..

••
••
••
••

£125.00
£119.00
£209.00
£260.00
£4124110

Stereo Headphones
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui

SS30
SS40
SS60
SS80
SS100

£16-00
£21.00
£213.00
£42.00
£53-00

Loudspeaker Systems
Sansui ES203
Sansui ES205
Sansui ES207

£54.00
£99.00
£149.00

Sansui G5000
Sansui G6000
Sansui G7000

.. £ 289.00
.. £ 388.00
.. £495.00

NEW PRODUCTS
Sansui SR222 Mk 2 Manual Turntable
Sansui G301 30 watt Receiver
Sansui G401 40 watt Receiver

.. £57.50
.. £159.50
.. £ 179.90

FREE Rack

with selected
systems

TOP QUALITY RECORDING ACCESSORIES
Sansui AX7 6in 2 out Mixer with 3tape and
4 mic inputs with reverb . . « £165.00
Sansui EM1 wide range Electret mic with 3
coloured wind shields, and desk stand .. £29.50
Sansui DM11 wide range cardioid dynamic
mic
.
..
£41150
Boom mic stands, matching cables and racks
available
SPECIAL OFFERS (P & P Extra)
Top Reviewed Sansui 9090 Receiver
Sansui 5050 33 watt Receiver..
Sansui 331L 15 watt Receiver with Long
.
..
..
Wave . .
Sansui TU7900 Tuner
..
Sansui AU1100 Amplifier ..
Sansui AU4900 Amplifier .. ..
Sansui SR222 Mk 1 Belt Drive Turntable
Sansui SR1080P Automatic Turntable ..
Sansui SR525 Direct Drive Turntable ..
Sansui SR929 Quartz Lock Turntable Exc.
arm. ..

£365.00
£135.00
£95.00
£108.00
£355.00
£105.00
£47.50
£59.00
£97.50
£250.00

SPECIAL OFFERS ON MATCHING
SPEAKERS

131 The Parade, High Street, Watford, WD1 1NA.
166 St. Albans Road, Watford, WD2 4AS.
Tel: Watford ( STD Code 0923, or London Area 92) 34644

t

EXPORT SALES - EXPORTATIONS - EXPORT VERICI1UFE - VIENTAS EXPORTADAS - EXPORTAZIONI
.Pe

SE,

IIC

Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut ,
1Wed. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash
P.P.T.8.A.-P & P to be advised
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 14%
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
• TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P [3-50)
Akai 4000DB
£273.50
Akai 4000DS Mk 2
..
[218.50
Tandberg 1521, 102IX, 104IX, TD20A P.O.A.
Revox A77 range from ..
£447-00
• CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £250)
Aiwa AD1250
£135•00
Aiwa AD6300
£135.00
Aiwa AD6350
•
• £145 00
Aiwa AD6400
..
£ 195 00
Aiwa AD6550.
•
£ 235•00
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £299.00
Aiwa AD6900
•
•
£240.00
Akai C57020 Mk 2.. .. • • £ 120 75
Akai CS707D (Sp. off.) .. • • [ 135.00
Akai GXC310D (Sp. off.) .. £ 134 00
Akai GXC325D (Sp. off.) .. £210.00
Akai GXC39D (Sp. off.) .. £ 125•00
Akai GXC570D Mk 1 (Sp. off.) .. £390-00
Akai GXC570D/2
£629.00
Akai GXC725D
E25 I - 50
Akai GXC730D
£289.00
Akai GXC709D
£ 196.75
G
d GC350 (Sp. off.) .. £ 117.00
Goodmans SCD I10
£ 124.90
Harman Kardon 1-1K2000 (Sp. off.) £ 169.00
Hitachi 0220
£99.90
Hitachi D550
£ 126-50
Hitachi D555 Auto Reverse .. £ 160-00
Hitachi D850
£220.00
Hitachi D900
.
£271-00
Hitachi 02310 (
Sp. Off.) .. £55-00
Hitachi D2360 (Sp. off.) .. £85.00
Hitachi D3500 3/head ( Sp. off.) £ 180.00
JVC KDIO
P.O.A.
JVC KD2I
£ 115-00
JVC KD720B
£85.00
Leak 3007 (Sp. off.)
£99.95
Marantz 5010
..
[ 139-90
Philips N2S II (Sp. off.) .. £99.90
Pioneer CTF4040(Sp. off.) .. £ 110.00
Pioneer CTF500
£ 103.00
Pioneer CTF700
£207.00
Pioneer CTI000
£399.00
Pioneer CTF9191
.
£220.00
Pye 9154 DNL ( Sp. off.) . • £51.50
Pye 9I48A DNL (Sp. off.) .. £94-50
Rotel RDISF
E99.90
Sansui SCI 100 (Silver) ..
£126-90
Sansui SCI 100 ( Black) .. £ 119.90
Sansui SC2000
£ 145.00
Sharp RTI 155H
£ 105-00
Tandberg TCD330/TCD3I0 Mk 2..
P.O.A.
Toshiba PC3I 10 (Sp. off.) .. £59.50
Toshiba PC3030
..
£76.00
Toshiba PC3060 .. • . £ 111.00
Toshiba PC4020 (Sp. off.) .. . • £95-00
Toshiba PC4030 (Sp. off.) .. • . [ 103.00
Toshiba PC4360 .. • • £ 125•50
Toshiba PC5060 .. . • £ 135•00
Toshiba PC6030 .. .. £299-00
• MICS., ACCESSORIES
ADC SLM2
£40-50
ADC SS I
.
.
..
£60.00
ADC SS2 Sound shaper ( P/P £2.50) £ 135•00
Aiwa CM2000A ......
£2300
Akai ADM20 ( Sp off«.)
£6.50
Akai ADM40
Akai ADM80
10-25
£
Akai ACM I00 Electret Cardioid £24.50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid £9-75
Beyer M8I8LM
£62.00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser D2 .. £ 10.00
Garrard MRMI01 Mk 2
..
£80.00
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5.50
Monitor Audio Sound Cable Sm
£- 70
Monitor Audio Sound Cable 10m .. £ 14-00
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2 .. .. £ 17-50
Sennheiser MD722LM andMZAI2 £9.90
Zerostat Pistol (add £ 1eo Pe) .. £6 50

• KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HF1300 8- and 15-ohm £800
Celestion HF2000
£9-20
Coles 400IG
.
£6.30
D . . nd on Ribbon Tweeter .. £40.00
(PIP [5)
£ 120.00
DNI2, BI 10, T27 Pe Free. £99.50
PI003
£ 10 75
PI044
£24.75
1014
..
£ 11.75
P1004
..
£7-130

e

le

KEF DNI3 SPI 106
..
[4.75
KEF DNI3 SPI017
£5.00
KEF DN22 pair ( 104AB Crossover) £34.00
KEF T27 SPI032
£8.40
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers MSBI £9-50
Tannoy HPD295A ( Pair) .. £ 178.00
Tannoy HPD3I5A ( Pair) .. £200.00
Tannoy HPD385A ( Pair) .. £230.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP Kit pair £27.75
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair £56-00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP Kit pair.. £41.00
• TUNERS ( Pe [2.50)
Aiwa AT9700
£240.00
Akai AT2200
.
£ 101.00
Armstrong 623
..
£ 122 00
Armstrong 624
..
£94.00
Harrison ST2I0 Remote Control
P.O.A.
Hitachi FT300 ( Sp. off.)
£65•00
JVC ITVL JTVIIG, JTV22..
P.O.A.
Marantz 2100 . • . •
E99.00
National Panasonic ST2300 (Sp. off.) £59.00
Pioneer TX606
£95•50
Pioneer TX5500 Mk 2
..
[74.00
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 2 ..
Quad FM3
.
..
£ 109-00
Rogers 175 (Series 2)
From stock
Rotel RT425
..
£84-90
..
£ 104.90
Rotel R1725
..
Rotel RT925
£ 169.90
Rotel RT426
..
£84.90
Rotel RT726
..
£99-90
Rotel RT226
..
£59.90
Sansui TU7900 (Sp. off.) .. £ 108-00
Sansui TU2I7
£ 109.00
Toshiba ST220 (Sp. off.) .. £68.00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off.) ..
El I1.00
• STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £2.501
£101.00
Akai AM2200
Akai AM2400
£ 153 50
Akai AM2600
[240 ,50
Aiwa AA8700
£267.00
Armstrong 621 Teak (Sp. off.) .. £ 105•00
Harman Kardon A401 (Sp. off.) .. £69.90
Harman Kardon A402 (Sp. off.) .. £ 159.90
Harrison S200
P.O.A.
Hitachi HA6I0 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 160-00
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet £356.00
JVC ASIO, I
AS118. JAS22, JAS81
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030 (Sp. off.) .. £68.50
Marante 1040 (Sp. off.) .. £76-00
National Panasonic SU2300 (Sp. off.) £59-00
Pioneer SA5300 (Sp. off.) .. £59 ,00
.. £ 142 00
Pioneer SA7500 Mk 2 ..
.. £234-00
Pioneer SA8500 Mk 2 ..
.. £87.50
Pioneer SA506 ..
.. £ 118.50
Pioneer SA606 ..
.. £ 150-00
Pioneer SA706
From stock
Quad 33/303, 33/405 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers A75 (Series 2) ..
£59 90
Rote
£64.50
Rote RA3I2
£83-50
Rote RA4I2
£76•90
Rote RA3I4
£94 90
Rote RA4I4
£119 90
Rote RA7I4
£100
00
Rote RA8I0 (Sp. off.
.)
£94.00
Rote RA4I 3
£114.00
Rote RA7 13
£169-90
Rote RA9I3
£75-90
Sansui AUII7
£115 90
Sansui AU2I7
£164 00
Sansui AU3I7
£265 00
Sansui AU517
£109 00
Sansui AU4900 (Sp. off.) ..
£355-00
Sansui AU I1000 (Sp. off.) ..
£79-00
Toshiba SB220 (Sp. off.) ..
£129 50
Toshiba SB420 (Sp. off.) ..
£215 50
Toshiba SB620
£305 50
Toshiba 513820

e TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( P/P [ 3.50)
Aiwa AX7400
£ 163.00
Aiwa AX7500 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 149.50
Aiwa AX7600
£225•00
Akai AAI010 (Sp. off.) .. £95.00
Akai AA1020 (Sp. off.)
£ 127.50
Akai AAI125
£ 142-00
Akai AAI135 ( Sp. off.
)Limited stock £ 159.90
Akai AA IISO (Sp. off) Limited stock £259.90
Armstrong 625 (Sp. off.) .. £ 158•00
Armstrong 626 Long wave (Sp. off.) £ 188-00
Goodmans Module 1-30
£ 165 00
Goodmans Module 90 (Sp. off.) .. £ 135-00
Harman Kardon HK430 ( Sp. off.) £ 145 00
Harman Kardon HK730 (Sp. off.) £ 199 ,00
Hitachi SR302 (Sp. off.) .. £95.00
Hitachi SR303L Long wave .. £ 127.50
Hitachi SR502 (Sp. off.) - £ 119-00
JVC JRS61L, 81, 201, 301, 401, 501
P.O.A.
Leak 3400 ( Sp. off.)
£ 142.00
Marantz 2215BL Long wave (Sp. off.) £97-00
Marante 22268
£ 169-90
Marante 2216 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 111.00
Marantz 2238B (Sp. off.) .. £ 197.00
Marantz Superscope R1220 .. £56.75
Marante Superscope RI262 .. £ 114 00
Marantz Superscope 1270
£ 105•00
Pioneer SX590139.00
.. £
Pioneer SX690

•.

ou F

Pioneer SX450
Pioneer
5X890 (Sp. off.) ..

£3
£
7
99
60
00
3

Pioneer SX550 (Sp. off.) .. £ 120 00
Pioneer SX650 (Sp. off.) £ 188-00
Pioneer 5)(750 (Sp. off.) .. £229-00
Pioneer SX850 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) £310 00
Pioneer 5)(950 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) £350 00
Rote RX152 Mk 2 (Sp. off.) .. £89 90
Rote RX102 Mk 2 (Sp. off.) .. £75 00
Rote RX7707 (Sp. off.) Long wave £ 162 50
[89 90
Rote RX203
Rote RX303£ 109.90
Rote RX403
..
£ 119 90
£148 90
Rote RX503
Roce RX603 ( Sp. off.)
£249-90
Rote RX803
£299 90
Sansui 5050 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 135 00
Sansui 6060 (Sp. off.) .. £ 190-00
Sansui 7070 (Sp. off.) .. £270 00
Sansui 8080 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) .. £311-00
Sansui 9090 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) .. £365 00
Sansui G2000
£ 129-90
Sansui 33IL ( Long wave) .
Tandberg TR220, TR2055;TR2040..,
£95.00
TR2030L, TR2045, TR2080,TR2075,
TR2025FM, L & MB
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L ( Sp. off.) Long wave £86 00
Toshiba SA320L (Sp. off.) Long wave £ 111-00
Toshiba SA420 (Sp. off.) .. £ 150 00
Toshiba SA520
£215 50
Toshiba SA620 (Sp. off.) ..
E259.00
• STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P 0.A.) (Some exclude Speakers)
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Recdiver £385•00
Aiwa AF5050 with Spkrs
E299-00
Aiwa AF5080 (Sp. off.) .. £299 00
Aiwa AF5090
Akai AC3500 (Sp. off.
£360-00
)Limited
stock £289 90
Akai AC3800L Grey ( Dolby) (Sp.
off.)
£299-00
Echo ZU440, ZU4L, ZUSJ, ZUSK,
ZU7 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 135.00
Echo ZU540 (Sp. off.) .. £ 160-00
Echo SRG607 (Sp. off.)
E60 00
Garrard GA 150 (Sp. off.) .. £ 199-00
Goodmans MCD100 (Sp. off.) .. £287.50
Hacker GAR600
£ 160 00
Hacker MC6OODS
£338.00
Hitachi SDT7820
£245.50
Hitachi SDT7840
£279.50
Hitachi SDT7620 (Sp. off.) .. £ 165.00
Hitachi 50T7640 (Sp. off.) .. £ 199.00
Hitachi SD17765 (Sp. off.) .. £278.00
.. £319 ,
Hitachi 50T7675 (Sp. off.)
00
Hitachi SDT768OR (Sp. off.) .. £386 50
Hitachi 5D17785
E390 00
Hitachi 5D17710 (Sp. ofi.) .. £ 187.00
JVC 1845 excl. Spkrs (Sp. off.) .. £ 199.00
JVC MF45FL Dolby B
JVC MF47 Dolby B
National Panasonic SG1096L £240 00
National Panasonic SG208OLD .. £360.00
National Panasonic SG2080L £333.00
National Panasonic SG3060L .. £285.00
National Panasonic SG3090 £378.00
Sharp SG220 and LS220
£ 186.50
Sharp SG400 excl. Spkrs
£242.00
Sharp SG450 excl. Spkrs
[279-00
Tandberg TR220GC+Pr TLI500
(Dolby B) (Sp. off.) .. £340.00
Toshiba SM2700
£ 175-00
Toshiba SM2900 (Sp. off.) .. £ 183-00
Toshiba SM3100 (Sp. off.) .. £223.00
Toshiba SM3150 (Sp. off.) .. . . [255.00
Toshiba SM3600 (Sp. off.) .. £299-00
Toshiba SM3700 (Sp. off.) ..
E340 00
Toshiba SM3750
£395 00
Toshiba SM3350
£296.00

• LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Armstrong 602 (.12 stand extra) .. £ 159•50
B & W DM2A, DM4, DM5, DM6,
DM7, DM2 Mk 2
Castle Richmond Teak Mk 2
£74.00
Castle Kendal Mk 2
£ 108.00
Celestion 442, 551, 662 ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 11
..
£69.90
Celestion Ditton 15XR
£99-90
Celestion Ditton 22
..
£ 139-90
Celestion Ditton 25
90
£259
..
Celestion Ditton 33
90
£
189
Celestion Ditton 4-4
£229 90
Celestion Ditton 66
..
£ 309-90
Celestion Hadleigh 2
90
£39
..
Celestion UL6
..
[ 129 90
Celestion UL8
.
.£ 166.90
Chartwell PMI00. PM200, PM400,
PM450, LS3/5A
P.O.A.
Dalesford D (Sp. off.) .. £ 9.90
Goodmans RB18
£60.00
Good mans RB20
E76.50
JRI49 (
various finishes to order).. £ 117.50
KEF Cantata*
E390 00
KEF Calinda•
£218 00
£14 00
KEF Corelli•
KEF Reference 104 (Sp. off.) .. £215 00
KEF Reference 104AB• . £261 00
KEF Reference 105
£645 00

.. £89.00
KEF Celeste III
.. £92.90
Leak 3020* ..
£125•90
Leak 3030* ..
.. £ 179.90
Leak 3050*
£267.90
Leak 3080* ..
.. £61-00
Marantz 4G (Sp. off.) ..
.. £98-90
Marantz 5G (Sp. off.) ..
.. £350-00
Monitor Audio MA3 Mk 2*
Monitor Audio MA4*
£ 175 03
Monitor Audio MAS Mk 2* (Sp. off.) £ 125•00
Monitor Audio MA6*
£ 130.00
Monitor Audio MA7.
£79.95
Monitor Audio MAEI•
E110.00
Mordaunt Short Carnival Festival,
Pageant Series 2Teak/Walnut ..
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic ..
From stock
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut
P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Spendor Bd IMk 2, BC2, BC3 and
Mini Monitors SA I, various finishes P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden ( Sp. off.) £359.50
Tannoy Berkeley .. £299.50
Tannoy Cheviot P/P Frees (Sp. off.) £250.00
Tannoy Devon (Sp. off.) .. [299.00
Tannoy Eaton (Sp. off.)
E199•50
Tannoy Bolivar 125 (Sp. off.) .. £ 125•00
Videotone Minimax 2 (add Fr [3.50) £46.00
Videotone D100 (add P/P [150)
E37-50
Wharfedale E50*
£255.00
Wharfedale E70*
£314.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP (Sp. off.) £43.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP .. £ 140.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP (Sp. off.) £63.00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
£ 129.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 .. £ 175.00
Wharfedale Denton XP2
£49.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2
£63.50
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£78.50
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 .. £99.50
•Post and package free. UK mainland
only.

•STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P £ 1.25)
Akai ASE7
£8.50
Akai ASE II
..
£ 12.50
Akai ASE22+Volume control £ 14.00
AKG K240 (Sp. off.)
£35.00
Aiwa HR30 (Sp. off.) .. £ 14.75
Beyer DT202/K100-7 £35.00
Beyer DT204
£66.00
Beyer DT220
£24.00
Beyer DT440
£24-00
Beyer DT441
..
£30.25
Goodmans OHPIO (Sp. off.) .. £ 18.90
Koss ESPIO (Sp. off.) .. £ 155.00
Koss HVIA (Sp. off.)
£22.00
Koss HVILC (Sp. off.) .. £24.50
Koss HV2 (Sp. off.)..
£ 15.00
Koss K6A ( Ionly) .. ( 13.5)
Koss K6ALC•
.
£ 15.50
Koss ESP6A ( Ionly) .. • • £48.00
Koss K6 (Sp. off.) ..• . £ 11.95
Koss K6LC (Sp. off.) .. • . £ 14.50
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone • . £24.50
Koss K7 ..
......
(9-80
Koss KI25 (Sp. off.)
£ 14-75
Koss KI35•
.
£ 18.90
Koss KI45•
•
£ 23.50
Koss Phase 2
£37.50
Koss Phase 2+2 excl. record for
Mail Orders ..
08-50
Koss Pro 4AA
£25.00
Koss Pro 4 Triple A
£36-50
Koss PROSLC
£34-25
Koss Technician 2
..
£35•00
Koss Technician VFR
£36-00
Leak 3000
...
£35.30
Marantz HD5 (Sp. off.) .. £ 19-00
Micro Seiki MX1 Electret
£56.00
Pioneer Monitor 10
£3425
Pioneer SE205
( I1.25
Pioneer SE300
£ 18.50
Pioneer SE305
£ 17.50
Pioneer SE500
E36-26
Pioneer SESOS
£31.50
Pioneer SE700
£37-50
Pioneer 5E0404 Quadraphonic .. £23.50
Rotel RH930 Electret
[41.75
Sansui SSIO
£ 16.75
Sansui SS30
£ 16-00
Sansui SS60
£27-50
Sennheiser HD224X
£ 32.50
Sennheiser HD400
£ 10.50
Sennheiser HD4I4X
£ 17-00
Sennheiser HD424X
£23.50
Stax SRS/SRD6SB Electrostatic .. £8&75
Stax SR44 Electret
..
£68.50
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB £ 140-03
• TURNTABLE ( P/P [100) AND
ARMS ( Pe [ 1.25)
ADC LMF I
¿60- 00
ADC LMF2
£66 00
ADC LMG-I Headshell
ES 00
Audio Technica AT1005 Mk 2 (Sp.
off.)
f23 50
44
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By Puichosing oComplete hotegn
BSR BDS80 chassis
(15.00
BSR BDS95 chassis ..
E27-S0
BSR MP60 chassis ..
EIWS0
Decca International arm
L54-00
G
d SB2.5 Mk 6 chassis .. £27•50
G
d 125SB chassis ..
neso
Hadcock GH228 and Unilift ( P/P free) £66.00
Lustre arm GST I
0440
Reference Fluid Arm ..
P.O.A.
SME S2 Headshell
£5.75
SME 3009 5/2 Dec. Head .. [56.00
SME 3009 Fixed Head .. £51.00
SME Series 3
£93 00
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P £ 1.00 extra) £ 16 75
SME CAI Series 3 Spare Arm/Shell £ 15•00
Sugden BDI Chassis Kit ... £ 1600
Sugden BDI Chassis .. £ 19.00
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis (Sp.
off.)
£31.00
Sugden BMX and SAU2 Chassis.. £39.90
Sugden SAU2
£ 15•50
Sugden SAU4
£37.50

•

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 (Sp. off.) .. £225-00
ADC 1500FG & QLM34/3 £66-00
ADC 1600DD & QLM36/3 .. £84 00
ADC 1700D Quartz & XLM/3 £ 105 00
Aiwa AP2200 and Cartridge .. £ 103.00
Aiwa AP2500
£ 165 00
Akai AP100
E76 50
Akai AP I
01
..
£74 90
Akai AP206
£98.50
Akai AP306
£ 137.00
Akai AP003 and ATI I (Sp. off.) .. £75.00
Akai AP006 (Sp. off.) .. .. £ 105 00
BSR BDS80 Mod. ex. Cart. (Sp. off.) £29 90
BSR 80595 Module excl. Cart. .. £35 00
BSR MP60 Mod. ex. Cart. (Sp. off.) £23 00
Garrard 86SI3 Mk 1 (Sp. off.) .. £20 00
G
d 0075 M7SEDT2 (Sp. off.) £69.90
G
d DD130
£92.00
G
d SP25 M6 Mod.+Cart. £40.40
G
d GT20 and M7SEDT2 £59 00
Garrard GT25 and M7SEDT2 (Sp. off.) £67.00
G
dGT35 and M7SEDT2 (Sp. off.) £79 90
Harman Kardon ST7 (Sp. off.) .. £255 00
Hitachi PS8 Cart. VFS620 (Sp. off.) £55 00
Hitachi PSIO and Cart. (Sp. off.) .. £55 00
Hitachi PSI7 and Cart. VFS260 (Sp.
off.)
£69.90
Hitachi PS38 Direct Drive (Sp. off.) £79.90
Hitachi PS48 Direct Drive (Sp. off.) £99 90
Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive (Sp. off.) £ 125.00
Hitachi HT350 Direct Drive .. £95.50
JVC JLA20 (Sp. off.) .. .. £61.50
JVC QLA2, QLF4
P.O.A.
Leak 3001 (Sp. off.)
£82.50
Marantz 6100W (Sp. off.) .. £65 00
Marantz 6150 Direct Drive .. £85.00
Micro Seiki MBIO and FFISE Mk 2 £80.00
Micro Seiki MBIO (Sp. off.) .. £66.00
Micro Seiki 0020 038-S0
Monitor Audio ET500 excl. arm .. £ 125.00
Philips GA3I2 (Sp. off.)
[76.50
Pioneer PL5I4
£59.50
Pioneer PL5 I
6
..
..
£79.90
Pioneer PL518
£ 109 00
Pioneer PL520
£ 148 50
Pioneer PL530 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 155 00
Pioneer P1550 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 185 00
Pioneer PL570 Quartz .. £255 00
Pioneer PLSIOA (Sp. off.) .. £85.00
Pioneer PLI 15R (Sp. off.) .. £54 00
Pioneer PLI I7D (Sp. off.) .. £79 90
Pioneer PL55X D'ct Drive (Sp. off.) £ 120.00
Rotel RP900 (Sp. off.) .. £49 90
Rotel RP2300
£54 50
Rotel RP3000 with Arm (Sp. off.) £ 110 00
Rotel RP3300
£79-90
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive .. £74.90
Sansui SR222P (Sp. off.) .. £47.50
Sansui SR232E
£66.00
Sansui SR929 Quartz (Sp. off.) .. £ 165 00
Sansui SR525 Direct Drive (Sp. off.) £99.00
Sansui FRIO8OP ( Sp. off.) .. £59.00
Sansui SR333E Direct Drive .. £ 133.00
Sansui SR838E
£218-50
Sugden 80101 & SAU2
£58 50

Sugden BD101 BSAU4
£75.00
Sugden BD101 excl. arm £43.50
Sugden BD2 & arm, black £37.00
Sugden BD2 P & C & SAU2
(Sp. off.).. £42.00
Sugden 130103 and Arm.. £85.00
Sugden BD103 excl. Arm £73.50
Sugden BD2A P & C & SAU2
(Sp. off.)
£S1.00
Thorens TD I
05
P.O.A.
Thorens TD 110 ( Manual) . . £ 110.00
Thorens TD 115 (Automatic) £ 127-00
Thorens TD126 Mk 3/BC £ 188.00
Thorens TD126 Mk 3/C .. £229.00
Thorens TDI25 2AB .. £ 146.00
Thorens TD126C Mk 2 (Sp.
off). .. * .. £ 169.00
Thorens TDI45C Pik 2 ( Sp.
off.)
..
£97.50
Thorens TDI60C Mk 2 .. [87-50
Thorens TD I
6013C Mk 2 .. £75.00
Thorens TD160BC/SME 3009
Fixed (Sp. off.) [ 118.00
Toshiba 5R220, 5R225, SR335.
5R370, SRA230. 5R330,
SR430
P.O.A.

eCARTRIDGES

( P/P £ 1-00)

ADC XLM Mk 3 ..
E36-00
ADC XLM Super, Case and
Headshell [33-00
ADC VLM Mk 3
..
£24 50
ADC ZLM
£59 50
AKG P6E
£ 17 00
AKG P7E
£25 50
AKG P8E
£45 50
AKG P8ES
£56 00
Decca Deram Con. L Blue £600
Decca London Mk 5 Export £36-00
Decca London Export Gold £54.00
Decca London Maroon
£41-00
Decca London Blue
£32 SO
Empire 999REX
£5 50
Empire 2000E
£8 SO
Empire 2000E/2 ..
£13 90
Empire 2000E/3 ..
£14 75
Empire 2000T ..
£28 SO
Empire 2000Z ..
£48 50
£4 75
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G800E
£7 75
Goldring G900SE Mk 2 ..
£36 50
Goldring D 110 Stylus ..
£3 00
Goldring 13110E Stylus ..
£5•75
Lentek Pre-amp Din or
Phono ..
£56 00
Lentek Entre ..
£98 00
Ortofon FF 10E . .
[9 50
Orcofon MCIO
£33 50
Ortofon FIS Mk 2.. ..
£16-00
Ortofon FI5E Mk 2 ..
£11 00
Ortofon FF 15E Mk 2 ..
£13 80
Ortofon M20E Super ..
£49 50
Ortofon M20FL Super ..
£56 50
Ortofon VMS20E/2 CAP2I 0 £29 90
Ortofon MC20 and STM72 £78 00
Ortofon SL20E ....(53-00
Ortofon MC20
£61.50
Shure M44E (Sp. off.) ..
L7-60
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .. £8.55
Shure M75-65 ( Sp. off.) .. £7.60
Shure M75B Type 2 (Sp off.) £ 10.70
Shure M7SED Type 2 (Sp off.) £ 15-75
Shure M75E.1 Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 13-30
Shure M95ED (Sp. off.) .. £ 19 95
Shure M95EJ (Sp. off.) .. £ 13-80
Shure VI5 Type 3 .. (52-00
Shure VI5 Type 4 .. £65 00
Sonus Blue.. .. £66 00
Stanton 500A ....(13-90
Stanton 500EE• • ( 19-90
Stanton 680EE•. £ 29.90
Stanton 68IEEE.. ( 45-00
Stanton 88IS..
( 78-00
Ultimo 20A
.. (74-00
Ultimo 10X•
.
£ 48 50
UAD Pre-amp• • £ 36 SO

e PORTABLE

RADIOS AND
RADIO CASSETTES
(P/P Free)
Aiwa TPR903
£109.00
Aiwa TPR9I0
£121.50
Aiwa TPR940
£143.00
Aiwa TPR950
£189-00
Hacker RP70 Ranger (Sp.
£21.00
Hacker RP78 Aviemore
(Sp. off.)
£39 00
Hacker SP80 Stereo .. £ 114 00
Roberts R505
£39 00
Roberts R606MB
(49-00
Roberts RM20
E26.50
Roberts RM30
(42-00
Roberts RM50
661-00
Roberts Rambler ..
E22 SO
ip VIDEO TAPE FOR PHILIPS
VCR, JVC & AKAI VHS
MACHINES ( P/P 65p)
[7.90
Akai VHST60 (1hour) ..
Akai VHSTI 20 (2 hours)..
EII-10
Akai VHSTI80 ( 3 hours)..
£13.50
Philips LVC60
£11.00
Philips LVC90
£13.00
Philips LVC I
20
£14.75
£16.75
Philips LVC 150

SANSUI 5050
SYSTEM
Sansui 5050 Receiver
Sansui SR222P Turntable
Ortofon FFISE/2 Cartidge
Pair KEF Celeste Speakers

Special offer £267
ROTEL RX503
SYSTEM
Rotel RX503 Receiver
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive
Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Dicton 15XR
Speakers

SANSUI 33IL
SYSTEM
Sansui 33IL Receiver with L.W.
Sansui SR222B Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Speakers

Aiwa AX7500 Receiver
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable
Pair Monitor Audio MA6
Speakers

Special offer £375
Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £129 extra

AIWA AX7600
SYSTEM
Aiwa AX7600 Receiver
Aiwa AP2500 Turntable
Stanton 680EE Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Pageant 2
Speakers

Special offer £499
Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £ 129 extra

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 12+%

Pioneer SX450 Receiver
Pioneer PL514 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

Special offer £210 Special offer £233
HARMA N
KARDON 330C
SYSTEM
Harman Kardon 330C Receiver
Micro Seiki MBIO Turntable &
Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Carnival
Speakers

PIONEER SX550
SYSTEM
Pioneer SX550 Receiver
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Ortofon FFISE/2 Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Speakers

Special offer £239 Special offer £264

TOSHIBA SA220
SYSTEM
SA220L Receiver; SRA230
Turntable + Cartridge;
SS2200 Speakers; PC3I00
Cassette Deck; HR7I0 Stereo
Headphones; SMA2 Stand,
2 Microphones1 3 C60
Cassettes; IRecord
SPECIAL
OFFER

£275.50

LEAK 3200
SYSTEM
Leak 3200 Receiver
Leak 3001 Turntable
Shure M75E0 Cartridge
Pair Leak 3020 Speakers

Special offer £285

PIONEER SA706 PIONEER SX650
SYSTEM
SYSTEM
Pioneer 5)(650 Receiver
Pioneer P1514 Turntable
Shure M9SED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Ditton 15XR
Speakers

Pioneer SA706 Amplifier
Pioneer PL5I4 Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Dicton 22
Speakers

Special offer £335 Special offer £355
AIWA AX7500
SYSTEM

PIONEER SX450
SYSTEM

ARMSTRONG
626 SYSTEM
Armstrong 626 Receiver
Garrard 0075 Module Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Armstrong 602 Speakers

Special offer £408
DIRECT CUT
DISCS
Sheffield LABI, 2, £8.95
Sheffield LAB3, 4. 5. 6. £9-95
Umbrella DDI, 2, £9-00
Umbrella 003. 5, 6, 7, 9, £10.00
Umbrella DD4, LOE .00
The Great American Gram
GADDI010, 1020, 1030,
Eastwind EW10801. 10002,
10003. Philips PDI0001, 10002,
10003. All 00-00 eachsend fcr list.

EFFICIENT

Special offer £355

or with Pioneer CTF4040
Cassette Deck for £107 extra

AIWA AF3090
SYSTEM
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Dicton 22
Speakers

Special offer £459
Or with Aiwa AP2200
Turntable+Cartridge for
£95 extra

END OF LINE SALE
(Special Offers)
Akai CS30D, (65-00
Akai C5330, 00-00
Akai GXC38, £ 110.00
Akai GXC38D. (99.00
Akai GX46D, [ 115-00
Harman Kardon ST7, (255-00
Hitachi 5133400, £72-00
Hitachi ST2650, £ 154.00
Hitachi SD2520, £81-00

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 13p
45p extra. Trade rates 16p per word, minimum £3.00. Copy and
issue must reach these offices by 1st December addressed to:
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
printed in block capitals or typewritten.

per word ( private), minimum £2.60. Box Nos.
remittance for advertisements in JANUARY
The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News &
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly

Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to " The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the above date,

consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

FOR SALE- private
Why buy used equipment? Our ne, prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
M.
Brand new, never used, boxed, Eumig Metropolitan
cassette deck, £ 375; Radford STA25/SC22 valve amp, just
overhauled, perfect, £ 320. Tel.: 01-458 6271, or day
01-445 0066.
L.
Yamaha CA810 amplifier immaculate, £ 185.
Also
Acoustic Research ARI2 loudspeakers six months old.
£190 the pair; Shure VI 5/III boxed and unused, £ 30; or
free to the purchaser of the CA8I0 and ARI2, buyer
collects. Tel.: Winktield Row 5013 after 6pm, or Slough
25257 daytime.
L.
Aiwa 1250 cassette deck, hardly used, although an
excellent deck, £ 105; Armstrong 621 amplifier, £65; pair
Tannoy Cheviots, f235; all items mint condition. Tel.:
01-556 9247.
M.
Technics SA5360 40 W AM/FM receiver, guaranteed
in showroom condition, £99 - l- carriage, cheap, so no
offers. Tel.: Preston 700998 ( Lancs.).
M.
Speakers: pair Rogers Compact monitors, as new, £ 100
(cost £ 170 recently); also Lintons, £ 30. A. Glass, 71
Warnham Court Road, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey.
M.
Phase Linear pre/amps 400 ( 1. £530), £295; 700B ( L
£820). £495; Quad 405, £ 120; pair B & W DM70 electrostatics ( stored), £ 295; pair Altec Lansing Stonehenge Ills
rated 350 W. electronic crossover ( L £ 1,000), £ 595;
Videotone PD2 Dolby, £40; possible part exchange, why.
Tel.: Bradford 34744, Dr. Silvester.
M.
Two Quad II Amps. Quad 22 pre-amp, FM tuner, spare
valves, £ 160 o.n.o. Tel.: 09402 225.
M.
Technics SL110 Grace arm ADC XLM, £ 200; Luxman
505X amplifier, £ 140; Luxman WL 500 tuner, £ 120;
Teac A450 cassette deck, £ 170; Tandberg 3041 X tape
deck with mies., £90. Box No. 2613, c/o HiFi News.
A.
B & W. DM7 two pairs, used for only two months,
boxed, full manufacturers warranty, teak finish, offers
over £ 300- per pair. Tel.: 01-851 9621.
M.
Quad II and 22 and tuner. Garrard 401, SME II 12 in.,
ther Acousta with PM6, one year old, offers for each
lease. Tel.: 0533 705757.
M.

Two Lowther 2TP1 speakers, FM tuner, trough line,
stereo Leak, Garrard transcription motor 301 with SME
arm, Leak variscope preamp complete with two stereo
amplifiers, which require attention. Tel.: Burnley 29613.
M.
One pair of Mordaunt Short MS700 loudspeakers, teak
finish, and in excellent condition. Box No. 2614, c/o
Hi-Fi News.
M.
Teac A2300SD tape recorder, mint condition, only 18
months old, £ 220. Tel.: 01-573 4508 evenings/weekends.
M.
Dual 701 with Shure VIS/hl L- M, new stylus, excellent
condition, £ 125. Tel.: Leeds 658946 after 6pm or weekends.
M.
Pair HFN25 loudspeakers factory- built EMI I4A/770
and KEF T27 drive units, excellent condition, £ 50 o.n.o.
Tel.: Bracknell 51485.
M.
Beocord 2000 two-track stereo tape recorder with power
amps, mixing, s- o-secho, in excellent condition, £95 o.n.o.
Tel.: Newark 74873.
M.
Technics SL150 turntable, fitted SME Series 3 arm.
6 months old, £ 170 o.n.o., could deliver. Tel.: Shotwick
(('hes.) 409 evenings.
M.

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
GRILLE MORICS MOREfi
TOP QUALITY WAODIIIGS
PURE WOOL "MS
ACOUSTICALLY-TRAMARE«
OLACA' FOAM MOM
Fabric Samples,

12p (Stamps)

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS

BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 i35-206
Yamaha CT700 tuner. £90; Aiwa TP747 pocket recorder, £40; various LPs, all excellent condition s.a.e.
31 St Helens Drive, Leicester.
M.
Quad 33 control unit, good working order, £ 25 o.n.o.;
buyer collects or pays postage. South, 18 Kenward Croft,
Birmingham 1317 8TN.
M.

ALJES

Ferrograph 704 recorder, plinth/cover, manuals, £ 175;
Quad FM2 stereo tuner, £40; Linn Sondek LPI2 Formula
4 arm, £ 150; all carefully used, excellent condition; AKG
8ES cartridge, few hours use, £ 50. 220 Holt Road,
Cromer. Tel.: 511529.
M.

CARTRIDGES
For lowest possible prices on: A.D.C.,
AKG, CORAL, DECCA, DENON, EMPIRE,
GRADO, SHURE, SONUS. Pickup arms
S.M.E. 3009 Series II and III. Send for
latest price list to:
12 Market Place, Bridlington Y016 4QJ.
Telephone: ( 0262) 78802, gam to 9pm.

Nakamichi 600 cassette deck, only three months old,
£275 o.n.o.; also pair Hi-Fi News Daline speakers ( KEF
units), sound fabulous, look great, £ 100. Tel.: Nuttall,
Shoreham- by- Sea, 2654.
M.
Quad ESL's two pairs in black, immaculate condition,
with full service history, matched for stacking ( frame
available), f300 pair; f550 for both ( frame included).
Tel.: Leeds 0532-787166.
M.

MAIL ORDER- home and export.

Alba U900 amplifier. 33-1-33 watts, lovely sound, but I
need more watts, demonstration arranged, £45 o.n.o.
Tel.: Wolverhampton 731601, ext. 87.
M.

50 Mark Tao perfect, £ 240 pair; Shure VI5/111
plus spare stylus, £ 15; large teak equipment cabinet, £40.
Tel.: 01-467 5302.
M.

Tandberg 3641 quarter-track open-reel stereo tape deck
with Dolby, little used, recent manufacturers service, £ 175.
Tel.: Wakefield 863319.
M.

Cartridges as new, boxed, Decca, London Gold elliptical, £ 51; fitted in SME CAI, £65; Shure V15/IV, £62.
Tel.: Ipswich 54528.
M.

DBX 122 little used, and in perfect condition, genuine
reason for sale, £ 125. bargain. Keith Monks Mercury
Contact arm, boxed, £ 15. Box No. 2612, c/o HiFi News.
M.

EMI RE301 stereo recorder 15/7¡ rps, five
every function adjustable, line in and out, low
balance, mic, sockets, used in studios for
superb recordings, £ 145 o.n.o. Tel.: Medway

amplifiers,
impedance
five years,
75260. M.

Cerwin-Vega-Mclntosh
SALES and SERVICE
UPL, Compton House,
35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey.
Tel. 01-942 9567

Tandberg 6X/Leak point one stereo preamplifier/Leak
point one stereo power amplifier/Garrard 301 turntable/
Decca FFSS pickup arm in light oak, two MTrs cabinets,
two free-standing speaker cabinets with 8 in. Wharfedales,
£125 o.n.o. Tel.: Newark 79624.
M.
Ninety-three back copies HiFi News, 1963-72, reasonable offers. Box. No. 2611, cio Hi-Fi News.
M.
Voight domestic corner horns, must find good home for
one remaining pair, superbly natural results, demonstration possible. Tel.: David Kahn, 01-764 1667 ( Norbury).
M.
Philips 22AH970 stereo tape/disc combination with two
speakers, new, recent unwanted gift, never unpacked,
£115. Tel.: 01-883 4543.
M.

Pair Tannoy Lancasters 15"m gold units perfect, £ 105.
Tel.: Doncaster 49789 evenings.
M.
Quad 22, two Quad II power amps, £70; additional
Quad 11, £ 15; lot £80. Tel.: Sandiway (Cheshire) 883587.
M.
Nightingale NM2 speakers, 1-year-old, with guarantee,
truly outstanding performance, unwilling sale, due to
emigration, £560 o.n.o. Tel.: H. Grothe, Watford 26602
daytime.
M.
Stax VA-7 pickup arm, £75. Tel.: 061-980 6438.

M.

Pair Dynastatic speakers, Bextrene bass units, teak
veneered cabinets, £ 110; Decca London export cartridge,
£25. Tel.: 01-863 1807 ( Harrow).
M.
Two pairs Stax SRX headsets + SRD7 Energiser-lets
have asensible offer; also SME plinth system, £40. Tel.:
0626-61626 after December 5th.
M.
HiFi News Jan. '72-Dec. '76, offers, buyer collects.
Ortofon RMG 309 12 in. arm, £5; Thorens TPI3 arm, £5.
Tel.: Yeovil 25980.
M.
IMF ALS40 II speaker 6 months old, little used, £250;
Technic SL20 turntable + Shure M75ED/II, £48 all o.n.o.,
upgrading. Tel.: Leicester (0533) 863481, ext. 342 Mrs.
Ang.
M.
Rega 3turntable as new, £ 100 o.n.o. without arm; £ 150
o.n.o. with arm. Tel.: 01-654 2864 after 6pm, 01-749 1396
daytime.
M.
Revox A77 1104 1970, hardly used, £300 incl. five 10 in.
boxed Revox tapes. Tel.: Pakenham, Suffolk (0359)
31167.
M.
Leak Variscope Il preamp and Stereo 20 amplifier, in
excellent working order, offers around £70.
Tel.:
Nottingham (0602) 283664.
M.

KEF 104ab loudspeakers, teak finish, 1-year-old, £203
inc. 19 in. stands; Ultimo 20A in new Hadcock Mk 3arm,
on Linn LPI2 armboard, £90. Tel.: Belfast 671150. M.

Linn Sondek LP12 turntable with plinth, unused, £95;
also Empire 2000 and 2000E cartridges, both unused, £ 10
each. Tel.: 01-789 8313.
A.
Garrard 401 with plinth (no cover), SME 3009/11 arm,
hydraulic damper fitted and ADC headshell V15/III,
perfect, year old, £ 110 o.n.o. Tel.: Nuneaton 381126. M.
Quad 22 control unit, MAD amplifiers, FMI tuner,
stereo decoder, AMI! tuner, £ 175; Mono control unit,
£10; Garrard transcriptor 301, strobe, EMI EPU100 arm,
stereo cartridge, £35; all regularly serviced by Acoustical.
Tel.: Berkhampstead 3118.
M.
Marantz 4270 stereo/quad receiver, teak sleeve, remote
control unit, £255; Hydraulic reference, SME 3009,
Shure VI5/111, £ 140; Griffin 25/3 loudspeakers, £79 pair;
TEAC A450 cassette deck, £ 145. All above items little
used, mint condition. Also new Garrard deck, £35; Acos
lustre arm, £20. Watson, 120 Eastway, Scarborough,
Yorks. YO1 13LT.
M.
Citation If/preamp mahogany sleeve, Entre (new) cartridge, Lentek head amp, offers. Tel.: Pudsey 569588. M.
Sugden A48 amplifier, Dual 510 record deck, Shure
V15/111 cartridge, and IMF super compact speakers for
sale, £300 o.n.o., may separate. Tel.: Leeds (0532)
790764.
M.

Amcron IC150 integrated circuit control unit (no power
imp.), excellent condition, £ 175 o.n.o., very versatile,
sossibly the ultimate. Tel.: Terry 01-836 6061.
M.

Cartridges: Ortofon VMS20E Mk II, £24; Ortofon
FI5E Mk II, £ 14; Shure M75ED, £ 11; each cartridge
used for only four hours. Tel.: Belfast (0232) 623201. M.

in
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CARTRIDGES 8STYLI
(Errors and price
I CARTRIDGES
Shure M3D £5-70
Shure M44-7 £6.40
Shure M44E
esso
Shure M55E £7-45
Shure M75-65 £6-75
Shure M758/11 ¿9-35
Shure M7SED/11 £ 12.90
Shure M75E1/11 £ 11.65
Shure M75G/II £ 15-75
Shure M95ED £ 17.95
Shure M95E1 £ 12-35
Shure M241-I £26-35
Shure V15 Ill £43-50
Shure VIS IV £61-25
Shure M9IE* £ 13.95
Shure M9 I
ED* £ 13 50
Shure M93E* £ 11-35
Stanton 500A £ 11-85
Stanton 500E £ 15-45
Stanton 500EE £ 17-85
Stanton 680EE £25.75
Stanton 68IEEE £25 75
ADC
ZLM
£56-90
XLM Mk. Ill £34 SO
VLM Mk. Ill £24-45
QLM36 Mk. III £ 16-85
QLM34 Mk. Ill £ 10-45
QLM32 Mk. Ill £8-45
QLM30 Mk. III £8-45
P & P25p. Items marked
(C) available to order

I
I
I

changes exce pte d)
STYLI
ADC RXL £ 15.75
ADC RVL £ 12.95
ADC RSZ £2425
ADC RSX £ 16 75
ADC RSV £ 18.50
ADC RSQ36 £ 11-45
ADC RSQ34 £9-75
ADC RSQ32 £8.45
ADC RSQ30 £7.15
ADC Headshell £4.25
Shure N3D
Shure N44-3 £5.45
Shure NM-7 £5.15
Shure N44E £5.35
Shure NSSE £6.50
Shure N7S-6 £5.10
Shure N75-3 £5-55
N758 Mk 11
£
6.15
N7SED Mk II £ 11•60
N75E1 Ilk II
f.8- IS
N75G Elk 11 £8.50
Shure N95-3 £6.10
Shure N9SED £ 14.95
Shure N9SE1 £8.75
Shure VN35E £ 15.95
Shure VN ISE £ 15.75
Shure VN78E £ 15-75
Stanton 05107A 03-00
Stanton 05100E men
DS100EE £ 13•90

1

P&P 25p

ALL MAIL TO ,ESTUARY AUDIO ,DEPT.
A0/11T,1 HIMONT STATION ,
HIGHBURY CORNER ,LONDON NS 160706441 CALLERS WELCOME
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SPECIALISTS
BIRMINGHAM ,
BULL RING SUBWAY '7, 1.
„etcr,:,1 .. ,643 1766
LEIGH -ON •SEA : 113

RECTORY DROVE

BIM
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name is your guarantee to best products at best
prices"
North Downs House Grays Road, Westerham, Kent .
Telephone: Knockholt ( STD 095 95) 3333

Linn Sondek LPI2 fitted with Grace G707 pickup-arm,
both as new, genuine reason for sale, £285 o.v.n.o. Tel.:
Robert 01-986 8387.
M.

Ferrograph Series Seven Mk 2, half-track, Dolby, good
condition, £ 180 o.n.o. Tel.: Shrewsbury 57109, between
5-6.30pm weekdays.
M.

Attach this advertisement to your order or fetch
with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

- Our

Pair B & W DM2A speakers, white, with plinths and
stands, excellent condition, makers cartons, £ 130. Tel.:
Ivor Humphreys, News Editor 01-686 2599, ext. 5.
M.

Quad 22 control unit, two Quad II amplifiers (one
seeding new mains transformer), Quad FMI tuner plus
Huntingdon cabinet, £90. Chambers, 10 Claverton Road,
faltford, Bristol BS18 3DP.
M.

Ortofon VMS20E cartridge, almost new ( 37 sides), in
nakers box with screwdriver, stylus brush, £ 18. Tel.:
'otters Bar 57801 evenings.
M.

CARTRIDGE
DISCOUNT

Sony TC756-2 tape deck 5x 10; in. reels, pair of Stax
SR44 phones, Beolab 1700 amplifier, all articles in excellent condition, £ 380 o.n.o., will sell separately. Tel.:
Ramsbottom 4725.
M.

Leeson API, £90; Linsley Hood based preamp, £20.
Mick Rolls, 62 Kitsbury Road, Berkhamstead, Herts.
Tel.: Berkhampstead 5876.
M.

CROSSOVER
WITH
FALCON
Your guarantee of high quality Crossover Networks and Components, available direct or from
your specialist supplier. We also stock most units
by: KEF. SonAudax, Peerless, Coles, Celestion,
Dalesford, etc. Send S.A.E. for price list PLI 1
(Overseas SI bill).
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Mail Orders and Callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk NRI4 8JT
Telephone: 0508-78272
Callers only:
26 Station Road, Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex
TN40 1RG. Telephone: 0424 219950 or 04243 4932

Decca London cartridge excellent condition and performance, new stylus about 9 months ago, maker's box
£16. Box No. 2615, c/o HiFi News.
L.
Acoustic Research AR/12 speakers pair, walnut, boxed,
unused, brand new with stands, plus guarantee, £258
o.n.o. Details, tel.: Stevenage 50806.
A.
Koss K6 phones, £ 10. Amstrad 3000 tuner, £20; Connoisseur BD!, no base/cover, £ 10, (o.n.o.). Many HiFi
magazines, s.a.e. list. N. Sidebottom, Grindleton Vicarage, Clitheroe, Lancs.
L.
G
d401, £45 or swop for Thorens TD124/II; Quad
FM2, £20; Quad QCI I preamplifier, £ 17. Tel.: Luton
591 566.
A.
Technics SL120 direct drive turntable with SME 3009
and Shure V15/111, £ 100; Bailey T/L speakers (KEF
units), £50 pair; Sony six channel stereo/mono mixer, £20.
All in excellent condition. Mr. Goyns, 4 Hill Top, off
Station Road, Blisworth, Northants.
L.
KEF 104ABs, teak, as new, £200, can deliver Midlands.
Shackman electrostatic units with crossovers very latest
spec., unused, £80. Tel.: Brownhills 71690.
L.
Thorens TD125 Mk II in superb SME plinth systems,
SME 3009/11, Shure V15/III, all mint condition, £ 180;
could split. Tel.: Colchester 240927.
L.

CARTRIDGES

STYLI

Dacca
Blue
EU 75
Deram £6.50
Manufacturers
London Mk 5 £38-50
Exchange
London Export £42.00
Manufacturers
Goldring
Exchange
G800
£4.65
DI10
£2.95
G800H £4.65
01101.4 £2.95
G800SE £ 13.50
DI IOSE £9.90
G850
£4.25
0120
£2.95
G820
£5.99
0130
£3-30
G820E £9.00
D130E £6.95
G820SE £ 13.00
01306E £ 10.95
G900SE £29.95
DI4OSE £ 14-00
Fidelity R
h
FRI II
£54.90
FRT Ill Trans( £62.00
FRI III £ 8.90
FRT IV Trans( £ 118.00
Satin
MISE
£ 120-00
I8NE
£50.00
II G
£65.00
II7NG £32.00
Shure
M3D
£5.69
N3D
£4.25
M44-7 £6.68
N44-7
£5•65
1144-C £6-68
N44-C
£5-65
M44-G
£6.68 ....
N44-G
£5.65
M44- E
£7-10 -.
N44- E
£5.95
M55- E
£7-81 -N55-E
£7.25
M75-65 £7-09 CA
N75-6
£5.95
M75-B
£9-82 e..
11
N75- B
£6-65
M75-G
£ 11-13 =
N75-G
£8.50
M75E.1 £ 12-20
N75E1
£9-05
M75ED £ 13-90
N7SED
£12-99
M9IGD £ 13-80
N9IGD
£11-64
M9IED £ 14.50 CC
N91 ED
£13-53
M93E
£ 11-35
N93E
£9-71
M95G
£ 13-00 4/3
N95G
£9.06
M95E.I £ 13-07
N95E1
£10-10
M95ED £ 19-00 O
N9SED
£17-50
SC-35C
£ 13.10
SS35C
£6-74
V15/III £45.00
VN3SE
£16.85
1
.
124H+ £27.95 e
N24H
£18-48
VIS IV
£64-05
VN4SHE
£27-95
Stanton
500A
£ 13-90
D5107A
£9-25
500AL"
E13-90
05107AL
£9-25
500E
£ 17.75
05100E
E11-55
500EE £ 19.80
DS100EE
£14-85
680EE £28-90
13680
£20.95
68IEEE £42.95
D61300EEE
£26.00
Tenoned
T20010 £2-90
N200ID
£2-10
T200IED £7-50
N2001 ED
£5-95
T200IDP* £2.90
N200IDP
£2-10
T20015D+ £ 15.00
N200ISD
£11-50
Ultimo
DV38/20A• £69.00
Through Importer
DV38/2013. £87.50
Through Importer
DV38/ 10A £59.00
Through Importer
0V38/10X £55.00
Through Importer
DV38/20C £ 105.00
Through Importer
DV38/30A £ 108.00
Through Importer
0V38/30B £ 142.00
Through Importer
0V38/30C £ 150.00
Through Importer
DV6A Transf. £ 165-00
DV4C Imp
Adapter £7•50
Items marked ' high output suitable for disco use, etc.
Items marked + suitable for CD4 use.
Arms
Fidelity Research FR 54
£69.00
SME Series Ill
£89-00
Ultimo DV 505
£225.00
Carbon fibre record cleaner
only £4.25
OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME
All items are of original manufacture are POST
FREE and include VAT e 121%. This is just asample
of the items we have to offer. We are stylus specialists
and can offer awide range to suit most makes. Please
send for list post free.

r

Please send POST FREE by return the following
items ( recorded delivery).
Item No.

Quantity

enclose cheque/P.O. for
to Cartridge Discount.

Price

made payable

Name
Address

259

BADGER SOUND
SERVICES LIMITED

Two only, brand new Technics RS1500 reel/reel, tape
decks, features Quartz lock SPD control, two track red/
playback and 4-track playback, 10) in. reels, mic./line
mixing etc., currently £99995, special price £699. Dolands Photographic, 6I0a Finchley Road, Golders Green.,
N.W.I I. Tel.: 01-455 0672.
M.
Mobile speaker stands and trolleys, also wall mounting
brackets, brochure and price list on request. Trade enquiries invited, TV and Audio ( Farnborough) Ltd, 44
Kingsmead, Farnborough, Herts.
M.
Don't buy a cartridge until you have got our price,
cartridges by: ADC, AKG, Coral, Decca, Empire,
Grado, Shure and Sonus, SME Series 2 and 3 pickup
arms. Tel.: (0262) 78802, 9am-9pm Monday to Saturday;
or write to Aljes Cartridges, 12 Market Place, Bridlington
Y016 40J. Mail order only. Export enquiries welcome.
X.

RECORDS FOR SALE
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS FOR THE
AMATEUR SPEAKER BUILDER
We deal only in components for High Fidelity
speakers and do not handle Group, Disco, P.A.,
Radio/T.V. or general purpose drive units, nor
do we offer non-specific crossover networks.
Specialists in the supply of components to the
do-it-yourself speaker builder, our experience, our
technical expertise and the excellence of our
standards have been recognised by the Audio
Press in this country and abroad.
Our prices for Sonaudax, Celestion, Coles, Falcon,
Isophon, Kef, Lowther, Peerless, and Tannoy, as
well as crossovers, components and materials for
magazine projects and manufacturers' designs are
highly competitive, but we see no point in publishing alist of prices which are constantly changing, and which are not much use without technical
data.
Although primarily concerned for the home contructor, we supply components to some of the
most respected manufacturers of commercial
speaker systems.
Stockists of Nytech, Edinburgh Wireless Co., Nightingale, Quad, Dual, Cambridge, Harman Kardon and the good
cartridges and arms.
EXPORTS WELCOME
Speaker constructor's
30p or adollar bill.

catalogue

with

designs,

PRO 9TL construction book and full drawings,
60p post free ( overseas, £ 115 air mail).
Callers welcome 9-5 Tues. to Sat. 24-hour, 7-day
phone-answering
service,
including
ACCESS
orders.
BADGER SOUND SERVICES LTD.,
46 Wood Street, Lytham St. Annes,
Lancs. FYI 1QG
Phone (
STD 0253) 729247
(Closed Mondays)

FOR SALE—trade
Sugden, Ortofon, Quad, Monitor Audio, A.R., etc.
Demonstrations/service. Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6 (0254).
X.
All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported worldwide. Very competitive prices. Specific
enquiries, write please. The Sound Affair, 364 Mission
Court, St Louis, MO 63130, USA.
X.
A.D. period hi-fi cabinets are individually made to your
requirements. Send rough sketch of cabinet you have in
mind, with your phone number. We will quote a price if
we are able to help, or visit our workshop. Village Workshop, 14A Vickers Road, London NW5 4NL. Tel.: 01-267
8504.
X.
KEF speakers: T27, £8•50; T15, £ 1075; BI 10, £ 10:95;
B200, £ 1195; B139, £24.95; ND8, £2:75; DN12, £7:25;
DNI3, £4.95. UK VAT extra 12; %. P & Pextra. World
wide export. Postage quoted on application. Also Linsley
Hood designed amplifier and test equipment kits. Teleradio Hi-Fi, 325 Fore Street, Edmonton, London N9.
Tel.: 01-807 3719. S.a.e. for lists.
Clearance sale: Linsley-Hood 75 watt power amp
modules.
Fits Powertran standard chassis.
Basic
module, £ 1050; module with BDY56 power transistors,
£13-50, prices inclusive, details free. I. G. Bowman
(Dept HFN), 59 Fowey Avenue, Torqauy, South Devon.
M.
Technics superfi bargains, all brand new, and guaranteed
RS9900 cassette deck, £749; RSI500 tape deck, £799;
SE9600 pwoer amplifier, £449; SU9600 control unit, £ 339;
SB7000 loudspeakers (pair), £639; SLI10/SME turntable,
Audiographic, 16 Church Street, Hereford. Tel.:
32) 59241.
M.

Records-by-Post offers a personal service for discerning
collectors of stereo classical LPs, permanent discounts on
all purchases, no restrictions, most labels available.
Details from: 45 Appleton Road, Chester.
M.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS

CLARK
SPEAKERS
Wonderfully natural response over the full frequency
range from our:
TS-22
A reliable totally sealed system.
X-27
A modern ABR, blending IB and reflex
benefits.
Al- 31H Natural bass and extended bass toA1-35/2 gether. A rare blend.
Very good mid- range and treble. Nothing is
over-emphasised.
Strategic cabinet damping.
Continuous development.
CLARK SPEAKERS
122 Hull Road, Anlaby,
North Humberside Hub0 6UV
Telephone 0482-656706
ACCESS

SITUATIONS VACANT
If you would like employment in the music industry read
'Music Employment Guide' which details full-time and
part-time opportunities in record companies, media work,
songwriting, etc., £ 100. Dept. 26, R. S. Productions,
Hamilton House, Nelson Close, Staverton, Totnes,
Devon.
L.

For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country see our advertisement on

WANTED

p. 233.

STUDIO FACILITIES
Fanfare Records. Tapa-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 048261684.
X.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully
Lathe. Tel.: Bracknell 54935. London Road, Binsfield
Bracknell, Berkshire.
X.
Warren Recordings ( members A.P.R.S.). Tape-Disc
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59
Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203 0306.
X.
J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos, punsings from your tapes. Tapa copying and editing—stereo/
mono. S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.:
01-648 9952.
X.
Your tapes to disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings, sleeve/labels. Top professional quality S ae
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, Eastwood', Cove,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
X.

Lowther-Hegeman reproducer, pair of Lowther PM6
Acoustas, walnut finish, Leak Stereo 50 power amplifier,
collection arranged.
Johnson, 25 Newbury Road,
Lytham St. Annes, Lancs.
M.
Pair B & W DM6 or Quad ELS only, immaculate condition, can collect approx. Christmas, England only.
B. Bingler, Plinganserstr. 25, 8000 Munchen 70, Germany.
M.
Any advice or help regarding the availability or use of'
International Electronics ( USA) Quadruple play recording
tape RT29 ( 7in. reel 4800 ft.) or indeed any quadruple
play tape would be greatly appreciated by R. I. Clayton,
3 East Terrace, Hayle, Cornwall.
M.
Wanted HiFi News for October '77 and September '78,
or any set containing same, will collect. Tel.: Sutherland,
01-903 1414, ext. 336 office hours.
M.
Cambridge T55 tuner silver or black, must be perfect,
would consider Armstrong 623. Tel.: Uxbridge 31693
evenings.
M.
Quad amp tuner, up to £ 100 for good example, with
original box and manual, must be in good working order.
Tel.: Winchester ( Hants.) 883705.
M.
Quad FM3, excellent condition, pay £60 plus postage.
Box No. 2609, c/o HiFi News.
M.

Ellie Jay Records announce new price reductions for the
manufacture of records and sleeves. Fast reliable service
for quantities from 100 to 100,000. Tel.: 01-908 2735. X.

Wanted Euphonic Miniconic P515 power source, cartridge and TAIS tone arm also considered, good condition
please. Tel.: Marshall, Doncaster 0302-23578.
M.

Tape-Disc Masters, Demos (Scully/Westrix), pressings.
Cassettes. Mobile recording studio. Free brochure. Tam
Studio, 13A Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel.: 01-346
0033.
X.

Wanted urgently, all good quality stereo hi-fi equipment,
top cash offers, collection arranged. Sound Exchange,
296 High Street, Sutton, Surrey. Tel.: 01-643 6420; or
33 Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill. London SE23. Tel.:
01-699 5577.
C.

"THE MOBILE RECORDING SERVICE" offered to
you by us is simply unique! Please telephone Purist Sound
Techniques for details on 01-948 1331 ( 24 hours).
L.
Sound news production. Britain's oldest full-time tape
disc cassette transfer service. Direct transfers, pressing for
private and for trade. Fund raising advisory service for
Societies, Choirs, Bands. Ferrograph, Grundig, Philips,
Revox equipment promptly serviced. 18 Blenheim Road,
London, W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1661.
L.

SERVICING

Wanted Thorens TD124 or Garrard 301 turntable,
Ortofon SPU-TE cartridge, details please to Marks, 75
Waterloo Road, Southport.
M.
B & O head (+ stylus) SP6/7, SPIO or similar for B &
arm. Tel.: 01-935 7119 weekdays.
M.
Tannoy GRF corner horns, good price offered for one
pair in good condition, damaged ones considered. Tel.:
Mike, 0473 49541.
X.
Wanted Revox tape recorder, Quad amplifier and
speakers, would collect anywhere. Tel.: 01-949 3796. L.
Philips RH691 stereo tuner, good condition essential,
please reply Box No. 2616, cio HiFi News.
L.

HiFi cassette tape recorders. Repairs by expert engineers. NuSound. See advertisement, page 208.
Audio repairs by electronics engineer, 30 years experience, extensive facilities enabling equipment restoration
etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal service.
Location: Woodford. Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467.
X.
Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, installation, etc, will travel. Tel.: R. Lucus, Tadworth (Surrey)
2703.
X.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Audio design engineer made redundant by ' household
name' firm seeks business partner(s) (possible hi-fi retailer)
to manufacture high class audio. Box No. 2610, c/o
HiFi News.
Ms

Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers,
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source. I.E.,
Horn and Reflex types, for 1:1 --1Er drive' units. £3.95
post free ($ 8overseas).
The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for IB., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centrebass system. £120 post free ( 5overseas).

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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where personal service to
customers still counts.

Two variations of our
`SUPERFLEX - in melantine.
In addition we have a wide
range of versatile units in both
white or teak melamine finish,
and craftsman - built wood hi-fi
and record/cassette cabinets
and bookcases.
Send two 9}p stamps for brochure to:
Dept. HFN/11/78 ECC, 4Brunswick Drive,
Harrogate, Yorkshire.

ere's the answer to all
your Hi Fi storage problems!

500 LP's

ïl

HiFi Equipment

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?

multi- way

MUSIC
CONSOL

TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

Complete your Hi-fi installation
with one of these elegant units.
Ample record storage space.
Shelves for amplifier/tuner etc.
plus space for cassettes, books,
and magazines. Attractive styling
to give your stereo the prominence it deserves.
Size: Height 21.5'; Depth 15'; adjustable length extends from
48" to a full 82"wide span!

W.J. TAYLOR ( MUSIC) LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD.

Don't delay- send now for your free colour leaflet to:

When it comes to HI- Fl everyone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you — Good, we'll see you soon.

KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM B44 80A.

021-3821312

'Multi- way'
extension plinth gives adjustable
length and a variety of layout
combinations to suit your own
requirements. Solid construction
with heat/scratch resistant
melamine surface.
White ( as lus.) ONLY £42 5 0
+£2.30 carriage.
Also available in teak- style finish
Alternative designs available.
14 day money back guarantee
4:1 ( 0752) 61668

Leisure Time Ltd

DEPT.N3, CROZIER RD.,
MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

ASSISTANT FILM RECORDISTS
&TRAINEES
Would you like to specialise in sound with BBC TV's Film Department?
There are vacancies in West London
ASSISTANT FILM RECORDISTS work initially in sound
transfer and dubbing areas operating sound recording
and reproduction equipment for a wide range of
programmes. There are prospects of progressing to
mobile Film Recording work in due course. If you have
professional experience in this field, the starting salary
would be £3440 p.a. perhaps higher if exceptionally
qualified, rising to £4140 p.a. An additional allowance
is paid for shift work ( not nights). Normal hearing is
essential.
EXCELLENT TRAINING is given if you have ambitions
to do this type of work but lack experience. You will need

'0' level standard of education, abasic knowledge of
electronics and should be able to demonstrate a
practical interest in sound and recording. Trainees
will start at a salary of £3130 p.a. in Spring 1979
and should qualify for promotion to Assistant Film
Recordists about ayear later.
Conditions of Service are good and relocation expenses
will be considered. Telephone or write immediately for
an application form, enclosing addressed envelope
and quoting reference number 78.G.2614/HN, to
Appointments Department, BBC London W1A IAA.
Telephone 01-580 4468 Ext. 4619.
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Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates: Trade 16p ( minimum £3.20); Private 13p per word
(minimum £2.60); Box Nos. 45p extra. To: HiFi News & Record Review, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. Please publish the advertisement indicated below for

insertion/s

under the heading
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Please write in block capitals.

A ICartridges ..
ADC Loudspeakers
AKG
Altec Lansing ..
Ampex ..
Amstrad
Aristar Acoustics
Armstrong ..
Astra Aerials ..
Audio Centre ..
Audio Master ..
Audio T..
Azat

••
••
••
••
.•
••
••
••
.•

B & W Loudspeakers
Bang & Olufsen
BASF BATS of Birmingham ..
Beyer Dynamics
BIB
Boliver
Boosey & Hawkes ..
Boothroyd Stewart ..
Broadaker

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
68
34
116
20, 130
203
•i46, 247. 248, 249, 250, 251
172
21
114
158
27
14
238

••

••

••

••

••

••

••
.•
.•
••
••
••
••

•
••
•.
••
••
••
••
••

124
180
30, 31
245
63
3,86
190
158
94
162

Cambridge A.R.
92
Cavendish ..
236, 237
Celef
102
Chew & Osborne
70
Comet
212, 213, 214, 215, ••
216, 21•1
••
,218,
219, 220, 221,
222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228. 229, 320, 231
Custom HiFi
..
..
..
207

Heinitz, T. . .
Hertz ..
HiFi Care
HiFi Choice ..
HiFi Consultants
HiFi Exchange
Hi-Fl News Annual
HiFi Year Book
Highgate Acoustic
Hitachi ..
Howell Richard

162
255, 256, 257
60
120
156
92
170
162
90
61,72,73
170

IMF ..

42

JBL
Jeffries ..
Jordan ..
JR Loudspeakers

35
168
92
16,17

K.J. Leisure Centre
Knightsbridge ..
Koss ..

50
12,13
64
142

Lasky's ..
Lear ..

240, 241, 242, 243,244
..
66,67

178
58, 59

Maxell
Mayware
McConomy
Milty Products ..
Mission ..
Monitor Audio ..
Monitor Sound..
Mordaunt Short
Motion Electronics

65
Il
252, 253, 254
69,76
263
5
•.
207
98
174

Ealing TV
Elite ..
EPS ..
Estuary ..

235
108
114
239

National Panasonic
Natural Sound ..
Neal Ferrograph
NuSound

..
118, 119
75, 112, OBC
33
208,209

Fotronix
Francis of Streatham

202
245

O'Brien ..
Ortofon

Delta Hounslow
Denon

Gale ..
Gibson Brittain
Goldring
Goodman's Loudspeakers
Guildford HiFi
Hammond, C. E.
Hampshire Audio
Hardman Radio
Harman Kardon
Harman Speakers
"syden

IFC
4
49
55
160
123
202
67
43
200
88, 176, 204, 205

Peters HiFi ..
Philips ..
Pickering
Pickups & Cartridges
Pickwick Records
Planet ..
Powertran
PWB Electronics
Pye

71
96

•.
••
••
••
.•

•
•.
••

188
24, 25, 56
164
49
128
206
168
11
36, 37
146
82

51
26
166

Quad ..
Quadramail
QED ..
Radford..
Ram Superfi
Rank Akai
Rank Leak
Rank Rotel ..
Reading Cassettes
Revox
REW
Rogers
Ross
Rush

104, 199
182
184, 185
68
46, 47, 49
200
40
108, 182, 210, 211
106
84
60

Sarays
Scottish HiFi Dealers..
Sennheiser
SES
.
Sevenoaks •Hi-Fi • • •
Shannons
Shure ..
SME ..
Sound Centre ..
Sound Lease Services ..
Stanton ..
Sugden, A. R...
Tandberg
Tangent Acoustical
Tannoy
TDK . .
Teledyne Acoustic
Teletape
3M ..
Toptape
Toshiba ..
Trio ..
Uher
Unilet
United Artists ..

154
15
74
62
98
64
44,45
32
52,53
234
158
132

54

38, 39
78
126,127
57
41
232
48,122,123
54
8,9
136

•..

152
138
150, 151

Virgin Records ..

134

Watts ..
Wharfedale ..
Wicks, D. T. ..
Wilmex
Wilmslow

19
22, 23
196, 197
140,245
100,233

Yamaha..
Zerostat

28,29
110
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Asimple explanation for the
success of our best-selling receiver.
It's simple enough to build abetter receiver
when you really know how. And Yamaha do.
Our CR620 has been carefully put together
to bring you pure natural sound at up to 50 watts
power.With less than 0.05% harmonic distortion.
A pretty good start. And it gets even
better.
Alongside the input selector for instance,
there's arecord out selector. A special device that
REC OUT SELECTOR
TAPE
COPY

1.

INPUT SELIECTC"
TUNIR

PMONO
Aux

FM tuning. It doubles to indicate signal strength
as well.
The CR620 incorporates Yamaha's
continuously variable loudness control too. So
whatever the volume, you're sure of constant tonal

-

TAPE
I. 2

lets you listen to one source while recording
another. So you can play your favourite LP and
record the radio simultaneously. Or let afriend
make tapes while you tune in to the radio.
Very sociable.
Even more sociable, we‘ie included two
stereo headphone jacks. So you can share your
listening with someone close to you.
And take asecond look at the signal
strength meter. It doesn't just indicate precise

balance. With no loss of bass or treble.
There's lots more. Full tone controls, high
and low filters, connections for two pairs of
speakers, and ahighly praised control panel.
But maybe the real secret is this.'The
OUDNEI
-2

00•100.11101

100

CR620 includes all these special features in amost
reasonable price.
So lots of people who thought they
couldn't afford Yamaha are very pleased to find
they can.

YamahaYes

•

IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS. SEND i
OR OUR FREE 32 PAGE COLOUR BOOK TO:
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD. 10 BYRON ROAD, WEALDSTONE, HARROW. MIDDX. HA3 nt. 01-863 8622.

